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INTRODUCTION
 
Remote sensing is so-strongly an interdisciplinary science
 
that one cannot easily keep abreast of the activity without
 
taking a large portion of the available time for reviewing

the literature. The Technology Application Center 
(TAC) has
 
made a major effort in order to provide a review of this
 
rapidly advancing field with its Quarterly Literature Review
 
of the Remote Sensing of Natural Resources. This service
 
has been initiated to provide the investigator with up-to­
date information in a readable and indexed form.
 
In an attempt to review the literature of remote sensing

from among the many hundreds of sources and thousands of
 
documents available, a definition of boundaries was neces­
sary. TAC, reviewing abstracted literature sources (see

Information Sources), selects documented data and data
 
gathering techniques which are performed or obtained remotely

from space, aircraft or groundbased stations. All of the
 
documentation is related to remote sensing sensors or the
 
remote sensing of the natural resources. Meteorology and
 
extraterrestrial sensing are normally not selected. 
Sensors
 
are primarily those operating with the 10-8 to 1 meter
 
wavelength band (ultraviolet through radar). There are
 
exceptions to this when overlapping data is reported, and
 
these have been selected.
 
Following the Information Sources descriptions are recent
 
releases concerning remote sensing. Included are NASA Tech
 
Briefs, ARAC Industrial Applications Reports, U.S. Navy

Technical Reports, U.S. Patent Reports, and other technical
 
articles and reports that come to the attention of the TAC
 
staff. This section has not been key worded or numbered.
 
Editors
 
Denise M. Glore
 
Michael H. Inglis
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USER GUIDE
 
This Quarterly Literature Review has been divided into eight
 
sections as shown in the table of contents. Within each section, the
 
abstracts have been provided an RS number. This number indicates the
 
section, as RS74-4 indicates Marine Science or Section 4 in the table
 
of contents. The numbers following the section identification place
 
the abstract in numerical order within that section.
 
RS75-4-023
 
abstract number
 
section number
 
year of quarterly issue
 
Remote Sensing
 
In the absence of page numbers, the section and number provide
 
ready access to the abstract.
 
All abstracts within this Quarterly Literature Review have
 
been "key-worded" by'the TAC staff. Key words include generalized
 
terms used or indicated by the title or abstract. The first author's
 
last name, shown on the abstract, is also used as a key word and is
 
indicated by an asterisk (*). This provides an author index within
 
the key word index found in Section 7, Alphabetical Index of Authors
 
and Key Words. Sample key-wording (key words used are underlined):
 
RS75-4-015 Evaluate the Application of ERTS-A Data for
 
Detecting and Mapping Sea-Ice; James C. Barnes, Principal
 
Investigator
 
Section 8 contains an order form for the document service pro­
vided by the Technology Application Center. In order to facilitate
 
this service, complete Quarterly numbers, RS numbers and abstract
 
titles are necessary.
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INFORMATION SOURCES
 
The following list describes the information resources currently
 
used by the Technology Application Center for the Remote Sensing
 
Quarterly Review.
 
I. National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
 
The NASA file, dating from 1962, contains more than
 
600,000 documents and grows at the rate of 70,000 new entries
 
each year. It is approximately 16% NASA-generated, the bulk
 
of the citations being reports collected by NASA from world­
wide sources for use in the aerospace program. These articles
 
are abstracted in two semi-monthly journals:
 
A. International Aerospace Abstracts (IAA)
 
IAA is an abstractive and indexing service covering
 
the world's published literature in the field of aero­
nautics and space science and technology. Periodicals,
 
books, meeting papers, conference proceedings, trans­
lations of foreign journal articles, and aerospace
 
reports are typically abstracted by IAA.
 
B. Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR)
 
STAR is a comprehensive abstracting and indexing
 
journal covering current worldwide report literature
 
on the science and technology of space and aeronautics.
 
Publications abstracted in STAR include scientific and
 
technical reports issued by NASA and its contractors,
 
other U.S. Government agencies, corporations, universities,
 
and research organizations throughout the world. Pertinent
 
theses, translations, NASA-owned patents and patent
 
applications, and other separate documents are also
 
abstracted.
 
II. Engineering index Monthly (EIM)
 
The Engineering Index Monthly is a compilation of abstracts
 
and items covering the world's significant technological literature
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and conferences encompassing all engineering disciplines.
 
The EIM covers the technological side of Remote Sensing

with such subjects as new equipment and techniques, and
 
specific field applications of engineering methods and
 
devices.
 
III. Selected Water Resources Abstracts
 
Selected Water Resources Abstracts is published by
the Water Resources Scientific Information Center, Office

of Water Resources Research, U.S. Department of the Interior.
 
It includes abstracts o4 current and earlier pertinent

monographs, journal articles, reports, and other publication

formats.
 
IV. Government Reports Announcements (GRA)
 
-GRA is published by the National Technical Infor­
mation Service (NTIS), Springfield, Virginia. The NTIS

collection now exceeds 730,000 titles, to which some 60,000
 
new reports are added annually. Abstracts cover environ­
mental surveys, energy source prospecting (minerals, geo­
thermal sources, etc.), oceanography, hydrology, climate,

agriculture, geology, tracing of tagged wildlife, and more
 
esoteric aspects of this field.
 
V. Bibliography and Index of Geology
 
Bibliography and Index of Geology is published by

the Geological Society of America 
 in Boulder, Colorado,

and covers the earth science literature of the entire world
 
and theses in North America.
 
VI. ERDA Energy Research Abstracts (ERA)
 
ERA covers scientific and technical reports origi­
nated by the U.S, Energy Research and Development Adminis­
tration and its contractors, other U.S. Government agencies,

other governments, universitites, and industrial and re­
search organizations. In addition, books, conference pro­
ceedings, individual conference papers, patents, and journal
literature on a worldwide basis are abstracted and indexed.
 
Subjects covered by ERA include energy systems, conservation,

safety, environmental protection, physical research and
 
biology and medicine.
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*RECENT RELEASES
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Narrowband Infrared Detector 
An improved infrared photodetector which has 
peak sensitivity at any selected wavelength within a 
certain range has been invented by a researcher at 
the Naval Surface Weapons Center. The device 
consists of two lead-salt alloy semiconductor films, 
vapor-deposited onto opposite sides of a tran~par­
ent substrate. One film is used as a short wavelength 
cut-off filter, and a photovoltaic detector is 
produced on the second film by applying a Schottky 
barrier contact. The peak sensitivity of this device 
lies between the cut-off wavelength of the filter Ac, 
and the cut-on wavelength of the detector 10. These 
wavelengths can be composition tuned to any 
desired values between two and twelve microns with 
the lead-salt alloys. The half-bandwidth of the 
device can be reduced to a few percents of Ac by 
utilizing optical interference effects in the films. This 
new device should prove useful in such varied areas 
as infrared surveillance and tracking systems, 
medical radiometry, and air pollution monitoring 
systems. 
SUBSTRATE 
FILTER LAYER DETECTOR LAYER 
CUTOFF Ac CUTOFF Xc 
--
CONTACTASCHOTTKY 
OHMIC CONTACT 
AC 
WAVELENGTH 
II-IV- VI Alloy Schottky Barrier Detector 
Configuration. 
xi 
Infrared-Enhanced TV for Fire Detection 
Silicon target and visible-light filter adapt 
avidicon for fire detection inlarge areas. 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 
Closed-circuit television is potenti-
ally superior to-conventional smoke-or 
heat sensors for detecting fires in 
large open spaces (for example, in 
warehouses). A single TV camera 
would be able to scan the entire area, 
whereas many conventional sensors 
and a maze of interconnecting wiring 
might be required to get the same 
coverage. 
By adding lens filters and substitut-
ing an infrared-sensitive silicon target 
for the usual antimony trisulfide target 
found in most vidicons, the ability of a 
standard TV camera to detect hard-to-
see chemical fires (such as those 
involving hydrogen, or liquid oxygen 
and hydrogen) can be significantly 
Energy Conservation, Using
Remote Thermal Scanning 
Readily available equipment is 
used to spot heat losses in 
several facilities. 
Airborne thermal infrared scans and 
thermal maps utilized in NASA's 
energy conservation program have 
proved to be an efficient cost-effective 
method for identifying heat losses 
from building roofs and heating-
system distribution lines. The use of 
thermal scanning to locate excessive 
energy losses at all NASA facilities 
has resulted in first-year cost savings 
of $480,000. Accounting for the cost 
of the program produces a net savings 
of $386.000 for the first year. 
For example, at the National Space 
Technology Laboratory in Bay St. 
Louis, Mississippi, a primary concern 
was the location of heat losses from 
leaks and insulation deterioration in a 
13-mile-long (21 km) system of under- 
ground high-temperature hot-waler 
lines buried at an average depth of 1.8 
enhanced. Such a camera could be 
monitored by a person who would trip 
an alarm if a fire were detected; or, 
electronic circuitry could process the 
camera signal for a fully-automatic 
alarm system. 
In tests of an IR-enhanced camera, 
a commercially-available silicon target 
extended the infrared sensitivity to 12 
nanometers. The same target also 
gave 30X sensitivity in the visible 
region. To restore the baseline sensi-
tivity of the camera in the visible 
region, it was also fitted with a lens 
filter that had roughly 3 percent trans-
mission of visible light. (The enhanced 
sensitivity would have caused over-
loading problems in bright light.) Initial 
meters. An airborne thermal scan, 
verified by spot excavation, effectivelylocated all of the heat losses with a 
cost saving of $93,000. 
The method employs commercially
available equipment ina highly oevel-
oped way. A thermal infrared optical 
detector and scanning system coupled 
to a magnetic-tape data recorder have 
been installed ina NASA C-47 aircraft, 
As the aircraft flies over the ground
facilities, the system scans the area. 
Flights are usually made at night to 
minimize the effects of solar heating, 
and typically at altitudes of 1,000 or 
1,500 ft (305 or 455 meters). The 
signals from the thermal-energy de-
tector are digitized and recorded on 
high-density magnetic tape. The data 
are subsequently processed in a 
ground-based minicomputer system to 
reconstruct a thermal map. 
The minicomputer is programed to 
divide the recorded data into 24 signal 
levels for display and analysis. The 
data are then processed and displayed 
in one, or more, of four different ways: 
1. 	24-level color maps of the area 
scanned.
 
jests to detect the flame-of a butane 
torch showed a nearly 10-percent 
increase in flame area, as compared 
to the image projected by an unmodi­
tied visicon. The modified camera was 
also less susceptible to blooming and 
highlight smearing. 
This work was done by James R. 
Hall of Rockwell International Corp. 
for Marshall Space Flight Center. 
For further information, Circle 21 on 
the TSP Request Card. 
Inquiries concerning rights for the 
commercial use of this invention 
should be addressed to the Patent 
Couhsel, Marshall Space Flight Center 
[see page A8]. Refer to MFS-19380. 
2. 	 12-level black-and-white maps, 
3. 	color photographs of maps dis­played on the minicomputer 
cathode-ray tube, and 
4. 	 minicomputer printout of the 
digitized data. 
Selection of the type of display 
depends upon the degree of detail 
desired to identify places of excessive 
heat loss.
 
This work was done by Robert L. 
Bowman and John R.Jack of Lewis 
Research Center. Further informa­
tion may be found in NASA TM-X
73570 [N77-21518], "Application of 
Remote Thermal Scanning to the 
NASA Energy Conservation Program, " 
a copy of which may be obtained at 
cost from the New England Research 
Application Center [see page A7]. 
Lew-12812 
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COSMIC PROGRAM ABSTRACT
 
ERL-10007
 
MAXL4X - Program for Preclassification of Frequently
 
Encountered Vectors in LANDSAT Data
 
(NASA Earth-Resources Laboratory) 30 OCT 78
 
This program was developed to preclassify frequently encountered
 
vectors in LANDSAT data. The program uses a table look-up procedure in
 
processing the data. Each pixel is checked to see if it has been pre­
classified. If it has been preclassified then the value is simply looked
 
up in the table rather than calculated again. If the pixel has not been
 
classified then it is classified as usual. Thus the program provides a
 
technique for rapidly classifying LANDSAT data.
 
MAXL4X takes a set of statistics from either cards or a previously
 
generated statistics file. It preclassifies a table based on the input
 
statistics. The table to be preclassified is a disk file generated by
 
the DESTRIPE/REFORMAT program (ERL-10006). The program takes the four channel
 
data from tape and checks to see if the vector matches a vector that has
 
previously been classified. MAXL4X uses a table look-up procedure in classi­
fying the data. It checks to see if the vector has already been classified
 
or is in the preclassification table before attempting to classify it. If
 
the vector is identical to a previously classified vector then the classi­
fication is looked up and written to magnetic tape. If the vector is not an
 
exact duplicate of a previously classified vector then it is checked to see
 
if it has been preclassified. If the vector has been preclassified then the
 
classification is looked up and written to magnetic tape. If the vector has
 
not been preclassified then it is classified. Input consists of a data tape,
 
cards, and the table to be preclassified. The input cards may contain the
 
class name, mean vector, covariance matrix; quadratic threshold, and a priori
 
data, or the input cards may direct the reading of this information from the
 
statistics file. Output consists of a classified tape and a listing of
 
frequency of occurrences and percentages of pixels for each class. The limi­
tations of the program consist of processing four channel data, one classified
 
output tape per run, an input tape in ERL format, and a maximum of 63 classes.
 
This program is written in Assembler and FORTRAN IV for batch execution
 
and has been implemented on a Varian V-70 with a central memory requirement
 
of approximately 70K octal 16 bit words.
 
LANGUAGE: ASSEMBLER (78%), FORTRAN IV (22%)
 
MACHINE REQUIREMENTS: Varian V-70 Series
 
PROGRAM SIZE: Approximately 2959 Source Statements
 
DISTRIBUTION MEDIA: Card Image Magnetic Tape
 
PROGRAM NUMBER: ERL-10007
 
DOCUMENTATION PRICE: $6.00 PROGRAM PRICE: $310.00
 
SUITE 112, BARROW, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, ATHENS, GEORGIA 30602(404) 542-3265
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COSMIC PROGRAM ABSTRACT
 
MSC-18238
 
GETMEX/CLEAN - The Postprocessing Computer Program
 
(Lockheed Electronics Company) 25 SEPT 78
 
The GETMEX/CLEAN computer program was designed for postprocessing
 
classification images such as those derived from processing remotely sensed
 
Landsat data. The program remaps classification images, cleans up the
 
salt-and-pepper appearance by forcing each object mapped in the image to
 
have a minimum size specified by the user, and maps a special kind of
 
mixed feature on the image. 'It can be used with existing image processing
 
software, such as LARSYS, CAMSP,, and VICAR. The resulting remapped images
 
closely resemble the resource information maps that are familiar to users
 
and can replace or supplement the classification images before postprocessing
 
by GETMEX/CLEAN.
 
The program operates on binary classification maps, that is, maps
 
having picture element (pixel) values of 0 or 1. Connected sets in the map
 
are searched and identified. The sizes of these connected sets are determined
 
and checked against a prespecified threshold, -whichis controlled by the user.
 
Connected sets smaller than threshold pixels are eliminated by changing their
 
labels to the other type; that is, small sets of 1's will be modified to 0
 
labels and O's to its. By performing such relabeling, a final image is pro­
duced in which every mapped object meets a minimum threshold pixel size
 
requirement. The postprocessed image resembles a resource information map
 
with which users are familiar and the salt-and-pepper appearance, which is
 
common in digital classification maps, is subdued. The program accepts as
 
input multiclass, single-channeled images formatted on computer-compatible
 
tapes (CCT) it the Universal format for multi-spectral scanner (MSS) data
 
storage. Output is in the form of images on magnetic tape in the same format.
 
GETMEX/CLEAN is written in -FORTRAN V for execution in batch mode and
 
is implemented on a UNIVAC 1100 series computer operating under EXEC 8.
 
The program requires two tape drives and a core requirement of approximately
 
34K of 36 bit words for execution.
 
LANGUAGE: FORTRAN V
 
MACHINE REQUIREMENTS: UNIVAC 1100 Series
 
PROGRAM SIZE: Approximately 603 Source Statements
 
PROGRAM NUMBER:. MSC-18238
 
DOCUMENTATION PRICE: $7.50
 
PROGRAM PRICE: $320.00
 
SUITE 112, BARROW, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, ATHENS, GEORGIA 30602(404) 542-3265 
xiv 
COSMIC, PROGRAM ABSTRACT
 
MPS-23753
 
MINIS - Multipurpose Interactive NASA Information System
 
(Computer Sciences Corporation) 07 AUG 1978
 
The Multipurpose Interactive NASA Information System (MINIS) was
 
developed in response to the need for a data management system capable

of performing the functions of a LANDSAT photo descriptive data retrieval
 
system, while remaining general in terms of other user definable data
 
bases.- Currently MINIS represents a general purpose interactive data
 
management and information retrieval system especially developed for use
 
on small and medium size computers. MINIS uses a free form data
 
base structure which provides the user with the ability to create entirely
 
new and different data bases and to have more control of the data base
 
and the format of requested output products. Each major function of the
 
MINIS interactive modular system is invoked by user requests in the
 
system language-DABAL. The Data Base Access Language (DABAL) provides

the capabilities to form sets, perform mathematical calculations, define
 
new variables from combinations of data base fields and other variables,
 
sum a field or variable within a set, and invoke any of the other modules
 
in MINIS. The modular structure of MINIS provides an efficient base to
 
which additional features may be readily attached. MINIS has been used
 
to accommodate data bases in the area of LANDSAT photo-descriptive data,
 
land use data, and census/socio-economic data. MINIS should prove

useful in many areas of data base development and management.
 
MINIS is designed to accommodate fixed length record data bases
 
with up to 200 fields and as many records as available mass storage will
 
permit. For each data base established on MINIS there are several files
 
which must be defined and several optional-files which can facilitate
 
data base searches. The file definition file is an information list of
 
the other files of the data base and is automatically updated as files
 
are changed. The main data file is the actual data that makes up the
 
data base. The field definition file represents a map for a data base
 
record. The user message file contains all field titles, saved text,
 
headers, formats, and name list. Index files speed up the process of
 
set formation by providing a cross-reference between the value of a
 
certain field and the corresponding record numbers. The first step in
 
working with a data base is to invoke the data base select module which
 
loads the data definitions of the named data base along with indexed
 
variable information and any special vocabulary. Control is then passed
 
to the main system module which accepts user commands and calls up the
 
compiler routines to generate an internal interpretive code. This code
 
causes the appropriate execution submodule to be invoked. An argument

list is automatically composed for subroutines with a variable list. The
 
module is then loaded and control transferred to it with a pointer to
 
the argument list. As each module completes its operation, program
 
control is returned to the main system module.
 
SUITE 112, BARROW, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, ATHENS, GEORGIA 30602(404) 542-3265
 
-2- MFS-23753
 
MINIS is coded in FORTRAN and ASSEMBLER for interactive execution and
 
has been implemented on an NOVA 1200 minicomputer under the ROS operating
 
system.
 
LANGUAGE: FORTRAN (91%), ASSEMBLER (9%)
 
MACHINE REQUIREMENTS: NOVA 1200 Series
 
PROGRAM SIZE: Approximately 19,585 Source Statements
 
DISTRIBUTION MEDIA: Magnetic Tape Available Only
 
PROGRAM NUMBER: MFS-23753
 
DOCUMENTATION PRICE: $26.00
 
PROGRAM PRICE: $1120.00
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Section 1
 
GENERAL
 
Theory, General Surveys, Miscellanious Studies
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14EM4r!T SENSING ACTIVITIES ARE CONCERNED WITH PROBLEMS SUC14 AS THE RADIATION BALANCE 3F THE EAPTH.HONITDRING ON A
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lO.[NTERNAIINAL SYMPUSIUM ON HEMOIE SENSING CF ENVIRCI'ENT/ANN AIHOUrR.I.US%/ 
t OCT 1 75/
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R-78- 50. 020LEGAL ASPECTS OF REMOTE SENSING AND AIR ENFORCEMENT/
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SCIrNCF APPLICAT[JNS.INC..LA JOLLA .CA/J .AII POLLUTaCONfROL. ASSOC./28/2,FEB I78/I119-122/ 
US/ 
US/ 
IPCAA/

ERA- 01:Os ?5/F[D,-78:07 6/rHF 6 5LEGAL AND TECHNICAL ASPECTS INVOLVED IN THE APPLICATION OF REMOTE MONITORS IN AIR ENFORCEMENT PROGRAMS AREOISCtI E;D.IT IS F'IUN) TIT SOME OF THE INSTRUMENTS PRESENTLY UNDER DEVELOPMENT OR 8ING fIlELD TESTED ARE GOOD CANDIDATESAS ENIIClMENT MONITORS WHILE OTHERS ARE NO? SLITED.THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF TIE REMOTE SENSORS AS COMPAREDTo THrl IN-sTACK M-INITORS ARE DISCUSSED.,
 
i o 0 0 0 / I
AIR PILLUTFUN:T2/,ASEOUS WASTES/LEGAL ASPECTSI0I/MONI TOR ING:DO/PLUMES/PLLUT ION REGULATIONS/REMOTE SENSING:TI/US EPA/ 
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01975/iiCCLDING, (IF TIh TIENTII INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SEISING OF ENVIRONMENT/ 
IS/E-RA-,O-t: 0"795e/EOL|- U: O75642/
THE ANALYSIS OF SPACE IMAGERY SHOWS THAT DUE TO THE OBSERVATICNS FROM SPACE A DIVERSE INFORMATION ONBE 01TAINED. SPACE HIITOGRAPIIS CAN BE USED FOR THE DETECTION OF NATURAL FIRES CAN THEIR SIZE'; ANQ DISTRIILITION/FOR THE ESTIMATION CF THE 
SMOKE CLOUDS AND A SMOKE HAZE.FOR OBTAINING THE DATA ON 
MACRO ANt THICKNESS OF SMOKE POLLUTION/FOR OBTAINING THE INFORMATION ON THEMIS SCALE CIRCULATION OF AIR STREAMS/FOR THE DETECTION OF THE DYNAMICS OF SMOKE POLLUTION/FOR STUDYING THEINFLIF4CE OF ITHE UJD0FLYING SURFACE CN THE DEVELOPMENT OF FIRESIFOR TIE DETECTION OF THE SITES OF THE ORIGIN OF FIRES/FOR The, LOCAL I IAIIN OF THE REGIONS (ZCNES)CF THE OCCURRENCE OF FIRES/FOR THE ESTIMATION OF THE REGIONAL ANDPOLILUTION OF TIlE ATMOSPHEPEi GLOBALHv SMOKES. THE MAIN DIRECTIOI CF THE INVESTIGATION IS THE ESTIMATION OFCONTENT IF SPACE THE INFORMATIONIMAGLRY (THE OETERMINATION (F THE NECESSARYSUVEY. ETC. )WIT THE PURPOSE OIF ITS OPTIMAL LSAGE FOR SPECTRAL AND SPATIAL RESOLUTION.OF nHE FREQUENCY OF THEA STUDY CF FIRES AS THE SOURCES OF ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION AND THEC1HANCE IN Tt-E FACE AND STPUCTIJPE OF THE LANI)SCAFE.IIO.INTEIRNATI1NAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING CF ENVIRONMENT/ANN ARIltl M I.I SA/

6 1CT 9711/
SO.SODS/

Al1 fCINLLU I ION: I I/CLiUIoSD/ATA CCJMPILAOIOJ:03/ENVIOCNMENTAL EFFECTS/FIRES:T1/PHOTIGRAPHY/REMDTE SENSING :01 .02/SMOKE S:T2/
SPACIb/
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7LIN)OB0144 Flu- 71~-0.2 ij. 02 0(NrIS / ,---T? / 0,14) PEMIITL SFNSING APPLIED TO ENVIHCNMENTAL POLLUTION DETECTION AND MANAGEMENT (A BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH 
AIPSTItACTS).IPi4U f-H),t I164--JULY 1977/ 
II'INi)EMANII * A .5./
NATIONAI. TFCi-NICAL INFORMATI)N SEIRVICE.SPRINGFIELOVAo(USAI/
AUGI1971/NT'IS PC 401/HF NOI./ 
APPLICArIN (F ,tFMOiTF SENSI NG NETHCnS TO AIR. WATER. AND NOISE POLLUTION PROBLEMS IS DISCUSSED.TOPIC AREAS COVER 
CHARACTERISTICS OF 0 Ib'ERSION AN) OIfFUSICN BY WHICH PCLLUTANTS ARE TRANSPORTED.EUTROPHICATION OF LAKES. THERMAL 
ISCHARGES FWrIM ELdCTRIC POttER PLANIS.OUTFALLS FROM INDUSTRIAL PLANTS.ATMOSPIIERIC AEROSOLS UNDER VARIOUS METEOROLOGICAL 
IF SP[LLS.AND SENSING UPDATEDCONDIT IONS. 94II1IGOIL APPLICATION OF REMOTE TO ESTUARIAN PRODLEMS.(TIIS BIBLIOGRAPHY 
CONTAINS 133 AIBSTRACTSALL OF WHICHl ARE NEh EITRIES TO% THE PREVIIUS EDITION.)/ 
RS78-1-317 
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FIIILANO*S 	 APIIACH rV3 REMO0TE SENSING ORIENTED EARTH RESOURCES SURVEYS/JAAKKtJI A. S ./C ILOELA. E./
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PROCEIOING (IF THE TENTII INTERNATIONAL YMPCSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/
Fl/
 
us/
 
FRA-3:03012/E0O-7,.3075718/
IN THE BEGINNING OF 1974,A THREE-YFR EARTH RESOURCES REMCTE SENSING PROJECT WAS 
INITIATED AT THE LABRATORY OF LAND
 
UE. TECHNICAL RESEACIi CENTER OF FINLAND. TilE ULTIMATE OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT IS TO DEVELOP AUTOMATED ENVIRONMENTMONICrORING ANC RESOURCE INVENTORY METHODS CAPABLE TC MEET FINNISH NEEDS AND CONDITIONS.DN THE BASIS OF VARIOUS PROMISING 
PR'LIMINARY Rrsu- IIBrAINED MODERN REMOTE SENSING TECHNICUES.ESPECIALLY IN THE USA.IT SEEMS JUSTIFIED AND NECESSARYDU. 13Y 
TO I'LRFO CLOSER A.4IALYSES ON THE PRACTICAL USES OF THOSE TECHNIGUIES.THIS REQUIREMENT RISES. IN FINLAND.PARTICLLARLY FROMTHE FIELOS OF FOIR,'STRY.GEOLOGY AND HYDROLOGY.THESE ARE THE THREE BRANCHES INVOLVED IN LABORATORY'S MULTIDISCIPLINARY R 
AN-) D-EF')NRT.TF- I-iIJECT IS FINANCIALLY SUFPCRIED BY VARICUS STATE AND PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS ENGAGED IN ABOVE FIELDS.INADDITION Il I)IGITAL SATELLITE DATA.THE PROJECT ALSO OPERATES WITH DIGITAL AIRCRAFT SCANNER DATA.THE APPROACH TO DATA 
FgnrO' ING IS LARGELY SOFTWARE-ORIENTED./
01 	 Io INTFINATIONAL SYMPUSIUM ON REMOTE SENkSING CF ENVIRC.EhT/ 
ANN4 AfVE)R. M . SLSA/ 
t, OCT '3/ 
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29*401100/

14A6I;F /IwMOTE SIANS!'4:TI/SAILSLLINE S/SIERRA LEONE; T/TECHhU1LOGY ASSESSMRENT: 01I/TOPOLOG ICAL MA-PING/USES/ 
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RFqFA.CH ACTIVITIES IN REMOTE SENSING STUDY GROUP/
MATSLJ'ItI.K .(CGIOLI)GICAL SURVEY OF JAPANKAbASAKII/NAKANURAY./
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PROCrIEOINGS OF THE TENTH INTERNATIONAL EYMPECSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/
 
US/

rPAn-02:OJ$I3I/ElM-1 : 0761l 
MAN LIVES NOT ONLY IN HIS NATURAL ENVIRONMENT BUT ALSO IN ONE OF HIS OWN MAKING.IT IS MOST IMPORTANT FOR HIM TO FIND
THE CONIflTIONS tiN0Z 1dMEC HIS TWO ENVIRONMENTS HARMONIZE.THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE CONSIDERED ON THE LOCAL.REGIONAL ANDGL tidAI SCALE. CUR APPI4OACFI Ti THE APPLICATICN OF ERTS DATA HAS TIHEREFORE BEEN IN THE FOLLOWING FASHIONRECCGNITION OFOBJFCTS AND ThECI -)lYSICAL CONfDITIONS / RECOGNITION OP THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE RECOGNIZED OBJECTS AND TIEIRPHYSICAL CONDIII|ONS / RECOGNITION nF TINE CHANGES IN THE CBJECTSTHEIR PHYSICAL CONDITIONS AND THEIR DISTRIBUTION/FENFCASTING / AND COLJNTERMEASURES. THE EIKVIROI'MENTAL DESTRUCTIEN WITH WHICH THE WORLD IS NOW CONCERNED I5 THE RESULT OF 
HtUMANI ACTIVITIES WHICII EXCEED NATURE-S CARRYING CAPACITY./
IO.INTFRNAFIINAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/

ANN AkIIR.M I. LSA/
 
6 OCT 1975/
 
1.o020.3/
DATA ANALYS IS,/0lRtOUT SON/ENVRONMENT/FOECASTING/ JAPAN/MhITOR1NG/POLLUTION/REMOTE SENSING:T2/RESEARCH PROGRAMS:02/ 
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APPLICArIINS OF R4:MtaTE SENSING FOR CORPS OF ENGINEERS PROGRAMS 
 IN NEW ENGLAND/
,ICKIM.H.L .tAtMY COLD REGIONS RESEARCH ANO ENGINEERING LAOeHANOVER.NI-'/MERRY.C.J./COOPER.S./ANDERSON.O.M./GATTO.L.W./
 
I 975/
PI~hCtEI)INGS [F TFE TENTH INTERNAIICNAL SYMPCIUM ON REPICTE SetSING OF ENVIRONMENT/ 
US/ 
I.EA-0:0,35q81,sOB-?8:070572,
 
Ci THE UTILITY IF SATELLITE.HIGli ALTITUDE AND LOW ALTITUDE AERIAL IMAGERY IS PRESENTLY BEING CRITICALLY EVALUTED BY THECltR,'S OF ENGINEER . WNEN THE APPLICATION HAS BEEN DEMONSTRATED AND IS COST EFFECTIVE. IT IS USED TO UPDATE OR AUGMENTCONVFNrIONAL METHOOS AND PRnCCDURES.OUR MOST SIGNIFICANT CONTRIEUTION TO DATE HAS BEEN TO INCREASE CONFIDENCE LIMITS BYMORE; ACCIJRATR. V ESTIlATING PARAMETERS USED IN MODELS.WITHIN TilE LAST THREE YEARS SEVERAL NEW COOPERATIVE REMOTE SENSINGPROGIA4S ADDRtIESSING ENVIRONMENrAL AND HYDRCLOGIC PROBLEMS 0-AVE BEEN IMPLEMENTED BY THE COLD REGIONS RESEARCH ANDENGINEIRING LABORATORY (CRREL) AND THE NEW ENGLAND CIVISICh (ED)DF TIE CORPS OF ENGINEERS.THESE EFFORTS HAVE ENABLED)STATE-IF-TIE-ART P 'JTE SENSING TECHNIOLES AND NEWLY IDEVELOPED SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY To BE EVALUATED BY FIELD PERSONNEL.THE INJITIAL. UJIECtIVE OF THESE PROGRAPS AS TO DETERMINE THE AVAILABILITY.TYPE.SCALE.AND RESOLUTION REQUIRED.THE SECONDCIIIECTIVE WAS TO 9HOW HrW REMOTE SENSING METHODS CAN BE UTILIZED TO AUGMENT OR UPDATE CONVENTIONAL PROCEDUR6S4 IMAGERYFRO4 TIMF I AN)SAT '415SION PROVIDED VALUABLE INFORMATICN FOR SITE EVALUATION.DEFINITION OF GEOLOGIC LINEATIONS.ANQMI)NITJ.RING SNW AN.) ICE ACCUMULATION AND ABLATION. THIS INFORMATION CAN HAVE IMPACT ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF DESIGNCRITERIA IlR MCN CCtt'MS FACILITIES OR ON FLOOD FORECASTING PROCECURES,/
I0.I4T'INATIOI.AL SY'4POSIUM ON REMUTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/

ANN lI(tR.MI.LSA/
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G*.tJILIIGY / HYL)[J'I.,)GY / ICE' 3 / IMAGES /LAND USE:T2/MONITORING:03,aD/PHO OGRAPHY/REMOTE SE'SING:Q2/SATELLITES/SNOW;T4/
TPOrLO,;ICAL MAPP! IS/USES/ 
RS78-1-321 
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ALASKA: TJ / CA S1A IE(.IONS: T2 /DATA COMPI LATI CN/ECOSYST EMS/MANAGEMENT/PLUMES/REMOTE SENSINGeOI .Ot,/RESOURCEStTi.03/
SAT ElL IITC.SEOI1NEMTS/TOPOLQG ICAL MAPPING:O2, 
f(S78-1-322 
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14 fTS;UI)tFA .*/
I<ANKYI2 S0Z!/4//St:' 1'?4/611-74+/ 
JAPAIESP/ 
.op/JI, 
7Z7Z.// 
Ffl-78:O750 olTIF AMOJNT OF POLLUTANTS OIDCNARGFO HAS NOW EXCEEDED THE ENVISCNMENT-S NATURAL ABILITY TO PURIFY ITSELF. IHE EFFECT OFURBLANIZArIO)N IS TRCEI) ESPECIALLY l1-E DEGENERATION OF PLANTS AND ANIMALS IN TOKYO.ONE 3F THE METHODS OF MONITORINGFLANTS IS REMOTE SENSING WITH MULTI-RAND PHOTCGRAPHY AND MULTI-SPECTROSCANNING.THERE IS A CORRELATION BETWEEN THE SULFURCONTENT OF TREE LEAVES AND MULTI-BAND PHETOGRAPS ON RED PINE TREES WITH A CORRELATION COEFFICIENT OF -0.862./ 
AIR PIILLUTIJN / ANIMALS /ENVIRONMeNT/JAPANfl1/LAND POLLUTICN/MCNITORING/PHOTOGRAPHY/PLANTS/POLLUTION:Ol/SULPUR/TRES/
UREAN ARFAS/WAFER PIJLLtjTION/ 
RS78-1-32 3
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ENERGY RFSOUZCF DEVLLOPMENT:T0E MONITORING CCfPONENTS/
MORGAIN. G../ 
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.NVIUUJN.SCJ.TECHNiJ,./j/I/JAN 1678/24-43/ 
Ul, 
'35, 
(ESTHAI500.D20o s'.O2OO/OI.O9uo/50.0300/20.0200/
AERIAL MONIrORING / AFROS)L MONITORING / AIR POLLUTICN: 
TI /AIR QUALITY/AIRCRAFT/COAL/COAL GASIFICATION/COMBUS13OaN/
ENV IRINM4ENT'AL EFFECTS /ENVIPONMENTAL TRANSPORT/FORECAST!NG/FOSSIL-FUEL POWER PLA4VS/HYDROCARBONS/MEASURING INSTRUMENTS/AONITOIIN.;: 01. 02 / NITROGEN OXIDES /NLCLEAR POWER PLANTS/OIL SHALES/PERSONNEL MONITORING/PLANTS/REMOTE SENSING/StLPURCXCOES/TENNESSEE 
VALLEY AUTHORI rY/US OGE/LS EPA/WATER POLLUTICN:T2/ATER GUALITY/
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NATIONAL PNVIRONIENTAL SATELLITE SERVICE. ASHINGTON.DC/
 
1977/
PROCEEDINGS Of rtlE ELEVENTH INTERNATIOtAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT.VOLOII/

U)s/ 
ER-O:tblI2./v)u-,f:xoe277/ 
II.SYMPOSIL4 ON RCMaTI SENSING OF ENVIRONMENI/

ANN ARPOIIl4,MILSA/

P5 APR 1977/
 
DATA ANALYSIS / GrOPIIYSICAL SURVEYS /IMAGE PROCESSINO/IMAGES/REMOTE SENSING:TI/SATaELLITS/TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION:OI/
TERMINAL FACILIIIES/ 
liS78-1-J2S 
7aCOfl0461 EOO-7-IJ So.02 0
 
ICPnN-7',ik 07?--2 IDEtER'4INATION OF HAZE LEVELS FRtCM LANDSAT DATA/
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LOCKHtf-r FLEC11;O3NICS CO., INC. HrOLSICtl-TX/ 
19 75/

WiICEEDlNSS IOF rhLi TENTH INTERNATIONAL YNFCSIUM C4 RUECTE SEtISING OF ENVIRONMENT/
U1S/ 
US/

IG.IrATERNATIUINAL Sy4I'USIUM ON REMOE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/
ANN At fl .I Mt. USA/ 
6 ncr I175/
5O.02)40/tO.oI Cj/
AIR P LLU V ION T /,3ATA ACOU I SITI ON/EOLAI I ONS/NE ASU]ti NG METHODS: Cl/REMOTE SENS ING/SATaLL ITES/ 
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-IATELLITF GLOBAL 40NITDMING OF ENVIRChMENTAL QUALITY/
 
SCPI-FER. .A./

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINIS1RATICf,t.ASHINGTCN.DC/
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tJS/,
 
ERA-03: OJ7 S6/E506-781075641/

flY ITS VERY NAIURE. THE 
 EARTH.-RHITING SATELLITE PRCVIOES A UNIQUE CAPABILITY FOR RAPID REPETITIVE OUASI--SYNOPTIC
 4EASIREM4NITS OP TIE GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT AND WILL, ACCORDINGLY, PLAY THE MAJOR ROLE IN A4Y FUTURE OPERATIONAL GLOBAL 
FNVIRINM NTAL MCNIIU ING SYSIEM.NINULS G.IHE Al's PCLLUTICN ANC CCEAhCGRAPHIC DSERVING SATELLITE.SCHEDULED FOR LAUNCH IN1978. IS NASA'S FIRST R AND D SATELLITE DEDICATED TO ENVIRCNMENTAL QUALITY MEASUREMENTS;ATMOSPHERIC EXPERIMENTS ON 
NIMRI$S-C WILL DETERMINE THE FEASIBILITY OF SPACE-ORNE DETECTION AND NAPPING OF IMPORTANT MINOR STRATOSPHERIC 
C(NSTITUFNTS, AND WIL PRnVIDE A MEASUREMENT OF THE EARTH'S RADIATION BUDGSTOCEAtIOGAPHIC EXPERIAENTS.ON NIM3US-G WILL
FOCUS ON MONITORING OCEAN COLOR IN COASTAL ZkNES AND WILL CREVIDE T*'E FIRST ALL-WEAThER CAPABILITY FOR MEASUREMENT OF
 
SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE. A PARAMETER OF GREAT IMPORTANCE IN STUDIES OF THE EARTHS CLIIATE.A SECOND SATELLITE MISSION
00 'LANNFg) FR Tf-E SAME GENERAL TIME FRAME IS SAGEiTHE 'STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL AND GAS EXPERIMENT.THIS SATELLIIE WILL PROVIDE 
DATA ON SrRATOSPHEfIC AEROSOL DISTRIRUTIONS AND CONCENTRATIONS AT LATITUDES BEYOND THOSE ACCESSII3LE TO THE SOLAROCCUI.TAT ION AEROSOL SENSOR ON hi MBLS-GC.tASA PLANS FOR FUTURE ENVIRChMENTAL SATELL ITES WILL EXPLOIT THE SPACE' SHUTTLE 
WHICh WIL.L LIE AVAILAIBLE IN THE EARLY 4980S.8GTH AS A LAUNCH VEHICLE FOR FREE-FLYER SATELLITES tEG..EMSbANO IN THESORTIF MODE IE.G.. PACELAB).ADVANCED RCNOTE SE SORSI ARE hOW UNCER DEVELOPMENT BY NASA FOR APPLICATION TO 80111 OF THESE
 
MISSION CLASSES./
iO.NTERNATIlNAL SYMPUSIUM (IN NEMOVE $EhSING CF EhVIR~hMEbT/ 
ANN AIRlOAU4.USA/6 nCT IP'TS/ 
5%O.0 O00/5O.0202/ 
AE' 4IMILS / AIR POILLUTION / DATA CONPILATICN /EARTH PLANET/ECOLUGICAL CONCENTRATION/EtIVIRDNMENTTI/MEASURING METHODS/
MONITURING/NASA/UCEANIG APAY/REMOTE SEhSIG:I/SATELLITES/SEAS/STRATSPERE/TOPOLOGICAL MAPPING/ 
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INVrITIGATIINS ON /SUP t29/1 RAOtIECOLOGY/
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APR 147r/
 
GERMAN/
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IN THE 1SECONO HALF (IF I97L. /SUP 129/I WAS DETERMINED IN PRCESS SOLUTIONSVARIOUS WASTE WATERSCOW'S MILK.THYROID ANDSRII SAI4V LLS.AN ANALYTICAL MTTHO WAS DEVELOFEO FOR THE ASSAY CF /SUP 127/1 IN AIR.F IRST.ANALYSES WERE PERFORMED OF THEAIR IN TIlE FNVIRI'IENT OF THE KARLSRUHE NUCLEAR RESEARCH CENTER.ThE /SUP 129/1 CONCENTRATIO1 IN WASTE WATERS Am MILK
I-AVE FURrTER O1ECIiEASED AND FOR COW-S MILK THEY ATTAINED THE DETECTION LIMIT OF SEVERAL 1O/SUP -3/PCI OF /SUP 129/I/1 OF 
PILK. THP /SUP 129/1 CONCENTRATIONS IN SCIL SAMPLES SO FAR EVALUATED HAVE SCATTERED WITHIN ONE ORDER OF MAGNIIUDE:OF PCI
 / 5UP 12) / I / G ]F SOIL.TiIE REELLIS OP MEASLREMENTS ON STABLE IODINE OF TlhE ENVIRONMENTAL AIR SHOW'THAT THE ELEMENTAL 
IOO!NC AND AERIN,31. IJOINE AMOUNT TO 1-0 NG /SUP 127/I/M/SUP 3/CF AIR./50.4) 00/SI *030C/56.0I72/
 
AERIAL MINITORINf: Oi.05/EARTI ATMOSPHERE:12/FOOD CHANS:T3/ICDINE T27:TI/IODINe 1291T5/MILK:T4/RADIOACTIVEAEROSOLS/
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FinO-r7: 104CO3/
TtPF tNt4flUS-G NVIP1NM1ITAL CN1TfTRING SAELLI TE HAS AN INSTRUMENT (A GAS CORRELATION SPECTROMETER)ON-BOARD FORM4A ,tIra& TF '4ASi 11- A GIVEN POLLUTANT ITHIN A GAS VOLUME.THE PAPER TREATS THE PRO LEM OF HOW TillS TYPE OF MAS UEMENTCAN Ur USE) TO ETISHATE TIlE DISTRIOUTION CF POLLUTAT LEVELS IN A METROPOLITAN ARA.ESTIMATION METHODS ARE USED TDtEVELO;' T1I4S DISTRIOUTION. THE POLLUTION CONCENTRATION CAUSED BY A POINT SOURCE IS MODELED AS A GAUSSIAN PLUME.THEUNCERTAINTY I- THE 'AASUREMENTS IS USED TO DETERMINE THE ACCURACY OP ESTIMATING THE SOURCE STAENGT-$THE WIND VELOCITY.CIFFUS ON COEFP ICIENTS.ANO SOURCE LOCAtICN.O 
A RIAL MNITORI1j4;: I / AIR POLL(UTION; TI/AIR POLLITIONMCNITORS:02/DATA ACQUISSIONTSo4/oIFUSIoN/POINT POLLUTANTSzfURCESzTa.Q.3/REl41TE SrNSING:Q5/SATELLITEST2/UR1RAN AREAST3/WID/aP 
1IS7 8-i-329 
7RCOOJ %Ptb ED- 78-6 wo. 010RFMOTE SENSING AS A TonL IN ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF TOPOCRArHICAL ALTERATIONS ON THE MICROCLIMATE/L rIEi IRANI).If . A./RA ITI{iJL IC. Jf /
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A78-40156 Some applications of remote sensing technolo-
gy for international funding agencies. P -M Adrien (Inter-American 
Development Bank, Washington, 0 C). In Annual Symposium on 
Machine Processing of Remotely Sensed Data, 4th, West Lafayette, 
Ind., June 21-23, 1977, Proceedings. (A78 40155 17-43) New York, 
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc, 1977, p.3-8 
24 refs. 
The paper discusses remote sensing technology with reference to 
international funding agencies. It is noted that funds from the 
Inter-American Development Bank have been used for a variety of 
projects in Latin America including agriculture, industry, transporta 
tion, and housing studies. The project cycle in each case consists of 
preparation, analysis, implementation, and appraisal phases. Remote 
sensing techniques have been used for the identification of resources,
vegetative cover, crops, and land-use projects. Studies in the digital 
analysis of remotely sansed data have also been reported Future 
work will concentrate on the further application of the Landsat 
program. S.C.S 
RS 78-1-333 
A78-43640 The remote sensing experiments of the first 
Spacelab mission (Die Fernerkundungs-Experimente der ersten 
Spacelab-Mission). J. Albertz (Darmstadt, Technische Hochschule, 
Darmstadt. West Germany). Bildmessung und Lufrbldwesen, vol. 46, 
July 1, 1978, p. 147-151. In German. 
It is intended to employ two remote sensing systems built in 
West Germany during the first Spacelab mission The systems include 
a photoorammetric camera and a microwave remote sensing instru-
ment. The mirrnwave instrument can be used as a two-frequency 
scatterometer for sea-state measurements, as a raetometer providing
brightness temperatures, or as an imaging synthetic aperture radar 
system. The basis for the Spacelab program is an agreement between 
NASA and the European Space Agency. The remote sensing 
experiments of the first Spacelab mission can be considered as 
preliminary stages concerning the development of a European
satellite for remote-sensng applications. The sensors employed 
during the first Spacelab mission are subsequently to be modified for 
aoditional. experiments which are to be conducted during a later 
Spacelab mission. G.R. 
RS 78-1-334 
A78-47265 Aggregation of a public service satellite 
market. L. A. Bransford (Public Service Satellite Consortium,
Denver, Colo ). Satellite Communications, vol. 2, Aug. 1978, p. 
39-42 -
The Public Service Satellite Consortium (PSSC) comprises 90 
non-orofit public agencies in fields ranging from education and 
health, to libraries and pubic broadcasting. The main role of PSSC, 
as described in this paper, isto integrate servicesprovided by satellite 
into a cohesive framework within the parameters dictated by both 
the demand for the services and government regulation. The ATS-6 
program, which provided health and educational services to Alaska 
and the Rocky Mountain states isdiscussed by way of illustration. 
Attention isgiven to the aggregation of services which is intended to 
provide a maximum use of satellite facilitiesand earth software, at a 
cost spread over the widest possible base. D.M W. 
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A78-43303 Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing, 4th, 
Quebec, Canada, May 16-18, 1977, Proceedings. Symposium spon­
sored by the Canadian Remote Sensing Society, Department of 
Fisheries and the Environment Canada, Canada Centre for Remote 
Sensing, I'Association Quebecoise de T6lfd6tecton, and Canadian 
Institute of Surveying. Ottawa, Canadian Aeronautics and Space
Institute, 1977. 626 p. In English and French. S40. (For individual 
items see A78-43304 to A78-43356) 
Primary applications of remote sensing technology are discussed, 
including agronomy, agriculture, and cartography. Attention is given 
to the machine-assisted classification of remote sensing data with 
reference to biopnysical mapping and forest-land classification 
Applications of satellite imagery to hydrology are outlined along 
with techniques for thermal infrared imagery (noting ground surfaces 
covered with vegetation, sea and ice mapping, and building heat-loss).
Various world-wide Landsat applications are discussed and processes
for the interpretation of microwave data are outlined. Multispectral 
studies utilizing remote sensing data are described including the 
geological reconnaissance of dam sites, the measurement of the 
vertical distribution of phytoplankton in sea-water, and the remote 
sensing of chloroohyll. Procedures for making geometric and 
radiometrc adjustments are presented. S C.S. 
RS 78-1-336 
A78-41468 Nighttime images of the earth from space. T. 
A. Croft (SRI International, Menlo Park, Calif.).ScientificAmerican, 
vol. 239, July 1978, p.86-96, 98. 
Nighttime images of the earth from space can be supplied by the 
Air Force- meteorological satellite and the three Landsat spacecraft 
launched by NASA in 1972, 1975, and 1978. The Air Force satellite 
is well suited for conducting a wide-ranging survey of the entire 
earth, whereas the Landsat system can provide high-resolution color 
pictures of specific areas selected from the survey. The nighttime 
satellite images show bright gas flares in many parts of the world, but 
by far the greatest concentration of them is in the vicinity of the 
Persian Gulf. The burning of waste gas in oil fields is responsible for 
the observed flares. Pictures made at local midnight on February 6, 
1974 are presented. They show a moonlit panorama of an expanse of 
earth stretching from northwestern Africa to southeastern Asia. 
Attention is given to city lights of the countries bordering the 
English Channel and the North Sea, bright lights in the Sea of Japan
which coincide with the known position of the Japanese squid­
fishing fleet at this time, and agricultural and natural fires. G.R. 
RS 78-1-337 
A78-43327 a The activities of the Groupement pour le 
O-veloppement de la Til6d~tection Adrospatiale /GDTA/ (Activitds 
du Groupement pour ie Ddveloppement de la Tdl~ddtection Adro­
spatiale IG.D.TA ), H Guichard, M. Guy. L. Laidet. and Y 
Vuillaume (Groupement pour le Ddveloppement de la Telddstection 
Adrospatiale, Toulouse, France) In Canadian Symposium on Re­
mote Sensing, 4th, Quebec, Canada, May 16-18. 1977, Proceedings.(A78-43303 19-43) Ottawa, Canadian Aeronautics and Space Insti­
tute, 1977, p. 2 45-253 In French. 
The article surveys French remote sensing projects. Devices 
including visible and infrared cameras and multispectral scanners,thermal infrared scanners, and microwave multifrequency radar are
cescribed. Methods for data processing and interpretation are 
presented noting multipath numbering techniques, interactive digital
viewing systems, and digital-data printing systems. Target projects are 
discussed with reference to resource and water monitoring, vegeta­
ion and forestland mapping, and pollution studies Projectsincorpo­
rating side-looking airborne radar, thermal detectors, and Landsat 
data are reviewed. S.C.S. 
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A78-43619 r' Application of spaceborne photography to 
mapping and investigation of earth resources (Ob ispol'zorvanii 
materialov kosmicheskikh s'emok pri kartografirovand i izuchenii 
prirodnykh resursov). lu. P. Kienko, L. 1. Zlobin, V. L Bumblis, lu. 
G. Kel'ner, V. V. Kiselev, V. V. Kozlov, and M. E. Solomatin. 
Geodezia i Karrografla, Apr. 1978, p. 20-29. In Russian. 
In the present paper, potential uses of remote sensing are 
examined, with particular reference to the study of earth resources 
and the preparation of respective-maps. The principles and possibil-
ities of satellite photography are discussed, along with photogram-
metric processing and digitizing. V.P. 
RS78-1-339 
A78-44747 = Remote systems for the measurement and 
control of ionizing radiation (Telesistemy dlia ,zmerenia i kontrola 
ioniziruiushchikh iziuchengi). A N Khmov and V A. Orekhov. 
Moscow, lzdatel'stvo Atomizdat, 1978. 192 p 134 refs In Russian. 
This book deals with the design and development of remote 
systems for the detection of ionizing radiation. Principles of 
ionizing-radiation detection are reviewed together with basic con-
cepts in information theory. Methods for optimizing measurements 
in remote systems for ionizing-radiation detection are outlined,
structural elements of ionizing-radiation detectors are described, and 
specific schemes for the measurement circuits of multichannel 
remote detectors are provided. Attention is also given to control ofdetetoreffciecy b mens anel inut ircitsandf acental ontoldetector efficiency by means of a central control panel, input circuitsfor a central control pnel, and transmission of digital data between 
multichannel monitors. F G M. 
RS78-1-340
 
A78-47108 Legal problems of remote sensing. T. Kosuge(University of Electro-Communications, Chofu, Tokyo, Japan). In: 
International Symposium on Space Technology and Science, 12th,
Tokyo, Japan, May 16-20, 1977, Proceedings. (A78-47001 21-12) 
Chofu, Tokyo, National Aerospace Laboratory, 1977, p. 781-784. 
The paper reviews the work of the Legal Subcommittee of the 
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space in tne field of 
remote sensing. Attention isgiven to such problems as freedom of 
exploration and national sovereignty, and the manner in which 
remote sensing programs should be conducted and how their benefits 
RS78-1-341 
A78-43307 Biophysical mapping in northwestern Ontario 
from aircraft and satellite remote sensing data. N. J. Koelovic and P. 
J. Howarth (McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada). In. 
Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing, 4th, Quebec. Canada, May
16-18, 1977, Proceedings. (A78.43303 19-43) Ottawa, Canadian 
Aeronautics and Space Institute, 1977, p. 27-36, 16 refs. Research 
supported by the National Research Council of Canada and 
McMaster University.
Aircraft and satellite remote sensing data have been used for 
biophysical mapping in northwestern Ontario. Data were collected 
from field studies, aerial photography, and the Landsat multispectral 
scanner. The Landsat data were analyzed visually, by digital means, 
and using a signature-file extension. S.C.S. 
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A78-43337 = Utilization of Landsat data for ecological 
studies of the and zones of Tunisia /the Arzotu experiment/ 
(Expirimentation sur I'utihsaton des donn~es Landsat pour '&tude 
ecologique des zones andes de Tunisia /experience Arzotu/). G. 
Long, B. Lacaze, G. Deblissche. E. Le Floc'h (CNRS, Centre 
d'Etudes Phytosociologilques et Ecologiques, Montpellier, France),
M. Sta-M'Rad (Institut National de Ia Recherche Agronomique de 
Tuniste, Ariana, Tunisia), R. Pontanier, and A. Le Cocq (Office de la 
Recherche Scientifique et Technique d'Outre-Mer, Paris, France). In: 
Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing, 4th, Quebec, Canada, May 
16-18, 1977, Proceedings. (A78-43303 19-43) Ottawa, CanadianAeronautics and Space Institute, 1977, p. 365-375. In French. 
Landsat aara coilected during 1975-1976 have been used in 
ecological studies conducted in southern Tunisia Information has 
been gathered on major surface features, vegetation, and surface soil 
characteristics Color-treated imagery has been used to create a 
zoning system based on homogeneous ecological parameters. S.C S.. 
RS78-1-343 
A78-45887 The Earthnet Programme. L. Marelli (ESA,
Directorate of Planning and Future Programmes. Paris, France). ESA 
Bulletin, no 13, May 1978, p. 41-46. 
The objectives, structure, interfaces, plannng, and prospects ofThe bet P rormfr teac s, prpoing, arcivng 
a triution ofeemtesesing decidThdistribution of iemote-sensing satellite data are described The 
Earthnet Program, organized February 1977, is a first step towardshhsahhgo uoenrmt-esn rga.Teahee 
the establishing of a European remote-sensing program. The achieve­
ments of the Earthnet Program are considered, dates for the start of 
operations of participating Landsst stations are listed, and the 
numoer of Landsat orbits performed and images obtained are 
reported. M.L. 
RS78-1-344 
A78-44235 The use of Landsat imagery in a land system 
classification of Jordan. C. W. Mitchell (Reading, University,
Reading, Berks., England). British Interplanetary Society, Journal 
(Remotre Sensing), vol. 31,Aug. 1978, p. 283-292. 39 refs. 
The natural environment of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan 
is discussed in terms of remote sensing observations. Landsat data 
was used for most of the imaging, whereby information was 
compded on a scale of 1:250,000, and published on a scale of1:1,000,000 Landsat pictures, i.e., color composites, were classified 
into a system of discrete boundaries with the aid of a Zeiss Jena 
Interpretoscope The data (encompassing geology, hydrology, soils, 
vegetation, and conservation) were checked by on-site ground 
observations Attention is given to the morphology and location of 
the various geological regions, e.g., desert sandstone, upland lime­
sone, lava flows, etc. D.M.W. 
RS78-1-345 
A78-46339 * Legal issues inherent in Space Shuttle opera. 
tions. G. J. Mossinghoff and G. P Slouo iNASA. Washington, D.C.)
Journalof Space Law, vol. 6, Spring 1978, p.47-76.85 re f 
The National Aeronautics and Soace Act n 1958 (NASAct) is 
discussed with reference to its reledance to the operation of theSpace Shuttle. The law is interpreted as giving NASA autnorly to 
regulate specific Shuttle missions, as well as authority to decide how 
much space aboard the Shuttle gets rented to whom. The Shuttle will
not, however, be considered a 'common carrier' either in terms of 
NASAct or FAA regulations, because it will not be held available to 
the public-at-large, as are the flag carriers of various national airlines, 
Sg., Lufthansa, Air France, Aeroflot. etc It Isnoted t'at the Launch 
holicyof 1972, which ensures satellite launch assistance to other 
countries or international organizations, shall not be interpreted as
conferring common carrier status on the Space Shuttle. 0 M.W 
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A78-44238 * Heat capacity mapping mission. J. C Price 

(NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.). British 

interpIlaetary Society, Journal (Remote Sensingj, vol. 31, Aug. 

1978, p. 313-316. 
A Heat Capacity Mapping Mission (HCAMM), part of a series of 
Applications Explorers Missions. is designed to provide data on 
surface heating as a response to solar energy input. The data is 
obtained by a two channel scanning radiometer, with one channel 
covering the visible and near-IR band between 0.5 and 1.1 
micrometers, and the other covering the thermal-IR between 10 5 
and 12.5 micrometers. The temperature range covered lies between 
260 and 340 K,in 0.3 deg steps, with an accurdcy at 280 K of plus 
or minus 0 5 K. Nominal altitude is620 km,with a ground swath 
70 km wide. D.M.W. 
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A7843070 Remote sensing: Principles
and interpretaion
F. F. Sab s Jr (Chevron Oil Field Research Co. La Habra; 

F.uthenF aiorns.Jr n(Ceronty,Oilifonie R ers , Las A s 
Southern California. University California, Unversty, Los Angeles. 

Calif.). San Francisco, W. H. Freeman and Co., 1978. 437 p. 236 

refis. S25. 
Various types of remote sensing, and the applications to which
 
each type is best suited, are discussed together with a review of the
 
physical. principles involved in specific remote sensing techniques.
 
Among the techniques considered are: aerial photography, manned 
satellite imagery (especially from Skylab), Landsat imagery (with
attention to multispectral scanning), thermal IR.imagery, radar 
imagery, and digital image processing. The overall effectiveness of, 
remote sensing is evaluated in terms of resource exploration, and the 
detection of natural and environmental hazards, e.g.. earthquake 
danger zonesand patterns of air and water pollution. D.M.Wt 
RS78-1-3 4 8 
N78-29530 Texas Univ. Austin 
REMOTE SENSING OF THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE BY 
THE USE OF RADIATION FROM OZONE. OXYGEN AND 
WATER VAPOR Ph.D. Thesis 
Alireza Afrashteh 1977 183 p
Avail Univ. Microfilms Order No 7807251 
Using computer technique computation of absorption 
coefficient, opacity and emission due to the atmospheric ozone. 
oxygen and water vapor is performed- Some features like effect 
of antenna beam width and refraction on emission measurement 
are discussed A technique for remote sensing of atmospheric 
ozone via satellite is proposed The estimation of ozone density
is performed by determining the parameters of an assumed 
model for ozone density. The parameters are determined by 
minimizing the difference between calculated and measured 
ozone emission profile (in 100 GHZ region) The observation 
base is assumed to be the space shuttle Based on our results. 
recommendations for the best possible way to do the ozone 
emission measurement, for estimation of its density aro.given 
Dissert Abstr. 
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OF REMOTE TOInc.. Lawrence.THEN78-27484f#APPLICATIONKansas Umv. Center forSENSINGResearch RESOURCE 
M A NA G EM EN T A N D EN V IRO N M E N TAL QU A LITY PRO-InF RMOTES INGTOTHE PPLCATON ESORCEInformationMANAEMNT ANA EnValRpoMENTALr. Q POT 3manned 
1973 
B.G Barr and E.A Marinko. Principal Investigators Jul 1978 

90 p refs Original contains color imagery. Original photography 

may be purchased from the EROS Data Center. Sioux Falls. 

SD_ 571-98 ERTS (Grant NGL-17-004-024) 

(E78-10154: - NASA-CR-157247) Avail' NTIS
 
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 138 
There are no author-identified significant results in this
 
report
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N78-28584# Smithsonian Institution. Washington. D C 
ASTRONAUT OBSERVATIONS FROM THE APOLLO-SOYUZ 
MISSION 
Farouk EI-Baz 1977 410 p refs 
Avail NTIS MF A01; SOD HC 
The Earth Observations and Photography experiment was 
carried out as p:rt f the Aoito-ScyUZ Te - -:4-t n -,;v 
1975. The mn',ig'al cfthe e,;rimet was to u: e ,"c ,:.-e' 

capabilities of trained observers (namely. the American as­
tronauts of the joint mission) in visually studying and photograph.
ing specific Earth features and dynamic phenomena. These special
capabilities include the sensitivity of the human eye to subtle 
color variations (eg. to desert sands or sea water), and the 
speed with which the eye-brain interaction results in interpretation
of the scene and recognition of important features This latter 
capability allows instantaneous selection of important sites forphotographic documentation at any moment, which in turn 
enhances the quality of photographic data from space platforms
Another goal of the experiment was to establish the role of 
human observers in future space programs, particularly the space 
shuttle. A detailed account is presented of the experiment
objectives, training of astronauts, preparation of a:ds for their 
use. and the results of experiment performance. These details 
serve as a historical-archval recordand as a guide for conducting 
similar projects in the future. F O.S. 
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N78-28587*# Missouri Univ. -Rolla. Dept. of Mining. Petroleum
 
and Geological Engineering
 
A MANUAL FOR INEXPENSIVE METHODS OF ANALYZING 
AND UTILIZING REMOTE SENSOR DATA 
C Dale Elirits and David J. Barr Jul 1978 32 p refs(Contract NAS8-31767)
 
(NASA-CR-150731) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF AOl CSCL
 
05B
 
Instructions are provided for inexpensive methods of using 
remote sensor data to assist in the completion of the need to 
obseve the earths surface When possible, relative costs were 
included Equipment need for analysis of remote sensor data is 
described, and methods of use of these equipment items are 
included, as well as advantages and disadvantages of the use 
of individual items. Interpretation and-analysis of stered photos 
and the interpretation of typical patterns such as tone and texture. 
landcover, drainage, and erosional form are descnbed Similar 
treatment is given to monoscoprc image interpretation, including 
LANDSAT MSS data. Enhancement techniques are detailed with 
respect to their application and simple techniques of creating 
an enhanced data item- Techniques described include additive 
and subtractive (Diazo processes) color techniques and enlarge­
ment of photos or images Applications of these processes. 
including mappings of land resources, engineering soils geology 
water resources, environmental conditions, and crops and/or 
vegetation. are outlined G G 
RS78-1-352 
N78-26516# Giddings (L E.Jr). Houston. Tex 
BOLIVIA FROM SPACE: IMAGES AND OTHER INFORMA-
TION FROM SATELLITES. WITH CATALOGS 
L E Gddings, Jr Jan 1977 275 p 
(Gddngs-77-O1) Avail NTIS HO A12/MF AOl 
o m t o a o t hv a s r e t d ha a o ta d f o
about Bolivia is presented that was obtained from
and unmanned satellites A comprehensive catalog of 
pnotographs taken from the Gemini Apollo. and Skylab manned 
missions is included. Information available from umanned 
satellites includes the LANDSAT earth resources technology 
satellites, the ITOS/NOAA polar orbiting meteorological satellites. 
and the SMS/GOES geosynchronous orbiting meteorological 
satellites Some information on future satellites is also reported
Sample images of alltypes of data am included G G
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N78-26512s# Humboldt State Coll. Arcata. Calf Center in, 

Community Development

DEVELOPING AND DEMONSTRATING AN INSTiTUTIONAL 

MECHANISM FOR TRANSFERRING REMOTE SENSING 

TECHNOLOGY TO 14 WESTERN STATES USING 

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA AS THE TEST SITE Progreut

Report, 1 Jun. - 31 May 1978 

Donna Hankins. Principal Investigator 31 May 1978 25 p 

refsSponsored by NASA ERTS 

IE79-10142: NASA-CR-157176: Rept-2) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF AO CSCL 05B 

There are no author-identified significant results in this 

report 

RS 78-1-354 
N78-26509 Agricultural Research Service. Phoenix. Ari,

Water Conservation Lab 

HEAT CAPACITY MAPPING MISSION Progress
17artery

Report. Fob. - 30 Apr. 1978

Ray D. Jackson. Princpal Investigator 30 Apr. 1978 3 p 

ERTS 

(NASA Order S-402558)
(E78-10139. NASA-CR-157173) Avail. NTIS
 
HC A02/MF AOl CSCL 08H
 
There are no author-identified significant results in this 

report.
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N78-27486f# Delaware Umv.. Newark. College of Marine 
Studies 

SKYLAB/ERAP APPUCATION TO ECOLOGICAL GEOLOGI-

CAL. AND OCEANOGRAPHIC INVESTIGATIONS OF 

DELAWARE BAY Final Report. Jun. 1973 - Mar. 1976 

Vytautas Klemas 0. Bartlett W. Philpot. R Rogers (Bendix

Aerospace Systems Div. Ann Arbor. Mich). and L Reed (Bendix 

Aerospace Systems Div. Ann Arbor. Mich) Jun 1978 68 p
 
,efs
 
(Contract NAS1-12304) 

(NASA-CR-144910: CMS-NASA-1-76) Avail NTIS
 
HC A04/MF AOl CSCL 0SC 
Skylab/EREP S190A and S190B film products were optically
enhanced and visually interpreted to extract data suitable for. 
(1) mapping coastal land use. (2) nvertorying wetlands vegetation.(3) monitoring tidal conditions, (4) observing suspended sediment 
patterns; (5) charting surface currents (6) locating coastal fronts
and water mass boun~daries: (7) monitoring industrial andand ate () bundrie; inustialand(NASA-SP-7041(17))masmnitrin 
municipal waste dumps in the ocean (8) determining the size 
and flow direction of river, bay and man-made discharge plumes-
and (9) observing ship traffic Film products were visually analyzed 
to identify and map ten land-use and vegetation categories at a 
scale of 1 125 000 Digital tapes from the multispectral scanner 
were used to prepare thematic maps of land use Classifcation 
accuracies obtained by comparison of deived themati maps o 
land-use wlh USGS-CARETS land.use mapsin southern Delaware 
ranged from 44 percent to 100 percent G G 
RS78-1-356 
N78-28577*j Purdue Univ. Lafayette, Ind Lab for %; .
 
of Remote Sensing
 
ECHO USER'S GUIDE
 
D_A. Landgrebe. Principal Investigator. James L Kast. Philip H
 
Swain. Barbara J. Davis. and Paul W Spencer Aug 1977
 
79 p refs EREP
 
(Contract NAS9-14970)

(E78-10172. NASA-CR-157289: LARS-Publ-083077) Avail
 
NTIS HC A05/MF AOl CSCL 058 
There are no author-identified significant results in this
 
report
 
RS78-1-357
 
N7S-23588# Armv Engineer Waterways Experiment Station 
%'-­
7 OF REMOTE SENSING I 
EIVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT APPENDIX A: 
:OURCES OF AVAILABLE REMOTE SENSOR IMAGERY 
John R May Mar 1978 69 p
IDA Proj 4A7-62720-A-896)
AO-A053673: WES-INSTR.M-78-2-App-A) Avail NTIS 
HC A04/MF Aol CSCL 14/5 
Results are presented of a survey conducted to determinethe sources, characteristics, and availability of remotely sensed 
imagery held by various Federal and state governmental
organizations Data presented were collected primarily by direct 
contact with Federal and state agencies and through extensive 
examination of published documents The remote sensor data 
identified as a result of the survey comprises two principal
categories of data: aircraft and satellite imagery. Data collectedduring the survey is presented and tabulated under eight general 
neadings agency or organization (sources). type of imagery. 
range of scales, coverage areas, coverage period and frequency.
availability and characteristics of imagery, products available and
 
cost and procedures for obtaining imagery Information concerning
 
sources and availability of remote imagery held by commercial.
 
private. and academic organizations is not presented.

Ato GA 
Author (GRA)
 
RS78-1-358
 
N78-29538"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt Md 
LANDSAT 2 WORLD STANDARD CATALOG, 1 JAN. ­
30 APR. 1978 
1978 172 p 
(NASA-TM-79740. NTISUB/D/276-004) Avail: NTIS
 
HC AO8/MF A01 CSCL 058 
The World Standard Catalog lists imagery acquired by 
LANDSAT 2 which has been processed and input to the data 
files during the referenced months Data. such as cloud coVer 
and image quality, are given for each scene The microfilm roll 
and frame on which the scene may be found is also given 
Author 
RS 78-1-359 
N78-28500+ National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
N78hington. No A 
Washgton. 0. C 
WiTH INDEXES ISSUE 17 
WIT ID78 pIS7 

Apr 1978 187 pt
 
Avail. NTIS I-IC E05 CSCL 05B
This bilihography lists 776 reports, articles, and other 
documents itrouced into the NASA scientfic and techical 
information system between January iand March 31. 1978 
Emphasis is placed on the use of remote sensing and geophysical
instrumentation spacecraft and aircraft to survey and inventoryi
natural resources and urban areas. Subject matter is grouped 
according to agriculture and forestry, environmental changes and 
cultural resources, geodesy and cartography, geology and mineral 
resources, hydrology and water management, data processing
and distribution systems. instrumentation and sensors, and 
economic analysis. Author 
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RS78-1-360 RS78-1-363 
N78-274724# South Carolina Univ. Columbia Dept of 
Geology AN INTEGRATED STUDY OF EARTH 
c46 IN TIlE STATE OF CALIFORNIAAERIAL FIELD GUIDE RESOURCESUSING REMOTE SENSING TECHINIQUES,
 
Dag Nummedal In Texas Umv. at Austin The Channeled Scabland Calfornia Univ Berkeley
 
1978 p 169-177 refs (For primary document see N78-27464 RN 
 CoiwelL. 
18-42) Available from the National Technical Informa-
Avail NTIS HC A09/MF AOl CSCL OBG tion Service, Springfield. VA 22161 as N77-31569. 
There are two overflights planned for the field confeence Price codes: A14 in paper cop ,. AOLin microfiche. 
one for the Cne-i-'-Paouse ta.t of ne easte.n -Progress Report, Space Sciences Laboratory Se­one lotd the CnC,,,j-Po ue ca oii caste. a- Cres 18.Issue 44, May 31. 1977 234 p,92 fig, 40w,-
a 5' *.;-" tab. 61ref.?7 appendscablarsd the othe r ovei.,o ine cm.ii_- ng, .. ,,, , NCL 05.003.404. 
are indicated on the region The approximate flight lines 

accompanying LANOSAT images The first flight will follow the Descnptors: *Water supply. *Water demand,
 
eastern margin of this large scabland tract passing a series of *California, Remote sensing. Water resources.
 
oess remnants gravel bars and excavated rock basins, tre 'Water resources development. Mapping. Social
 
woesteren ans vefli will ban aspects. Procedures.
proexcvieareview the Political aspects. Evapora­
western scablands overflight will provide a review of the tion. Transportation. Preczptation(Atmospheric),
structurally controlled complex pattern Of large-scale e'osion ajid Snowme.t. Agriculture. 'Management. Procedural
ceposition characteristic of the region between the upper Gratnd manuals, Cropland 
Coulee (Banks Lake) and the Pasco Basin. G G. 
A multi-campus study investigated tvso aspects of 
California's water resources- (I) problems pertain­ing to water supply in northern California, and (2) 
problems pertaining to water deniand in central 
and southern regions The socioeconomic, cut­RS78-1-361 rural, and political considerations that relate to the 
management of California's water resources were
N studied Modern remote sensing techniques andN78-2715 National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the preparation of proceddrali manuals foropumal
Washington. o a. utilization of remote sensing in the inventory and APOLLO-SOYUZ PAMPHLET NO. 5: THE EARTH FROM management of resources are described in detail 
ORBIT The application of remote sensting is descibed forLou Williams Page and Thornton Page From Oct. 1977 67 p several hydrologic parameters evap0-transpira­
refs Original contains color illustrations 9 Vol tion, pr:ctpitatiun. snowmelh runoff, areal extent (NASA-EP-137) Avail NTIS MF AO1; SOD HC set of of snow, agrcultural water demand, Cropland ini­
9 volumes CSCL 22A formation. and irrigation requirements. Software 
and harduare requirements and utilizationAstronaut tranng in the recognition of various aregeological documented Two special studies are presented:
features from space is described as well as the cameras, lenses (I) Reaction to Reflections on the First Con­
and film usd in experiment MA-136 to measure their effective- ference on the Economics of Remote Sensing In­
ness in photographing ea-th structural features from orbit Aerosols formation Systems. and (2) The Increasing Need 
that affect climate and weather are discussed in relation to for Water Resource Information in California. 
experiment Ma-007 which relied on infrared observatinns of the (Seip-IPA)
setting or rising sun, as seen from Apollo. to measure the amount W78-08244 
of dust and droplets in the lower 150 km of earth's atmosphere

The line spectra of atomic oxygen and nitrogen and their densities
 
at 22 km above the earth's surface are examined along with
 
experiment MA-059 which measured ultraviolet absorption at
 
that altitude A R H
 
RS78-1-362
 
N78.29038# Joint Publications Research Service. Arlington.
 
Va
 
SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY FEATS. OBJECTIVES DESCRIBED
 
Yuriy Zaytsev In its Transl on USSR Sci and Technol.
 (JPRS-71512) 20 Jul 1978 p 70-73 Transl into ENGUSH
 
from Kierunk (Warsaw). no 27 2 Jul 1978 p 3 (For primary
 
document see N78-29032 19-99)

Copyright Avail. NTIS HC A06/MF A01
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RS78-1-364
 
ID NO.- E1780855078 855078
 
REMOTE SENSINC OF AIR POLLUTANTS.
 
Eckert. J. A.: Evans. R. B.
 
US EPA. Las Veqas, Nev
 
Proc Int SVmp Remote Sensing Environ 11th. Univ of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. Pubi by Environ Res Inst of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. 19727 p 353-359 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (PAIRPOLLUTION, -Remote Sensing)-, (LASERS.

Applications). (REMOTE SENSING. Environmental Applications).
 
PHOTOGRAMMETRY.
 
IDENTIFIERS: LIDAR
 
CARD ALERT: 451, 744, 742
 
This paper deals with monitoring of those pollutants within
 
the troposphere which the U. S. Environmental Protection
 
Agency is required to control by the Clean Air Act of 1970.
 
1l discusses selected specific techniques and attempts to show
 
how the use of these techniques fits into the overall national
 
strategy for air pollution abatement.
 
RS78-1-365
 
ID NO.- E1780860790 860790
 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING
 
OF ENVIRONMENT. 11TH. VOLUMES 1 AND 2, 1977.
 
Anon
 
Environ Res Inst of Mich, Cent for Remote Sensing Inf and
 
Anal. Ann
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. Pubi by Environ Res Inst of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor, 1977 2 v. 1671 p CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (-REMOTE SENSING, *Environmental Applications).

RADAR. PHOTOGRAMMETRY. INFRARED IMAGING. LASERS, IMAGE
 
PROCESSING.
 
IDENTIFIERS: SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR. INTERPRETATION.
 
LANDSAT DATA. MULTISPECTRAL DIGITAL DATA, THEMATIC MAPPERS
 
CARD ALERT: 716. 741, 742, 744. 723
 
The Proceedings, in two volumes, contains 174 papers

presented at the Symposium. The papers are generally

concerned with the utilization of this technology in various
 
national and international programs as well as in numerous
 
applications for monitoring and managing the earth's resources
 
and man's global environment. Ground-based, airborne and
 
spaceborne sensor systems and both manual and machine-assisted
 
data analysis and interpretation are included. Subjects

include sensor development, hydrologic applications,

geographic applications, meteorological applications, geology

.and mineral resources, agriculture, forestry, rangeland
 
resources, ocean and coastal applications, environmental
 
quality, engineering applications, data analysis and
 
interpretation, and others. Selected papers are indexed
 
separately.
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RS78-1-366
 
IDNNO.- E1780860795 860795
 
OPERATIONAL UTILIZATION OF REMOTELY SENSED DATA.
 
Jones, James B.
 
NOAA, Natl Weather Serv, Silver Spring, Md
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th. Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, Apr 25-29 1977. PubI by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, 1977 p 221-228 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*REMOTE SENSING. *Environmental Applications),
 
(SATELLITES, Weather), HYDROLOGY.
 
CARD ALERT: 716. 7 2, 443, 444
 
describes ways that data from environmental
This paper 

some
satellites and other remote sensing platforms are used in 

of National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's
 
operational service prgrams. Applications which have become
 
routine, and those which are in advanced field test are
 
included. Some applications yield a clear cut economic
 
benefit. In other cases. benefits SEM DASH$ if any $EM DASH$
 
are obscure. In vet other cases, 
 benefits in one sector may
 
be offset by detriments in another. A few illustrative
 
examples are given.
 
RS78-1-367
 
ID NO.- EI780860803 860803
 
LACIE: A LOOK TO THE FUTURE.
 
MacDonald. R. S.: Hall. F. G.
 
NASA. Lyndon B. Johnson Space Cent, Houston, Tex
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ llth, Univ of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor, Apr 25-29 1977. Publ by Environ Res Inst of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 429-465 CODEN: PISEOM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (-REMOTE SENSING, *Environmental Applications).
 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING,
 
IDENTIFIERS: LACIE. CROP INVENTORIES
 
CARD ALERT: 821. 716, 741
 
The Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment (LACIE) is a joint
 
venture of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, the National
 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration of the Department of
 
Commerce. and the National Aeronautics and Space
 
Administration. It is a Sleft double quotes proof of concept
 
$night double quoteS project designed to demonstrate the
 
applicability of remote sensing technology to monitor wheat
 
globally. This paper discusses the need for more timely and
 
reliable monitoring of food and fiber supplies, reviews the
 
monitoring systems currently utilized by the USDA and United
 
Nations Food and Agriculture Organization in the United States
 
and in foreiqn countries, and elucidates the fundamentals
 
involved in assessinq the impact of variable weather and
 
economic conditions of wheat acreage, yield, and production.
 
The experiment's approach slid its status is reviewed as of the
 
conclusion of 2 years of successful operation, Examples of
 
acreage and yield monitoring in the Soviet Union are used to
 
illustrate the experiment's approach, A look to the future
 
describes the LACIE transition program through 1981. 14 refs.
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RS78-1-368 
ID NO.- E1780860814 860814
 
POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF DIGITAL, VISIBLE. AND INFRARED
 
DATA FROM GEOSTATIONARY ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITES.
 
Miller. D. 5.: Waters, M. P. I1; Tarpley. J. D.; Green, R.
 
N.; Dismachek. D. C.
 
NOAA, Nati Environ Satell Serv. Washington, DC
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. Publ by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, I77 p 849-858 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*REMOTE SENSING, *Environmental Applications),
 
RADIOMETERS, DATA BASE SYSTEMS,
 
CARD ALERT: 716,, 7 1. 723
 
The National Environmental Satellite Service is
 
experimenting with an hourly, digital data base from the
 
Visible/Infrared Spin-Scan Radiometer (VISSR) instrument on
 
the GOES-I and SMS-2 geostationary satellites. The general
 
characteristics of this experimental VISSR data base are
 
described. Several examples of developmental applications of
 
these quantitative digital data are presented. These include
 
a review of recent attempts to develop products that are of
 
use to meteorologists who provide services to aviation.
 
agriculture, forestry, hydrology, oceanography, and
 
climatology. The sample prodUcts include high resolution
 
thermal gradients Of land and ocean surfaces, thermal change
 
analyses, fruit frost/freeze application, cloud-top altitude
 
analysis, analysis of hurricane characteristics, and analyses
 
of solar insolation.
 
RS78-1-369
 
ID NO.- E1780860804 860804
 
ENERGY AND REMOTE SENSING.
 
Summers, R. A.; Smith, W. L.' Short, N. M.
 
ERDA. Washington. DC
 
Proc Iat SymP Remote Sensing Environ l1th. Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, Apr 25-29 1977, Publ by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 467-481 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*REMOTE SENSING. *Environmental Applications).
 
ENERGY RESOURCES, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION. (POWER PLANTS,
 
Site Selection),
 
CARD ALERT: 901
 
Possible remote sensing contributions to energy policy and
 
planning have yet to be clearly identified and exploited.
 
These contributions, ranging from the near-obvious to the more
 
subtle, appear to fall into the following five categories:
 
exploration exploitation, power plant siting, environmental
 
assessment and monitoring, and transportation infrastructure
 
by providing improved mapping and monitoring capability tc
 
ensure design and operation of most efficient (minimum energy)
 
transportation networks principally for developing countries.
 
The collective impact of the five categories establishes a
 
significant relationship between the growing needs for
 
expanded but environmentally acceptable,energy production and 
remote sensing. A critical example is the need for a more 
precise estimate of the U. S. and world uranium and thorium 
resources as a key input into a number of crucial energy ROD& 
decisions. 27 refs. 
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RS78-1-370
 
A Selected Bibliography of Corps of Engineers Remote Sensing
 
Reports
 
Army Engineer Topographic Labs Fort Belvoir Va (403192)
 
Technical rept.
 
AUTHOR: Vogel. Theodore C.: Books. E. dames
 
E0674K3 FId: 58, 48 GRAI7808
 
22 7
 Aug 77 p
 
Rept No: ETL-0126
 
Project: 4A762707A855
 
Monitor: IS
 
Abstract: The purpose of this bibliography is to present a
 
selected list of remote sensing technology reports and papers

published by the U.S. Army Corps of Enqineer Divisions.
 
Districts, and Research Laboratories. This bibliography

documents the importance of remote sensing technology to the
 
Corps of Enqineers and the many and varied tasks to which it
 
has been applied. (Author)
 
Descriptors: *Aerial photography, -BibliogPaphies, Remote
 
detectors. Civil engineering. Army Corps of Engineers,
 
Photointerppetation. Coasts. Cold regions, Terrain.
 
Trafficability. Mapping. Photogrammetry. Holography, Image

processing. Inland waterways. Hydrology, Vegetation. Terrain
 
analysis radar, Military engineering
 
Identifiers: *Remote sensing. NTISDODXA
 
AD-A049 351/OST NTIS Prices: PC Al1/MF AOl
 
"RS78-1-371
 
Investigation of Natural Environment' by Space Means.
 
Geobotany. Geomorphology. So:1 Sciences. Aaricultural Lands.
 
Landscape Study
 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Washington, D.
 
C. 
AUTHOR: Zonn. S. V.: Vedeshin. L. A.: Grinberg, L. A.
 
E0523F2 FId: oaF. 48C STAR1602
 
Sep 77 288p
 
Rept No: NASA-TM-75041
 
Contract: NASW-2791
 
Monitor: 18 
Tran-Transi. Into English from ' 'Issled. Prirodnoy Sredy
Kosmicheskimi. Sredstuvami. Geobotan., Geomorfol.. 
Pochvoyedeniye. Selskokhozyayst-Vennyye Ugodya. Landshaftoved­
eniye''. Moscow. Acad. Of Soc. Of USSR. 1976 p 1-223.
 
Misc-Translation Was Announced as N76-11511. Subm-Transl. By
 
Sci. Trans]. Sev. Santa Babara Calif.
 
Abstract: Reports given by Soviet specialists at a meeting of
 
Socialist countries on remote sensing of the earth using
 
aerospace methods are presented.
 
Descriptors: 'Earth resources. *Soaceborne photography.
 
Imagery. Remote sensors, USSR. Agriculture. Geomorphology.
 
Soils. Topography. Vegetation
 
Identifiers: Translations, Remote sensing. *Meetings.
 
NTISNASAT
 
N78-11448/SST NTIS Prices: PC A13/MF A01
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RS78-1-372*
 
U.S. Geological Survey Sources of Photographs and Imaqes of
 
Siosphere Reserves Taken from Spacecraft and Aircraft: 
19-Organ Pipe Cactus National Monumet 
Geological Survey. Reston. Va. (152 450) 
AUTHOR: Bonner. Janet M. 
E0801K4 
1977 7 6p 
Fid: SB. 48C GRA17809 
Mbnitor: IS 
Report on Project 8: Conservation of Natural Areas and of the 
Genetic Material They Contain. Man and the Biosphere Program.
 
Abstract: Each data report in this series lists remotely
 
sensed data aathered from spacecraft and aircraft available
 
for a single biosphere reserve. Computer listings of data are
 
provided by the EROS Data Center of the U.S. Geological
 
Survey. which contains in its archives all of the listed
 
material in photographic form and, in the case of Landsat
 
images, can make available computer-compatible magnetic tapes
 
of any Landsat scene.
 
Descriptors; *Aerial photographs, *Indexes(Documentation).
 
Natural resources. Remote sensing. Aerial photography. Mapping
 
. Data processing. Orders(Commitments). Information retrieval.
 
Manned spacecraft. Unmanned spacecraft. Scientific satellites
 
Identifiers: *Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument, LANDSAT
 
satellites. SKYLAB spacecraft. SKYLAB program. NTISDIGSLI
 
PB-276 550/1ST NTIS Prices: PC AO5/MF A01
 
RS78-1-373
 
Indexing. Screening. Coding and Cataloging of Earth Resources
 
Aircraft Mission Data
 
Caspan Corp.. Houston. Tex.
 
Final Report.
 
EO615L2 Fld: SB. .8 STAR1603
 
1977 2 1p
 
Rept No: NASA-CR-151 49. SB-6238(A)77C-219
 
Contract: NAS9-15145
 
Monitor: 18
 
Abstract: Tasks completed are as follows: (1) preparation of
 
large Area Crop Inventory experiment for data base entry:(2)
 
preparation of Earth Observations Aircraft Flight summary
 
reports for publication: (3) updating of the aircraft mission
 
index coverage map and Ames aircraft flight map; (4) Prepared
 
of Earth Observation Helicopter Flight reports for
 
publication: and ( ) indexing of LANDSAT imagery. (6)
 
formulation of phase 3 biowindows 1, 2. 3. and 4 listings by
 
country. footprint, and accuisition dates; (7) preparation of
 
flight summary reports; and (8) preparation of an Alaska state
 
index coverage map.
 
Descriptors: *Earth resources program, *LANDSAT satellites,
 
*Large area crop inventory experiment. Alaska, Contractors.
 
Documentation. Earth resources. Mapping
 
Identifiers: NTISNASA
 
N78-12508/SST NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF A01
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RS78-1-374
 
Localization 
-of an Experimental Ecological Unit in the Maradi
 
Region of Nigeria
 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Washington. D.
 
C.
 
AUTHOR: Mainguet. M.: Canon. L.: Chapelle. A. M.
 
E062183 Fld: 8F. 6F. 57H STAR1603
 
Nov 77 325p.
 
Rept No: NASA-TM-750S5
 
Contract: NASW-2790
 
Monitor: 18
 
Tran-Transl. Into English of ''Localization dlUne Unite
 
Ecologique Experiments dans la Region de Maradi (Niger)'".

Reims Univ.. France. dun. 1977 p 1-300. Subm-Transi. By Kanner
 
(Leo) Associates. Redwood City. Calif.
 
Abstract: A detailed topographical and geomorphological

description of a specific ecological unit 
in the Maradi region

of the Sahel in the Niger Republic is presented. Sandy

structures are classified into active dunes and covered dunes

and an extensives vocabulary is developed to describe
 
sub-categories. The descriptions are based on meteorological

data Canemometric and rainfall) from local weather stations.
 
ground observations, aerial photographs and LANDSAT picturers.

The problem of dune reactivation and desertification is
 discussed both from the standpoint of causes and possible
 
counter measures.
 
Descriptors: *Deserts. *Geological surveys, *Ground stations.
 
*Nigeria. Aerial photography. Africa. Dunes, Geomorphology,

LANDSAT satellites. Meteorological parameters, Topography
 
Identifiers: Translations. Ecology, NTISNASAT
 
N78-12553/1ST NTIS Prices: PC A14/MF A01
 
RS78-1-375
 
A Cost-Benefit Evaluation of the LANDSAT Flow-on Operational
 
System
 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Goddard Space

Flight Center. Greenbelt, Md.
 
E0714E2 Fld: 05C. 48. 98, 96 STAR1604
 
Mar 77 124p

Rept No: NASA-TM-780 2, X-903-77-49
 
Monitor: 18
 
Abstract: Disciplines to benefit from the LANDSAT Follow-on
 
System include agriculture, petroleum and mineral exploration.

hydrologic land use. water resources manacement. forestry,
 
land use planning and monitoring, and soil management. The
 
annual quantified benefits are in the range of 420 to 970
 
million (FY 1976 dollars). The operational system sized to
 
achieve the quantified benefits involves a single orbiting

satellite with 
 a backup satellite in launch readiness. The
 
ground system includes a basic processing system which feeds
 information to three user systems - one for agriculture, one
 
for hydrologic land use, and a third for all other users. The
 
resulting present worth benefit cost ratio is at least equal

to 
four with a reasonable likelihood of exceeding nine. This
 
benefit cost ratio is evaluated fop an infinite time horizon
 
at the discount rate of 10 percent.
 
Descriptors: 
-*Eros (Satellites), *LANDSAT satellites, Cost
 
analysis, Agriculture. Costs, Earth resources. program.

Hydrology
 
Identifiers: *Benefit cost analysis. Remote sensing, NTISNASA
 
N78-13510/OST NTIS Prices: PC AOS/MF A01
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RS78-1-376
 
Remote Measurement of Air Pollutants
 
Stanford Research Inst.. Menlo Park, Calif.*Natlonal Science
 
Foundation. Washington, D.C. Research Applied to National
 
Needs. (332 500)
 
RePt. no. i (Annual). 15 May-31 Dec 73
 
AUTHOR! Proctor, E. K.
 
E0802D2 Fl: 146. 20F, 68A. 99A, 46C GRA17809
 
31 Jan 74 26
 
Rept No: NSF/RANN/IT/G-38986/PR/73-4
 
Grant: NSF-GI-38986
 
Project: SRI-2687
 
Monitor: NSFiRA/E-74/382
 
See also report dated Feb 76, P8-259 975.
 
Abstract! This is the first annual progress report on a
 
program for the development of advanced electro-optical
 
techniques for the remote measurement of gaseous air
 
pollutants. The research effort is divided between two groups,
 
One group is developing the tunable sources required for
 
remote pollutant measurements and it is making the necessary
 
spectroscopic measurements. .The other group is developing
 
lidar techniques and equipment and is performing the requisite
 
demonstration experiments. The following are project
 
accomplishments during the last quarter of 1973: (I) Remote
 
measurement of N02 using the differential-absorption lidar
 
technique is demonstrated, thereby fulfilling one of the
 
essential goals of the first-year program; (2) Tuning through
 
the range of wavelengths from 7 micrometers to 13.5
 
micrometers by mixing in a AgGaSe2 non-linear crystal is
 
experimentally demonstrated; (3) A LiNbO3 parametric
 
oscillator pumped by Nd:YAG laser at 1.06 micrometers
 
demonstrates a conversion efficiency of 35%; and (4) A
 
second-harmonic generation efficiency of 55% and generation of
 
infrared signals are demonstrated by mixing in CdSe and
 
AqGaSe2.
 
Descriptors: *Remote sensing. *Optical radar, Air pollution,
 
Spectroscopic analysis. Performance evaluation, Ultraviolet
 
Nitrogen dioxide. Sulfur dioxide, Infrared
spectroscopy. 

spectroscopy. Infrared lasers, Gas sampling. Cadmium selenides
 
Ozone. Monitoring. Experiments Backscattering.
 
Concentration(Composition). Electrooptics
 
Identifiers: *Air pollution detection, Tunable dye lasers.
 
Second harmonic generation. Parametric oscillators, Crystal
 
oscillators, Air pollution sampling, 
 Lithium niobates.
 
Neodymium, YAG lasers. Differential absorption lidap, Gallium
 
silver selenides. Nonlinear optics. NTISNSFRA, NTI$SRI
 
PB-276 592/3ST NTIS Prices: PC AO3/MF AOl
 
RS78-1-377
 
Quick-Look Capability in a European Earth Resounces Satellite
 
Data Network. Volume 1
 
Swedish Space Corp.. Solna.
 
Final Report.
 
E0714E4 Fld: 8F. 9B, 48C. 62. 88B STAR1604
 
15 Apr 77 150p
 
Rept No: FU15-4-V-1. ESA-CR(P)-977-V-1
 
Contract: ESA-SC/I28-HQ
 
Monitor: Is
 
Serj-2. Subm-Prepared Jointly with Stansaab Elektronik Ab.
 
Abstract: Plans of the European Space Agency for creation of
 
an earth resources satellite ERS data network (Earthnet)
 
comprising both national and European facilities are
 
described. The network will receive, process, and distribute
 
ERS data to a widespread qroup of earth scientists. Initially,
 
the network will accept data from the American satellites in
 
the LANDSAT series. Nimbus-G, HCMM. and SEASAT. User
 
requirements for quick-look data in the area covered by the
 
network were identified, and elements required for an optimum
 
quick-look system to meet user requirements were assessed.
 
Descriptors: *Earth resources. Europe. Optical data processing
 
. Sateilite-borne photography. Cloud cover. Data transmission.
 
European space agency, Heat capacity- mapping mission. Landsat
 
satellites. Networks. Nimbus 6 satellite, Seasat ocean
 
dynamics satellite, User requirements
 
Identifiers: NTtSNASAE
 
N78-13519/lST NTIS Prices: PC A07/MF A01
 
RS78-1-378
 
Quick-Look Capability in a European Earth Resounces Satellite
 
Data Network. Volume 2: Appendices 5 to 7
 
Swedish Space Corp.. Solna.
 
Final Report.
 
E0713,12 FId: 8F. 9B, 48C. 62. 88B STAR1604
 
1 4
15 Apr 77 8p
 
Rept No: FUI5-4-V-2-APP-5-7. ESA-CR(P)-977-V-2-APP-5-7
 
Contract: ESA-SC/128-HQ
 
Monitor: 18
 
Seri-2.
 
Abstract: Additional information is provided related to the
 
assessment of an optimum quick-look system to meet user
 
requirements in an earth resources satellite data network
 
(Earthnetl to be developed by the European Space Aqency.
 
Descriptors: *Earth resources. Europe. Optical data processing
 
, Satellite-borne photography. Cloud cover, Data transmission.
 
European space agenc V . Heat capacity mapping mission, Landsat
 
satellites. Networks, Nimbus 6 satellite, .Seasat ocean
 
dynamics satellite. User requirements
 
Identifiers: NTISNASAE
 
N78-13397/2ST NTIS Prices: PC A07/MF A01
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RS78-1-379
 
0129093 -78-003987 
INTEGRATED INVENTORIES OF RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES. 
USFS GENERAL TECHNICAL REPORT RM-55. JAN 8-12, 78 (482) 
SPECIAL REPORT: AS POPULATION AND DEMAND ' FOR NATURAL 
RESOURCES INCREASES, EFFICIENT, OBJECTIVE METHODS OF
 
ACCURATELY DETERMINING THE AMOUNT, CQNDITION, AND EXTENT OF
 
THE RESOURCES AVAILABLE ARE ESSENTIAL, INTEGRATED INMENTORIES
 
OF RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES ENCOURAGES THE INTERCHANGE AND
 
DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION FOR INTELLIGENT RESOURCE
 
MANAGEMENT. INTEGRATED INVENTORY INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS.
 
CURRENT TECHNIQUES. NEED FOR INTEGRATING INVENTORIES. LAND
 
CLASSIFICATION SCHEMES, REMOTE SENSING. PRINCIPLES FOR
 
INTEGRATING INVENTORIES. DATA PROCESSING, INFORMATION SYSTEMS,
 
AND STATE OF THE ART ARE DISCUSSED. (NUMEROUS DIAGRAMS.
 
DRAWINGS. GRAPHS. MAPS, PHOTOS, REFERENCES. TABLES)
 
DESCRIPTORS: *CONF PROCEEDINGS : 'RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
*WILDLIFE MANAGE : *LAND RECLAMATION ; *LAND USE 
CLASSIFICATION ; *REMOTE SENSING ; *FOREST MANAGEMENT ; *DATA. 
ENV-LAND : *INFORMATION SYSTEMS. ENV : MATHEMATIC MODELS-LAND 
: WETLANDS : RANGELANDS i SOIL CONSERVATION RECREATION. 
OUTDOOR-LAND 
REVIEW CLASSIFICATION: 15 
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Section 2
 
GEOLOGY AND HYDROLOGY
 
Mineral and Petroleum Resources, Geomorphology,
 
Geological Exploration, Polar Studies,
 
River-basin Hydrology, Mapping
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78J006 119 1 l- 7E - 1 03o020
 
CIENTUAL ORE )RFSSIILG PLANT POSSIRLE AS KARCC URANIUM PROSPECTING BUILCS UP/
S.AFP.N.NoNI;.)/,It/ I.33/f)CT 19 77/45.47.49/ 
ZA/ 
ZA/ 
(S4 IJA )
 
5.02110158.0203/
AFUIdAL PROSPFCTING:aL/DAT4, IPROCESSING/EXPLORATION:0I/GEOCNEPICAL SURVEYS0Q/GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS:QI/GEOPHVSICAL SLRVEYS;OI/MINERALIZATICN/)RE P;OCESSING/SOUTH AFRICA:T2/URANIUM DEPOSITS:Ta.o2/ 
RS78-2-498
 
70i004.3129 ELJI3- 731-08 Lb. 030
 
3TUOIIES OF ODEEP.*II)ESPREA0 GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES/

RAIA.K.IGFOL.SLJRVEY OF JAPAN)/

CIINETSU 6IJUISU/7/L77/6E-74/(Ih JAPANESEI
 
0,/
 
(CGIJI)
 
15S.0101/
GEI3CHEMICAL SLIRVEYS:02/GEOPIIYSICAL SURVEYS:02/GEOTHFRMAL EXPLORATION: 0IT2/GEDTHERMAL FIELDS/INFRARED SLRVEYS/JAPAN:r&/MAGNF.TI)fELLURIC SURVEYS/ONUMA GEOIHERnMAL FIELD/REMOTE SENSING:C2/SATELLITES/ 
RS7B-2-499
 
78C,)070552 E08-76-13 51.OL0
 
(CONF-7510T2--PaICORRELATION OF LANDSAT-I IitLTISPECTRAL DATA %ITH SURFACE GEOCHEMISTRY/

'IALL E'V. G. I.,'
STANFOR.) UNIV..CA/
Ni 1175/ 
O 'ICErOINGS O1F ThE TENTH INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/ 
US/ 
I0.INTEUIJATI)NAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING CF ENVIRONMENT/
 
ANN AU JR.M I. USA/
 
, (ILT 1975/
 
liL.0 ZO0/SB .0IC/63.0400/

IIISMUrIH: IS / COAPJTERS / COPPER: T4 /DATA/DATA ANALYSIS/ECCLOGICAL CONCENTRATION;02O3.04,GS/GEOCHEMISRY:0I/LEAD:T3/
N FDCIJR:T2/MINErS/tIANI'4G/NEVADA:TI/PNOSPHORLS/PIES/SATELLITES/SCnLS/SPECTRA/ 
RS78-2-500
 
78C007106? ECO-78-b3 S8.OI0
 
CONF-"6|O 172--I12/
 
GFJ.IIGICAI. INrERIptcATIIN LIF THE ERIS-I SATELLITE IMAGERY CF LESOT-O AND POSSIBLE RELATIONS 
 BETWEEN LINEAMENTS ANDK IMBFPL ITE P IPI EMPLACC.tIENT/
 
RARTI-EL ( .R./DL:'4PSTEIt.A./
 
flEIT.flF 41NE3 AN) GIl OGYoMASERU.LESOTHR/
 
3q75/
PROCEEDINGS (F ThLE TFNTII LIERNATICNAL SYMPOSIUN ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/
 
LS/
 
rI01- 1: 07 1 06 /
COt4POSITE I'AG2ItY Al THE 1:1.000,000 SCALE IS DISCUSSED.CRCSSING OF MAIN DIRECTIONS OF LINEAMENTS GIVE SOME VORKING
I-YPUThESI; CN K IMLIEaLI TE PIPE EMPLACENEKT./

I I.INr-FNATION4L SY4POSIUM (IN REMOTE SCNSING CF ENVIRONMENT/
ANN AI ORIh.M I. ISA/
 
6 OCT 1Q)75/ 
58.0100/5I .0100/GOLOGY: (111114AGE/.CIMIIERL ITES/LESO 1HO/2E MCTE SENSING/SATELLIT ES/SOUTH AFRICA TI/ 
lkS78-2-493 
7O 	1004 1003s rCti- Z-0 I5.000
 
GEfrlhCkAL EERCY ECNULOG/

AGENCY OF NACURAL R(ESOUJRCES AND ENERGY.TOKYO/
 
$0GY GIJTSU/tla/,/I77/30-38/(IN JAPANESE)
 
A ! A 
I5 • 0,)00/ 
CEMCNTS / GO (Lt. 1i14; FLUID! / ENVIRrNMFENIAL LIPACTS / GECPHYSICAL SURVEYS / GEOTHERMAL EX4LORATION/GEOIHERMAL FIELDS/ 
IOT-I)RY-ROCK 9YSTEAS / HO-hATER SYSIEI'S /JAFAJMAGMA SYSTENS/CNIKOBE GEOTHERMAL FIELD/ONUMA GEOTHERMAL FIELD/PIYSICAL 
PRlPFtItFl/REC4TF SENSING/RFSERVOIR ENGINEERING/ROCKS/SUNSHINE PROJCCT/WELL DRILLING/ 
RS78-2-494
 
78X001J3024 E08-76l-06 EA!.0Oo (PL11 / 2229 / TIO--2 SUSPENDED SEDIMENTS AND RELATED LINNCLOGY OF AN ALPINE LAKE SYSTE'i.2ND YEAR END REPORTml JUNE 
197Cr41I JANUARY 107 
At 	 EXANDER.V./MEt.LCI.J./)APCAT ,R. J./ALASKA IINIV..FAIRIANKS (USA)/
 
I A7/t)FPI'NTIF.PC AO2/MF AOI./
 
CC=9 505 277/
 
US,
 
AQUATIC FC-ISYST45 / ARCTIC IEGIGNS/CONSTRUCTIOWDENSITNETERSS/ ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS*02/-AKEST3/LIMNLGY:13/REOTES F14' ING/ROADS: I 2/SEDIMHENTS:ati/TOPOLOGICAL MAPFI NG/ 
RS78-2-495
 
toj 78JO011446 FO-70-02 6t1.020 
SEMI-QOANTITATIV .- EOLOGICAL INWERPRETATICN OF PHOTOLIIEAMENTS/
ANDFRSON, O.T./ 
(UNIV Or MNIT.WINNIPRGI 
CAN..IN.J./5i./6/JU4 1017?/
50. 52/
PHOTIL INLAAFNTS 11 PHIUTOLINEARS CONSIST OF WELL-DEFINED LINEAR ELEMENTS RELATED TO THE OVERALL CONCEPT OF PHOTOPATIERNS. TI-ES$ PROCEOURES PRODUCE A SIMPLE AM) PRACTICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF THE FREoINCY ANCIRFCYIONS OF I I'EAL ELEMhNTS O3N AERIAL PIICTOGRAPHS OR IMAGEFY.TPESE THEMATIC MAPS MAY BE COMBINED DIRECTLY WITH THEAVAILAdLF CEjLOGICAL INFONMATION (I.E.GROLNO TRUTH) AND ADDITICNAL INFERENCES REGARDING STRUCTURE AND LITHOLOGY MAY 13EPEAOII Y DRAWN Ft=lM HEA.THESE PROCEDURFS ARE AMENABLE TO AUTCIATION BY COMPUTER TECHNIOUES.4 REFS./ 
I l~a RS78-2-496 E0--U-O 1-.200~f7t/o043442A 
PROCESSESM. OF AW A.C ULATON AND GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE FORMATICN/ 
A7ftO0-IN4342 DO7 tiJR I.0/
C AN ' IN' * J ./91+/ l 0tUCT 19 77/36-40/O
 
CA/CA/0 
(CA4JA41 
15. 2000/15.O on00/15.030/Is*oao1/,isGoCONVECT ION / COST: 2 / EARTH CRLSI/EARTH MANTLE/GEOCHEMICAL SUIWEYS/GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS/GEPHYSICAL SURVEYS/GEOTHERMALI EXPI-lOA T N:r2/cE(JlrHI:RIAL sYSIams:TI/cIGIN:oI/REMOTE SENSING/REVIEWS:02/RIFT ZONES/ 
PS78-2-501 
78C0070'?72 Fca-It-13 61.010 DATA/(CrOMF-1510 172--i'11IIlW4LOGICAL APPLICATIONS OF MICROWAVE RADICMETRY H ASHf&' IHIIV *A *F .13ORO0) [N *L *F */ Si-l1KC *A * N./
 
IN5F.P RAOI)ENGICLRI [NG AND ELECTRONICSMOSCC%/
I '2 76'
 
PRIJCEEOINGS OF TitL TENTIH INTERNATICNAL 5YMFCSIUM ON REMOTE SEI'SING 
 OF ENVIRONMENT/ 
SI,,
 
'is,
 
1O.It4TFANATt.INAL SYMPOSIUM 
 ON1 REMOIE SENSING CF ENVIRO'NENT/
 
ANN ANIlfl. 'Al. USA/
 
O (1cr 1975/
 
51.0 100/5.2.01 c /
AIRCRAFT/DATA COMP ILATI(ON/GROUr) WAIR:T2/AYOPOLOGY:T/MOEASUrING METHODS/MICROWAVE RADIAT![OM/MINERALIZATION/MOISTURE:OI 
/PAD 1-1 41FTERS/REMOTE SiNSING:OI ,02/SOILS:11/ 
EIS78-2-502 
78X00589l)95 ED-l7-l O'.020 (ILA--716$-PR)CEOSTATISTICS PROJECT OF THE NATIONAL URANIUM RESCURCE EVALUATION PROGRAM/
OEMENTT.R./iCKAY.M.fl./W=CKSUNG.G. t./

LO' ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LAo..N.ME>.(t5A)J
 
FEO 19711/

G;lX--44( 1Z)/DE.NTISPC A02/MF AOI./

CC=3 d20 030/
 
LIS/
tjS/ 
Ots.0200t)/
 
AFRIAL Pfl(SPECTIN41;:TI.02/OISUTH.DATA ANALySIS:QI/NAPS/POTASSIU/RSEARCH PROGRAMS/THALLIU'4/URANIUM DEPOSITS:T2/
 
RS78-2-503
 
UD 
7VC(OOI1523 E8-8-17 Ob.OI0
 
GJrX--12(781/
 
1917 NUPE URANIUIM JE()LOGY SYMPOSIUM/

tlINIX FIELD ENGINrEIJG CORP. GRAND JLNCTION.COL. (USA)/

CONTRAT EV-70-C-13- I E4/

FCI3 197fl/
 
CONF-? 1244--/

OFP.NTIS.PC AI'J/'4F AOI./

9 502 148/
 
OS/

US/
hUTS-7:086312-/FRA- J:042287/Dn-78:088523/
THIS U. S.OEPARTMLT OF ENERGY (DOE)OPEN-FILE'REPORT IS A COMPILATION OF THE MATERIALS GIVEN TO ATTENDEES AT THE 1977
NATIONAL uRANIUM IESiIURCE EVALUATION (NURE)GEOLOGY SYNPCSIUM.THE OBJECTIVE OF THE SYMPOSIUM WAS TO PRESENT RESULTS OF 
EOTH CIOPLFTE) AN1) N PROGRESS TOPICAL GEOLOGY PROJECTS CCNDUCTED AS A PART OF THE DOE NATIONAL URANIUM RESOURCEEVALIJATI[ON Ptr1GRAM. TOPICAL GEOLOGY PROJECIS ARE PRIMARILY CCNCEFNED WITH THE STUDY OF SIGNIFICANT FOREIGN URANIUMOErVISETS. To IDENTIFY Tie CRITERIA THAT BEST EXPLAIN THEIR EXISTENCE.TI-ESE CRITERIA OR -- MODELS-- ARE THEN USED TO 
EVA! I)ATL ANAL:)G&IL. IU 'S.GEOLOGIC CONDITIONS FOR URANIUM FAVCRAEILITY.SEVERAL ASSOCIATED U.S.GEOLOGICAL SURVEY PROJECTSWFRI ALSO RS'JErIu. COMPLETE WRITTEN TEXT OF THE PRESENTATIONS WAS NOT PROVIDED AT THE MEETING AND IS NOT INCLIJE.) INTHIS CFIP0RT.ALL INFORMATION PRESENTED ,CO NURE STUDIES WILL APPEAR IN TI-E DOE OPEN-FILE REPORTS FOR EACH CF THE PROJECTSWN T-FIR COMPLErION.tl.S.GEOLOGICAL SURVEY SPEAKERS MAY BE CCNTACTED FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THEIR PRESENTATIONS.PAPFNR WERE PI'ESENTIU3 ON THE TOPICS OF REMOTE SENSING AND SEDIPVENTARY, IGNEOUS, AND METAMORPHIC HOST ROCKS.THE INDIVIDUALPAPFPS, wF.E INDEXFE) FOR INCLLSION IN TlE E118 DATA BASE./
SYMPOSIJM ON NURE URANIUM GEOLOGY/

GRAND0 JIJNCT I')N.C').IJS/
 
7 IIC 1)/

rnTl FR/ 
P/

O5.OI 08105.0200/
EXPLULRtATION/GEOJLIIJY/4EETINGSIQI/O 'RANIU DEPOSITS: TI /URANIUM RESERVES/ 
RS78-2-504
 
1UROOSMS T' FOR-7a-l O!ii 2GJRX--I I( 7e )/ 
NIOPF 1977 AN-4UAL ACTIVITY RFPORU/

RENDIX FIELD NG INfERING Cf)RP..GRANO JU.CITICN,COL. (USA)/
CONTRACT- -7C-C- I4,l64/

MAY 1970/

DE.NTISPC AOS/MF AOI./
 
9 50? 143/
US, 
US/

INS-76:O1 14$4/NTS-7h:03124/ERA-03:04289/EDB-78:088527/
THE MOST SICNIFICANT DEVELOPMENT IN A977 FOR NURE WAS PLAPNNG.ORGANIZINGAND INITIATI1G THE QUADRANGLE EVALUATION 
STUDIFS PPIOGRAM FOR EVALUATING THE URANIUM RESOURCES OF U0.5T-e AERIAL RADIOMETRIC RECONNAISSANCE PROGRAM AND THEVDROGLZJChEMICAL ANU STREAM-SEDIMENT RECCNNAISSANCE (HSSRPRCGRAM SCHECULES HAVE BEEN MODIFIED TO COINCIDE AS NEARLY ASPnSSIBLE WITH TFE OUAIRANGLE EVALUATION SCHEDULESIX AIRBOkE CCNTRACrORS HAVE PROVIDED 12 SYSTEMS WHICH HAVE FLDN SOME400. Od LINE MILES tF SURVEY.IN THE HSSR PROGRAMoSAMPLING WAS COMPLETED IN 60 QUADRANGLESWITH SAMPLING UNDERWAY IN 25AOnITIENAL QUACRANGLES AT THE END OF 1977.1h IHE TOPICAL GECLCGICAL STUDIES PROGRAMOATTENTION WAS GIVEN TO THOSE TYPES(IF NBNSANDSTRNF FIJVIROtIMENTS FOUND TII|RUGIOLT THE WORLD THAT MIGHT LEAD TO THE DISCOVERY OF NEW URANIUM DISTRICTS IN U. 
S. IN THE TECHNIILOGY OI)VELAPNENT PIOGRAI.NEW CALIBRATION AND TEST FACILITIES WERE PLACED IN OPERATION FOR BOTH BOREHOLE 
LOGGING AND AI1HUR'E 4ADIOMET1I4C SURVEYING SYSIEMSFAST AND DELAYED FISSION SYSTEMS FOR BOREHOLE LOGGING ARE BEING FIELD 
IESTEI).EXPLORATIIIN SYbTrM STLDIES WERE INII IAIM'DINFRMAT I C'Ilt MNATION IS REPORTED, (LCI/
F sE. CYCLF/ 
P/
 
05.0200/

AERIAL MONITORING / UJOREHOLES / CALIBRATION /EXPLORATICON.OI/GEGCHEMICAL SURVEYS/GEOLOGY/GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS/RADIATION
CETECTORS / RESEARCH Pz IUM OG:ZA4S/SAMPLtNG/SEDIMENIS.STREAMS/URADEPOSIT :TI,.02/URANIU ORES/ NIUM RESERVES.T/USA.T/
WELL I I)GGING/ 
RS79-2-505
 
781OOfloBl EOl- 78- 16 E1.030
GLOAL CONTAMINATIO LIY /SUP 137/tS,/SUP 90/SR AND DOSES OF EXTERNAL IRRADIATION ON THE TERRITORY OF THE USSR/
Lo DLTNCVA.L.I./IZRA'I-IL ,YUA,/NAZAROV.I.M/ICNOV.V.A,/
 
O AT.EWNERG.acLSfR/42/5/M4AY IS77/

35S-360/ 
1"SS IAN/
 
SU/
1;11/ 
ArENGA/

AIX-l'f 1701t 40/LH-?a:00e313/DATA ARE PR'SENTEfD d,4 BOTH GLOBAL GROUND CONTAMINATION CESIUM-137BY AND NATURAL RADIOACTIVITY OF SOIL OF THE COUNTRY(IRTAINFO BY A IRCRAFT GAMMA-SPFCTRAL SURVEYS. AIRCRAFT MEASUREMENT ERRORS DO NOT EXCEED 15 TO 20 PERCENT eBASICIFGM.LAIITIR:S IN SPACE DISTRIOIIIQN OF CESTUM-137 STORAGE, GALIMA-FADIATION DOSE RATES OF CESIUM-13? AND NATURAL
RADIOACTIVF ELEMENTS ON THE TERRITORY CF THE USSR ARE CONSIOEREOTNiE CONTRIBUTION TO RADIOACTIVE BACKGROUND OF VARIOUSS iiCES OF EXTEINAL IRRADIATION. INCLUDING COSMIC RADIATION, IS ESTIMATEOTHE REDUCTION UP SOIL GAMMA-RADIATION DUE TOSNOWV COVER IS TAKEN INTO ACCOUNI./
9I .0301/A.RIAL 
 MtiNITIltING: 111, 02. 03 / CESIUM 137TI/ECONTAMINATJO,/CCSMIC RADIATIONSQS/DOSE RATES/EXTERNAL IRRADIATION/GAMMARADIAT ION.TD3/LII.IAL FALLOUTU:5/NATLRAL RADICACTI VITY:OA/RAOI ATICN DOSES/SDILS.TA/STUONTIUM 90:T2/USSR:TS/
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78J0101182 El)-70-I9 15.020
 
RFCENT FRACTURES ALING THE NORTHEASt MARGIN (F 
THE SALTCK TMOUHU, IMPERIAL COUNTY.CAL SFORNIA/
FitICKLFYC .P./MAGEF.4. .. /AYDEN eNsA./
CALIFORNIA STATE LI'IVFULLERTON/
 
CALIFCFBL./30//Avt IS77/
 
51-60/ 
US/

US/
 
C GEll A,'
 
CRA-GJa: OS £49/ffDA-76:~II32/
rRnkRU R FRACTURES ALONG THE NORTHEAST MARGIN OF THE SALTON TROUGH NEAR DOS PALMAS SPRINGIMPERIAL VALLEY WEREINVESTIGATeO. I-g \VEST-NOlTHWEST-TRENflING FRACTURE ZONE MEASURED 4 KM IN LENGTH WITH A MAXI4M ,WIDTH OF 135 WETERS.OTHAERIAL AND SURFACE MAPPING METHODS WERE USED IN THE INVESTIGATI1N.PRELININARY DATA INDICATE THAT THE FRACTURES AREASE!SMIIC.TECI4IC IN qRIGIN.ANO THE PROOLCT OF TENSIONAL STRESS.(JGB)/
15.0201/

AERIAL MUNITOGIiNG/EAarTH CRUST/FRACTURES;QI/GECLOGIC FAULTS:GI/IMPESIAL VALLEY:TI/MAPS/ORIGIN/SIZE/
 
RS78-2-507
 
7SROoW,1170 F.D13-78- 12 5d. 020 (I'JN&RG--d379)NEW ,AOAID SEISMOTCCTONIC STUDY.ACTIVITIES DURING FISCAL YEAR 1977/
 
f110qCIhIACH. 7 .C ./

ILLINIS STArE GEJLOGICAL SURVEV.URBANA (LEA)/
 
REGIfINAL STUnY/

OCT 1977/NJIlS 5525./
 
CC=9 50? 476/

"AS­
'IS, 
',f.0 2.') I/2: * 0501 / 
AEIIAL SUIHJ.YIN -/AAUAMA:T5/ARKANSAS:I6/BOGEHCLES/GEFOLOGICAL SURVEYS/GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS/GRAVITY SURVEYS/ILLINOISTt/
 
INDIANA: t? / INFRARIU SLflVEYS/KENTUCKV:I3/MAGhETIC SURVEYS/ HISSOURI; T7/NUCLEAR FACILITJES:TB/REGIONAL ANALYSI S/SEISMIC
SUfVEYS:O1,2.%):. 0)4.(1j.u6.O7/SITE SELECTION:QB/TECTCNICS/TENNESSEE:T4/WELL LOCGING/ 
RS78-2-508
 
18,I00425011 ED-7-Jd 0-,.020
RFC0Oi'AISSANCE-LEVLL GEOCHEMICAL AND RAOICMETRIC EXPLORATICh CATA FROM THE VICINITY OF THE RABBIT LAKE URANIUM DEPOSIT
 
/ 
CAMEIOtN. f .M./EALLANTYNF. S.8 .(GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF CANADA OTTAWA.CNTAFIO)/
ClI4 OUILL./70/7I/4AY 1S77/76-85/ 
CAI
 
CA/ 
06.0200/
AERI %L PROSPCCTING /LeXPLORATION:0I/GCOCHEMICAL SURVEYS:QI/EELCGY/FCTASSIUM/SASKATCHEWAN;T2/SEDIMENTS/SURFACE WATERS/
THRItJM/URANTUM/URANIUM DEPOSITS: TL. 02/URANIUM ORES/ 
1($78-2-509
 
78C006,347 E0)- 78- 13 29.040 (CONF-75I.I?2--P2)MINRAL RESOURCE INVESTIGATIONS IN SCUTH AMEICA USING LANOSAT DATA/
C ATHE. W. D ./
 
GFCLO.GICAL SURVEY,RESTON. VA/
 
i975/
 
PRIOCEEDINIGS NF THE TENTH INTERNATIONAL SYmrrSIU ON REMOTE SEnSING OF ENVIRONMENT/ 
Is/
 
IO.[Nr5FNATI,3NAL SYMPOSIUM ON RENOTE SENSING CF ENVIRCNMENT/

ANN ARDOI * .. LSA/

6 1 1075/
 
29.0400/SI .0100/82.0I00/53.0200/
'ArA CEHMPILATION: 02. O.( 04 / ENERGY SOURCES / EXPLORATION / FORESTS/GRASS/HYDROELECTRIC POWER/INAGES/INTERNATIONALCO'])OFRAT I4)N/MIIN ERALS:T2/PETROL LM/REMCIE SElSI PIG/RESOURCES:T3 .04/SATELLIT ES/SOUTH AMERICA:T4/WATER/ 
RS78-2-510
 
7HCOI0-i270 F0I3- 71!-19 S. 020 
COF-770478--P2/
PIRFI. I'41(JAR L INFAM-NT MAP OF THE CCNTERnAINOLS UNITED STATES/
CARTER1.W.O.(CGFNLOGICAL SURVEY.FRE STNN.VA/LUCCHITTAB.K./SCHABER.G.G./ 
1977/

"'flhCUEOINGS (IF THE ELEVENTH INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT.VOL.II/ 
{JS/
FPA-fl: 05 1222/ECU - nu 108278/ 
IISYMPOS.I"fl4 ON REMOT SENSING OF ENVIRONMETI/

ANN AIUUIiM LLSA/
 
25 AP1 1077/

68.0203/GIjIJLOGICAL SURVEYS:!I/G-OMETRY/GEOPIIYSICAL SURVEYS/INFRARED SPECTRA/MAPS/REMOTE SENSING:T/RESOURCE CONSERVATION/SOILS/
TWO-DIMFNSIONAL CALCULATIONS/USA:11/ 
RS78-2-511
 
2silte l$.Ot. I- IS5 13 0a Foll 78- 1i 
t~l20191, 
FIN 11 MASU!MCVNIS Oe IRRAOIAtION:FIRS] USE IN, ITALIAN GEOLCGY/ 
CASS INLS.R /I.ClI.u.M./ONELLI ,A.M.o
ISTITJT2 t)NIVENITAINO NAVALEINAPLES EITALY).ISTITUTO 01 METECROLOGIA E OCEANOGRAFNA/
1 '7P /
I rAL IAN/
11$FPlTIS (US SALES ONLYI.PC AO /ME AOI./ 
4F bla 1403/ 
IT/
IT/E'qA-O2:O3',PE1/ECu-Td;OYa6o6, 
GFNI4RAL. CONSIIRArIONS IN THE FIELD OF REMOTE SENSING ARE DISCUSSEDPARTICULARLY GEOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS OF 'INFRAREDMEAStJEMENTS, TtC Ti58tty or ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION AS DESCRIO BY PLANCKOS LAW IS BRIEFLY REVIEWED.IR SCANNING ANDf ADICMETRY ARE TVE 4IST COMMINLY USED TECHNIQUES.SCANNING FRCVIOES P#,GTOGRAPHIC IMAGES OF THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OFSJRFAC& RADIATION. fTlLS TECHNIQUE WAS FIRST USED IN ITALY TO OBTAIN RACEATION DATA AT SOLFATARA OI POZZNLI.IHE PRIMARYCAIISS'5 OF FOItIIR I' TIHE TECHNIQUE ARC VARIABLE ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSIVZTYANGULAR INCLINATIONsAND VARIABLE EMISSION.POnDjLFMS INVOLVED IN CALIBRATION ARE OISCUSSEDeTHE DATA DERIVED FRO SURVEYS OF VOLCANIC REGIONS ARE PRESENTED IN TABLES 
AND THE TIEfl4AL LtlAkES AND MAPS ARE PADVIDED.THIS TECHNIOUE IS USEEUL IN SURVEYING VOLCANOES AND FOR THE DETECTION OF1,14t TEMIPEHATUIE G2IHERMAL RESOURCES./ 
NP/ 
IS.0O4l/DATA ANALYSIS / GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATICN / INFRARED SURVEYS:Q1,Q ,03/ITALY:.TIt/APS/RADIOMETRIC SURVEYS/REMOIE SeNSING/SOI.FATAI4AS:OI . 2/VOLCAN4IC REGIONS:T3/ 
PS78-2-512 
TC0f075155 EI3-78-I 4 52.010 
CONF-75O 172--PI/ 
lISP .)f REMOT SENSING FOR WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN MICIIGAW 
ClifRISTEN'iEN.Rl.J.tACI1 IGAN DEPT.OF NATURAL RESCURCES.LANSING I/bEZERNAKeCeT,/ 
PROCEEDINSS 'IF TOLE TENTH INTERNATICNAL EYMPCSIUM ON REPOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONNENT/ 
0s5/ 
l nA-lU: 01E046 /EDli-/a:O7S7SSI/
 
TIP LIPI-RATTrINAL USE OF REMOTE SENSING Tfl THE mICHIGAN WATER RESOURCES COMMISSION IS DISCUSSED.THE APPLICATIONSClNS lFRFI) INCLUI)JIO POWER PLANT DISCHARGES AND INDUSTRIAL DISCHARGES. APPLICATIONS ARE EXAMINED IN TERMS OF USINGSPFCTRAI HANDS IN THE THERMAL IA. VISIBLE, AND ULTRAVIOLET.Tt-E RESULTS INDICATE THAT REMOTE SENSING CAN SERVE AS AN
IMP PHTANT A0I tTION TO TECHNIIQUES AVAILABLE TO A REGULATORY AGENCY FOR ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING./
IO.INTFNATIIONAL SYMPaSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING CF ENVIRONMEtT/ 
ANN AR01114MS9,tSA/ 
6 IC!Or05 
INOUSTkIAL WASTES:rT3/4ANAGEM=NT.I /MICHIGAN/NCNITORING:G3/IPOWR PLANTS/REMOTE SeNSING-Q/USES/WATER RESOURCESfTI/ 
RS78-2-513 
t3COO?)6O EDSt-Td1 - 1J b2. 010 
COIIF-?SI0 17 2--I'2/
I1Se If LANCSAT 30S IN RESERVOIR MANAGEMENT AND OPERATICNS/
 
COO0PFR. S./+0.?Ow Ifl.J .L./
 
CO P; nF ENCINECRSWALtIAM.MA/ 1975/
 
ON REMOTE SEtSING OF SNVIRONMENT/
PROCI,1-OINGS OF TP,. TENTH INTERNATIONAL EYMPCSIUM 
C'RA-3 11036CC¢IlE30--7OO7Oa3/ 
Tth NFA FNCLAND OIVISION.CORPS OF ENGINEERS INEDIHAS BEEN PARTICIPATING IN THE NASA LANDSAT EXPERIMENTS TO ASSESS THE 
Pt I fIll P FUTURe u;CFULNESS OF ORUIl TING SATELLITES SUCH AS LANOSAT IN THE OPERATION OF ITS WATER kESOURCES SYSTEMS USED ENGLANDNED HAS FOUND REAL TIME DATAf) CCNTIUIL F.OICS.UAS1tT) ON THREE YEAR'S EXPERIENCE UITH A 26 STATION NETWORK IN NEW RELIABLE AND PEAS IBLE.lORtTING SATELLITE SYSTEMS CAN BE DESIGNED THATC01,LECTION BY OfI)ITl'G SATELLITE RELAY TO OE BOTH 
AR.' MIRE F_EXIILU.3'%'ILY MAINTAINED AND LESS EXPENSIVE THAN CCNVENTICNAL GROUND-BASEO MEANS.NED ENDORSES THE INSTITUTION 
CF A SATELLITF DATA COLLECCTION SYSTEM CN A CORPS-WIDE EASIS OR A NATIONWIDE SYSTEM WITH OTHER FEDERAL AND STATE 
ArNCIrS. WIlfHLR It OJ of THE ORITING TYPE WITH WHICH We HAVE SXPFRIMENTEDOR THE GEOSTATIONARY KIND FOR WiICK 
FVAt,'%AT IN IS NOT YC- AVAIl AIRLE.ANY OPERATIONAL SATELLItE CONFIGURATION SHOULD INCLUDE GROUND RECEIVING STATIONS AT ALL 
RAIOP .tSER L)(ALd3 FOR {DIRECT RECEIPT OF SATELLITE tNFCRMATICN.RAThER THAN THE RELAY OF DATA FROM NASA OR SoME OTHER 
AG NCY. TfilEFFONr NC). WITH NASA SUPPORT. HAS CONSTRUCTED AND IS NOW TESTING AN INEXPENSIVE SEMIAUTOMATIC AND EASILY 
#ALNIAINFJ GtOiN) RECEIVING STATION AS A FOLLOC-UP TO ITS CRICINAL STUDY./ 
t,1.INTFRNATINAL SYMiPOSIUM ON REMOIE SENSING CF ENVIRONtMENT/
 
ANN AIIIIIHl.M I. LSA/
 
6 OCT 191/

' .4)14/29.040h
 
DATA (O14, I.AT ION/P_OOd CONTROL/MANAGEMENT 01 .02/NASA/SATELLITS/WATER RESERVOIRS.TI/WATER RESOURCES:T2/
 
RS78-2-51 4 
7r t00776tE-8--- 05.020
 
P'ALAfIOMAGNETISM AND UIANIUM EXPLORATION/
 
CIIRNaR.II.(ATIiMIC ENERGY MOARD.PELLNDABA.PRETORIA (SOUTH AFRICAI.GELOGY DIV.)/
 
NCLJ0.ACr./IS/JAN IY713/
 
14" 17/
 
A 7AI
 
IA/ 
HilI All/
 
AIX-0): !.7'3/IRA-3-O925!/EDr--78:07765/
 
STUDIES CONDUCTED AT PELINDADIA HAVE SHOWN THAT THE MAGNETIC METHOD CAN BE SUCCESSFULLY APPLIED IN THE DAMARA MOBILE
 
BELT COR DELINEATING PRIMARY URANIUM TARGET AREAS.tHIS APPLICATION HOLDS EXCITING POSSIBILITIES FOR LOCATING FURTHER 
URANIUM DEPOSITS ILTIl LOCALLY AND IN OTHER MOBILE BELTS THRCUCHCUT TPE WORLD./ 
05.0 O0/
AFR[Al MONIlORING/AFlIAL PROS,-ECTItG/ATARCTICA/EXPLRATIO/CAMMA SPECTROSCOPY/GEOMAGNETIC FIELD/GEOPHYSICAL SURWdEYS/
GRANITES / MAGNETIC FIELDS/MAGNUTIC SURVEYS: 2/MAGNETIZAT ION/METAMORPHIC ROCKS/METAMRPHIS/MINERALIZATION/PRQ SPECING/
RAO IOACTIVITY/SOUT WESt AFRICA :TIURANI UN DEFSITS:T2 .I/ 
S78-2-515
 
7'ICJIOJ553 El)-7O- 1 5l.010
 
LCCNF-761"72--P2V{EGONAL MAPPING PROGRAM AND MINERAL RESOURCES SURVEY BASED ON REMOTE SENSING DATA/
 
CORPlEA A .. / 
INSTITJT'LO lE PESOUISAS ESPACIAIS SAC 'JCSE DOS CAtFOSSAO PAULC.SRAZIL/
IQ7%j/ 
PRiCEEDINGS OF ThE TENTH INTERNATICAL SYMPOSIUM CN REMCTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/ 
US/
 
I0*INTER'JATIIJNAL SY'MPOSIUM ON RECML TE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/
 
ANN Asd1ilfl.MI.LSA/
 
6 ItCT 1975/
 
51.0IO0/Si.OlOO/

3PAZIL;TI/CArA COM' ILATION:o2.03.0405.06.ooo/IA=4oNDS:T7/GEOLOGY/GOLO:T4/IMAGES/LEAD ORESrTS/MINERALST2/MONITDRING

•/RACAR/EMO]TE 3SN3(iNG.:T.QP.I3/RESOWLUCES:13/RJTILE:T8/SATELLITES/TOPOLOGICAL MAPPING'OI/ZINC ORES:T6/ 
RS78-2-516
 
7,J00o41IISO E$B-7d-C9 02.200
 
DETAILrI) STUf)IE.3,SrICT CRITERIA PPODLCE PIPELINE EARTHQUAKE CESIGN/

BANIFL SR.F./ 
PETRJ'4AR ENG INC.IHtUSVfN.TEX/ 
IlL JAS J./75/AE/2t NOlV t977/120,125-126/
 
US/
 
£0IG. A1
 
02.?lI)C/5 ,OJ l/E8.0 203/

ALASKA 0 fl. PIPELINE: tl / CONSWRUCTICN: OI/EARTHQUAKES/ENGINEERING GEOLOGY/GEOLOGIC FAULTS/GROUND MOTION/LANDSLIDES/ 
PLANNINGl/QIP.iOT: SFN4SING/SAFETY ENGINEERING/SEISMIC EFFECTS:OI/SEISMIC SURVEYS/SOILS'T2/STAI3LITY:O2/ 
RS78-2-517
 
7030O23i23 PCR-78--04 58.010 
DISC-RNAlLE LINiAMENTS ON LANOSAT IPAGES OF LEBANON/
 
DAVIE,.M.F./
(INST TIE SCI RE LA TERRE.COntSTANTINEALGERIEI 
RnV.INST.FP.ET.AN.,CtMBUST.L4QUIDE53a/3/MAY-JUN 1977/
 
463-475/( IN IaEI-CH)
4DPPitOLrI6IC ASPCCTS OF TIE LITHOLOGIC STRUCTURE NOT SHOWN EY CONVENTIONAL AERIAL PHOTOGRA:I-HY ARE INTERPRETED.STAEAMS. 
WFLLS, ANI) tINQ)ERtSEt CA'YZNS ARE IDENTIFIED./ 
fs78-2-518
 
7OCOOOOI2I 50i3-7lI-31 31.090
 
tC0N$-7OI2i--STflR E MINING:AN IMPORTANT ELEMENT OF RIVER BASIN MANAGEMENT/
 
DAY. H..J./

LA) 	 (JNiIv.nP VISCONSIN,,iIEEN BAY) 
19761 
PPnCet- l)INCi OF ThE INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM CN FOSSIL FUEL PRODUCTION AND WATER RESOURCES/

TifF IMPACT IF URACIE MINING ON THE LOCAL AND REGIONAL WATERSHEDS IN TWO DISTINCTIVELY SE'ARATE REGIONS OF THE UNI TEl)
STAT+S. THE ,4ATF4-AlJNOANT EAST AND THE ARID OR SEMI-ARID %EST.0 S RrVIEWED.CHANGES IN WATER RESOURCES ARE REPORTED IN BOTH {4FGIONS AS A IESULT OF STRIP MtNING.8UT LAND REHABILITATION IS MORE RAPID IN THE EAST THAN IN THE WEST WHERE NEW 
MIN'; ARE Ex'*ECTet TO U'E-N IN THE YEARS AH-EAD.REHABILITATICN POTENTIAL IS REPORTED TO BE INCREASINGLY IMPORTANT AS A 
FACTOR TO 5iE CONSIDERED IN MINE SITE SELECTION IN THE WEST.ThE USE OF REMOTE SENSING.SATELLITE-BAEO SYSTEMS FOR 
I4ATERSHFI) MANCEi4ET IS RFPOIfFOAPPLICATION OF THIS TECHNOLCGY TO RIVER BASIN MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATED WITH SUErACE MINES 
IS PlI)IfnSca.AP'Il,)X.ATU COSTS ASSOCIAIED AITH ITS USE ARE PROVIDED./ 
11S 78-2-519 
784100304R8 CGS-78-06 lb. OO 
MF.THI) FOR IDENTIFYING ANOMALOUS TERRESTRIAL HEAT FLOWS/
 
11El GRANrE.N.K./

TO &Nt rflY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMI ,|STfA1ION/ 
PATENT/

UAS PArENT 1.0C5.89/
 
FILED CATE 5 JAN 11)76/
 
,5 JAN 1977/
 
053/
 
Us,
 
t 9.0 301/A FU %L PflOSPl'CT ING/lEOTIiRMAL [.XPLORA TICN*TI /HEAT FLOW.T3/HYDAC-LOGY/ NFRARED SURVEYSI T2.0 I/MAPS/MEASURING INSTRUMENTS: 
02/4LASUR ING AETI-00302,03/RMOTE EENSING/TOPOGrAPHY/ 
RS78-2-520
 
71Bit004') 147 EO- 78- 09 I5o060
 (NP--2?IO IFINAL E'IVIRONMENTAL STA IEMEtT FOR THE GEOTHERYAL LEASING PROGRAM/
 
DF'JAiITMET 0OF THE fVNiERI OR .WASHING TO K.D.C. I USA)/

19731 GPOl - °] . 
CC=' 133 500/
I;S/ 
US/ 
I5.0600/53 .0100/
ANIMALS / CAL IFORNIA / ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENrS:T . 01 .02.Q3/ENV IRONMENTAL IMPACTS/GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES/GEYSERS
CEOTHE 4AL FIELC:rL/IlAGES/IMPERIAL VALLEY:T2/KGRA/LAND LEASING/LCNG VALLEY:T3/MAPS/PLANTS/SOILS/TABLES/WATER QUALITY/ 
RS78-2-52 1 
70CO01 176-4 EO-78-0 05.020
 
URANIUM EXPLURArII|N rLCHNOLOGY/

Dr)D.IJ.I.(USAEC GRAN) JUNCTION OFFICE.COLO.I/
 
INSTITUTION OF NINING AND METALLURGY/LCNOC NIIT7/
 
GEOLOGY.M INING.ANI) EXTRACTIVE PROCESSING (IF URANIUM/ 
JONF';.M.J.IE,))/
IRAtNIUM EXi'LORArtIN MIETHODS AND TECHNOLOGY HAVE EVOLVED FRCM THREE DECADES OF EXPERIENCESTIMULATED INTERMITENTLY BY 
4 HISTURICALLY FLUCTUATING DEMAND FCR URANIU1.THE METHODS GENERALLY APPLIED ARE REVIEWED.THE RECENT TRENDS TO UTILIZE 
SOME ;IF Tt-1 LESS COMMONLY EMPLOYED METHODS TO IMPROVE EXPLORATION FOR CONCEALED DEPOSITS AND TO EVALUATE LObIR-GRADE 
lFSiIJIRCHS IN UNFA-4[LIAR GEOLOGIC ENVIRCNMENTS ARE NOTED. SECENT DEVELOPMENTS OF TECHNOLOGY TO SUPPORT EXPLORATION 
EMPHASIZE NUCLEAR GEOPHYSICS.SUCH AS SENSITIVE GAMMA-RAY SPECTFOMETRY.DIRECT URANIUM LOGGING BY USE OF FISSION NEUTRON 
TECHNIILJIHS. MORE SI)'IIISTICATEO RADOGN AND HELIUM EMANOMETRY; AND AN INCREASING INTEREST IN DIRECT GEOPHYSICAL AND 
CEOCI-EMICAL '4EASUPtEMENTS RY USE OF NFLTRCN-NELTCN AND MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIOILITY.ALTICUGH EACH IMPROVED TECHNIO E I MPROVES 
ThE TFCIiNOLfIGY. IT 1S TIlE POSSIBLE CCNFINATION OF TECHNIQUES THAT WILL OPTIMIZE EXPLORATION.TO BE MOST EFFECTIVE THE 
TECHNIRI.IES S1-mULD BhE INTEGRATED AND EXPLORATICt. RETHODS PREDICATED ON SOUND GEOLOGICAL-GEOCHEMICAL PRINCIPLES OF URANIUM 
CRF GENFSIS./ 
In RS78-2-522
 
7$CO0734S E)0--78-13 51.DO0 (CE1Nr-7£,lOI72--P )(,EOI3GIC INTERPRETATION CF LANDSAT- IMAGERY OF THE GREATER PART OF THE MICHIGAN BASIN/
DRAK2.:'B.(ENVIRNMEIJTAL RFSFARCH INSISOF NICHIGANANN ARBOR)/VINCENT.R.K,/ 
1975/

PRtCIF.INGS ,IF TIM! TENTH INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON REVOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/ 
Us/ 
IO.INFRNATIDNAL SYMP4USIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRCtNENT/ 
AN-1 ARHl)R. 4I, LSA/ 
I, OCT 1975/ 
i1 .01410/5$.01OO/G(E0)I.OIC DEPOSITS; T3,.I / GEOLOGY / IMAGES / LAND USE:T2,01/MICHIGANTI/MNITRING/REMTE SENSING:12.03/5ATELLITES/ 
TOPoI.niG ICAL MAPPING/ 
RS78-2-523
 
thR002.9433 ECII-78-0- 01.200 (RtA-IC--i797) MICROILMING MAPS OF ASANDCEND ANTHRACITE MINESaMINES IN THE WYOMING BASIN.NORTHERN ANTHRACITE FIELD/ 
FATONr.W.L ./GA IT.G.I./ 
UREAII OF S. AbIIINGTI)ND.C ISA)/'Ii 

Pill I )bt/iNI.(F TC4NLESSEE LIBRARY KNOXVILLE (INTER-LIRARY LOAN)./

CCI 027 COO/ 
IS/ 
01.20u0/
AeANOIINP) ShAFTS:TI/AN lrIAC ITE/CUAL MINES/I NFORMATI ON/ MAPS: CI/PHOTOGRAPHY/WYOM ING/ 
RS78-2-524 
78 )O I)?4-) LOF- 78- 17 15.060 
SAN--I J21,-I/2/

,)IIE.CT A0HFAT PL ICATI ONS OF GE(3IIIE4MAL ENERGY IN THE GEYSES/CLEAR LAKE REGION.FINAL RE'ORT.VOLUME II.ENVIRONMENTAL 
ASS FSS.4FN I/
FOlWIEW.NAPA. CAL IlF.( bA 1/

CONTfIACT FG-77-C-03- 1126/

AUG 1-477/
 
E12..lr IS.PC A12/41- A01./
1) 565 663/ 
UJS/ 
Uis/

FRA-O'I:t)3" O4/NIS-7$:U625a8/EPA-04:004O87/E6-78:089249/
ThF INVIRON'IENTAL REPORT ON EACH CF THE SIX STUDY AREAS AS PRESENTED UNDER THE FOLLOWING SECTION HEAOINGS:GENERALASPI-CTS / AIR 14ESOURCE STATUS AN) QLALITMA1ES rFSOURCE--STATU S AND OUALITY/VEGETArION RESOURCE/AND FAUNAL RESOURCE.THESIX STUDY AREAS ARm:I! )UORAX LAKE - BURNS VALLEYSULPNUR BANK MINE VALLEyoANO HIGI VALLEV/(2)MT.KONOCTI 
- TIURSTON LAKE/ 
d3) CUItJYAMI VALLEY - FORD FLAT AREA.E4)IlGli VALLEY CREEK - GLENkFOOK AREA/(SCALESTOGA GEOTHERMAL AREA/AND (6)GEYSERSC E(ITHF.lRMAL F ItLC.(JGJ) /
C IIT[EPI AIl.E.N I GY/ 
P/

I'i.OhOOhIS.I3}CC/E J. 200/29. C800/Atf/AIR P(ILLUtJII.I/AIR DUALITY/ANIALS/CALIFOrEIA:TI/CLIMATES/OIAGRAMS/ENV RONMENTAL IMPACTS:02/GEOTHER 4AL ENERGY:T2,OI
- GFYSEI4S CCOlThEII4AL FI ELO/1HABITAT/HYOROLOGY/I MAGES/LANI) POLLUTI Ct /MCUNT AINS/PLANTS/TABLES/VALLEYS/WA TER POLLUTI ON/ 
RS78-2-525
 
7lIC l077dli-; E, - 78-15 05.020 
0.j3--lORt??/)/ 
SrATIS AN) PROGRESS OF THE NURE PRrGRAY/
EVCRHAr .If L./
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY.GRAND JUNCTION.COLO. (LSA) GRAND JUNCTIEN CFFKCE/11)77/ 
CONF-7 ZLG 1--/
1*R AN IUM Ir4oUSTRy SEMINAR/
9 605 659/ 
ils/US/ 
1ERA- 0iO'4557/INS-?d:009513/EpA-04 :00360/EDB-7f:Oa7785b/BACKGI nOl ) INFORMATIIIN ON THE NAIIONAL URANIUM RESCURCE EVALUATION INURE)PROGRAM IS GIVEN ALONGMFTH110)3'1lGY. IJFOlR4ATION lATIH OPERATIONALIS INCLUDED ON AERIAL PROSPECTING HYROCHEMICAL RECONNAISSANCEGEOLQGIC STUDIESGEOCHEIICAL
"TIJDIE!,.REM,3TE SEN4SING.TECHNOLOGY DEVELCFMENEXPLORATEON TECHNICUeSOANC CATA 4ANAGEtMENT.(JRD)/130 ANIUM INDUSTRY SnMINARt/ 
GRANID JIINCT IIN.CIJUSA/
26 OCT 1)77/ 
09.0 !00/2O.C6o0/DATA 1I4"ICESS ING/I:VALUA TION/EXPLORATION' .2/GEOCHCMICAL SURVEYS/GEOLOG ICAL SURVEYS/REMOTE SENSING/RESOURCE ASSESSWENT:OI/'IEDINI:NTS/STRIAt4S/UIANI$[UM DFPOhIS:12.0I/USAf'I/ 
RS78-2-526
 
7$CB07109 i.3- 78- 13 90. 020 
CONF- 7510172-'I/P.4(IS PRiOGRAM OF Hi D)LPARTMFNT OF TF INTERIOR/

FISChI5.W.A./I-E4PlILL.W.Rf./
 
GiSLJGICAL SIVCEY.lNE SrON. VA/ 
PROICEEDINGS -iF fI-he TENTH INTERNATICNAL SYMPCSIUM CN REMOTE SEN.SING OF ENVIRONMENT/
 
US,
 
FRA-03: 0 36 I 35/HE)BJ- F8: 07 109 2
 
TItF }R.JCCTIVFS dL THE EROS PROGRAM ARE:TO UNDERTAKE RESEARCH RELATING 
 TO THE DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF REMDTE-SENSRSYSTEMS FOR RESOURCUSS AND ENVIRCNMEtTAL PURPOSES- TO PREVIDE TRAINING ASSISTANCE IN THE USE OF THE DATA FROM THESESENSIQRS TO TilE NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY OF EARTH SCIENTISTS AND RESOURCES MANAGERS/TO MAKE THE DATACOLLECTEO BY SENSOR SYSTEMS AVAILABLE AT A REASCNABLE CCST. EN A TIMELY BASIS, AND TO PROVIDE GUIDANCE ON THECHARACTERISTICS AND POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF FUTURE SYSTEMS.RESEARCH HAS INCLUDED TI-REE AREAS:THE DEVELOPMENT OF RATIOINGTECIINIOI)CS AND OTHER 14ATIIEMATICAL TREATNEIS OF DIGITAL CATA CERAIVEC FROM THE LANDSAT EARTH RESOtJRCES SATELLITES/THEDEFINITION OF APPLICATIOn4S OF LANDSAT-TYPE: DATA WITH EMPHASIS IN SUCH AREAS AS THE IECOGNITION AND EVALUATION OFLA'IGE-SCALE CFOL&GIC FEATURES. NAPPING OF FLCODS.ASSESSME T CF RANCELAND CONDITION.MEASUREMENT OF SNOW DISTRIBUTION.(ETEiCTION OF (IL OIII _WATER.AND DEIERMINING THE USEFULNESS OF THE CATA FOR MAPPING LAND SYSTEMS AND LAND COVER BY BOTHM4A'JtAL ANf) SEMI-AUTOMATIC TECHNIQUES / AND THE DEVELCPNEhT AI-{D TESTING OF THE FRAUNHOFEA LINE DISCRIMINATOR (FLD) tA"AIRI3OdNE DEVICE T-AT M:ASURES THE LUMINESCENCE CF NATURAL 0JECTS./
IO.fNT-RQNATIrNAL SYMPOSIUM (IN REMNOF SENSING CF ENVIROI.I'ENT/

ANN ARRDR.MI.LSA/
 
6 OCT Iq75/
 
50.0203/SI .OtOO/2.0200/52.CIO/

nATA COMPILAT{,OJ / EAlTI1 PLANET / ENVIRCNMENT: T2 /FLOODS/GEOLOGIC DEPOSITS/GEOLOGY/REMOTE SENSING:TST.0I.2/RESEARCHPROGRAMS: 0}/RES3OUlICE3: TI /SATELLITES/TOPOLCGICAL MAPPING/US ORGANIZAT IONS/USES/1 ATER POLLUTION/ 
RS7-2-527
 
Lo ?8U 007059i ECa-78-13 62.010
.3 CCOr-NO510172--PI/
sArELLIrE-INTEF fGATED DATA PLATFORMS IN RIVER AND FLOOD FORECASTING/
 
FLANI)ERS,.A.F/SCHIFSL.J.W./
 
NAfIINAL WFATEIt SOnVICE.SILVER SPRING.MO/
 
S1975/

P RICtEIINGS OF I-lE TENTH INTERNATIONAL SYMPCSIUM IN REMOTE SEtSING OF ENVIRONMENT/

iS/
 
US/

FP4A-O 3: 09600/E)a3-7:O 7059e/
FI.O(JO PlEPAlrDNESS AND DAY-TO-DAY WATER MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES ARE DEPENDENT UPON ACCURATE KNOWLEDGE-OF THE STATE OFTH1: NATION-S RIVE'S. I-F RIVER AND FLOOD FORECAST AND WARNING SERVICE OF THE NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE (NISIIS DEPENENT
UPON REPORTS F141i,4 A'NETWORK OF NEARLY 7.000 RIVER AND RAINFALL STATIQhS.TO SPEED UP THE COLLECTION OF THESE REPORTS THENWS HA. OEVELOPEI) AN AU10O4ATED HYDROLOGIC OBSERVING SYSTEM (AHOSITHAT PROVIDES GREAT FLEXIBILITY IN THE SELECTION OF THETYPES (IF INSTAUMEtITS THAT CAN USE THE SYSTEM OVER THE VARIOUS FCRMS OF COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA SUCH AS TELEPHONE.RADIO,ANDSATELLITRE. SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS ARE LSEO WHERE NO RELIAELE PHCNE SERVICE EXISTS.THE DATA ARE TRANSMITTED FROM A
OE4FlTI- HYrI3OLUGIC SI IF THROUGH THE GEOSTATIONAY OPERATIOhAL ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE IGOES)TO A COHMAN AND DATAACOINISI I ON (COA) SrATIN AT WALLOPS ISLAND.VIRGINIA.OPEUATED EY THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE SERVICE (NESS)OFTh= NATIONAL iCEAMIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATICN (NOAA)aTHESE CATA A64E THEN DISSEMINATED VIA NOAA COMMUNICATIONS TOjflf RIVER FoREcAhr CENTERS (RFC- 5) AND OTHER USERS. THIS SYSTEM HOLDS PRCMISE FOR PROVIDING LIFE-SAVING AND ECONOMICBEN-FIrS TIO - NATION THROUGH SPACE AGE TECHINCLOGY./
10.INrFRNATI)NAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOIE SENSING CF ENVIRONMENT/
ANN AIUBOR.M I. USA/ 
6 (ie 1-)75/ 
z2.01 0)0/
IAVA ACQtJISIr III4/(ZLJtJI)S:T2/FORECASTING Q2/IIrFCRMATION SYSTEtMS/tMANAGEMENT: a/RIVERS TI/SATELLITES/WEATHER/ 
RS78-2-528
 
18COO63oo FO-?7M-Id 0 O020 
REMOITE SENS11NG I4 URANIUM EXPLORATION/

LAflLMAN.J.W.CUTAH INTERNATIONAL INC..LSA)/
 
IAEA/VIENNA/LST7/

RECOGNITION AND EVALUATION OF URANIFERCLS AREAS/
 
US/
 
XA/

TECHNICAL CJMMITTEE MEETING ON RECOGNITION AND EVALUATION OF URANIFEROUS AREAS/'
 
VIENNA.AUSTRtIA/
 
17 NOV 1975/

05.0200/
EXPLORATION: 01 / GEOLOGY /GEDPHYSICS/IMAGE SCANNERS/IMAGES/PHCTOGRAPHY/REMOTE SENSING/SATELLITES/SPECTROSCQPY/URANIUM
 
DEPOSITS;rI/URANIUM ORES/
 
RS78-2-529
 
7TC0IOL)TI Efi)-78-19 05.020STREAM SEDIM"NT ORIENTATION PROGRAM FOR URANIUM IN THE ALLIGATOR RIVER PROVINCEoNORTHERN TERRITORY.AUSTRALIA/
GINGRICH. J.E.(TERRADEX CORPORATION.WALNUT CREEKCALIFORNIA (USA))./F"Y.MF./
 
FLSFVIER/AMSrEICAM/I177/
 
-nNF-76 3I120--/
 
GEOCHI.MICAL E)XPLURATION ISTG/
BUTT. C.RM ./W iLINiJ.I.G.P.(EOS. I/
 
US/
 
Nt /

AIX-O: 1733gq/RA-03:0)4S616/ER-7: 100671/
SEDIMENTS SAMPLES wERE COLLECTED FROM STREAMS DRAINING THE KOONGARRA URANIUM DEPOSIT AND 
THE SMALL URANIUM MINES IN
THE SOUTH ALL IGATO VALLEY. DETERMINATIONS FOR U.CU AND PE 
ON VARIOUS SIZE FRACTIONS TAKENJ FROM EACH OF THESE SAMPLES
INOI(ATFO Tt-Ar TPE OEST RFSULTS 
WERE CBTAIhEO FOR U FROV ThE MINUS 200-MESH FRACTION.BUT THE TRAIN FROM THE KCONGARRA
ORE OFPOSIT WAS VEfY SHORT.CU AND PB WERE NOT FOUND TO BE VERY USEFUL AS INDICATOR ELEMENTS FOR U.ALPHA-TRACK FILMS WERE
NSFO Tl IJETEiMINE THE FIN CONTENT OF EACH SAMPLE AND THE RATIO OF ALPHA-TRACK FILM READING TO U CONTENT WAS FOUND TO
DErINF ANOMALOUS OqAINAGE AREAS AROUND THE MINERALTZATICN IN TEE KOONGARRA AREA.THE AREAS SO DEFINED WERE OF SUFFICIENTU) MAGNITUDE TO El fEFINJZD IN A RECONNAISSANCE STREAM SEDIMENT PFOGAM./CO 6.INTERNATIOAI. GI:OCHEMICAL EXPLURATION SYMFCSIUM/
SYONtY.AUSTRALIA/
 
AUG 1,)76/ 
09.0200/
Al PHA OL.TECrIBN / ALPHA PARTICLES /C0PPER/EXFLORATIONYFILTRATION/GEOCHEMICAt SURVEYS;OI/LEAD/INERALIZATION/NRTtIERNTERPIrTOIY:TI /PhOIF(JGRAPHIC FILM DeTEC TOPS ?PROSPECTIHG: O2/GUANT ITY RAT IO/fiADON/RIVERS/SED IMENTS/URANI UK DEPCSIT: 12/ 
flS78-2-530
 
7dCUO07,)uO) Ffl,8-78-1 52.010
 
CONF-79II72--P/

SOME. OPERATIONAL USES OF SATELLITE REIRANSMISSION IN CANADA/

HAC I0AY.R.A./REI) ,I.A./
FNV II'NA4ENT C ANACA.f) ITAWA/ 
nVBCFLOINGS OF TIlE TENTH INTERNATICNAL SYMPCSIU ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/ 
CA/

US/
 
rRA-&33;ti)J36OEOII-73:070605/

IT IS NOW4PO)SSIfLE THROUGH USE OF THE DATA COLLECTION SYSTEMS CARRIED BY SATELLITES 
 SUCH AS LANOSAT AND GOES TO OBTAINNEAR REAL TIME WATER RESOUqCES DATA FRM ANY LCCATICN IN CANACAT&ESE CATA #-AVE BEEN USED FOR FLO% AND FLOOD FORECASTINGAND TO ASSIST IN THE CO'IDUCT OF HYDROMETRIC SURVEYS.PRESENT PROGRAMS WILL 1F CONTINUED ANDLIKELY.EXPANDED.OEPENDING ONThlE AVAILAII. IT OF SUITABLE SATELLITE SYSTEMS./ 
IO.I.4TENATILONAL SYIPLISIUM ON REMOTE SE.NSING CF EhVIRCIMENT/

ANN 4Rt3)IR .M ILSA/

6 OCT 1975/
 
i2.0I00/
CANADA!T2/CATA C:)MILATIUN;QI/FLOOD COtTRCL/SATELLITES/USES/WATER RESOURCES:TIO2/
 
IS78-2-531 
7dCOO61 6 4D EDO- 7- 3 35.030 (CJNF-1IL0172--lC.EITHERMAL SURVEY LSING TIIER14AL INFRARED SEROTE SENSING IN JAPAN/

FIASE. I./NATStINI *,K ./' [Sit IMUPA . K.I
 
GEOnLJGICAL SURVEY OF JAPAN ,IAKAISUKI/
 
1979/
'R(ICEFI)INGS )F Th' TENTH INTERNATIONAL SYMPCSIUM ON REMOTE SENlSING OF ENVIRONMENT/ 
JP/

,IS/
O. INTC1NAfIINAL SYMPJSIUJM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/
ANN ARIJUIR.M I. USA/
 
6 OCT 1975/
 
15.0301/
FUIAA ,JLES / GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION. 03 / GEOTHERMAL GRADIENTS/INFRARED SURVEYS:03/JAPAN T3/MONITORING/REMOTE SENSING/
TnPILUGICAL MAPPING/ 
RS78-2-532
 
781009)903 FDII-78-16 4a. 020 
MINFRAL EXPLnRATION TRENDS AND DEVIFLCPMEN1S IN 1977/
 
II10o. P ./
 
GOL SURV OF CAN!
 
CAN.MIN.J./99/I/JAN 1978/

a-53/ 
CA/
CAT 
CAMJA/
 
FP- 7:0oo90 /

TIlr ART[CI.E IS A DETAILED REVIEW OF BOTH AIRECRNE ANQ GROUND GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS.TECIINIQUES AND INSTRUMENTS./ 
58.0203/

ArRIAL PFIlSPECVTClG / CANADA / COST I DATA ACCUISITION SYSTE VS/DRILLING/ELECTROMAGNETIC SUR VEYS/EXPLORATI ON:0I/GAMMA
SPCCTRUJMEEfS / GICHILMICAL SURVEYS /GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS:T2/AGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITV/AGNETIt4ETERS/NINERAL RESOtJRCES:TI/ 
IADIIACTIV[IY/REVICWS;02/SEI SMIC DETECTORS/TADLES/
Lo 
RS78-2-533
 
lBCOO7bbO E-OOi-78- 13 51.010 
(CONF-P13I112--2I)STUDY OF LAND FORMATICN IN BANGLADESH WITI- LANOSAT-! IMAGERIES/
 
HOSSAIN.A./CHAIJJ)HUY.N.U.!
 
HIANGLADESF NATIONAL LANDSAT PROGRAMNE.DACCA/
I '9 i'5/ 
PROJCCE )INGS OiF TIlE TENTH INTERNAFICNAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT / 
010/
UlS/
 
I0.[NTFIlATI'NAL SYMPOSIUM ON RE1OTE SENSING CF ENVIRONMENT/
ANN & 'RMI. USA/
 
3 ncr 1975/
 
RANGI.ADCSH:T1/CATA COMPILATION/GEOLOGY:01 /1 MAGES/LAND USE/PHOTOGRAPHY/REMOTE SENSING/SATEL ITES/ 
RS78-2-534
 
78.0009"072 FO,3- ?U-18 01.100
 
CfAPJTFN-A5SI STI:0 NATIONAL COAL INVENTCRY/

IRV INF. J AMS6 I
. A.14 ILL G.D. 
JNIV .AF ALOEflTA.CAL.AiY/
 
2pO 0 IIL)I3EHOL i /
 
CI-4 IIULI../11/)S4/JU'J 1978/
 
63-70/ 
C AI 
CA/

C I LIIII/ 
-fA-3:46386i/r3DH-7d:,0)4072/
IN 197...A COiJPERATIVE PROGRAM TO MAP AND ESTIMATE THE QUANTITY OF TERTIARY COAL RESOURCES IN SOUTHERN SASKATCHEWAN WAS 
INITIATE( IY tE FFOFRAL AND SASKAICIEWAN GCVERNMENTS.MORE TIHAN 7O0 EXPLORATORY BJREICLES WERE DRILLED GVER A TWO-YEAR 
PERIOD). AN.) DATA %RE OBTAINED FROM OTHER ORGANIZATIONS CN AN AUDITICNAL 1500 BOREHOLES IN THE AREA.STRATIGRAPHIC DATA 
AN) DATA ON EACH CIIAL SEAM PENETRATED IN THE BOREHOLES.ALCNG WITH TECHNICAL AND LOCATION DATA FOR EACH BOREHOLE.WERESTCIRFO IN A O)4MPUTE't DATA BASE FOR CONVENIENCE OF RETRIEVAL. /ODIFICATION AND MANIPULATION.PROGRAMS AND PROGRAM 'PACKAGES 
WEAF AEVFLI1PFO OR ADA-'T ED TOUIISELECI 11OREHOLE INFORMATION OEFINED BY VARIABLE RETRIEVAL PARAMETERS FROM THE DATA BASE/
12) CALCULArE DLir4IVED INFORMATION. SUCH AS OVERBURDEN RATIOSCUMULATIVE NET COAL THICKNESSES.MEAN WEIGHTED CENTER OF 
GRAVITY OF 'CO AL SCA4IS IN EACH BOREHOLE,ETC. FROM THE SELECTED DATA/(I1PRODUCE POSTING MAPS OF EITHER SELECTED DATA OR (At CIOLATED INFORMATION IN VARIOUS COMBINATICKS AT VARIAELE SCALES CN A PLOTTER OR CRT DISPLAY/(4)PRODUCE CONTOURED 
STPijCTtiRF. IS0OACH 3 RATIO MAPS.AND PERSPECTIVE DIAGRAMS AS APPROaPRIATEUTILIZING PLOTTER OR CRT OISPLAY/(SICALCULATE
AND CATEGO3RIZ OLUANTIriEs OF COAL IN PLACE WITHIN USER-DEFINED O6MINEABILITY-ECONOIIC-RELIABILITY"- LIMITS.THE EMPHASIS 
IN COMPUTER {11LIZATION WAS PLACED CN GEOLOGICAL CREDIBILITY OF THE RESULTS AND EASE OF OPERATION BY RELATIVELY UNTRAINED GEOLOGICAL mIERSmNNEL. RESULTING IN EXTENSIVE USE CF INTERACTIVE METHODSTHE SINGLE 4OST IMPORTANT BENEFIT 
OFRIVFB FROM LSINL COMPUTER-ASSISTED PECEDURES IS THE ABILITY TO PRODUCE NEW MAPS AND QUANTITY ESTIMATES RAPIDLY AND 
INFXPCNSIVFLY AS A RESULT OF AVAILABILITY OF NEW DATA OE/AND CHANGES IN EXTERNAL CRITERIA WHICH IMPOSE ECONOMIC OR 
MINFARILITY CONSTRAINTS./ 
31 .IdOo/
I(REIILFS!/CAIADA/CLJAL DEPOSITS:M2/CCAL RESERVES:0I/COMPUTER CALCULATICNS/EXPLORATION:Q/GEOLOGY/INFORMAION RETRIEVAL/

INFORMATION SYiIFMiS/MAPS/SASKATCHEhAN:MI/STRATIGRAPHY:02/
 
RS78-2-535
 
o 7dtI0OSUl70 FOl}-78-Id 15.030 
GEOTHERMAL SURVEY HANDBOOK/
 
JA]PAN GEOT-EtMAL E"NERGY ASSOCIATIONoTOKYO/

1974/ 
IAPANESE/
 
TIC./

9 698 1sli/ 
jP/
 
EO3-7d:0{5070/

THE ORJECTIVE OF 1IllS HANDBOOK IS TO PUBLICIZE WIDELY THE NATURE OF GEOTHERMAL SURVEYS.IT COVERS GEOTHERMAL SURVEY
PLANNING AND MEASUREMENT AS WELL AS MEASUREMENT OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY.METHODS FOR THE DETECTION OF ERUPTIVE AREAS.THEMFASUiREMENT OF RAOIATIVE HEAT USItIG ENOUFALL.THE MEASUREMENT OF SURFACE TEMPERATURE USING INFRARED RADIATION AND THE
MEASJAIrMFNrF OF (H1.ERAL FLOW ARE DESCRIBED. THE OOK ALSO CONTAINS INFORMATION ON PHYSICAL DETECTION OF GEOTHERMAL 
REFERVOIRS. TE MEASIREMENT OF SPRING WELLS. THERMOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENT OF SURFACE HEAT. IRREGULAR LAVER SURVEYING.AIR
 
THRrMOGAIHICS ANJ AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHV.ISOTOFE MEASUREMENT TECOIIUES ARE INCLUDED./

PORIIONS OF )CCUENT ARE ILLEGIBLE/
 
NP/
 
95.0301/15.0302/

AERIAl. PInfSl}SCTING /IErCHEEMICAL SURVEYS / GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS/GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION:TI/GEO-THERMAL WELLS/AEAT FLOW/INFQARED) SURVEYS I INFRARED THERMUGRAPHY / ISOTOPES / MEASURING METHODS±OI/PLANNING/REMOTE SENSING/REVIEWS:QI/IHERMAL 
CONDUCT IV ITY/ 
IS78-2-536 
?8,100#11195 LOU- 76- . 5L.050MLCR(WAVL- RAI)II4ETRIC StRVEYIOI|-N',ON.~ 0 .R ./FN L ANO.A * '4./ UF TH-fESAN JOAQUIN NUCLEAR PROJECT SITEaKERN COUNTY,CALIFORNIA/ 
GFOLtI~ICAL SLJUVY.OENVER/ 
431-43-5/ 
Os;/t-RA-OJ:,IoE£c1-v:oeII9e, 
AN AIRt'ORNF 4ICROWAVE SURVEY WAS MADE It, THl REGION OF
'II'f')SE THE SAT, JOAQUIN NUCLEAR PROJECT SITE NEAR BAKERSFIELO.CALIF. THEOF THE 'iTUY VAS TO DETERMINE IF THE VARIABILITY OF SOIL EMXSSIVITY DUE TO MOISTURE CONTENT IS ANFAUk-S.INFACE EXPRESSION VALID3 OF BURIED FAULT SYSTEMS. THE RESULTSARALL-LING. 44D rsi SOME SHCWED ThE EXISTENCE OF LINEAR-EMISSIVITY ANOMALIESEXTENT. IVERLYING TIIE GREELEY AND POND-POSO CREEK FAULTS.THE ANOMALIES SEEM TO BE DIRECTEXOR*EStONS (IF SILT-FILLED, NORTHWESTERLY IRENDING CHANELS OFLOCATIIN, ()RIENTAT,I)JI. THE PCNC-POSQ CREEK-TULARE LAKE DISTRIBUTARY SYSIEM.THEAND LINEARITY OF THE OISTRIBUTARY CHANNELS SUGGEST AN ASSOCIATION WITH BURIED FAtI-TSUT NORFLATICNSHIP HAS YET SEEN DOTERHMIND./
S 1.0500/2 2.0501/ARIAl. MONITORING I CALIFORNIA: TI / ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEYS: 0I.03/EMISSION/GEDLOGIC FAULTS:Ta/GEOPHMICROWAVE iAr1IAIl,N/MIOISIIJRE/NUCLEAR SICAL SURVEYS/PCWER PLANIS/REACTOR SITES:TR/SITE SELECTION:O2/SO ILS/WATER VAPOR/ 
RS78-2-537
 
78CO07054C) EUB-78-13 SE.0OICDN-7ICI?7--P)THERp4AL INERTIA MAPPING/KAlILEA.R./WILL 
-SI IE.A.R./GOETZ A.F.H./AODOINGTON.J.

JET PRUJ'tILSIUN LAII..PASADENA.CA/ 0.
 
I975/
PR)CcEFItOINGS OP THE TENTft INTERNATICNAL SYMPOSIUM N RENCTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/
US/
,IS/
10. INTfLNATII1NAL SYM'OSIUM ON REMO3TE SENSING CF ENVIROhMENT/
ANN AlIlllB. R MiUSA,/

6 OCT 11)75/
 
CALI FIIRNIA /)ESERr's,,r2/EARTH PLANET TI /MATHEMATICAL MODELS/ TTEOROLDGY/MOMENT OF INERTIA/REMOTE SENSING:a2/ E MPERATUREMCASURE4FNT/TOr.CLrIGICAL MAPPING:QI/
 
RS78-2-538
 
?&j 10 1s583 SOD- 78- IS 29.040WORLD ENEARGY RESIIURC.S:LIMITS FRCM TOOAY'S GECLOGICAL STANDFOINT/KE-hPERU../KATil Ri.J .A)RU;/2/af1 '78/ 
I57-ib9/
 
NI " 
NI / 
NRFO/ 
FPA-04:O-04Se3l/E0IIIoase3,WIIPLO FOSSIL-ENERGY RESOURCES ARE ESTIMATED AT ABOUTAIF 12.500 TERATONS OF COAL EQUIVALENT ETTCE)OF WHICH 900 TERATONSCLASSED AS PRESENTLY RECOVERABLE RESERVES.FUTURE EXPLORATION WILLRFSFAVES. COAL TRANSFORM A SUBSTANTIA_ PART OF THE RESOURCES INTOIS (SY FAR TIUE DOMINANT FOSSIL ENERGYsCIL SHALES ANO TAR SANCSITILIZATIIN O)EINDS 0-4 1I1GH ENERGY PRICE LEVEL REPRESENT A LARGE ENERGY POTENTIA4W-IOSEAND PROGRESS IN PgODUCTION TECHNOLOGIES.LIMITS IN TIHE AVAILABILITY OF
AND GAS A4E OILVIA lISLE '4(ii FOR THE FIRST TIME.LOk-COST .11GH-GRADE URANIUM RESERVES ARE ALSO LIMITED.HOWEVER.IHERE AREAMOfUNT3 OF LOV-GRA')E URANIUM RESOURCES. WHICH MIGHT BECOME LARGERECOVERABLE IN THE FUTURE.THE USE OF GEOTHERMAL ENERGY ISCUNPtTLY TROUULFO1 B PlitO.EMS OF TECIINOLOGY.CCSTS AND EhVIRCIMEhT./
29.0400/01 .IOCO/05.001)6O4.OlO429.OOO/AVAIl ABILITY /CGiL RESSRVES/ENCRGY SOURCES:T2/EXPLORATION/FCSSIL FUELS:TI/GEOLOGY/GEOTIIERMAL ENERGY/GLOBAL ASPECTS:02/NATURAL GAS/O1IL SANDS/UlIL SHALES/PEIR OLCUM/RESERVES:QI/RES CUQCES:GI/URANIUM RESERVES/ 
RS78-2-539
 
78CoO??7t5 IO09-17d-14 01.090 
CNF-7710 IC9--/
t ILI/ATION OiF CUL.I AND COLOR INFRAREID AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY IN THE SURFACE COAL MEN ING PROCESS/KNLTH.W.M./PRITZL.L.L./

HIR-S NGER. VIC. . STATE COLLEGE PA,'
 
1')77/

FIFTH SY4POSIUt4 14 SUWFACE MINING AND RECLAMATION/

'IS­
'IS/

ERA-O3:0Jt67S/EDO-l8f:O7?76S/
REMIOTE SyllSIN(, SYrE/MS ARE SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS FOR QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENTS AND QUALITATIVE OBSERVATION DIRECTED
AT SFCJUFIN( AN) UTILIZING INFORMATION.HOEVERTHY MUST NOT BE CCNSTRUED AS ENDS IN THEMSELVES.REMOTE SENSING SHOULDRATI-E.R HE CCN SIDEE.-) AS A MEANS TC At, END.CCKSIDERAULE EASIC RESEARCh IN REMOTE SENSING HAS BEEN UNDERWAY FOR SEVERALYEARS. IT IS hilf'EI THAT-THIS DISCUSSICN WILL SERVE TO BRIDGE THE GAP BETWEE1N BASIC RESEARCH AND OPERATIONAL NEEDS. THEAUITtl01S FIRIMLY LIELIEVI THAI REMOTE SENSING RELATED TO PLANKIIG AND MONITORING OF SURFACE COAL MINING ACTIVITIES HAS ADEFINITE FUTURE IN TtiE COAL CORMUNIIy PROVIDED (I)LIMITATICS OF THE SENSORS ARE CLEARLY UNDERSTOOD .42) THE LEVEL ANDRELIAHILITY f TkE INFnIPMAIbON CCNTIT.I PrCVIDED BY THE REMOTE SENSING CATA HAS BEEN CLEARLY ESTABLISHED.(3)THE REALINFOtRMAT ION REQUIRCE4NTS OF TIlE LSERS ARE CLEARLY ESTAGLISHEC AND (4)TkE ECONOMIC BENEFIT OF SUCH SENSORS CAN BE SHOWN.IT IS IN TIllS Ct4TEXT THAT OISCUSSICNS CF THE USE OF COLOR AND COLOR AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY IN THE SURFACE COAL MINING
ROCES" ARE INlCL.UI)E,)./

li.SYIPOSILJM ON SUdFACE MINING AND PECLAMAlION/

I OlISVILLE.KYeUSA/
 
1a OCT 11)77/
()., 141#(0/0)1.2 OOO/

ArRIAl. 'ONIrOl4INN: (t / COAL MINING 
 /GEOLOGYlINFRARED SURVEYS/LAND USE/MAPS/PLANNING:QI/PLANTS/REMOTE SENSING/SOILS/SURFACE MINING:I I/ 
RS78-2-540
 
111)006307? EDtI-78-12 05.020FUNDAMENTALS OF GAMMA SPECTROSCOPY OF tATURAL MEDIA/
KrOGANRM ./NAZARD)V.I .M. /FRIDMeN.SI.Do,/ 
I j ROOK/
N) ATOM[I7D4f/MnSn/Iq9?6/ 
SO/ 
SUl/
o.0200/40.0 0J/
ATIUIAL PROSP ECTINC / AERAL SURVEYINGfIt .02/ERRORS/GAMMA RADIATION/GAMMA SPECTROSCOPY:M/GEOLOG ICAL SURVEYS/YDROLOGY/NATURAL RADIOACTIVITY / POTASSIUM / SADICECCLEGICALI CONCENTrATION / RADIONUCLIDE NIGRATWON/SOILS/SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION/STATISTIS/T-DC ItJM/TIIORIUM ORESoM2/URANIMI/USAtIUM DEPOSITS:NI/ 
RS78-2-541
 
7dCO070.4P EDII-78-IJ 51.090I(CNF-7S1I172-..&lbPLACE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF RADAR SURVEY IN THE COMPLEX Of REMOTE SENSING METHODS USED IN THE USSR FORST'S DY IOF lNV I'IONM-N r/

KOMAI;)V * V . 13./S IAi iST IN. V.A.,'
 
LA.I1F AEROMIETHIAS.L-ENINGRAD/
 
1 ,75/PROCFEIINGS OI THE TlNTH INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/
St, /
 
IS/

IO.INTHhtATIIINAL SY4PIOSIUM ON REMOIE SENSING EF ENVIROKMENT/

ANN ARHR. MI1. USA,

6 OCT 1)75/
 
'i .0100/5,.0200/
CPOPS: TI / (;E(LIG)Y/llyDROLGY/ICE/IhAGS/MCNITCRING/PHOTOGRAPHY/RACAB/REM}OTE SENS ING- QI.02.03/SOIL 5: TJ/LSES/USSR/WATER
FOLLUT ION: 12/ 
1S78-2-542 
7SCO0 TOO54A Fr8- Id- 1 3 '51.010(CO'IF-75lO I?2---I2 )S #ti RESULTS OBITAINED BY APPLYIN G REMOTE SENhSING IN EXPLORATION OF MINERALIZED ZONES IN YUGOSLAVIA/ 
K I(CFC.J ./KOSCEC. I./)tNJfiI. M./KNAPPM."/ 
I N(i rRBl1I0O JIF . ZAGII3:D / 
I q ZS/
PIICEEDINIGS (IF rih': TENTH INTEItNATIONAL SYNCSIUM ON AENCTE SEbSING OF ENVIRONMENT/ 
YiJ/ 
(is /
I 0.INTIRNATI)NAL SYNPUSIUM ON REM0TE SENSING CF ENVIROtMENT/
 
ANN ARIIII I. USA/
 
b (ICY 1117S/
 
"91.010)0/58. 0100/
COl'E1t / CArA ANALYSlS/EXPLORA T N:O2YGEOCHEN[ STRY/GEOLOGY/I NAGES/MINERAL I ZAT ION/N INERALS: Ta/REMOTE SENSING:QI /ROCKS/ 
TF'41a'lATkLJC41 EPFEC 1S/YUL,;OSLAVIA:TI/ 
RS78-2-543
 
78C01tO.69 EOl-76--13 51.010 
ICflF-7-IOI12--P2jIEAStJREMENTS OF SNOW COVER OVER LAND WITH THE NIMOUS-5 MICROWAVE SPECTROMETER/

KuIrI'.K.F.(UNIV.L)F CLHN)/STAELIN.D.H./
 
0
 ROCIFDINGS Of TI-S TENTH INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SEbSING OF ENVIRONMENT/
Ch/
Js/
10.I 4rFBNAINAL SYMPUSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF EkVIROtKMENT/
ANN A4NRIL 44.M LSA/ 
6 ncr 1'7S/
"I1Io il()O/
 
)AA/IMAGES/,4APS/.4EAStIRING METHIODS:OI/yICROhAVE 
 RADIATION/SATELL irES/SNOW:TI/SPECTROMETERS/ 
RS78-2-544
 
7dV0043133 EDI-78--O8 15.0AO (N--77-27474)LANSAT (ERTSIISEO AS A BASIS FOF GEOLOGICAL VCLCANQLGGICAL MAPPING IN THE CENTRAL ANDES/ 
KUS'.S-AIIL, .- /ArCCKMAN.C .E./
 
GEOL .. JAIINi./A r3/ |,7O/133-l 44/
fiASA-TM--7S24/NTI PC A02/F A01./
5 
US / 
(GE)JAAI
 
16-03-/ 8.0 203/
A(F L:STIM4ATIlIN/AII)S:TI/OLIVIA/CHILE/GO0LOGICA SURVEYS:OI .02/GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION:QI/GEOTIIERMAL RESOURCES/MAPS:QI/MIILRAL RFSAURCES/PRdSPECTING/REMITE SENSING :G2/SATELLITES/VCLCANIC REGIONS:QI.T2/ 
RS78-2-545
 
72lPqO21 12 dOB13-78- It Sa. 020 
KIS-Iq--I9/
STIIDIFS ON NCJfECTUNIC ACTIVITY IN CENTRAL AND NORTHEFN SWEDEN.INVESTIGATION OF AIR-PHOTOS AND INTERPRETATION OF
RECENT FAtII 15/
 
L ALCGC:BAIrCK.I ./HENKELII./

KAFRNI-RAENS*ESAEI(-KtNiI HET, STOCKHOLM I SWEDEN) ,
 
SEP 19)77/
 
flF!f.NTIS (US SALES UNLYJ,PC AUJ/NP AOI,/

9 860 007/

SE/

SE/ / - T
AIX-Oq; 14367I/NTS-7O:0629Is/ERA-o3-:o3!757
 EDB y:O92112/
SFVERAL FAULT-LINES OF PRESUMED LATE-GLACIAL AGE IN NCRTHERN SWEDEN ARE DESCRIBEDoTHE FAULTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED ANDINVESITIiAAI) 4AINLY 14Y MEANS OF AIR-PHOTO INTERPRETATION.MORPIiCLOGICALLY ThE FAULT SCARPS ARE VEY CONSPICIOUS AND CANEE TRACED OVER LUrG DISTANCES. ThE FALLTS ARE ALL DEVELCFEC IN ThE PRECAMSRIAN.THE AMOUNT OF DISPLACEMENT ON THEOISL)CATIONS IS (nf- [lIE ORDER OF UP TO ABOUT 3D METERS AND THE MOST EXTENSIVE FAULT-LINE IS ABOUT 150 KM LONG. THESYNCJNIS4 L3ETreEIJ THE DEGLACIATInN OF THE REGION AND THE FRACTURING OFFERS A NATURAL EXPLANATION OF THE PHENOMENA. THEDIRECT RFAS(1N FOR TUE CLOSE CONNECTION BETWEEN DEGLACIATION AND TECTONIC MOVEMENTS MAY HAVE BEEN THAT THE DEGLACIATIONPAlICFEg)LOS RAPIDLY. TIlE REGIONAL CCNNECIICN BElTEEN THE NEOTECTCIC STRUCTURES AND THE RECENT SEISMIC PATTERN WITHIN THEA1RFA IS DIIVIIlLS.TIII. INDICATES THAT TIlE FORCES WHICHt PROrJUCED THE FAULTING ARE STILL ACTIVr.NEVERTHELESS IT IS EVIDENTTHAT ThE FAULTING awAS MORE ACTIVE IN LAIE-GLACIAL TIMES THAN TOCAY./

NP/
 
'A.OOtI/DE .2OC2/AFRiAl. SURVFYING/GPOLUGIC FAULTS:QI /GELOGY/GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS/I MAGES/RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL/SWEDEN: TI /TEC TONICS/UNDERGtIUND CISPUSAL/ 
RS78-2-546
 
78CO07J541 eDI-78-I3 51.010
(CONF-510172--P2)CORRELATION OF ERIS SPECTRA WITH ROCK/SOIL TYPES IN CALIFORNIAN GRASSLAND AREAS/
LFVINE.S./

STANrLJN( UNIV..CA/ 
1975/

PROCEIEDINGS (IF The TENTH INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM N REMOTE SEINSING OF ENVIRONMENT/

US/JS/ 
Io.INrFPRNATIINAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING CF 
ENVIRONMENT/

ANN ARIIlR4 I.USA/
 
6 rICT 1975/

53 .0I1)0/52.CICO/
CALIFI)RNIA:T4yClIA'IfAL 4EGIONS/DAIA ANALYSIS/GRASS/REMOTE SENSING:Oa.02,03/ROCKS:T2,04/SAN FRANCISCO BAY:TI/SATELLITES/SEASONAL VA1 IAT In 4S/SJ ILS:T3.Q4/$PEC TRA/TOPOLOGICAL MAPPING/ 
RS78-2-547
 
7DCOOT7,O2 ECH-78-IJ 52. 0 U 
tONF-75IO 172--P2/
APPLIED REO(E SENSINd OF TilE LOWER ATCHAFALAYA BASIN FLOODWAY/

LFWIS.A.J ./KIM.SOT./WILSONH.T./MONTEJA./ACDONALD.R.C./
 
LOUI;IANA STAIF UNIV..BATON ROUGE/ 
1975/
PIROCEEDINGS OF ThE FENTH INTERNATIONAL EYMPOSIUM ON RENOITE SEINSING OF ENVIRONMENT/
US/
 
US/
ERA-J J: O.16007/f:EDO- 70:070602/THE ATCAFALAYA HASIN. A FEDERAL FLOODWAY. HAS AND CONTINUES TO UNDERGO RAPID CHANGE.THE FUTURE OF THEUNCFRTAIN / Ht)EVER.IEFORE BASIN ISANY LAND LSE POLICY WAS ESTABLISHED A RESOURCE INVENTORY WAS NEEDED.THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDYWAs To PROVIDE SOME OF THE DATA NECESSARY FCR RATIONAL DECISICN RAKING.REMOTE SENSING DATA (COLOR.COLOR INFRARED.ANDEt ACK AND WHI TE INFRARED AERIAL FILM) %ERE THE PRIMARY DATA SOURCES.OF THE THREE TYPES OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHISCOLORINFRANFO WAS JUDGED TiRt BEST FOR INTERPRETING TiE VARIOUSTHEcF~O4(IFATFIVE FACETS OF ThE RESOURCE INVENTORY.THE RESULTS ARE PRESENTED INI/62.500 SCALE MAPS COVERING VEGETATION.S CILSWATER QUALITYsCANALS AND AQUATICS.AND LAND USE AND A 
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THE WAtERS-FD, ThE APPROACH OF THE 41ESEARCHI WAS THReE-FOLO-TO GATHER.INTERPRET.ANO PROVIDE INFORMATION REGARDING MEISSUl TO LOCAL JECISItIN MAKERS / 10 ASSIST IN MtOTIVATING A CCMACN PROBLEM RECOGNITION AMONG THE LOCAL PEOPLE/AN3 TOWITIIA'V FROM THE LOCAL ARFALEAVIN; BFNIND SUFFICIENT TECHNICAL RESOURCES
. 	
TO MEET THE NEEDS OF LOCAL INITIATIVES TOACTION. Awl) It) U03IRV EARLY PIIASES Cf CHANGED ENVIRCMENTAL DECISIICN-MAKING.THE PRODLEM HAS TWO ASPECTS: ME POLICY.PLANNING. AND DwZ Ii1C0l-MAKING STRUCTURE / AND TIHE TECHNICAL INFCRMATION NEEDS RELEVANT TO THE ISSUE.TIIE STRUCTURE IS 
CISAcdGwFcArE.I'4V01L4Iq S11ME TWENTY-OD) AGENCIES.BUREAUSAND GCVE-FNMENTS 
IN T-E TEST AREA.THE INFORMATION NEEDS ARE BROAD
AND li4Ch4ICALLY IR)C4ANI)ZNG. IN THE CONTEXT OF THIS ISSUE THE REMOTE SENSING PRODUCTS PROVED THEIR WORTIf IN TWO WAYS.AS 
EFFcCrIVE DFVICES FJR CAPTURING AND HOLDING TilE ATTENTICN OF NON-TECHNICAL PEOPLE 04 TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF LOCALENVIRONMENT SySrC4 / AND AS CAPABLE OF PROVIDING INFORMATION IDENTIFYING CRITICAL FEATURES 3F THE LAKE/WATERSIED SYSTEMTl.Ar lAO 11EL" INKJ,,,WN JIEFORE.INFORMATION DERIVED FRCM REMOTE SENSING WAS BLENDED WITH MANY 'OTHER PERTINENT SOURCES./
IO.IJTFRNATI)NAL SY4POSIU ON REMOTE SEtSING CF ENVIRCNMENT/
ANN A1H)R.MI,SA/ 
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F, 	 OIPI-RAfIfNAL APPfL ICATIONS OF SATELLITE SNO1COVER OBSERVATIONS FeJE-a/
AlANGOI.A./ 
40O7OARD SPACE FLIG"T CENTER.GR1IENBELI.MD/ I076/
 
1 1OCFEI31NGS (IF Nil TLNIi INTCRNATICNAL SYMPCSILM ON RENMTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/ 
Us
 
SEPA-OAB3:0ItI/ ]hi 7$: C7O00t 
ilE CANAB.lilY (IFl TIle LANOSAT AN NOAA SATELLITES TO ACCURATELY MEASURE A SNOWCOVERED AREA ON VARIOUS SIZE WATERSHEDS 
HA, iEEN IIUNSIIlATEO SY A NUBER OF INVESTIGATORS. ADDITIONALLY. RECENT RESEARCH HAS SHONNN A HIGHY SIGNIFICANTLSTATISIICAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SATELLITE-DERIED SNOWCOVEREC AREA AT TEE EEGINNING OF THE SNOMMELT PERIOD AW SEASONAL
 
RUppOFF. TlE OF ICSISJN WAS MADE. THEREFORE. TO TEST THE RESULTS OF SEVERAL SATELLITE SNOWCOVERED AREA STUDIES IN AN
 
APPLICATIONS SYSfI54S; VERIFICATION LEST (ASVTIPROGRAM WHERE OUASIOPERATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF TOTAL TECHNICAL CAPABILITY
 
AOF PCOFORMFO. THE JDJECTIVC OF THESE ASVT-S IS TO PROVIDE ALL THE INFORMATION NECESSARY FOR A POTENT1AL USER TO MAKE
 
EFFlCT IVF DECIS51N0, CONCRNING II4E I1PLEPENTATION OF THE NEW REMOTE SENSING TECHNOLOGY IN AN OPERATIONAL APPLICATIONS
 
SYSTF4. Tile ,"IGO)ING J1PERATIONAL APPLICATIONS OF SATELLITE SNCWCCVER O]SSERVATIONS IDASSO)PRDJECT BECAME PART OF THE ASVT 
FlO(GrAM 	IN JULY I9VS7AN() IS OCSCRIBC IN TIllS PAPER.IN CCOPERATICN WITH VARIOUS OPERATIONAL WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCIES IN 
ARIZIINA. CALIFORNIA.COLSRADO.ANO OREGONsTHE CASSO PROJECT IS SCIIEDULED FOR COMPLETION IN SEPTEMBER 1978./
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kf'l~l. ICAr ON IF IIEMOTE SENSING TO TIlE SI TING OF TlE WARM SPRINGS DAM.SOMONA COUNTY. CAL IFORNIA/tivFro. v./
 
DAMES AND 'fIOIRE.CRANFnRO.NJ/ 
1977/PROCr-FOINGS OF THE ELEVENTH INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSINC OF ENVIRONENT.VOL.II/ US/ 
FR-03:{131 / OH-U: 11272/
 
Il.SYMPLISIUM ON REMIOrE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/
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CAI IFORNIA / 0A'4': T2 / GEOLO IC FAULlS/GECLOGICAL SURVEYS/REMOTE SENSING:IlO3/SEISMIC SURVEYS:T3/SITE SELECTION:O2/
TFCIIIAII.usGy UT IL IAlIQN:01/ 
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GJO--108(761/[IRANIUM GEOlFYSICAL TECHNOCLOGY DEVELOPMENT/
ROACI. C.H./
1976/
 
IPANIUM INDUSTRY SEMINAR/

US,

[IS/
 
ERA-03:04t 8aI{/FOa- ":0g4794/
SIMULTANEOUSIY WITH CURRENT RECONNAISSANCE SURVEYS UTILIZING EXISTING TECHNOLOGY.NEW TECHN3LOGY IS BEING DEVELOPED FORIMPROVFa AERIAL GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYSOURING FY 1976.INOUSE AND SUBCONTRACTED R AND 0 WERE DIRECIED TOWARD THREE GOALS;I ) OLVELIJP TEChNOLOGY TO RAPIDLY SURVEY LARGE AREAS FOR URANIUM FAVORABILITY AND OCCURRENCES/( 2)DEVELOP TECHNOLOGY TOLOCATE ANt) EVALUATE LOW-GRADE AND DEEPLY BURIED URANIUM ORE DEFOSITS/ANO E3)PROVIDE ANALYTICAL SUPPORTUl AND ) ACTIVITIFS.THE FOLLOWING TO OTHER NURE aTECINOLOGIES ARE DISCUSSED:ENANCMErRY.DIRECT URANIUM LOGGING. SPECTRAL GAMMA-RAY LOGGING.ti INDIRFCT O)RIE5i]LE LOGGING. NEUTRO1N-NEUTRON LITHOLOGY APO MOISTURE LOGGING. MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY LOGGING.AND AERIALRAOI(IMETRIC SIJRVFYS.OR(1BLEMS INVOLVED IN 
THE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROCESS ARE DISCUSSED/NURE TECHNOLOGIES hHICI ARE READY
FOR rT1Im TRANSFER ARe GIVEN.13 FIGURES.(DLC)/
 
09i.0200/
AEPIAL MONITORING /GAMMA LOGGING/GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS: TQ2/MAGNECT IC SURVEYS/MEASURING METI)DS/NEUTRON-NEUTRON LOGGING/RESEARCH PROCRAMS/TECINOLOGY "RANSFER/URANIUM DeFOSITS:T2/WELL LCGGING/ 
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INT6GPAt) GEOChEMICAL EX*LORAYICN FOR DEEP-SEATED SOLID AND GASEOUS MINERAL RESOURCES/
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AIX-09il73420/FOO-78:I O£PE/
THE I (SCAT ION AND UUALITATI VE EVALUATION OIF DEEP-SEATED DEPOSITS REQUIRES THE APPLICATION OF VARIOUS GEOCHEMICAL
AETHI1DS AT DIFFIE14EMT STAGES, TOGETHFR WI11 GEOLOGICAL-TECTCNIC ANALYSISeTHI- FIRST STEP SH3ULD BE TIHE LITHOGEC1ZHEMICALCHARACTIENIZATION OF TilE GEOLOGICAL ENVISCNMENT (AND OF GEOLOGICALLY CCMPARAELE UNITSITO OBTAIN A GOOD UNDERSTANDING OF
Till GENFSIS OF TtlE RfCKS AND MINERAL DEPCSITS.IN THIS WAYoCNE IS AOLS TO ESTIMATE THE ORE-BEARING POTENTIAL OF THEMEGION. DiIjI NG POOSIECTING. A GREAT VARIETY OF GEOCHEMICAL METHODS SHOULD BE USEDeTHE ANALYSIS OF MOBILE ELEW-NTS ANDISOrfPFS (IIFRCURY, I140LE GASES, HYDROCARBCNS. RADON? IN COMIJUlCTION WITH GEOPHYSICAL.ESPECIALLY GEOTHERMALMETHODS ISNF'fl-O. THIE APPL ICAT ION OF A CAREFULLY CHOSEN SYSTEM OF GEOCHEMICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL METHODS IS AN ESSENTIAL FACTOR FORSIJCCFSSFtI. I XPLORAIION.CSPECIALLY FOR HIDDEN DEFOSITS./
6.INTFRNAT[11NAL GcOCIEMICAL EXI'LORAIION 
 SYMPCSIUM/ 
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58.0400/
AGKON 6 / ARGO4 34 / ARGON 401LXPLOPATION/GSECHEMICAL SURVEYS:QI/GEOCHEMISTRY/GEOLOGIC DEPOSITS:TI /GEOLOGIC FAULTS/GFnt lGY / OILLIM 4 /ISUT-E HATIO/I SUTOPES/NECN 21/NEON 22/PETROLOGY/PROSPECTING/QUALITATIVE CHEMICAL ANALYSIS/QUANTITYRAT I(I/RAIIIINUCL IDE 1llGRATIO)N/RAr){N/ 
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APPL ICArImIN OF LANOSAT TO THE SURVEILLANCE At.D CONTROL OF EUTROPHICATION IN SAGINAW BAY/

ROGERb.R.Ii.(UENDIX AEROSPACE SYSTEMS DIV. .AkN ARBOR.MII/SHAH h.J./MCKECN.J.B./WILSON.C./REED.L./SMITH.V.E./7HROMASN.A.
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PRIOCEFIDINGS OF THE Te.NTt INTERNATICNAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/
IS/ 
'lA- 0: 03.04 I /EDt-7J:075760/
COMPUTER TFCIIIOUtS DI:VELOPED FOR MAPPING WATER QUALITY PARAMETERS FROM LANDSAT DATA A:E DEMONSTRATED USING GROUNDTRUTH COLLECTOD IN AN ONGOING SURVEY OF kATER QUALITY IN SAGINAW BAY (LAKE HURONh'4ICHIGAN SPONSORED BY THE US 
UL ENV[IROJMENTAL PIOTECIION AGENCY. CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS WERE COLLECTED AT 27 BAY STATIONS IN CONCERT WITHLi LANCSAT fV8RFLtI(i-tS. APPLICATION OF SIEPISE LINEAR REGRESSION TO 12 OF THESE PARAMETERS AND CORRESPONDING LANDSATN5ASI REMENTS RESULrFO IN RELATIONSHIPS THAT CAN BE. APPLIED TC MAP ANY ONE OF THE 12 WATER QUALITY PARAMETERS OVER THE 
ENTIRE HAY. ThE REGRESSION CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS VARIED FROM 0.99 FOR TOTAL PHOSPHO3RUS TO 0.72 FOR CHLOROPHYLL ACI)RRFCISD. FIVE iF Ti11 WATER CUALIIY PARAMETERS ARE BEST CORRELATED WITH LANOSAT BAND 6 ALONE.ONE PARAMETER.TEMPERATURE.RB ArFS TO HANID 5 ALO'J AND ONLY T%0 BANDS ARE JUSTIFIED FCR NAFFING TI-E REMAINING SIX PARAMETERS./
lO.INTEFRNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING CF EtVIRCNMENT/
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RAYS: T2 / COMlPUTERS /CONTROL/EUTHRPIIICATION;T4/MONITORING:0IJREMO3TE SENSING:4/SATELL ITES/TOPOLOGICAL MAPPING/US EPA/
[SAT 'il .JAI.IlY: 1 lt.) 2/ 
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REMnfF SENSING INVESTIGATION ON LAKE 31% A/
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PROCEEDINGS OF ThED TENTH INTERNAIICNAL SYMPCSIUM ON REMOTE SEt.SING OF ENVIRONMENT/
ji / 
Us/ 
OrA-Oa!:0BC6bo/DII-7o:075775/
REMOTE SENSING TECHlIQUE WAS APPLIED TO A LIMNOLOGICAL SURVEY.MULtI-EAND PHOTOGRAPHS OF LAKE BIWA IN JAPAN WERE TAKENFP:)4 A HR/ IC)PrER MIti 4 IIASSELULAD CAMERAS UHILE FIELD OBSERVATION AND SAMPLING OF LAKE WATER WERE MADE FROM A BOAT. THENu TI-JAND I4'CC-S WLRE ANALYZED WITH AN ANALOG PROCESSER TIAS-I.PLUMES OF RIVER DISCHARGES AND SEVERAL KINDS OF COASTAL 
PLANTS WFRF ENHANCEI WITH THiS ANALYSIS./
20. ITFUNATI)NAL SYA'PUSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING CF ENVIRONMENT/
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AIACRAFT/CATA A1ALYSIS/IMAGES/JAPAN/LAKES:TI/LIMNOLOGY/MONITORINGPLUMES/REMOTE SENSING:Q-0 Q2/WATER POLLUTION:T2/ 
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 (C,2F-7'I Oh?2--I I~dNUuTS SENSING REUIWEMENTS AS SUGGESTED BY WATERSHED MODEL SENSITIVITY 'ANALYSES/
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rnNF-761072--PI/WATER DUAL ITY INDICATORS O(TAINAtLE F1C1 AIRCRAFT AND LANDSAT IMAGES AND THEIR USE IN CLASSIFYING LAKES/SCHERZ.J.Po4UNIV.OF WISCONSINNADI SONO/VAN DCMELENJ.F./
S175/

PIl0CnEIINGS OF THE TENTH INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE 
 SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/
US/

Is/

F1A-O.:01P042/ELIfi--tl:OI6751/Fla REMOTE SENSING OF WATER QUALITY WHEN DISTILLED WATER AND A VERY CLEAR.DEEP LAKE APPROACHING DISTILLED WATER AREUSFI) AS _Ai30,Arl~iY AND FIELD REFLECTANCE STANDARDS. IT IS
EFFECTS. FOR Olh~l TARGET LAKESTHE RESILTING RESIDUAL RADIANCE 
FOSSIBLE TO ELIMINATE SURFACE REFLECTION AND ATMOSPHERIC
 
IS CUE CNLY TO THE MATERIAL ADDED TO
THESE I AKES. THIS MATERIAL THE PURE, WATER OFIS WHAT IMPAIRS WATER QUALITYOTHE RELATIVE STRENGTH OF THE RESIDUAL RADIANCE AT DIFFERENT
WAV.LFN4THS CAN 
RE USEiD TO DETERMINE THE TYPE OF MATERIAL.THE ABSOLUTE STRENGTH OF THE RADIANCE CAN
ITS CONCENrRATION.IF PHYSICAL INTERACIIONS ARE BE USED TO DETERMINE
UNDERSTOOD.THESE TECHNIQUES CAN BE,USED WITH LABORATORY.BOAT OR SATELLITE

OATAA./
IO.INTN lMNAII NAL 
SY4PUSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING CF ENVIRCINENT/
(ii ANN ARD3)gl.MI,.USA/
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CnMr.IErFLY AIRrbORNr 
CALIBRATION OF AERIAL INFRARED WATER-TEPPECATURE MEASUREMENTS/
.SCFdTT.J.R.(CAL3PtN COP..BUFFALO)/TOUIN.R.H./
19 15/
URCEOIIJS IF THE TENTI 
 INTFRNATIONAL 
SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRGNMENT/
 
115/ 
GRA-KI 038045 /EoC- ?d: O75754/ClIMPL ETELY AIRLLSRNE METHOD TO CALIBRATEA AERIAL INFRARED MAPPING Of WATER TEMPERATURE WAS DEVELOPEDTHI S lECHNIGEUTILI7E S INFRARSO RADIOMETER DATA CO.LCTEf ON A SERIESThE RAI IFMOETEl OF PASSES AT DIFFERENT ALTITUDES OVER A TARGET AREA TO CALIBRATEFOil ALISOLUTE TEMPERATURF AT ZERO ALTITUDEoWITHUT TIE NEED FOR GROUND-BASED MEASUREMENTS.THE RADIOMETERCAJA ARE. IN TUHN.USEu TO CALIbRATE AN AERIAL INFRARED THERMAL MAPPERWHICH SCANS THE WATER SURFACE VIEWED IN A SERIES OFLINE SCANS OVER A I2,)/SUP 0/WEW ANGLE PERPENOICULAR TO THE DIRECTICN OF AIRPLANEWAS TRAVEL.THE AIRBORNE CALIBRATION METHODAPPI. IFD TB 7± 11'F'ARED IMAGES' (F 31 PCIER PLAKY DISCHARGES IN NEW YORK STATEsSURFACE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTSS IMULfIrAEOISLY WlTII THE OVERF.IGIITS MADEWERE SL(SEGUENTL:Y COMPARED TC THE RESULTS OF THE AERIAL INFRARED MAPPING. THE SURFACEAIND AmRIAL MEASUREMENTS AGREED WELL.LSUALLV l THIN I/SUP O/F./
IO.INTFRNATIOINAL SYMPOSIUMI 
 ON REMOTE SENSING CF ENVIRONMENT/
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CAL IIIRAT[lIN / DATA COMPILATION / INFRARED RADIATION/AADIOtETERS/R6MCTEWARP ING/WATEIII:T 1/, SENS ING/TEMPERATURE MCASUREMENT:QI/TPOLOGICAL 
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1IYOI ,)I.h;IC STUDICS II ALASKA USING NAA VHIRR IMAGERY/
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PIRICLI)DINGS OF THU TEUTII INIEIRNATICAL SYMPOSIUM CN RENCTE SEN SING OF ENVIRONMENT/ 
U'S, 
IlA-03: 01600 3/0013- rB: 0?7]595 
Al TII.LJUlI SEVERAL OF THE TrCIUES DISCLSSED IN THIS PAPER ARE NOT YET FULLY DEVELOPED.SOME OPERATIONAL APPLICATIONS 
I-AVE I VACUA IE IN RIVER FLOOD FORCCASTING.THE NATURE NEAR AVAILABILITY ENHANCEDE SYNOPTIC AND REAL-TIME OF THE IR 
IMAGCERY.ESPECILLY OEVELQPED FOR HlVDCLCGICAL APPLICATIOCmIS USEFUL FOR MCNITORING SNOWMELT.THE THERMAL ACCURACY OF THIS 
ENFIANCri) IMAGERY HAS BEEN SHITON TO BE +--I/SUP 3/C BY GRCUa-D TRUTH COMPARISONSaIN ALASKAT4E TOTAL COVERAGE BY VHRR 
IMAGFRY OF LARGE REMOUTE AREAS WITII LITTLE GR NO GROUND-ASED DATA ACQUISITION MAKES THE MONITORING OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
FeATUFS A RJUrINE- 'iATTER.VHRR VISIBLE IMAGERY HAS BEEN USED UNSUCCESSFULLY FOR TWO SEASONS TO MAP SNGhFREE AREAS AS A 
FtJN'CI)N OF T14 1i4 SEveRAL ALASKAN rIa-VER nASINS.A COMBINATION CF THE VISIBLE AND ENHANCED IH IMAGERYSMADE BY OVRLAYING 
THF NGArIVES oF EACH AND MAKING A PIOTOGRAPHIC PRINT.ALSO SHOWS PROMISE AS A SNOWMAPPING TOOL.A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF 
TIHE P()SSIHILITY OF U ING REFLECTFD BRIGITNESS FOR OPERATIONAL SNOWMAPPING WITH THE VISIBLE CHANNEL IMAGERY WAS ALSO 
UN,)EQrAKI:N.RFSLLTS ARE ,JOT CONCLLSIVE.AN) MORE CEVELOPMENT OF The TECHNIQUES IS NECESSARY-/
tO.INTE14IAI IONAL SYMI(SIUM ON REMOTE SENSING CF ENVIRONMENT/ 
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TlE APPLICATION OF LANflSAT-I IMAGERY FOR MCNITORING STRIP MINES IN The NEW RIVER WATERSHED IN NORTHEAST TENNESSEE.PART (1 2.FINAL REPORT/
U1 % AIIRKHI .F ./ShAUJER .L.A./ 
TENNF.SSEE UNIV..TULAHIOMA ILSAI.SPACE INST./

CONTRACT NAS9-31 00/
 
1977/

NTIS PC AOS/'F AOI./
 
i170 000/
 
US/
FRA-OJ:04218/ELOC- 78:088244/ 
THF AUTHOR HAS IDENTIFIED THE FOLLOWING SIGNIFICANT RESULTS.LANDSAT IMAGERY AND SUPPLEMENTARY AIRCRAFTPHOTOGRAPHY OF 
THE NEW RIVER ORAINIAGE 3ASIN WERE SUBJECTED TO A MULTILEVEL ANALYSIS USING CONVENTIONAL PHOTO-INTERPRETATION METHODS. 
DEnSITOMFTRIC TECIINIOuES.ULI!SPFC7RAL ANALYSIS.AND STATISTICAL TESTS TO DETERMINE THE ACCURACY OF LANDSAT-I IMAGERY FOR
MEASURING STRI:' MINES OF COMMON SIZE.THE LANOSAT AREAS WERE CCMFARED WITH LOW ALTITUDE MEASUREMENTS.THE AVERAGE ACCURACY OVER ALL TFE MINE) LAND SAMPLE AREAS MAPPED FROM LANCSAT-I WAS 90 PERCENT .THE DISCRIMINATION OF STRIP MINE 
SUI3CATEG[IRIES IS SOMEWHAT LIMITED (It LANOSAT IMAGERY.A MINE SITE.WHETI-ER ACTIVE OR INACTIVE.CAN BE INFERRED BY LACK OF 
VEGFTATION. Liy SHAPE. OR IMAGE TEXTUE.MINE PONDS ARE DIFFICULT OR IMFOSSIBLE TO DETECT BECAUSE OF THEIR SMALL SIZE ANDTURrIDITY. UNLESS BORDERED AND CONTRASTED tITH VEGETATICN.HAULAGE ROADS ARE IMPOSSIBLE TO DEL INEATE.PREPARATI ON PLANTSAN) QE-IJGE ARAS ARE '1or DETECTALILE.DENSIIY SLICING OF LANOSAT EAND 7 PROVED MOST USEFUL IN THE DETECTION OF RECLAMATION 
PROGI-SS WITIN THE MAINED AREASeFOR MOST STATE REQUIREMENTS FCR YEAR-ROUND MONITORING OF SURFACE MINED LANDsLANDSAT IS 
OF LIMIIED VALUE. 1IO)CVER.FOR PERICOIC UPDATING OF REGIONAL SURFACE MAPS.LANOSAT MAY PROVIDE SUFFICIENT ACCURACIES FOR 
SnMF IJShIRS./
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0) *?000/
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St A04TNTIW.( C0flL4A)U1 SCHOOL OF MI NES.C0ODN (USAI/
ELSEV IR/AMSTEatOAMl.NETiErLANI)S/5.#77,
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X-RAY IL, JnRI5CFNCE ANALYSIS AND X-RAY DIFFRACTION ANALYSIS ARE COMPARED AS RETHDDS OF MINERAL EXPLORATIONA AS WELL ASTHE DEVELI ',4EN1)F TOPE tHEORIES REHINO ThESE TWO 4E"COS. THEIR INSTRUMENTATIONAPPLICAf IONS OF X-RAY ANALYSIS TO RAW 	 AND THEIR APPLItCATION.SELECTEOMAIeRIALS EXPLORATIth ARE INTRCUCEC 
 hERE ALONG WITH THE PRESENIAIICN OFSTR£CNGTHS.EAK44ESSES AN) PITFALS INCrUNTERED UHEN ANALYZING ROCK AND ORE MATERIALS./
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IFFSH(IRE ITECUNN'AI:SANCE GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICUES USED BY T-l: AUSTRALIAN BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES.GEOLOGY AND
 (EnPHYS iCS/
 
VAL.< .R../TUJII'i E.A./WIlI TWIRTII.R.AI
 
OIITD NATIONE/NCEW YU K/1973/

Pl'DCES)OIIGS OF TirL FUIRTH SYMPOSIUM ON THE DE%ELOPMENT OF PETFCLEUM RESOURCES OF ASIA AND THE FAR EAST/
 
AIIVANC1'4C TtICIINIL"GY HAS SEEN THE EMPIIASIS IN OIL EXPLORATION IN AUSTRALIA SHIFT FROM .AND TO THEI LARGE AID HIGHLY
 
SRIISPCCT IVE Ct|NI INNTAL SIIELF.A PROGRAM OF RECCKNAESSANCE GECFHYSICAL SURVEYS STARTED BY THE BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES 
IN 165 HAS M4AUE USE 3F NEW TECHNIQUES IN NAVIGATION AND IN GRAVITY.MAGNETIC,AND SEISMIC MEASUREMEMTS.ECONOMIC OPERATION 
I-AS $EFN ACl-IEVEll fY DEVELOPING A SATISfACICRY 24 HOUR-A-DAY NAVIGATION SYSTEM AND GEOPHYSICAL EQUIPMENT CAPABLE OF 
OPERATION AT 10 KNOTS. IN t968, A SATELLITE DOPPLER NAVIGATICN SYSTEM GAVE RELIABLE POSITION FIXES AT ROUGHLY 2-OUR 
INTERVAS, INTERMEDIATE! POSITIONS AND VELOCITIES WERE DERIVED MAINLY FROM AN ELECTROMAGNETIC SHIP'S LOG.A SONAR DOPPLER 
VCLflCITY-,4AASURiN. SYSTEM PROVC0 GENERALLY UNSUCCESSFUL.AS DID TI-e V.LF.RADIO LOCATION SYSTEMPOSITIONS ARE BELIEVED TO 
BE ACCURATE rO THL OROER OF 0.2 TO 0,5 MI.A LACOSTE AND ROMBEFG GRAVITY METER WAS USED FO GRAVITY MEASUREMNTS.PETER 
DRIFT WA3 NGLIGIILE. AND THE ACCURACY OF OBSERVATIONS AS DETERMINED BY DIFFERENCES OBSERVED A ,TRAVERSE LINE 
INrFCSiCTIONS WAS JUST UNDER 2 MGAL. THIS FIGURE GIVES THE BEST INDICATION OF THE ACCURACY OF VELOCITY MEASUREMENT 
(FUIVA FNT Ti) TilE IqDER (F 0. 2 KNOT) CONTINUOUS SEISMIC REFLECTION PRnFILING WAS CARRIED OUT USING A 2IOO0-JOULe 
SIARKC AND SIJCLE-CH-ANNEL CAULE.REFLECTICNS DOWN TO ABOUT 5.000 FT BELOW THE SEA BOTTOM WERE OBTAINED EXCEPT IN SHALLOW 
Ut WATER. WHERE I INGNG ANDMULTIPLES INTERFERED GREATLY WITH TI-E REFLECTIONS.A SEISMIC REFRACTION SYSTEM WAS USED FOR THE 
-J FIRS5 TI4L ['4 1968 AN) GAVE WORTHWHILE DATA TO ABOUT 8 MI.THE ENERGY SOURCE CONSISTED OF TWO AIR GUNS WITH A TOTAL 
CAPACITY OF 600 p4 / SUP 3/Al 2.500 PSI.W-ILE A SONOIBUOY TRANSMITTED TIE REFRACTED SIGNALS BACK TO THE SHIP.MAGNETIC 
PROFILING WAS CARRIEL OUT USING A PROTON PRECESSION MAGNETOMETER WITH THE SENSOR TOWED 600 FT BEHIND THE SHIP./ 
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636-41/A SPF.CTRAL IGJArU4L: IS CONSTRUCTED FOR AN OXIDIZED TOPSOIL FCIJN) IN THE VICINITY OF NEAR-SURFACE URANIUM DEPOSITS INPOROUS. A-K(iSIC SAj4,'STUNEb OF TIHE %IND IIVER BASINWYDMING.A NEW TYPE OF CONTOUR MAPC:EATED FROM LANDSAT COMPUTER 
COMPATItL C TAPES. DESIGNED Tfl CONNECT REGIChS (IF EnUAL PERCENTAGE OF GROUND AREA COVERED BY A SPECIFIED TARGET OF 
INTIRFWST. IS APPIt51) TO 
A LANOSAT FRAME COVERING THE ENTIRE SASIN.ThE RESULTING MAPS SHOW RELATIVELY HIGH PERCENTAGES OF
GROIJND CflVitR DY THI' 'ARTICULAR TOPSOIL IN REGICNS ADJACENT TC CFEN PIT URANIUM MINES IN THE GAS HILLS REGION.AS IELL ASCN OR NEAR KNOLN UflANIUM PROSPECTS (AS YET UNDISTIRBED)IN THE BASIN INTERIORnA 10.000-PIXEL TEST AREA kEST OF LANOER. 
WYOMING IS FIU4A r CONTAIN ONLY ONE PIXEL (A 0.01 PERCENT RECOGNITION RATEIIDENTIFIED AS THE TOPSOIL OF INTEREST.A 
WImI 1-FRA14E RFCG'JGIrIIN MAP PRODUXFS A MUCH HIGHER IO58 PE$CEINTIRECOGNITION RATE. INDICATIJG THAT THE FALSE ALARM RATE 
FOR TII[S SIGNAI Uif. IS STILL SIGNIFICANTLY HIGH.ALTHOUGH BETTER THAN WIAT CAN BE EXPECTED FROM PHOTOINTERPRETATION OF
 
SINGI F RAT 11) IHAGE'i (0: COLOR COMPOSITE RATIO IMAGESTHIS I-SIGNATURE40 HAS BEEN APPLIED TO LANDSAT FRAMES IN OTHER
 
CEi)GUAPtIICAL ARtEAS WITH KNOWN LRANILN NIES IN POROUS SArDSTCNEAND OXIDIZED TOPSOIL HAS BEEN RECOGNIZED NEAR THESE
 
MINFS.1 Ri=FS./
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THIS BIlRlIOGMAPHY HAS BFEN COMPILED FOR LSE BY RESEARCHERS oSTUDENTS. AND OTHER GROUPS WIHD NEED A REFERENCE SOURCE OFPUOL ISHF 1 ITERArURE RELATED TO SURFACE CCAL MINING AND RECLAMATION IN THE EASTERN COAL PROVINCEoTHIS BIBLIOGRAPHY CONTAINS MORE TIHAN 1300 REFERENCES INCLUDING GOVERNMENT REPORTS.JOURNAL ARTICLES.SYMPOSIUM PROCEEDINGSeINDUSTRIAL 
REPCITS.WotIKSHiIP PRFICEEDINGSTNiESES.AND 8ILIOGRAPHICES.A SI MPLE FORMAT WAS USED TO CATEGORIZE CITATIONS,/
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ERA-03:046801 /NIS-d:06462/INS-78:o14O 6/EE-Te:
TillS IIIL IDGRA'IY WAS COMPILED BY 1 10 0 6 4 1 /
 DEOANTMENr SELECTING 580 REFESENCES FROM THE BIBLIOGRAPIIC INFORMATION DATA BASE OF THEOF ENrPGY'S (DUEINATIONAL URANIUM RESOURCE EVALUATICN 4NURE)PROGRAM.THIS DATA BASE AND FIVE OTHERS HAVE BEEN
CREATED BY TtE ECOLOGICAL 
SCIENCES INFOGa'ATICN CENTER TO PROVIDE TECHNICAL COMPUTER-RETRIEVABLE DATA
OF riIe NArIrfS URANIIUM RESOURCES. ALL ON VARIOUS ASPECTSFIELDS CF URANIUM GEOLOGY ARE WITHIN THE DEFINED SCOPE OFAERIAL SUtRVEY IG THE PROJaCT.AS AREPROCEDOURESURANIUN RESERVES AND RESOURCES.AND UNIVERSALLY APPLIED URANIUM RESEARCH.REFERENCeS USED BY
DOc-NURF: CONTRACTORS 
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A78-40125 d Manual for interpreting aerial photographs for 
soil investigations (Praktikum po deshifirovaniu aerofotosnimkov 
pri pochvennykh issledovaniiakh). T. V. Afanas'eva, lu.M. Petruse-
vich, and T A. Trifonova. Moscow, lzdatel'stvo Moskovskogo 
Universiteta, 1977. 158 p.69 refs. In Russian. 
Aerial photography is described, and several procedures ­
including tonnqraphsc stereosconic, and parallax - for tinteroreting 
ter 3i potograulhs 4re 4xamlei Qi ,,r '.- ,la t;is of soil coveri.i* 
et at. aiJ,,c:erd Tt-e i Ji. or'..og' .. nr ;oi..st. marsh. 
and eroded lands is discussed, and pioblem examples are presented, 
Instrument and reception limitations of earth-based interpretation 
are considered. M.L. 
RS78-2-592 

A78-43335 I Study of the central delta of the Niger River -
Project 'Saphyr' /Satellite Project Hydrology Research/ (Etude du 
delta central du Fleuve Niger - Project 'Saphyr' /Satellite Project 
Hydrology Research/). M. Bied-Charreton, J.Cruette, G. Dandoy, G. 
Dubee, J. P. Lamagat, and J. Noel (Office de laRecherche 
Scientifique et Technique d'Outre-Mer,-Paris, France). In: Canadian 
Symposium on Remote Sensing, 4th, Quebec, Canada, May 16-18, 
1977, Proceedings. (A78-43303 19-43) Ottawa, Canadian Aero-
nautics and Space Institute, 1977, p. 341-354. In French. 
The central delta of the Niger River, located in the Republic of 
Mali, is studied with the aid of Landsat imagery. Particular attention 
is given to the groundwater flow systems of the flood zone and the 
vegetation. Data from channels 4, 5, and 7 are used to assess the 
changes occuring in vegetation and flooded zones over extended time 
periods. Estimates are made of the free water surface area and the 
biomass in small-surface zones. S.Cs. 
RS 78-2-593 
A78-47196 * Ice sheet topography by satellite altimetry. R 
L. Brooks (EG & G Wrhington Anaiytica Services Center. Inc.. 
Pocomoke City, Md ). W. J. Campbell (U.S. Geological Survey, 
Tacoma, Was.), R.0. Ramseier (Department of the Environment, 
Ottawa, Canada). H R. Stanley tNASA, Wallops Flight Center, 
Wallops Island. Va ).and H. J. Zwally (NASA. Goddard Space Flight 
Center. Greenbelt, Md.). Nature, vol. 274, Aug. 10, 1978, p. 
539-543.20 refs. 
The measured time between the transmission and return of 13 9 
GHz radar pulses from the GEOS 3 satellite (at a mean ltitude of 
844 5 km and an inclination of 114 deg 52 min) isused to determine 
the thickness of the Greenland ice cap, with an accuracy in surface 
elevation on the order of 2 m. Attention is given to changes in ice 
thickness as an indicator of climatic change in general, and change in 
mean sea level in particular Each elevation data point obtained by 
the satellite represents an average along 0.67 km of ground track, and 
three dimensional maps are presented to illustrate the data. D.M.W. 
RS 7 8-2-5 94 
A78-43348 4 The use of remote sensing /infrared thermal 
profiles and photofacsimiles/ for the geological reconnaissance of 
dam sites - Four specific cases (Emploi de [a t6ldltection ­
thermographies et photographies an couleurs infrarouges - dans les 
reconnaissances gdologiques de site de barrages: Exemple de quatre 
cas pr6cis). L Carlion, J C. Gros, Ch Beliard, and P Ch.Levfque 
(Bordeaux I. Universit6. Talence, Gironde, France). In: Canadian 
Symposium on Remote Sensing, 4th, Quebec, Canada, May 16-18, 
1977, Proceedings (A78-43303 19-43) Ottawa, Canadian Aero-
nautics and Space Institute, 1977, p. 516-531.8 refs. In French. 
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A78-48006 A technique for evaluating inland wetland 
photointerpretathon -The cell analytical method /CAM. D.L. Civco, 
W. C. Kennard, and M. W. Lefor (Connecticut, University, Storrs, 
Conn.j. Photogrammetr,c Engineering and Remote Sensing, vol. 44, 
Aug. 1978,p. 1045-1052. 20 refs. 
A procedure was developed to analyze quantitatively the 
wetland photointerpretations performed by investigators associated 
with a project designed to evaluate freshwater wetlanddefinstion. 
The Cell Analytical Method (CAM) used for comparing wetland 
delineations derived from different photointerpreters and map 
sources permitted both graphical and statistical analyses of cell. 
encoded, aerial photograph. and map-derived wetland information. 
F.T.H. 
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A78-40182 The use of analysis of variance procedures for 
defining ground conditions of categories generated in an automatic 
analysis of Landsat MSS digital data. S J Daus and M. J Cosentino 
(California, University, Berkeley, Calif.). In: Annual Symposium on 
Machine Processing of Remotely Sensed Data, 4th, West Lafayette, 
Ind., June 21-23, 1977, Proceedings. (A78-40155 17-43) New York, 
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1977, p. 
298-306 5refs. 
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A78-43316 Satellte imagry analysis of snow cover in the 
Saint John and Souris River basins. H. L Ferguson and S. Lapczak (Department of the Environment, Atmospheric Environment Service,Toronto, Canada). In: Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing, 
4th. Quebec, Canada, May 16-18, 1977, Proceedings. (A78­
43303 19-43) Ottawa, Canadian Aeronautics and Space Institute, 
1977, p. 126-142.7 refs.Satellite imagery from the NOAA-4 and Landsat I and 2 
satellites has been used to study the snow cover in the Saint John 
and Souris River basins. Images of visible and infrared data were 
analyzed by the optical-electrical method and an interpretation 
systems incorporated image analyzer which evaluated shades of gray 
and display images on a television screen. Density-sliced satellite 
images were also superimposed on ground truth data and snow-depth 
iopleths were drawn. 'Consideration was also given to maps of 
vegetative cover, relief, cloud cover, and weather reports in order to 
interpret the data. S.C S. 
RS 7 8 - 2 -5 9 8 
A78-43343 Radar techniques in the measurement of float­
ing ice thickness. R. H. Goodman, E Outcalt, and 8 B Narod 
(Innovative Ventures, Ltd., Calgary, Alberta, Canada). In: Canadian 
Symposium on Remote Sens-ng, 4th, Quebec, Canada, May 16-18, 
1977, Proceedings (A78-43303 19-43) Ottawa, Canadian Aero­
nautics and Space Institute, 1977, p. 459468. 8 refs. Research 
suppotieo by the National Research Council of Canada. 
Two models of airborne downward looking radars have-been 
used to measure saa icethicknesses An experimental 36 cm high 
power drectional radar deteloped at the University of British 
Columbia, and a GSSI 'ESP' radar were mounted on a Puma 
helicopitr to measure ice thicknesses off of the Labrador coast. The 
capabilities of each system were investigated to measure sea ice 
thickness. The 36 cm radar's capabilities were studied with particular 
application to thick multiyear ice and iceberg measurements, while 
the GSSI radar's t, 0illities were investigated with emonasis on the 
measurement ol lhliiurr ice, below the minimum range of the 36 cm 
radar. Typical dai., (Author)will he presented and analyzed. 
60
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A78-43341 Scatterometer and SLAR results obtained over 
Arctic seaice and their relevance to the problems of Arctic ice 
reconnaissance. A L.Gray (Canada Centre for Remote Sensing, 
Ottawa, Canada), R. 0. Ramseier (Department of Fisheries and the 
Environment, Ottawa, Canada), and W. J.Campbell (U.S. Geological 
Survey; Puget Sound, University, Tacoma, Wash I. In: Canadian 
Symposium on Remote Sensing, 4th, Quebec, Canada, May 16-18, 
1977, Proceedings (A78-43303 19-43) Ottawa, Canadian Aero-
424 443nautics and Space Institute, 1977, p. - .2 1 refs. 
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A78-43317 , A study of snowmelt progression from Winni-
peg to the Arctic Islands using ERTS photographs. R Hoer and G. 

Fuller (Regina, University, Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada) in 

Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing, 4th, Quebec, Canada. May 

16-18, 1977, Proceedings (A78-43303 19-43) Ottawa, Canadian
 
Aeronautics and Space Institute, 1977, p 143-148. Research 

supported by the National Research Council of Canada. 
Photographs from the Earth Resources Technology Satellite 

(ERTS) have been applied to monitoring snowmelt progression in 

various regions of Canada. The regions represent a potential route for

natural gas pipelines. On the basis of 155 ERTS ohotograpns, four 
stags o snwmel deelomentareidetifid-he isapearnceOttstationsstages of snowmelt development are identified' the disappearance of 

the snow cover along ridges and southward facing valley walls, the 

dark appearance of small lakes, the appearance of dark open river 

reaches, and the final disappearance of the snow cover. It is noted 

that the presence of cloud cover significantly influences the number 

of useful photographs available. S C.S.
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A78-43332 -,t Water dynamics at Lao Saint-Jean, Quebec 
based on Landsat-1 and Landsat-2 data (Etude de ladynamique des 
eaux du Lac Saint-Jean au Oudbeo, AI'aide des satellites Landsat-1 et 
Landsat-2). G.Jones, W.Sochanska, J. P.Fortin (Quebec, Universitd, 
Quebec, Canada), and E. J. Langham (Ministare des Pkches et de 
I'Environnement, Quebec, Canada). In: Canadian Symposium on 
Remote Sensing, 4th, Quebec, Canada, May 16-18, 1977, Proceed. ings.(A78-43303 19•43) Ottawa, Canadian Aeronautics and Space 

Institute, 1977, p.305-312. In French. 
Water distribution has been studied in Lac Saint-Jean, Quebec 
on 	 the basis of multispectral digital data from Landsat-1 and 
Landsax-2. Using the methods of Langham and Taylor (1975), the 
images are enhanced in order to determine turbid zones. Grey levels 
are 	 found for each muleispectral band so as to increase the 
signal-to-noise ratio and the precision with which water reflectance is 
measured. 	 S C.S 
RS78-2-602 

A78-40175 * Use of Landsat multispectral imagery in esti­
mating snow areal extent and snow water content cost-effectively. S.
 
Khorram (California. University, Berkeley. Calif.). In Annual
 
Symposium on Machine Processing of Remotely Sensed Data, 4th,
 
West Lafayette, Ind., June 21-23, 1977, Proceedings (A78­
40155 17-43) New York. Institute of Electrical and Electronics
 
Engineers, Inc, 1977, p. 218-227 13 refs Grant No.
 
NGL-5-003-404. 
Landsat color composites are used in conjunction with a limited 
amount of aerial survey data and ground-truth measurements in 
order to estimate snow areal extent and snow water content The 
snow water content estimations are based on the inexpensive Landsat 
data and the much more expensively obtained information on 
ground snow courses. A cost-effectiveness analysis of the procedures 
showed the expenses involved in obtaining confidence intervals of 
80,S0,95 and 99% for the estimates 	 J.M.B. 
RS78-2-603
 
A7840161 Comparing soil boundaries delineated by digi­
tel analysis of multispectral scanner data from high and low spatial 
resolution systems. S. J. Kristof, M. F. Baumgardner, A. L Zachary, 
and E. R. Stoner (Purdue University, West Lafayette. Ind.).In: 
Annual Symposium on Machine Processing of Remotely Sensed 
Data, 4th, West Lafayette, Ind., June 21-23, 1977, Proceedings.(A78-40155 17-43) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers, Inc., 1977, p. 52-63. 5 refs. 
RS78-2-604
 
A78-45924 * Detection of crustal m on....gsp..-.-..e
laser ranging systems. M. Kumar and I. 1. Mueller (Ohio State 
University, Columbus, Ohio). (international Assocat/roh of Geodesy, 
Intenational Symposium on Recent Crustal Movements, Pal Alto,
 
Calif., vo o.21978,
July 25-30,1977.) Bulletin G rodystque,52. 

1 15 130 p. 	 - 13 refs Grant No. NGR-36-008-204. 
Laser ranging systems operated from space are capable ofdetecting motions on earth in the 2-5 cut range.Attention is given to 
the detection motion in, specificallyon rth long the San Andreas 
fault,and amathematical model ispresented for a geomec mode 
system consisting of at least grid and three distant (fundamentafive

stemionstingofeatea ive gid and santb(FunaenTal 
to be operated with airborne and spaceborne lasers Theground stations are designed to operate unattended, and to work in 
conlunction with Shuttle-based hardware to become operational in 
1982. The Shuttle laser ranging system is expected to provide survey 
data within a period from one to two weeks, with a resurvey 
capabilitv to be used as reouired 	 D.M.W. 
RS78-2-605
 
A78-43639 The geological interpretation of the Tibesti
 
from Landmat-1 imagery /Republic of Chad/- Explanations regarding
 
the map Tibesti 1:1,000,000 (Geologische Interpretation des Tibesti
 
nach Aufnahmen von Landsat-1 /Republik Tschad/- Erlauterungen
 
zur Kane Tibesti 1:1,000,000). F. K. List, D. Helmcke. B. Meissner
 
(Berlin, Freic Universitat, Berlin, West Germany), G. P6hlmann
 
(Berlin, Technische Fachhochschule, Berlin, West Germany), and N.
 
W. Roland (Bundesanstalt fur Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe, 
Hanover, Wen Germany). Bildrnessung und Luftbldwesen, voh 46,
 
July 1, 1978, p. 139-145. 40 reft, In German. 
The launching of the Landsat1 satellite in July 1972 made it for 
the 	first time possible to obtain on a routine basis repeatable 
small-scale multispectral pictures of the entire surface of the earth. 
The great number of geomorphological and photogeological studies 
conducted in the central part of the Tibesti mountains since 1964 
provided an opportunity to use this arid region as a test area for a 
study concerning the applicability of satellite picture mapping. The 
i of tic -no rzecdr:r 'tvin ate related :o a study of the 
'e,'. z "=-.-,tf upZc re interpretation 
- U,,.. J : ,g i1to account for a 
comparison aerial-pbotograph evaluations involving a scale of 
1:50,000 and ground-based terrain studies. G.R. 
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RS78'-2-606 

A78-43331 - Mizpoing mine wastes with Lardsat images. H 
D. Moore, J. H. Adams, and A. F. Gregory (Gregory Geoscience. 
Ltd., Ottawa, Canada). In: Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing, 
4th, Quebec, Canada, May 16-18, 1977, Proceedings (A78-
43303 19-43) Ottawa, Canadian Aeronautics and Space Institute, 
1977, p. 294-304. 23 refs. 
Landsat imagery has been used for mapping mine wastes in 
Canada including tailings, spoil or transported overburden, slag, 9nd 
waste rock. The LUndsat imagery provides information on, the-
-location and area of minedumps, thepercentof vegetativecover, the 
location and size of mine-related water bodies, the location of 
deciduous and coniferous cover, and environmental changes with 
time. The study indicates a total area of mine wastes of 47,233 acres 
which represents 0.004% of the surface area of Canada. Of this area 
46.8% is overburden, 37.3% is tailings, 15.3% iswaste rock, and 0.6% 
is slag. Approximately 14.8% of the wastes have vegetative cover. 
S.C.S. 
RS78-2-607
 
A78-43318 # A key study on the interpretation of regional 
soil moisture on satellite imagery. S. Palabekiroglu (Ontario Centre 
for Remote Sensing, Toronto, Canada). In:Canadian Symposium on 
.Remote Sensing, 4th, Quebec, Canada, May 16-18, 1977. Proceed-
ings. (A78-43303 19-43) Ottawa, Canadian-Aeronautics and Space 
Institute, 1977. p. 149-157. 
Landsat imagery has provided a regional representation of 
surface-soil moisture conditions in Canadian agricultural areas. The 
factors which influence the accuracy of the'results are identified as: 
crop cover, surface dryness, and surface thaw. Comparisons have 
been made between images from different seasons. The study 
indicate a relationship between areas having soil samples with high 
day content and the moisture bands of the Landsat imagery. Many 
fields within the moisture bands are noted to contain drainage tiles. 
It is concluded that if the imagery is monitored for suitable ground 
and weather conditions, the mapping of poorly-drained soils in 
agricultural regions may be affected using Landsat data. S.C.S. 
RS78-2-608 

A78-44801 Application of multispectral aerial photo­
graphs to soil surveys in New Zealand. W. C. Rijkse (Department of 
Scientific and Industrial Research, Soil 8breau, Rotorua, 'New 
Zealand). New Zealand Journal of Science;, vol. 20, Dec. 1977, p. 
363-370. 
Multispectral aerial photographs of two river valleys near Tolaga 
Bay and Ruatona, East Coast, North Island showed much better 
definition of soil boundaries of alluvial soils than conventional 
panchromatic photographs. The photographs were in four wave-
length bands that approximate Landsat satellite passbands. They 
showed differences betveen parent materials and erosion patterns of 
hill country. Black and white prints of the infrared range produced 
more information on soil type separation than panchromatic photos, 
,but they were infenor in erosion pattern detection. (Author) 
Rs78-2-609 
A78-43333 An automatic system for analyzing lake 
characteristics by satellite (Un systime automatis4 d'analyse des 
caractaristiques des lacs par satellite). G. Rochon (Universite-Laval, 
Quebec, Canada). In: Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing. 4th, 
Quebec, Canada, May 16-18, 1977,,Proceedings. (A78-43303 19-43) 
Ottawa, Canadian- Aeronautics and Space Institute, 1977, p. 
313-324. 13 refs. In French. Research supported by the Mimst&re des 
Richesses Naturelles, National Research Council of Canada, Ministire 
de I'Education, Ministare de l'Environnement, and Universft Laval. 
It is shown that Lhndsat imagery may be used-to evaluate lake 
characteristics including lake contents, water distribution, morpho­
metric parameters, drainage, and local ground cover. Landsat imagery 
is also applicable-to studying near-lake ecosystems and modifications 
occurring over extended periods of time. S C.S. 
RS78-2-610
 
A78-41191 - Landsat applied to landslide mapping. D. J. 
Sauchyn and-N R Trench (Colorado, University, Boulder, Colo ) 
Photogrammetrc Engineenng and Remote Sensng, vol. 44, June 
1978, p 735-741 7 refs. Contract No. NAS5-20914. 
A-variety of features characteristic of rotational landslides may 
be identified en Landsat imagery. These include tonal mottling, tonal 
banding, major and secondary scarps, and ponds Pseudostereoscopc 
viewing of 9 by 9 in. transparencies was useful for the detailed 
identification of-landshdes, whereas'1.250,000 prints enlarged from 
70 mm negatives were most suitable for regional analysis Band 7 is 
the most-useful band for landslide recognition, due to accentuation 
of ponds and shadows Examination of both bands 7 and 5, including 
vegetation information, was found to be most suitable. Although, 
given optimum terrain conditions, some-andslides in Colorado may 
be recognized, many smaller landslides are not identifiable. Conse­
quently, Landsat is not recommended for detailed regional mapping, 
or for use in areas similar to Colorado, where alternative (aircraft)
imagery is available. However, Landsat may prove useful for 
preliminary landslide mapping in relatively unknown areas (Author) 
RS78-2-611 
A78-43314 f Quantitative predictions of chemical soil con­
ditions from multispectral airborne ground and laboratory measure 
ments H. Schreier, (British Columbia, University, Vancouver, 
Canada) In. Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing, 4th, Quebec, 
Canada, May 16-18, 1977, Proceedings (A78-43303 19-43) Ottawa, 
Canadian Aeronautics and Space Institute, 1977, p.106-112. 20 refs. 
Multispectral reflectance measurements are used to make quanti 
tative predictions-of chemical soil conditions. Data are collected 
from five parent materials from the air, on the ground, and in the 
laboratory. Spectral reflection curves are determined over the 
400-1000 nm-range and mean and range values are found. It is noted 
that percent carbon, iron, and exchangeable magnesium are most 
correlated with the spectral measurements. A curvilinear regression 
fitting an exponential function satisfactorily predicts carbon and 
exchangeable magnesium values whereas a straight linear function 
satisfactorily predicts iron values. The airborne, ground, and labora­
tory analyses are found to yield similar results. S.C.S. 
I 
RS78-2-612 
A78-41189 Insitu measurement of water transparency. J. 
W. Sheldon (Floi ida International University, Miami, -Fla Photo­
gramrnmetric Engineering and Remote Sensing, vol. 44, June 1978, p. 
717-720. 5 refs. Research supported by the Florida Atlantic 
University and Florida International University. 
This paper describes how the well-known modulation transfer 
function theory and experimental technique can be employed to 
monitor suspended particulates in the aqueous environment by using 
instrumentation that rivals the Secchi disk in simplicity, but whrch 
has many advantages over this older method. The design of asimplelow-cost underwater camera-light source-target system is reported 
and its use is demonstrated by observing the temporal variation in 
the transparency of Biscayne Bay water during the passage of a 
barge-tug vehicle. (Author) 
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RS78-2-613 

A78-43310 r' Surficial geology in the Pas-area of Manitoba -
An application of digital Landsat data. V. Singhroy (Department of 
Mines, Resources and Environmental Management, Mineral Re. 
sources Div., Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada) and B. Bruce (Canada 
Centre for Remote Sensing, Ottawa, Canadai, In Canadian Symposi-
um on Remote Sensing. 4th, Quebec, Canada, May 16-18. 1977, 
'Proceedings. (A78-43303 19-43) Ottawa, Canad.an Aeronautics-and 
Space Institute, 1977. p. 57-66. 6 refs. 
The CCRS-100 system was used to distinguish six large-scale 
biophysical land categories *n the Pas region of'Manitoba, Canada: 
ablation till, black spruce bogs, alluvial deposits, fens,-water bodies 
having a high suspended-sediment content, and shallow marsh and 
bog lakes Both supervised and unsupervised techniques were 
employed.-An extensive field program evaluated the Landsat data in 
order to perform superficial geological mapping. S.C.S. 
RS78-2-614 
A78-43340 ,I A joint topside-bottomside remote sensing 
experiment on Arctic sea ice. P. Wadhams (Scott Polar Research 
Institute, Cambridge, England) and R. T. Lowry (Canada Centre for 
Remote Sensing, Ottawa, Canada). In- Canadian- Symposium on 
Remote Sensing, 4th, Quebec, Canada, May 16-18, 1977, Proceed­
ings. (A78-43303 19-43) Ottawa, Canadian Aeronautics and Space 
Institute, 1977, p. 407-423. 16 refs. Contract - No. 
N00014-76-C-0660. 
" The .ce cover on the Arctic Ocean has been studied simulta­
neously from above bv 1ldser and from below by sonar in order to 
determine the relationship between the distributions of ridge height 
and keel-draft Results are presented for rms keel drafts as afunction 
of the mean number of keels per km of track, the probability density 
function of ice drafts from the first 270 krm of track, the probability 
density function of ice drafts from 90-km sections of track, and the 
distribution of surface ridge heights. S.C.S. 
RS78-2-615 
A78-48001 Landsat as an aid in the preparation of 
hvdrographic charts. D. K. Warne (Australian National University, 
Cznuarra. Australial. Phoreogramme:.nc Engineering and Remote 
Sensing. vol 44, Aug. 178,p.l'11-10 16. 6refs. 
Water depth in the Torres strait was determined from Landsat 
ASS imacry Fad the results were compared with ground truth
sunding data. Themthod osists ofrattmpting rd etowith s
sounding daa. The method consists of attemptingo t fit the smple
optical model 'for te radiants passing through the water and 
reaching the Landsar detector to the raw Landsat data Parameters of 
the model had to be recalculated for each test area. Evaluation was 
made difficult by the presence of broad scale and localized 
disturbances of the deoth-radiance relationship. Other sources of 
errors were small features and steep'gradients beyond the resolving 
power of the MSS system, and subsequent data cofrection process. 
An accuracy of 10% of nominal depth was attainable 'for depth 
penetration to 20 m. P.T.H. 
RS78-2-616
 
A78-48067 - Differences in radar return from ce-covered 
North Slope Lakes. W. F. Weeks, A G. Fountain (U S Army, Cold 
Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory, HanoverN H 1,M. L 
Bryan, and C Elachi lCalfforma Institute of Tenrology, Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif.) Journal of Geophysical 
Research, vol. 83, Aug. 20, 1978, p 4069-4073 7 refs Navy­
supported research; Contract No. NAS7-100 
Comparisons are made betwveen L and X band synthetic aperture 
radar images of frozen lakes on the North Slope of Alaska and 
ground truth observations of the nature of their ice covers. It is 
shown that the differences in radar backscatter observed on hfferent 
areas of a lake can be correlated with whether or not the lake is 
frozen completely to the bottom at tne site in question. This 
explanation is reasonable inasmucn as the reflection coefficient 
associated with the high-dielectric contrast ice/water interface is 
significantly higher than that associated with alow-contrast ice/soil 
interface. However, the presence of the ice/water interface cannot be 
the only conditlon required for the higher backscatter because the 
ice/water interface per se would be specular at X and L band 
frequencies; causing' the -energy returned from the interface to be 
reflected ,away from the, radar receiver The-other principal factor
contributing to the-return of energy from the ice/water interfaceto 
the receiver is-believed to be the presence in the ice ofnumerous 
vertically elongated ar bubbles which wouldact as scatters. 
(Author) 
RS 78-2-617 
N78-28569fl Academy of Scientific-Research and Technology.
 
Cairo (Egypt).
 
GESO LOGIAL N N ENV INENAL ES OU RCES 
Quarterly PinI---I Report A T G 
M A. Abal-Hady, Prncipal Investigator [1978 17 p refs 
Sponsored by NASA ERTS 
(E78-10164: -NASA-CR- 157282 OPR-2) Avad NTIS 
HC A02/MF AO1 CSCL 08G 
There are no author-identified significant results in this
 
report.
 
RS 78-2-618 
N78-28668'# Academy of Scientific Research and Technology. 
Cairo (Egypt).
 
GEOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES
 
INVESTIGATIONS IN EGYPT USING LAeNDSAT IMAGES
 Quarterly Progress Report
M.A AbdelI-Hady. Principal Investigator [19781 14 p Sponsoreo

by-NASA ERTS
 
(E78-10163; NASA-CR-157281: QR-1) Avail NTIS 
HC A02/MF AOl CSCL 0SG 
There are -no author-identified significant results in this
 
report
 
RS78-2-619
 
N78S28567*# Acauemy of Scientific Research and Technology 
Cairo (Egypt).
 
GEOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES
 
INVESTIGATIONS IN EGYPT USING LANDSAT IMAGES
 
Final Progress Report
 
M A Abdel-Hady. Principal Investigator [1978] 6 p Spoisored
 
by NASA ERTS(E78-10162: NASA-CR-157280) Avail. NTIS 
HC A02/MF AOl CSCL 08G 
There are no author-identified significant results in this 
report. 
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RS78-2-620 	 RS78-2-623 
'178-27477ff Environmental Research and Technology. Inc. 	 :178-27478=# Department of Industry. London (England) 
Concord. Mass. 	 THE USE OF LANDSAT IMAGERY IN RELATION TO AIR 
:NVESTIGATION OF THE APPLICATION OF HCMM SURVEY IMAGERY FOR TERRAIN ANALYSIS IN NORTH-
THERMAL DATA TO SNOW HYDROLOGY Quarterly -.VEST QUEENSLAND. AUSTRALIA. VOLUME 1 Final 
Progress Report. 1 Apr. - 30 Jun. 1978 Report 
James C Barnes. Principal Investigator 30 Jun. 1978 4 p "AIonuca M Cole and E.Stuart Owen-Jones. Principal Investigators 
ERTS I5 Dec. 1977 161 p refs Sponsored by NASA ERTS 
Contract NAS5-24316) 3 Vol.
 
tE78-10147: NASA-CR-157234; aPR-3) Avail. NTIS t278-10148: NASA-CR-157242) Avail: NTIS
 
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 08L hC A08/MF AO1 CSCL 088 
There are no author-identified significant results in this The author has identified the following significant results. 
report. Distinctive spectral signatures discriminated areas underlain by
.stonctive lithological/stratigraphical units where bedrock either 
outcrops or is relatively near to surface in the Lady Annie-Mt 
Gordon fault zone. the Mary Kathleen. and Dugald River-Naraku 
areas Spectral signatures associated with discrete plant 
RS 78-2-621 	 communities distinguished different types of superficial deposits 
over the Cloncurry Plains. Distinctive spectral signatures 'also 
N78-2748?*# Georgia Southwestern Coll. Amencus. revealed the presence and nature of concealed bedrock beneath 
.NTROOUCTORY WORKSHOPS ON REMOTE SENSING AS cover of residuum and superficial deposits where this is relatively 
RELATED TO GEOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN GEORGIA Final tnin in the Cloncurry Plains Major faults were clearly displayed 
Report -n areas of outcropping and near surface bedrock Sets of 
Barry F. Beck and Jack C Carter. Principal Investigators Mar. fineoments with preferred orentations were identified in the Lady 
1978 23 p -refs Workshop held at Americus. Ga-. 24-26 May Annie and Dugald River areas Known base metal deposits occur 
1977 ERTS along these features. 
(Contract NASS-308841 
(E78-10152. NASA-CR-150710) Avail: NTIS 
HC A02/MF AO1 CSCL OBG 
There are no author-identified significant results in this 
report. RS78-2-624 
N78-274798# Department of Industry, London (England)'
 
THlE USE OF LANDSAT IMAGERY.IN RELATION TO AIR
 
RS78-2-622 	 SURVEY IMAGERY FOR TERRAIN ANALYSIS IN NORTH-
WEST QUEENSLAND. AUSTRALIA, VOLUME 2 Final 
Report
N78-29532 q Texas A&M Univ. College Station Remote Monica M Cole and E.Stuart Owen-Jones. Principal Investigators 
Sensing Center. 15 Dec 1977 135 p Sponsored by NASA Original contains 
MEASUREMENT OF SOIL MOISTURE TRENDS WITH color imagery Original photography may be purchased from 
AIRBORNE SCATTEROMETERS Progress Report. 1 Apr. the EROS Data Center. Sioux Falls. S D. 57198 FRTS 3 Vol 
1977 - 1 Jun. 1978 'E78-10149; NASA-CR-157243) Avail. NTIS 
Bruce J Blanchard. Principal Investigator I Jun. 1978 110 p IC A07/MF AOl CSCL 08B 
ERTS There are no author-identified significant results in this 
iGrart NsG-51341 report 
7S-V3-/ 16 ASA-CR-157271 RSC3458-2 Av.,i; -irS 
HO A,, - :AF AOI CSCL 06M 
the author has identified the following signficant it-sulis 
Repeated looks at surfaces that maintain constant roughness 
can provide an estlimte of soil moisture in the surface when RS78-2-625 
appropriate radar look angles are used Significant influence due 
to difierences in soil moisture can be detected in the 13.3 GHz N78-27480*# Department of Industry. London (England). 
and 1.6 GHz scatterometer returns Effects of normalcrop densities THE USE OF LANDSAT IMAGERY IN RELATION TO AIR 
have little influence on the surface soil moisture estimate, when SURVEY IMAGERY FOR TERRAIN ANALYSIS IN NORTH­
appropriate look angles are used It appears that different look WEST QUEENSLAND. AUSTRALIA. VOLUME 3 Final 
angles are optimum for different frequencies to avoid effects Report 
from vegetation Considering the frequency and look angles used Monica M Cole and E Stuart Owen-Jones. Principal Investigators 
on tre Seasat-A imaging radar, differences in soil moisture should IS Dec- 1977 73 p Sponsored by NASA Original contains 
produce as much as 9 db difference in return on that system imagery Original photography may be purchased from the EROS 
Data Center, Sioux Falls, S. D 57198 ERTS 3 Vol 
'E78-10150. NASA-CR-157244) Avail. NTISHC A04/MF A01 CSCL 088 
There are no author-identified significant results in this 
report 
RS78-2-626 
N78-29540# Institute de Pesquisas Espacals. Sao Jose dosCampos (Brazil) 
= P-OJECT GEOLOGICAL MAP TO THE !-11LLIONTR4TPrL' 
A.-,o-I oc.., L C ,:,:.-: P P I,.,ses P -,-ii,. 
U P DosSantos, C E DosAnjos. E Crepani. F S DoNascmento 
* P Barbosa. P. R. Martini et al Jul 1977 13 p Ir 
PORTUGUESE: ENGLISH summary(INPE-1074-NTE/100) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 
Methodologies for the systematic use of remote sensing
techniques for regional geological mapping are reported A large 
amount of new geological information was obtained permittmin 
a better understanding of structural, tectonic and stratgraphica 
problems The results obtained are important for delineating areas 
of mineral deposits F0 S 
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N7828670 Academy, of Scientific Research and Technology. 
Cairo (Egypt). 

GROUNDWATER STUDIES IN ARID 'AREAS- IN EGYPT 

USING LANDSAT SATELLITE IMAGES 

E M SIShaily. M A Abdel-Hady, and M_ M. EiShazly. Pronciocl 

Investigators 1977 10 p - rtefs Presented at 1th Interw 

Symp; on Remote Sensing of Environment. Michigan. 25-29 Apr

1977 Sponsored by NASA ERTS 

(E78-10165: NASA-CR-157283) Avail: NTIS 

HC A02/MF AOl CSCL 08H 

There are no author-identified significant results in this 

report 

RS78-2-628
 
N78S28565* Academy of'Scentific Research andTechnology 
Cairo.(Egypt)
SATELLITE MAPPING: REGIONAL GEOLOGY. GEOMOR-

PHOLOGY. STRUCTURE. DRAINAGE'AND HYDROLOGY OF 

BAHWEL JEBELARSA, JONGLEI CANAL PROJECT AREA.
tJUUTIIERIU SUDAN 
I SUDAyNI A b y . l w ALANDSAT 
Salman, I. A. ElKassas, S I. MEraaby, HEl in. I. . E1azls. and M. Khawas.k.M. M Elrakaby. H
EAmm M M.,EShazly, and W Ilander. Principal Investigators
Apr 1078 229 p refs Sponsored by NASA ,Original contains 

color illustrations SEiTS 

(E78-10160. NASA-CR157278) Avail: NTIS 

4HC Al 1/tNF AOI SGCSCL 902/MF 
There are no athor-identified signicant resuls in this 

report 

RS78-2-629 
N78-28564*# Academy of Scientific Research and Technology, 

Cairo lEgypt) 

GEOLOGIC INTERPRETATION OF LANDSAT SATELLITE 

IMAGES FOR THE QATTARA DEPRESSION AREA. EGYPT 

,E. M EIShazly. MI. A, Abdal-Hady. M A. EiGhawaby. S K. 

Khawasi. and M El Nov. 1976
SiShazly, Prrcipal'investigators 

100 p refs Sponsored by NASA Original contains color 

illustrations ERTS 

(E78-I0159: NASA-CR-157277) Avail. NTIS 

HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 08G 

The author has identified the following significant results. 

For the first time the regional geological units are given. Faults. 

fractures, and folds are included, as well as drainage lines which 

help to visualize the environmental impact of'the Qattara project 

for electric power generation and to assess the regionaLouestions 

involved in-ts implementation. 

RS78-2-630
 
N78-28575# Academy of Scientific Research and Technology. 

Cairo (Egypt).
 
GEOLOGICAL AND GROUNDWATER POTENTIAL STUDIES 

OF EL ISPAAILIYA MASTER PLAN STUDY AREA 

= Ni EIShazly, M. A Abdel-Hady. M. M. ElShaz]y. M. A. 

SiGhawaby. I A. ElKassas. A 8. Salman. and M. A. Morsi, 

Principal Investigalors Apr, 1975 58 -p refs Sponsored by

',ASA Original contains imagery Original photography may be 

oercnasec from the EROS Data Center. Sioux Falls, S. D 57198 

aRTS 

.78-10170. NASA-CR-157288) Avail. NTIS 

-IC A04/MF AOl CSCL OSG 

There are no author-identified significant results in this 

report 
RS78-2-631
 
N78-28674-# Academy of Scientific-Research and Technology,
 
Cairo (Egypt).
 
?2'GIONAL PROSPECTING FOR IRON ORES IN BAHARIYA
 
(lASIS-EL PAIYUM AREA. EGYPT, USING LANDSAT-I

.:ATELLITE IM6AGES 
z M ElShazly. M -A. Abdel-Hady. M..A ElGhawaby, and S M 
naasik. Principal Investigators Feb 1976 63 p refs 
Soonsored by NASA Original contains color illustrations ERTS
 
E7S-1los9: NASA'CR-157287) Avail NTIS
 
-C AO4/MF AOl CSCL 08G
 
The author has identified the following significant results 
$ ew discoveries of iron deposits were registered as a result of 
're LANDSAT imagery. and-the conditions ofthe already known 
iron deposits and occurrences were regionally connected and 
verified 
RS78-2-632 
N78-28573-# Acaderny of-Scientific Research and Technology,
Cairo (Egypt).Clo(gp} 
SATELLITE MAPPING IN EGYPT AND ITS 
OSSIBLE APPUCATIONS'IN PETROLEUM AND NATURALPIHaa. 
GAG EXPLORATION 
'. ElShazly and M. A Abdel-Hady. Principal Investigators1977 I9-p vefs Presented at 10th Arab Petroleum Congr. 
197 19-p resPeetda-0hArbPtoemCno
oooli. 19-25 Dec. 1977 Sponsorbd by NASA S&Sti78-101O8; NASA-CR1572S6) Avail. NTIS 
'AC A01 CSCL 086 
There are no author-identfied significant results in this 
report. 
RS78-2-633 
N7S-28572*# Academy of Scientific'Research and Tachnology,
 
Cairo (Egypt.
 
APPLICATION OF LANDSAT SATELLITE IMAGERY FOR,
 
'IRON ORE PROSPECTING IN THE WESTERN DESERT 0EGYPT 
E. M IShazly.'M A Abdel-Hady. M A, EIGhawaby and S hi. 
Khawas,k. Principal Investigators 1977 12 p refs Presented 
at 1 lth Intern Synup on Remote Sensing of Environnaiem 
Michigan. 25-29 Apr 1977 Sponsored by NASA ERTS (E78-10167. NASA-CR-I157286) Avail. NTIS 
HC AO2/MF AOl CSCL 08G 
-,.e author has identified the following, significant results 
delineation of the geological units and geological structures 
jtrou6h image interpretation corroborated-by field observations 
znd structural analysis, led to the discovery- of new iron ore 
ceposiss A new locality for iron ore deposition, namely Gebel 
Thlmun. was discovered, as well 'as ,new occurrences within 
mre'already known iron ore region of'Bahanya Oasins 
RS78-2-634 
N78-285714# Academy of Scientific Research and Technology, 
Cairo (Egypt).
APPLICATION OF ANDSAT IMAGERY IN THE GEOLOGI-
CAL AND SOIL INVESTIGATIONS IN THE CONTOL 
WESTERN DESERT,.EGYPT 
I. M EIShazly. M, A Abdel-Hady, M M. EiShazly. M A. 
EIGhawaby. S M Khawask. A A. Haraga. S Sanad, and S. H 
ttAra. Principal Investigators 1978 10 p refs Presented at 
12th Intern Symp on Remote Sensing of the Environment. Manila. 
Philippines. 20-26 Apr. 1978 'Sponsored by NASA ERTS 
(E78-10166. NASA-CR-157284) Avail NTIS 
HC A02/MF AOl CSCL 08G 
There are no author-identified significant results in this 
report, 
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N78-28563 # Academy of Scientific Research and Technology. N78-27475*# South Dakota State Univ. Brookings Remote 
Cairo (Egypt). Sens.ng lIst 
GEOLOGY OF KHARGA-DAKHLA OASES AREA. WESTERN HCMM ENERGY BUDGET DATA AS A MODEL INPUT FOR 
DESERT. EGYPT. FROM LANDSAT-1 SATELLITE IMAGES ASSESSING REGIONS OF HIGH POTENTIAL GROUNDWA-
E. M. ElShazly. M. A Abdel-Hady. 1.A ElKassas. A S. Salman. 	 TER POLLUTION Interim Report. Apr. - Jun. 1978 
H. ElAmm. M M. EIShazly. and A. A. AbdelMegid. Principal Donald G Moore Principal Investigator J Heilman. J Tunheim. 
Investigators Apr 1976 63 p refs Sponsored by NASA and V Baumberger Jun 1978 14 p ERTS 
Original contains color illustrations ERTS (Contract NASS-2406) 
(E78-10158. NASA-CR- 157276) Avail: NTIS (E78-10145: NASA-CR-157232) Avail -NTIS 
HC A04/MF AOl CSCL O8G HC A02/MF AOl CSCL 13B 
There are no author-identified significant results in this The author has identified the following significant results. 
report. To investigate the general relationship between surface tempera. 
ture and soil moisture profiles, a series of model calculations 
were carried out Soil temperature profiles were calculated.during 
a complete diurnal cycle for a variety of moisture profiles 
Preliminary results indicate the surface temperature difference
RS 78-2-636 between two sites measured at about 1400 hours is related to 
the difference in soil moisture within the diurnal damping deoth 
N78.265140# Mitre Corp. McLean. Va. Metrek Div. (about 50 cm) The model shows this temperature difference to 
SIMPLIFIED MULTIPLE SCATTERING MODEL FOR RADIA- vary considerably throughout the diurnal cycle 
TIVE TRANSFER IN TURBID WATER 
A. H. Ghovanlou and G. N. Gupta May 1978 72 p refs 
Sponsored by NASA 
(Contract F19628-77-C-0001) 
(NASA-CR-145365) Avail. NTIS HC A04/MF AOl CSCL RS78-2-64020N 
Quantitative analytical procedures for relating selected 
water quality parameters to the characteristics of the backscat- N78-28566=# Academy of Scientific Research and Technology, 
tared signals, measured by remote sensors, require the solution Cairo (EgypO 
of the radiative transport equation in turbid media. Presented is SOIL RESOURCES AND POTENTIAL FOR AGRICULTURAL 
an-approximate closed form solution of this equation and based 	 DEVELOPMENT IN BAHR ELJEBEL IN SOUTHERN SUDAN, 
on this solution. the remote sensing of sediments is discussed JONGLEI. CANAL PROJECT AREA 
The results are compared with other standard closed form solutions Victor I Myers Donald G. Moore. M. A. Abdel-Hady. A G. 
such as quasi-single scattering approximations. GG Abdei-Samie. E M ElShazly. Principal Investigators. HusseinYouvis. B K Worcester. A A Khngebiel. M. M ElShazly, M. A 
Hamad ot al Apr 1978 189 p refs Sponsored by NASA 
Original contains imagery Original photography may be purchased 
from the EROS Data Center. Sioux Falls. S. D 57198 ERTS 
(E78-10161. NASA-CR- 157279) Avail: NTIS 
RS78-2-637 HC AO9/MF Aol CSCL 02C 
The author has identified the following significant results 
N78.27384' National Aeronautics and Space Administration Fourteen LANDSAT scenes were used to produce mosaics of 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va the 167. 474 sq km study area These were black and white 
REMOTE WATER MONITORING SYSTEM Patent MSS 7 images and false color composite images Five malor 
David C Grana and David P Haynes. inventors (to NASA) Issued soil-landscape units were delineated on the mosaics, and these 
18 May 1978 11 p Filed 4 Aug 1977 Supersedes N77-28563 ware subdivided into a total of 40 soil mapping units Aerial 
115 - 19 p 2548) reconnaissance was useful in defining boundaries between 
iNASA-Case-LAR-11273-1; US-Patent-4 089.209; mapping units and in estimating the proportion of the various 
US-Patent-ApplI-SN-821681. US-Patent-Class-73-61R. . -,ic ;hich composed each mapping unit Ground surveying 
US-Patent-Class-7- 170A: US-Patent-Class-73-425 4R) Avail pasmed 6ff-hG'd obscrvation of major soils and qimnlno for 
US Patent Office CSCL 148 quantitative laboratory analysis Soil interpretations were made 
A remote water monitoring system is described that integrates including properties potentials. and limitations 
the functions of sampling, sample preservation, sample analysis
data transmission and remote operation. The system employs a 
floating buoy carrying an antenna connected by lines to one cr 
more sampling units containing several sample chambers Receipt 
of a command signal actuates a solenoid to open an mtaie RS78-2-641 
valve outward from the sampling unit and communicates the 
water sample to an identifiable sample chamber Such response N78-29543# Instituto do Pesquisas Espacias. Sao Jose dos 
to eacn signal receipt is repeated until all sample chambers are Campos (Brazil). 
filled in a sample unit Each sample taken is analyzed by an DETERMINATION OF VARIOUS TOPOGRAPHIES USING 
electrochemical senspr for a specific property and the data PHOTOGRAPHIC TEXTURE ANALYSIS OF LANDSAT 
obtained is transmitted to a remote sending and receiving station IMAGES [DETERMINACAO DE VARIACOES TOPOGRAF-
Thereafter, the samples remain isolated in the sample chambers ]CAB ATRAVES DA ANALISE DE TEXTURA FOTOGRAFICA 
until the sampling unit is recovered and the samples removed DE IMAGENS LANDSAT 
for further laboratory analysis Evlyn Marcia Leac DeMoraesNovo and Armando Pache~o 
,Official Gazette of the U S. Patent Office 	 DosSantos Jul. 1977 31 p refs In PORTUGUESE, ENGLISH 
surmmary(INPE-1077-NTE/103) Avail NTIS HC AO3/MF AOl 
The relationship between the texture of LANDSAT images 
RS78-2-638 	 and topographic variation was studied Topographic data were 
collected from LANDSAT images and topographic maps. A 
N78-2931*# Department of the Environment. Ottawa (Ontario)- roughness index was used to represent image texture This index 
RETRANSMISSION OF HYDROMETRIC DATA IN CANADA represents the tonal variation within a 0.5 cm x 0 5 cm grid 
Quarterly Report. Apr. - Jun. 1978 Declivity data were collected from topographic maps at different 
R A Halliday. Priicipal Investigator and I A Reid Jul 1978 scales to correlate with the roughness index The obtained results 
8 p Sponsored by NASA ERTS showed the possibility of characterizing topographic conditions 
(E78-10174; NASA-CR-157269) Avail. NTIS by analyzing the texture of LANDSAT images J M.S 
HC AO2/MF AOl CSCL 08H 
The author has identified the following significant results 
Tne prolect continued to demonstrate the feasibility of transmitting 
hydrometric data in the LANOSAT and GOES mode and using 
these data operationally. All elements except for the GOES 
downlink at PASS were functioning well 
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N78-27476f# Geological Survey. Denver Cole N78-29533i Stanford Unw. Calif School of Earth Sci-
GEOLOGIC APPLICATION OF THERMAL-INERTIA MAP' eces. 
PING FROM SATELLITE Progress Report, 1 Mar. - 31 May HCMM: SOIL MOISTURE IN RELATION TO GEOLOGIC 
1S78 STRUCTURE AND LITHOLOGY. 'NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 
Terry W. Offield. Principal Investigator- Susanne H. Miller and Ernest i- R:si Principal investigator Jul. 1978 2 p ERTS 
Kenneth Watson Jun 1978 5 p Sponsored by NASA ERIS (Contract NAS5-24479)0 
 1-1A ,723' N1s (E78-10177, Avail 
-c ' ,.'F-0 CSCt ,. HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 08M 
. .. - • ' = i" There are no au thor-identified significant results in this 
iE l4C ! Avail c 	 NASA-CR-157272) NTIS 
"'. i..,.,ir -,.y,, .. 
,heoretical evaluation of the proportional and linear relationship reoort
 
:etween absolute- and relative thermal inertia -was performed,
 
3nd a potentially-more accurate expression for absolute thermal
 
inertia 'mapping-was proposed.
 
-RS78-2-646
 
N78-26513*# Minnesota Univ. Minneapolis. Space Science 
CenterRS78-2-643 
 A STUDY OF MINNESOTA LAND AND WATER RESOURCES 
,N78-26511*# College for Civil USING 'Progress Report, 1 Jan. 1077?.Engineering,Bucharest (Romania). 	 REMOTE SENSINGLab.2for-Re oeefCilg n1 Jan. 1978 
LabSfor-Remote. Sensing William G. Shepherd. Principal Investigator 31 Dec 1977 
USE OF LANOSAT DATA FOR NATURAL RESOURCES 269 p refs Origmal contains color imagery. Original photograohy
INVESTIGATION IN THE LOWER BASIN OF DANUBE "AND may -be purchased, from the EROS Data Center. Sioux iFalls.DANUBE DELTA -FinaI Aoort. May-1975 - Nov. 1916 	 S.D. 57198- ERTS 
Nicolaie OPrescu. Principal Investigator Sep 1977 87 p refs (Grant'NGL-24-0-63) 
Sponsored by NASA Original-contains color imagery Original e78-1o143; NASA-CR-17177) Avail: NTIS 
photography may be purchased from the EROS Data Center. HC A12/MF AO CSCL,058
,Sioux-Falls. S.D. 57198 ERTS The author has identified the following significant results (E78-10141. NASA-C-157175. DaDeta-1/6) Avail. NTIS Both LANDSAT -imagery and -digitaf data were studied for 
HC A05/MF AO CSCL 08F usefulness insurveying water conditions of Minnesota lakes. Initial 
The author ,has identified the following significant results, consideration was given to analysis of LANDSAT image densities 
Monitoring of excess humidity was possible at the Baragan test because of the low technologic and cost requirements The
site. Qualitative improvements of 20-50%were obtained in regards techniques employed, however. yield inconsistent and unreliable 
to soil inventory in the eastern Danube Delta. comparing data results. A set of criteria is given for using LANDSAT data in 
with conventional maps The pedological situation ,was observed identification- of three, categories of particulate contaminants in 
after, drainage in impounded enclosures. The appearance of Lake Superior. A linear transformation giving the relationship
stagnate water was surveyed due to difference in color shades 	 between the residual LANDSAT intensities and concentrations 
on LANOSATimagery Areas with gluey soils, such as lake bottoms of three contaminants was obtained from correlation of remote 
rich in'CsCO3 andshell grist. were clearly represented. Sediment sensing data with insitu measurements LANDSATImagery wasdischarges into the sea at the Danube mouth and plumes over found 'useful in placing peat bogs and fens in their respective
100 km at sea could be easily distinguished on LANDSAT geologic settings Artificial disturbances and dramageways in 
MSS 4 and 5 peatlands could'be-recognized and classified. 
RS 78-2-644 	 RS78-2-647
 
N73-29547# Los Alamos Scientific Lab. N. Max. N78-27473 Maryland Uni. College Park 
GEOTHERMAL RESERVO IR CATEGORIZATION AND LINEAR FEATURE -DETECTION AND MAPPING Ph.D 
STIMULATION STUDY Thei$ 
Harold. L Overton (CER. Inc) and Robert J..Hanold Jul. 1977 Gordon James'Vanderrug 1977 263 p 
62 p refs 	 Avail: Univ. Microfilms Order No. 78-08196(Contract W.7405-eng-36) The methods developed are applicable to many types of(LA-6889-MS) Avail NTIS HC A04/MFAO1 pictures, but the examples used in the dissertation are all taken 
* 	 Analyses of the fraction of geothermal wells that are dry from remote sensory imagery. in such imagery roads, rivers 
indicate that geothermal reservoirs-can be fitted into four basic and geologically significant structures known as lineaments all 
categor-es. (1) Quaternary to late Tertiary sediments, appear as linear features The approah taken involves several (2) Quaternary to late Tertiary extrusives: (3) Mesozoc or older steps (1)detection of the features on a local basis using a 
metamorphic rocks and (4) Precambrian or younger rocks Failure local matching process: (2) iterative enhancement of the local 
of geothermal wells to flow economically is due mainly to low feature detection output using contextual information- f3i 
permeabilit foimations in unfractured regions. It is the high representation of the resulting curve segments in a data structure: 
stress/low permeability category that is most amenable to artificial and (4) merging -the segments, as guided by the data structure 
stimulation by hydraulic fracturing, propellant fracturing, or to yield global linear features Dissert Abstr 
shemical explosive fracturing. Category (1) geothermal fields are
 
not recommended for artificial stimulation,because these younger

sediments almost always produce warm or hot water Most
 
geothermal fields fit into category (2) and in-certain cases, possess
 
some potential for stimulation- The Geysers is 'a category (3)
 
field and its highly stressed brittle rocks- should make this site
 
amenable to stimulation by explosive fracturing techniques.
 
-Roosevelt Springs. UT. well 9-1 is in category (4) and is a flow
 
failure It represents a prime candidate for stimulation by hydraulic

fr~cturrng ERA
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RS78-2-648 

N78-27489'ff National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt Md 
REFLECTION SPECTRA AND MAGNETOCHEMISTRY OF 
IRON OXIDES AND NATURAL SURFACES 
Peter Wasilewski May 1978 44 p refs Submitted for 
publication 
(NASA-TM-79556) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF AOl CSCL 2SF 
The magnetic properties and spectral characteristics of 'ron 
oxides are distinctive Diagnostic features in reflectance soectra 
(0 5 to 2 4 mcrord for alpha Fe203. gamma Fe203 and FeOOH 
include location of Fe3( - ) absorption features. intensity atios 
at various wavelenihas. and the curve shapr betvPnl 1 2 ,.11¢.Oi 
and 2 4 1il' - r.et:,- oi ,,J,. iMonitoring, ..ir, ,,iotm . 
are seldom those of the bulk rock because of weathering enec:-
Coatings are found to be dominated by iron oxides and clay , 
simple macroscopic model of rock spectra (based on conce.­
of stains and coatings) is considered adequate for interpretato 
of LANDSAT data The magnetic properties of materials associatea
with specific spectral types and systematic changes in boih 
spectra and magnetic properties are considered- G.G 
RS78-2-649 
N7B-26510-# National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 

Washington. D. C. 

APPLICATIONS OF HCMM DATA TO SOIL MOISTURE 

SNOW AND ESTUARINE CURRENT STUDIES Quarterly 

Report ReotimageDonald R. Wiesnet. Principal Investigator. David F McGinnis.
and Michael Matson 8 Jun. 1978 5 p Sponsored by NASAanSMplication 
EATS 
(E78-10140: NASA-CR-157174, HCM-045. ORI-a) Avail,
NTIS HC A02/MF AOl CSCL oC 
There are no author-identified significant results in this 
report. 
RS78-2-650
 
MONITORING WATER QUALITY BY REMOT 
SENSING, 
CafoaStateDeptofWaler Rsources, Sacra. 
Rt.L. Brown.m ow. 
Available fro the National Technical Informs­
lion Service. Springfield, VA 22161 as E77-t0194, 
Pricecodes:A04inpapercopy, AOl minscrofiche. 
Final Report. NASA CR 154 259, July, 1977. 52 p. 
15 fig. 2 tab, 12 ref. NAS 5-20945. 
Descriptors: 'Remote sensing, Satel. 
lites(Aritficial), Cahfomia, aWater quality,
' Aircraft, Mapping. Costs, "Pollutantidentification, "LANDSAT, 'Sao FranciscoBaytCA). *San Francisco Delta(CA), 'Lake 
Tahoe(CA). Ground truth 
Results of a study to determine the applicability of 
remote sensing for evaluating water quality condi­
tions in San Francisco Bay-Delta area and Lake 
Tahoe. California. are presented. Coincident 
ground trut. was obtained during LANDSAT and 
U-2 flights and correlated with the remote sensingimages to establish a data comparison base line. 
Images were analyzed for apparent surface 
anomalies which might indtcate water quality 
problems It is concluded that: (1) for most water 
quality monitoring applications, LANDSAT 
imagery is too infrequent and of too small a scale 
to be useful in routine monitoring programs; (2) 
.imagery from U-2 and conventional aircraft can be 
effectively used to monitor gross water quality 
changes: (3) with the present state-of-the-art in 
neded,analysis and thenig fgontruth remote large aonamount o groundtruth needed, remote sensing has only limited ap.
in monitoring water quality; (4) Califor­
na water quality conditions are improving as a 
result of the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Act 
and provisions of P L. 92-500, an (5) in complex 
and dynamic systems such as the San Francisco 
Bay and Delta. large amounts of ground truth data 
must be collected to support remote imagery; spa­
tbal and temporal sarations of the parameters are 
so great that approaches other than synoptic 
(synchronized multi-point sampling) do not pro­
vide enough information to evaluate patterns ob­
served in specific images. (Seip-IPA) 
W78-08257 
RS78-2-651
 
RIVER FLOODS IN NORTIIERN ALASKA,
 
Geological Survey. Anchorage, AL. Water
 
Resources Div.
 
I M Childers.
 
In: ASCE Proceedings of 1978 Cold Regions Spe­
cralt) Conference, Anchorage. Alaska, May 17-19,
 
1978.12 p, 6 fig, 2 tab, 2 ref.
 
Descriptors: 'Alaska, -Floods, -Peak discharge.
 
'Streamflow. 'Bank storage. Channel morpholo­
gy, Fluud furecasting, Flood profiles. Flood
 
plains. Drainage area. Surveys. Data collecuons,
 
'Northern Alaska. Brooks Range drainage.
 
Development of natural resources in Alaska will
 
requie innovative engineering because of the cold
 
climate conditions and the lack of etpenence or
 
data. The U S. Geological Surey has completed a
 
reconnaissance survey of river flood evidence in
 
northern Alaska which provides flood hazard in­
formation that may help engineers untsl flood 
records are available The hydrologists surveyed 
flood-evidonco at 55 sites prsnarly on principal 
streams draining the Brooks Range. The surveis 
were used to compute bankfull channel properties
and maximum evident flood dtscharges. At most 
of the sites, the maximum cadent flood uas about 
bankfull Bankfull and maximum evident flood 
discharges were divided by drainage area to com­
pute unit flood runoff rates This facilitates com­
parisons of floods and proides a ba3is for estimat­
ing regional flood characteristics. 'laximum 
evident flood discharge rates were gcrs-rall less 
than 10 cubic ftls/sq mi for drainage basins 
smaller than 2,000 sq mi ano less than 50 cubic 
ft/s/sq mt for drainage basins larger than 2,000 sq 
mi Flood discharges exceeding these liits 
probably would be rare in northern Alaska 
(Woodard-USGS) 
W78-080466 8 
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AERIAL PHOTO INTERPRETATION OF A 
SMALL ICE JAM, 
Cold Regions Research, and Engineering Lab., 
Hanover, NiH. 
S L DenHartog.
Available from the National Technical Inforna-
tion Service, Springfield. VA 22161 as AD-A045 
g7, Price codes: A02 in paper copy, A01 in 
microfiche Special Report 77-32. October 1977 20 
p• 3 fig CWIS 31355. 
Descriptors: 'Ice jams. 'Remote sensing. 
'Photography, '.New Hampshire. Ice. Ice cover. 
Aerial photography. On-site investigations. Suf-
veys, Analytical techniques. Rivers, 
'Plvmouth(NH). 'Pemigewaset Rtver(NH). 
Aenal photos of a small ice jam on thePcmigewasett River near Plvmouth. New 
Hampshire. were taken three days after the'jam 
and compared with photos taken after the ice went 
out The vinter photos show a marked and sudden 
decrease in floe size, apparently indicatihe of 
faster-and longer movement of the ice. The spnng 
photos-show a'number of shallows and obsrtic-
ttons that' apparently had no effect on the ice 
moement. It was concluded that this jan. was 
caused b' a change in slope and subsequent reduc-
tion in velocit, (Humphreys-ISWS) 
W78-09215 
RS78-2-653
 
CH1ANNELIZATION ASSESSMENT, WHITE
 
RIVER, VERMONT: REMOTE SENSING,
 
BEOTT:OREMOTE SENDLNO.
 
Massachusetts Cooperatie Wilddffe Research
 
Unit, Amherst
 
E.,WDodge,rs E. E. Possardt. R. Reed, and W. P 
MacCondell. 
%aiiable~from the National Technical Informa­
ton Service, Springfield, VA 22161 as PB3-268 247. 
Pricecodes: A05 in paper copy. AO1 in microfiche 
'Prepared for Fish aod,WddhffServce, Washing­
ton, D.C., Office of Biological Services. Report 
FWS/OBS-76.7, June 1976. 73 p, 28 fig, 27 tab, 41 
ref, 4 append. 14-16-0008-1149 
Descriptors 'Benthos, Song birds, Mammals. 
'Vermont. 'Remote sensing: 'Aerial photog­
raph3. Watershed management. Furbearers. Am­phibiana. 'Wildlife, Aquatic insects. Habitats, 
Ecosystems. *Channeling, Frogs, Streams, Flood 
protectuon.'Populanons. Land use. Classification, 
'Vegetaion. 'White 'River(Vt), 'Stream chan­
netzation. Species diversity, Sv~allows, Spotted 
sandpipers. Acuaitis macularia. Thrushes. Vireos, 
Warblers. White River, Riparian habitat, Shrews. 
Jumping mice, White-footed mice. Bufo amer­
icanus, Peromyscus -leucopus, Repopuilation. 
Recovery. 
Following torrentialfooding in the White River, 
Vermont watershed in June. 1973, much stream 
asd riparian habitat was altered to alleviate future 
flood threats to roads, bridges, and private proper. 
ties. Remote sensing, using aerial photogrammetic 
techaques. was used to develop a da'a base for 
thestream, bank, vegetation and land-use charac­
teristics of the watershed. Aerial photographs in­
dicated that seven percent.of the streams vere 
channelized. Benthic organism sampling revealed 
no significant differences (P>0.05) between chan­
nelized and aoo-channelzed areas after eight 
months, probabl3 because of the rapid recoloniza­
ion by the-benthos TLirty-three. 27. 38. and 46 
percent of all songbirds collected-by mist-netting 
dunng fall 1974. spnng 1975. and early and late 
summer 1975 respecti-e, were from channelized 
areas. Species diversity asgreater in non-chan­
netized areas for all four sampling periods. Swal­
lows and spotted sandpipers (Actitts maculana) 
were more abundant in, channelized areas while 
thrushes. tireos,and particuarlx the warblers. 
n ere more abundant in non-channelized areas 
Twc ty.ight, 39 and 39 percent of al-small mam­
mals collected by lie trapping during fall 1974,
early summer and later summer 1975 sampling 
periods, repectiely, aere fron channelized 
areas Shrew and jumping mice were the most ad­
versely affected small mammals, the white-footed 
mouse (Peromyscus leucopus). the most abundant 
small mammals, recbered rapidly in the channel­
ized areas. No gross differences were observed 
between channelized 'and control (non-channel­
ized) sites for the furbearer and amphibians. The 
most drastic impact on wildlife-occurred at chan­
nelizedsites where streamside vegetation was the 
most extensively destroyed. (FWS) 
W78"O8155 
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CHANNEL EROSION IN SOUTHWESTERN 
LOUISIANA CANAL, 
California Univ., Los Angeles Dept. of Geog-
raphy. 
L. N. Doiron, and C. A. Whitehurst. 
Journal of the Waterway, Port. Coastal and Ocean 
Division, American Society of Civil Engineers. 
Vol 104, No WW2, Proceedings Paper 13772, p
201-213,-May 1978. 0 fig, 2 tab. 20 ref. 
Descriptorst -Bank erosion, -Aedal photographv, 
Banks, Canals, Channel morphology, Channels, 
Erosion, Scour, Inland waterways, Stream ero­
sion. Sediments, Suspended sediments, Vegeta-
tiun effects, Navigable waters. 'Tramasses. 
'Geologic processes. Tidal currents. 
Geomorphic processes active in the man-made 
Southwestern Lousiana Canal were studied with 
the aid of color infrared and multiband imagery 
aerial phiotography- and various field analysis
techniques. The enlargement and shoaling of the 
canal were investigated to determine their causes
and to quantify the rates of erosion and depositinad to qanify terate yof rtoia deotn 
in a man-made structure of hstorically known 
dimensions in the bi-direcitonal tidal flow regions 
ofan estuanneenvironmenL(Roberts-ISWSI 
W78-08298 
RS78-2-655
 
FLOODPLAIN DELINEATION USING AIR­
'CRAFT DATA.Perns. I.nt. St.,e ni.," U.. era Park Space 
Science and Engineering L-h 
D. L. Henninger, M. L. Stauffer, H.A. Weedcn, 

,ad G. W. Petersen. 

A5adable from the National Technical Inforna. 

.on Service. Springfield, VA 22161 as AD-A035 

2-9. Price codes A06 in paper copy. AOl it 

--.crofiche, ORSER-SSEL Technical Report 1-75, 

%lay1975.108 p. 33 fig4 tab, 47 ref. 4 append. 
Descriptors: *Flood plains, *Pennsylvania,
-Gconsorphology, !Aerial photography, 

*'apping,*Computer models, Soil types, Vegeta-

ston. Topography, Remote sensing. Electromag-

,euc waves, Temperature, Statistical analysis, 

Model studies, 'Susquehanna RivAr, 

Vultispectral scanner. 
this investigation was designed to determine if 
tIoodplain boundaries could be delineated by ap-
n'ing automatic comnuter processina techniques 
to aircraft-colIected multispectral scanner (MSS)
dJta. The critena used to distinguish floodplain 
from non-floodplan areas were natural indicators, 
such as differences in vegetation, moisture, and 
,ois. Then two test areas were along the West 
Branch of the SusquehannaRiver, one a forsted 
area, the other a bare soil agricultural area. A 
Hood plain Information Report and Soil Survey 
Reports Acre available from these areas. A con-
iauous floodplain line could not be delineated on 
:me basis of computer analysis of the aircraft-col-
a*cted MSS data. However. the computer anal)sis
,id'indicate a break between floodplam and non- 
floodplam within small areas. Due to the complex
topography and land cover, the results were less 
,'an desired. In general, the study indicated that 
elineatton of floodplains in complex areas using 
MSS data is not promising, given the state-of-ant 
!,rraft MSS data collection and analysis
technioues. (Lardner-ISWS) 
W78-07811 
MAPPING WETLANDS ON BEAVER 
FLOWAGES WITH 35.M PHOTOGRAPHY, 
Southern Illinois Univ -Carbondale Cooperative 
vldlife Research Lab. 
R. E. Kirby
Canadian Field-Naturalist. Vol 90, No 4, p 423. 
43t.October-December. 1976.3fig,3tab,24ref. 
Descriptors:- Mapping, *Photography. ORemote 
sensing. 'Wetlands, *Beavers, Maps, Vegetation, 
M ethodologI, Cover types, 'Minnesota, National 
forests. Chippewa National Foresl(Minn). 
Beaver flowages and associated wetlands on the 
Chippewa National Forest, north-central Min­
nesota. were photographed from the ground and 
from the open side indow of a small high-%.dng
monoplane. The 35-rmm High Speed Ektachrome 
transparencies obtained were used to map cover­
type association visible on the aerial photographs. 
Nearly vertical photographs were rectified by pro 
jecting the slides onto a base map consisting of en­
tria points located by plane-table survey. Maps
were prepared b% tracing recognizable stands of
vegetation in the rectified projection at the desired 
nap scale. Twenty-six cover-tipe associations 
'tere identified and napped on I0 study flowages 
in 1971 Comparative data from 10 flowages were 
collected sertall, throughout the entire open.ater 
season. This coter-mapping technique was 
economical and substituted for detailed ground 
surveys. (Stilhler-hMass)
W73-o9og7 
RS78-2-657 
USE OF EARTH SATELLITES FOR AUTOMA-
TION OF HIYDROLOGIC DATA COLLECTION,
Geological Survey, Reston, VA. Water Resources 
Div. 
R. W. Paulson 
In. Collection, Storage. Retrieval, and Publication 
of Water-Resources Data- Gological Survey Cir­
cular 756, p 8-14, 1978.2 fig. tab. 
Descriptors- 'Hydrologic data, *Data collections. 
-Remote sensing, -Telemetry, 'Remote control,
Analytical techniques, Planning, Network design.
Measurement, Automation. 'Battery-operated 
radic. 
The U.S Geological Survey is evaluating a 
recently developed earth-satellie technology that 
is expected to provide a cost-effective technique
forthea ulomalic collectton of data from hydrolog­
ic stations The technology, 'thich is referred to as 
sastellit Data Collection Systems (DCS), pravides 
an opportunity to collect data from inexpensive 
battery-operated radios located at literally tens of 
thousands of hydrologic stations distributed over 
national or continental areas The U S Geological
Survey ;s evaluag the DCS on three snes of 
earth satellites to forecast the costs and benefits of 
using earth satellite techno!ogy for, a national 
operational system for the automatic collection of 
hydrologc data. (See also W78-09323) (Woodard-
USGS) 
W78-09325 
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RS78-2-658 

SNOWMAPPING IN SOUTHERN NORWAY BY 
USE OF LANDSAT IMAGERY, 

Norsk aIst- for Vannforskning.'Blmidern. 

J Skorne 

Available from the National Technical Informa-
tion Service, Springfield, VA 22161 as N77-33572, 
Price codes A03 in paper copy, A01 i mticrofiche 
Report NASA CR 155031, May 25, 1977.25 p, 2 1  
fig, 2 tab. 
Descriptors: "Snow survey, "Norway, 6Snow 
cover. 'Remote sensing, Satellitea(Artifical). 
Snowntelt, Mapping. PreckpitontAtmospheric), 
Snowmapping, 'LANDSAT, *Areal hydrology.. 
LANDSAT-ramote sensing techniques were used 
to study tre, snowcover in four mountainous 
basin d sthearnNorway whi h represent four 
baiferns i mtolnoNica which rep t frourments,different climatological -'ondiions. Data from 
1975 and 1976 enabled the observation of one 
,complete mteltng season; observations cover the 
period of mad-May to the end of August1975. Sub' 
sequent runoff information is compared with the 
rate of decrease in areal extent of the snow cover 
in each-basin. LANDSAT imagery is well-suited 
for snowmnapping in mountainous Norway. There 
is an obvious correlation between the areal extent 
of snow cover and-the amountvof-water stored in 
the basins as snow. LANDSAT images and data 
are presented. (Seip-IPA) 

W78-0823g 

RS78-2-659
 
SATELLITE REMOTE SENSING STUDY OF 
THE TRANS-BOUNDARY MOEMENT OF 
POLLUTANTS, 
Envwonm.ental,Research Inst.,of Michigan. Ann 
Arbor. 
C. T. Wezernak, and D. R. Lyrcnga.
 
Available from the National'Technical Informa­
tion Service, Springfield, VA 22161 as PB-274 069,
 
Price codes: A03 in paper copy, AOl inmicrofiche.
 
'ReportNo EPA-600/3-77-056,'May, 1977. 17 p, 7
fig. 4 ref.R803671. 
Descriptors: 'Remote sensing, Sate[.
htes(Artificial), 'Suspended solids, 
*Phytoplanlton, Water circulation. 'Water quali­
ty, Sampling. *Monitoring, 'Pollutant-identifica­
lion. Chlorophyll. Secchi-disks. Turbidity, Sedi-
Surface waters, *Path of pollutants. EarthResources Tecllnology Satellite, LANDSAT, 
Le re, 'eh on Sae lation., 
Transparency, Phytoplankon blooms, Surface 
chlorphyll.
chlorophyll. 
Limited atalysis of ERTS (LANDSAT) data "of 
te western basin of Lake Erie an the southern 
pti ofae Huron was performed to depict
portion of Lake mon of ermes (as 
the large-scale movement of water masses (as 
manifested in terms of suspended solids) and to 
demonstrate the use of-ERTS-data in largelakes 
-monitoring Such data. recorded on computer 
compatible tapes, wereprocessed to dimplay sur­
face circulation features, surface suspended solids 
distribution, surface chlorophyll distribution, and. 
secchi disc transparency. Four broad ERTS 
(LANDSAT) bands (spanning the spectral range 
0.5 - 1.1 micrometer) offer a water.quality iea­
surements potential wh.ch is essentially restricted 
to suspended solids, turbidityrransparency, and 
the detection of phytoplankion blooms. Large 
variance in suspended sediment concentration 
constitutes -an interference in the processing of 
data to display chlorophyll levels, since ambigui. 
ties cannot be resolsed solely on the basis of 
LANDSAT data analysis, reference to ground 
truth measurements for calibration purposes is 
necessary: Data acquired from space and ship data 
are complimentary-ann neither can-substitute for 
the other. Large area coverage provided from 
space can serve to, provide unity to'data collected 
-by conventional point sampling and facilitate the 
interpretation ot data collected by conventional 
-methods A continuing program -of analysis of 
LANDSAT data for the tao study areas is recom­
mended. Repeat data under a variety of wind and 
lake-state conditions aould contribute signifi­
cantly to the information data ba e, facilitate m­
ter~retation of point sampled data. and aid in trend 
analysis. (Seip-IPA) 
W78-08239 
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ACCESSION NUMBER A78024388; 878017095
 
TITLE ICEBERG SOUNDING BY IMPULSE RADAR
 
AUTHORS ROSSITER, J.R.; GUSTAUTIS. K.A.
 
OqGANIZATIONAL SOURCE CENTRE FOR COLD OCEAN RESOURCES ENGNG.,
 
MEMORIAL UNIV. OF NEWFOUNDLAND, ST. JOHN'S,
 
NEWFOUNDLAND. CANADA
 
SOURCE 	 NATURE (GB) (NATUAS). VOL.271. NO.5640,
 
PP.48-50, 5 JAN. 1978, 8 REF.
 
DOCUMENT TYPE 	 U (dOURNAL); EX (EXPERIMENTAL)
 
LANGUAGE 	 ENGLISH
 
CATEGORY CODES 	 *3A9385; 3A921OR: 3A9240V: *367710D 386320
 
INDEX TERMS 	 OCEANOGRAPHIC TtCHNIQUES; ICE: RADAR
 
APPLICATIONS; RADAR MEASUREMENT
 
SUPPLEMENTARY TERMS 	 IMPULSE RADAR; TOTAL BULK; IRREGULAR SHAPE;
 
TWILLINGATE HARBOUR. NEWFOUNDLAND;
 
HELICOPTER: ICEBERG SOUNDING; ECHO: DRIFT
 
PREDICTION: BOMHZ; VHF: ICEBERG DRAFT;
 
AIRCRAFT BORNE INSTRUMENTATION
 
ABSTRACT KNOWLEDGE OF AN ICEBERG'S DRAFT IS ESSENTIAL
 
FOR ASSESSING ITS RISK TO UNDERWATER
 
INSTALLATIONS. IN PREDICTING ITS DRIFT. AND
 
FOR ESTIMATING ITS TOTAL BULK. BECAUSE OF THE
 
HIGHLY IRREGULAR SHAPE OF ICEBERGS. IT IS
 
IMPOSSIBLE TO ESTIMATE AN ICEBERG'S DRAFT
 
DIRECTLY FROM ITS ABOVE-WATER DIMENSIONS.
 
LARGE TABULAR ICEBERGS HAVE BEEN SOUNDED
 
USING RADIO TECHNIQUES. IT IS REPORTED THAT
 
ESTIMATES OF THE DRAFT OF IRREGULARLY-SHAPED
 
ICEBERGS CAN ALSO BE OBTAINED FROM THE AIR
 
QUICKLY AND ACCURATELY USING SHORT-PULSE
 
RADAR. A SMALL ICEBERG IN 	TWILLINGATE
 
HARBOUR. NEWFOUNDLAND WASL SOUNDED FROM A
 
HELICOPTER USING IMPULSE RADAR. ON 11 dUNE
 
1977. THE RESULT WAS VERIFIED BY SIMULTANEOUS
 
MEASUREMENT OF THE ICEBERG'S DRAFT USING
 
SIDE-SCAN SONAR.
 
RS78-2-661 
ID NO.- E1780752170 852170
 
ESTIMATION OF FRACTURES AND SLOPE STABILITY OF ROCK FACES
 
USING ANALYTICAL PHOTOGRAMMETRY.
 
AIlam. M. Mosaad
 
Topogr Surv. surv & Mapp Branch, Ottawa. Ont
 
Photoqrammetria v 34 n 3 May 1978 p 89-99 CODEN: PTGMAQ
 
DESCRIPTORS: -PHOTOGRAMMETRY. MINES AND MINING. GEOLOGICAL
 
SURVEYS.
 
CARD ALERT: 405. 481. 502, 742
 
The use of analytical methods of data mensuration and
 
processing of a stereophotogrammetric model of rock faces in
 
open-pit mines Provides a great variety of important
 
information to field geologists and mining engineers. The
 
measurement of the width of fractures and actual distances
 
between them are used to work out the geostructural model of
 
rocks as a basis for constructing the geological engineering

model. The provision of the necessary data for the analysis
 
of open-pit slopes using photogrammetric methods is described.
 
7 refs.
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RS78-2-662
 
ID NO.- E1780862363 862363
 
STUDY OF SUSPENDED SOLIDS IN THE REQUENA DAM BY REMOTE
 
SENSING.
 
Azuara, P. Ruiz; Hidalgo, L. Lemus
 
Univ Nac Auton de Mex, Mexico City

Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, Apr 25-29 1977. Pubi by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, 1977 p 495-50 CODEN: PISEDM
DESCRIPTORS: (*WATER ANALYSIS, *Remote Sensing), INFRARED
 
IMAGING, (PHOTOGRAMMETRY, Interpretation), (WATER POLLUTION,
 
Water Quality), AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY,
 
IDENTIFIERS: SUSPENDED SOLIDS
 
CARD ALERT: 445, 801, 742, 741
 
Remote sensing was applied to a preliminary study of
 
suspended solids in the Requena Dam waters in Tepeji del Rio,
 
Mexico. Aerial and terrestrial photographs were analyzed by
 
photointerpretation and microdensitometry. Field measurements
 
and sampling were also nfade. A relationship between ground
 
data for the concentration of suspended solids and the
 
transmissibil.ity of the aerial 'infrared film are suggested.
 
20 refs.
 
RS78-2-663
 
ID NO.- E1780859373 Y59373
 
REMOTE SENSING EXPLORATION FOR METALLIC MINERAL RESOURCES IN
 
CENTRAL BAJA CALIFORNIA.
 
Baker. Ralph N.
 
GE, Beltsville. Md
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. Pubi by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 683-691 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (-MINERAL EXPLORATION, -Remote Sensing), IMAGE
 
PROCESSING. GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS,
 
IDENTIFIERS: LANDSAT DATA.
 
CARD ALERT: 501. 723, 481, 741
 
Remote sensor data (primarily Landsat) was analyzed by

photogeologic and computer-assisted enhancement techniques to 
evaluate the metallic mineral potential of Baja California. 
Overlays were prepared at 1:1,000,000 and 1:500,000 and 
included known geoloqic relationships and mineral occurrences; 
lineament. drainage and structural patterns: tonal anomalies 
and IMAGE 100 enhancement . results. Computer-assisted
enhancement and classification of the test sites was Performed 
using General Electtic's IMAGE 100 system to identify subtle 
tonal anomalies thouqht related to mineralization using known 
sites as analysis guides. Mineral potential maps of Baja

California were generated from these analyses and the, ten
 
highest priority tarQets visited. Refs.
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ID NO.- E1780861402 861402
 
ESTIMATION OF SOIL MOISTURE WITH RADAR REMOTE SENSING.
 
Batlivala. Percy P.; Ulaby, Fawwaz T.
 
Univ of Kans Cent for Res, Inc. Lawrence
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ llth, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, Apt 25-29 1977. Pub] by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, 1977 p 1557-1566 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*SOILS, 'Moisture Determination), (REMOTE
 
SENSING, Environmental Applications), RADAR,
 
CARD ALERT: 483, 716, 821
 
The radar response to soil moisture content was investigated
 
using a truck-mounted 1-18 GHz Active Microwave Spectrometer
 
system. The sensitivity to soil moisture content and the
 
accuracy with which it could be estimated were evaluated for
 
both bare and vegetation-covered fields. Bare field
 
experiments were conducted to determine the optimum radar
 
parameters (frequency, angle Of incidence range and
 
polarization configuration) for minimizing the response to
 
surface roughness while retaining strong sensitivity to
 
moisture content. In the vegetation-covered case, the effects
 
of crop type, crop height and row direction relative to the
 
radar look direct were evaluated.
 
RS78-2-665
 
ID NO.- E1780970799 870799
 
REMOTE SENSING IMPROVES CONVENTIONAL SAMPLING PROCEDURES.
 
Bhutani. J. S.; Burton, J. S.; Cheremisinoff, P. N.
 
Mitre Corp
 
Water Sewaqe Works Ref No 1978 5 p between p 10B and 113
 
CODEN: WSIWAY
 
DESCR'IPTORS: ("WATER POLLUTION. *Control), (WATER SUPPLY,
 
Water Quality). WASTEWATER. REMOTE SENSING,
 
CARD ALERT: 446, 453, 732
 
Assessing the effectiveness of pollution controls on
 
municipal and ind.strial waste as well as determining the
 
extent of water quality deterioration, the authors discuss the
 
advantages and disadvantages of remote sensing. 10 refs.
 
RS78-2-666
 
ID NO.- E1780862432 862432
 
USE OF THERMAL-INFRARED IMAGERY IN GROUND-WATER
 
INVESTIGATIONS IN MONTANA.
 
Boettcher, A. d.; Haralick, R. M.
 
US Geol Surv, Helena, Mont
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, Apr 25-29 1977. Publ by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, 1977 p 1161-1170 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*WATER RESOURCES, *Remote Sensing), INFRARED
 
IMAGING. IMAGE PROCESSING,
 
CARD ALERT: 444. 7 1, 723
 
The technique was used to locate groundwater inflow along
 
three streams and one lake. The thermal scanner used in May
 
1972, March 1973. and November 1975 was mounted in a
 
twin-engined aircraft. On the 1973 and 1975 flights, the data 
were recorded in an analog format on magnetic tape in flight, 
later were converted to digital format, and were 
computer-processed using an assignment of patterns to indicate 
differences in water temperature. Output from the 
image-processing program was converted to a temperature map 
having an isotherm spacing of 0. 5 $degree$ . C. 
Computerization was found to be the most efficient method to
 
manipulate data from lakes, large rivers, and narrow sinuous
 
streams.
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ID NO.- EI780857836 857836
 
APPLICATIONS OF CONVENTIONAL AND ADVANCED TECHNIQUES FOR THE
 
INTERPRETATION OF LANDSAT 2 IMAGES FOR THE STUDY OF LINEARS IN
 
THE FRIULI EARTHQUAKE AREA.
 
Cardamone. P.: Lechi, G. M.: Cavallin. A.; Marino, C. M.1
 
Zanferrani. A.
 
CNR, Ist per 1a Geofis della Litosfera, Milano, Italy
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th, Univ of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor, Apr 25-29 1977. Pubil by Environ Res Inst of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 1337-1353 CODEN: PISEDM 
DESCRIPTORS: (*GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS, *Remote Sensing). 
EARTHQUAKES. 
IDENTIFIERS LANDSAT IMAGES 
CARD ALERT: 481, 716. 742. 744 
This work describes the resilts obtained in the study of 
linears derived from the analysis of Landsat 2 images recorded
 
over Friuli during 1975. Particular attention is devoted to
 
the comparison of several passes in different bands, scales
 
and photographic supports. Reference is made to aerial
 
photographic interpretation in selected sites and to the
 
information obtained by laser techniques.
 
RS78-2-668
 
I'D NO.- EI780862414 862414
 
GROUNDWATER STUDIES IN ARID AREAS IN EGYPT USING LANDSAT
 
SATELLITE IMAGES.
 
El Shazly. E. M.; Abdel Hady. M. A.; El Shazly, M. M.
 
At Energy Establ 8 Desert Inst. Cairo, Egypt
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ l1th, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, Apr 25-29 1977. Publ by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, 1977 p 1365-1374 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*WATER RESOURCES, *Groundwater), (REMOTE
 
SENSING, Environmental Applications), (GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS,
 
Remote Sensing),
 
IDENTIFIERS: LANOSAT IMAGERY
 
CARD ALERT: 444. 716, 742, 481
 
Various features are interpreted which have strong bearing
 
on groundwater in the arid environment. These include the
 
nature of geological and lithOlogic units, structural
 
lineaments. present and old drainage systems, distribution and
 
form of water pools. geomorphologic units, weathering surfaces
 
and other weathering phenomena, desert soils, and others.
 
Examples are discussed to illustrate the significance of
 
satellite image interpretation on the regional conditions of
 
groundwater which could be traced and interconnected over
 
several tens or even several hundreds of kilometers.
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ID NO.- E1780860834 860834
 
THREE APPROACHES TO THE CLASSIFICATION AND MAPPING OF INLAND
 
WETLANDS.
 
Gammon, Patricia T.; Malone, Donald; Brooks, Paul D.;
 
Carter, Virginia
 
US Geol Surv. Suffolk, Va
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th. Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. Apr .25-29 1977. Publ by Environ Res Iast of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 1545-1 55 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*REMOTE SENSING. "Environmental Applications),

MAPS AND MAPPING, WATER RESOURCES, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION,
 
CARD ALERT: 742. 716, 444
 
Three projects representing three approaches to the
 
classification and mapping of inland wetlands are discussed.
 
In the Dismal Swamp project, seasonal, color-infrared aerial
 
photographs and Landsat digital data were interpreted for a
 
detailed analysis of the vegetative communities in a large.

highly altered wetland. In western Tennessee, seasonal
 
high-altitude color-infrared aerial photographs provided the
 
hydroloqic and vegetative information needed to map inland
 
wetlands using a classification system developed for the
 
Tennessee Valley Reqion. In Florida. color-infrared aerial
 
photographs were analyzed to produce wetland maps using three
 
existing classification systems to evaluate the information
 
content and mappability of each system. Refs.
 
RS78-2-67o
 
ID NO.- E1780862407 862407
 
LANDSAT DIGITAL DATA FOR WATER POLLUTION AND WATER QUALITY
 
STUDIES IN SOUTHEPN SCANDINAVIA.
 
Heliden, Ulf: Akersten, Ingvar
 
Univ of Lund. Swed
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ l1th, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. Pub] by Environ Res Inst of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 875-884 CODEN: PISEOM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (-WATER POLLUTION. *Water Quality), (REMOTE

SENSING, Environmental Applications). IMAGE PROCESSING,
 
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES, Reflection),
 
IDENTIFIERS: LANDSAT-1 DATA, MULTISPECTRAL DIGITAL DATA
 
CARD ALERT: 453. 716, 723
 
Spectral diagrams, illustrating the spectral characteristics
 
of different water types, were constructed.by means of simple

statistical analysis of the various reflectance properties of
 
water areas in southern Scandinavia as registered by
 
LANOSAT-1. There were indications that water whose spectral

reproduction is dominated by chlorophyllous matter
 (phytoplankton) can be distinguished from water dominated by
 
non-chlorophyllous matter. Differences between lakes, as well
 
as the patchiness of individual lakes, concerning secchi disc
 
transparency could be visualized after classification and
 
reproduction in black and white and in color.
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ID NO.- E1780857838 857838
 
PROCEEDINGS -OF THE ANNUAL ENGINEERrNG GEOLOGY AND SOILS
 
ENGINEERING SYMPOSIUM. 15TH. -1977.
 
Humphrey.. C. B,. (Ed. )
 
Idaho Transo Dep. Div of Highw. Boise
 
Proc Annu En Geol Soils Eng Symp 15th, Idaho State Uniy.
 
Pocatello. Apr 6-8 1977. Publ by Idaho Transp Dep, Div of
 
Hiqhw, Borse. 1977 357 p CODEN: EGSSBT
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*GEOLOGY, *Engineering). SOILS. FOUNDATIONS.
 
SOIL MECHANICS. ROCK MECHANICS, LANDSLIDES,
 
IDENTIFIERS: GLACIAL 'CLAYS, SLOPE FAILURES. SLOPE STABILITY,
 
ROCK MASSES. GEOTECHNICAL STUDIES
 
CARD ALERT: 481. 483, 484. 406. 502
 
The Proceedings contains 22 paper presented at the
 
Symposium. Subjects covered i'nclude instability of glacial
 
clays, various landslide analyses, Pock slope stability­
evaluation, rock bolt system design. generalized thaw
 
settlement .of soil, application of remote sensing to slope
 
stability evaluation, test procedure and analysis of resilient
 
modulus for hiqhway soils, hydrocompacting soils, and others.
 
Selected papers are indexed separately.,
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ID NO.-, E1180857834 857834
 
INTEGRATION OF REMOTE SENSING AND SURFACE GEOPHYSICS 'IN,THE
 
DETECTION OF FAULTS.
 
Jackson. P. L.: Shuchman. R-. A.; Wagner, ,H.; Ruskey. F.
 
Environ ResfInst of Mich. Ann Arbor
 
Proc Int Symp Reiote Sensing Environ 11-th, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
.Arbor,. Apr 25-29 1977. Pub] by Environ Res Inst of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor, 1977 p 1137-1146 CODEN': PISEOM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (,GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS, *Remote Sensing),
 
GEOPHYSICS. (GEOLOGY. Tectonics).
 
IDENTIFIERS: GEOLOGICAL FAULTS
 
CARD ALERT: 481, 716, 742
 
Possible faults indicated by remote sensing can be quickly
 
confl'rmed by resistivity surveys. Anomalous resistivi-ty
 
values occur within the fault crush zone. In a sedimentary
 
region in Rio Blanca County, northwest Colorado, a fault zone
 
was inferred from- LANDSAT imagery. Subsequent resistivity
 
surveys indicated substant:ial resistivity highs associated
 
with the faults. Seismic data and the drill'ing ,of an
 
observation wel] confirmed the main fault.
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ID NO.- EI'780857833 857833
 
IMAGE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES -WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO ANALYSIS
 
'AND INTERPRETATION OF GEOLOGICAL FEATURES FROM LANDSAT
 
IMAGERY.
 
Kamat. 0. S.: Majumder. K. L.; Naik. S. D.: Swaminathan, V.
 
L.
 
Indian Space Res Organ. Ahmedabad
 
Proc Int Svmp Remote Sensing Environ 11th. Univ of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977 Publ-by Environ Res Inst of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 969-978 CODEN: PI-SEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS. *Remote Sensirfg), IMAGE
 
PROCESSING.
 
-IDENTIFIERS: LANDSAT IMAGERY, INTERPRETATION
 
CARD ALERT: 481. 716. 741
 
The principal component analysis enhances the contrast
 
existinq between the different cover types present in an 
imaqery. A procedure is presehted in this paper with regard 
to the determination of the principal components. The method 
is tested for a portion of the LANDSAT imagery Pertaining to 
Anantapur region of India. Another technique, using the 
concept of - nonlinear contrast stretching, is defined and 
developed, and carried out on the same imagery. The results 
are presented as photographs. An interpretation of the
 
geology of the region is derived from these photographs.
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REMOTE SENSING-AIDED SYSTEMS FOR SNOW QUANTIFICATION.
 
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION ESTIMATION, AND THEIR APPLICATION IN
 
HYDROLOGIC MODELS.
 
Khorram. Siamak
 
Univ of CaJ if. Space SOl Lab. Berkeley
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th. Univ of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. Pub] by Environ Res Inst of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 795-80 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*HYDROLOGY. *Remote Sensing), SNOW AND
 
SNOWFALL, (WATER RESOURCES. Evapotranspiration),
 
IDENTIFIERS: WATER YIELD MODELS
 
CARD ALERT: 444. 471. 443
 
The paper discusses the design of general remote
 
sensing-aided methodologies to provide the estimates of
 
several important inputs to water yield forecast models.
 
These input parameters ape snow areal -extent, snow water
 
content, and evapotranspiration. The general approach
 
involves a stepwise sequence of identification of the required
 
information, sample design, measurement/estimation, and
 
evaluation of results. All the relevant and available
 
information types needed in the estimation process are being
 
defined. These include Landsat, meteorological satellite, and
 
aircraft imagery, topographic and geologic data, ground truth
 
data. -and crimatic data from ground stations. A
 
cost-effective multistage sampling approach is being employed
 
in quantification of all the required parameters. The physical
 
and statistical models for both snow- quantification and
 
evapotranspiration estimation are developed. These models
 
utilize the information obtained by aerial and ground data
 
through appropriate statistical sampling design. Refs.
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QUANTIFICATION OF SOIL MAPPING BY DIGITAL ANALYSIS OF
 
LANDSAT DATA.
 
Kirschner, F. R.: Sinclair, H. R.; Weismiller, r. A.;
 
Kaminsky. S. A.; Hinzel, E. J.
 
Purdue Univ. West Lafayette, Indiana
 
PrOC Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor,.Apr 25-29 1977. Publ by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, 1977 p 1567-1 73 CODEN: PISEI
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*SOILS, *Surveys), MAPS AND MAPPING, .(REMOTE
 
SENSING. Environmental Applications), (IMAGE PROCESSING,
 
Analysis),
 
IDENTIFIERS: LANDSAT DATA
 
CARD ALERT: 483. 723, 741, 821
 
Landsat multispectral scanner data collected on dune 9 1973
 
was used to prepare a spectral soil map for a 430-hectare area
 
in Clinton County. Indiana. Fifteen spectral classes were
 
defined. representing 12 soil and 3 vegetation classes, the
 
12 soil classes were grouped into 4 moisture regimes based
 
upon their spectral responses: the 3 vegetation classes were
 
grouped into one all-inclusive class. Using these groupings,
 
the spectral map was compared to a conventionally prepared
 
soil map. Three mapping units were investigated in detail.
 
Results indicate that-the percentage of soil mapping unit
 
inclusions can be readily ascertained according to their soil
 
moisture regimes and that soil complexes can be easily
 
quantified.
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RS78-2-'676
 
ID NO.- E1780861403 861403
 
PASSIVE MICROWAVEREMOTE SENSING OF SOIL MOrSTURE
 
Kondratyev, ,K. Ya.: Me]entyev. V. V.: RabinoviCh, Yu. I.;
 
Shulgina. E. M.
 
Leningrad Univ, Inst of Phys, USSR
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ Jlth, Uni.v of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, Apr 25-29 1977. Pub) by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 164-1-1661 CODEN': PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (-SOILS, -Moisture Determination), (REMOTE
 
SENSING, Environmental Applications). MICROWAVE MEASUREMENTS,
 
CARD ALERT: 483, 716, 821
 
The paper summar-izes the work accomplished in the Voyeykov

Main Geophysical Observatory, U. S. S. R. , on passive 
microwave remote sensing of soil moisture. The theory and 
calculations of microwave emission from the medium with 
depth-dependent physical properties are discussed; the 
possibil-ity of determining vertical profiles of temperature 
and humidity is considered: laboratory and aircraft 
measurements of ,soil moisture are described; 'the technique 
for, determiining the productive-moisture content in soil, and 
the results of aircraft measurements are given. 18 refs.
 
RS78-2-677
 
ID NO.- E1780750326 850326
 
DISTRIBUTION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF ROCK GLACIERS IN THE
 
SOUTHERN PART OF JASPER NATIONAL PARK. ALBERTA.
 
Luckman. B. H.: Crockett. K. J.
 
Univ nf west Ont.-London
 
Can U Earth Soi v 15 n 4 Apr 1978 p 540-550 CODEN: CdESAP
 
DESCRIPTORS: (-GLACI'ERS. 'Alberta).. (GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS.
 
Alberta). (AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, Albertal,
 
IDENTIFIERS: ROCK GLACIERS
 
CARD ALERT: 443. 444. 481. 742
 
One hundred and nineteen rock glaciers were indentified in
 
an aerial photograph inventory of 4632 km**2 in Jasper
 
National Park. Alberta. Morpholoqical subdivision indicated 33
 
lobate. 76 tongue-shaped and 10 spatulate rock glaciers. 
whereas a Sleft double quotes cqenetic Sright double quoteS 
classifTcation identified 65 - Sleft double quotes glacial 
Sright double quoteS (ice-cored) and 54 Sright double quotes 
non-glacial Sriqht double quotes (ice-cemented) rock
 
glaciers. Head elevations of the glacial group (mean 2318 m)
 
are siqnificantly higher than the non-qlacial group (mean 2256
 
m). The total elevation range of rock glaciers is 1710-2670
 
m. Preliminary data suggest most rock glacier activity
 
pre-dates the Little Ice Aqe and the oldest phases probably
 
occurred between 6600 and 9000 BP. 37 refs.
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RS78-2-678
 
ID NO.- E1780858701 858701
 
APPLICATION OF COLOR DENSITY ENHANCEMENT OF AERIAL
 
PHOTOGRAPHY TO THE STUDY OF SLOPE STABILITY.
 
McKean. J. A.; Johnson, R. B.: Maxwell, E. L.
 
Colo State Univ. Fort Collins
 
Proc Annu Eno Geol Soils Eng Symp 15th, Idaho State Univ.
 
Pocatello. Apr 6-8 1977. Pubi by Idaho Transp Dep. Div of
 
Highw, Boise. 1977 p 199-216 CODEN: EGSSBT
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*LANDSLIDES. *Remote Sensing). (AERIAL
 
PHOTOGRAPHY. Infrared Radiation). (SOILS. Stability).
 
IDENTIFIERS: SLOPE STABILITY. COLOR DENSITY SLICING
 
CARD ALERT: 483. 484, 742
 
The basis for the work discussed in the paper is the premise
 
that incipient failure in a slope manifests itself at the
 
surface very early in the failure process by a change in soil
 
moisture. This moisture anomaly in turn will cause a
 
vegetation growth change. Both the soil moisture and
 
veqetation vigor changes will result in spectral reflectances
 
that are different than surrounding areas, and these
 
differences may be seen as density and color anomalies on
 
Color-infrared aerial photography. The density anomalies are
 
best detected by a color density slicer with its color-encoded
 
presentation. An area in north-central Colorado was chosen to
 
assess this procedure. Results of its application to existing
 
landslides ahd to potentially unstable slopes are reported.
 
RS78-2-679
 
ID NO.- E1780862412 862412
 
WATER RESOURCES BY SATELLITE.
 
McKim. Harlan L.
 
Mil Enq v 70 n 455 May-dun 1978 p 164-169 CODEN: MILEAJ
 
DESCRIPTORS: (tWATER RESOURCES. *Exploration). (SATELLITES.
 
Geodetic). HYDROLOGY. TELEMETERING,
 
CARD ALERT: 444. 471, 655
 
The author shows that the Landsat MSS imagery in many
 
instances can provide timely and cost-effective information on
 
water resources, especially in remote areas. The collection
 
relay system has been field tested and the accuracy and
 
precision of 
favorably with 
the 
th
telemetered 
ose obtained 
ground 
using 
sensor 
conven
data 
tional 
compare 
field 
procedures. 
RS78-2-680
 
ID NO.- E1780750235 850235
 
ASPECTS OF PHOTOGEOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION OF SOKLI
 
CARBONATITE MASSIF.
 
Paarma. H.: Vartiainen. H.: Penninkilampi. J.
 
Rautaruukki Oy. Oulu. Finl
 
Prospect in areas of glaciated terrain. 3rd. Symp. Pap
 
presented at Svmp held at Tech Univ. Helsinki. Fin]. Aug 15-17
 
1977 Pub] by Inst of Min and Metall. London. Engl, 1977 p
 
25-29
 
DESCRIPTORS: (-GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS. *Finland), (ORE DEPOSITS,
 
Exploration). (MINERAL EXPLORATION. F'nland). (AERIAL
 
PHOTOGRAPHY. Infrared Radiation).
 
CARD ALERT: 481. 504. 501. 742
 
The Sokli carbonatite massif lies In Finnish Lapland north
 
of latitude 67 near the Soviet border. AS the area is part of
 
an ice divide reqion, there has been little glacial erosion
 
transport. The Sokli massif and its immediate surroundings
 
form an exceptionally good test area for photogeological
 
interpretation. In this study, the photographic data of the
 
infrared color pictures of the Sokli area were simplified by
 
photomechanical means in two staqes. First. the-near-infrared
 
part of the film was filtered out from the photoqraphs. In
 
the second stage. Pictorial data that corresponded to a
 
certain narrow anqle 4ere screened out by laser directional
 
filterinq. These data were used in the interpretation. 

refs.
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RS78-2-681
 
ID NO.- E1780858340 858340
 
RECENT ADVANCES IN THE APPLICATION OF THERMAL INFRARED
 
SCANNING TO GEOLOGICAL AND HYDROLOGICAL STUDIES.
 
Pratt. David A.': El-lyett, Clif C.: McLauchlan, Errol C.:
 
McNabb, Peter
 
,Univ of Newcastle. Aust
 
Remote Sensing Environ v 7 n 2 Apr 1978 p 177-184 CODEN:
 
RSEEA7
 
DESCRIPTORS: *INFRARED IMAGING, (GEOLOGY-, Remote Sensingi.
 
CARD ALERT: 405. 4 4. 471, 481, 741. 742
 
Description of recent advances in the development of thermal
 
scanner technology, data processing techniques and theoretical
 
simulation of field applications at the University of
 
Newcastle. These developments have improved 'the potential of
 
this method for practical field studies in geology and
 
hydpoloqy in the Australian environment. Improvements in
 
technology have enabled the ,signal output of the scanner to be
 
stabilized and calibrated by the use of internal, black-body
 
temperature reference sources, prior to recording on magnetic
 
tape., These improvements have opened a new dimension for the
 
analysis and-processing of thermal scanner data. Both analog
 
and digital processing methods are used for analysis and
 
presentation. The application of thermal scanning -to
 
Australian Geological. Hydrogeological and Hydrological
 
problems is discussed. 3 refs.
 
RS78-2-682
 
ID NO.- E1780969613 869613
 
REMOTE SENSING: SNOW MONITORING TOOL FOR TODAY AND TOMORROW.
 
Rango. Albert
 
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Cent, Greenbelt, Md
 
Proc West Snow Conf 45th Annu Meet, Albuquerque, NM, Apr
 
18-21 1977. Publ by West Snow Conf, Spokane, Wash, 1977 p
 
75-81 CODEN: -PWSCA9
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*SNOW AND SNOWFALL, *Moni'toring), REMOTE
 
SENSING.
 
CARD ALERT: 443, 732
 
Remote sensing has been described as -the measurement or
 
acquisition of information on some property of an object (in
 
this case snow), by a recording device-not in physical contact
 
with the object under study. This can include the use of
 
spacecraft -as well as instruments mountedon $left double
 
quotes cherry-pickers $right double quotes above the snow
 
surface. Various types of remote sensing are now available or
 
will be irn the future for snowpack monitoring. Aircraft
 
reconnaissance is now used in a conventional manner by various
 
water resources agencies to obtain information on snowlines,
 
depth, and melting of the snowpack for forecasting purposes.
 
The use of earth resources satellites for mapping snowdovered
 
area, snowlines, and changes in snowcover during the 'Spring
 
has increased during the last five years. Gamma ray aircraft
 
flights, although confined to an extremely low alti-tude,
 
provide a means for obtaining valuable information on snow
 
water equivalent. The most recently developing remote sensing
 
technology for snow, namely. microwave monitoring, has
 
provided initial results that may eventual-ly allow us to infer
 
snow water equivalent or depth, snow wetness, and the
 
hydrologic condition of the underlying soil. 7 refs.
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RS78-2-683
 
ID NO.- E1780860792 860792
 
UTILITY OF SHORT WAVELENGTH ( Sless than$ 1 MM) REMOTE
 
SENSING TECHNIQUES FOR THE MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT OF
 
HYDROLOGIC PARAMETERS.
 
Rango. A.: Salomonson. V.
 
NASA, Goddard Space Flight Cent. Greenbelt. Md
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th. Univ of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. Publ by Environ Res Inst of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor- 197-7-p 55-66 CODEN: PISEOM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*REMOTE SENSING, *Environmental Applicatidns),
 
HYDROLOGY. (WATER RESOURCES, Management), INFRARED IMAGING.
 
PHOTOGRAMMETRY.
 
CARD ALERT: 741. 444, 471. 742
 
Considerable effort accompanied by significant progress has
 
occurred in the last several years in applying visible and
 
infraced remote sensing measurement to water resources
 
management needs. Programs have empoyed a study and
 
development approach involving information content and
 
modell'inq research utilizing a property phased mix of remote
 
sensing platforms and approaches involving ground-based
 
research and observations from aircraft and spacecraft. The
 
major areas where the needs of water resources management are
 
being met.:nvolve the mapping and monitoring of snowcovered
 
areas, hydrologic landuse, and surface water area. In the
 
case of snowcovered area mapping the transfer of technology
 
process is now being accomplished in the Western United States
 
in a cooperative effort involving 6 federal agencies and 3
 
state agencies along with the National Aeronautics and Space
 
Administration (NASA). A new collaborat-ive effort of the U.
 
S. Army Corps of Engineers and NASA involves the mapping of
 
landuse by Landsat and 1.ts use in hydrologic engineering
 
watershed models employed in flood control/waterworkS
 
planning, design, and manaqement. Refs.
 
RS78-2-684
 
ID NO.- E1780857876 857876
 
GLACIER SURVEYS IN BRITISH COLUMBIA SEM DASH$ 1972.
 
Reid, I. A.: Charbonneau. J. 0. G.
 
Env ron Can. Water Resourc Branch, Ottawa. Ont
 
Can Inland Waters Branch Rep Ser n 54 1978 20 p - CODEN:
 
CIWRA3
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*GLACIERS, *Mappinq), (WATER RESOURCES.
 
Replenishment). (PHOTOGRAMMETRY. Hydraulics Applications).
 
STREAM FLOW.
 
CARD ALERT: 443. 444. 481. 631. 742
 
The authors show that followinq adoption of photogrammetric
 
survey technicues, the glacier surveys have evolved to the
 
extent that it is now feasible to produce a series of maps
 
from which the linear, areal, directional and volumetric
 
changes can be determined. The surveys have revealed that the
 
glaciers, in general. are becoming Smaller in size: hence the
 
regulating effect on streamflow is diminishing. 8 refs.
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RS78-2-685
 
ID NO.- E1780858230 .858230
 
AUTOMATED IMAGE PROCESSING OF LANDSAT 1I DIGITAL DATA FOR
 
WAT-ERSHED RUNOFF PREDICTION.
 
Sasso. Robert R.; Jensen. John R.; Estes. John 'E.

Univ of Calif, Santa Barbara
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ'11th. Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, Apr 25-29 1977. Publ by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, 1977 p 591-599 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS! (*HYOROLOGY. *Remote Sensing), IMAGE PROCESSING
 
_RUNOFF. (WATERSHEDS, Mathematical Models).,

CARD ALERT: 444. 471. 723
 
The U. S. Soil Conservation Service (SOS) model 'for
 
watershed runoff prediction uses Soil and land 'cover
 
information as its major drivers. 
 Kern County Water Agency is
implementing the SOS model to predict runoff for 10,400 
km**2

of mountainbus waterthed in Kern 
County. California. The
 
Remote Sensing Unit. iUniversilty of California, Santa Barbara
 
was commissioned by KCWA to conduct a 
230 km**2 feasibility
 
study in the Lake Isabella. California region to evaluate,

remote sensing methodologies which could be ultimately

extrapolate, to the entire 10,400 kmin2 Kern County 
watershed.
 
Digttal results 
 indicate that di'gital image processing of
 
Landsat II data will provide usable .land cover .reuired by

KCWA for inputto the SCS runoff model.
 
RS78-2-686
 
ID NO.- E1780861346 861L346
 
MICROWAVE MULTISPECTRAL INVESTIGATIONS OF SNOW.
 
Schanda. E.: Hofep. .R.
 
Univ of Serne. Switz
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th. Univ of Mich. Ann
Arbor, Apr 25-29 1977. Pub by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, 1977 p 601-607 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*SNOW AND SNOWFALL, *Remote Sensing),

RADIOME-TERS,
 
IDENTIFIERS: MULTISPECTRAL SCANNERS
 
CARD ALERT: 443, 716
 
A long-term observational program on the microwave emission

and scatter behavior under controlled-conditions has been
 
started at a high-altitude alpine test site. All stages of
development of -the snow-cover during the whole 
season are
 
under investigation, The purpose of this study is to achieve
 
the required knowledge on the microwave radiative properties

of snow for the optimization of the mibrowave bAyloads of air­
and space-borne snow sensors 
and for the interpretation of
large-scale snow maps obtained by these sensors. 
 Preliminary

results of the first month of investigation obtained with the
 
radiometers are presented.
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RS78-2-687 
ID NO.- E178096889
7 868897
 
INTERACTIVE LAKE SURVEY pROGRAM.
 
Smith. Andree Yvonne; Addington. John D.
 
JPL. Calif Inst of Technol, Pasadena
 
of Digital Image Process, at
SPIE Semin Proc v 119; AppI 

1977.
the Int Opt Comput Conf, San Diego, Calif, Aug 25-26 

Publ by SPIE (IEEE Cat n 77CH1265-8C (vol 2)), Bellingham,
 
Wash, 1977 p 21-27 CODEN: SPIECJ
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*RENMTE SENSING, -Environmental Applications),
 
LAKES, IMAGE PROCESSING. WATER RESOURCES,
 
CARD ALERT: 405, 4 4. 741, 742
 
The need exists to find a means of rapidly assessing the
 
trophic state of water bodies which would make it economically
 
feasible to operate extensive systematic surveillance programs
 
of the water resources in the United States. Airborne
 
multispectral sensors show promise as a means of monitoring
 
these resources on a continuous basis. The Image Processing
 
Laboratory at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (dPL) in
 
conjunction with the Environmental Protection Agency has been
 
involved in water quality studies for the past five years.
 
During this time the primary aim has been to demonstrate the
 
feasibility of applying remotely sensed data to water quality
 
assessment. The experience and technology developed at dPL
 
has been coalesced into an interactive lake survey program. 5
 
refs.
 
RS78-2-688
 
ID NO.- E1780859365 859365
 
USE OF LANDSAT-1 IMAGERY IN EXPLORATION FOR KEWEENAWAN-TYPE
 
COPPER DEPOSITS.
 
Smith. Raymond E.; Green. A. A.; Robinson, G.; Honey, F. R.
 
CSIRO. Wembley, Aust
 
Remote Sensing Environ v 7 n 2 Apr 1978 p 129-144 CODEN:
 
RSEEA7
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*MINERAL EXPLORATION, *Australia), (COPPER
 
DEPOSITS, Australia), REMOTE SENSING,
 
CARD ALERT: 405, 501. 504, 742
 
LANDSAT-1 imagery is used to detect and map hydrothermally
 
altered flow tops in a sequence of basic lavas in the
 
Hamersley Basin, Western Australia. The altered flow tops
 
form targets one or more two km wide due to shallow dips ir
 
the region and may be up to 50 km or more in length. The true
 
thickness of the dipping altered layers vary from less than 5
 
meters up to about 30 meters. Associations of quartz, albite,
 
chlorite, pumpellyite and, in some places, epidote
 
Characterize the alteration. Topographic problems apparent ir
 
this imagery were partly overcome by rationing MSS band S over
 
band 7, interpretinq the product as a black and white print at
 
1:250,000 scale. Computer classification trials block out
 
part of the control area and in places show an improvement in
 
discrimination over the other displays. 14 refs.
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RS78-2-689
 
ID NO.- E1780970845 870845
 
SELECTING RECONNAISSANCE STRATEGI'ES FOR rLOODPLAIN SURVEYS.
 
Sollers. Scott C.; Rango, Albert; Henninger, Donald L.
 
US Army Corps of Eng, 'San Francisco, Calif
 
Water Resour Bull v 14 n 2 Apr 1978 p 359-373 CODEN:
 
WARBAQ
 
DESCRIPTORS: (,WATER RESOURCES. ;Research). REMOTE SENSING.
 
WATER SUPPLY,
 
IDENT-ITFIERS: FLOODPLAIN SURVEYS
 
CARD ALERT: 444. .446, 732
 
Multispectral aircraft and satellite data over the Wes't
 
Branch of the Susquehanna River were analyzed to evaluate
 
potential contributions fo remote sensing to floodplain
 
surveys. Multispectral digital classifications of land cover
 
features indicative of floodplain areas were used by
 
interpreters to locate var'ious floodprone area boundaries.
 
The boundaries thus obtained were found to, be more sti-king and
 
continuous in the Landsat data than i-n the low a'ltitude
 
aircraft data. The digital approach permitted satellite
 
results to be disp-layed at 1:24,000 scale and aircraft results
 
at even larger scales. Results indicate that remote sensing
 
.techniques can delineate floodprone areas more easily in
 
agricultural and limited development areas than in areas
 
Coveredby h heavy forest canopy. 34 refs.
 
RS78-2-690
 
ID NO.- E1780753554 853554
 
SNOWFIELD ASSESSMENT FROM, LANOSAT.
 
Thomas. I. L.: Ching, N. P.; Lewis. A. d.
 
Dep of Sci & Ina Res. Lower Hutt, NZ
 
Photoqramm Eng Remote Sensinq v 44 n-4 Apr 1978 p 493-502
 
CODEN: PERSDV
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*SNOW AND SNOWFALL. *Measurements). REMOTE
 
SENSING.
 
CARD ALERT: 405. 443, 644. 742
 
The Potential .use of Landsat MSS data for routine monitoring
 
of the area and condition of a snowfield is explored. Area
 
measurements are readily possible from both the photographic
 
product and the CCT data. The CCT data also may reveal
 
variations in snow density and/or moisture content,, and have a
 
spatial resolution equal to, or better than. the-photographic
 
product. A nonsubiective analysis technique based on the CCT
 
data product is advanced and is used, together with
 
isodensitometric techniques applied to the photographic
 
product. in this snowfield assessment. This study
 
demonstrates the Landsat MSS data have the potential for
 
contributing to rapid assessment and management of snowfiela
 
resources, especially if Pepeti'tive satellite coverage is
 
obtained. 5 refs,
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RS78-2-691
 
ID NO.- E1780859371 859371
 
AIRBORNE EXPLORATION: KEEPING IT COST-EFFECTIVE.
 
Tipper. Derek B.: Macdonald. Duncan D.
 
Huntinq Geol & Geophys Ltd, Boreham Wood, Engl
 
Min Equip Int v 2 n 4 May 1978 p 15-19 CODEN: MEQ!DV
 
DESCRIPTORS: (-MINERAL EXPLORATION, *Instruments),
 
SATELLITES, Photography). SPECTROMETERS. GAMMA RAY,
 
GEOPHYSICS. Electromagnetic),
 
CARD ALERT: 501. 655, 944, 942
 
Airborne geophysical exploration is fulfilling a major role
 
in searching the-more remote areas and increasing depths below
 
the earth's surface SEM DASH$ the estimated 2 million line km
 
flown annually for mineral-search programs worldwide. To help
 
choose airborne exploration instrumentation and methods for
 
greatest cost effectiveness, the best uses of aeromagnetics.
 
gamma ray spectrometry. and electromagnetrometry are
 
highlighted. Ancillary equipment that can markedly improve
 
survey efficiency is also discussed.
 
RS78-2-692
 
ID NO.- E1780860836 860836
 
MICROWAVE REMOTE SENSING OF HYDROLOGIC PARAMETERS,
 
Ulaby, Fawwaz T.
 
Univ of Kans Cent for Res. Inc. Lawrence
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ l1th, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. Pub) by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 67-86 CODEN: PISEOM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (-REMOTE SENSING. *Microwaves). HYDROLOGY,
 
RADIOMETERS. Applications). (RADAR, Measurement Application),
 
CARD ALERT: 716, 444. 471, 711
 
A perspective on the implementation of microwave sensors in
 
future airborne and spaceborne observations of hydrologic
 
parameters is presented. Therationale is based on a review
 
of the status and future trends of active (radar) and passive
 
(radiometer) microwave research -as applied to the remote
 
sensing of soil moisture content, snowpack water equivalent,
 
freeze/thaw boundaries, take ice thickness, surface water
 
area, and the specification of watershed runoff coefficients.
 
Included are analyses and observations based on data acquired

from ground based, airborne "and spaceborne platforms and an
 
evaluation of advantages and limitations of microwave sensors.
 
46 refs.
 
RS78-2-693
 
ID NO.- E1780862404 862404
 
DETECTION, IDENTIFICATION, AND QUANTIFICATION TECHNIQUES FOR
 
SPILLS OF HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS.
 
Washburn. d. F.; Sandness, G. A.
 
Battelle Pac Northwest Lab, Richland, Wash
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, Apr 25-29 1977. PubI by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, 1977 p 1629-1 35 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*WATER POLLUTION, *Remote Sensing), (HAZARDOUS
 
MATERIALS, Spills),
 
CARD ALERT: 453, 716, 741, 742
 
The paper reports on a study that evaluated' the first 400
 
Chemicals listed in the Coast Guard's Chemical Hazards
 
Response Information System handbook with respect to their
 
detectability, identifiability, and quantifiability by 12
 
generalized remote and in situ sensing techniques and some of
 
the pollution sensing instruments that are currently available
 
or which could reasonably be expected to be available within
 
the next few years. In addition, it identifies some of the
 
key areas in the technology of water pollution sensing in
 
which additional research and development efforts are needed.
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RS78-2-694
 
ID NO.- E1780969609 869609
 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE WESTERN SNOW CONFERENCE. 45TH. 1977.
 
Washichek. Jack N. (Ed. )
 
Proc West Snow Conf 45th Annu Meet. Albuquerque, NM, Apr
 
18-21 1977. Pubi by West Snow Conf, Spokane, Wash, 1977 114 p
 
CODEN: PWSCA9
 
DESCRIPTORS: (-SNOW AND SNOWFALL, *Avalanches and Slides),
 
METEOROLOGY. ,Weather Modification),
 
CARD ALERT: 443
 
15 papers by various authors were presented at this snow
 
conference. The papers covered the fol lowing areas: snow
 
avalanches and-slides SEM DASHS warning programs, zoning,
 
acoustic emissions investigation; weather modification;
 
stream flow predictions, value of water supply for casts to
 
irrigated agriculture; microwave and remote sensing used for
 
snow monitorinq; and application of aerial and satel-lite snow
 
mapping techniques. Selected papers were abstracted
 
separately.
 
RS78-2-695
 
ID NO.--EI780860817 860817
 
MULTIDATE MAPPING OF MOSQUITO HABITAT.
 
Woodzick, Thomas L.; Maxwell. Eugene L.
 
Colo State Univ, Fort Collins
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th. Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, Apr 25-29 1977. Pub] by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, 1977 p 979-989 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (,*REMOTE SENSING, -Environmental Applicatilons),
 
(MAPS AND MAPPING, Imaging Techniques).
 
IDENTIFIERS: LANDSAT DATA, GROUND COVER CLASSIFICATION
 
CARD ALERT: 716, 4U5, 741
 
LANDSAT data from three overpasses in 1975 Formed the data
 
base for a multidate classification of 15 ground cover
 
categories, in the margins of Lewis and Clark Lake. a fresh
 
water impoundment between South Dakota and Nebraska. When
 
scaled to match topographic maps of the area, the ground cover
 
classification maps were used as a general indicator of
 
potential mosquito-breeding habitat by distinguishing
 
Productive wetlands areas from non-productive non-wetlands
 
areas. A breeding potential depending on wetland
 
classification was assigned to each class vis-a-vis the
 
preferred breeding habitat of Cluex tarsalis, a permanent pool
 
species and Aedes vexans, a floodwater species. The 12
 
channel multidate classification was found to have an accuracy
 
23% higher than the average of the three single date 4 channel
 
classifications. Refs.
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RS78-2-696
 
Attempt at Correlating Italian Long Lineaments from Landsat-l
 
Satellite ImaQes with Some Geological Phenomena. Possible Use
 
in Geothermal Energy Research
 
Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche. Pisa (Italy). Inst.
 
Internazionale per le Ricerche Geotermiche. (1978560)
 
AUTHOR: Barbier. E.: Fanelli. M.
 
E072201 Fld: BI. 48A. 97P GRA17808
 
1975 so
 
Monitor: 18
 
NASA earth resources surveV symposium. Houston. Texas. USA.
 
Jun 1975.
 
U.S. Sales Only.
 
Abstract: By utilizing the images from the American satellite
 
LANDSAT-1. in the spectral band 0.8 to 1.1 micrometers (near
 
infrared), a photomosaic was obtained of Italian territory.
 
From this mosaic the field of long lineaments was drawn.
 
corresponding to fractures of the earth's crust more than 100
 
km long. The authors have therefore verified the relationship
 
between lineaments. hot springs. volcanic areas and earthquake
 
epicenters. There is a clear connection between long
 
lineaments and hot springs: 78% of the springs are located on
 
one or more lineaments, and the existence of ''hot
 
lineaments'' was observed, A slightly weaker, but still
 
significant. connection exists betw6en the Pliocene-Quaternary
 
volcanic areas and long lineaments. The relationship between
 
earthquakes and long lineaments can only be verified in some
 
cases. The lineaments which can be related to earthquakes have
 
little or no connection with the other phenomena. Results
 
obtained by the authors could widen the possibility of using
 
satellite images in the field of applied research. (ERA
 
citation 03:008240)
 
Descriptors: *Geologic structures, *Hot springs, *Italy.
 
Aerial prospecting. Correlations, Earthquakes, Satellites.
 
Volcanic regions
 
Identifiers: ERDA/150301, Italy. Remote sensing. LANDSAT 1
 
satellite. Geological faults. Geothermal prospecting. Near
 
infrared radiation. Infrared detection. NTISDEE
 
CONF-7506170-1 NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF AOl
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RS78-2-697
 
Permafrost. Part t. General Studies (Citations from the NTIS
 
Data Base)
 
National Technical Information Service. Springfield. Va.
 
391 812)
 
Rept. for 1964-dan 78
 
AUTHOR: Brown. Robena J.
 
E0685G4 Fld: BL. 6F, 8H. 48H*. 5OD* . 86W GRAI7808
 
Feb 78 17 3p*
 
Moni'tor: 18
 
Supersedes NTIS/PS-77/0071. NTIS/PS-76/OO69. and NTIS/PS-75/t­
97. See also NTIS/PS-78/OO88.
 
Abstract: The biblioqraphy of Federally-funded research covers
 
permafrost studies not related to structural engineering or
 
construction. Vegetation, hydrology, frost heave, remote
 
sensing, geoloqicai surveys, and erosion control measures are
 
cited. (This updated bibliography contains 168 abstracts, $7
 
of which are new entries to the previous edition.)
 
Descriptors: *Permafrost, *Bibliographies. Vegetation, Reviews
 
* Hydrology. Frost heave, Remote sensing, Geological surveys.
 
Soils. Ecology, Frozen soils. Pipelines. Tundra. Muskeg.
 
Pollution, Drainage. Arctic regions, Abstracts
 
Identifiers: NTISNTISEN
 
NTIS/PS-78/0086/SST NTIS Prices: PC NO1/MF NOI
 
RS78-2-698
 
On Multidisciplinary Research on the Application of Remote
 
Sensing to Water Resources Problems
 
Wisconsin Univ.. Madison. ,Inst. for Environmental
 
Studies.*National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
 
Washington. D.C.
 
Progress rept. 1976-77
 
AUTHOR: Clapp. dames L.
 
E0583G3 Fd: 936 d7807
 
1977 381p
 
Grant: NGL-50-002-127
 
Monitor: NASA'CR-155253
 
Original contains color imagery. Original photography may be
 
purchased from the EROS Data Center. Sioux Falls. S.D.
 
Abstract: No abstract available.
 
Water resources. Lakes. Sediments. Eutrophication. Drainage.
 
Land use. Soils. Crop identification, Wisconsin. Water quality
 
. Watersheds. Earth Resources program. Transport properties.
 
Environmental monitoring
 
Identifiers: NTISNASA
 
E78-10028 NTIS Prices: PC A17/MF A0I
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RS78-2-699
 
Application of Remote Sensing to Geological and Mineral
 
Deposits Surveys of the Northern Minas Gerais State, Utilizing
 
Images from Landsat Aplicacao de Sensores Remotos Para
 
Levantamentos Geolocicos E de Recursos Minerais COM Base NAS
 
Imagens Landsat No Norte de Minas Gerais
 
Instituto de Pesquisas Espaciais. Sac dose dos Campos
 
(Brazil).
 
AUTHOR: Dacunha. R. P.: Demattos. J. T.
 
EO821G2 FId: BG, BI, 48A. 48F STAR1BOS
 
Auq 77 70p
 
Rept No: INPE-1096-PE/073
 
Monitor: 18
 
Conf-Presented at the 7TH Simp. Brasil. De Mineracao, Porto
 
Alegre. Brazil. 31 Jul. - 5 Aug. 1977.
 
In Portuquese: English Summary.
 
Abstract: Results are presented from a study of application of
 
remote sensing to the survey of regional geology of the
 
northern Minas Gerais state and part of the state of Goias.
 
Images from LANDSAT. RADAR. aerophotographs, magnetometric
 
maps and interpretation of computer compatible tapes (CCT's)
 
of the LANDSAT were used. Regional geology, mineral resources
 
of a 143,000 so km, area, and results obtained with the help
 
of different sensors are presented for the area under the
 
study.
 
Descriptors: *Geoloqy, *Mapping, LANDSAT satellites, Remote
 
sensors. Earth resources. Geological surveys, Mineral deposits
 
Identifiers: Minas Gerais(Brazil). Goias(BraZl), *Remote
 
sensing. Exploration, Radar images, Magnetometers, Aerial
 
reconnaissance. Aerial prospecting. Geological maps, Brazil.
 
NTISNASAE
 
N78-14611/SST NTIS Prices: PC A04/MF AOl
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RS78-2-700
 
Application of Remote-Sensing to Geothermal Anomaly Mapping in
 
the Caldas Novas County. Goias Aplicacao de.Sensoriamento
 
Remoto No ,Estudo de Anomalia Geotermal No Municipio de Caldas
 
Novas, Golas
 
Inst'ituto de Pesquisas Espaclals. Sao Jose dos Campos
 
(BrazilI.
 
M.S. Thesis,
 
AUTHOR: Dosanios, C.-E.
 
EO21G1 Flu: 8G. 81, 48F, 48A. 97P STAR160S
 
Oct 77 173p
 
Rept NO: INPE-il29-TPT/070
 
Monitor: 18
 
In Portuguese: English Summary.
 
Abstract: The qeothermal anomaly of Caldas Novas county in.the
 
state of Goias was mapped. Systematic research was carried out
 
combininq geoluqical mapping with surface and subsurface
 
temperature measurements. LANDSAT-I images of, the region were
 
studied allowing the p'lacement of the area in regional
 
geological co6rtext. The origins and evolution of the
 
geothermal anomaly were also Considered. *Geological mapping
 
was done to the scale of 1:60 using USAF aertal photography.
 
Reqonal temperature mapping was done using trend surface
 
analysis. Through toe qorrelatIon of these data, four
 
different areas were localized which have a high potent'i&l for
 
ho- water-prospecting.
 
Descriptors: *Geoloqy. *Geothermal prospecting, *Mapping.
 
Remote sensors, Surface temperature, Aerial photography.
 
Brazi-I. LANOSAT 1
 
Identifiers: *Remote sensing. Calds Novas, County(Brazil).
 
*Remote sensing. Aerial prospecting. Geoloqical maps,
 
NTISNASAE
 
NTB-14610/75T NTIS Prices: PC AOS/MF AOl
 
RS78-2-701 
Ice and Fog:. Detection and Warning Systems (A Bibliography
 
with Abstractsi
 
- National Technical Information Service. Springfield, Va. 
391 812)
 
Rept. for 1964-Feb 78
 
AUTHOR: Habercom, Guy E. J
 
EQ893I1 FId: 4, 8L, 13L. 80, 6SO*. 55D, 47C. 48H*. 86W
 
GRA17S10
 
Mar 78 'SSp*
 
Monitor: IS
 
Supersedes NTI S/PS-77/O188..NTIS/PS-76/0096 and NTIS/PS-75/23-

I.
 
Abstract: Sea ice. aircraft ice. bridge ice, and fog formation
 
detectinq methods are reviewed in these Government-sponsored
 
research reports. Remote aerial sensing and ground based
 
detection systems are among the methods investigated. (This
 
updated bibliography contains 150 abstracts, 32 of which are
 
new entries to the previous edition.)
 
-Descriptors: *Bibliographies, *Ice, *Fog. *Detection. Optical
 
detection, Remote sensing. Infrared detection, Aerial
 
reconnaissance, Warning systems, Abstracts
 
Identifiers: NTISNTIS
 
NTIS/PSm78/O181/4ST NTIS Prices: PC NO1/MF NO1
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RS78-2-702
 
Application of Thermal Imagery and Aerial Photography to
 
Hydrologic Studies of Karst Terrane in Missouri
 
Geological Survey. Rolla. Mo. Water Resources Div.**Missouri
 
Dept. of Natural Resources. Rolla. Div. of Geology and Land
 
Survey.
 
Water-resources investigations (Final)
 
AUTHOR: Harvey. E. J.; Williams. J. H.*; Dinkel, T.'R.
 
E0604E2 Fld: 8H. 138. 48G. 68 GRA17807
 
Sep 77 66p
 
Rept No: USGS/WRD/WRI-78/005. USGS/WRI-77-16
 
Monitor: IS
 
Prepared in cooperation with Missouri Dept. of Natural
 
Resources. Rolla. Div. of Geology and Land Survey.
 
Abstract: Planning waste-disposal facilities and impoundments
 
is complicated by karst carbonate terrane in the Ozarks.
 
Thermal imagery (8-13 micrometer wavelength) and color
 
infrared photography aid in identifying losing streams.
 
sinkholes and hydrologic conditions encouraging collapse.
 
Imagery and photography were acquired in Greene and Reynolds
 
Counties, Mo. . in March 1972 and dune 1973. Differences in
 
thermal levels correlating with losing and caining reaches of
 
Logan Creek valley, Reynolds County. were not visually
 
apparent in predawn March imagery but statistical analysis of
 
predawn magnetic tape data indicated greater variance in
 
emitted energy from the losing reach than from the gaining

reach. In dune, the gaining reach of Logan Creek was darker
 
(cooler) on thermal imagery than the lighter (warmer) losing

reach at postsunset and predawn. Overflights between May and
 
dune 1973. using a radiometer strengthened the visual
 
interpretation of the imagery. Spring and autumn are poor
 
times to collect thermal data for this purpose while midday in
 
late summer may be a very good time.
 
Descriptors: *Karst, *Remote sensing. *Infrared detection.
 
-Aerial Photography. Radiometry, Carbonate rocks. Streams.
 
Watersheds. Drainage, Hydrology, Evapotranspiration, Water
 
pollution, Solid waste disposal, Springfield Plateau. Salem
 
Plateau. Missouri
 
Identifiers: Water pollution detection, Greene
 
County(Missouri). Reynolds County(Missouri). NTISDIGSWR
 
P8-275 816/7ST NTIS Prices: PC A04/MF A01
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RS78-2-703
 
Quantitative Analysis of Aircraft Multispectral-Scanner Data
 
and Mapping of Water-Quality Parameters in the dames River in
 
Virginia
 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Langley

Research Center. Langley Station. Va.
 
AUTHOR: dohnson. R. W.: Hahn, G. S.
 
EO714H1 Fid: 13B. 7D. 8H. 68D. 48G STAR160A
 
Dec 71 33p
 
Rept No: NASA-TP-1021. L-10968
 
Monitor: 16
 
Abstract: Statistical analysis techniques were applied to
 
develop quantitative relationships between in situ river
 
measurements and the remotely sensed data that were obtained
 
over the dames River in Virginia on 28 May 1974. The remotely

sensed data were collected with a multispectral scanner and
 
.with photographs taken from an aircraft platform.
 
Concentration differences among water quality parameters such
 
as suspended sediment, chlorophyll a, and nutrients indicated
 
significant spectral variations. Calibrated equations from the
 
,multiple regression analysis were used to develop maps that
 
indicated the quantitative distributions of water quality
 
parameters and the dispersion characteristics of a pollutant
 
plume entering the turbid river system. Results from further
 
analyses that use only three preselected multispectral scanner
 
bands of data indicatead that regression coefficients and
 
standard errors of estimate were not appreciably degraded
 
compared with results from the 10-band analysis.
 
Descriptors: -Muitispectral band. scanners. *Quantitative
 
analysis. *Water qual'ity. Rivers, Virginia, Chlorophylls.
 
Mapping. Remote sensors. Sediments, Statistical analysis
 
Identifiers: *James River. Aerial surveys. *Water pollution
 
detection. Water analysis. Chemical analysis. Remote sensing.
 
NTISNASA
 
N78-13628/oST NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A01
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RS78-2-704
 
Comparing Soil Boundaries Delineated by Digital Analysis of
 
Multispectral Scanner Data from High and Low Spatial
 
Resolution Systems
 
Purdue Univ.. Layfavette. Ind. Lab. for Applications of Remote
 
Sensing.*National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
 
Washington. D.C.
 
AUTHOR: Kristof, S. J.; Baumgardner, M. F.; Zachary, A. L.:
 
Stoner, E. R.
 
E0485d3 Fid; SM. 93A GRAI7806
 
1977 12p
 
Rept No: LARS-PUB-08Z477
 
Contract: NAS9-14016
 
Monitor: NASA-CR-151 30
 
Abstract: The author has identified the following significant
 
results. Computer-aided analysis techniques used with aircraft
 
MSS data showed that the spatial resolution was sufficient to
 
recognize each soil mapping unit of the test site. Some
 
difficulties occurred where different soil series were
 
intricately mixed, and this mixture snowed as a separate
 
spectral mapping unit, or where the difference between two
 
soils depended on the depth of silty surface material.
 
Analysis of LANDSAT data with computer-aided techniques showed
 
that it was not possible to find spectrally homogeneous soil
 
features of the seven soil series on the 40 ha test site on
 
the digital display or on a picture print map. Cluster
 
techniques could be used on an extended test area to group
 
spectrally similar data points into cluster classes.
 
Descriptors: *Soils. Multispectral band scanners. Indiana.
 
Skylab program. EREP, Maps. Data collection platforms, Spatial
 
distribution
 
Identifiers: Soil surveys. Mapping. NTISNASA
 
E78-10017 NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF AOl
 
RS78-2-705
 
Application of HCMM Satellite Data to Mineral Exploration
 
Stanford Univ.. Calif. Dept. of Applied Earth Sciences.*NASA
 
Earth Resources Survey Program, Washington. D.C.
 
Proqress rept. 1 dul-31 Oct 77
 
AUTHOR: Lyon. R. d. P.
 
EO485L3 Fld: 938 d7806
 
1 Nov 77 6p.
 
Contract: NAS5-24106
 
Monitor: NASA-CR-155258
 
Abstract: No abstract available.
 
Minerals. Rocks. Cloud cover. Mines(Excavations), Nevada.
 
Earth Resources program, Multispectral photography.
 
Thermocouples. Meteorological parameters
 
Identifiers: NTISNASA
 
E78-10036 NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF A01
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RS78-2-706
 
LANOSAT Linear Trend Analysis: A Tool for Groundwater
 
Exploration in Northern Arkansas
 
Arkansas Univ.. Fayetteville. Water Resources Research
 
Center.*Office of Water Research and Technology, Washington.
 
D.C.
 
Project completion rept. May '75-30 dun 77
 
AUTHOR: MacDonald, Harold C.; Steele. Kenneth F.; Gaines.
 
Elizabeth
 
E0904H2 F.id: SH. 8G. '48G GRAI7810
 
dun 77 118p
 
Rept No: PUB-49
 
Contract: DIr14-34-0001-6004
 
Project: OWRT-A-034-ARK
 
Monitor-: OWRT-A-034-ARK(1)
 
Abstract: In northern Arkansas, knowledge of deep-aquifers i,s
 
fairly limited. The development of these deeper aquifers to
 
their fullest potential as reliable water sources depends upon
 
the delineation of high yield areas, a process that-may be
 
facilitated by 1-inear trend analysis.. Satellite and
 
photolineament maps of the 13 counties were prepared by use of
 
LANDSAT images and Agricultural Stabili-zation and Conservation
 
Servite photo indexes. The lineaments and fracture traces or
 
aerial photographs and -LANDSAT images are natural linear
 
features such as aligned stream segments, soil tonal and
 
vegetal alignments, and topographic sags. These -features are
 
the surface manifestations of subsurface fracture zones of
 
undermined origin, which are areas where increased solutioning
 
of carbonate Pocks has taken place. The results of statistical
 
testing of well yvelds in the study area show that the
 
,fracture trace-lineament method of well location can result in
 
improved well yields. Linear.trends interpreted fron'LANDSAT
 
can be useful in the search for more reliable groundwater
 
sources.
 
Descriptors: *Ground water, *Water supply. *Remote sensing.
 
*Water prospecting. Aquifers. Hydrogeology. Aerial .photography
 
, Photointerpetation,., Water wells. Carbonate rocks, Porosity,
 
Water quality. pH. Calcium, Permeability, Fracture zones.
 
Stratigraphy. Scientific satellites. Magnesium, Iron,
 
Inorganic nitrates, Chlorine, Arkansas
 
Identifiers: *Groundwater 'movement, .Aquifer charactertst-ts.
 
LANOSAT satellites. Water quality data, NTISDIOWRT
 
PB-27- 121/OST NTIS Prices: PC AO6/MF AOl
 
RS78-2-707
 
HCMM Energy Budget Data as a Model Input for Assessing Regions
 
of High PotentiaL Groundwater Pollution
 
South 'Dakota State Univ., Brookings. Remote Sensing Inst.*NASA
 
Earth Resources Survey Program. Washington. D.C.
 
Quarterly progress rept. no. 2. Oct-Dec 77
 
AUTHOR: Moore. Donald G.; Heilman, d.
 
E0884F4 Fld: 938 d7810
 
Dec 77 4 p
 
Contract: NAS5-24206
 
Monitor: NASA-CR-155 48
 
Abstract: No abstract available.
 
Ground water. Water pollution, South Dakota, Alfalfa. Soil
 
moisture. Vegetation. Earth Resources program, Water resources
 
Identifiers: NTISNASA
 
E78-10054 NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF AO1
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RS78-2-708
 
Limitations of Rock Mechanics in Enerqy-Resource Recovery and
 
Development
 
National Committee For Rock Mechanics. Washington. 'D.C. Panel
 
on Rock Mechanics Problems That Limit Energy Resource Recovery
 
and Development.*tEnerqy Research and Development

Administration. Washington. D.C.rOepartment of the Interior.
 
Washinqton. D.C.-Department of Transportation, Washington.
 
D.C.
 
Final rept.
 
E0803G4 Fld: BI. IOA. 18G. 48A*, 97G*. 50D. 77G GRAI7809
 
dan 78 sop*
 
Reot No: NRC/AMPS/RM-78/1
 
Monitor: 18
 
Sponsored in part by Energy Research and Development.
 
Washington, D.C., Department of the Interior, Washington.
 
D.C., and Department of Transportation. Washington. D.C.
 
Abstract: The Ad Hoc Panel on Rock Mechanics Problems That
 
Limit Energy Resource Recovery and Development was created
 
within the U.S. National Committee for Rock Mechanics of the
 
National Research Council. Its purpose was to define
 
limitations imposed by rock-mechanics problems on
 
energy-resource recovery and development and to recommend
 
promisinq research that will help to remove those limitations.
 
The Committee, in formulating the Panel's role, .arranged for
 
communication with supporting government .agencies and
 
developed a plan for selected Subpanels. A briefing was giver
 
in dune 1976. primarily to government agencies, to present the
 
planned activities of the Panel. Six Subpanels 
 were
 
established to deal with specific enerqy resource and
 
development areas: (1) Geothermal Energy Exploration and
 
Production; (2) Mining and In Situ Recovery: (3) Nuclear-Waste
 
Disposal; (4) Oil and Gas Recovery; (5) Underground
 
Storage-Fuel Oil, Gas. Water, or Compressed Air; (6)

Under-Ocean Tunneling for Petroleum Recovery. This report
 
presents their findings.
 
Descriptors: *Energy source development. *Rock mechanics.
 
-Research management. Geothermal exploration, Fracturing.
 
Mining research, Geothermal systems, Exploration, Geophysical
 
prospecting. Remote sensing, Radar detection, Seismic
 
prospecting. Oil shale, Bituminous sands, Underground mining,

Radioactive waste disposal. Fluid flow, Petroleum geology.
 
Natural gas, Underground storage, Permafrost. Offshore
 
drill'inq, Uhderwater excavation. Tunneling(Excavation)
 
Identifiers: In situ stresses, NTISNASNRC. NTISDE, NTISOIBM.
 
NTISDIBR. NTISDOTUMT
 
P8-278 693/9ST NTIS Prices: PC AOS/MF A01
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RS78-2709
 
Application of LANDSAT Imaqery for Snow Mapping in Norway
 
Norges Vassdnags-og Elektrsitetsvesen. 'Os'lo.*National
 
Aeronautics and Space Administration. Greenbelt. Md. Goddard
 
Space Fliqht Centet.tRoyal Norwegian Council for Scientific
 
and mndustrial Research. 0slo.
 
AUTHOR: Odegaard, Helge A.: Ostrem. Gunnar
 
E0675U3 Fld: 8L. 93A. 48H GRAI-7808
 
I Feb 77 65p
 
Monitor: NASA-CR-155254
 
Sponsored in part by Royal Norweaian Council for Scientific
 
and Industrial Research, Oslo.
 
Original contains color imagery. Oriqinal photography may be
 
purchased ,from the EROS Data Center. Sioux Falls. S.D.
 
Abstract: The author has identified the following significant
 
results. It was shown that if the snow cover extent was
 
determined from all four LANDSAT bands. there were significant
 
differences in results. The MSS 4 gave the largest snow cover,
 
but ,only slightly more than MSS 5. whereas MSS,6 and 7' gave
 
the smallest snow area. A study wasmade to show that there
 
was a'relationshi,p between the last date of snow fall and the
 
area 'covered wi'th snow, as determined f-rom different bands.
 
Imagery obtained shortly after a snow fall showed no
 
siqnificant difference -inthe snow-covered area,when the four
 
bands were compared, whereas pronounced differences in
 
snow-covered area were found in images taken after a long
 
period without precipitation.
 
Descriptors: *Norway. *Snow, Mapping, Water resources. Water
 
management. Watersheds. Mountains. Drainage. Glaciers, Earth
 
Resources program. Curve fitting. Graphs(Charts). Melting.
 
Multispectral band scanners
 
Identifiers: Snow cover. Surveys. LANOSAT satelli-es, NTSNASA
 
E78-10029 NTIS Prices: PC A04/MF-AO1
 
RS78-2-710
 
Application of 'LANDSAT Imagery for Snow Mapping in Norway
 
Norqes Vassdraqs- og Elektrisitetsvesen, Oslo.wNASA Earth
 
Resources Survey Program. Washington. D.C.
 
Final rept. 16 May 75-27 Aug 76
 
AUTHOR: Odenqaard. Helqe: Skorve. Johnny E.
 
E0583H2 Fld: 8L. ,93A. 48H GRA17807 
25 May 77 30p 
Monitor: NASA-CR-155341 
Original contains imagery. 'Original photography may be 
purchased from the EROS Data Center. Sioux Falls. S.D.
 
Abstract: The author has identified the following significant
 
results. During the summer seasons of 1975 and 1976. the snow
 
cover was successfully monitored and measured in the four
 
basins. By using elevation distributions for these basins
 
combined with the measured snow cover percentages, the
 
equivalent snow line altitude was calculated. Equivalent snow
 
line altitude was used in accordance with Mark Meier's
 
definition., Cumulative runoff data were ' col'lected' for the
 
basins. Tables showing percentage snow cover versus cumulative
 
runoff were worked out for 19,5.
 
Descriptors: *Snow, *Norway. Mapping. Structural basins.
 
Drainage, Ground truth. Mountains. Earth Resources program.
 
Melting. Climatologv, Multispectral band scanners
 
Identifiers: *Snow cover. NTISNASA
 
E78-10041 NTIS Prices: PC AO3/MF A01
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RS78-2-711
 
Application of LANDSAT to the Surveillance of Lake
 
Eutrophication in the Great Lakes Basin
 
Bendix Corp.. Ann Arbor. Mich. Aerospace Systems Dlv.,*NASA
 
Earth Resources Survey Program. Washington. D.C.
 
Final rept. Mar 75-Sep 77
 
AUTHOR: Rogers. Robert H.
 
E0485K2 Fid: BH. 93A. 48G GRA17806
 
Sep 77 193p
 
Rept No: BSR-4291
 
Contract: NAS5-20942
 
Monitor: NASA-CR-154951
 
Original contains imagery. Original photography may be
 
purchased from the EROS Data Center. Sioux Falls, S.D.
 
Abstract: The author has identified the following significant
 
results. A step-by-step procedure for establishing and
 
monitoring the trophic status of inland lakes with the use of
 
LANDSAT data. surface sampling, laboratory analysis, and
 
aerial observations was demonstrated. The biomass was related
 
to chlorophyll-a Concentrations, water clarity, and trophic
 
state. A procedure was developed for using surface sampling.
 
LANDSAT data. and linear regression equations to produce a
 
color-coded image of large lakes showing the distribution and
 
concentration of water quality parameters, causing
 
eutrophication as well as parameters which' indicate its
 
effects. Cover categories readily derived from LANDSAT were
 
those for which loading rates were available and were known to
 
have major effects on the quality and quantity of runoff and
 
lake eutrophication. Urban. barren land, cropland, grassland.
 
forest, wetlands, and water were included. (Color
 
illustrations reproduced in black and white)
 
Descriptors: *Great Lakes(North America), *Water quality.
 
*Eutrophication. Land use. Saginaw Bav(MI). Watersheds, Earth
 
Resources proqpam. Air-water interactions. Pattern recognition
 
Identifiers: Water pollution. NTISNASA
 
E78-10023 NTIS Prices: PC A09/MF A01
 
RS78-2-712
 
Coal Mine Waste (A Bibliography with Abstracts)
 
National Technical Information Service. Springfield, Va.
 
391 812)
 
Rept. for 1964-Jan 78
 
AUTHOR: Smith. Mona F.
 
E0593E2 Fld: 81. 136. 48A*. 68C'. 680. 86W GRA17807
 
dan 78 143p*
 
Monitor: IS
 
Supersedes NTIS/PS-77/0040. NTIS/PS-76/0053 and NTIS/PS-75/11­
2.
 
Abstract: Research topics cover coal mining refuse, refuse
 
dumps and spoil. Studies on disposal, utilization.
 
environmental impacts and testing of these wastes are
 
included, as are reports on land reclamation and spoil bank
 
safety. (This updated bibliography contains 138 abstracts. 39
 
of which are new entries to the previous edition.)
 
Descriptors: *Biblioaraphies, *Coal mines. *Spoil. *Tailings.
 
'Land reclamation. Solid waste disposal. Surface mining. Strip
 
mining. Refuse. Emoankments, Dams. Hazards, Site surveys. Soil
 
properties. Aerial photography, Floods. Water pollution.
 
Environmental impacts. Abstracts
 
Identifiers: Mine wastes, Coal mine spoil. NTISNTIS
 
NTIS/PS-78/OO52/7ST NTIS Prices: PC NOI/MF NOI
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RS78-2-713
 
Survey of Chemical Factors in Saqinaw Bay (Lake Huron)
 
Cranbrook Inst. of Science. Bloomfield Hills.
 
Mich.*Environmental Research Lab.-Duluth, Minn.
 
Final rept. 1974-75
 
AUTHOR: Smith. V. E.: Lee. K. W.: Filkins. d. C.: Hartwell, K.
 
W.: Ryqweiski. K. R.
 
E0513L2 FId: 138. 6H. 680, 48G GRAI7806
 
Oct 77 161p
 
Grant: EPA-R-802685
 
Monitor: EPA/60OA3-77/125
 
Abstract: Water quality in Saginaw Bay. Michigan (western Lake
 
Huron) was surveyed during 32 cruises in 1974 and 1975. as
 
Part of the International Joint Commission's Upper Lakes
 
Reference Studv co-sonsored by the United States and Canada.
 
Goals of the study were to establish a base of water quality 
information and to provide data required to model biological 
and hydrological Processes in the bay. Sampling-and in situ 
monitoring were conducted at 18-day intervals duPi'ng April -
October (coinciding with Landsat satellite passes) and 
approximately at monthly intervals during November - March. 
Samples were collected from several depth levels at 59 
stations in 1974 and at 37-station subset of these 59 stations 
in 1975. Measurements included: temperature, dissolved oxygen. 
conductivity.- chloride. pH alkalinity. Secchi depth.
 
chlorophylls. nitrate and phosphate, organic nitrogen, total
 
phosphorus. organic carbon, total solids and major metals.
 
Additional diurnal or daily sampling was conducted at 'selected
 
stations.
 
Descriptors: *Surveys. *Saginaw Bay, Sampling, Temperature
 
Dissolved gases, Oxygen. Conductivity. Spaceborne photography.
 
Concentration(Composition, Chloride, pH, Alkalinity.
 
Inorganic phosphates. Inorganic nitrates. Water pollution.
 
Tables(Data). Standards. Trends, Nutrients, Phosphorus.
 
Nitrogen organic compounds, Carbon organic compounds. Solids.
 
Metals. Lake Huron. Michiqan
 
Identifiers: *Water quality, LANDSAT-2,satelliter NTISEPAORD
 
PB-275 680/7Sr NTIS Prices: PC.AQS/MRA01
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RS78-2-714 
Lake Erie Ice: Winter 1975-76
 
National Environmental Satel-lite Service, Washington, D.C.
 
Technical memo.
 
AUTHOR: Wartha. denifer H.
 
E0614C2 FId: 4B. BL. SH. 55C. 48H. 48G. 86P GRAI17807
 
Auq 77 76p
 
Rept No: NOAA-TM-NESS-90
 
Monitor: NOAA-77120101
 
Abstract: Ice conditions on Lake Erie depicted mainly from
 
satellite imaqery were observed during the winter of 1975-76.
 
The formation, movement, and decay of lake ice were traced at
 
intervals of about 3 days from December 28. 1975. to April 19.
 
1976. Wind speeds and directions were correlated with ice
 
movement, and air temperatures were related to ice formation
 
and dissipation. Ice conditions were generally normal:
 
however, ice persisted in the eastern end of the lake until
 
mid-April. This unusually late date for clearing was caused
 
more by winds concentrating the ice than be very cold weather.
 
Descriptors: *Ice formation. *Lake Erie. Ice reporting. Wind
 
velocity. Wind direction. Spaceborne photography, Atmospheric
 
temperature. Ice disintegration. Winter. Dissipation
 
Identifiers: *Lake ice. NOAA-4 satellite. GOES satellites,
 
NTI SCOMNOA
 
PS-276 386/OST NTIS Prices: PC AOB/MF A01
 
RS78-2-715
 
Laboratory Measurements of Upwelled Radiance and Reflectance
 
Spectra of Calvert. Ball. Jordan. and Feldspar Soil Sediments
 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Langley
 
Research Center. Langley Station. Va.
 
AUTHOR: Whitlock. C. H.; Usry. U. W.: Witte. W. G.: Gupqanus.
 
E. A.
 
E0621E2 Fld: 8H. 7D, 68D. 48G. 99A STAR1603
 
Dec 77 36p
 
Rept No: NASA-TP-1039. L-11854
 
Monitor: 18
 
Abstract: An effort to investigate the potential of remote
 
sensinq for monitoring nonpoint source pollution was
 
conducted. Spectral reflectance characteristics for four types
 
of soil sediments were measured for mixture concentrations
 
between 4 and 173 ppm. For measurements at a spectral
 
resolution of 32 mm. the spectral reflectances of Calvert.
 
Ball. dordan. and Feldspar soil sediments were distinctly
 
different over the Wavelenqth range from 400 to 980 nm at each
 
concentration tested. At high concentrations, spectral
 
differences between the various sediments could be detected by
 
measurements with a spectral resolution of 160 nm. At a low
 
concentration, only small differences were observed between
 
the various sediments when measurements were made with 160 nm
 
spectral resolution. Radiance levels qenerally varied in a
 
nonlinear manner with sediment concentration; linearity
 
occurred in special cases, depending on sediment type.
 
concentration range, and wavelength.
 
Descriptors: *Radiance. *Reflectance. *Sediments. *Spectral
 
siqnatures. *Upwelling water. *Remote sensors. Soils, Clays.
 
Feldspars. Pollution monitoring. Water pollution
 
Identifiers: *Soil analysis. Monitoring. -Water pollution

detection. Chemical analysis. Sediment water interactions.
 
Limnology. ConcentrationfComposition),* Nonpoint source. 
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HYDROLOGICAL APPLICATIONS OF LANDSAT IMAGERY USED IN THE
 
STUDY OF THE 1973 INDUS RIVER FLOOD. PAKISTAN.
 
DEUTSCH. MORRIS : RUGGLES. F. H.
 
USGS. VA.
 
WATER RESOURCES B. APR 78. V14. N2. P261 (14)
 
RESEARCHREPORT: DURING AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER 1973, THE INDUS
 
RIVER VALLEY OF PAKISTAN EXPERIENCED ONE OF THE LARGEST FLOODS
 
ON RECORD..RESULTING IN DAMAGES TO HOMES, BUSINESSES. PUBLIC
 
WORKS. AND CROPS AMOUNTING TO MILLIONS OF RUPEES. LANDSAT DATA
 
MADE IT POSSIBLE TO MEASURE EASILY THE EXTENT OF FLOODING.
 
TOTALING ABOUT 20.000 SO KM WITHIN AN AREA OF ABOUT 400.000 SQ
 
KM SOUTH FROM THE PUNJAB TO THE ARABIAN SEA. THE INDUS RIVER
 
DATA WERE USED TO CONTINUE EXPERIMENTATION IN THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF RAPID. ACCURATE, AND INEXPENSIVE OPTICAL TECHNIQUES OF 
FLOOD MAPPING BEGUN IN 1973 FOR THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER FLOODS. 
THE RESEARCH WORK ON THE INDUS RIVER RESULTED IN THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF MORE EFFECTIVE PROCEDURES FOR OPTICAL 
PROCESSING OF FLOOD DATA AND SYNOPTIC DEPICTION OF FLOODING. 
AND ALSO PROVIDED POTENTIALLY VALUABLE ANCILLARY INFORMATION 
CONCERNING THE HYDROLOGY OF MUCH OF THE INDUS RIVER BASIN. (1 
MAP. 11 PHOTOS. 6 REFERENCES. I TABLE) -
DESCRIPTORS: *LANDSAT ; "INDUS RIVER : *FLOODS ; *EMERGENCY
 
PLANNING : PAKISTAN : DAMS : HYDROLOGY CANALS
 
REVIEW CLASSIFICATION: 16
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AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY
 
Soils Studies, Crop-disease Detection, Range Resources,
 
Forest-fire Monitoring, Wildlife Studies
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COMPUTFR-AIOEC ANALYSIS OF LANOSAT DATA CN SHIFTING CULTIVATION IN EAST AFRICAPRELIMINARY 
CONS IDERAT IONS/
CONANT.F.P .(LNTCR CrLL..NEW YORK) /CARY.T.X./ 
9/7/
PRJCEEDINGS OF TIE ELEVENTH INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT.VOL.II/ 
U/ 
US/ 
ERA-0 1:0S1 149/EOR-Td:IO48db/ 
NONF/ 
II.SYmPOSiim t1 4tI3hTL SFNSING OF ENVIRCNMENI/
ANN ARBUR.141.LSA/ 
25 APP A977/ 
RESULTS AND FURTHER 
AFRIAL SURVEYING/AGRICULTURE:T2,OI /COMPUTER CALCULATIONS/CULTIVATICN TECHNIQUES/DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS/DATA ANALYSIS 
/IATA PROCESS TlFLGIOD/IVENTORIES:02/KENYA :TI/MCNITOMING/PUODUCTIVITY/REMOTE SENSING* T/TECHN)LOGY UTILIZATION/ 
RS78-3-279 
H 
o 
Ln 
)3COG7,) 7 SDH-R-78-13 .010 
(OnNF-7510112--P2) REFLECTANCE PROPERTIES OF GRAZING PASTURES AS DETERMINED IN THE LA14DSAT SATELLITE BANDRASSES AND 
FPOl 1111.111C COLI)UJ-IJFRAR ED AER IAL PHCTOGRAPHY/ 
DIOGGIN.M.J.(CSIRO DIV.OF MINERAL PI9ESICS.SVDKEV/ROBERTSA. J./CECRCE.J.M./ 
I q 5/
PROCEEDINGS JF ThL TLNTH INTERNATICNAL SYMPESIUM ON REMOTE SEN SING OF ENVIRONMENT/ 
AU f 
IS/
1O.INTERNATIONAL SY'PUSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING CF ENVIRONMENT/ 
ANN ARBOR . MIhUSA/ 
6 ICT 1975/ 
51.3130/G,'ICLJ.TJRE/ IArA C)PIILATI ON/GlA SSI/IMAGES/OPTICAL PROPERTI ES/PHOTDGRAPIY:QI/RAD IOMETERS/RrFLECTIVI TV/REMOTE SENSING 
/SATELIL ITES/SEl-EP/SIATISTICS/ 
RS78-3-280 
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StIII1fRIGATiD ALLUVIAL VALLEY FLOORS/ 
HARfl*WAY. J ./.1K IIt4ALLD.B./LI NOSAY * S.F. /SCHIJIOT .J./ERICXSEf ,.L./ 
NVIR)1NHENTAL IROfECTION AGENCY.DLNVER/ 
1477/
FIFTH SYMPOSILM ON SURFACE MINING AND RECLAMATION/ 
US, 
o 
U 
i 
= 
, ERA-O:; 0.3t666/FDlJ- 8:072776/
C(itINCERN HAS HEEN EXPRESSED REGARDING THE LONG-TERM IMPACTS OF SURFACE COAL MINING ON LANDS IN THE WESTERN UNITED 
STATFS CUIRFNVLY OR POITENTIALLY uSrFIJL FOR AGRICULTUREaPART OF THIS CONCERN BEARS ON DISRU'TION OF THESE LAN3)S USED BYWILOLIFE.IN I'ARTICULAR.TII.iRE ARE QLESIICNS REGArIItG THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF COAL EXTRACTION IN CERTAIN LCWLAND AREAS OF 
YhFi I"A4 -ARID Esr WHERE SiALLOW GIIOLND WATER AND/OR SOIL MOISTURE IS ADEQUATE TO SUPPORT GROWTH OF GRASSES AND FORESTHPOIIGH THE )RY 14O'TNS.THESE LAND AREAS.LOCATED ALONG DRAIKACE CHANNELS AND REFERRED TO RECENTLY AS -- ALLUVIAL VALLEY 
CLO')I5 -5* (NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. 1974) . ARE MCST IMPORTANT IN SEMI-ARID AND ARID CLIMATES BECAUSE WATER IS 
"STF.0- -IN THE ALLUVIUM. ENABLING VEGETATION TO CCNTINUE GROWTH DURING THE MONTHS OF LOW RAINFALL.APPARENTLY.SOIL 
N(iI'TURF. AND PEidIt'S SOMF NEAR-SURFACE GRCUND bATER.SUBI1RRIGATES THE VEGETATION.THE ALLUVIA. VALLEY FLOOR AREAS INCLLOE 
TIH PRIIJCIPAL SLIFACE WATERl ACCUMULATION POINISAS WELL AS POINTS OF GROUND WATER RECHARGE AID DISCHARGE.NHF COMPOSITION 
CF VFGrArION IN SU1I1RUIGATED ALLUVIA. VALLEY FLOERS IS IMFEHTAIhT SINCE SOME GRASS AND LEGUME SPECIES ARE MORE DESIRABLE 
AS HAY. ALLUVIAL VALLFY FLOORS WHICH HAVE SUFFICIENT SUAIRrIGATION TO SUPPORT AGRICULTURAL USE (HARVESTING OF HAY.FOR 
C XAMPLE| ARE. CONCEPTUALLY. IMF-OHTANI TIn TilE ECCNOMY OF THE WESTERN UNITED STATES.TIIEY MUST DE PROTECTEDI VIEW OF THE 
UNCFl4TAINTIES CAUS'LI UY THE FEW MINING PLANS SUBMITTED TO MINE ALLUVIAL VALLEY FLOORSiIT MAY BE APPROPRIATE TO 
TI-AP11RARILY CEFER SUIrACE MINING OF COAL IN SUBICRIGATED ALLUVIAL VALLEY FLOORS UNTIL A WELL-DEFINED AND COMPREHENSIVE 
RFIIFARCII nROGIAM MAS PROVIDED AODIIICNAL ItFORMATIrN CONCEFNING THE 'EFFECTS OF 'MINING UNIER COMPLEX HYDROLOGIC 
COM) IT ILNS./
3.SY-PBCItJM ON .SUR=ACE MINING AND RECLAMATION/ 
LS1IJtSV ILLE.KY.LSA/ 
In lCT 1977/
DI .1O'l// I .20.0/I. *0100/SI .050O0/
AERIAL 'i rnIrA'n anI/APRICULTURI-/ALLLtIAL OEPOSITSITI/CCAL MINING/ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS-02/GROUND WATER/HYDROLUGY:OI/ 
LANC R0Ct A,4ATIRN: 12/I)L4I4IS/RrC,)tMEODAIICNL/SLRFACE NINI NG.TT2/LWATE$ rELLUTION/ 
RS78-3-281 
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1 179/
PF OCFJSOINGS nF (iN T5NTII INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/ 
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iS/I0.INrEI-NATIONAL SY'IOSIIJM ON REMOTE SENSING CF ENVIRONMENT/
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0 OCT Iq75/

1 (.0100/ACURACY/CLMIUTI-43/OATA PROCESSLNG/FORESTSZTI/IMAGES/REMCTE SEhSING/SAYLLITES/TOPOLOGICAL MAPPING:QI/ 
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KAN.ilP.(LOCKI-fFO ELECTRONICS CO., INC. HCUSTC&,TX)/LO.J.K./SMELSER.R.L./

I I 7- /
PQIICFEDINtG5 OF THE T.NTH INTERNATICNAL SYMPCSIUM ON REnOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/
IV,/ 
I'S/IOIN(FRNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/ANN ARUIOIZ .ME.I  SA/

6 0( T 197b/
 
AL6O ITIiPS/0ATA PVIfCESSINGO:2/FORESTRY;TI /IMAGES:T2/TOPOLOGICAL MAPPING;:QI/USES/ 
RS 78-3-283
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INSTirItI-MENT SICIETY UP AMERICA/PITT SBURGH/I977/MODELING AND SI-4ULATION.VOLUIE 8.PAR1 2/VIrlGT, w ... /M ICKLE.M.hI.*( ES. )'/ 
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I.AN*IAL CCNERFNCE (N MOPFLING AND SIIPULATIC h/

III TSII1IIG,.PA. USA/
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AGICjI rttRFs: T2 / CRlIPS:TI/OATA ACQUISITICN/DECISION MAKING/ENERGY CCNSUMPTION/FORECASTING:O 
.0a2/GLOBAL ASPECTS:Qt.02/ I AND 0ISE/PiIDUC rIJN/RE4OTE SENSING:O1.02/SATELLITES/SIMULATIECN/USA/ 
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ItS$83-284 
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LARGE AIREA CROP 1 E4VFITIRY rXOEI4IMEtNT (I ACIE) :AN ASSESSMENYT AFTER CNE YEAR OF OPERATION/
 
I ACOONAt. 0, R '13./HALL . F . G ./ERA ,R 0. /
 
LYNON H.JOHISC(N S'ACE CENTER HOLSTON,TX/
I q75i/ 
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SEI'SING OF ENVIRONMENT/*'ROCFEI)INGS OF THE TENTIH 
IIS/ 
uS/E.OA-flI: O360O83/ECi3-?4fl7fOTCSO/ 
EXPERIMENT (LACIEIHAS 	 BEEN UNDERTAKEN JOINTLY ffY THE U.S.DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTUFiE (USDA). (NOAA3OF THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND THE NATIONAL AERONAUTICS ANDA LARGE ARIA CROP INVENTORY TM" NAT I INAL OCEANIC AlaD ATMOSIIHERIC ADMINISTRATION 
SPACE 04DINISTRATION4 (NASA) TO PROVE CUT A' ECONOMICALLY IIPCFTANT APPLICATION OF REMOTE SENSING FROM SPACE.THE FIRST PLAINS AND UPON 11IE DEVELOPMENTEPJASE OF ThE EXPJ1I41ENT.WHIICIi FOCUSED UPN DETERMINATIONS OF WHEAT AREA IN Tk-E U.S.GREAT SYSTEM IMPLEMENTED TO.HANDLE AND ANALYZE 1iHE LANOSAT AND, 
GENERALLY Wi)RKFD WELL AID MET OPERAtICNAL COALS.A VERY PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF RESULTS TO DATE
ANO T, STING OF YIEL. MODELS. IS NOW NEARING COMPLETICN.THE 
kETEfl.JL:OGICAL- CATA 114S 

INL)ICA1TP TI-AT ihE ACCURACY GOALS OF 1HE EXPERIMENT CAN BE MET./
 
IO.LNrERNATIJNAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SFNSING CF EhVIROtRENT/
 
ANN ARBOIR.MI. 154/
 
5 OCT 1175/
 
VI TY/REMOTEAI;RICJLTURE / CROPS: T2 / DATA/DATA ANALYSIS/DATA COMPILATICN/ECCNCMICS/INVENTORIES:02/MEEOROLGY/PRODLCTI 
5EU4IN6: U2/SPACEJITCSING/US ORGANIZATICtS/UHEA1/ 
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rON-75 £0 IlL--P--/ AIR QUALITY MAPS/BY A MULTISFECTRAL SCANNER AS A BASIS FRMFAN.IRllMENTS OF VE"ETATION STRESS 
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1975/ 
HPROCEEDINGS 	 Or ThE TENTH INTERNATIONAL SYMFOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/ 
AT/
 
ERA-13: OiEOC4/E[B-7 :07 5773/ 
FOR THE ELAGI]RATIN OF AIR QUALITY MAPS.METHODS WHICH GIVE AN EXTENSIVE OVERVIEW WERE LOOKED FOR.AS THE FIRST TESTS TREE IS USED ASOEMODlFIRATD.,MILIISPCCFrrAL SCANNER IMAGES ARE ESPECIALLY APPROPRIATE FOR THIS PURPOSE.IN Tills METHOD THE 
DEGREE OF THE DAMAGE (DUE TC AIR POLLUTICNIFOR DIFFERENT TREE SORTS (IN DIFFERENT PLANT AN INDICATOR. TI-2 MEASURED A WAY THAT IT WAS POSSIBLE TO MAKE CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE AIR OUALITY.A PRACTICALCONDIT [(NSI WAS STANDARDIZED IN SUCIH 

EXAMPLE A9 WELL. AS A GENERAL CONCEPT ARE DESCRIBED HERE°.
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NAT JOIJAI. ENVIFL)N:4EIJTAL SATELLITE SErVICE,.LITLAND.MD/ 
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A78-40160 * A Landsat Agricultural Monitoring Program. 	 A78-40165 Crop identification and area estimation by
A. C. Aaronson, P. E. Buchman, T. Wescott, and R. E. Fries (GE computer-aided analysis of Landsat data. M. E. Bauer, M. M. Hixson, 
Earth Resources Analysis and Management Center. B-lisvulle. Md.). B. J. Davis, and J. B. Etheridge (Purdue University, West Lafayette, 
In Annual Symposium on Machire Processing u1 r,mooiy Sensed Ind.). In. Annual Symposium on Machine Processing of Remotely 
Daw, 4mn, West Ind.. 21-23, 1977. Proccesings. Ind., June 21-23, 1977, Proceed-Lafayete. June Sensed Data. 4th, West Lafayette. 
(A78-40155 1743) New York. Institute of Electrical and Electronics ings. (A7840155 17-43) New York, Institute of Electrical and 
Engineers, Inc., 1977, p.44-51.7 refs. Contract No. NAS5.23411. Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1977. p. 102-112. 17 refs. Contract No. 
The paper discusses the Landsat Agricultural Monitoring Pro- NAS5:20793 
gram which was developed to identify, observe, and evaluate alarm This report describes the results of a study involving the use of 
conditions influencing lowa corn production in 1976. Used in computer-aided analysis techniques applied to Landsat MSS data for 
conjunction with climatic and field reports, studies were made of identification and area estimation of winter wheat in Kansas and 
cro0 development, crop alarms (such as heavy rainfall, hail, torna- corn and soybeans in Indiana. Key elements of the approach 
does. and drought) and estimated crop yield. S.C.S. 	 included use of aerial photography for classifier training, stratifica­
tion of Landsat data and extension of training statistics to areas 
without training data, and classification of a systematic sample of 
pixels from each county. Major results and conclusions are: (1) 
Landsat data was adequate for accurate identification and areaRS78-3-293 	 estimation of winter wheat in Kansas, but corn and soybean
estimates for Indiana were less accurate; (2) computer-aided analysisA78-45023 A case study comparison of. microwave radi- techniques can be effectively used to extract crop identification 
ometer measurements over bare and vegetated surfaces. I. J. 8arton information from Landsat MSS data, and (3) systematic sampling of (Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization, entire counties made possible by computer classification methods 
Div. of Atmospheric Physics, Mordialloc, Victoria. Australia). Jour- resulted in very precise area estimates at county as well-as district 
nal of Geophysical Research, vol. 83, July 10, 1978, p. 3513-3517. and state levels. (Author) 
14 refs. 
Airborne microwave measurements with a nadir-viewing X band
 
radiometer operating at a wavelength of 2.65 cm are described. The
 
measurements over adjacent bare and vegetated surfaces are com­
pared with ground truth samples of soil moisture content (SMC). For RS78-'3-296 
the bare surface the emissivity ishighly correlated (r = -0.97) with 
the SMC of the top 0.5 cm, with an antenna temperature dependence A78-43321 a Remote sensing of the thermal characteristicsof -2.1 K/(percent SMCj. In contrast, the correlation over vegetated of ground surfaces covered with vegetation - Trial interpretation key
surfaces is very poor (-0 25). Thus it cannot be expected that the (Tildtection des oaracteristques thermiques des surfaces terrestres 
technique at this wavelength would be generally useful as a measure vgi6talisges - Essai de clef d'interprdtation). F. Bonn, R Brochu, and 
of SMC, and this is borne out by comparison vith the Nimbus 5 M. Laieunesse (Sherbrooke, Universitd, Sherbrooke, Qucec. Cana­
electrically scanned microtave radiometer data If aircraft or satellite da). In Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing, 4th, Quebec.
radiometers are to measure SMC under vegetated conoitioiis, i will Canada, May 16-18, 1977, Proceedings. (A73 43303 19 43) Ottawa,
be necessary to increase their wavelengths well beyond the X band. Canadian Aeronautics and Space Institute, 1977, p. 180-188 18 refs. 
(Author) In French. 
Remote sensing techniques used to evaluate ground-level energy 
exchanges and the thermal characteristics of the ground cover are 
reviewed. Studies conducted at ground level, using an airborne PRTS 
RS 78-3-294 	 radiometer, and using a Daedalus scanner are described. The soilparameters which may be monitored are presented along with a 
A78-48005 Area estimation of crops by digital analysis of thermal classification of the primary types of ground cover Seasonal 
Landsat data. M. E Bauer, M. M. Hlxson, and B. J. Davis (Purdue 
- i. : oi ir-. dtsc,., J ' -,.opjc Z.O. ,- p.0'i-td -% ,-Z 
University, West Lafayette. Ind.). Photogrammetrc Engineering and S CS
 
Remote Sensng, vol 44, Aig. 1978, p. 1033-1043. 18reis. Contract
 
No NASS-20793.
 
The study for which the results are presented had these 
objectives (1l to use Landsat data and computer-implemented 'RS78-3-297 
pattern recognition to classify the major crops from regions
encompass:ng different climates, soils, and crops; (2) to estimate A78-47320 * Plant canopy light absorption model with 
cro areas for counties and states by using crop identification data application to wheat. J. E. Chance and E. W. LeMastei (Pan

obtained from the Landsat identifications; and (3) to evaluate the American University. Edinburg. Tex ). Applied Oprrcs, vol. 17,Aug.

accuracy, precision, and timeliness of crop area estimates obtained 15, 1978. p. 2629.2636. 14 refs Grant No. NsG-9033.
from Landsat data. The paper describes the method of developing A light absorption model (LAM) for vegetative plant canopies

the training statistics and evaluating the classification accuracy, has been derived from the Suits reflectance model. From the LAM
 
Landsat MSS data were adequate to accurately identify wheat in the absorption of light in the photosynthetically active region of the
 
Kansas; corn and soybean estimates for Indiana were less accurate, spectrum (400-700 nm) has been calculated for a Penjamo wheat
 Systematic sampling of entire counties made possible by computer 
 crop tor several situations including (a) the percent absorption of the
classification methods resulted in very precise area estimates at incident radiation by a canopy of LAI 3.1 having a four-layer
county, district, and state levels. 	 P.T.H. structure, (b) the percent absorption of light by the individual layers
within a four-layer canopy and by the underlying soil, (c),the percent
absorption of light by each vegetative canopy layer for variable sun 
angle, and (d) the cumulative solar energy absorbed by the 
developing wheat canopy as it progresses from asingle layer through 
its growth stages to a three-layer canopy This calculation is alsopresented as a function of the leaf area index and is shown to be in 
agreement with experimental data reported by Kanemasu on 
Plasnsman V wheat. (Author) 
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A78-40159 * A first interpretation of East African swidden-
ing via computer-assisted analysis of 3 Landsat tapes. F. P Conant (Hunter College, New York, N.Y.) and T. K. Cary (Columbia 
University, New York. N Y.). In: Annual Symposium on Machine 
Processing of Remotely Sensed Data. 4th, West Lafayette, Ind., June 
21-23, 1977, Proceedings. (A78-40155 1743) New York, Institute 
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1977, p. 36-43, 10 refs. 
Grant No. NsG.5080. 
A preliminary application of the machine processing of Landsat 
data for the -identification of swidden farming in East Africa is 
discussed. Three sets of Landsat data were analyzed: the 1972 
mid-dry season, the 1973 late dry season, and the 1975 early vet 
season. The analysis procedure consisted of: (1)apreprocessing step
to-de-skew, rotate, and rescale the data, (2) a geometric correction 
orocess, (3) photographic enla'gement, and (4) a procedure to obtain 
spectral response values for training the classification algorithm, 
SC.S, 

RS78-3-299 

A78-40179 Computer training procedures for the Western 

Washington forest productivity study utilizing Landsat data. J R. 

Edwards (US. Department of Natural Resources. Div. of Technical 

Services, Olympia. Wash I In: Annual Symposium on Machine 
Processing of Remotely Sensed Data, 4th, West Lafayette, lnd ,June 
21-23. 1977, Procedios. (A78-40155 17-43) New York, Institute 
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. 1917, p 264-269. 
Landsat data and multistage sampling techniques were employed 
to develop a forest cover inventory for 19 million acres of Western 
Washington; cover types of the inventory 'included old growth 
conifer, second growth conifer, hardwoods, reproductionstage
growth, and nonstocked forest (0 to five years of growth). Mixed 
stands containing greater than or less than 50% hardwood were 
found to be soectrally separable. Some classification difficulties 
resulted from shadows on steep slopes, snow cover and bare ground, 

J M.8. 
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A78-43304 d Remote sensing in agronomy and pedology -

In search of a methodology (La t6liditection en agronomic at 

pdologie - A a recherche d'une mthodologle). M. C. Girard and C. 

M. Girard (Institut National Agronomique Paris-Grignon, Thiverval. 

Grignon. Yvlines, France). In. Canadian Symposium on Remote 

Sensing,. 4th, Quebec, Canada, May 16-18, 1977, Proceedings. 

(A78-43303 19-43) Ottawa, Canadian Aeronautics and Space 

Institute, 1977, p 1-7 5 refas. In French. 
The application of remote sensing technology in agronomy and 

pedology isdiscussed in terms of data collection and data interpreta-

ton. With reference to data collection, attention is given to 

wavelentih-band selection as determined by the subject under study,
and attitude selection as determined by the dimensions of the plotundrdaasudyiterrettioMehod ar clulngvolumesfo oulind 
under study. Methods for data interpretation are outlined including 

analytical, statistical, and cartographic techniques. SIC.S. 

RS78-3-301
 
A78-41190 High-altitude versus Landsat imagery for digi­
tal crop identification. J. R. Jensen (Georgia, University, Athens, 
Ga.), J. E. Ests, and L R. Tney (California. University, Santa 
Barbara, Calif.). Phorogrammetrrc Engineenngand Remote Senmng, 
vol 44,June 1978, p. 723-733 12 refs. 
i;ultidate crop identification using macrodensitometer scanned 
color infrared hgn.athude photography (original scale 1:120,000)
and Landsat digital data vas conducted for a 140 sq km study area in 
Kern County. California. Tne purpose of this analysis was not to 
achieve maximum crop identification accuracy per se, but to 
comparatively evaluate the utility of the Two image formats for 
digital crop identification Preliminary results indicate that the 
Landsat digital approach is superior to analysis of digitized high­
altitude photography. Vignetting in the high-altitude photography

daasel caused serious signature extension problems (Author)
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A78-48007 - Use of manual densihometry in land cover 
classification. D. C. Jordan, D. H. Graves, and M. C. Hammetter (Kentucky, University. Lexington, Ky.). Photogmnmetrc Engineer­
ing and Remote Sensing, vol. 44, Aug. 1978, p. 1053-1059. 13 refs. 
Research sponsored by the University of Kentucky Research 
Foundation: Contract No. NASS-31006. 
Through use of manual spot densitometry values derived from 
multitemporal 1:24,000 color infrared aircraft photography, areas as 
small as one hectare in the Cumberland Plateau in Kentucky were 
accurately classified into one of eight ground cover groups If 
distinguishing between undisturbed and disturbed forest areas is the 
sole criterion of interest, classification results are highly accurate if 
based on imagery taken during foliated ground cover conditions. 
Multiseasonal imagery analysis was superior to single data analysis, 
and transparencies from prefoliated conditions gave better separation 
of conifers and hardwoods than did those from foliated conditions. 
P.T.H.
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A78-40167 Machine processing of aerial data for Agricul­
tural Resources Inventory and Survey Experiment 0. S. Kamat, K. 
L Majumder. T. J. Majumdar, I.C.Matieda, C V. S. Prakash, and V. 
L. Swaminathan (Indian Space Research Organization, Space Appll­
cations Center, Ahmedabad, India). In- Annual Symposium on 
Machine Processing of Remotely Sensed Data, 4th, West Lafayette, 
Ind. June 21-23, 1977, Proceedinqs. (A78-40155 17-43) New York,
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1977, p. 
124-134. 7 refs. 
The multaband aerial data for one flight line, stretching over 38 
Kms which covers an area of 6528 hectares, of the Agricultural
Resources Inventory and Survey Expetiment, Patiala has been 
analyzed by an unsupervised automatic processing technique,. The 
results are presented in the form of tables and thematic maps, They 
are verified with the results obtained independently by visual 
photointerpretation techniques. (Author)­
RS78-3-304
 
A7&43312 =" A basis for multistage forest inventor insthe 
Boreal forest region C L. Kirby and P. . van Eck (Environment
Canada. Northern Forest Research Centre, Edmonton. Alberta, 
Canada). In' Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing, 4th, Quebec, 
Canada, May 16-18, 1977, Proceedings. (A78-4330j 19-43) Ottawa, 
Canadian Aeronautics and Space Institute, 1977,p. 71-94, 29 refs. 
Consideration is given to the interpretation of Landsat imagery 
and ultra-small and large-scale aerial photography with reference to a 
multistage sampl;trg deszgn for forst regons, it is found that: (1) a 
multistage design incorporating sampling units based on variable 
probability is applicable to large-area mventores, (2) ultra-small, 
infrared, color aerial photographs may be used to estimate standfor preparing forest cover n as 3 ag~cl 
photo sampling may partially replace extensive ground sampling 
when estimating timber volume, cut-over land, and habitat types. 
vlmsfrPeaigfrs and soil m p , andn ( ) l rge-sale 
SIC.S. 
RS78-3-305 

A78-43067 Modeling the benefits to world agriculture 
from remote sensing. P Kochanowski (indiana University, South 
Bend. Ind ). In: Modeling and simulation Volume 8 -Proceedingsof 
the Eighth Annual Pittsburgh Conference, Pittsburgh, Pa., April 21, 
22, 1977. Part 2. (A78-43026 18-66) Pittsburgh, Pa , Instrument 
Society of America. 1977. p 691-695. 11 refs 
Remote sensing of agricultural land permits crop classification 
and mensuration which can lead to improved forecasts of produc-
tion. This technique is particularly important for nations wvnich do 
not already have an accurate agricultural reporting system Better 
forecasts have important economic effects. International grain 
traders can make better decisions about when to store, buy, and sell 
Farmers can make better planting decisions by taking advantage of 
production estimates for areas out of pnase with their own 
agricultural calendar. World economic benefits wil accrue to both 
buyers and sellers because of increased food supply and once 
stabilization. This paper reviews two world modeling efforts used to 
empirically vstablish the above scenario Dollar estimates, their 
implications for the United States and the rest of the world, and 
inherent modeling difficulties are described. (Author) 
RS78-3-306 

A78-43308 = Computer-assisted forest land classification by 
means of several classification methods on the CCRS Image-lOD. Y. 
J. Lee (Pacific Forest Research Centre, Victoria, British Columbia, 
Canada), F. Towler, H. Bradatsch, and S. Finding (British Columbia 
Forest Service, Victoria, British Columbia, Canada). In: Canadian 
Sympgsium on Remote Sensing, 4th, Quebec, Canada, May 16-18,1977, Proceedings. (A78-43303 19-43) Ottawa, Canadian Aero-UnvriyoMnesa;CtacN.NA529. 
nautlcs and Space nsttute, 1977,p.37-46.9 refs. 
tion using the CCRS Image-1O9 supervised classification technique. 
The study was conducted at three Canadian test sites. The results 
from principalcomponents color enhancement revealed that logged-
over, urban, power-line, and cultivated areas were easily distinguish­
able and that vegetation could be mapped. Poor resutts were 
obtained from unsupervised classification on the five identifiable 
forest-land classes with the exception of water. Computer-assisted 
classification using supervised classification algorithms was found to 
iGentify broad forest-land classes which may be subsequently used 
for further sampling by small-scale aerial photographs and ground 
surveys. S C.S. 
RS78-3-307 

A78-43336 # Specific study of rice cultivation by remote 
sensing - Cartography and production evaluation (Etude sp6cifique 
d'une culture /liz/ par t6lkdetection - Cartographie et dvaluation de 
production). T. Le Toan (Centre d'Etudes Spatiales des Rayorn-
nements, Toulouse, France). In: Canadian Symposium on Remote 
Sensing, 4th, Quebec, Canada, May 16-18, 1977, Proceedings. 
(A78-43303 1943) Ottawa, Canadian Aeronautics and Space 
Institute, 1977, p. 355-364. In French. 
Landsat data have been used in conjunction with aerial 
photoaraohy and field data to evaluate the rice qrowing areas in theCana= ,- r=4,011 T (Iota,ere eoihccted fromOf souti,1 Fra .he 

Cara-t .oofp susi n1, i :- , ire ta~r.repolacted from 
L-0 1-!r , 'd atri.i ,jlicogr a'phstaken at 
150 and 7003 m. It is found that optimal results are obtained using 
supervised classification techniques, multidate observations, and 
e. t _ passares it 13. 
methods employing linear discriminant functions. S.C.S. 
RS78-3-308
 
A78-43305 a Global agricultural productivity estimation 
from Landsat data. A. R. Mack (Agriculture Canada, Soil Research 
Institute, Ottawa, Canada). J. Schubert, C. Goodfellow, P. Chagar­
lamud,, and H. Moore (Gregory Geoscience, Ltd., Ottawa, Canada). 
In; Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing, 4th, Quebec, Canada, 
May 16-18, 1977, Proceedings. (A78-43303 19-43) Ottawa, Canadian 
Aeronauticsand Space Institute, 1977, p.8-18.5 refs. 
Landsat data have been computer processed in order to 
determine indices of growing conditions for general vegetation, 
cultivated areas, and specific crops such as spring wheat. Individual 
pixels are classified as to vegetation density and the biomass is 
calculated. Regression equations (obtained from biomass indices 
from various sites) are used to calculate predicted crop yields in 
terms of bushels per acre. A comparison is made between the actual 
distribution of classified pixels in spring wheat yields and the 
predicted distribution. It is found that the predicted values for final 
yield are within plus or minus 10 percent of the actual yields for ten 
out of eleven estimates mace for vartous regions of Canada. S.C S. 
RS78-3-30-9
 
A78-40180 - Landsat digital data application to forest 
vegetation and land use classification in Minnesota. R. A. Mead and 
M P. Meyer (Minnesota, University, St. Paul, Minn ). In: Annual 
Symposium on Machine Processig of Remotely Sensed Data, 4th,

West Lafayette,Mci, June 21-23, 1977, roceedDngs. (A78­
40155 17-43j New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Enoineers, 'Inc., 1977, p. 270-280. Research supported by the' 
University of Minesota; Contract No.NAS5-20985.
 
Landsat digital data were used to map eleven categories of land 
cover in north central Minnesota. The classification accuracy of these 
maps was found to be very low and they were not adequate for use 
by field level resource managers A discussion of the advantages and 
disadvantages of various processing systems, different algorithms, and 
the problems in selecting training sets, is included. (Author) 
RS78-3-310
 
A78-40166 An interactive system for agricultural acreage 
estimates using Landsat data. M_ Oga, W. E_ Donovan (Illinois, 
University, Urbana, Ill ), and C P Gleason (U S. Department of 
Agriculture, Statistical Reporting Service, Washington, D.C.). In-
Annual Symposium on Machine Processing of Remotely Sensed 
Data, 4th, West Lafayette, Ind.,June 21-23, 1977, Proceedings. 
(A78-40155 17-43) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers, Inc., 1977, p. 113-123 18 res. 
This paper describes interactive software systems for making 
agricultural crop acreage estimates using Landat MSS data develooed 
jointly by the Center for Advanced Computation of the University of 
Illinois and the Statistical Reporting Service of the United States 
Department of Agriculture. These acreage estimation procedures 
have been incorporated into, and use features previously developed 
in,EDITOR EDITOR is an interactive file management and image 
processing system developed by the Center for Advanced Computa­
tion in collaboration with USGS/DI, NASA/AMES, and USDAISRS. The crop acreage estimation software is implemented as pan of the EDITOR system on TENEX, a modified DEC SYSTEM-10. The only 
hardware necessary to access this acreage estimation subsystem or 
the whole EDITOR system consists of a KSR (keyboard send­
ive) terminal with acoustic coupler and a telephone link to aracaie)triawthcosicupeana o lnkoa
 
TENEX system on the ARPA network. A x-y coordinate digitizer 
and, optionally a terminal graphics plotter, are also needed for 
digitizing ground-truth samples and interactive registration capabil­
ities. (Author) 
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A78-43347 = Study of alfalfa survival in Quebec by color 
and infrared photography at scales of 1:6000 to 1:40,000 (Etude Sur ]a survie de la liuzeme au Qubec au moyei de photos couleurs et 
infra-rouges i des Schelles de 1:6000 i 1:40000). R. Paquin
(Agriculture Canada, Station de Recherche, Saint-Foy, Quebec,

Canada), G. Ladouceur, R. Desrosiers (Universite Laval, Sainte-Foy, 

Quebec, Canada). and A. Mack (Agriculture Canada, tnstisut de
Recherches sur le Sols. Ottawa, Canada). In: Canadian Symposium 

on Remote Sensing, 4th, Quebec, Canada, May 16-18, 1977. 

Proceedings. (A78-43303 1943) Ottawa, Canadian Aeronautics and 

Space Institute, 1077, p.506515. In French, 

RS78-3-312 
A7840181 A table took-up procedure for rapidly mapping 
vegetation cover and crop development A. J. Richardson and C. L. 
Wsegand IU S. Department of Agriculture Agricultural Research 
Service, Weslaco. Tex.). In. Annual Symposium on Machine Pro­
casting of Remotely Sensed Data, 4th. West Lafayette, Ind,. June 
21-23, 1977, Proceedings (A78-40155 17-43) New. York, Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc, 1977, P. 284-297. 15 
refs. A table of 10 Landaa data categories has been shown-to yield 

meaningful classificatons'ot vegetation density levels, soil brightness
S oEFFECTlevels, and water withoat any prior inforrnatioh on local crop and 

soil conditions The 10 data categories correspond to water, cloud 

shadow. low, medium and high reflectivity soil, cloud tops, low,

medium and dense plant cover, and a region into which no Landsat 

data may be expected to fall The 10 categories, developed-through

analysis of Landsat dat from six overpass dates, should lead to more 

raoid machine processing of remote sensing data to furnish crop
development surveys and crop yield predictrns. JM.8 
RS78-3-313 
A78-43342 ' with digitalVegetation classification X-band 
and L-band dual polarized SAR imagery. R+Shuchman (Michigan.
Environmental Research Institute, Ann Arbor, Mich.) and R. T. 
Lowry (Canada Centre for Remote Sensing, Ottawa, Canada), In: 
Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing, 4th, Quebec, Canada, May16-18, 1977, Proceedings. (A78-43303 1943) Ottawa, Canadian 
Aeronautics and Space Institute, 1977, p. 444-458. 10 refs.Digital multispectral and multipolarization synthetic aperture
radar have been used for vegetation classification in coastal wetlands 
regions. The basic components of the X-L radar system are the 
two-channel X-band (3.2 cm) and L-band (25.0 cm) radars. The two 
radar parameters are varied in the multiplexed system. The data aredigitized cy, the ERIM hybrid optical-ftital processor and se 
classes are identified: inland H20, coniferous trees, palmettoes and 
palmlsecondary story, marsh grass, coastal marsh grass, sand and
shell fragments, and dry grass and palmettoes. S.C.S. 
RS78-3-314 
A7840163 Stratified acreage esti*mates in the Illinoiscrop- 3tfdacreage estimimentR. A.eC.P Gleasn Ilioish 
crp-acreate experiment R. Sigan, C. P. Gleason,g. A. HanSashak 
and A. P. Starbuck (U.Si Department of Agriculture, Statistical 
Reporting Service, Washington, D.C.). In: Annual Symposium on 
Machine Processing of Remotely Sensed Data, 4th, West Lafayette,
Ind., June 21-23, 1977, Proceedings. (A78-40155 1743) New York,
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1977, p. 
80-90. 6 refs. 
The article discusses the application of the Statistical Reporting
Service to Landsat remote sensor data in order to estimate crop
acreages. The method employs a pixel classifier consisting of a series 
of dscrimmant functions corresoondling to a set of classification 
categories. The methodology has been evaluated for three Landsat 
frames taken in 1975 over western Illinois ftwas found that several 
geographic and methodological factors influence the pixel classifier. 
S.C.S.
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A78-40164 * Two.phase sampling for wheat acreage estima­
tion. R.W. Thomas and C. M.Hay (California, University, Berkeley,Calif.). In: Annual Symposium on Machine Processing of Remotely
Sensed Data, 4th, West Lafayette, Ind., June 21-23, 1977, Proceed­
ings. (A7840155 17-43) New York, Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1977, p. 91-101. 6 refs, Contract No. 
NASG-14565. 
A tvo phase Landsat-based sample allocation and wheat 
proportion estimation method was developed. This technique em­
ploys manua. Landsra full frame-based wheat or cultivated land 
proportion estimates from a large number of segments comprising a 
first sample phase to optimally allocate a smaller phase two sample
of computer or manually processed segments. Application to the 
Kansas Southwest CRO for 1974 produced a wheat acreage estimate 
for that CRD within 2.42 percent of the USDA SRS-based estimate 
using a lower CRO inventory budget than for a Simulated reference 
LAGIE system. Factor of 2 or greater cost or precision improvements 
relatie to the reference system were obtained, (Author) 
RS78-3-a46 
N78-27490*# National eronautics and Space Administraton 
Washington 0 C 
OF SOME DETERGENTS HUMATE. AND COMPOSITION OF SEEDBED ON CROP -OF TOMATO PLANTS lN 
A HYDROPONIC CULTURE 
Z, Guminka. 'M Gracz-Nalepka. S. Lukasiewicz, E Sobolewce 
.id L T Ts'klewicz Jun 1978 15 p refs Transl. into ENGLISH 
from Acs3 Agrobotan. (Poland). vol 28. no 2. 175 p 205-215 
Transl by banner (Lo) Associates. Redwood City. Calif. Original
doo prep by Wroclaw Umv. Poland(Contract NASw-2790 
iNASA-TM-75319) Avail NTIS HC AO2!MF A01 CSCL 02C 
Itis established that single detergent doses distinctlystimulate 
vegetative development of plants in the initial stage when humates 
are available When detergents are applied every four weeks in 
a hydroponic culture, in which the seedbed does not contain -
active humates, the crop Is reduced by 50% This adverse effect 
does not occur when the seedbed is a mixture of brown coaland peat. Author 
RS78-3-317 
N78-29537" Instituto de Pesquisas Espaciais. Sao Jose dos
 
Campos (Brazil).

EFFECTS OF SYSTEMIC AND NON-SYSTEMIC STRESSES
 
ON THE THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CORN
 
Ravandra Kumar. L F Silva and M E. Baer (Purdue Univ)
Jun 1978 33 p refs Submitted for publication 
(Grant NGL-t57 . 2) A153 

H C35F A1l Cvai 02C
 
HC ADS/M A0l CSCL 02C 
Experiments were condut~ced on corn plants using a cali­brated spoctroradiometer under field conditions in the indium 
antmonide channel ilnSb. 2.8 to S6 mm) and the mercury
cadmium telluride channel (HgCdTe. 7 to 14 irl A ground
cover experiment, an experiment on nonsystemic corn plants, 
and an experiment on systemic-stressed corn plants were included-
The average spectral radiance temperature of corn plantpopulations was found (1) to be statistically significantly different 
for four healthy, corn plant populations, (2) to increase with 
ncreased blight seventy, and I3) to be statistically significantly
different for varying rates of nitrogen applications, J M S 
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N78-295364# Institute de Pesquisas Espaciats. Sao Jose dos N78-28578"# Purdue Univ. Lafayette. Ind Lab forApphcations 
Cameos (Brazil) of Remote Sensing.
EVALUATION OF WAVELENGTH GROUPS FOR OISCRIM- FOREST RESOURCE INFORMATION SYSThM Quarterly 
]NATION OF AGRICULTURAL COVER TYPES . Report, 1 .Jan. - 31 Mar. 1978 
Ravindra Kumar Apr. 1978 13 p refs Submitted for R 0. Mroczynski. Principal Investigator 20 Mar. 1978 40 p 
publication refs Original contains color imagery Original photography may(Grant NGL-15-005-112) be purchased from the EROS Data Center. Sioux Falls, S. 0. 
(NASA-CR-157393; INPE-1210-PE/120) Avail: NTIS 57198 EREP 
HC A03/MF AOl CSCL 02C (Contract NAS9-15325) 
Multispectral scanner data in twelve spectral channels in (E78-10173: NASA-CR-151737) Avail. NTIS 
the wavelength range 046 to 11 7 mm. acquired in July 1971 HC A03/MF AOl CSCL 02F 
for three flighthnes. were analyzed by applying automat c pattern There are no author-identified significant results in this 
report.recognition techniques These twelve spectral channels were 
divided mo four wavelength groups (WI. WZ. W3 and W4). 
each consisting of three wavelength channels --with respect to 
their estimated probability of correct classification (P sub c)in 
discriminating agricultural cover types The same analysis was 
also done for the data acquired in August. to investigate the RS78-3-322 
effect of time on these results The effect of deletion of each of 
the wavelength groups on P sub C in the subsets of one to N78-29529# British Library Lending Div.. Boston Spa iEngland)
nine channels, is given Values of P sub C for all possible USING A 70-mm STEREO CAMERA SYSTEM WITH
combinations of wavelength groups. in the subsets of one to LARGE-SCALE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC INTERPRETATION 
eleven channels are also given Author FOR FOREST INVENTORY 
8 Rhodv 1 Nov 1977 15 p refs Transl. into ENGLISH 
from Forstarchv (West Germany). 48. 4. 1977 p 65-70 In 
ENGLISH and GERMAN 
IFCT-492) Avail British Library Lending Div. Boston Spa.
RS78-3-319 Engf
Large scale 70 mm picture format photogrammetry of forests 
N78-2859 Minnesota Univ.. Minneapolis. in northero Germany were obtained by using two stereocameras 
LANDSAT DIGITAL DATA APPUCATION TO FOREST in an aluminum housing installed 4 to 5 in apart on the wing
VEGETATION AND LAND-USE CLASSIFICATION IN struts of a Lght aircraft and a motor-dnven small image camera 
MINNESOTA Ph.D. Thesis for taking series photographs with stere6 overlap The two cameras 
Roy Alan Mead 1977 112 p were synchronously operated by means of a cable with a 
Avail- Univ. Microfilms Order No 78-09702 simultaneous triggering instrument actuated by the photographer
Three methods of accuracy verification were applied to eleven inthe aircraft Measurement data based on the photogrammetric land cover categories mapped from LANDSAT data As a result, evaluation of the aerial photos are compared with ground data 
itwas quite apparent that the accuracy of mapping land cover measured on the same.sample plots using 35 mm wide angle 
on large blocks of land. including transition zones and vegetation overview photos Standard errors in tree height measurement. 
type mixtures, gave tower estimates of accuracythan was realized stem diameters, crown diameters and volume estimates are 
on either training sets or test sets. Evaluation of the vanous discussed as well as methods for photoinierpretation and data 
map solutions by experienced field resource management processing. A R H 
cooperators resulted in the ludgment that the classification 
accuracies were so low as to preclude practical use for their 
purposes at this time. Dissert Abstr. 
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N78-2954W43 National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
RS 78-3-320 Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. MdA SPECTRAL METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE PER. 
N78-29534 # National Aeronautics and Space Administration. CENTAGE OF LVE HERBAGE MATERIALIN CUPPED SAM-
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. PIES 
ANALYSIS OFTHEDYNAMICS OF SHIFTING CULTIVATION Compton J. Tucker Nov. 1977 24 p refs Submitted for 
IN THE TROPICAL FORESTS OF NORTHERN THAILAND publicationUSING LANDSAT MODELING AND CLASSIFICATION OF tNASA-TM-78019) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20FLANDSAT IMAGERY A laboratory spectroradiometric method for the ranid 
Lee D Miller. Kaew Nualchawee (Colorado State Univ). and -. 1,'.11- , 'J- v;.,t-wtn oercentages from cipFu'v 
Craig Tom. Principal Investigators (HRB-Singer. Inc. Ft. Collins. "1 7,ut' has rDeanreo:rd and pierard testedfiy he 
Cole) May 1978 20 p Presented 12th Intern. ' I -'d refieca,,, orrefs at the '! ut.! - ,o -' 11,,n 
Symp on Remote Sensing of Environment. Manila, Phillipines. icc df;,-'..c. - , ,",.-vrea:i .onnthat of dead 
20-28 Apr 1978 Original contains imagery, Original photography %egetatlon. Miotures of 1 green and dead-ma ,il were fo,,d to 
may be purchased from the EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls. have reflectances or radiances proportional to the percentage of 
S D 57198 ERTS green material present This method offers the possibility that (E78-10178: NASA-TM-79545) 
- Avail- NTIS rapid live/dead spectrorad-imetrc determinations may replace
HC A02/MF AOl CSCL OSF the tedious hand-sorting row generally in use for many
There are no author-identified significant results in this situations Author 
report 
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N78-26527# National Aerospace Lab, Amsterdam (Netherlands). 

Scientific Services. 

IMAGE DATA SECURITY IN THE CONCEPT OF THE 

AGRICULTURAL REAL TIME IMAGING SATELLITE SYSTEM
(ARTiSS) 
H A yaningenSchenaeu L J M. Joosten. and J. L Simons 
28 Apr, 1976 117 p refs 
lContract NIVR-17981 
{NLR-TR76010-U) Avail NTiS HC A06 F AOI 
Under cousidematro was the reQuremonrtor eiclUsive access 
to satellite
imagery in the concept of ARTISS Security assessment 
indicates that user survey requests are handled confidentially 
and shows the access vulnerability of the transmission of image 
data to the user groundstation To ensure the security of this 
transmission two promising methods are available. Directional 
transmission using a directive spacecraft antenna. supported ly 
an tnboard jamming Transmitter which causes detenorationof 
the.picture quality outside a trusted territory; and crypto 
technique, achieved through onboard enciphering of the image 
data and deciphering at the user groundstation. Implementation 
costs for directional transmission and crypto technique are 6% 
and 3% of theaARTISS costs. respectively Inthe case of crypto 
technique, a 20% cost increase for operations is expected. 
Author (ESA-
RS 78-3- 325
• ­
N78.27481-# Columbia Unw.. New York Dept of Geogra*
Dhy. 
APPLICATION OF DIGITAL ANALYSIS OF MSS DATA TO 
AGRO-ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES Semiannual Proggrs., 
feport, 1 Sep. 1977 - 31 Mar. 1978 
Kempton 6. Webb, Cohn J. High. Jerry C. Coiner, and Leonard 
Zohler. Principal Investigators I Apr. P978 132 p refs 
EATS 
(Grant NsG-5080 
(E78-10151. NASA'CR-157245) Avail: NTIS 
HC AO7/MF AD CSCL oZC 
There are no author-identified significant results in thi, 
report 
RS78-3-326
 
DETERMINING THE USEFULNESS OF 
REMOTE SENSING FOR ESTIMATING 
ACGRICULTURAL WATER DEMAND IN 
CALIFORNIA, 
California Univ.-Berkeicy. Remote SensingResearch Program.
R.N. Colwell.
 
Available from the National Technical Informa­
tion Service, Springfield, VA 22161 as N77-3055l.
 
Pice codes: A04 i papercopy, AOl in microfiche.
 
Semi-Annual Report, Space Sciences Laboratory
Series 18.'Issue 59. 1977. 65 p,22 fig, i5tab.NASA NSG 2207, 
Dthcitorv "RemoL acnimi, 
-SateJliies(Artficla). -California. Irrigation, 
Agnculture. *Water demand. 'Water supply,
'Crop production, 'Data collectins, Analytical 
tachniques, Statistics, Mapping. *Crop classifica-
On, "LANDS-AT. Crop types. Spatial signature
extensia, Cropland. 
Implementation of an operational methodology by 
which the California Department of Water 
Resources tDWR) can extract information from a 
LANDSAT-based remote sensing system to ob­
him irrigated acreage statistics is described 
Techniques for spcific crop type determinatioc 
wete tested in Kern County. Project accomplish­
ments include: (1)review of DWR*s land use sur­
vey requirements, specifically as to the need for 
crop-specfic data, map formats, and -ratmtica stu­
dies; (2)demonstration of the need to boadly e­
gionahze tbe-vArety.of environments in California 
for determination of an optimum mix of remote 
sensing techniques for each environment; (3)
demonstration of the significant impact of spatial 
signature extension on the cost-effectiveness and 
transferahility of remote sensing techniques: (4) a 
1976 updale map of Kern Coumty cropland;and(S) 
LANDSAT crop keys for all major County crps.
Multicropping-was difficult to Classify using the 
available imagery and manual techniques. Average 
manual classification accuracv and ater demand 
group accuracy were 71% and 84%. respectively. 
Two digital data set.sare being processed: convesn. 
benI LANDSAT image keys, were made to select 
optimum periods to dhscnminatc fallow, small 
grans, and cotton from all other corps Techniques 
de~eloped in the study have been extended toa 
Sacramento testsite for the 1976 crop season using 
DWR ground truth data. Multvear extension in 
1975 and 1976 are described: a comprehensive
evaluation was performed during the 1977 crop 
season using data previously collected (Seip-IPA) 
W7 -68256
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REMOTE SENSING OF AGRICULTURAL 
WATER DEMAND INFORMATIONl , A 
CALIFORNIA STUDY, 
California Univ.. Santa Barbara Dept. of Gog-
raphy. 
, E.Estes. LR.Jensen,and L. R. Tumey. 
Water Resources'Research, Vol 14, No. 2, p 170. 
176. Apri1978.3D9,3 tab, 8zf. 
Descroso: *Remote sensing. *Water demand, 
*Computer models. 'Groandwater basins. 
'California. Agriculture. Crops. Stabstics. Irrtga. 
tine. Prediction. Systems analystas. Simulation 
analysts. 
This study focuses on the use of LANDSAT 
image-processing techniques to produce cropland 
and crop type statistics for input into agricultural 
.ates demand prediction procedures currenly 
being employed by the Ken County Water Agen-be inepyyt Kern County Ovariability,AgfThpoten' 
y intKern County. Catifornia. The potential of 
remote senas.g to provide tput to the Kern Coun-
ty Water Agencys groundwater basin model in a 
more accurate and timely fashion is the objective 
of the research diacussedhberein. Current accura-
cies associated "fth LANDSAT 
croplandlnoncropland identifications are of the 
order of 98% absolute accuracy. These data are 
being operationally incorporated toto model ealcu-
laitns on a quarterly basis Crop specific; acura­
eras, although somewhat lower. are teadily being 
improved, and prospects for eventual incorpora­
tion appear good. The model, which diides the 
San Joaquin Valley floor portion of the Kern 
County groundwater baitd into 251 nodal regions, 
is designed to produce a total simulation of vatr 
trainsiasson and storage throughout the model 
area; it incorporates detailed, relatively stable 
geologic information in conjunction with the Capa-
bihlies provided by remote sensing. the potential 
exists to sample current information contmually 
for both shortterm and ong-term agricultural 
water demand forecasting. (GrafCornell)
W78-08031 
,RS7873-32,8 

THE TEN-ECOSYSTEM STUIDY INVESTIGA. 
TION PLAN, 

Lockheed Electrontis Co. Inc..Houston. TX 
E. P. Kan. 
Avadahle from the Natinnal Technical Informs-

tlion Service, Springfield, VA 22161 as N77-I 1505, 

Pnce codes- A04mn papercOpy. A01 in microfiche. 

Prepared for Earth Observations Division, 

Science ant; Applications Directorate, NASA, Re-

pot 3SC11533. September 1976. 53 P.2 7 ref. 10 
tab, 5 fig. NAS -12200. 
Descriptors: &Remote sensing, *Eeosystems,
 
fTertaa analysis, iData processing. Forests.
 
Grasslands, Water resources, Monitoring,

Management. 'Surveys, Mapping. Analysis.

'Land satellites. Inland waters., Ground truth data.
 
NASA and the Forest Service. U.S. Department
of Agnculture. have agreed to divide the continen­
taIUnited States into ten forest and grassland 
ecosystems in order to prepare for forest and 
grasslands renewable rasources inventories using 
automatic data processing. The study is designed 
to identify problems and recommend soilution 
which are specific to individual sites or 
ecosystems. By studying the similarties and 
anomalies of the too ecosystems, the study 
proposes to identify technical analysis problems 
and recommend soluuons. These data are then to 
be used by the Forest Service in designing remote 
sensing nethods for monitoring activities and op,­
portunities for usne of umber, rge and water 
resources. The TES is disigned to to play rules: to 
perform a type separability study to determine the 
range of posshilities and accuracies in mapping 
forest; grassland and i landwater details; and to 
conduct a simulated inventory study to determine 
how well remote sensing technology can extend 
limited ground truth fotlarge area iventoosie. The 
former study will end with the determination of 
'training signatures' of known features, the latter 
will be evahated by comparingoverail map and 
acreage curarces to a frespecified amount of 
ground truth for the entire sate. (Zayac-NC)
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VEGETATION CHANGE IN THE SONORAN 
DESERT'REGION, ARIZONA AND SONORA. 
Forest Service, Fort Collins, CO; sad Rocky
Mountain Forest and Range Experiment Station, 
Flagstaff. AZ. 
S. C.Marti. and R. M.Turner.
 
Journal of the Arizona Academy of-Science, Vol
 
12, No 2. p $9-69, June. 1977.7 fig, 19 ref.
 
Descriptor: Arirona.Mico, Vegetationefects, 
Vegetation regrowth. "Desertplants. Plant pop.­
lations. Environmental effects, Cacti. 'And .li­
mates. Deserts. 'Photography. Succession, Wit­
dhtfe Watershed in magniceit, Chntatlo's Rain­
fall 
Six series of photographs recorded changing 
vegetation condittons in the' Sonoran Desert of 
Ariona and Sonora. 1906-1975. Some of the 
vegetational changes noted- were due to rainfall 
including periods of droughts, or 
•periods 	 with above average rainfall. Suggested
changes caused by man included- introduction of 
grazing, fires, poor watershed management, and 
removal of woody plants. Long-tents studies of the 
relationship between rainfall and vegetation need 
to be undertaken, but such studies need protected 
study stes~free from human influence (Jewkes. 
Arizona) 
W78-0870
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SCHEDULING AND MONITORINO IRRIGA.
 
TION wliti INFRA-RED PHOTOGRAPHY,
 
Crop Protection. Inc.. Umatilla. OR.
 
M. Pitney. 
In Proceedings of the 1977 Annual Tcchntcal Con.­
fcrenuo. Irrigation for All Reraons. p 176-177. 
February 13-I5. 1977. 
Descriptors 'Scheduing. 'Irrigato-. Irrigation
prictice%, Soil moisture. Soil water. 'Infrared
radiation, Crop production, Crop response. 
Aerial infrared photography, Retale senrg. 
" otoirm. 
Aerial snfra-rod photography it being u~cd in 
agrtcourc to identify-piants which are under 
tress frnmdlsce, mot'ture and nutrients By i­
terpretiton of the infra-red reflectance, as 
retordcd on film, it t. possible to diinguish 
between healthy and unhealthy foliage. The salue 
of pholtgraph) is in the early detszton of the 
stmcsscd !4t The h%ciphy also nta tes the 
application ,if erecUlvc nieasure%quick and effi­
-1tnt. thklgvr1oc-Colorado State) 
Wli-tIlY6W 
RS78-3-331 
I tRGE AREA CROP INVENTORY EXPERI­
.ENT (LACE): RESULTS OF LACIE
 
"2OUOHT ANALYSIS (SOUTH DAKOTA
 
DROUGHT 1976),
 
Nauonal Aeronautics and Space Administration,
 
Kauston, TX. Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center.
 
D R Thompson.
 
Asalable from the National Technical Informa­
ton Service, Springfield, VA 23161 as N77-27480,
 
Pricecodes: A03 sn paper copy, AOl in microfiche.
 
September, 1976.33 p, 22 fig, I tab.
 
Descriptors; 'Remote sensing, 'Droughts. 'South
 
Dakota, tAcreat hydrogeology. *Aerial sensing.
 
Satelhteis(ArficiaDl, Mapping. Monitoring,

Analytical techniques, *Large Area Crop Invento-

C) Experiment, *LANDSAT, Crop Moisture
 
index, Green Index Number.
 
The second of three reports on the 1976 droughts
 
in the US Great Plains summarizes the results of
 
'tie Large Are. Crop Inventory Experiment
 
"LACIE) for drought in South Dakota; the LACIE
 
n.Avis and monitoring techniques developed for
 
the Southern Great Plains were used successfully
 
.,uring the South Dakota drought. LANDSAT full­
2i.ime images were used to outline and monitor the
 
dical estent of the drought; this areal extent
 
agreed with other sources indicating drought. A
 
"car, using LANDSAT digital data was
 
'2Veloped for identifying 5-x 6 om segments as
 
-rcught-affected or not affected; this scheme
 
',reed with the ayailable Crop Moisture Index
 
data. The green index ndmber (GIN)-(using the
 
Kauth transfotnation) was computed for all South
 
Dakota segmentsand selected North Dakota seg­
ments;'GIN also provides an aid to analyst in­
terpreters in indicating changes that are occurring
 
before these changes are detected on color in­
frared images. Detailed figures present data on
 
drought affected areas and crop moisture indexes.
 
(Seip-IPA)
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ID NO.- E1780860826 860826
 
WHEAT YIELD FORECASTS USING LANDSAT DATA.
 
Colwel'l. John E.; Rice, Daniel P.; Nalepka. Richard F.
 
Environ Res Inst of Mich. Ann Arbor
 
ProC Int Syrup Remote Sensing Environ 1I-th, Univ of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. PubI by Environ Res Inst of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 1245-1254 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (-REMOTE SENSING, *Environmental Applications).
 
'AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING,
 
IDENTIFIERS: WHEAT YIELD FORECASTS, 
LANDSAT DATA
 
CARD ALERT: 716. 821
 
Many of the considerations of winter wheat yield prediction
 
using Landsat data are discussed. In addition, a simple
 
technique which permits direct early season forecasts of wheat
 
production is described.
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ID NO.- E1780860828 860828
 
COMPUTER-AIDED- CLASSIFICATION REMOTE IN
FOR SENSING 

AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY IN NORTHERN ITALY.
 
Dejace, J.; Megier, U.; MehI, W.
 
dt Res Cent SEM OASHS Ispra Estabi, Italy
 
PPoc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, Apr 25-29 1977. Pubi by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, 1977 p 1269-IT78 CODEN: PISE M
 
DESCRIPTORS: (IREMOTE SENSING, *Environrental Applications),
 
IMAGE PROCESSING. AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING, FORESTRY,
 
IDENTIFIERS: LANOSAT DATA, CROP INVENTORIES
 
CARD ALERT: 716, 7T3, 821
 
A set of results concerning the processing and analysis of
 
data from LANOSAT satellite and airborne scanner is presented.
 
The possibility of performing inventories of irrigated Crops
 
SEM DASH$ rice, planted groves, poplars, and natural forests
 
in the mountains SEM DASH$ beeches and chestnuts, is
 
investigated in the Po valley and in an alpine site.
 
Accuracies around 955/ or better. 70% and 60% respectively are
 
achieved by using LANDSAT data and supervised classification.
 
Discrimination of rice varieties isproved with 8 channels data
 
from airborne scanner, processed after correction of the
 
atmospheric effect due to the scanning angle, with and without
 
linear feature selection of the data. The accuracies achieved
 
to more than 80%. The best results are
range from 65% 

.obtained with the maximum likelihood classifier for normal
 
parameters but rather close results are derived by using a
 
modified version of the weighted euclidian distance between
 
points, with consequent decrease in computing time around a
 
factor 3.
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ID NO.- E1780857678 857678
 
EFFECT OF SOIL WATER DEFICIT ON THE REFLECTANCE OF CONIFER
 
SEEDLING CANOPIES.
 
Fox. L. III
 
Humboldt State Univ. Arcata. Calif
 
Proc Int SymP Remote Sensing Environ 11th. Univ of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. PubI by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 719-728 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*FORESTRY. *Remote Sensing). (SOILS, Moisture)
 
* INFRARED IMAGING.
 
IDENTIFIERS: CANOPY REFLECTANCE
 
CARD ALERT: 821, 483. 741
 
The effects of soil water deficit on spruce and pine
 
seedlinq canopy reflectance, needle reflectance and
 
transmittance, and canopy density were measured in a
 
greenhouse with a diffuse source of radiant flux. A potential
 
for early or pre-visual detection of plant water stress was
 
not supported by these measurements made at visible. and
 
reflected infrared wavelengths to 1950 nm. Needles were found
 
to transmit approximately thirty percent of the radiant flux
 
incident on them at 780 nm. ten percent at 700 nm, and were
 
found to be opaque at 450. 550, 600 and 650 nm.
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ID NO..- E1780857673 857673
 
APPLICATION OF LANDSAT DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY TO FOREST FIRE
 
FUEL TYPE MAPPING.
 
Kourtz. P. H..
 
Can For Serv. For Fire Res Inst, Ottawa. Ont
 
Proc Int, Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th. Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. Publ by Environ Res Inst of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 1111-1115 CODEN: PISEDM'
 
DESCRIPTORS:-(*FORESTRY. *Fire Protection). (REMOTE SENSING.
 
Environmental Applications). MAPS AND MAPPING. IMAGE 
PROCESSING. 
CARD ALERT: 821.. 716, 723 
During the past several years, the Forest Fire Research 
Institute with assistance from the Canadian Centre for Remote
 
Sensing, has examined the role of digital classification and
 
enhancement methods for producing general forest cover
 
classifications suitable as fuel maps. An enhancement
 
.technique was produced for an,8 million hectare fire control
 
region showing water. muskeg, coniferous, deciduous and mixed
 
stands, new clearcut logging, burned areas. :regeneration
 
areas. nonforested areas and large forest roads. Use of this
 
map by fire control personnel has already demonstrated its
 
usefulness-for initial ,attack decision maWinq. Recent work
 
has dealt with temporal overlays and has shown the 'merits of
 
this approach.
 
RS78-3-336
 
ID NO.- E1780860820 860820
 
EVALUATION OF SPECTRAL CHANNELSAND WAVELENGTH REGIONS FOR
 
SEPARABILITY OF AGRICULTURAL COVER TYPES.
 
Kumar. R.
 
Inst de Pesqui Espec (INPE). Sao Jose dos Campos. Braz
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, Apr 25-29 1977. Pubi by Environ Res Inst of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor, 1977 p 1081-1090 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (UREMOTESENSING. *Environmental Applications,).
 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING, PATTERN RECOGNITION SYSTEMS,
 
,IDENTIFIERS:-AGRICULTURAL COVER
 
CARD ALERT: 716. 741. 821
 
The paper reports on a study to evaluate the spectral
 
channels as well as wavelength regions SEM DASHS visible, near
 
infrared, middle infrared and thermal--infrared SEM DASH$ wi'th
 
respect to . their estimated probability of correct
 
classification (P7/c) in discriminating agricultural cover
 
types. Multispectral scanner data in ,twelve spectral channels
 
in the wavelength range of 0. A to 011. 7 Smu$ m acquired in
 
the middle of duly for three flightlines were analyed, by
 
applying automaticpattern recognition techniques. The same
 
analy.sis was performed for the data acquired in the middle of
 
August, over the same three flightlines. to investigate the
 
effect of time on the results. The effect of deletion of each
 
spectral channel as well as each wavelength reg'ion on P//c is
 
given, Values of P//c for all possible combinations of
 
wavelength regions in the subsets of one to twelve spectral
 
channels are also given. 13 refs.
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ID NO.- E1780860833 860833
 
INVENTORY OF RICEFIELDS IN FRANCE USING LANDSAT AND AIRCRAFT
 
DATA.
 
LeToan. T.; Cassirame, P.; Quach. J.: Marie, R.
 
Cent d'Etud Spat des Rayonnem. Toulouse, Fr
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. Pub] by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, 1977 p 1483-1495 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (-REMOTE SENSING. "Environmental Applications),
 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING. IMAGE PROCESSING,
 
IDENTIFIERS: CROP INVENTORY, LANOSAT DATA
 
CARD ALERT: 741. 742, 821. 716
 
The methodology fop mapping Picefields in Southern France is
 
developed, using 1975 LANDSAT 2 and aircraft data and taking
 
into account the features of the fields.
 
RS78-3-338
 
ID NO.- E1780860832 , 860832
 
AIRBORNE MONITORING OF CROP CANOPY TEMPERATURES FOR
 
IRRIGATION SCHEDULING AND YIELD PREDICTION.
 
Millard. dohn P.: dackson. Ray 0.; Goettelman, Robert C.;
 
Reginato. Robert J.; Idso, Sherwood B.: LaPado, Richard L.
 
NASA/Ames Res Cent. Moffett Fleld, Calif
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ lltb. Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. Pub! by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 1453-1461 CODEN: PISEOM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (-REMOTE SENSING. -Environmental Applications),
 
(IRRIGATION. Scheduling), (PHOTOGRAPHY, Infrared Radiation),
 
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT.
 
IDENTIFIERS: CROP YIELD, CROP CANOPY TEMPERATURE
 
CARD ALERT: 741, 742, 821
 
Airborne and ground measurements were made on April I and
 
29. 1976. over a U- S. Department of Agriculture test site
 
consisting mostly of wheat in various stages of water stress.
 
but also including alfalfa and bare soil. These measurements
 
were made to evaluate the feasibility of measuring crop
 
temperatures from aircraft so that a parameter termed Sleft
 
double quoteS stress degree day Sright double quoteS , SOD,
 
could be computed. The aircraft measurement program required
 
predawn and afternoon flights coincident with-minimum and
 
maximum crop temperatures. Airborne measurements were made
 
with an infrared line scanner and with color IR photography.
 
The scanner data were registered, subtracted, and color-coded
 
to yield pseudo-colored temperature-difference images.
 
Pseudo-colored images reading directly in daily SOD increments
 
were also produced. 11 refs.
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ID NO.- E1780858259 858259
 
LANDSAT DATA FROM AGRICULTURAL SITES: CROP SIGNATURE
 
ANALYSIS.
 
Misra. P. N.; Wheeler. S. G.
 
IBM, Houston. Tex
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Envipon 11th. Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, Apr'25-29 1977. PubI by'Environ Res 'Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, 1977 ,p 1473-1 82 CODEN: P.ISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*IMAGE PROCESSING, *Analysis), (REMOTE 'SENSING
 
Multispectral Scanners). AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING,
 
IDENTIFIERS: CROP SIGNATURES, LANDSAT DATA
 
CARD ALERT: 741. 716. 821
 
The LANDSAT multispectral scanner (MSS) data have been
 
analyzed with a view toward classification to identify wheat.
 
The not-ion of spectral signature of a crop, a commonly used
 
basis for classification, has been found to be inadeouate.
 
Data analysis has revealed that the 'MSS data from agricultural
 
sites are essentially two dimensional, and that the data from
 
different sites and different acquisitions lie on parallel
 
planes in the four-dimensional feature space. These results
 
have been exploi.ted to gain new insight into the data 'and to
 
develop alternate models for classification. In particular, 
it has been found that the temporal pattern -of,change in the 
spectral response of a crop constitutes 'itS signature and 
provides a basis for crop classification. 
RS78-3-340
 
ID NO.- E1780859960 859960
 
CROP CLASSIFICATION WITH LANDSAT MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER DATA.
 
Misra. Pratap N.; Wheeler. Stanley G.
 
IBM. -Houston, Tex
 
Pat-tern Recogn v 10 n 1 1978 p 1-13 CODEN: PTNRA8
 
DESCRIPTORS: *PATTERN RECOGNITION SYSTEMS. (REMOTE SENSING,
 
Multispectral Scanners), AGRICULTURAL qNGINEERING.
 
CARD ALERT: 723. 732, 802. 901
 
The LANDSAT multispectral scanner (MSS) data have been
 
analyzed with a view toward classification to ident-ify wheat.
 
The notion of spectral signature of, acrop,. a commonly used
 
basis -.for classification. has been found to be inadequate.
 
'Data analysis has revealed that the MSS'data from agricultural
 
Sites are essent-ially two-dimensional, and that the data from
 
different si'tes and different acquisitions lie on parallel
 
planes in the four-dimensional feature ,space. These results
 
have been exploited to qain new insight into the data and to
 
develop alternate models fop classification.. In particular.
 
it has been found that the temporal pattern of change in the
 
spectral response of a crop -constitutes its signature and
 
provides a basis for crop classificatidn. 1 ,Pefs.
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ID NO.- E1780860798 860798
 
PROGRESS AND NEEDS IN AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT,
 
AND APPLICATIONS PROGRAMS.
 
Moore. D. G.: Myers, V. I.
 
SD State Univ. Erookings
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. Pub) by Environ Res Inst of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 257-266 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (-*REMOTE SENSING, *Environmental Applications),
 
(PHOTOGRAMMETRY, Aaricultural Applications), AGRICULTURAL
 
ENGINEERING,
 
CARD ALERT: 901, 821
 
The dynamic nature of agriculture requires repetitive
 
resource assessments such as those from remote sensing. Until
 
recently, the use of remote sensing in agriculture has been
 
limited primarily to site specific investigations without
 
large-scale evaluations. Examples of successful applications
 
at various user levels are provided. This paper assesses the
 
stage of development for applying remote sensing to many
 
agricultural problems and suggests goals for planning future
 
data characteristics for increased use in agriculture. Refs.
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ID NO.- E1780857679 857679
 
PRE-VISUAL DETECTION OF STRESS IN PINE FORESTS.
 
Olson. Charles E. Jr.
 
Univ of Mich. Ann Arbor
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th, Univ of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. Publ by Environ Res Inst of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 933-944 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*FORESTRY. iRemote Sensing). (REMOTE SENSING.
 
Multispectral Scanners).
 
IDENTIFIERS: PINE BARK BEETLES
 
CARD ALERT: 821. 716. 742
 
This report summarizes a review of available information
 
relating to pre-visual, or early, detection of forest stress
 
with particular reference to detection of attacks by pine bark
 
beetles. Available data indicate that early, on pre-visual
 
detection is more likely with multispectpal scanners (MSS)
 
than with camera systems. Preliminary efforts to obtain early
 
detection of attacks by pine bark beetles, using MSS data from
 
the ERIM M-7 scanner. have not been sufficiently successful to
 
demonstrate an operational capability, but indicate tthat joint
 
processing of the 0. 71 to 0. 73. 2. 00 to 2. 60, and 9. 3 to
 
11. 7 SmuS m bands holds some promise. Ratio processing of
 
transformed data from the 0. 45 to 0. 52, 1. 55 to 2. 60. and
 
4. 5 to 5. 5 or 9. 3 to 11. 7 SmuS m regions appears even
 
more promising. Refs.
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ID NO.- E1780857665 857665
 
FORESTLANO TYPE IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS IN WESTERN
 
MASSACHUSETTS: A LINKAGE OF A LANDSAT FOREST INVENTORY TO AN
 
OPTIMIZATION STUDY.
 
Rafsnider. Giles T.: Rogers, Robert H.; Morse, Anthony
 
USDA For Serv. Upper Darby. Pa
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th. Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. Pubi by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 1497-1 05 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: -FORESTRY. (REMOTE SENSING, Environmental
 
Applications). IMAGE PROCESSING. MAPS AND MAPPING,
 
IDENTIFIERS: FOREST INVENTORIES. NATURAL RESOURCES
 
MANAGEMENT. LANDSAT DATA
 
CARD ALERT: '821. 723
 
Digital land cover files derived from computer processing of
 
LANOSAT and soil productivity data are linked and used by
 
linear programming model to determine production of forestec
 
areas under different management strategies. Results of model
 
include maps and data graphics for four-county region in
 
western Massachusetts.
 
RS78-3-344
 
ID NO.- E1780857680 857680
 
INFLUENCE OF MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER SPATIAL RESOLUTION ON
 
FOREST FEATURE CLASSIFICATION.
 
Sadowski. F. G.: Nalila. W. A.: Sarno, d. E.; Nalepka. R. F.
 
Environ Res list of Mich. Ann Arbor
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th. Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. Publ by Environ Res Inst of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 1279-1288 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (-FORESTRY, *Remote Sensing), (REMOTE SENSING,
 
Multispectral Scanners). IMAGE PROCESSING.
 
CARD ALERT: 821. 716, 723
 
Inappropriate spatial resolution and corresponding data
 
processinq techniques may be major causes for non-optimal
 
forest classification results frequently achieved from
 
multispectral scanner (MSS) data. This paper Presents the
 
procedures and results of empirical investiqations to
 
determine the influence of MSS spatial resolution on the
 
classification of forest features into levels of detail or
 
hierarchies of information that might be appropriate for
 
nationwide forest surveys and detailed in-place inventories.
 
Two somewhat different, but related studies are presented.
 
The first consisted of establishing classification accuracies
 
for several hierarchies of features as spatial resolution was
 
progressively coarsened from (2 meters)**2 to (64 meters)**2.
 
The second investigated the capabilities for specialized
 
processinq techniques to improve upon the results of
 
conventional processing procedures for both coarse and fine
 
resolution data.
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RS78-3-345
 
ID NO.- E1780857676 857676
 
REMOTE SENSING AND TODAY'S FORESTRY ISSUES.
 
Sayn-Wittgenstein. L.
 
Fop Manaqe Inst. Dep of Fish & the Environ. Ottawa, Ont
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th. Univ of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. Pub] by Environ Res Inst of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 267-276 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (-FORESTRY. *Remote Sensing), (REMOTE SENSING.
 
Environmental Applications), (PHOTOGRAFMETRY. Forestry
 
Applications).
 
CARD ALERT: 901. 821
 
The paper examines the actual and the desirable roles of
 
remote sensino in dealing with current forestry issues. such
 
as national forest policy. supply and demand for forest
 
products and competing demands for forest land. A most
 
critical problem in forestry is the developing shortaqe of
 
wood. The developing supply crisis will put pressure on
 
reforestation programs, and on the rehabilitation of naturally
 
deqraded or mismanaged lands. At the moment, the most
 
promising approaches to the assessment of planting sites and
 
reforestation success are through adaptations of traditional
 
photogrammetry and photo interpretation: advances will have
 
to be made. Forest protection continues as a critical area
 
deservinq more attention. Wood is also beinq considered as an
 
additional source of energy and interest is increasing in
 
producinq fuels from wood. Other forestry issues involve
 
concerns for the quality of life. conservation and
 
envionmental protection. Refs.
 
RS78-3-346
 
ID NO.- E1780754367 854367
 
DOPPLER RADAR VELOCITY METER FOR AGRICULTURAL TRACTORS.
 
Stuchly. Stanislaw S.; Thansandote, Artnarong: Mladek, dosef
 
Townsend. James S.
 
Univ of Ottawa. Ont
 
IEEE Trans Veh Technol v VT-27 n I Feb 1978 p 24-30
 
CODEN: ITVTAB
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*TRACTORS. *Agricultural), (SPEED INDICATORS.
 
Analysis). (RADAR. Applications). MATHEMATICAL MODELS, DOPPLER
 
EFFECT.
 
IDENTIFIERS:.DOPPLER VELOCITY METER
 
CARD ALERT: 716. 663, 821. 943. 921
 
There exists a need for an accurate. noncontact. continuous.
 
and instantaneous method of measuring the true qround speed
 
and the total distance traveled of agricultural tractors
 
operatinq in the field. A method based on the application of
 
modern solid state microwave Doppler radar for monitoring the
 
velocity of agricultural tractors is described. Analytical
 
considePations and experimental results obtained during field
 
tests on different field surfaces are presented. 17 refs.
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RS78-3-347
 
ID NO.- E1780860815 860815
 
TWO PHASE SAMPLING'FOR WHEAT ACREAGE ESTIMATION.
 
Thomas. Randall W.:,Hay., Claire M.
 
Univ of Cal-f. 'Berkeley
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. Pub] by Environ Res Inst of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 "p 909-918 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: t*REMOTE SENSING, *Environmental Apolications),
 
(IMAGE PROCESSI:G. Sampling), AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING,
 
IDENTIFIERS: CROP SURVEYS. tANDSAT DATA, INTERPRETATION
 
CARD ALERT: 716. 741, 821
 
A two phase Landsat-based sample allocation and wheat
 
proportion estimation method was developed. This technique
 
employs manual. Landsat full frame-based wheat or cultivated
 
land proportion estimates from a large number of segments
 
comprising a first sample phase to optimally allocate a
 
smalier phase two sample of computer on manually processed
 
segments. Application to the Kansas Southwest Crop Reporting
 
District (CRD) for 1974 produced a wheat acreage estimate for
 
that CRD within 2. 42 percent of the USDA SRS-based estimate
 
using a lower CRD inventory budget than for a simulated
 
reference Larqe Area Crop Inventory Experiment system. Factor
 
,of 2'-or creater cost or precision improvements relative to the 
reference system were obtained. ­
RS78-3-348
 
ID NO.- E-1780860816 860816
 
USE OF'LANDSAT DIGITAL DATA TO DETECT AND MONITOR VEGETATION
 
WATER DEFICIENCIES.
 
Thompson, D. R.: Wehmanen. 0. A.
 
,NASA, Lyndon B. Johnson Space Cent, Houston, Tex
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, Apr 25-29 1977. 'Pub] by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, 1977 p 925-931 CODEN: 'PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (--REMOTE SENSING, *Environmental Applications).
 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING, MOISTURE DETERMINATION,
 
IDENTIFIERS: LANDSAT DIGITAL DATA. VEGETATION MOISTURE
 
STRESS
 
CARD ALERT: 716, 821
 
In the Larqe Area Crop Inventory Experiment a-technique was
 
devised using a vector transformation of Landsat digital data,
 
to indicate when vegetation is undergoing moisture stress. A
 
relation was established between the remote-sensing-based
 
cri-terion (the Green Index Number) and a 'ground-based
 
criterion (Crop Moisture IndexY.
 
RS78-3-349
 
ID NO.- E1780857677 857677
 
USE OF MULTISPECTRAL DATA IN DESIGN OF FOREST SAMPLE
 
SURVEYS.
 
Titus. Stephen- .: Wensel. Lee C.
 
Univ of Calif. Berkeley
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th. Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, Apr 25-29 1977. Pub] by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 505-513 CODEN: PISEOM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*FORESTRY, -Remote Sensing), (COMPUTERS.
 
Applications). (REMOTE SENSING, MUltispectral Scanners).
 
CARD ALERT: 821. 716. 723
 
The use of multispectral data in design of forest sample
 
surveys usinq a computer software package, WILLIAM, is
 
described-. The system allows evaluation of a number of
 
alternative -sampling systems and, with appropriate cost data.
 
estimates the implementation cost for each. Refs.
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RS78-3-350
 
Aoplication of Remote Sensing Technology in South Dakota to
 
Assess Wildlife Habitat Change, Describe Meandering Lakes.
 
Improve Agricultural Censusing. Map Aspen, and Quantify Cell
 
Selection Criteria for Spatial Data
 
South Dakota State Univ.. Brookings. Remote Sensing
 
Inst.*National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
 
Washington. D.C. Office of Univ. Affairs.
 
Semiannual progress rept. I Jul-31 Dec 77
 
AUTHOR: Best, R. G.: Dalsted. K. J.: Eidenshink. J. C.;
 
Schmen. F. A.: Wehde. M. E.
 
E058313 Fid: 938 d7807
 
1977 alp
 
Rept No: SDSU-RSI-77-17
 
Grant: NGL-42-O03-0O07
 
Monitor: NASA-CR-155514
 
Original contains color imagery, Original photography may be'
 
purchased from the EROS Data Center. Sioux Falls. S.D.
 
Abstract: No abstract available. (Color illustrations
 
reproduced in black and white).
 
South Dakota. Lakes. Wildlife. Habitats. Agriculture.
 
Trees(Plants). Water management. Black Hills(SD-WY). Earth
 
Resources program. Mapping. Spatial distribution
 
,Identifiers: NTISNASA
 
E78-10053 NTIS Prices: PC A05/MF A01
 
RS78-3-351
 
Nationwide Forestry Applications Program. Ten-Ecosystem Study
 
(TES) Site I. Grand County, Colorado
 
Lockheed Electronics Co., Inc.. Houston. Tex. ' Systems and 
Services Div.*National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
Houston. Tex. Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center. 
Final rept.
 
AUTHOR: Dllnman, R. D.
 
EO884H1 Fld: 938 d7810
 
Aug 77 54p
 
Rept No: LEC-10691
 
Contract: NAS9-15200
 
Monitor: NASA-CR-151 988
 
Original contains color imagery. Original photography may be
 
purchased from the EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, S.D.
 
Abstract: No abstract available.
 
Colorado Ecosystems. Grasslands. Forests, Skylab program,
 
EREP, Mapping. Seasons
 
Identifiers: NTISNASA. NTISAGFS
 
E78-10061 NTIS Prices: PC A04/MF AOl
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RS78-3-352
 
Agricultural Scene Understanding
 
Purdue Univ.. Lafayette. Ind. Lab. for Applications of Remote
 
Sensinq.*NASA Earth Resources Survey Program. Washington. D.C.
 
Final rept. 
AUTHOR: Landqrebe. 0. A.: Bauer. Marvin E.: Silva. Leroy; 
Hoffer. Roger M.: Baumqardner. Marion F. 
E0583H3 Fld: 2C. 93A. 98 GRA17807 
Nov 77 18f8p 
Rept No: LARS-112677 
Contract: NASS-14970 
Monitor: NASA-CR-155343 
Original contains imagery. Original photography 
purchased from the EROS Data Center. Sioux Falls. S.D. 
may be 
Abstract: The author has identified the following significant
 
results. The LACIE field measurement data were radiometnically
 
calibrated. Calibration enabled valid comparisons cf
 
measurements from different dates, sensors, and/or locations.
 
Thermal band canopy results included: (1) Wind velocity had a
 
significant influence on the overhead radiance temperature and
 
the effect was quantized. Biomass and Soil -temperatures.
 
temperature gradient, and canopy geometry were altered. (2)
 
Temperature gradient was a function of wind velocity. (3)
 
Temperature gradient of the wheat canopy was relatively
 
constant during the day. (4) The laser technique provided good
 
quali-ty Geometric characterization.
 
Descriptors: -Agriculture. Large area crop -inventory
 
experiment, Soils. Forests. Wheat. Timber inventory, Skylab
 
program. EREP. Data storage. Information retrieval.
 
Reflectance. Cost effectiveness
 
Identifiers: NTISNASA
 
E78-10043 NTIS Prices: PC Ao/MF AOl
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RS78-3-353
 
Investigations of Spectral Separability of Small Grains, Early
 
Season Wheat Detection. and Multicrop Inventory Planning
 
Environmental Research Inst. of Michigan. Ann Arbor.*National
 
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Houston, Tex. Lyndon B.
 
Johnson Space Center. (408 259)
 
Final technical rept. 15 May 76-14 Nov 77
 
AUTHOR: Malila. William A.: Gleason, James M.1 Nalepka.
 
Richard F.
 
EO485d2 Fid: 2C. 93A. SBG GRAI7806
 
Nov 77 86p
 
Rept No: ERIM-122700-34-F
 
Contract: NAS9-14928
 
Monitor: NASA-CR-151553
 
Abstract: The author has identified the following significant
 
results. LANDSAT data from seven 5 by 6 seaments having crop
 
type information were analyzed to determine the potential for
 
spectral separation of sprinq wheat fpom other small grains as
 
an alternative to the primary LACIE procedure for estimating
 
spring wheat acerage. Within segment field-center.
 
classification accuracies for spring wheat vs. barley tended
 
to be best in mid-July when crop color Changes were in
 
progress. When correlations were made for differences in
 
atmospheric haze. data from several segments could be
 
aqreqated, and results that approached within segment
 
accuracies were obtained for selected dates. "LACIE field
 
measurement spectral reflectance data provided information on
 
both wheat development patterns and the importance of various
 
aqronomic factors on wheat reflectance, the most important
 
being availability of soil moisture. To investigate early
 
season detection for winter wheat, reflectance of developing
 
wheat patterns were simulated through reflectance modeling and
 
were analyzed along vith field measured reflectance from a
 
Kansas site. The green component development of the wheat
 
field was analyzed as a function of date throughout the
 
season. A selected threshold was not crossed by all fields
 
until mid-April. These reflectance data were shown to be
 
consistent with actual LANOSAT data.
 
Descriptors: *Wheat. *Crop growth. -Crop identtfication, Large
 
area Crop inventory experiment. Planting. Soil moisture, Soil
 
erosion. Barley. Nitroqen. Kansas. North Dakota, Earth
 
resources program. Multispectral band scanners. Thematic
 
mapping
 
Identifiers: *Farm crops. NTISNASA
 
E78-10015 NTIS Prices: PC AC5/MF A01
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RS78-3-354
 
Investiqation of Techniques for Inventorying Forested Reqions.
 
Volume 2. Forestry Information System Requirements and Joint
 
Use of Remotely Sensed and'Ancillary Data
 
Environmental Research Inst. of Michigan. Ann Arbor. Infrared
 
and Optics Div.*NASA Earth Resources Sunvey Program,
 
Washinqton. D.C.
 
Final rept. 14 May 76-14 Nov 77
 
AUTHOR: Nalepka. Richard F.; Cicone. -Richard C.: Malila. 
Will.iam A..: Cr'ist. Eric P. 
E0491A2 Fid: 2F. 93A. 48D. 98G GRAI7806 
Nov 77 1450 
Rept No,: ERIPM-122700-35-F2-Voi-2 
Contract: NA59-14988 
Monitor; NASA-CR-151575 
Oriqinal contains imagery. Original photography may be 
purchased from -the EROS Data Center. Sioux Falls. S.D. 
Abstract: The author has identified the following significant
 
resul.ts. Effects of terrain topoqraphy in mountainous forested
 
reQions on LANDSAT siqnals and classifier traininq were found
 
to be signi-ficait. The aspect of sloping terrain relative to
 
the sun's azimuth was the major cause of variabili'ty. A
 
relative insolation factor could be,defined which, in a single
 
variable, represents the joint reffects of slope and aspect and
 
solarqeometry on irradiande. Forest canopy reflectanceswe-re
 
bound, both throuah simulation, and empirically, to have
 
,nondiffuse reflectance characteristics. Training procedures
 
could be improved by stratifying in the space of ancillary
 
variables and training in each stratum. Application of the
 
Tasselled-Cap transformation fbr LANOSAT data acquired over
 
forested terrain could provide a viable technique for data
 
-compression and convenient physical interpretations.
 
Descriptors: *Timber inventory. *Forests. Information systems.
 
Topoqraphy, Rangelands. Skylabprogram. EREP. Classifications.
 
Data bases
 
Identifiers: Forest land. Forest trees. NTISNASA
 
E76-10047 NT-I-S Prices: PC, A07/MF AOl
 
RS78-3-35,5
 
Procedur' B: A MUltisegment Training Selection and Proportion
 
Estimation Procedure for Processing LANDSAT Agricultural Data
 
Environmental Research Inst. of Michigan. Ann Arbor. Infrared 
and Optics DIv.NASA Earth Resources Survey Program. 
Washington, D.C. 
Final rept,. 15 May 7 -14 Nov 77
 
AUTHOR: Nalepka. Richard F.; Kauth, R. J.: Richardson. W.
 
E0485L4 Fd: '93B d7806
 
Nov 77 145p
 
Rept No: ERIM-122700-31-F
 
Contract: NAS9-1-4988
 
Monitor: NASA-CR-151 76
 
Oriqinal contains imagery. Original photography may be
 
purchased, from the EROS Data Center Sioux Falls, S.D.
 
Abstract: No abstract available.
 
Aqriculture. Pattern recognition. Crop identification, Haze.
 
Skylab program. EREP. Spectral signatures, Atmospherics.
 
Multispectral band scanners
 
Identifiers: NTISNASA
 
E78-10039 NTIS Prices: .PC A07/MF A01
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RS78-3-356
 
Investigation of Techniques for Inventory Forested Regions.
 
Volume 1. Reflectance Modelinq and Empirical Multispectral
 
Analysis of Forest Canopy Components
 
Environmental Research Inst. of Michigan, Ann Arbor.*NASA
 
Earth Resources Survey Program. Washington. D.C.
 
Final rept. 15 May 7 -14 Nov 77
 
AUTHOR: Nalepka. Richard F.; Sadowski. F. G.; Malila, W. A.
 
E058312 Fid: 2F. 93A. 48D GRA17807
 
Nov 77 83p
 
Rept No: ERIM-122700-35-F1-Vol-1
 
Contract: NAS9-14988
 
Monitor: NASA-CR-l15 61
 
Original contains imagery. Original photography may be
 
purchased from the EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, S.D.
 
Abstract: The author has identified the following significant
 
results. Effects of vegetation density on overall canopy
 
reflectance differed dramatically, dependinq on spectral band.
 
base material, and vegetation type. For example, reflectance
 
Changes caused by variations in vegetation density were hardly
 
apparent for a simulated burned surface in LANDSAT band 5.
 
while large chances occurred in band 7. When increasing
 
densities of tree overstory were placed over Understories.
 
intermediate to dense ovePstories effectively masked the
 
understories and dominated the spectral signatures. Dramatic
 
changes in reflectance occurred for 'canopies placed on a
 
number of varying topographic positions. Such changes were
 
seen to result in the spectral overlap of some nonforested
 
with densely forested situations. 
Descriptors: *Timber inventory. Reflectance, 
band scanners. Forests. Vegetation. Rangelands, 
program. Spectral signatures 
Multispectral 
EREP, Skylab 
Identifiers: *Forestry. NTISNASA 
E78-10046 NTIS Prices: PC AOS/MF AOl 
•RS78-3-357
 
Nationwide Forestry Applications Program. Ten-Ecosystem Study
 
(TES) Site 11. Warren County, Pennsylvania, Site Evaluation
 
Lockheed Electronics Co., Inc.. Houston, Tex. Systems and
 
Services Div.*Ilational Aeronautics and Space Administration.
 
Houston. Tex. Lyndon S. Johnson Space Center.
 
Final rept.
 
AUTHOR: Reeves. C. A.
 
E0884G4 Fid: 8F. 93A GRAI7810
 
Nov 77 63p
 
Rept No: LEC-10565
 
Contract: NAS9-15200
 
Monitor: NASA-CR-151597
 
Original contains color imagery. Original photography may be
 
purchased from the EROS Data Center. Sioux Falls, S.D.
 
Abstract: The author has identified the following significant
 
results. It was determined that hardwood in Warren County,
 
Pennsylvania could best be inventoried in May. The acreage
 
estimate was less than 3% different from Forest Service
 
estimates.
 
Descriptors: *Pennsylvania, *Ecosystems. Timber inventory.
 
Grasslands. Skylab program. EREP. Statistical analysis
 
Identifiers: Remote sensing, Forestry, Grassland, Inland
 
waterways. Warren County(Pennsylvania). NTISNASA, NTISAGFS
 
E78-I0060 NTIS Prices: PC A04/MF AOl
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RS78-3-358
 
Forest Damage Assessment System (FORDAS) Study
 
Calspan Corp.. Buffalo, N.Y.*Northeastern Forest Experiment
 
Station. Upper Darby, Pa.
 
Final rept.
 
AUTHOR: Walker, J. E.: Gallagher. T. W.: Schatt, J
 
E061301 Fld: 2F. 14E. 48D. 828 GRAI7807
 
Mar 77 57p
 
Rept NO: NEFES/78-1
 
Contract: USDA/FS-23-796
 
Monitor: ,NEFES-78-1
 
Abstract: This report concludes the second year of research to
 
identify a means of improving present operational techniques
 
for large-area forest damage assessment. Present operational
 
assessment techniques are based on visual observation.
 
Photometric interpretation was applied to CIR high altitude
 
film (1:80,000) and Landsat imagery to map gypsy moth
 
defoliation in northeastern and central Pennsylvania in 1975
 
and 1976. The resulting maps of defoliation patterns and
 
intensity compare favorably with aerial sketch maps. Sunspot
 
location on the f-iUm was-found to influende the reflectance
 
measurements. Correction procedures were developed to correct
 
for this format dependent problem. Temporal comparisons of
 
infestation change and movement are demonstrated using Landsat
 
scenes. Landsat CCT's were used to generate a digital
 
defoliation map of the 1975 study area. Estimated cost for
 
this type of mappinq is $0.50/1.000 acres. Cost reductions are
 
believed possible. Comparisons are made with other methods.
 
Descriptors: *Defoliation, *Forest trees, Remote sensing.
 
Infrared mapping. Damage assessment, Maps. PhotointePpretation
 
. Lepidoptera. Cost estimates. Spaceborne photography. Sites.
 
Estimates. Color film. Infrared film, Aerial photography.
 
Pennsylvania
 
Identifiers: *Gypsy moths. LANDSAT satellites, FORDAS study.
 
NTISAGFSNE
 
PB-276 114/6ST NTIS Prices: PC A04/MF A01
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RS78-3-359
 
Forest Land Management by Satellite: LANDSAT-Oerived
 
Information as Input to a Forest Inventory System
 
Weyerhauser Co.. Tacoma. Wash.*NASA Earth Resources Survey
 
Program. Washington. D.C.
 
AUTHOR: Williams. Carrel L.: Haver, Gerald F.
 
E0583H1 Fid: 2F. 93A. 48D GRAI7807
 
Dc 76 44p -

Monitor: NASA-CR-155:59
 
Original contains color imagery. Original photography may be
 
purchased from the EROS Data Center. Sioux Falls, S.D.
 
Abstract: The author has identified the following significant
 
results. Analysis of LANDSAT temporal data. specifically the
 
digitally merged winter and summer scenes, provided the best
 
overall classification results. Comparison of temporal
 
Classification results with available ground truth revealed a
 
94% agreement in the delineation of hardwood categories, a 96%
 
agreement for the combined pine category, and a greater than
 
50% agreement for each individual pine subcategory. For nearly
 
1000 acres, compared clearcut acreage estimated with LANDSAT
 
digital data differed from company inventory records by only
 
3%. Through analysis of summer data, pine stands were
 
successfully classified into subcategories based upon the
 
extent of crown closure. Maximum spectral separability of
 
hardwood and pine stands was obtained from the analysis of
 
winter data. (Color illustrations reproduced in black and
 
white)
 
Descriptors: 'North Carolina. *Land management. Coasts.
 
Forests. Timber inventory, Ground truth. Earth Resources
 
program. Photointerpretation. Multispectral band scanners
 
Identifiers: Forestry. *Forest land, Land use, Forest trees.
 
NTISNASA
 
E78-10038 NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A01
 
RS78-3-360
 
0129088 78-003982
 
FORESTRY APPLICATIONS OF NASA REMOTE SENSING PROGRAMS.
 
DESTEIGUER J. E.
 
TEXAS A&M UNIV.
 
J FORESTRY. APR 78. V76. N4. P208 (4)
 
TECHNICAL FEATURE: THREE EXPERIMENTAL REMOTE SENSING EFFORTS
 
STARTED BY NASA IN THE MID-1960'S ARE DISCUSSED: LANDSAT.
 
SKYLAB. AND THE EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY PROGRAM. THE G-EATEST
 
UTILITY OF LANOSAT DATA IS FOR THE SEPARATION OF FOREST FROM
 
NONFOREST LAND ON A REGIONAL BASIS. SKYLAB CAN BE USED TO
 
CLASSIFY GENERAL FOREST VEGETATION TYPES. AIRCRAFT PHOTOGRAPHY
 
FROM THE EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY PROGRAM OFTEN PROVIDES AS MUCH
 
DETAIL AS LARGER-SCALE PHOTOGRAPHY. SPACE SHUTTLE IS A NEW
 
PROGRAM TO PROVIDE REMOTELY SENSED DATA THAT MAY HELP IN
 
FOREST MANAGEMENT. (7 PHOTOS. 14 REFERENCES)
 
DESCRIPTORS: *FOREST MANAGEMENT ; -REMOTE SENSING : *U S
 
NATL AERO SPACE ADMIN ; *LANDSAT
 
REVIEW CLASSIFICATION: 15
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RS78-3-361
 
0128995 78-003889
 
ESTIMATING AGRICULTURAL DRODUCTION BY THE USE OF SATELLITE
 
INFORMATION: AN EXPERIMENT WITH LAOTIAN DATA.
 
HOOLEY. RICHARD ': HOFFER ROGER: MORAIN STANLEY
 
UNIV OF PITTSBURGH.
 
AMERICAN J AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS. NOV 77. V59, N4, P722 (8) 
RESEARCH REPORT: ACCURATE ESTIMATES OF CULTIVATED AREA ARE
 
IMPORTANT IN MEASURING LONG-TERM CHANGES IN CROP PRODUCTION.
 
AN EXPERIMENT WAS INITIATED TO INVESTIGATE THE FEASIBILITY OF
 
USING SATELLITE DATA FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF CROP AREA. THE
 
STUDY MADE USE OF AVAILABLE DATA FOR LAOS. THE APPLICATION OF
 
SATELLITE SENSING TECHNIQUES TO LAOS i's DISCUSSED.
 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY IS DESCRIBED. RESULTS INDICATE THAT
 
ESTIMATES OF THE FLOOD PLAIN PROVINCES WERE SIMILAR TO GROUND
 
ESTIMATES. ESTIMATES CONSISTENTLY FELL SHORT OF GROUND
 
ESTIMATES IN MAINLAND REGIONS. RESULTS DEMONSTRATE THE
 
'USEFULNESS OF LANDSAT IMAGERY AS A SOURCE OF DATA FOR
 
ESTIMATING CULTIVATED AREA. FURTHER RESEARCH SHOULD BE DONE IN
 
THIS FIELD. (11 REFERENCES. 1 TABLE)
 
DESCRIPTORS: -LAOS ; *AGRICULTURAL LAND ' *LANDSAT ; FOOD
 
CROPS : FLOOD PLAINS
 
REVIEW CLASSIFICATION: 09
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Section 4
 
MARINE SCIENCES 
Sea-surface, Estuarine and Nearshore Studies
 
Preceding -pagellanii , 
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7,1b004q44,7 EIDi-713-a ).!'. 030
 
CRUISE 48 OF Ihl- (LtiMAR ChALLENGER FRCP BREST 10 AEROEEU/

rFV. INST .Ff.'III.AN'.CrIMIUST.LIoUIDES/n2/4/JUL-AUG 1977/
 
s4;-"36Ot
 
F"CNCH WITH UNGLISH A$STRACI/
 
Fn/
 
FR/
 
R I FP A/ERA-O 04t £ |l7/F31-7it094427/
CRUISE 41 IY THE GLOAR CHALLENGER TOOK PLACE IN 1976.BETWEN GREET AND ABERDEEN.ON THE NORTHERN MARGIN OF THE BAY OF 
FIS CAY AND THE ROCKALL IJANK.THE SEVEN DRILLING SITES MADEtIT IS POSSIB.E TO COMPARE THE STRUCTURE AND THE GEOLOGICAL 
HISTORY OF TWO DIFFERENT TYPES OFMARGINS.BOITH FCRMED BY RIFTINCCNE IN AN EPICONTINENTAL SEA AND THE OTHER IN A CRATON. 
THli HISTnRY OF SULJSIOEIICE WAS DETERMINED.BLACK SHALES RICH IN OFGANIC'MATTER OF DETRITAL ORIGIN WERE FOUND IN THE BAY OF 
AISCAY. II1EY MAY HAVL IIEN DEPOSITED EITHER IN DEEP WATER OR ON THE CONTINENTAL SHELF.SUCCESSFUL PALEOMAGtCTISM AND HEAT 
FLOW MIASUREMENIS WERE iADE.ALONG IiTN %ELL LCGGING./ 
OP.0300/5s .0 IoO/
CnNTINFNTAL ShELF / DIAGRAMS / EXPLORATION: Ot/GEOLOGY/ M4GNIET IC FIELOS/OFFSHORE PLATFORMS:T3/OFFSHORE SITES/PETROLEUM 
CEPOSITS:TI/PROSPCTIMG/SHALES/SHIPS:T2/thELL DSILLTNG:O2.3/W3LL LOGGINC/ 
RS78-4-313
 
I8C007060* EBB-f-I 3 52.010
 
CONF-?13I0172--P2/

C'JRRIJNT STATUS A,) DUALITY OF GLOBAL OPERATIONAL SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURES FROM SATELL ITE INFRARED DATA/ARLOW RNI../rP IC$EL. Wa.G =.WALTON.*Co./SIGNORE •*/
 
NATICINAL ENVIRIONMENTAL SATELLITE SERVICE.SLITLANDMD/
 
PROCEEOINGS OF ThE TENTH INTERNATIONAL SYMFC5IUM ON REMOTE SEISING OF ENVIPONMENT/ 
-IS/
 
US/
FRA-O)3 ItO0 J/E0d-7d|;Ola00O/ 
THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE SERVICE (NESS) HAS DEVELOPED A SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE OBSERVATORY SYSTEM TOSUPPOIIT FIMP jPEIATI3 NAL. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT NEEDS OF OCEANOGRAPHERS AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENTISTS. THE PROGRAMPROVIDES DAILY GLO3JAL SURVEILLANCE OF THE OCEAN-S SURFACE TEMPERATURE STRUCTURESSA SURFACE TEMPERATURE VALUES AREDlrtIVBr) P1014 SCANNTI'G RADIOMETER INRARED DATA FROM THE NUAA SERIES CF POLAR ORBITING SATE-LITES.THE TECHNIQUE USED TODIf'uLN IlIIESE TEII'ERATURES IS THE FULLY AUTOMATED COMPUTER PROCEDURE GOSSTCOMP (GLOBAL OPERATIONAL SA SURFACETF'PERATUJiE COMPUTATION) . SURFACE TEMPERATURE RETRIEVALS ARE DERIVED BY STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND QUALITY CONTROLTECHNIOUE APPL IE ) TO INSTRUMENT MEASUREMENTS WITHIN rOUGHtY 100 KM SCUARE AREAS.RETRIEVAL TEMPERATURES ARE CORREC'TEDFfR TiE EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION BY USING TINE COINCIDENT MEASUREMENTS DERIVED FROM A VERTICAL TEMPERATURE
=PR)FELL lAOIOIE4 fVTPR*).TNE [ASIC PROOLCT OSTAINED FROM THE MEGEL IS A CAlLY SET OF 5.000 TO 7.000 OB'SERVATIONS OF SEASUORFACE TEMPEIATURE OVER Tile OCEANS CF 8O0T HEMISPHERES. THE GOSSTCOMP PROCEDURE HAS PRODUCED A HIGH LEVEL OFCE,'FNOAIIILITY FOR 'ROI)IUCT DFLIVEUY.OURING THE PERIOD JULY 1974--JUNE 1975 AN OPERATIONAL SUCCESS RATE OF 97 PERCENT WASIAINTAINr-I.DURING rHT PERIOD t.e86.183 OBSERVATIONS WERE PRODUCED WITH A GLOeAL'DAILY MEAN DIFFERENCE FROM SHIP REPORTS
RANGING FROM --. -)2 / SUP O/C TO +.39/SLP O/C.PROCEDURES USED TO OBTAIN SEA SURFACE TEMPE ATLUES ARE CONSTANTLY BEING
1'411flVED AS ACVANCES Ale MADL IN RETRIEVAL.ATIOSPHERIC ATTENUAT IONUAND QUALITY CONTROL TECHNIQUES.A MAJOR IMPROVEMENT INTHEt ACCURACY IF G)SSTCOMP PRODUCED SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURES IS EXPECTEn 1N 1978 WITH THE NEXT GENERATION OF POLAR 
ORIITING :ATELL ITES.THE TIROS-N SERIES.s 
IO.INFCiNATI,'IAL SY'IPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING CF EtVIRCINENT/
 
4JN AR(nQI, MI, USA/
 
C..04PIJTFR, /CAT CO1' ILA TIRN/MONI TORING/OCEANOCRAPHY/RADI CMETERS/RIZMDTE SENS ING/SATELL ITES/SEAS TI /STA I STIC S/SURFACES/
TE'4PEAATURE MeA$LRE4NT %/ 
H
LJ 
0O 
RS78-4-314 
lflCOolOoO EDII-78-I3 5.2. 01 0 
CONF-713I172--P2/

-11-'iOrE StEMNI'G TECII'JQUES APPLIED TO THE STUDY OF FRESH WATER SPRINGS IN COASTAL AREAS OF SOUTHERN ITALY/

G'JCL IEL-IiiNETIr .M./ IOL rR I.1R ./MARINO C.M. /

IC'1(ITECNFC(R S.R.A ... LOREMZO IN CAMPOI1ALY/
 
19/3/PROCEEDINGS OF THE TENTH INTERNATIONAL SYMFfSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/ 
IT/
 
L"RA-O3:O3tOo0/ED S-ItS :07C600/
IN SEPTEiR.El l'74. A LARGE PROJECT OF REMOTE SENSING APFLICATICNS WAS STARTED IN ITALY WITH THE PARTICIPATION OFPRIVATE AND PUBLIC AcENCIES. THE AIM (F THE PROJECT WAS THE MAPPING OF FRESH WATER SPRINGS ALONG THE COAST OF PUGLIA(SOurhcLN ITA.LY).ALTI"IUGII AFFECTEO BY PRCALENS CF WATER SUPPLY.T1iIS RECIEN DISCHARGES A LARGE AMOUNT OF FRESH WATER INTO
ADRIATIC SEAsMAINLY ZIY MEANS OF KARSTIC CIRCULATION.A CERTAIN NUMBER OF SUBMARINE SPRINGS WAS HISTORICALLY KNOWN BUT NOATFrMT HAS EVLR IIEF14 MADE BEFORE IN OROER TO HAVE A COMPLETE UNDERSTANDING OF THIS PHENOMENON.TIlE WORK INVOLVED MORETHAN 600 A4ILFS OF 1.S.FLIGITS UTILIZING BO1TH THERMAL I.R.AKD PULTISPECTRAL TECHNIOUES.A DUAL CHANNEL I.R.THERMAL SCANNERAN,) A CLUSTER OF FOUn FL/70 HASSELI3LAI (40 MM OEJECTIVEIWERE EMPLOYED TO DETECT BOTH THERMAL CONTRAST AT SEA SURFACE ANDCIFICRENCE IN LIGHT PENETRATION IN SEA WATER DUE TO FRESH WATER URWELLING.THE THERMAL CHANNELS UTILIZED WERE '4.5-5.5
AN) q-LI MUM (IAEDA.US 1230)/TIIE FILM FILTERS C1MBINATION WERE TRIX-W 47.TRIX-W 58.KODAK 2445-HF4.FALSE COLOUR I.R.WAS 
ALSO ISE1) COUPLED WITH W 15 IN ORDFR TO "AVE A MORE DETAILED AND COMPLETE KNOWLEDGE OF THE LAND USE ALONG THE COASTAL 
IO.INrfT NATIONAL SYMPIISIUM ON REMOTE SENSING CF ENVIRCWEIT/
ANM tU1tIR * MI. LSA/
 
1)I(T 1175/
 
AIRCRAFT/C)ASTAL RrGIONS/OATA COMPILATICN/FRESH WATFR:TI/GECLOGY/ITALY:T2/REMOTE SENSING:OI/TI.EMPERATURE MEASUREMENT:1
 
/TPILiGICAL M;PPING:0 2/LSES/ 
RS78-4-315
 
rCJ07u7 h. PO-7E-14 52.010
 
CANF-?7IOI?2--PI/
HIIIiLDGICAL AND PHIYSItCAL UCEANOGRAPIIIC AEMCTE SENSING STUDY ABOARD THE CALYPSO/ 
IIALAN.J.C.IrFXAS A AND H UNIV.sCOLLEGE STATICN)/HILLJ.M./EL-EhEIM. II.A./BOHN.C./ 
PROCEEDINGS OF TilE TENTH INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/ 
-AS/ 
Us/
PRA-43:32EO51/ED-7U:.7?765/
5. MtJI.TI-AGEIJCY OCEANOGRAPHIC REMOTE SENSING PROGRAM WAS CONDUCTED IN THE GULF OF MEXICO A'JD THE CARIUBEAN SEA BETWEENNIVEMHFR 1974 AND FEIIRUARY 1975 AHOARD TH1E R /V CALYPSO.REMOTE SENSORS ON SATELLITES AND ON AIRCRAFT WERE USED AS 
OPREATIIII1S AND EXPFRIMENT PLANNING TCCLS AS WELL AS FOR SCIENTIFIC CATA ACOUISITION.THE EXPERIMENTS WERE DESIGNED TOPRIViOd BASIC INFORMATION FOR CORRELATING OCEAN MEASUREMENTS WITH REMOTELY SENSED OBSERVATIDNS.THE CRUISE WAS CONDUCTEDIN THREE LEGS.THREE STATIONS (F LEG I (FROM KEY WEST.FLORIDA TC PENSACLA.FLORIDAIWSRE OVERFLOWN BY NASA'S U-2 AIRCRAFTWhICH CARILED TIP 10 CIJANNEL PROTOTYPE MODOL (OCS). PRELIMINARY AtALYSIS OF DIGITAL DATA FROM ONE u-2 OVERFLIGHT HAS BEENCO'4PL7TEI).RASJNAIILE CURRELATION WAS FOUND BETWEEN IN SITU CHLOROPHYLL MEASUREMENTS OVER THE SAMPLING GRID AND THE RATIOOF THE RFD AND GREEN (CS BAND DATA EVEN THOUGH LOW GRADIENTS OF CHLOROPHYLL WERE MEASURED.LEG Ii CONSISTED OF ANINVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF TIE MISSISSIPPI RIVER ON THE HYDRCLOGY.CI-EMISTRY. AND BIOLOGY OF THE GULF OF MXICO.ERTSDATA. PRI)CESSE) %ND INTERPRETED U Y GSFC %AS SENT TO THE CALYPSO VIA ATS LINK WITHIN A 24 TO 72 HOUR PERIOD AFTERAC,'i ISITION AND USE) IN PLANNING THE LEG I MEASUREMENTS.THE PROGRAM WAS EXTREMELY USEFUL IN THE LOCATION OF DIFFERENTWATER MASSES F0R4 TFE TESTING OF VARIOUS ENWRARS AND SATELLITE-BORNE SENSORS.THE WEATHER IMAGES WERE ALSO STUDIED TO HELPIN THE PRFDICT ION (OF AN ANNUAL LOBSTER MIGRATION THAT CAPTAIN CCUSTEAU HOPED TO FILM.SCIENTIFIC DATA AND PROPOSED CRUISETRACKS AS WELL AS CL)ORDINATING INFORMATICN WERE TRANSITTEr BETWEEN NASA AND THE CALYPSO THROUGH THE ATS SATELLITESYSTEFM. THE M(ILTI-AGiiNCY RESEARCH PROGRAM ONBOARD THE R/V CALYPSO EFFECTIVELY DEMONSTRATED HOW SATELLIIE AND AIRCRAFT 
IMAGERY AS WELL AS iATELLITE CqMMUNICATICNS CAN SUPPORT AND ENHANCE THE STUDY OF THE OCEANS./
10INTERNATIJNAL SYMPUSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING CF ENVIRC$NENT/

ANN ARI)RMI.LSA/
 
6f 0cI 11)S/

52.0 100/5S .CbOO/
AIRCRAFT /CAR IrdEA4 SEA:T3/DATA ACOUISITION:O2/GULF OF MEXICO:T4/MEASURING INSTRUMENTS/OCEANOGRAPHY:T2/REMOTE SENSING:
 
03. 04/SAFELL IIFS/SiIPS/ 
flS78-4-316
 
t8JOOO5;s1V3 P d- 18I-41 51 .010SHALJW'V CAIU,NArl:-- ANcK-MARGIN GROWTH AND SIRUCTURE,LIfrLE BAHAMA EANIK. EAHANAS/ 
tiI r., A. C. /'E JMA,'t.A. L./ 
flINiV 1IF NC,C IA .t. IIILL)

AM.ASSlC.iOET.CI2I .ll;LL.!I/3/MAR 1977/
 
'17t-406/
EiXT NGIVF hlGti-RI'SOLJTIN SEISMIC PROFILING AND RTT( SAMPLING OF T-E SHALLOW NORTHERN '4ARGIN OF LITTLE BAHAMA BANKhAVE REVEALED A COMPLEXITY AND DI VFPSIIY IN STRtJCTUREFACI ES.AND GROWTH HISTORY THAT CANJ13T BE ENCOMPASSED WITHIN ANY 
SINGLE O4Di10 * CORES, AERIAL PHITOGRAPHS. LANOSAT IMAGERY.AND SCUBA DIVING OBSERVATIONS PROVIDED SUPPLEMENTAL AIA.FIVE 
tUANK--MARGIN TYV, S YAVEUEEN IDEIATIFIED.THF1DOMINANT PROCESSES RESPONSIOLE FOR THE VARIABILITY OF THESE BANK-MARGIN TYPES 
ARE CSU~O, ES 
RS$78-4-317 
7ACi) 0fl3 U I i)IH- 71- 16 0 a. 090AFRIAL -'IEOTORGAPIUIC APPLICATIONS IN SLPPORT OF OIL SPILL CLEAtdUP. CONTROLAND PREVENTION/JONES,fl.fENVI ?(INMENTAI. PROTECTION AGENCY*.ASHINGTCNC)/LANES.R/PRESSAN.A./

AlIXEICAN PEfHGLEUM INSTITt*TE/WASHINGTC.DC/1r77/
PROICEPI:INGS OF T -i 1977 OIL SPILL CONFERENCE (PREVENTION.BehAVIOR.CONTrOLCLEANUPI/
 
Lii)W I4;S0N.J.J.(ES.j/ 
US/ 
EfR -t : Os 19/OIl-V78 083371/
FOR q-VFAL YEARS THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY AND EPA CONTRACTOR AIRCRAFT HAVE CARIEO OUT AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHICMISSII1Jt.4ApP1=c TIS AREAL EXTENT OF ANt) SIIORELINE CONTAMINATION FROM MAJOR OIL SPILLS IN SUPPORT OF CLEANUP AND CONTROLqPFlrAT ILIt ANt) NVILWNMENTAL OAMAGEASSESSMENT. IN 1975 EPA -BEGAN A PROGRAM OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC OVERFLIGMISSEILrCTp.) DNS),IW OIL PflDUCTLSN; STORAGE AND PRO]CESSING FACILITIES TO SUPPORT THE COMPLIANCE OF MONITORING OF EPA-S OlLPnLLUTIIIN PREVENfI,)N qlEGULATION.THIS PAPCR DESCRIDES THE AERIAL RAPPING PROGRAM AND ALSO DISCUSSES SPECIFIC APPLICATIONSCF AERIAL. PhITOCRAPHY TO OIL POLLUTICN PREVENlTICN COMPLIANCE ,CNITOING./
SEE CCINF-770325--/

OIL SP'ILL CON F ENICE/

NEW (IRLEANS,LA.USA/
 
B* MAI 1')?!/( AEI4IAL NON TOruINGU) I/AIRCRAFT/CLEANI NG/CONTUIZOL/MANAGEMENT/MAPS/OIL SPILLS: TI/PHOTOGRAPHY: T/POLLUT ION/SHORES/US EPA/ 
RS78-4-318
 
78C00401782 ECo- YB-fCq 02.00
FLIdIHT EVALUATrfIR4 OF U.S.COAST GUARD AI3SONE OIL SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM/

'IAUIJCEA. A. (CQA sr GUARD.tASHINGTON.IO)C/EDGERTCNA.T./

%MrI-LCAN PFTmLCUM INSTo/.ASIiINGTON.C/1975/
Ifl?5 CONFFI&ENCE ON; PREVENTION AND CONTROSL OF CIL POLLUTICN/
u s/ 
US/
CPNFF.RFNCE 0-4 PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF OIL PCLLUTION/
'AN FRANCISCJ.CAUAA/ 
25 'TAd 1075/
4;'.1)OO0/S0.0200/
AERIAL MONITURI1NG: f1 / MAPS / OIL SPILLS: TI. 02/POLLUTION CCNTROL/REAL TIME SYSTEMS/SEAStT2/US COAST GUARD:T/WATER
POLL UT ION/ 
0 
-

H
 
ES178-4-319
 
)SCoOAo 142 FCB-78- I, e.!.020
 
DETECTION AN] 4tAtPPI'NG OF OIL 13N A MARSHY AREA MY A REMOTE LUMINESCENT SENSOR/
 
NCfAIIAN2,c.(ENVIIR4fNtENrAL MONITORING AND SUPPORT LABO.LAS VEGAS.NV )/WATSON.R.D./
 
A.ARItCAN PETAALELUM INSTITUTE/WASlitNGTOtDC/I977/
 
PROICEEI)XNGS OF THE 1977 OIL SPILL CCNFERENC IPREVENTICNIIEHAVICR.CONTROLCLEANUP)/
 
LUD)W IGSION .(J .( DE.1/
 
'IS/
 
US/
FPA-i)I: OAR II %/EAB- /a;I03342/
 
AIRRIRIJQ REJ4TE 'CNGING CAN LIE A CHST-EFFECTIVE METHOD FOR MCNITORING POLLUTANTS IN LARGE AREAS SUCH AS OCCUR IN OIL 
SPItLS. AN (IPPRrUNITY TO TEST A PARTICULAR IETHCD 'AROSE WHEN A WELL RUPTURED AND FOR 23 DAYS SPEWED A 90-METER FOUNTAIN (F (IL INrO TIle AIQi.0IISPERSING TiE CIL OVER A WIDE AREAsTHE METHOD TESTED WAS AN AIRBORNE LUMINESCENCE DETECTOR WITH APRALJOIrIFNER If EWE i)ISCAIMINATOR (FUDI lIICH WAS FLOWN OVER THE AFFECTED AREA 41 DAYS AFTER THE WELL WAS CAPPED TO OBTAIN A 
MAP IF THE DEPOSITION PATTERN. TO CALIBRATE THE SYSTEM.SAMPLES CF SPARTINA (WIRE GRASSlAND PHRAGMITES (COMMON REEDIWERECOnLLECTED1FAIf14 Th- CONTAMINATED AREA AND THE OIL RESIDUES WEVE ELUTEC IN CVCLOHEXANE AND QUANTITATIV ELY ANALYZED IN A 
FLtInREbCFNCE Ghnf)ONCTER.CORRELAIICN OBSERVED TIHE SENSOR THE ANALYSIS.lODI %AS O3ETWEEN REMOTE (FLDIAND LABORATORY 
ISlIPL.TIS IDEFINING THE DEPOSITION PATTERN OF OIL WERE DRAWN FROM TF-E REM4OTE SENSING INFORMATION.A DISCUSSION WILLBE 
FREsIsHrtI)( OIN IWE FEASIUILITY OF. "USING TiS INSTRUi4ENT FCI;SINILA" CONTAMINATION INCIDENTS FOR CLEANUP AND DAMAGE 
ASS i5OM FONT*/ 
SEE COINF-?13,E--/
 
(111.SPILL CONFERENCE/
 
NEW ORLCANS.LA.LSA/
 
4 MA I 1977/
 
S2.02'O0/02 .0900/

CLEAN ING/1IUM INFSCENCE/MAPS/MAR SHES: TI/MONITORING/al L SPILLS:T2/POLLUTION/REp4OTE SENS ING:O2/WATER PILLUTION:IL/
 
RS78-4-320
 
ldCOO7,?O EOB- D-I4 So2.010
 
2
CONF-7510 -- Pl/

EVALIJATION OF NDAA-2 VHlR IMAGERY FOR ARCTIC SEA ICE STUDIES/(IT hF II)FR *M/ 
UNIV..4(N ICH/
1975/

PROCEED)INGS -IF THE TENTH INTERNATIONAL EYMPCSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/
DE/
 
US/
 
FRA-3:OIS0EIEDgt-7B :nO7576O/
IMAGFRY LAKEN IN 1973 FROM NOAA-2 VHR-RADIOMETERS lAS BEEN EVALUATED FOR MONITORING ARCTIC SEA ICE.CGNSIDERATIONS WERECCVI)TFI) TO ANALYZING THE VHRR IMAGES ACCCROING IC THREE ASPECTS:GEOMETRY. GREY TONE.ANI TIME./
20*INTErNATIONAL SY141OSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING CF ENVIRCIMENT/
ANN ARTIL IR I., SA/
 
, OCT 1975/

'?.OItO/

ARRCTIC RFGIUNS: TI/OATA ANALYSIS/EVALLATICN/ICE:T2.OI/IMAGES/MCNIrTORNG/REMOTE SENSING:Q2/SATELLITES/SEAS/TOPOLOGICAL
MAPINFG/
 
itS78-4-321
 
7dCOO7.t% EOO-78-14 52.0lO 
rR(NF- f'SiI72--PI/
 
PE'MOTE SENSING I)F WETLANDS IN VIRGINIA/P~eNNE"Y, L.* C /GLWOrON . H ill.*
 
VIRGINIA INSr.OF MARINE SCIENCE.GLOLCESTER PCINT/
 
1975/

PRJCEEDINGS Or THE TENTH INTFRNATIONAL EYMPCSIUM ON REMOTE SEhSING OF ENVIRONMENT/
 
ER A-CI(),iSE0/EDFIJ- b757 sTt,/ 
TilE STU,)Y IS ORIENTED TOWARD THE ENVIRCNMENTAL MANAGEMENT D.TAILS OF WETLANDS AND REPORTS TECHNICAL DETAILS INVOLVING 
THE SF OF rRT DATA WITH LARS ANALYSIS FOR INVENTORYING WETLANDS AND LOW AlTITUDE FILM IMAGERY ANALYSIS FOR DETERMININGPLAINT COMmUN Irv PARAMETERS. STANDARD IBM SUEAOUTINES WERE USED rO PERFORM MULTIPLE REGRESSIONS ON PLANT SAMPLE DRYWFIGHT. AVFRAGE I-EIGHT.AN3 SAMPLE STEM DENSITY WITH FILM DENSITYPOLAR VIEW ANGLE.AND AZI14UTIIAL VIEW ANGLE.CORRELATIONSWERE VERY LOW AN) NOT USAJ.E FOR PREDICTING NEW VALUES FOR DRY WEIGHT.(1ILWI/
IO.INTERNATInNAL SYMPOSIUM tIN REMDIE SEhSING CF ENVIROIfMENT/

ANN ARISnReM I.LSA/
 
6 (ICT 1T7/
 
92.0100/COA,TAL REGIONS: TI / DATA ANALYSIS / INVENTORIES /MANAGFNE:NT:02/PLANTrS/REMOTE SENSING:QI/SAMPLING/VIRGINIA :T3/WATER
A ESIURCES: 7,.03/ 
H 
Al
FlJ 

1tS78-4-322
 
rsCflOS T;7 ErB- 7i-l1) bli.02O 
rCNF-770478--P2/ 
- NASA/C1IJ FFAU OCEAA dATHIYMETRY EXPERIMENT/ 
PGt CYN..C./
FNVIIHONMENTAL RESEARCH INST.OF MICHIGAN,ANN ARBOR/ 
1977/

PRIICEEINGS Of- rhe ELEVENTH INTERNATIONAL SYMFGSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONtENT.VL.II/ 
NONE/
 
iI.SYMPOSIU'4 ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRCNMENT/
ANN AIEIIRO.M I. LSA/ 
25 APR 1977/
58 .0203,58 .0500/
 
ATLANTIC OCEAN I/LJEOPHYSICAL SURVCYS/CCEANCGRAPHY/REMOTE SENSING:II/TOPOGRAPHY/
 
RS78-4-323
 
FjA00)1)112 EI0-70- la 58S.050 
SEA TRUTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION STUDIES OF MOBILE eAY.ALAIAMA.UTILIZING ERTS-I*DATA COLLECTION PLATFORMS/
 
SCHI OEOERtW.4./
 
UNIV OF ALAEAP4/
 
RFMOTi. SENSING ENVIRON./6/I/I977/
 
!?-43/ 
US// 
SfrA/
 
rF0-78:01111112/

TaHE SCIENTIFIC PEFIORMANCE OF TWO INSTRUMENTED BUOYS PUtCTION1NG AS ERTS-$ DATA-COLLECTION PLATFORMS IS EVALUATED. 
SUjRpACE HYDROGRAPHIC DATA hERE UTILIZED AS SEA TRUTH DATA TO SUPPORT ERTS-I IMAGERY AND AS TIME SRIES DATA FOR 
ENV IRtNJMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION STUDIES.WHEN CCNS'IDERItG THE SEA TRUTH APPLICATIONS. IT IS APPARENT THAT THE FEW HOURS OF 
DATA 1I)ILITED T PdflVIl)E SEA TRUTH SUPPORT FOR AN IMAGE TAKEb EVERY 18 DAYS WOULD NOT NECESSARILY JUSTIFY THE EFFORT OR 
FUINOS fEOU-IfE)' TO BUILD AND MAINTAIN THE DATA COLLECTIC?' PLATFCRMS.HOWEVER.THE TIME SERIES APPLICATIONWHICH IS 
INDEPENDENT OF REMOTE SENSING, UTILIZES THE ENTIRE DATA BASE GENERATED BY THE DATA COLLECTION PLATFORMS.THEREFORE.THE 
APPI ICAtI 4 hAS A GREATkR 'POTENTIAL FOR JLSTIFYING THEIR USE. (6 GRAPHS.! MAP.3 PHOTOS.27 REFERENCES.3 TABLES)/50}.0540O/
 
At AIIAI4A / ALTCMATHIN / UNOYS: T2/DATA ACOLISI ITI 0N:1 /EOU IPMENT/ESTUARI ES/FINANC ING/OCEANOGRAPHY:T I /OFFSHORE PLATFORMS/
 
PERFOR ANCE: 02/rEMaTE SENSING/
 
1178-4-324 
7SCOO7,?-57 kCI-?8-14 2.010 
COF-?SlOI72--Pl/
 
THrMATIC 4AP, ING OF CORAL REEFS LSING LAIOSAT DATA/

SMITHV.I.(CRANDROIK INST.OF SCIENCE.HLOOMFIELD HILLS MI)/ROGERS.R.H./REED.L.E./
 
1975/

PROCEEDINGS OF3 TIE TENTH INTERNATIONAL SYPCSIUM ON rEMOTE SESING OF ENVIPONMENT/
 
US/
 
EPRA-on: 038043/ECIR-flfOT575l/
 
tRCEIIT PROGRESS IS REPORTED INA CONTINUING STUDY OF CORAL REEP MCNITORING BY SATELLITE.PHYSIOGRAPHIC ZONES OF THE
 
ALJSTPALlAN GREAT OARRIER RUFF (CAPtE MELVILLE AREA)WERE CATEGORIZED0 AND MAPPED BY AUTOMATED PROCESSING OF LANDSAT (EATS)TA 1. DATA PItU]DUCiS INCLUDEo COLCR-CCDEDGECNETRICALLY-CCRRECT IMAGES (1:250,000 SCALE)AND QUANIITATIVE 'INVENTORIES OF 
ZI14AL AREA 414 3CLECTED REEFS. CATEGORIZED IMAGES WERE EVALUATED WITH REFERENCE TO AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHYTHESE RESULTS 
FJRTI-Cit DEMONsrRATE Tilt POTENTIAL OF gANI)SAT DATA FOR USE IN COAL REEF SURVEILLANCE.MAPPING AND INVENTORIES./
I0.%IJTERNATIONAL SYMiPUSItUm ON RNmuTE SENSING IF EthVIACINENT/

ANN APIOR.MI.LSA/
 
6 OCT t975/
 
'5P.0 OO/ 
AUISTtRAt IA/CiltALS:T/INVNTRZFES/MONI TORING/PEMOITE SENSING:Ot.OC/SATELLITES/SEAS:T /tOPOLOGICAL MAPPING,
 
RS78-4-325
 
7 	HOCOO5?b E~l~u-?e- I' 52. 010
 
COlNF- 7510172--P l/
 
SKYLAn ANALYSIS tIF SAN FRANCISCO UAY/ 
STUL. E{R,4.3.1ESLA-IECI ~CORP.LONG LIEACIi.CA)/PIRIE0,.M-/

I ')7t51
 
l'QOC FtINGS OF THE TENTH IN'WANATICNAL !YMPCSIUM ON REMOTE SEhtS(NG OF ENVIRONMENT/
 
IJS/ 
1 A-() !: 03 :HC4,F-Y7a:o075762/ 
qFOI4fNT TqANSP,3RI AND tEPOSITICN CIARACTERISTICS IN SAN FRANCISCO BAY ARE OF UTMOST IMPORTANCE TO SHIPPING.CHANNEL 
CLEARING OPERTIONS, AN) SHORELINE CCNSTPUCTICN.ANALYSIS OF SATELLITE IMAGCRY FROM SKYLAB VERFLIGHTS REVEALS DETAILED 
INF:)PMATIIJN TRAT IS IICING APPLIED IC BASIC PLANNING'AND CPESATICNAL 0ECISIONS CONCERNING THE BAY AREA.VARIATIONS IN 
SEI FrNT TRANSPORT IS OSERVAULE QHERE THE FRESH WATER SACRAUENTO-SAN JUAOUIN RIVER INFLOW IS MODIFIED BY THE DYNAMIC 
TInA I AND CUIREfT ACTIVITY IN SAN FRANCISCO HAY.TNE S-I9OA MJLTISPECTItAL PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGERY AND S-1900 EARTH TERRAIN 
CAMERA It4ACERY WAS UTILIZED IN MAPPING DISTRIBUTION PATTEFNS.CHANGES IN TEMPERATURE. DISSLVED OXYGEN.PI.SALINITY AND 
FfLLUTANTS INFODMiAtION SLMLLTANEOUSL* COLLECTED WAS CORRELATED WITH TI-E SPECTRAL DIFFERE'4CES OBSERVED IN THE VARIOUS 
SKYLAli DATA. TIE TIIRMAL BAND ON TIlHE SKYLAB RULTISPECTflAL SCANNER (S-192) COMPUTER TAPE DATA hAS UTILIZED IN 
iIFFFI)JrNrlATING SURt:ACE TEMPERATURES.CALOR ENHANCED FALSE COLOR PICTURES OF DENSITY-STRETCHED S-192 DATA WAS CORRELATED 
WITIH TIE COLOR PI101O4A1'HIC AND HULTISPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHY RESULTING IN SEDIMENT DISTRUUTION MAPS OF THE DAY SURFACEeTNE 
PLANNI14G Fu)(R CRrE)GING NEAR PREV!DLSLY CCNSIRLCTED STRUCTURES sCRECGNG OF SHIPPING CHANNLS.AND THE POSSIBLE 'RESULT OF 
EFW SH FLINE CCN3TRiJCTION OtN SEDIMENT DEPOSITICt ARE AREAS IN WHICH Tt-E SKYLAB INTERPRETATIONS WERE APPLIED.tIIH DEEPER 
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EFFICIENCY.' IN TiE PLANNING OF SHORELINE CCNS1RUCTXON THE OETE$MINATION OF PRESENT SEDIMENT TRANSPORT PATTERNS AND THE 
6FFtWTS OF MOIlFYING SUCH PATTERNS MLST BE THCRCUGIILY CONSIDEREC.SKYLAB IMAGERY ALLOWS THE INVESTIGATOR TO DETERMINE THE 
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RS78-4-327 

A78-43324 = Diumal temperature variations and their use.fuln-ss in ma,,ig sea ice ain tlt I ifrared in igery J CiUhir 

a KK<P BiT.-ornsonlCu- . C4u-. riesi". Sr.. ,ig. O:tn"a. 

Csnada). In Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing, 4th. Queoec.
Canada, May 16.18, 1977, Proceedings, (A78-43303 19-43) Ottawa,Canadian Aeronautics and Space Institute, 1977, p. 208-219. 12 refs, 

An 8-14-micron thermal infrared scanner and a PRT-5 were
flown at 390 i at sunset and in the afternoon over the Beaufort Seaflon at 390 asuset and inrceiomeasure th paftroonove the aufor eahort-pulse 
magnetic tape was used to produce ablack and white transparency of 

the recorded and reference signals. A gray level stepwedge was used 

to relate film density to voltage and surface temperature, It was 

found that solar, radiation dominates the surface temperature 

distribution during the afternoon The surface temperature patterns

at sunset reflected the spatial thermal resistivity fluctuations of
 
ice-snow thickness combinations. The difference between measured
 
temperatures represents the combined effect of solar radiatuon and 

heat passMg upward from the ice-water boundary. it is observed that
daytime or nighttime surface temperature distributions may be

useful i mapping from hsghresolution thermal Infrared imagy, 

'S.C S. 
RS7-8-4-328 
A78-43350 , Remote sensing of chlorophyll - A new experi-

mental approach t I1oproblem (T6l6dtectiodn de a chlorophylle 

Uine nouvelle al'Iiuche exp4rimentale do problime). P Y
Deschamps, P. t,. nmte, and M. Violier (Lille I, Universit4,Villeneuve d'Ascri. Nord, France). In: Canadian Symposium on 

Remote Sensng, I1'. Quebec, Canada, May 18-8, 1977, Proceed-

iogs.
(A78-43303-ln! -t3) Ottawa, Canadian Aeronautics and Space 

Institute, 1977, p i.1l548.9 refs.
In French. Research supported by

the MUS6um Natloiti d'Histonre Naturelle,

A rdioetei 1.i% lien designed for the remote sensing of ocean
color in order totAi..ermne chlorophyll content. Upwellings and 

downwellings art imltaneously measured 
 at 466, 525, 550, and
 
600 rm. Calcubit.,,ii of albedo differences at two wavelengths are 

used to relate ocm.-li
Color to optical characteristics and to eliminate 

distortions caused flv surface reflection and atmospheric 
 disturb-
ances Color var n,..iore noted to be related to the cycle of coastal
upwellings. Expei .t.ts,idcate that factors Such as the vertical 

gradients of Phyrnpllikt. water turbidity, and the discontinuity of 

chlorophyll conteini d-lative to depth influence the results. 
 SC.S. 
RS78-4-329 

A7-43638 The problem of remote sensing of substancesin water using a multispectral scanner (Zum Problem der Ferner-
kundung von Substanen un Wasser mit den Multospektralabaster). 
R. Doerffer (Hamburg, Universitat. Hamburg. West Germany).(Symposum uber Flugaeugmessprogramm, Technische Universitrj 
HannOver Hanover. 'i/estGermany Aug. 29-31, 177.) Bildmessung 

and Luftbfdivesen, v5l. 46, July 1, 1978, p. 133-138. 8 refsIn 

German. 

An important objective of remote sensing in the case of marine 
investigations is related to a mapping of substances found in the 
water close to the surface of the sea. The employment of the 
multpeotral scanner as measurement device provides Information 
regarding the type and concentration of a substance on the basis of 
the spectrum of the radiation which is reflected by the water. In 
accordance with their optical characteristics, the substances to be 
studied can be divided into three groups, including dissolved organic
sabstances, suspended matter, and phytoplankton, Attention isgiven 
to signal sources, the dependence of the wanted signal on the 
concentration of the Substances, and the effect of disturbing signal
ourcen 
 G.R. 
RS78-4-330
 
A78-4795o # Measurement of ocean wave heights with a
satellite radar altimeter. L. S. Fedor and D.E,Barrick (NOAA, WavePropagation Laboratory, Boulder, Colo.) EOS, Vol. 59, Sept 1978, 
p.843-847. 9 re-,
Sample wave height tracks obtained by Geos 3 equipmentduring passage over the North Atlatic are reported and the signal 
processing procedure is escplaned. The data Indicate the potential of
microwave radar altimeters operating from sPace toocean wave height along the nadir trac. Limited ground
truth and hindoasts show favorable agreement. Laser profnometer 
agreement with altimeter wave heights is consLdered, and the causes 
of wave hegt measurementerrors are examined. M 
RS 78-4-331 
A78-43339 4 Microwave sensing of sea surface wave pat­terns. J.F. R. Cower (Institute of Ocean Sciences, Victoria, British 
'Columbia, Canada). In* Canadian SymposIUm on Remote Sensing,
4th. Quebec, Canada, May 16-18, 1977, Proceedings. (A78­
43303 19-43) Ottawa, Canadian Aeronautics and Space Institute. 
1977, p.395-406, 5rafs.Sea-surface wave patterns in the northeast Pacific have been 
monitored by the GEOS-3 altimeter and airborne synthetic aperture
radar. Waveheight values obtained from the altimeter are compared 
to surface truth measurements and weather reports. An accuracy to
vitnin plus or minus one meter isfound. When the measurements areprocessed by atechnique based on apulse-variation model and which 
compensates for timing and tracking loop errors, accuracy to within0.5 meter isfound. S.C.S. 
RS78-4-332
 
A78-43349 # A method for the remote measurement of the 
vertical distribution of phytoplankton in seawater. J, F. R.Cower 
and R A. Neville (Institute of Ocean Sciences, Victoria. British Columbia, Canada). In: Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing.4th, Quebec, Canada, May 16-18, 1977. Proceedngs. A78­
43303 19-431 Ottawa. Canadian Aeronautics and Space Institute. 
1977, p. 532-542. 16 refs, 
RS78 4-333 
A78-43320 
- Thermal studies of the Grand Banks Gulf Stream slope using airborne radiation thermometers and satellite 
data. H. G. Ketchen (International Ice Patrol, Governors Island, 
N.Y ).P. E. La Violette RUS. Navy, Naval Ocean Research and 
Development Activity, Bay St. Louis, Miss.). and R D.Worsfoid (Newfoundland, Memorial University, St. John's, Canada), In 
Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing. 4th, Quebec, Canada, May
16.18. 1977, Proceedings. (A7843303 19-43) Ottawa, Canadian 
Aeronautics and Space Institute. 1977, p. 1634279.19 refs. 
Three sources of thermal infrared data on the Grand Banks Gulf 
Stream slope are discussed: NOAA satellite data, airborne radiation 
thermometer data, and seasurface temperature data as recorded by
ships. Two correction techniques to account for atmospheric
attenuation are method which uses a correcevaluated: the Pickert  
[ion equation derived by multiple regression. and the atmospherc
environment service method which determines instrument drift, plots 
an environmental correction graph, and applies a correction factor 
for errors due to the water vapor mass below the aircraft, it is 
. 
concluded that the correlation of the three data sources constitutes afeasible method for determining iceberg deterioration rates SCS. 
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RS78-4-334 

A78-43346 d On the analysis of airborne synthetic aperture 

radar imagery of lii ocean. R.T. Lowry, 0. G. Goodenough (Canada 

Centre for Remot,. 'tnsing, Ottawa, Canada), J. S. Zelenka, and R. 

A. Shuchman (M liqnn, Environmental Research Institute, Ann 

Arbor. Mich.). It" Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing, 4th. 

Quebec, Canada, Miy 16-18, 1977. Proceedings. (A78-43303 19-43) 

Ottawa, Canadian Aeronautics and Space Institute, 1977, p. 

480-505. 25 refs. 
 o 
Using-the EIIM optical/digital-data correlator, synthetic-aper
 
ture radar (SARI iim,iry has been used for studies of the ocean. 

Procedures for coiivting radar data for geometric distortion and 

radiometric nonudt.mity of imagery areoutlined The influence of 

wave train mov.m.,It on the design of a Seasat correlator is 

evaluated. Techuv,, for calculating the two-dimensional Fourier 
1w  
transform of an SAIl mage are presented along with the necessary 
radar parameters hii 'pecific surveillance tasks. These tasks include 
deep-water waves. li tore waves and the surf zone, and ships located 
in at least 10 m II w.ater Wave-imaglng mechanisms are described 
with reference to .i velocity modulation model, radar cross-section 
models, and the tlil,nt plane model. SC.S. 
RS 78-4-335 
A78-43315 ! Ocean information and management systems. 
L. W. Morley, A. K. McQuillan (Canada Centre for Remote Sensing,
 
Ottawa, Canada), and 0. J. Clough-(Waterloo, University. Waterloo,
 
Ontario, Canada). In Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing, 4th, 

Quebec, Canada, May 16-18, 1977, Proceedings. (A78-43303 1943)
 
Ottawa. Canadian Aeronautics and Space Institute, 1977, p. 

113-124. 
Management systems for ocean surveillance are discussed with 

reference to satellites, aircraft, ship, data-buoy, and fixed land- and 

ocean-stages providing multilevel data integration. Areas requiring 

particular surveillance are identified as renewable resources, (e.g., 

fisheries), nonrenewable resources (eg., oil, gas, minerals), marine-

environment protection,.navigation control, and ocean-service activi-

ties (e.g, forecasting, rescue). Various data-generating subsystems are
outlined such as sensors (including synthetic aperture radar), 
telemetry methods to transmit data from sensors to receivers, and 
commercial networks for electronic data distribution. Cost-effective 
aspects of mixed surveillance systems are considered along with 
predicted gross benefits for environmental surveillance systems to the 
year 2000. S.C.S. 
RS 78-4-336 
A78-47084 Extraction ofrich-planktonareaoffthenorth-
em Japan from Skylab multispectral pictures. K Watanabe (Tokai 
University. Shimizu. Japan) In- International Symposium on Space
Technology and Science, 12th, Tokyo, Japan, May 16-20, 1977, 
Proceedinas lA78 47001 21-12) Chofu, Tokyo, National Aerospace 
Laboratory, 1977, p 611-616. 
RS78-4-337 
A78,40474 Lateral oscillations of thit Pacific Equatorial 
Countercurrent. K. Wyrki (Hawaii, University. 1)liiiilulu, Hawaii). 
Journal of Physical Oceanography, vol. 8, May 19/8. p. 530-532. 
NSF-supported research. 

Long equatorial waves recently discovered lit ie. Pacific Ocean 
on satellite photographs are being linked to OX-lxiu.m in sea level at
oanin slatep tophae beinlinkedy tajeor ea leorrelationsit.1riting y. 

Fanningisland and to the oscillatory trajectory , .i drfting buoy. 

The drift pattern of the buoy suggests that lflhilial iiullattonsof the 

Equatorial Countercurrent with a period of .il.out 34 days are 

responsble for the observed variations of sea levil (Author) 
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N78-27487'# Vought Corp. Hampton Va 
SEGREGATION OF ACID PLUME PIXELS FROM BACK-
GROUND WATER PIXELS. SIGNATURES OF BACK-
GROUND WATER AND DISPFRSED ACID PLUMES, AND 
IMPLICATIONS FOR CALCULATION OF IRON CONCEN-
TRATION IN DENSE PLUMES 
Gilbert S. Bahn May 1978 62 p 
(Contract NASI-13500) 
(NASA-CR-145372) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF -AO1 CSCL OSH 
Two files of data. obtained with a modular niuliband scanner. 
for an acid waste dump 'to ocean water, were analyzed 
intensively. Signatures were derived for background water at 
different levels of effective sunlight intensity, and for different 
iron concentrations in the dispersed plume from the dump. The 
effect of increased sunlight intensity on the calculated iron 
concentration was found to be relatively important at low iron 
concentrations and relatively unimportant at high values of iron 
concentration in dispersed plumes It was concluded that the 
basic equation for iron concentration is not applicable to dense 
plumes, particularly because lower values are indicated at the 
very core of~the plume, than in the surrounding sheath whereas 
radiances increase consistently from background water to 
dispersed plume to inner sheath to innermost core It was likewise 
'concluded that in the dense plume the iron concentration would 
probably best be measured by the higher wave length radiances. 
although the suitable relationship remains unknown GY. 
RS78-4-339 
N78-26426*# Mitre Corp. McLean. Va. Metrek Div. 
STUDY OF THE EFFECT OF SCATTERING FROM TURBID 
WATER ON THE POLARIZATION OF A LASER BEAM 
determine 
Robert G Henderson and Ali H. Hovanlou Mar 1978 138 p 
refs 
(Contract F19628-77-C-0001) 
(NASA-CR-145327: MTR-7666) 
HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 20E 
Avail. NTIS 
A Monte Carlo simulation method was used to the effect of scattering from turbid water on the polarization of 
a backscattered beam of laser light The relationship between 
the polarization and the type and amount of suspended particulates 
in the water was investigated G G. 
RS78-4-340
 
P 4N78-27725"# and Space AdministrationNational Aeronautics 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md 
THE ANALYSIS OF TEMPORAL VARIATIONS IN REGIONAL 
MODELS OF THE SARGASSO SEA FROM GEOS-3 
ALTIMETRY Technical Memorandum. JuL 1975 - Aug. 
1976 
R. S. Mather. R. Coleman (Johns Hopkins Univ. Baltimore. Md. 
and B Hirsch (Johns Hopkins Univ. Baltimore. Md) May 1978 
58 p refs Presented at the 2d Intern Symp. on The Use ofArtificial Satellites for Geodesy and Geodynamics. Lagonissi. 
Greece. 29 May - 3 Jun 1978 
!Grant NsG-5225)4NASA-TM-79549) Avail NTIS HC A04//MF AO CSCL 08C 
The dense coverage of short pulse mode GEOS-3 altimeter 
data in the western North Atlantic provides a basis for studying 
time vanations in the sea surface heights in the Sargasso Sea 
Two techniques are utilized. the method of regional models. 
and the analysis of overlapping passes An 88 percent correlation 
is obtained between the location of cyclonic eddies obtained 
from infrared imagery and sea surface height minima in the 
altimeter-models This figure drops to 59 percent in the case of
with maxima and minima of surface temperature 
felds The analysis of overlapping passes provides a better picture 
f nstantaneous sea state through wavelengths greater than 30-km. The variability of the Sargasso Sea through wavelengths 
cetween 150 km and 5000 km is estimated at - or - 28 cm. 
This value is in reasonable agreement with oceanographic 
estimates and is compatible with the eddy kinetic energy of a 
,nd driven circulation G G 
RS78-4-341 

N78-27724t# National Aeronautics andSpace Administration 

Goddard Space Flight, Center. Greenbelt: Md. 

DETERMINATION OF-SOME DOMINANT PARAMETERS OF 

THE GLOBAL DYNAMIC SEA SURFACE TOPOGRAPHY 

FROM GEOS-3 ALTIMETRY 

P S Mather. F. J Lerch. C Rizos (Johns Hookihs Univ Baltimore 

MdL E G. Masters (Johns Hopkins Univ. Baltimore, Md). and 

S Hirsch (Johns Hopkins Univ. Baltimore. Md) May 1978
 
46 p refs Presented at 2d Intern Symp on the Useof Artificial 
Satellites for Geodesy and Geodynamics. Laconissl Greece 

29 May - 3 Jun. 1978 Submitted for publication 

INASA-TM-79558) Avail. NTIS HC A03/MF AO CSCL 08J 

The 1977 altimetry data bank is analyzed for the geometrical 

snape of the sea surface expressed as surface spherical-harmonics 

Eter referral to the higher reference model defined-by GEM 9 

The resulting determination is expressed as quasi-stationary 

o,,namc SST Solutions are obtained from different sets of long 

arcs in the GEOS-3 altimeter data'bank as well as from sub-sets 

related to the September 1975 and March 1976 equinoxes 

assembled with a view to-minimizing seasonal effects. The results 

are compared with equivalent parameters obtained from the 

nydrostatic analysis of sporadic temperature, pressure and salinity 

reasurements of the oceans and the known major steady state 

current systems with comparable wavelengths -The most clearly 

efined parameter (the zonal harmonic of degree 2) is obtained 

win an.uncertanty of - or -"S cm The preferred numerical 

value is smaller than 'the oceanographic value due to the effect 

of the correction for thepermanent earth tide Similar precision
 
is achieved for the zonal harmonic of degree 3 The precision

obtained for the fourth degree zonal harmonic reflects-more closely
 
the accuracy expected from the level of noise in the orbital
 
solutions. G G. 
RS 7 8- 4-3 2 
LANDSAT XPPLICATION OF REMOTE 
SENSING TO SHORELINE FORIANALYSIS, 
Virginia Univ., Charlottesville. Dept. of Environ-
mental Sciences 
R Dolan. B Hayden, J. Heywood, t Michel. and 
K Schroeder. 
Available from the National Techrtcal Informsa­
tion Service, Springfield, VA 22161 as N77-19551. 
Price codes: AOl in paper copy. Quarterly Report 
for Period 111/77 to 311177. Prepared forNASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,Maryland. 1977. r bp. 
Descriptors:, 'Shores. Aenal photography, Ero-
sion. Beaches, Coasts. *LANDSAT."Assateagie 
Iiland(MD VA), Maryland, Virginii 
Data on beach-zone width, swash slope, and sand-
grain size were collected at 89 locations along As. 
sateague Island (MDIVA). Correlations were run 
among these data sets and for coastal orientation 
and'historical shoreline erosion. The analysis in-
dicates that there are orgaie relationshipsncudd.Aeteen hya each rganized relationshipsbetween physical beach features and boreimedelwt 
form and erosion, but weak relationships between 
sand-grain size and shoreline form and erosion. 
(Stiler-Mass) 
W73-Z09093' 
RS78-4-343
 
THE SURFACE TEMPERATURE STRUCTURE 
ASSOCIATED WITI1 THE KEWEENAW CUR-
RENT IN LAKE SUPERIOR, 
Wiseonsm Unv.-Madison. Marine Studies Center. 
T. Green, and R. E. Terrell
 
Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol 83, No- Cl,
 
p419426.Janury 20. 1978. 11 fig. 2tab. 24re.
 
Descriptors- 'Remote sensing, 'Water tempera­
tare. *Currents(Water), 'Lake Superior, 'Great 
Lakes. Temperature. Lakes. Aircraft, Surveys. 
Data processing, 'Winds. Meanders. Linnology, 
'Keweenaw Current(Lake Superior), Radiome­
ters. Airborne radiometers, Surface temperatures. 
A number of closely spaced airborne radiometer 
flights over the entire Keweenaw Current in Lake 
Superior suggested that bathymetry plays a major 
role in determtningthe overall features of the cur­
rent. The crosscurrent surface temperature vara­
ions are correlated over long-current distances of 
kilometers oniv in a looue sense, and the crosseut­
rent fine structure isessentialy uncorrelated over 
'the same distarne,. The crosscurrent temperature 
variations are often ,dominated by verv -sharp 
fronts, which seem to become unstable and spawn 
meanders along theirouter.edge.(Sims-ISWS) 
W78-07992 
RS.78-4-344 
LABORATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR IN-SITU 
,AND REMOTE SENSING OF SUSPENDED 
'IATERIAL,Old Dominion Uni., NorfoIk.VA. School of En­
gineenmg. 
C.Y. Kuo, and R. Y. K. Cheng. 
Available from the National Technical Informa­
don Service, Springfield, VA 22161 as N78-0539, 
Price codes: AOS in paper copy.,AOI in microfiche 
Technical Report No 76-C2. March, 1976 86 p. 53 
fig, 3 tab.55 ref, lappend. NASI-11707. 
Descriptors- *Suspended solids. -Sediments. 
'Remote sensing. tUpwelhng radiance, *Sedimesent 
distribution. -Sediment load, "Monitoning. 
*Turbidity, Analytical techniques. Clays, Silts,
Calibrations. 'Pollutant identification, Data col­
lebtoas, "Upwelling radiance. 
Results of a-study investigating the properties of 
suspenddd materials, factors influencing the up­
welling radiance, and the various types of remote 
sensing techniques are presented. Calibration arid 
correlaison procedures to obtain the accurac 
necessary to quantify the suspended mateials,b 
remote sensing arc included. A survey of the a­
uve o te 
tional need for sediment data, the agencies thatnrquethdaaosspddsdi 
deal with and rcquire the data of suspended sedi' 
ment, and asummary-ofsome recent findings of 
sediment measurements are detaded. Recoin 
mended laboratory and tn-situ tests required for 
remote-sensing include: (1) determination of the 
relationship of upweliing radiance as a function of 
types of clay, percentof clay mixture, and concen­
tration; (2)-variation of type of organics, percent 
of clay, sit, and organics in the test mixture, (3) 
variation of water composition, (4) penetratton 
depth of bands for various types of suspended 
material and water composition: (5) effects of sea 
states (such as wind and waxes), and (6) impact as. 
sessment of atmospheric conditions. Theappendix 
summarizes the proceedings.aad recommenda­
tions of the turbidity workshop sponsored by the 
NOAA National Oceanographic Instrnmentaton Center, May 1974. (Semp-IPA)
W78-08008 
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APPLICATION OF REMOTE SENSING TO THE
 
CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION: VOLUME I - EX-

ECUTIVE SUMMARY.
 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
 
Greenbelt, MD. Goodard Space Flight Center.
 
Available from the National Technical Informa­
tion Service, Spnngfield, VA 22161 as NASA CP­
6. Price codes: A17 in paper copy. A01 in 
microfiche. Report No. NASA CP-6 Summary of 
Conference held Apirl 12-15. 1977, Berkeley 
Spriogs, WV, Coolfont Conference Center, April. 
1973.43 p. 
Descriptors: 'Chesapeake Bay, *Remote sensing, 
'Conferences, 'Water quality, *Environmental 
control, Standards, Surveys, Equipment, 
Economics. Programs. Planning. Pollutant 
identification. -Environmental quality, Policies. 
Recommendations that resulted from the Con. 
ference on the Application of Remote Sensing of 
the Chesapeake Bay Region and brief summaries 
of papers and reports of-the working groups are 
presented. The Conference assembled representa­
tives of Federal and State government agencies 
engaged in research on the condition and evolution 
of the Chesapeake Bay to compose a status report, 
to present current activities and future plans, and 
to recommend a long-range future course of pol­
cies and programs Findings of the 'Conference 
were developed and presented by the attendees di­
vided into six working groups, each of which filed 
a report containing conclusions and recommenda­
tions. Conference presentatons, discussions, and 
reports document the availability of suitable 
remote sensing monitonng techniques for diagnos­
ing, prescribing, and forecasting the conditios of 
the Chesapeake Bay. Conference recommenda­
tions are summarized under the following 
headings: (I) Intergroup cooperationforganizationi 
coordination, (2) Environmental quality. (3) 
Geophysical and environmental surveys, (4) Stan­
dards, (5) Advanced sensor development, and (6) 
Funding. Complete papers, detailed discussions of 
some of the sessions, and the complete reports of 
the working groups are found in the Conference 
Proceedings. Volume 2. (Seip-IPA) 
W78-08232 
RS78-4-346
 
TilE USE OF AFRIAL COLOR INFRARED 
PHOTOGRXPHY IN MAPPING THE VEGETA-
TION OF A FRESHWATER MARSH, 
American Umv., Washington. DC. Dept. of Biolo­
gy.
L. J. Shin,. R. R. Anderson, and V. P. Caner. 
Chesapeake Science, Vol. 17, No. 2, p74-85, June. 
1976.4 fig. 2 tab, 25 ref. 
Descrptors: *Aerial photography, *Infrared radia­
tion, *Mapping, 'Vegetation, 'Freshwater 
marshes. -Remote sensing. Plant groupings. Color 
infrared photography, *Patuxent River(Md), 
-Maryland. 
Spring and fat vegetation maps were prepared 
fro. a freshwater marsh on the Patuxent River. 
Maryland. Low altitude, color infrared (IR) aerial 
pnotos were correlated with data obtained from 
field surveys. The vegetation units mapped refer 
to areas of homogenous coloron the photo;.These 
areas of homogenois color repre-ent epecies as­
socadoi.s or snonospecific stands which produce a 
distinctive tonal signature. Color fluctuations 
within an area having a distinctive tonal signature 
are primarily caused by a quantitative variation of 
plant species but are also related to the growth 
habit, vigor of the plant species, and environmen­
tal condiuons which affect the vegetation and in 
turn the color of the recorded image Changes in 
the color over the growing season reflect plant 
successions were due to their unique colors, satu­
ratuions, and textures. Comparisons of photographs 
made in nearby marshes demonstrated that three 
of the twelve spring, and five of the fourteen fall 
vegetation units were mapped can be reliably in­
dentified. (Maroncelih-Mass) 
W73 8421 
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ID NO.-,EI780747263 847263
 
AERIAL COLOR AND COLOR INFRARED SURVEY OF-MARINE PLANT
 
RESOURCES.
 
Austin. Alan: Adams. Robert
 
.Un"iv of Victoria, BC
 
Photoqram ,Eng Remote Sensing v 44 n 4 Apr 1978 p 469-480
 
CODEN: PERSDV
 
DESCRIPTORS: *AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY,
 
CARD ALERT: 742
 
Color, color infrared, and water penetration aerial
 
photographs at various scalres were assessed for
 
identification. mapping, and inventory of macroalgal
 
vegetation along extensive shoreline of Georgia Stra'it in the
 
northeast Pacific. Natural color proved to be the most useful
 
for definition of Submerged vegetation to depths of 7 m. whil~e
 
CIR and natural color together provided th best definition of
 
above-water intertidal sea4eed-vegetation. Using both films.
 
exposed under rarely occurring optimum weather and tide
 
conditions, and with the aid of gpound data. a total of ill
 
vegetation units -were classified and mapped at a scale of
 
1:101000. Boundaries of the 'vegetat-ion unit containing a
 
valuable red seaweed resource,. Iridaea cordatae, -could be
 
defined equally well at a scale of l:10,O00.as at 1,:2500. 22
 
refs.
 
RS7-8-4-348 
1U NU.- EiiBuBa8 8558~5 
COASTAL WETLANDS: THE PRESENT AND FUTURE ROLE OF REMOTE 
SENSING. 
Carter. Virqinia
 
US Geol Surv_. Reston, Va
 
Proc Int Svmp Remote Sensdng Environ 11th. Univ of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. Pubi by-Environ Res Inst of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 301-323 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (kCOASTAL ENGINEERING, *Remote Sensing).
 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION. AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY.
 
IDENTIFIERS; COASTAL ZONES, WETLANDS
 
CARD ALERT: 472. 901. 742
 
Durinq the past decade. there has been a rapid expansion of
 
remote sensino research and technology development related to
 
coastal wetlands. As a result of this research, ali of the 23
 
coas.tal states have ongoinqor completed wetland inventories.
 
'most utilizino aerial photographs as the -data source for
 
producing a variety of map products with varying scales.
 
formats., classification Systems and intended uses. The U. S.
 
Geological Survey is increasing emphasis on map production and
 
revision for the coastal zone. The new U. S. Fish and
 
Wildlife Service National Wetland Inventory is intended to
 
provide a standardized method, for comparison of wetlands on a
 
national basis SEM DASHS it too will use available aerial
 
photographs as a basic data source. At present, satellite
 
data is not used for operational mapping of coastal wetlands
 
because of resolution and geometric constraints. In the
 
future, however, satellite data may provide an accurate
 
reliable and economical source to update wetland inventories
 
and to monitor or evaluate coastal wetlands. Refs.
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ID*NO.- E1780859726 859726
 
REMOTE SENSI:G OF OCEAN COLOR AND DETECTION OF CHLOROPHYLL
 
CONTENT.
 
Deschamps. P. Y.; Lecomte. P.; Viollier, M.
 
Univ des Sci et Tech de Lille, Villeneuve d'Ascq. Fr
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th, Univ of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. Pub] by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, 1977 p 1021-1033 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (-OCEANOGRAPHY, *Remote Sensinq), (COLOR,
 
Measurements). RADIOMETERS,
 
IOENTIFIERS: CHLOROPHYLL CONCENTRATION
 
CARD ALERT: 471. 716, 741
 
The chlorophyll enrichment of the water in an equatorial
 
upwellinq was surveyed and described during two one month
 
periods in 1975 and 1976 with the aid of a radiometer
 
specially designed for the airborne measurement of ocean
 
color. Based upon the results of this experiment and some
 
theoretical considerations, a relation is proposed between
 
airborne measurement of difference of albedos at two
 
wavelengths in the blue and green, and the concentration of
 
chlorophyll in the ocean. Refs.
 
RS78-4-350
 
ID NO.- E1780968896 866896
 
VALUE OF REMOTE SENSING IN STUDYING THE PHYSICAL
 
OCEANOGRAPHY AND METEOROLOGY OF THE SOUTH ATLANTIC OCS AREA.
 
Hayes. John G.; Kirshen, Paul H.; Bowley, Clinton d.;
 
Bernard, Harold R.; Welch, Christopher S.
 
Environ Res & Technol, Inc, Lexington, Mass
 
Offshore Technol Conf 10th Annu, Proc, Houston, Tex, May
 
8-10 1978. Available from Offshore Technol Conf, Dallas, Tex,
 
1978 v 3 Pap OTC 327 p 1937-1946 CODEN: OSTCBA
 
DESCRIPTORS: -REMOTE SENSING, OCEANOGRAPHY, METEOROLOGY,
 
CARD ALERT: 405, 4 3, 471, 742
 
The useof remote sensing in conjunction with conventionally
 
collected data to study the physical oceanography and
 
meteorology of the South Atlantic Outer Continental Shelf
 
(OCS) area (extending-fpom Cape Canaveal-to Cape Hatteras,
 
from the spring tide mark to the 1500 m isobath, including
 
Blake Plateau) is discussed. Innovative uses of remote
 
sensing used in this study include: (1) the preparation of a
 
climatology of the study area based upon remote sensing: -(2)
 
an analysis of the interaction of the Gulf Stream with the
 
Continental Shelf and Blake Plateau; (3) the determination of
 
the six hourly offshore wind structure and storm tracks for
 
three significant meteorological forcing events that occurred
 
in the-study area. 14 refs.
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RS78-4-351 
ID NO.- E1780859727 859727
 
SURFACE TEMPERATURES AND TEMPERATURE GRADIENT FEATURES OF
 
THE U. S. GULF COAST WATERS.
 
Huh, Oscar K.; Rouse, Lawrence 0. Jr.; Smith, Glenn W.
 
'La State 'Univ, Baton Rouge
 
Proc tnt SymP Remote Sensing Environ 11th, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, Apr 25-29 1977. PubI by Environ Res Inst of Mit,. Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 1609-1 18 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*OCEANOGRAPHY, *Temperature Measurement).
 
REMOTE SENSING, Environmental Applications). (DATA PROCESSING.
 
'Data Reduction and 'nalysis,).,
 
CARD ALERT: 471. 7 1. 723
 
Satellite thermal infrared data on the Gulf of Mexico show
 
that a seasonal cycl~e exists in the horizontal, surface
 
temperature structure. In the fall, the su'rface temperatures
 
of both coastal and deep waters are nearly uniform. With the
 
onset of w.inter.. atmospheric cold Fronts, which are
 
accompanied by dry, low-temperature air and strong winds, draw
 
'heat from the sea. Digital analysis of the satellite data has
 
been carried out in ,an interactive mode using a minicomputer
 
and software developed at the Coastal Studies Inst-i-tute. A
 
time series of temperature profiles ii'lustrates the temporal
 
and spatial Changes in the sea-surface temperature field.
 
RS78-4'-352
 
ID 'NO.- EI780752839 852839
 
FOCUSING EFFECTS IN THE SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR IMAGING OF
 
OCEAN WAVES.
 
Jain. Atul
 
Calif Inst of Technol. Jet Propu'l Lab. Pasadena
 
Appl Phys v 15 n 3 Mar 1978 p 323-333 CODEN: APHYCC
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*RADAR. *Imaging Techniques), WATER WAVES.
 
OCEANOGRAPHY.
 
CARD ALERT: 471. 631. 716
 
Properties are derived of the imaqe obtained fop.an ocean
 
wave whose cross-section may be given by $s,igma$ //w(x,y.t)
 
and surface profile by H(x;y,t). $siamaS /1w and h are
 
functions representing the wave phenomena, but whose exact
 
properties are determined by the-ocean wave surface
 
-properties, for an ocean wavelength of Slambda$ //wm height
 
H. and orbital frequency SomegaS .. The effect of defocusing'
 
of the wave image due to its temporal motion is ca'lculated,
 
and both the resolution of the radar system if no fbcus
 
c~m~ensiti6h is prbvideb in th6 p~odesior hnd the necessary
 
distance of azimuth telescope has to be moved to provide
 
diffraction-limited imaging are derived.. These results are
 
illustrated for data takenby the ,JPL synthetic aperture radar
 
over Hurricane Gloria on September 30. 1976, and the ERIM
 
radar over Marineland. Florida. on December 1.5. 1975. 17 refs.
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ID NO.- EI780862403 862403
 
MULTISPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF OCEAN DUMPED MATERIALS.
 
Johnson, Robert W.
 
NASA. Langley Res Cent, Hampton, Va
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ lth, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, Apr 25-29 1977. PubI by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 1619-1627 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (-WATER POLLUTION, *Remote Sensing), (REMOTE
 
.SENSING, Mul-t-ispectral Scanners), AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY,
 
CARD ALERT: 453. 716. 742
 
Experiments conducted -in the Atlantic coastal zone indicate
 
that plumes resultinq from ocean dumping of acid wastes and
 
sewage sludge have unique spectral characteristics. Remotely
 
sensed wide area synoptic coverage provides information on
 
these pollution features that is not readily available from
 
other sources. Aircraft remotely sensed photographic and
 
multispectral scanner data were interpreted by two methods.
 
-First, qualitative analyses in which pollution -features are
 
located, mapped, and identified without concurrent sea truth
 
and, second, quantitative analyses in which concurrently
 
Collected sea truth is used to calibrate the remotely sensed
 
data and to determine quantitative distributions of one or
 
more parameters in a plume. As a result of-the data analyses
 
in these experiments, an in-scene calibration technique was
 
developed that $left double quoteS normalizes Snight double
 
quotes atmospheric effects, thereby potentially providing a
 
means of plume identification that is independent of the
 
specific scene and the multispectral scanner used. 11 refs.
 
RS78-4-354
 
ID NO.- E1780860789 860789
 
MAPPING OF CHLOROPHYLL A,DISTRIBUTfOqS IN COASTAL ZONES.'
 
Johnson. Robert W.
 
NASA/Langley Res Cent, Hampton, Va
 
Photoqramm Eng Remote Sensing v 44,n 5 May 1978 p 617-624
 
CODEN: PERSDV
 
DESCRIPTORS: *REMOTE SENSING. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION,
 
WATER POLLUTION. Control),
 
IDENTIrIERS: CHLOROPHYLL A
 
CARD ALERT: 405, 4 3. 742, 901
 
Remotely sensed data may be calibrated by concurrently
 
measured sea truth. Regression equations from the analysis
 
may be used to map quantitative distributions of chlorophyll
 
$left double quotes a Sright double quotes in coastal zone
 
areas, thereby providing information that is readily available
 
from other sources. Results of experiments with aircraft
 
multispectral scanners over the turbid James River, Virginia.
 
and the New York Biqht ocean area, indicate that statistically
 
significant quantitative relationships exist between remotely
 
Sensed data and chlorophyll $left double quote$ a Sright
 
double quotes measurements in these environmentally different
 
areas. 13 refs.
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ID NO.- E1780859724 859724
 
PRESENT AND FUTURE OPERATIONAL NOAA' SATELLITE OCEANOGRAPHIC
 
PRODUCTS: AN INTRODUCTION.
 
Kalinowski. ,. Keith; Signore. Theodore L.; Pichel, William
 
G.; Walton. Charles C.; Brower. Robert L.: Brown, Stanley R.;
 
Bennekamper. Kenneth G.
 
NOAA. Natl Environ Satell Serv, Suitland, Md
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th. Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, Apr 25-29 197?. Pub] by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, 1977 p 625-633 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*OCEANOGRAPHY, *Remote Sensing), SATELLITES,
 
IDENTIFIERS: TIROS-N
 
CARD ALERT: 471,-6 5
 
A review of operational satellite-derived National Oceanic
 
and Atmospheric Adminstration/National Environmental Satellite
 
Service oceanographic products is presented and some current
 
noted. Recent improvements
applications of these products are 

surface temperature
to procedures used in deriving sea 

observations and fields are described. Changes to data
 
reduction techniques and-products which will be incorporated
 
with the advent of TIROS-N are outlined and some potential
 
future developlents are mentioned. Refs.
 
RS78-4-356
 
ID NO.- E1780857454 857454
 
REMOTE SENSING OF COASTAL FOOD RESOURCES.
 
Klemas. V.: Bartlett. 0. S.
 
Univ of Del. Coil of Mar' Stud. Newark. Del
 
Environ Manage v 2 n 2 Map 1978 p 119-126 CODEN: EMNGDC
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*FISHERIES. *Remote Sensing), (RADAR.
 
Applications).
 
IDENTIFIERS: COASTAL ZONES, FOOD RESOURCES, MULTISPECTRAL
 
ANALYSIS
 
CARD ALERT: 471. 716
 
With the launch of LANDSAT. NOAA-2. and Skylab, relatively
 
high resolution spacecraft data became available For mapping
 
and inventorying tidal marshes and their productivity on a
 
global scale. Upwelling regions that-attract large fish
 
populations as well as othercoastal water properties relating
 
to the Presence of finfish. cPustacea. and shellfish could be
 
ident-ified and observed. Using multispectral analysis
 
techniques, classification accuracies greater than 80 percent
 
have been obtained for most niarsh plant species, and a gi4ea'teb
 
than 90 percent for key types such as Spartina alterniflora.
 
which is the primary producer in large tide marshes of the
 
coastal such as NOAA-2. LANDSAT. and Skylab to assess coastal
 
food resources on a global scale is discussed from the point
 
of view of resoution, classification accuracy, and cost
 
effectiveness. Refs.
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ID NO.- E1780968895 868895
 
CANADIAN SURVEILLANCE SATELLITE PROGRAM AND INTEGRATED OCEAN
 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS.
 
Morley. Lawrence W.; McQuillan. A. K.; Clough. Donald J.
 
Can Cent for Remote Sensing. Ottawa, Ont
 
Offshore Technol Conf 10th Annu, Proc, Houston, Tex. May
 
8-10 1978. Available from Offshore Technol Conf. Dallas, Tex,
 
1978 v 2 Pap OTC 3134 p 703-714 CODEN: OSTCBA
 
DESCRIPTORS: tREMOTE SENSING, OCEANOGRAPHY.
 
IDENTIFIERS: OFFSHORE TECHNOLOGY
 
CARD ALERT: 405. 471, 742
 
Description of the Canadian Surveillance Satellite Program
 
(SURSAT). a three-year program to assess the technical and
 
economic feasibility of a microwave remote sensing satellite
 
system for monitoring of the 200-mile coastal fisheries zones,
 
the continental shelf offshore oil and gas zones, and the
 
arctic development zones. The SURSAT Program includes
 
participation in NASA's SEASAT-A Program. research and
 
development. and applications experiments. Interest is,
 
focused on SEASAT's high-resolution imaging synthetic aperture
 
radar (SAR), and the integration of satellite data into
 
overall ocean management information systems. 20 refs.
 
RS78-4-358 
ID NO.- E1780859714 859714
 
ACOUSTIC' OBSERVATIONS OF HIGH-FREQUENCY, NEAR-SURFACE 
INTERNAL WAVE GROUPS IN THE DEEP OCEAN DURING GATE. 
Proni. J. R.; Ostapoff. F.; Sellers, R. L. 
At] Oceanogr & Meteorol Lab, Sea-Air Interact Lab. Miami. 
Fla -
Deep Sea Res v 25 n 3 Mar 1978 p 299-307 CODEN: DESRAY
 
DESCRIPTORS: *OCEANOGRAPHY. WATER WAVES, ACOJSTICS, 
UNDERWATER, 
CARD ALERT: 471, 631, 751 
The observed wave groups have several structural features in 
common with internal wave groups observed on continental 
shelves. It is suggested that the wave groups are 
distinguishable because of their structural features from the
 
generally present high-frequency internal wave background, and
 
that these same features are to be expected on a theoretical
 
basis from the work of T. B. Benjamin. Some evidence
 
supporting the acoustic data is derived from simultaneously
 
observed temperature and salinity data and from some imaging
 
radar gathered in the same overall area. Refs.
 
RS78-4-359 
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PROTOTYPE ACTIVE SCANNER FOR NIGHTTIME OIL SPILL MAPPING AND
 
CLASSIFICATION.
 
Sandness, G. A.; Ailes. S. B.
 
Battelle Pac Northwest Lab, Richland, Wash
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th. Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, Apr 25-29 1977. Pubi by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 1445-1 52 CODEN: PISEDA
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*REMOTE SENSING. *Multispectral Scanners),
 
WATER POLLUTION, Oil Spills),
 
CARD ALERT: 716, 4 3
 
A prototype, active, aerial scanner system has been
 
constructed for nighttime water pollution detection and
 
nighttime multispectral imaging of the ground. An arc lamp is
 
used to produce the transmitted light and four detector
 
channels provide a multispectral measurement capability. The
 
feasibility of the design concept has been demonstrated by
 
laboratory and flight tests of the prototype system.
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ID NG.- E1780859722 859722
 
CURRENT AND FUTURE SATELLITES FOR OCEANIC MONITORING.
 
Sherman. John' W. 1I-I
 
NOAA. Nati Environ Satel,i Serv, Washington. DC
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensiing Environ 11th, Univ of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. PubI by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 279-297 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*OCEANOGRAPHY, *Remote Sensing), (REMOTE
 
SENSING. Environmental, Applications),
 
CARD ALERT: 471, 901
 
This .paper reviews current applications and products from
 
existing operational satellites and the future data and
 
information that will become available before the end of this
 
decade with emphasis on global oceanic-data. Specif-ic oceanic
 
applicatidns using visible and infrared data have been
 
developed operationally for sea surface' temperature, major

current tracking, limi'ted area ship routing, and lake and 
sea
 
ice. The satellites planned for launch in 1978 will
 
significantly extend this present capability, expand the
 
'knowledge of oceanic dynamics, and increase the operational
 
uses of space technology. The first noteworthy applications
 
will be near all-weather analyses and prediction of ,surface
 
winds; waves and wave spectra; circulation and, oceanic
 
current processes, and surface layer transport; severe
 
storms. storm surge-and'setup. and tides; surface temperature:
 
oil spi-ls; ice dynamics, mapping and statistics; and
 
determination of the earth s gedi'd." lI'efs. ' a"
 
RS78-4-361 
ID NO.- E1780859720 859720
 
EDDIES IN THE KAMCHATKA CURRENT.
 
Solomon, Harold; AhInas, Kristina
 
Univ of Tokyo, Geophys Inst, tpn

Deep Sea Res v 25 n 4 Apr 1978 p 403-410 CODEN: DESRAY
 
DESCRIPTORS: (4OCEANOGRAPHY, tCurrents,). (REMOTE SENSING,
 
Environmental Applicat-ions),.
 
CARD ALERT: 471, 7 2
 
Visible images from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA) satellites show intense vortices which
 
are believed to be oceanic eddies, in the Kamchatka Current 1r
 
winter. Infra-red images from the same satellites show eddies
 
in the KamchatkaCurrent. 
-and trains of eddies covering much
 
of the western Bering Sea; in autumn. Such thermal features,

which were not explicitly taken into account in previous
 
oceanographic studies of this region, might cause the
 
exceptionally high -space and time variability in computer

geostrophic transports and indicate a-need for 
a new -approach
 
in attempts to clarify the nature of the net Circulation and
 
its ,seasonal and year-to-year variability. Some of the
 
observed eddies show a distinct spiral arm structure. This Is
 
thought -to be the first instance of published evidence of such
 
structure in oceanic eddies. Refs.
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STUDY OF THE BRAZIL AND FALKLAND CURRENTS USING THEIR IMAGES
 
OF NIMBUS V AND OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA IN 1972 TO 1973.
 
Tseng. Y. C.: Inostroza, H. M.; Kumar, R.
 
Inst de Pesqut Espec JINPE), Sac dose dos Compos. Braz
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. Pubi by Environ Res Inst of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 859-871 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (tOCEANOGRAPHY. *Currents), (REMOTE SENSING.
 
Environmental Applications). INFRARED IMAGING,
 
IDENTIFIERS: hIMBUS V
 
CARD ALERT: 471. 716, 741
 
An oceanoqraphic study of the Western Edge of the
 
Sub-tropical convergence of the Southwestern Atlantic Ocean.
 
called the Front. which is a thermal discontinuity between the
 
Brazil and Falkland Currents. was done utilizing the
 
Temperature Humidity Infrared Radiometer (THIR) of Nimbus V in
 
the 10. 5 to 12. 5 $mu$ m channel and historical
 
oceanographic data in the period of 1972 to 1973. Some
 
important results obtained are: the oceanographic Front could
 
be detected from Nimbus V THIR data: oceanographic charts
 
clearly showed that the transition zone where the Brazil and
 
the Falkland Currents meet. was the Front detected from
 
satellite data: ocean current speeds calculated with THIR
 
data were of the same order of magnitude as those calculated
 
oceanogpaphically; fisheries statistics for Pargo Roseo
 
Showed that the maximum catches wern in September of 1973, in
 
the period when the Front was observed most distinctly and
 
clearly. Refs.
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BATHYMETRIC MAPPING WITH LANDSAT: A PRACTICAL APPROACH.
 
Warne. Denis Keith
 
Aust Natl Univ, Canberra
 
Offshore Technol Ccnf 10th Annu, Proc, Houston. Tex, May
 
8-10 1978. Available from Offshore Technol Conf, Dallas, Tex,
 
1978 v 3 Pap OTC 322 p 1485-1492 CODENLOSTCBA
 
DESCRIPTORS: (-OCEANOGRAPHY, *Bathyme.try), REMOTE SENSING,
 
IDENTIFIERS: OFFSHORE TECHNOLOGY
 
CARD ALERT: 405, 471, 742
 
A description is given of work which has concentrated on the
 
development of a production oriented approach which utilizes
 
both shipborne and satellite data collection supplemented by
 
meteorological and tidal information. Test surveys off the
 
north-east coast of Australia have verified that this
 
approach, with it,s integration of Landsat data, interpretation
 
and shipborne survey, is a viable survey method. 13 refs.
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HF Coastal Current Mapping Radar System
 
Department of the Interior, Washington. D.C. (109 950)
 
Patent Application
 
AUTHOR: Barrick. Donald E.: Evans. Michael W.
 
E0795A4 Fid: BC. 171, 88, 90G. 47F. 478 GRAI7809
 
Filed 8 Aug 77 20p
 
Rept No: PAT-APPL-822 868
 
Monitor: 18
 
This Government-owned invention available for U.S. licensing
 
and, possibly, for foreign licensing. Copy of application
 
available NTIS.
 
Abstract: The patent applicat-ion relates to a system for radar
 
remote sensing of near surface ocean currents in coastal
 
reqions. The system employs a pair of low power, transportable
 
hiqh frequency radar units to scatter signals from the shore
 
off of the ocean waves. Underlying surface currents impart a
 
slight change in velocity to the ocean waves which is detected
 
by the radar units. Each radar unit can determine the angular
 
direction of arrival of the radar echo signals by comparing
 
the phase of the signals'received at three Short antennas on
 
the shore. Signals scattered from the'same point on the ocean
 
by each of the two geographically separated radar units are
 
used to construct a complete current vector for that point.
 
The radar pair takes simultaneous measurements over an ocean
 
area with a predetermined grid pattern. Vectors are
 
constructed for each square section of the grid, and a map ,of
 
the near surface current field is output in real-time by an
 
on-site minicomputer.
 
Descriptors: *Radar mapping. *Patent applications, *Ocean
 
currents. Oceanographic charts. Remote sensing
 
Identifiers: Coastal regions, Oceanographic equipment, 
NTISGPINT 
P8-275 547/BST NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF A01 
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Development and Application of Operational Technicues for the
 
Inventory and Monitoring of Resources and Uses for the Texas
 
Coastal Zone. Volume 1. Text
 
General Land Office of Texas. Austin.*NASA Earth Resources
 
Survey Program. Washington. D.C.
 
Final rept. Apr 75-Oct 77
 
AUTHOR: Harwood. Peagy; Finleyi Robert: McCuli'och, Samuel:
 
Malin. Patricia A.: Schell. John A.
 
E0675,14 Fld: 8F. 8B. 93A. 48C GRAI7808
 
Oct 77 299p
 
Contract: NAS5-20986
 
Monitor: NASA-CR-155342
 
Original contains color imagery. Original photography may be
 
purchased from the EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, S.D.
 
Abstract: The author has identified the following significant
 
results. Image interpretation and computer-assisted techniques
 
were developed to analyze LANDSAT scenes in support of
 
resource inventory and monitoring requirements for the Texas
 
coastal region. Land cove -and land use maps, at a scale of
 
1:125.000 for the image interpretation product and 1:24,000
 
for the computer-assisted product, were generated covering
 
four Texas coastal test sites. Classification schemes which
 
parallel national systems were developed for each procedure.
 
including 23 classes for image interpretation technique and 13
 
classes for the computer-assisted technique. Results indicate
 
that LANDSAT-derived land cover and land use maps can be
 
successfully applied to a variety of planning and management
 
activities On the Texas coast. Computer-derived land/water
 
maps can be used with tide gaqe data to assess shoreline
 
boundaries for management purposes. (Color illustrations
 
reproduced in black and white)
 
Descriptors: *Texas, *Land use. Environmental monitoring.
 
Coasts. Earth Resources program, Inventories.
 
Photointerpretation. Maps
 
Identifiers: Natural resources. Mapping, LANDSAT satellites.
 
Image processing. NTISNASA
 
E78-10042 NTIS Prices: pC A13/MF Al­
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Application of LANDSAT to the Management of Delaware's Marine
 
and Wetland Resources
 
Delaware Univ.. 'Newark. Center for Remote Sensing.**Bendix
 
Aerospace Div.* Ann Arbor. Mich.*Nat-ional Aeronautics and
 
Space Administration. Greenbelt. Md. Goddard Space Flight
 
Center.
 
Final rept. Feb 76-Dec 77 
AUTHOR: Klemas. V.: Bartlett, D.; Davis. G.; Philpot. W.; 
Roqers. R. 
E088413 Fd:-8C. 93A. 488 GRAI7810 
Dec 77 14 2 p 
Contract: NASS-20983 
Monitor: NASA-CR-155609 
Prepared in cooperation with ,Bendix Aerospace Div.. Ann'Arbor,
 
Mich.
 
Original ,contains color imagery. 'Or-iginal photography may be
 
purchased from the EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, S.D.
 
Abstract: The author has identified the following sign'ificant
 
resul-ts. L-ANDSAT data were found to be 'the best source of
 
synoptic information on the distribution of horizontal water
 
mass discontinuities (fronts) at different Portions of the
 
tidal cycle. Distributions observed were used to improve an
 
oil. slick movement prediction model 'for the Delaware Bay.
 
LANDSAT data were-used to monitor the movement and dispersion
 
of industrial acid waste material dumped over the continental
 
shelf. A technique for assessing aqueous sediment
 
concentration with limited ground truth was proposed.
 
Descriptors: *Delaware, *Wetlands, *Marine resources,
 
Sediments, Vegetation. Delaware River Basin(US), Earth
 
Resources program. Estuari'es. Industrial wastes, Pollution
 
monitoring, Ground truth
 
Identifiers: NTISNASA
 
E78-10068 NTIS Prices: PC A07/MF AOl
 
RS78-4-367
 
Assessment of Aquatic Vegetation with Satellite-Derived Data
 
Cornell Univ.. Ithaca. N.Y. School of Civil and EnvironmiAtal
 
Enqineerinq.*Of'fice of Water Research and Technology,
 
Washington. D.C.*National Aeronautics and Space
 
Administration. Washington. D.C.
 
Completion rept.
 
AUTHOR: Markham. B. L.; Philipson, W. R.; Ng. d.: Liang, T.
 
E0692G4 Fld: RH. BF. 48G. 57H. 57C GRAI7808
 
Nov 77 24p
 
Contract; DI-14-34-O001-7068
 
Grant: 'NGL-33-010-171
 
Project: OWRT-A-082-NY
 
Monitor: OWRT-A-082-NY(1)
 
Abstract: LANDSAT satellite data were analyzed manually and
 
digitally to determine whether they can provide any useful
 
information concerning 'reshwater, aquat-ic vegetation. The
 
study focused on central New York State, where aerial
 
photographic coverage aid field data for three lakes were
 
available for comparison.
 
Descriptors: *Limnology. *Fresh water biology. *Remote sensing
 
'-*Vegetation. -Aquatic plants. Plants(Botany). Canadarago
 
Lake. Cayuga Lake, Oneida Lake. New York, Lakes, Data
 
processinq. Scientific satellites
 
Identifiers: LANDSAT satellites. NTISDIOWRT
 
PB-275 768VOST NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF A01
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Oil Spill and Oil Pollution Reports 
California Univ.. Santa 
Inst.*Industrial Environmental 
Ohio. 
Barbara. 
Research 
Marine 
Lab., Cin
Science 
cinnati, 
Quarterly rept. May-Jul 77 
AUTHOR: Melvin. Penelope; Ehrenspeck, Helmut: Nordin, Paul
 
E0803G2 F-id: 138. 68D*, SSE GRNi7809
 
Nov 77 38 9 p*
 
Grant: EPA-R-805052
 
Monitor: EPA/600/2-77/243
 
See also report dated Jun 77, PB-272 689.
 
Abstract: This issue contains summaries of articles, reports,
 
patents, documents, and other materials relating to oil
 
pollution published during the period 1974 to 1976. Subject
 
coverage includes aquaticand terrestrial oil pollution with
 
emphasis on the marine environment. A list of the periodicals
 
reviewed in preparing this series appears in the Appendix.
 
Section II presents titles of active or recently completed oil
 
pollution research projects; Summaries of project objectives.
 
and current status information and/or resulting publications
 
.provided upon request by the principal investigators or
 
performing orqanization. Section III, Current Oil-Related
 
Conferences. contains descriptive information on-recently held
 
and upcominq conferences relevant to any aspects of oil
 
pollution. Conference dates are Fisted: and, when information
 
is available, titles, authors, and abstracts of conference
 
papers are included.
 
Descriptors: *Oil spills. -Oil pollution, *Water pollution,
 
*Biblioqraphies. Oil pol-lution control, Monitoring, Remote
 
sensing. Sampling. Water analysis, Sources, Containment,
 
Chemical analysis, Cleaning. Sources, Materials recovery.
 
Recycling. Environmental impacts. Reclamation. Regulations,
 
Leqislation. Marine biology, Offshore drillinq, Economic
 
analysis. Government policies. Oil exploration. Transport
 
properties. Patents, Meetings. Degradation, Accidents, Tanker
 
ships
 
Identifiers:. Oil pollution detection, Water pollution
 
detection. Oil pollution removal, Waste recycling, Water
 
pollution effects(Animals). Contingency-planning, NTISEPAORD
 
PS-276 691/3ST NTIS Prices: PC A17/MF A01
 
RS78-4-369
 
Microwave Emission from Sea -Ice
 
Helsinki Univ. of Technology, Espoo (Finland). Radio Lab.
 
AUTHOR: Parashar. S. K.
 
E0522C1 Fld: SL. Ed. 47C STAR1602
 
1976 19p
 
Rept No: REPT-S-90. ISBN-951-750-797-6
 
Monitor: 18
 
Abstract: The available literature on microwave emission from
 
Sea ice is reviewed. Sections are included on the formation of
 
sea ice and its relevant characteristics, radiometry theory,
 
and theory of emission. Some of the past radiometric
 
measurements of sea ice are given. In addition, different
 
methods which can .be used to analyze the radiometric data are
 
presented.
 
Descriptors: *Brightness temperature. *Microwave emission.
 
*Sea ice. Microwave radiometers, Remote sensors, Data
 
processing. Dielectric properties, Ground truth, Wave
 
scatterinq
 
Identifiers: Finland. NTISNASAE
 
N78-1l292/7ST NTIS Prices; PC A02/MF A01
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RS78-4-370
 
NASA/Cousteau Ocean Bathymetry Experiment. Remote Bathymetry
 
Using Hiqh ,Gain LANDSAT Data
 
Environmental Research Inst. of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
 
Final Report. Aug. 1975 - Apr. 1976.
 
AUTHOR: Polcyn. F. C.
 
E0923H4 Fid: 8, 47G STAR1606
 
Jul 76 132p
 
Rept No: NASA-CR-156658. ERIM-118500-1-F
 
Contract: NAS5-22597
 
Monitor: 18
 
Abstract: Satellite remote bathymetry was varified to 22 w
 
depths where water clarity was defined by alpha = .058 /rm and
 
bottom reflection, r(b), was 26%. High gain band 4 and band 5
 
CCT data from LANOSAT I was used for a test site in the Bahama
 
Islands and near F.lorida. Near Florida where alpha = .11 1/M
 
and r(b] = 20%. depths to 10 m were verified. Depth accuracies
 
within 10% rms were achieved. 'osition accuracies within one
 
LANDSAT pixel were obtained by reference to .the Transit
 
navigation satelli-tes. The Calypso and the Beayondan, two
 
ships..were at anchor on each of the seven days during LANDSAT
 
I and 2 overpasses: LORAN C position information was used when
 
the ships were underway making depth transects. Results are
 
expected to be useful for updating charts showing shoals
 
hazardous to navigation or in monitoring changes in nearshore
 
topography.
 
Descriptors: *Atlantic Ocean, Bathymeters, LANDSAT satellites,
 
Remote sensors, Depth measurement, LORAN C, Multispectral ,band
 
scanners. Nasa programs. Oceanography, Shoals
 
Identifiers: *Bathymetry, *Remote sensing, NTISNASA
 
N78-15662/7ST NTIS prices: PC A07/MF A01
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RS78-4-371 
Georgia's Coastal Zone - An Inventory of Photographic and
 
Satellite Coveraqe 1945-1977
 
Georqia Marine Science Center. Savarnah.**Coastal Area
 
Planninq and Development Commission. Brunswick. Ga.*National
 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Rockville. Md. Office
 
of Sea Grant.
 
AUTHOR: Reimold. Robert J.: Keeler. Ronald
 
EOSO4LI Fid: BB. BF, 48. 86M GRAI7806
 
1977 49p
 
Rest No: TR-77-5
 
Monitor: NOAA-77111105
 
Prepared in cooperation with Coastal Area Planninq and
 
Development Commission. Brunswick. Ga.
 
Abstract: The numerous aerial surveys and Landsat images that
 
are available for the six coastal counties of Georgia are
 
summarized. The aerial photographic surveys that have been
 
completed since 19 5 ape listed as well as the Landsat
 
coverage of the region. The surveys are categorized by county
 
and subclassified by date. Each of the entries identifies: (1)
 
The date; (2) percentage of coverage of the-county; (31 type
 
of film: (4) scale; (5) agency that conducted the survey: (6)
 
project identification number: and (7) map indicating the
 
location of the flight. Entire surveys are enumerated:
 
individual photcgraohs are not listed.
 
Descriptors: *Aerial surveys, *Spaceborne photography. *Coasts
 
* Oceanographic data. Georgia. Remote sensing, Maps. Infrared
 
photography, Land surveys. Photouraphic images.
 
Photointerpretation. Vegetation, Color photography, Time
 
series analysis. Cloud cover. Tables(Data). Inventories
 
Identifiers: Landsat satellites. Sea Grant program. Bpyan
 
County(Georgia). Camden County(Geopgia), Chatham County(Georg­
ia). Glvnn County(Georgia), Liberty County(Georgia), McIntosh
 
County(Georgia). NTISCOMNOA
 
PB-275 356/4ST NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A01
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RS78-4-372
 
Laboratory Measurements of Radiance and Reflectance Spectra of
 
Dilute Primary-Treated Sewage Sludge
 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Langley
 
Research Center. Lanqley Station. Va.
 
AUTHOR: Uspy. J. W.: Witte. W. G.: Whitlock. C. H.: Gurqanus.
 
E. A.
 
E062184 FId: 138. 70. 68D,, 99A STAR1603
 
Nov 77 27p
 
Rept No: NASA-TP-1038, L-11767
 
Monitor: 18
 
Abstract: The feasibility of remotely monitoring ocean dumoing
 
of waste products such as acid and sewage sludge is evaluated.
 
The laboratory arranqement, solar simulator, and test results
 
from three experiments conducted in the laboratory are
 
described. Radiance and reflectance spectra are presented for
 
primary-teated sewage sludge mixed with two types of base
 
water. Results indicate that upwelled reflectance varies in a
 
near-linear manlier with concentration and that the sludge has
 
a practically flat signal response between 420 and 970 nm.
 
Well-defined upwelled reflectance spectra were obtaned for
 
the sewage-sludqe mixtures at all wavelengths and
 
concentrations. The spectral-reflecance values appeared to be
 
influenced by the type of base water, but this influence was
 
small, especially for the mixtures with low concentrations of
 
sewaqe sludge.
 
Descriptors: *Ocean dumping. Radiance.- Reflectance, Sewage
 
treatment. Dumping. Laboratory equipment. Oceans. Remote
 
sensors
 
Identifiers: Acids. *Sewaqe sludge, Feasibility. Monitoring.
 
ConcentrationiComposition). *Water pollution detection. Water
 
analysis. Chemical analysis. Remote sensing. NTISNASA
 
N78-12554/9ST NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A01
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RS78-4-373
 
Laboratory Measurements of Radiance and Reflectance Spectra of
 
Dilute Secondary-Tpeated Sewage Sludge
 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Langley
 
Research Center. Lanoley Station. Va.
 
AUTHOR: Witte. W. G.: UsPy. U. W.: Whitlock. C. H.; Gurganus.
 
E. A.
 
E0621CI Fid: 13B. 7D. 68D. 99A STAR1603
 
Dec 77 23p
 
-Rept No: -NASA-TP-1089; L-11870
 
Monitor: 18
 
Abstract: The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
 
(NASA). in cooperation with the Environmental Protection
 
Aqency (EPA) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
 
Administration (NOAA). conducted a research program to
 
evaluate the feasibility of remotely monitoring ocean dumping
 
of waste products Such as acid and sewage sludge. One aspect

of the research program involved the measurements of upwel lea
 
spectral signatures for sewage-sludge mixtures of different
 
concentrations in an 11600-liter tank. This paper describes
 
the laboratory arrangement and presents radiance ano
 
reflectance spectra in the visible and near-infrared ranges
 
for concentrations ranging from 9.7 to 180 ppm of
 
secondary-treated seWage sludge mixed with two types ofbase
 
water. Results indicate that upwelled radiance varies in a
 
near-linear manner with concentration and that the sludge has
 
a practically flat signal response between 420 and 970 nm.
 
Reflectance spectra were obtained for the sewage-sludge
 
mixtures at all wavelengths and concentrations.
 
Descriptors: *Ocean dumping, *Waste disposal, Oceans, Remote
 
sensors. Dumping. Sludge. Spectral signatures
 
Identifiers: *Acids. *Sewage sludge, Feasibility, Monitoring.
 
Concentration(Composition). Chemical analysis, Water analysis.

*Water pollution detection. Remote sensing. NTISNASA
 
N78-12555/6ST . NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF A01
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Section 5
 
URBAN LAND USE
 
Geography, Environmental and Population Studies,
 
Lower Tropospheric Meteorology and Land-Use Studies
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I 
RS78-5-264
 
78C00736893 ECE-78- 13 ',t .O0b0 
CO1NF-?%I 172-0'2/
7 
I'i'liVF) ,4rSltJRCd USE DCI SlON ANt) ACIIENS THROUGH REMOTE SENSING/
 
UJYLAN.14. /FEN SL 14. w.R ./HILL-ROWLEY.R. /VLASIN.fA.D./

MICUIGAN S-AT'A U V.,eAST LANSING/
 
I'f,EFOtNGS OF rtE TENTH INTERNATICNAL EYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SErSING OF ENVIRONMENT/
 
,JS/
 
JPDA-O3: 03g559 3/Ef- 7B.:O7C58S/

rNF MICHIGAN STAXE UNIVERSI IY REMOTE SENSING RESEARCH FrCGRAM CCNT!NUES TO EXPERIMENT WITH APPLICATIONS OF REMOTE 
SFNSINIG TPCIN|JLI*4,Y IY ASSISTING A VARIFTY OF PUBLIC AGENCIES AND PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS IN I4;lR3VING MANAGEMENT DECIS-ONS 
AND ACTIONS. PARTICULARLY THOSE RELAXEO TO NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES.EXPERIENCE CONTINUES TO EMPHASIZE IMPORTANT 
rII-FRENCE£S 8ETWECN 14ST APPLICATIONS.0ISTIhCTIONS WHICH INFLUENCE THE SELECTION OF CASE STUDIES.CRITERIA FOR RESEARCH 
flsIGNi AN Mr'CIhl)S.FJR TIME AND I3UDGET ALLOCA-TIONS.AND FOR THE KINDS OF PERSONNEL TO BE UTILIZEDFROM THE APPLICATIONS 
COM-?s I5TED) OUlING 19r4--IS75,EIGHT CASE -IUDIES' ARE DESCRIBED ORIEFLY WITH SOME IMPORTANT DISTINCTIONS HIGHLIO-IED.IHESE 
SELFCTIONII CNNSIST 3F: LAND VALUE RrAPPRAISAL FOR TAX ASSESSMENT PURPOSES/OPTIMIZING AGRI-IIUSINESS PROCESSING PLANT 
tlCATIONS /LOCATING ABANDONED VEHICLES FOR RE:M&-AL AND RECYCLXNC/MAPPING OF SURFACE WATER BODIES FOR RURAL FIRE-FIG|TING 
LNIln / TIlBER MNAGEfMlNT AND UTILIZATION / HIGHWAY CORRIDOR SELECTION IN A MAJOR RIVE:I BASIN/LAND USE INVENTORY, Ox 
I.IC IGAN-' LARGEST UlBIAN REGION./
to.INTERNATIONAL SYMPUSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING CF ENVIRONMENT/
 
ANN AihItt. MI. USA/
 
6, OCT 1')75/
SI .O5{WO/
 
FnDFiTPY/INVINTOW'IES/LANO LSr: .. SENSING:TI/RESEARCH PROGRAMS:I /T3,/MANAGEMENT:O 03/MI CITGAN/ PERSONNEL/PECYCL ING/REMOTE
lFb),UiURcES:Ta/'L)ArS/SUtRFACE WAJERS:VS/ICPCLCGICAI. MAPPINGZOS/UgEAtS AREAS/USES/VEHICLES/ 
RS78-5-265
 
78CO IOSb9 EOB-78-19 S 6.020
 
CINF-77047e--P I/
 
REMOTE SENSIN1G IN RANGELAND MANAGEMENT.AN OVERVIEW d APPLICATIONS AND OENEFITS/

CARNFGGIC. C.j ./
 
GEOLlGICA. SUAVEY,&IOUX FALLS.SO/
 
1977/
m3 PROICLEDINGS OF THE ELEVFNTH INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SCNSI'NG OF ENVIRONMENT.VOL.I/ 
UJS/
 
NONE/
II .SYMPDSthNM ON EIMOTl SENSING OR ENVIRONMENT/
ANN ARHO .M ItLSA/ 
2 APH 1977/ 
51 .0201/61 .C560/ 
ECNOASELIN CCOLJY / GFOPHYSICAL SURVEVS / LAhO USE/MANAGEMENT/REMOTE SENSItNG:TI/RESOURCE CONSERVATION/SURFACE MINING/ 
CHOOC ~lIATfNI 
It$78-5-266
 
7dCOLU 3 Foil- Id- Ia)) 51 .0"0 
C()NF-75&I0 a -- P2/iSP IF REMOTE SENit'4 ; IMAGERY AND THE PInS SYSTEM LANDIN USE STUDIES AT THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY/CRfIltICI.Q.(1.1 SUUTiCtVI1975/ CALIFORNIA EDISON CO. .ROSMEADf/DANGERJCO ,J.p./ 
PI)C)tEBOrnuS nF THE TiNTH INTCRNATIGNAL SYMPOSIUM ON REPMOTE S~t.SIhG OF ENVIRONMENT/ 
,JS/

US, 
OIVER THE PAST TIt40E YEARS THE SOLTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY (SCEIHAS DEVELOPED AND IMPLEMENTED AN ONGOING LANDIjqO SfJOY PRI)GqA'4 TO ASSIST IN FRCASVING FUTURE ELECTRICAL LOAD GROWTH AND GENERAL FACILITY PLANNING.TTHE TECHNICALEl EP'FNTS (IF lidIS PROGRAM INVOLVE CCLLECIIKN OF LAN) 
USE DATA FFOM UIGH ALTITUDE IMAGERY.AUTOMATINO THIS DATA USING THE
P1Iq S VSrLM. CONOUCIING VARIOUS AREA 
 OVERLAY AND MAPPING STUDIES, AND INCORPORATING THIS DATA INTO A
fPFT Hll) ILE0qY Fit? FORECASTING LAND GENERALIZEDUSC.IN ADDITION TO A SUCCESSFUL TECHNICAL PROGRAM,SCE HAS WORKED CLOSELY WITH THREE
COJNTY ACHNCIES 
I1 DEFINITION OF A MUTUALLY LSABLE DATA INVENTORY AND IN ESTABLISHING A JO4T SPONSORSHIP PROGRAM.AS THE
SCE PROGRAM CL4IINUES. 1hERE MAY BE ADRITIONAL AREAS OF ItrOHITIB N SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT THAT BECOME BOTH POSSIBLE AND COST
£E$E'TIVF.SOME OF 
THESE CONCEPTS ARE SUGGESTED HEREIN./
IO.INTERNATIINAL 
SY-4POSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING CF ENVIRCNMENT/

ANN %RIIR* MI.LSA/
 
,, OCT 197S/
 
SI .0iaO/53.DIOD/AIJWMItATIOI / CH'i / DATA ANALYSIS / ELECTRIC POWER:T2/FORECASTING/IMAGES/INFORMATION SYSTEMS/INVENTnRIES/LAND USE:TI/
Pt ANNIG:G.02/RC AUT[1 SENSING:QI/IOPOLGICAL MAFrING/ 
PS78-5-267
 
IUCOOr;71, 6)Eit-7H-fl 31.010 
CONF--510172--PfIOT II,I/ATION 3F .II,; ALTITUDE PHOTOGRAPHY AND LANDSAT-I DATA FOR CHANGE DETECTION AND SENSITIVE AREA ANALYSIS/1)E60 (NA, S.O./AU-SS.J./TOSTAN./CNNE($.K./
 
(INIVOF CAL iF[p0 IA.IIiERKELEY/
 
1975/P1UO-CCEDINGS OF T-tE TENTN INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/OSK/
 
A MILTI-OISCIPLINA'4Y AND MULTI-PURPOSC REMCTE SENSING STUDY WAS CONDUCTED IN THE NORTHERNCh EVALUATEi THlL APPLICAOILITY DESERT SHRUB ENVIRONMENT TOOF REMOTELY-SENSED DATA10 P2,bIVIOF AS AN INPUT TO THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT (BLMI)PLANNING SYSTEM.ANDMAI PRODUCTS AND DATA SLMNARIES TO BE UTILIZED BY DISTRICT-LEVfLPflfCCf3UIRCs. LAND MANAGER&.TIIE EXPERIMENTALAND) RESULTS OF TIHE- ENVIRONMrtTAL PUNITORING TASKS THAT DESIGN,MONflNRE-I WIIIIN OP STUCY ARE REPORTED.SENSITIVE AREAS 1AEREAI BETWEEN TWO SEASONS UTILIZING BOTH MANUAL AND AUTOMATIC ANALYSES MAPPED AND AND I.ANDSAT-1 OkTA.PIHUTOGRAPHIC ILLLSTRATIONS,PHOTO OF HIGH-ALTITUDE CIA PHOTOGRAPHYAND EASE NAP OVERLAYSAND DIGITAL OUTPUT WERE GENERATED FOR A 50.000 NIVCTARF REGIINt1 1N NORTIEASTERN CALIFORNIA ANO NORTHWESTERN NEVAOA./ID.I'TENATUI3NAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVI ,NMENT/ANN ARIILIRM I. ISA/

1, OCT 1)75/
 
5t.0100/5I .0500/BATA ACQUISIfION / DESERTS. T4 / DIGITAL 
CCOPUTERS/LANO USE.T3/MCNITOrING/PHOTOGRAPHY/PLANNING:Q3/REMOTE $ENSING:044
SATIELL ITCS/SIIRUS/TO ',LOGICAL MAPPING/
 
ItS78-5-j68 
7a$C,)OT5?:s Sca-7-to 5t010
1 

CrNF- 15 10 72--p I
APILICATION OF R&MJTE SENSING DATA TOGECGRAPIC-BASEO INFOMATICN MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS/
$iALPJ!RN.I.A./ALEX;('IDERL:O./OtllEGAN.D.M./
 
DAMES AND MOORE.CRANFORD.NJ/
 
1j71/

0RnCCEDINGS F HETENTH INTERNATIGNAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF 
ENVIRONMENT/

11u/ 
US/
 
n A- 0: O3I 0'1/PC13eI/: 0571S
IEMOTE SENSING DATA ARE APPLIED T A DATA MA4AGEMENT SYSTEM FOR A PRELIMINARYSITING SURVEY WAS 'ERFORMED FR LOCATION POWER PLANT SITING £NVESTIGATION.AOF A LARGF POWER PLANT FACILITYVIIRGINIAI . TWE FINkL OUTPUT OF TilE ON THE DELMARVA PENINSULA (DELAWARE. MARYLAND.SYSTEM IS A DECISION MAP THAT REFLECTSWEIGHTS WENT Te ALL THE TECI-NICAL AND ARITRARv DECI SIONSTHAT INTO COMBINING OF AND INfFNPflcTATtIN OF |8LALK-AND-WHITE SOURCE DATA MAPS.TE GEOLOGIC LINEAR MAP WAS CONSTIRUCTED BY PT NGEOLOGICLANOSAT FRAMES IN BANDSUic MAP.ANI) SURFACE *dATLR 5 AND 7 AT A SCALE OF I:So.0oo.THE VEGETATION MAP.THE LAND'tAP WPRE ALt )ERIVED BY SUPERVISED NULTISPECTRAL PROCESSING
.IOINTFRNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM OF DIGITAL LANOSAT DATA.(HL R/ON REMOTE 5S6NING OF CKVIRCOMENT/
II. .H .•ANN A  N L SA/ 
tor I,)?S/1*;I 0100/51.c30/
 
DATA ACQUISITION: 
AI / DATA PROCESSING / |IFORMATION SYSTERS/LAN) USE/4ANAGESENT/PWE PLANTS:T2/REMOTE SENSING:TI/SATFLI.IFS/SITE SFI.CCTION:Q2/SURFACC WA1ERS/TCFCLOCGICAL MAPPI"G/USES/
 
R178-5-269 
?74COObfAi FCI 8-I14?G e1.050
CInF- ?51t 172--P I /
 
EVALU$ATIN OF LAND USE: AND ITS COLOR REPRLSCNTATION IN TCKYC DISTRICTS WITH LANDSAT DIGITAL DATA/
MIJltA |. S 

UNIV .(F OK YrK.4N NA rIKJ, JAPAN,
 
1475/

I'QJC$EIIOINGS OFTI"E TENTH INIFRNATICNAL 5YMPCSIUN CN PACTS SEtSING OF ENVIRONMENT/
 
IP/

Its/
ERA- )JIOJ)0J04/ED(i-b107e743/
A PIXEL OF' LANO AT DIGITAL DATA WITH ANAREA OF S7 METERS BY 76 METERS CONTAINS COMPOSITE REFLECTIONS FROM' SEVERAL 
CgPFFRENT LAN1 USES. I1 AN OVERPOPULATED CITY AS TOKYO DISTRICTS.A CONVENTIONAL MAP OF LAND USE HAS 'DEEN REPR- SNTED'IN 
DIFFSNFNT COLORS. CORRESPONDING TO THE NCMINAL LAND USE.POR EXAMPLE. INDUSTRIAL ZONE IS PAINTED IN BLUE.WIIHOUT BEING 
£ ISCUIMINATEC UILTWEEN RUILDINGS AN nRPFN SPACES NEAR THOSE EUILOINGS.HOWEVER.REMOTELY SENSED DATA SHOW QUITE DIFFERENT 
VALUEIS IFTWIEEN TiI)SI, HUIkOINGS AND OPEN SPACES;IN ADDITIONtA PADDY FIELO SHOULD UE PAINTED IN YELLOW IN'THE MAP OF LAND 
USE AS "(LAND TO BIE USEDN AS PADDY FIELD'REGARDLESS OF THE SEASCNAL VARIATION.REMOTELY SENSED DATA SHOULD BE CLASSIFIED INTOl CATEGLI'IES WIC ItLIPRhSENT TNE REAL STATUS OF LAND LSE OR LAND COVER AT T.HE T4ME Of FLIGHT.AS IT I S NOT APPROPRIATE 
ITO ASSIGN A 'IXEL 3F UNItESOLVD ArMOTELY SENSED DATA TO A tAME OF LAND USES A NEW CRITERIDI '.FOR CLASSIFICATION OF REAL 
STATUS 0IF LAND LIOUEWILL DE REQUIRED TO 'BE ESTAULISIIED. IN TilIS STUDYLAND USE IS ASSUMED TO BE COMPOSED OF A MIXTURE OF 
THRE. PRItMARY C(IMPMEN'EIS.WAILR.VEGETATICN AD hCN ORGANIC MATTER (BARE SOIL.ROCK. SAND.CONCRETE.ASPHALT AND SO ON).THREE
CO4PONFNTS CAN UE EVALUATED RY TIlE REMOTELY SENSED DATA BECAUSE OF THEIR UNIQUE SPECTRAL CHARACTERISITIES;THREE 'PRIMARY COMPONFNIlS, WAFER, VEGETATION AND N~h ORGANUC MATTER ARC CORPESPChOED" TO THREE PRIMARY COLORSBLUE.GRECN.AND-RED 
REPFCTIVFLY.TiE REA- STATIS OF LAND USE OR LAND COVER WITH A MIKTURE OF WATER.VEGETATION AND NON ORGANIC MATTER WILL BEREWIRSEtNTEI) IN A MIXTURE OF THROE PRIMARY CCLORSSASED UPCN TflE CRITERION OF COLOR INDEXsWHICH PROVIDES MEANING TO A 
NIXTURE OF I AN) USt!./
IO.ItTERFNATIONAL SY'4PISIUM ON REMOTE SENSING CF ENVIRChMENT/

ANN AI4UAR .4MI USA/
 
A ncr tv?6/

SI .05D/
DATA ACOUII 17 114/D|CITAL COMPUTERS/EVALCATICNh/JAPAN'T/LANQ USE:it.03/gEMOTe SENSING:OI/URBAN AREAS:T3/ 
IIS7-5-270
 
S )?BCO07Tb7?2 EDO- 78- L 52.020
 
CfNF-510172--PI/

_j fGOADATION OF TIll VEGETATION COVER i7H URBANIZATION AND ITS INFLUENCE ON THE FLOW OF POLLUTED AIR/
NAKAJ IMA. I./
 
M#INISTIY (IF AGRICLA.TURE AND FORESTRY.TOKYO/
 
S 7b/,

PAIICE INGS OF TIE TENTH INIERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/ 
JP/
 
SPA-fl: O3aO&3,ECf-7e:O7577a, 
ALONG WITH ThE D GR(ADATION OF VEGETATION COVER AND TP CCNSTANT SPREAD OF ARTIFICIAL SURFACE STRUCTURES SUCH ASCO'"CI'F-ET OUILOINGS AND ASPHALT PAVEMENTS.URBANIZATION IS SEEN TO CAUSE A RAPID 'INCREASE IN SURFACE RADIATION HEAT.THEHOT AIR-MASS RI SING ABIOVE SUCH SURFACES ORING.ItN TURN.ThE.INFLCW OF PCLLUTEC AIR tO DENSELY POPULATED URBAN AREASeURBAN,
PLANNINI,. T*'IEPEF1R, ,AUST INCLUIE MEASURES 10 CENSERVE ADECUATE VEGETATION COVER.IT WAS EXPLAINED HOW POLLUTED AIR COMESTO OF Cr1NCENII1ATEI) AS A RESULT Or NTh AIlR MASSES RISING OVER DENSELY POPULATED AREAS WITH LITTLE VEGETATION0 COVER--AiFNLMLN44 CAUSED ISY RADIATION HEAT %AVES.!T WAS ALSO SEEN ThAT TftE RATIO OF RADIATION HEAT WAVES IS CLOSELY RELATEDWItH TZlE TYP E tIF LANZ) SURFAC.TNI S RATIO INCREASES RAPIDLY WHEN SURFACE VEGETATION fIP.S BELOW 30-25 PERCENT OF THE TOTAL SItRFACE AREA. A STUoY WAS MADE UYiLANDSAi AND THROUGH AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY OF METROPOLITAN TOKYO'S SURFACE TEMPERATUREPATrt.AN TAKEN BUI4NU TIHE MORNING ItCRS AND AGAIN AT NOON.TOKYO'S 0O-ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY PATTERN WAS LIKEWISE NAPPED. I G "C Ntl4ERICAL. SCORE CHART WHICU DEOCED, TIlE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN POLLUTION-CAUSED VEGETATION DAMAGE AND LAND 
"1Rf'ACF COINUITION'.TIIESh RESULTS HAVE SERVED TC SHOW US WHAT NIKImUM PErCENTAGE OF SURFACE VEGETATION IS NEEDED IN URBANAICA-.II 1S AILAO AN LFFECTIVE MEIhIm CF CCNDU(TING- ENVIRCN ENIAL QUALITY SURVEYS OVER WIDE REGIONS./
IO.INTFrNtAII INAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING CF ENVIRONMENT/

ANN AkflrN.MI. L SAL
 
4 OCT 3075/
 
52.0200/
AlR POiL U ,>10',:T$,QI/UFL(JipOSITION3/IIEAT/HUMAN POPULATE C/LAND POLLUTIONDOS/PHOTOGRAPHY/PLANiTS'T3/R eMOTE SENSING:02/
SAhiLL LTiES/S)ILS: IS/TMIMERATURE EFFECISOI /URBAN AREAS:TI/ 
S 
ON 
ow 
R4S78-5-271
 
OF THE FEDERAL HNIfGIkAV ADMINISTRATICS PFOGRAM/(rRlI-?61I0t7 -- "lCVIW 
FEDERAL HIC dA ADINiSf
TRATIflN,'ASHIHtGtCNtDC/
 
SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/

,i TI-E TENTH INTERNAIICNAL SYMPCSIUM ON REhCTEPFnr1CEEtINGS 
US/
 
ON REMOTE SENSING CF ENVIRONMENT/
1O.INTFRINATIJNAL SYPI'USIM 

ANN AROL}iR.MIISSA/
 
6 OCT 1975/
 
32.06AL2/6 1.0100/

EXPLt)4ATIN/4ANAGE'4ENT :0,/REMOTE SENSING/ROADS:TI/SI0LS:Ta/TFCLOGgCAL MAPPING: 2/ 
14878-5-272
 
7dC.Ol$740 EOB-78-14 52.020 
CONF-7f i1117--PI/

GRFAT I AK.S ENV[IUINMI!NTAL LAND US- MAPPING/
 
SISL.EV.c.JR./
 
FNVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY. IICAGC/
 
1975/
 
PgDC1:Er)INGS OF THE TENTH INTERNATIONAL EYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OP ENVIRONNENT/
 
US,
 
UiS, 
ERA-O:0J3f06S/ED11- 713075774/ OFINTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION Td CONDUCT A STUDYTHE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES REQUESTED THE WATERS OF THE GREAT LAKES SYSTEM FROM AGRICULTURE. FORESTRY.ANJD OTHER LAND USE ACTIVITIES.APCLLCOTInN OF Vlt-! J'JNOARY 

PROGRAM WAS PROPOSeL Uy THE U.S.EPA IN SLPPCRT CF THE GREAT 
 LAKES WATER QUALITY AGREEMENT OF 1972 TO FLRNISH A LAND USE WILL BE USED TO QUANTIFYINVENTORY OF fLOE (i. S. PORTION OF THE GREAT LAKES ORAVINAGE ASIN.THIS LAND USE INVENTORY 
POLLUTIOIN FOnll LANa USE ATIVITIES IN THE L.S.PORTION.WHILE CANADA IS CHARGED WITH THE RESPONSIBILITY OF OBITAINING A 
CANADIAN PORTION OF THE GREAT LAKES DRAINAGE PASIN.THE PROJECT USES EARTH RESEARCH TECHNOLOGYs IMILAR I.NVCNT(lY FI TilE TEChNLOCY TO MEET THIS NEED.THE LABORATORY FOR APPLICATIONS 
IF RFMO-FF SENSING (L4RS) *PURDUE LNIVERSITYMAS pPOOUCEO ThE DESIRED INVENTORY UNDER CO3NTRACT FROM EPA USING COMPUTER 
ANALYSIS IF MJLTISPIACTkAL SCANNER DAIA OBTAINED BY LRTS.LAND USE CLASSES WERE SPECTRALLY SE;-ARATED BY THE ANALYSIS INTO 
SATfLL ITE (eRTS kIMAgERY AND ADVANCED EOPFTSTICAIED COMPUTER 
FORESTAND WATER IWET-LANDS.II CElASSES INCLUOIN'. FOUR PRIMARtY CLASSIFICATICNS/URBAN-COi4MMERCIL-INDUSTRIAL.AGRICULTURIAL.IN FURTHER DETAIL SUCH AS DENSITY OF URBAN USE AND TYPES OF AGRICLLTURAL USE 
!UCN AS ROW CRuOS. IASTtJITE AND MEADOWS./ 
IO.IINTFRNATIONAL SYMIOSIUM ON REMOTE SEtSING CF ENVIRACIMENT/ 
ANN ARdORI 4I * bSA/
 
(I OCT 1975/
 
52.0200/51I .050O0/
 
FTC. I ANS SECONDAItY LEVEL CLASSIFICATIttS 
AI)f CLJLTIJR /CLIMPIJTERS/fATA ANALYSIS/GREAT LAKES: T/I NVENTOR IES/LAND USE:T2/REMOTE SENSING: 2.03/SATELLI TES/TOPOLOGI CAL MAPPING/US EPA/WAIER POiLLUTIONT3/ 
RS78-5-273
 
7IRtO0'io?? FOP-76-I0 51.060
 
LPil--4734&3)MIATIC AND TERRESTRIAL SU&'EYS IN THE VICINITY Of POWER PLANTS USING REMOTE SENSING.FINAL REPORT/
SCi hr. J .R ./GA4CHER .0 .W./
 
CAL-10AN CORP. .OUFF4LO.N.Y.(LSA I/
 
15 A N 1977/

CALSPAN-A--bfl0-M-2/NTIS PC AOS/MF AOI./ 
CC=9 50(0 463/
 
Q|s/ 
-5I.OSOO/S.0/2.0200/2o°0200/ 
ACRE AL MONITORING: 02. 03/AIR POLLUTIfON:T2/AUATIC ECOSYSTEMS/CHLOSOPHYLL/FORESTS/FOSSIL-FUEL POWER PLANTS/GEOLOGICAL 
SUiVfyS /- OSJ1N RIVER/LU4iNESCENCE/|PtOTOGRAPIIY/PHCTOMETRY/RAOICMETERS/REFL ECTIVITY/REMOTE SENSING/TEMPERATLRE MEASUREMENT 
/TCPREfSrRIAL ECOSYSTEMS/TIIEPHAL EFFLUENTS/WATER POLLUtfCNlT3/ 
HS78-5-274
 
7d8C()oo?74i EIC:- 7$- I 5.•00
 
C4NI -7.t 10 1 72--1 L/
 
NATI INAL LAND tJSi: 5URVFY UP T11 DEVELOPED AREAS OF ENGLAND ANC WALES EY MEMOTE SENSING/
VAN 41-N)FNCENI.J.L.WI:A REY SUkVYS LTD..MAIDENHEAD.ENG.I/SHITH.T.F./
 
I'17-3/

PI4JCF1E0|N.Gs UP ThIs TENT11 INYt:RNATICNAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SEhSING OF ENVi[6NMCNT/

GOI/
 
UiS / 
ERA-O3: )0 8O,6E- 8i tE075745/
THE SFCRETAVY OF STATE FOR TIlE EIVIRCNMENT IN THE UNITED KINGDOM HAS COMMISSIONED A PROJECT TO MAP ALL THE DEVELOPED
AREAS OiF ENGLAND AND WALES BY MEANS Or REMOTE SENSING.THE CONTRACT WAS AWARDED TO FAIREY 'SURVEYS LIMITED'S "iEN'VIRONMENTANI) I-RIJIIICFS CI04IJLTANCY .TIIS NAIICNAL LAND USE SURVEY OF DEVELIIPEC LAND IS BEING CARRIED OUT AT A SCALE CF I :50.000 ON TRANSI'ARENT MAP OVFRLAYS USING THE LATEST ORDNANCE SJRVEY SHEETS AT THE SAME SCALEIAND 'WITH CONSTANT REFERENCE TO0fYAL. AIR FoqC PANCIIROMATIC SMALL SCALE AERIAL P14OTOGRAFHY FLOWN IN 1969.THE SURVEY.WHICH WILL BE COMPLETED WITHINTWELVE MONFJHS OF COM4I.ENCIEMENT.WELL RESULT It THE COMPILArIEN CF A SERIES OF OVER 120 LAND USE MAPS TO COVER THE WHOLE OFENGLANO Ai) WALtS,TIIU IEPARTMENT OF TH1E ENI1RIMENT INTENDS. THEN TO CCMPUTERIZE THE HANDLING OF THlE MAPPED iNFORPATIoN.FSPECIALLY CUi :ILASIJI:M-INT PULIPBSES AND IN CRDER TO RELATE.AT TO CENSUS INFORMATION.THE FINAL MAPS.TDGErHER WITH THE
STATISTICAL DA TA DUN IVC.) FROM THEMW,.ILL FCrM AN IMPORTAtT ASE LINE AGAINST WHICH TO MONITOR SUBSEQUENT CHANGES IN THENATIJRF.PFXTENT.AN DISfPRI.UTICN OF THE DEVELOPED AREAS IF EhGLAND AND WALES BY MEANS OF REMOTE SENSING TECHNIQUES4/
IO.INTERNAjIIONAL SY'APISIIUM ON REMOTE SENSING CF CNVIRONNENT/

ANN AUIIJh* i4 . LSA/
 
6 fCT 1j7iS#

St .0500/
COMPUTLFV / '3ATA CJI4PILATION / LAND USE: I .02/NDNITCRING/REMQTE SENSING:T2. 0I/TATISTICS/TOPOLOGICAL MAPPINI/UNITED 
K INGDOM/ 
RS78-5-275
 
713C00)6144 FCD-7a-14 51.050
 
CONF- ?iI0172--P I/
 
I.ANDJAT INVESTIGATIONS OF RECENT URBAN LAND ESE CHANGES IN fOpTHEAST CHINA/

WFLI.l.R./PAl JELL .C .W./
 
UNIV dIF GEl1RGIA'AThEJb/
 
I9 15/
 
H J TENT1I SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT/
A/OOCEE IJINGS OF)rTI- INTERhATICNAL
US/
 
US/
 
EUA-03:0 I - 7E7 44/
i83/EU 7a:0
INFOIlATION CN LAND USE CHANGES IN FOUR CHINESE ICITIES.SHENYANGC ANSHAN.FUSHUN AND CHANGCHLNIFOR THE PERIOD 1945 TOI9,-. WAS IOTAINEI) lY COMPARING LANOSAT IMAGES ITIT MAPS AND AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS' PRODUCED AT THE END OF WORLD WAR 11.aDTHVISUAL INTERPRFTATION (IF IMAGES AND MACHINE PROCESSING OF CCMPUTER CCMPATIBLE TAPES WERE EMPLOYED TO ANALVZE TIlE LANDSAT 
CATA. OF ThE TWII ThECIIIOUES.. THE VISUAL A'PPROXCII WAS CONSIDERED TO BE SUPERIOR IN TERMS OF ACCURACY.TIME AND COST.COMPARATIVE STUDIES or AVAILABLE DATA INDICATE ALL CITIES UNDERWENT EXTENSIVE GROWTH AND CHANGE DURING THE STLDY PERIOD.
 
THE PREI)DMINANT PATTERN OF GROWTH AND CHANGE SEEMS TO INVCLVE A SHIFT FROM' THE FUNCTIONALLY DISTINCT URBAN SECTORSORIGINALLY EVELLOPEI) BY TIlE 'JAPANESE TO A MIXTaRE OF HOUSING ESTATES.ADMINISTRAT[VE BUILDINGS AND INDUSTRIAL SITES. THESECIIANGES ARE THJUGIIT TO BE CONSISTENT %ITH CONTEMPORARY CHINESE PLANNING POLICIES OF CREATING SELF-CONTAINED URBAN 
CCMMUN IT ES,/
 
IO.INlONATIUNAL SYMPJSIJM ON REMOTE SEhSING CF ENVIRCNMENT/
 
ANN %RIIJR.MI. USA/
 
6 nCT 1")75)
 
riI.0300l/

CHINA: T ' /CUMPIJTCF.S/I)ATA ANALYSIS/GRIII /IMAGES/LAND USE:TIC2/PHOTOGRAPHf/REMOTE SENSIfNG:QI/SATELLITES'T/TOPDLOGICAL

APP ING/UAIVAN AREA /
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lRCO0637 Ol- 78- 13 29.600 
LAND-USE INFPIMATI)N FOR SMALL-AREA LOAD FORECASTING/
 
WILRlKER. V.F./
 
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP. PIITSBUJRGH/
 
INISIRIJNAPNT S)CIETY IF AMERICA/PIITSBtURGH/1977/

MO3FLING AND SIMULATIUN.VOLUME 8.PARI I/
 
V[IGT .,W °G./1 I.KLE.M .11.I EB.1/
 
,)S/
 
IS/

l.ANNUAL CIfNFlERENCC Oil0 MODELING AND SIPULATIEN/
 
PA ITS 1ihG)llA .IuSA/
 
21 APR 1977/
 
CO 4A.NITIi-S / COMPARATIVE EVALUATIONS / DEMAND FACTORS/ELECTRIC POWER/ELECTRIC tJTILITIES':T4/EPRI/FORECASrtI3 :03/HUMAN0 ' B
PO ULAIr INS /LAN IlEOUIREML-NTS;()4/LAND U9ErIS/MAPS/PLANNINC/PCWEI DCEMAND:T3.Q2/POWER TRANSNISSION/SATELLIIES/SIMULATION:
 
CE/UIPIOAN AREAS: 12/ 
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A78-40183 - Tabular data base construction and analysis A78-43329 # Computer processing of Landsat data as a, 
from thematic classified Landsat imagery of Portland, Oregon N.A means of mapping land use for the Canada land inventory. J. S. 
Brjant (California Institute of Technology. Jet Propulsion Labora. Schubert (Gregory Geoscence, Ltd., Ottawa, Canada), J. Tnie, and 
tory, Pasadena, Calif.), A. J George, Jr (Oregon State, Dept of D. Gierman (Environment Canada, Ottawa, Canada). In- Canadian 
Environmental QualiW, Portland, Ore ). and R. Hegdahl-(Columbia Symposium on Remote Sensing, 4th, Quebec, Canada, May 16-18, 
f.- Association of Govern,en' Portland, Oi I In. Annual 1977, Proceedings. (A78-43303 19-431 Ottawa, Canadian Aero­268 281 
• -zsitvn a,' \,3cs.=' Pcce- Wit' -,rbot,. Sancl Data 4!,. nautics and Space Institute, 1977, p. - . 14 refs.
 
Lam ~.atm June 1977. (A78
in.. 21-Z3. Proceedings Techniques-for computer processing Landsat data for land-use 
40155-17 431 New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics mapping in Canada are described. Visual classification is performed 
3 13 3 1 8 Engineers, Inc., 1977, p- . 7 refs Contract No. NAS7-100. using a television display of computer-enhanced remotely sensed 
A systematic verification of Landsat data classifications of the data. The visual classification includes the simulation of color 
Portland, Oregon metropolitan area has been undertaken on the basis infrared imagery and Taylor's enhancement technique. Computer 
of census tract data. The degree of systematic misclassification due classification consists of both supervised and nonsuPervised nter­
to the Bayesian classifier used to process the Landsat data was noted active methods and the Land-Analysis automatic classification 
for the various suburban, industrialized and central business districts technique developed for the classification of vegetation. S.C.S. 
of the metropolitan area The Landsat determinations of residential 
land use were employed to estimate the number of automobile trips 
generated in the region and to model air pollution hazards. J M.B. 
RS78-5-281
 
A78-43319 Use of topographic data for land-use land­
cover identification by Landsat imagery. S.I. Solomon (Waterloo.RS78-5-278 University, Waterloo. Ontario. Canada), A. S. Aggarwal, T. Nazar 
A78-43325 # Detection of heat loss from buildings through (Environment Canada, Water Resources Branch, Ottawa, Canada). 
aerial thermogrlphy - Applications and methodology. G. R Law- and T. Chadwick (Ontario Ministry of the Environment, Toronto, 
rence (Ontario Centre for Remote Sensing. Toronto, Canada). In- Canada). In: Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing, 4th, Quebec, 
Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing. 4th, Quebec, Canada. May Canada, May 16-18, 1977. Proceedings. (A78-43303 19-43) Ottawa, 
16-18, 1977, Proceedings (A78-43303 19-43) Ottawa, Canadian Canadian Aeronautics and Space Institute, 1977. p. 158-162.9 refs. 
220 226 Landsat imagery has been used along with topographic data for 
The article discusses the application of aerial thermography for land-use and land-cover identification. Based on the WATMAP 
the identification of building heat losses. The following necessary software system, slope and slope-orientation data for square grid 
conditions are identified: (1) the overflight should begin 3 hours elements approximately corresponding to pixels are given. The 
after Sunset or 1 flour after the exete nighttime low, (2) daytime WATMAP data is then superimposed on the Landsat data using an 
temperature should be about 5 C and nighttime temperature should affine transformation. For maize. a distnct correlation is found 
be about 3 C. (3) the air should be relatively calm, (4) the sky should between reflectance and slope and slope orientation. The technique 
be relatively clear, (5) there should not be a temperature inversion yields accuracy to within 75-85% for samples of 100 field data per 
between the ground and the aircraft, (6) the dew point should be at aSC.S. 
least 3 C,and (7) the aircraft should be flown at an altitude in the 
360-540 m range. Building heat loss is related to the apparent 
roof-top temperature sensed by the scanner. This temperature is 
- translated into grey tones on the film. Information gathered by field R78-5-282 
checking has indicated that the techniqueyields reasonably accurate 
measurements of building heat loss. S.C.S. 
N78-28558 State Univ. of New York. Buffalo 
Aeronautics and Soace Institute, 1977. p. - . 5 refs. 
A PHOTOGRAPHIC REMOTE SENSING SYSTEM FOR THE 
DETECTION AND QUANTIFICAIION OF URBAN TREE 
STRESS Ph.D. Thes s 
RS78-5-279 Bov Bang Eav 1977 207 p 
Avail: Univ Microfilms Order No 78-06180 
A statistical model was developed to permit quantitative%78-44238 A methodology for employing Landsat data prediction of urban tree stress levels based on spot mcroden­
for rural land use surveys in developing countries.-. F. Lock sitometric measurements Muitidate. large scale. 70 mm color 
(Salisbury College of Advanced Education, Adelaide. Australia) and and color infrared photography was acquired simultaneously with 
J. L. van Genderen (Fairey Surveys, Ltd., Maidenhead, Barks,, ground data for 1156 maple trees at four study sites inSyracuse.
 
England). British Interplanetary Society. Journal (Remote SensingJ, few York Results indicated that: (1) broad band microdensitomet­
vol. 31, Aug. 1978. p. 293-304. 18 refs. Research supported by the nc data extracted from color infrared photography can be used
 
University of Sheffield in some cases to previsually detect the presence of urban tree
 
A Landsat MSS 1:250,000 survey of Murcia Province. Spain, is stress. (2) the multiple regression modal developed permitted 
presented as an illustration of the usefulness of Landscat data for the accurate prediction of quantitative tree stress indices for 
mapping of sem-arid regions of developing countries, in general. The drought-induced stress. (3) an index expressing tree foliage 
methodology of the survey isdivided into two pars: pre-operationalmetodoogyof[d~vded t  Symptoms wasdata. 14) accurately predicted fromto superiorhent urvy ts:preopeattn lphotograohi' most color infrared film proved bethe aerial
 
and operational. The pre-operational phase consists of a formulation tnormal color film ress to (e multiple

of oleciveithspeialandtecniqes,ttetio to he eveop.to normal color film in predicting tree stress symptoms, (5} multiple 
and stress symptom measured the can 

ment of the classification scheme to be used. The operational phase combined into a small number of composite stress indices through
 
involves the interpretation of specific data. After Ground Truth has factor analysis, and. (6) the timing of aerial photography with
 
been established, a final map can be produced. D.M.W. respect to rainfall and development of stress manifestation accrued
 
of tolectives techniques, with special attention to the develop parameters on ground be 
on the ability of aerial data to predict drought-related stress. 
Dissert. Abstr. 
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N78-26523#f Los Alamos Scientific Lab. N. Mex. REMOTE SENSING INPUTS TO LANDSCAPE 
GMAPS 'USER'S MANUAL MODELS WHICH-PREDICT FUTURE SPATIAL 
MonaJ. Wecksung. RichardJ:WleyandA Keith Turner (Colorado L4ND USE PATTERNS 'FOR HYDROLOGIC 
Energy Res rnst.. Golden) Jan. 1978 -50 p MODELS,
 
(Contract W-7405-eng-36) NasionalAeronautics and Space Administration,
 
(LA-6975-M) Avail. NTIS HC AO3/MF AO Greenbelt, Md. Goddard Space Flight Center
 
Land use planners involved in 'siting analyses must make L. D. Miller. C. Tom. and K. Nualchagee Available from the National Technical Informs­complex decisions basged on their in-depth knowledge of tion Service, Springfield, VA 22161 asN77-25607,
 
numerous factors. These factors include resource location, Price codes: A03 in paper copy. AOl in microfiche.
 
accessibility to transportation corridors, and legal, social, and Report. May. 1977.41 p. 22 fig. lOtab. 9 ref.
 
environmentpl constraints. The Genera) Map Analyses Planning
 
System (GMAPS) is a composite computer mapping system Descriptors: Land use, Topographic mapping
 
designed to assist the planning-eam in making these decisions sensing, 'Terrain analysis. 'Model studies,
 
rapidly and efficiently. GMAPS allows the user to define a series 'Hydrologic data, analytcal techniquses.
 
of different scenarios and to investigate quickly a wide range of Watersheds, Colorado, Tropical regions,

planning alternatives It is a remote access interactive system 'Denver(Colo). Landscaping, 'Landscape model
 
that can be operated by nontechnical personnel from portable studies. 'Land use patterns. 'Tropical hydrology,
 
terminals at field offices. ERA Thailand.
 
Landscape modeling organizes and overlays infor­
mation.from existing maps, tabular sources, and 
from the analysis of remote sensingmagery into a 
computer framework. This critical endeavor, pro-
RS 78-5-284 %ideshigher-order inputs to the hidrological anal­ysis of an area. ,Landscape modeling with atten­
dant inputs from remote sensing is illustrated by 
REMOTE SENSING OF EFFECTS OF LAND two case studies. Application to the Denver, 
USE PRACTICES ON WATER QUALITY, Colorado, urban area typifies use of he procedure 
1Kentucky Univ., Lexington. Dept. Forestry. to predict future spatial evolution of-maon-duced 
D. H. Graves. and G. B. Coltharp. " land use patterns of an urban area w hich can assist 
Available from the National Technical Informa- in the simulation ofpfuture urban hydrographs. A 
tion Service. Spnngfield. VA 22161 as N77-26581, - tropical forest site in Thailand illustrates aliplica-
Price codes: A08 in paper copy, AOl in microfiche. sion to more natural watersheds as-the basis for 
Final Report, May 31, 1977 159 p, 30 fig. 25 tab, analysis of the h drologtcal implications of aliera­
23 ref, 4 append. N AS 8-31006. tion of land cover; primitive watersheds subject to 
change due to natural (e.g.. drought) or man-made 
Descriptors: 'Land use. *Areal hydrogeology, (e.g., forest cutting) alteration can te modeled to 
Water quality, *Aerial sensing, 'Aerial photog- cld map-like projections of the future distrsbu­
raphy, Satellies(Artificial). 'Forest watersheds, tlion .,each laud use or cover. Remote sensing 
'Strip mines. 'Vegetation. 'Kentucky, Aircraft, imagery subjected -to proper computer analvs 
Remote sensing. Cost analysis. Watershed provides input to hydrological models and practi­
management, Denstlometry, Color additive view- cal data bases for planning large and small-scale 
ing. "Landsat, 'Land use change, Vegetation sur. hydrological developments Combining available 
vey, *Cumberland Plateau(KY). Linear regression 'remote sensing imagery with map information in 
analysis, the landscape model substantially improves these 
applications. Coincident, registered overlays of 
An intensive 2-year study of 6 watersheds in the the map information upon multispectral remote 
Cumblerland Plateau region of eastern Kentucky riP,-, imagery ot I.and.t provide a ba'iS for 
determined the utility of manual densttometry and marxed improvements in the accuracv of the com­
color additive vie wing of aircraft and LANDSAT puter interpretltion of land uae and land, cover 
transparencies for monitonng land 'use and land maps to be used 'directly in hydrological analysis 
use change rhe study area was comprised 'of (Sagp-PAI 
reclaimed surface-mined land forestland.and W78.08236 
Manual photo interpretation techniques stratified 
the study area into-vegetation types An intensive 
ground surveywas undertaken to ascertain kind. 
size, and extent of vcgetation present in ech. 
Values obtained from subsequent densitomisetric 
sampling of NASA research aircraft and LAND-
SAT imagery were examined for correlation and 
predictability of corresponding vegetation types. 
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ID NO.- E1780860825 860825
 
SATELLITE LAND USE ACQUISITION AND APPLICATIONS TO
 
HYDROLOGIC PLANKING MODELS.
 
Algazi. V. R.: Suk. Minsoo
 
Univ of Calif. Davis
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. Pub by Environ Res Inst of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 1171-1181 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (,REMOTE SENSING, *Environmental Applications),
 
(REGIONAL PLANNING. Land Use), IMAGE PROCESSING, WATERSHEDS.
 
CARD ALERT: 716. 403. 723, 444
 
The paper reports on a developing operational procedure for
 
use by the Corps of Engineers in the acquisition of land use
 
information for hydrologic planning purposes. The operational
 
conditions preclude the use of dedicated. interactive image

processing facilities. Given the constraints, an approach to
 
land use classification based on clustering seems promising

and is being explored in detail. The procedure is outlined
 
and examples of application to two watersheds given.
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ID NO.- E1780860813 880813
 
PRODUCTION OF A MAP OF LAND-USE IN IOWA THROUGH MANUAL
 
INTERPRETATIO4 OF LANDSAT IMAGERY.
 
Anderson. Raymond R.
 
Iowa Geol Surv, Remote Sensing Lab, Iowa City

Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. PubI by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 827-83 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*REMOTE SENSING. *Environmental Applications).

(REGIONAL PLANNING. Land Use), MAPS AND MAPPING, GEOLOGICAL
 
SURVEYS.
 
IDENTIFIERS: LANDSAT IMAGERY, LAND USE MAPS
 
CARD ALERT: 741, 72. 403, 405
 
The map, the first of its kind for Iowa, was prepared at a
 
scale of 1:250,000 and printed at a 1:500,000 scale. It
 
displays nine categories of land-use: urban residential, urbar
 
commercial/industrial, urban open, transportation network,
 
extractive land, agricultural land, forest land, water, and
 
reservoir flood pool. Interpretations were verified through

the use of Skylab. high altitude aircraft photography, and
 
information from maps produced by the various federal and
 
state agencies. A total of 6 $one-half$ man-months was needed
 
to produce the map at a total cost, from image acquisi-tion

through printing, of 18 cents per square mile.
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ID NO.- EI780963158 863158
 
ANTI-COLLISION RADAR MAKING 'PROGRESS.
 
Anon
 
Automot -Eng v .86 n 7 Jul 1978 p'78-80 CODEN: AUEGBB
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*AUTOMOBILES, *Safety Devices), (RADAR,
 
Measurement Application). (RADAR EQUIPMENT, Displays), AALARM
 
SYSTEMS. Computer Appications), ('ANTENNAS, PARABOLIC,
 
Microwave), 'HIGHWAY ACCIDENTS,, Accident Prevention),
 
IDENTIFIERS: ANTI-COLLISON AUTOMOBILE RADAR
 
CARD ALERT,: 662. 914, 716. 723, 432
 
An exceptionally high radar frequency of 35 CHz has the
 
ultrashort wavelength of about I cm, so the antenna size can
 
be reduced to headlight proportions. The transmitter/receiver
 
array is a pair of rectangular parabolic reflectors enclosed
 
by polystyrene radomes protruding tnrough the car's radiator
 
grill. Effective range is restricted to around 1.00 meters,
 
regarded as sufficient for early warning even at high cruising
 
speeds. This reduces signal clutter from unwanted echoes on
 
the road farther ahead. The fixed beam has an angular width
 
of only 2. 4 deg. which not only concentrates the radiated
 
power but also Jiilnts -radar vision to a straight-ahead path.
 
In the vertical plane the beam is narrojed to 3. 4 ,deg to
 
avoid responses from bridges and other overhanging structures.
 
A simple arrangement minmizes false echoes on curves, where
 
the 100-metep beam might respond to stationary objects like
 
trees and houses on left-had bends, and traffic in adjacent
 
lanes on right-hand ones. THe beam raoge is 6ffectively
 
reduced according to the steering angle of the car wheels.
 
Systems described are by the Stuttgart firms of Robert Bosch
 
an'd Daimler Benz. Both systems measure distance to the can
 
ahead; an on-board computer calculates the instantaneous safe
 
following distance, considering the car's own speed, road
 
condition (dry, wet, or snow), and driver reaction time,
 
Displays use light-emitting diodes.
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REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF LAND USE
 
ACTIVITIES.
 
Paul. C. K.
 
Agency 'for Int Dec. Washington. DC
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th. Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, Apr 25-29 1977. Rubl'by Environ Res 'Inst of Mich. Ann 
Arbor. 1977 p 363-377 - CODEN: PISEOM 
DESCRIPTORS: (-REMOTE SENSING. =Env-ironmental Applications), 
(REGIONAL-PLANNING. Land Use).
 
IDENTIFIERS: MULT ISPECTRAL SCANNERS
 
CARD ALERT: 711. 901, 403
 
Ai,,craft and spacecraft nultispectral scanning sensors have
 
increased substantially the capability to monitor land cover
 
over that associated in the past with aerial film cameras and
 
,radar systems. A proposed Thematic Mapper with greater
 
spectral and spatial resolutions for the fourth Landsat will
 
usher in new environmental monitoring -apability. In
 
addition, continuing improvements, in image classification by
 
supervised and unsupervised computer techniques are being
 
operationally verified for discriminating environmental
 
impacts of human activi'tles on the land. The benefits of
 
employing remote sensing for this discrimination as opposed to
 
more 'traditional ground sampling methodologies have been shown
 
to far outweigh the incremental costs of converting to an
 
aircraft-satellite multistage system. An example of land
 
impact assessments are the Central Atlantic Regional
 
Ecological Test Site (CARETS) by the U. S. Geological Survey.
 
Other eca&,31es are included i'nthe discussioh. 16 refs.
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RS78-5-290
 
ID NO.- E1780860800' 860800
 
REMOTE MONITORING AND TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY PROGrAMS.
 
Stevens, Alan R.; Voss. Alan W.
 
TVA, Chattanooga. Tenn
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, Apr 25-29 1977. Pubi by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 385-397 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*REMOTE SENSING. *Environmental Applications),
 
PHOTOGRAMMETR,, REGIONAL PLANNING, MAPS AND MAPPING,
 
IDENTIFIERS: RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
 
CARD ALERT: 742, 403, 405
 
In 1933 the Tennessee Valley Authority was created as a
 
resource development agency and charged with the basic missior
 
of improving the economy of a depressed region. To accomplish
 
this, three tasks were identified as part of the original act:
 
power production; flood control, and navigation. The purpose
 
of this paper is to examine some of those programs that either
 
directly or indirectly support the Authority's mission and
 
tasks and avail themselves of remotely monitored data. The
 
Chief determinant in any decision "to use one method of data
 
gathering over another is its cost-effectiveness. Some
 
programs ape identified as using remote sensing techniques
 
while others are still in the investigative stages.
 
RS78-5-291 
ID NO.- E1780854930 854930
 
LARGE SCALE 70mm PHOTOGRAPHY FOR RANGE RESOURCES ANALYSIS IN
 
THE WESTERN UNITED STATES.
 
Tueller. Paul T.
 
Univ of Nev. Reno
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th. Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor-. Apr 25-29 1977. Pub] by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, 1977 p 1507-1 22 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: kAERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY. (ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.
 
Management),
 
IDENTIFIERS: RANGELAND STUDIES
 
CARD ALERT: 741. 7 2. 821
 
Large scale 70mm aerial photography is a valuable
 
supplementary tool for rangeland studies. A wide assortment
 
of applications have been developed varying from vegetation
 
mapping to assessing environmental impact on rangelands.
 
Color and color infrared stereo pairs are useful for
 
effectively sampling sites limited by ground accessibility.
 
They allow an-increased sample size at similar or lower cost
 
than ground sampling techniques and provide a permanent
 
record. Refs.
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RS78-5-292
 
ID NO.-'EI780860806 860806
 
TESTING THE ACCURACY 'OF REMOTE SENSING LAND USE MAPS.
 
Van Genderen. U. L.; Lock, B. F.; Vass, P. A.
 
Fairey Surv Ltd. Maidenhead, Berkshire, Engq

Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing ,Environ 11th, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, Apr 25-29 1977. PubIl by Environ Res Inst of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor, 1977 p 615-623 CODEN; PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: ('REMOTE SENSING. *Environmental Applications).

(IMAGING TECHNIQUES..Sampling). MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS,
 
IDENTIFIERS: LAND USE SURVEYS. INTERPRETATION
 
CARD ALERT: 901. 922, 741
 
The function of the ground truth survey in an operational
 
remote sensing land use survey is to utilize a sound.
 
statistical sampling design which will test the Correctness ,of
 
the attribution by interpretation of specific sites to classes
 
in the classification. Some of the main aspects that need to
 
be considered i.n such a remote sensing sampling design ape:
 
the frequency that any one land use type (on the ground) is
 
erroneously attributed to another class by the interpreter;

the frequency that the wrong land use (as observed on the
 
ground) is erroneously included in any one class by the remote
 
sensing interpreter; the proport-ion of al-l land (,as

determined in the 'field) that is mistakenly attributed by the
 
interpreter: arid the determination of whether the mistakes
 
are random. Refs.
 
RS78-5-293 
ID NO.- EI780860830 860830
 
APPLICATIONS OF LANDSAT DATA TO THE INTEGRATED ECONOMIC
 
DEVELOPMENT OF MINDORO, PHILIPPINES.
 
Wagner. T. W.; Fernandez, J. C.
 
Environ Res Inst of Mich. Ann Arbor
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, Apr 25-29 1977. Publ by Environ Res Inst of Mich', Ann
 
Arbor, 1977 p 1375-1380 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*REMOTE SENSING, -Environmental Applications);
 
MAPS AND MAPPING, (REGIONAL PLANNING, Land Use), IMAGE
 
PROCESSING,
 
IDENTIFIERS: LANDSAT DATA
 
CARD ALERT: 716, 7-2. 405, 403
 
Landsat data is seen as proyiding essent'ial up-to-date
 
resource information for the planning process. As part of a
 
USAID-funded grant, Landsat data of Mindoro Island in the
 
Philippines was processed to provide thematic maps showing
 
patternsof agriculture, forestcover, terrain, 'wetlands and'
 
water turbidity. A hybrid approach using both supervised and
 
unsupervised classification techniques resulted in 30
 
different scene classes which were subsequently color-coded
 
and mapped at a scale of 1:250,000. The images, maps, and
 
aerial statistics are being used to provide data to seven
 
technical departments in planning the economic development of
 
Mindoro. Multispectral aircraft imagery has been collected to
 
compliment the application of Landsat data and validate the
 
classification results.
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The Use of Satellite Imagery for Highway Engineering in
 
Overseas Countries
 
Transport and Road Research Lab.. Crowthorne (England).
 
AUTHOR: Beaumont. T. E.; Beaven. P. d.
 
E0705F4 Fld: 138, 14E. 82B. SOA GRAI7808
 
1977 26p
 
Rept No: TRRL-SUPPLEMENTARY-279
 
Monitor: 18
 
Also pub. as ISSN-0305-1315.
 
Abstract: Landsat imagery has been used on two road
 
investigations in the Sudan to provide information on the four
 
main factors that affect route location. i.e., soil strength,
 
earthworks. drainage requirements and construction materials.
 
The interpretation techniques included the production and
 
enhancement of color composites in a Purpose built additive
 
viewer which was also used for examining photographically
 
prepared density slices of infrared 'band 7' imagery. The work
 
in the Sudan. together with a review outlining the advantages
 
gained by repeated observations of the earth from space, is
 
used to define the main techniques that can be employed and to
 
identify the major areas where satellite imagery could assist
 
the highway engineer. It is concluded that the present
 
generation of imagery is most suited for the planning and
 
feasibility stages of engineering survey for road projects.
 
such as the preparation of regional maps and inventories of
 
terrain characteristics or reconnaissance studies involving
 
decisions on route location. (Copyright (c) Crown Copyright
 
1977.)
 
Descriptors: *Infrared reconnaissance. *Aerial mapping.

*Highway planning. Spaceborne photography, Infrarec
 
photography. Soil structure, Drainage, Construction materials.
 
Photographic techniques. Roads, Earthwork, Sudan, Route
 
surveys. Terrain, Mapping. Great Britain
 
Identifiers: Landsat satellites. NTISFNDMTR
 
PB-276 669/9ST NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A01
 
RS78-5-295
 
Use of Remote Sensing for Land Use Policy Formulation
 
Michigan State Univ.. East Lansing.*National Aeronautics and
 
Space Administration. Washington. D.C. (228 500)
 
Semiannual progress rept. Dec 76-May 77
 
AUTHOR: Bovan. Myles: Vlasin. Raymond D.
 
EO485KI Fid: 93B d7806
 
28 Aug 77 3 2p
 
Grant: NGL-23-004-083
 
Monitor: NASA-CR-155247
 
Abstract: No abstract available.
 
Land use. Michigan. Saginaw BaV(MI). Agriculture. Surface
 
water. Farmlands policies. Earth resources program.
 
Information systems
 
Identifiers: NTISNASA
 
E78-10020 NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A01
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RS78-5-296
 
Thermal Pollution. Part 1. Control Techniques and General
 
Studies (A Bibliography with Abstracts)
 
National Technical Information Service. Springfield, Va.
 
391 812)
 
Rept. for 1964-Feb 78
 
AUTHOR: Brown. Robena d.
 
E0893F3 Fld: 13B. 680*. 97R*. 47, 86W GRAI7BIO
 
Mar 78 211p*
 
Monitor: 18
 
Supersedes NTIS/PS-77/0184, NTIS/PS-76/0127 and NTIS/PS-75/21­
8.
 
Abstract: Reports concerned with control techniques for heated
 
effluents from power and industrial plants ape cited. Also
 
included are studies on general thermal pollution problems and
 
their abatement. Many reports on the remote sensing of thermal
 
effluents are also cited. However, the control of thermal
 
pollution by using the waste'heat for constructive purposes is
 
not covered in this bibliography. (This updated.bibliography
 
contains 206 abstracts, 48 of which are new entries to the
 
previous edition.)
 
Descriptors: *Thermal pollution. *Bibliographies, *Water
 
pollution control, -Cooling water, SElectric power plants,
 
'Industrial water, Rivers. Iidustrial waste treatment, steam
 
power plants, Boilers. Thermal Power plants, Nuclear power
 
plants, Industrial wastes. Remote sensing, Water pollution
 
abatement, Heat exchangers. Plants(Botany). Waste disposal
 
Identifiers: NTISNTIS
 
NTIS/PS-78/0171/5ST NTIS Prices: PC NO1/MF NO1
 
RS78-5-297
 
Tennessee-Tombiqbee Industrial Siting Proiect: A Study of
 
Physical and Environmental Factors of Potential Industrial
 
Sites
 
Mississippi State Univ.. Mississippi State. Dept. of Geology 
and Geographv.*NASA Earth Resources Survey Program. 
Washington, D.C. 
AUTHOR: Hiqgs. Gary K. 
E0485L2 Fld: 938 d7806 
31 dan 77 178o 
Grant: NGL-25-001-054 
,Monitor: NASA-CR-155260 
Abstract: No abstract available. 
Tennessee Valley(AL-KY-TN). Mississippi. Industrial areas.
 
Land use. Regional planning. Terrain analysis, Soil science.
 
Geological surveys, Environment effects. Resources management.
 
Photomappinq. Rivers. Earth Resources program, Environmental
 
monitoring. Multispectral band scanners, Infrared photography
 
Identifiers: NTISNASA
 
E78-1'0035 NTIS Prices: PC AOS/MF AOl
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RS78-5-298
 
Procedures for Gathering Ground Truth Information for a
 
Supervised Approach to a Computer-Implemented Land Cover
 
Classification of LANDSAT-Acquired Multispectral Scanner Data
 
National, Aeronautics and Space Administration. Lyndon B.
 
dohnson Space Center, Houston, Tex.
 
AUTHOR: Joyce. A. T.
 
E0923D1. Fld: 08F. 481 STAR1606
 
1978 48p
 
Rept Ni: NASA-RP-l01-, JSC-12910
 
Monitor: 18
 
Abstract: Procedures for gathering ground truth information
 
for a Supervised approach to a computer-implemented land cover
 
classification of LANDSAT acquired multispectral scanner data
 
are provided in. a step by step manner. Criteria for
 
determining size, number, uniformity, and predominant land
 
cover of training sample sites are established. Suggestions
 
are made for the organization and orientation of field team
 
personnel, the procedures used in the field, and the format of
 
the forms to be used. Estimates are made of the probable
 
expenditures in time and costs. Examples of ground truth forms
 
and definitions and criteria of major land cover categories
 
are provided in appendixes.
 
Descriptors: *Ground truth, *LANDSAT satellites,

*Multispectral band scanners, *Terrain, Crop identification.
 
Earth resources, Land use. Pattern recognition
 
Identifiers: Methodology, Data-acquisition, NTISNASA
 
N78-15549/6ST NTIS Prices: PC AO3/MF AOl
 
RS78-5-299
 
Contributions of LANDSAT to Natural Resources Protection and
 
Future Recreational Development in the State of West Virqinia
 
West Virginia Deot. of Natural Resources, Charleston.-NASA
 
Earth Resources Survey Proqram. Washington. D.C.
 
Final rept. dun 75-Oct 77
 
AUTHOR: Latimer. Ira S. dr: Callaghan. David C.
 
E0485J4 Fld: 938 d7806
 
31 Oct 77 117p
 
Contract: NAS5-22327
 
Monitor: NASA-CR-155246
 
Original contains imagery. Original photography may be
 
purchased from the EROS Data Center. Sioux ,Falls. S.D.
 
Abstract: No abstract available.
 
West Virainia. Environment protection. Land use. Regional

planning. Wetlands. Recreation. Mining. Photomaps. Ecology.
 
Vegetation growth. Earth Resources program. Multispectral band
 
scanners. Photointeroretation, Environmental monitoring
 
Identifiers: NTISNASA
 
E78-1001g NTIS Prices: PC AO/MF A01
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RS78-5-300
 
An Example of Aopy-linq Remote Sensing to a Corps of Engineers
 
Archeolooical Problem
 
Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station Vicksburg Miss
 
038100)
 
Final rept. Sep 76-Aug 77
 
AUTHOR: Link. Lewis E. Jr
 
E048114 Fd: 5F. 92D GRAI7806
 
Nov 77 22D
 
Rept No: WES-MP-M-77-14 
Project: 4A762720A896
 
Task: 01 
Monitor: 18
 
Abstract: This report documents a study that i-llustrates the
 
applicability of conventional remote sensor imagery for
 
obtaining archeoloqical information. The study exemplifies the
 
use of imaqery for a problem common to both Corps district
 
offices and military facilities: determininq if a feature of
 
archeolooical significance will be impacted by some planned
 
action such as construction or training. In this instance.
 
aerial photography and supporting historical charts were
 
readily available for an area suspected to be the site of an
 
old French village. Old Kaskaskia. near St. Genevieve.
 
Missouri. The U. S. Army Engineer District. St. Louis. was
 
interested in the site of the villaqe because of a proposed
 
levee improvement project under consideration for the area.
 
The available information and nature of- the problem provided
 
an excellent opportunity to demonstrate at low cost the
 
applicability of remote sensing techniques for locating
 
features of archeoloqlcal significance at military
 
installations and acquire informat'ion relevant to an existing
 
Corps district problem. (Author)
 
Descriptors: *Archaeology. -Aerial photoqraphy, Fortifications
 
* Preservation. Aerial reconnaissance. History. Case studies.
 
Missouri. Mississippi River. Remote systems. Topographic maps.
 
Water. Level(Ouantitv). Villages
 
Identifiers: Old Kashaskia. Remote sensing. Missouri.
 
NTISDODXA
 
AD-A048 106/9ST NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF A01 
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RS78-5-301
 
Investigation oF Environmental Change Pattern in Japan
 
Tokyo Univ. (Japan).*National Aeronautics and Space
 
Administration. Greenbelt, Md. Goddard Space Flight Center.
 
Final rept.
 
AUTHOR: Maruyasu, Takakazu
 
E0884G2 Fld: BE, 93A. 48 GRAI7810
 
Nov 77 180P
 
Monitor: NASA-CR-155550
 
Original contains color imagery. Original photography may be
 
purchased from the EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, S.D.
 
Abstract: The author has identified the following significant
 
results. In the Plains of Tokachi, where the scale of
 
agricultural field-was comparatively large -in Japan, LANDSAT
 
data with its accuracy have proved to be useful enough to
 
observe the actual condition of agricultural land use and
 
changes more accurately than present methods. Species and ages
 
of grasses in pasture were identified and soils were
 
Classified into several types. The actual land Cover and
 
ecological environment were remarkably Changeable at the
 
rapidly industrialized area by the urbanization in the flat
 
plane and also by the forest works and road construction in
 
the mountainous area. The practical use of the recognition
 
results was proved as the base map of the field survey or the
 
retouching work of the vegetation and land use. There was a,
 
10% Cut in cost, labor, and time. Vegetation Cover in Tokyo
 
districts was estimated by both the multiregression model and
 
the parametric model. Multicorrelation coefficient between
 
observed value and estimated value was 0.87 and standard
 
deviation was + or - 15%. Vegetation cover in Tokyo was mapped
 
into five levels with equal intervals of 20%.
 
Descriptors: *dapan, *Land use. Environmental monitoring.
 
Agriculture, Forests, Coasts. Oceanography. Shorelines. Earth
 
Resources program. Fshes, Meteorology. Multispectral band
 
scanners
 
Identifiers: NTISNASA
 
E78-10056 NTIS Prices: PC AoS/MF A01
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RS78-5-302
 
Applications .of Remote Sensing in the Boston Urban Studies
 
Program. Part I
 
Cold. Reqions Research and.Engineering Lab Hanover N H A
 
037-100)
 
AUTHOR: Merry. Carolyn d.: McKim. Harlan L.
 
E0673G2 Fid: SB. 481 GRA17808
 
Jun -77 22p
 
Rept No: CRREL-77-13-PT-1
 
Monitor: is
 
See also Part 2. AD-A049 286.
 
Abstract: 'The cost effectiveness of remote sensing techniques
 
was Compared to that of the conventional techniques used by

the U.S. Army Engineer Division. New England. in the Boston
 
Harbor - Eastern Massachusetts Metropolitan Area study. A
 
total of 6 level 'l. 18 level ID, and 18 level III land use
 
categories were mapped from NASA RS-57/RC-8 high altitude
 
aircraft photoaraphy for six selected 7 1/2-minute quadrangles
 
located in ithe Boston area. Watershed and political boundaries
 
could not be mapped from the NASA photography. Impervious

surfaces and curb' lengths were mapped from low altitude
 
aircraft photography obtained with a Zeiss RAIK 15/23 camera
 
system (measured scale 1:3500) for -two sites in the Boston
 
South and Newton quadrangles. The remote sensinq procedures
 
used in this study usually provided-much greater detail than
 
conventional procedures. The remote sensing procedures were
 
not always Cost-effective when compared to the conventional
 
procedures, but they 4ere always more accurate. Therefore.
 
remote sensing techniques should be used and appropriate
 
photographic resolution and scale factors taken 
 into
 
consideration when mapping land use. curb density and
 
impervious surfaces for use in the STORM (storage, treatment.
 
ovenflow. 'runoff) model. (Author)
 
Descriptors: *Drainage. Watersheds. *Aerial photographs.
 
'Mappina. Cost effectiveness, Remote detectors. Urban areas.
 
Pavements. Land use. Runoff. Boundaries. Water flow. Water
 
polution. Dust. Dirt. Water quality. Rainfall. Hydrology.

Thunderstorms. Computerized simulation. Mathematical
 
prediction
 
Identifiers: Boston(Massachusetts)., Remote:sensing. NTISDODXA
 
AD-AO49 285/0ST NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF A01 
RS78-5-303
 
Applications of Remote Sensing in the Boston Urban-Studies,
 
Program. Part II
 
Cold Reqions Research and Engineering Lab Hanover N H
 
037100)
AUTHOR: Merry. Carolyn J.: McKim, Harlqn L. 
E0673G3 Fid: 8B. '8I GRAI7808 
dun 77 101p -
Rept No: CRREL-77-13-PT-2 
Moni-tor: 18
 
Original -contains color plates: All ODCand NTIS reproductions

will 'be in black and white. See also Part 1. AD-A49 285.
 
Abstract: For abstract see Part 1, AD-A049 285.
 
Descriptors: *Drainage. *Watersheds. *Aerial photographs.

*Mapping. Cost effectiveness. Remote detectors, Urban areas.
 
Pavements, Land use. Runoff. Boundaries, Water flow, Water
 
pollution. Dust. Dirt. Water quality. Rainfall. Hydrology.
 
Thunderstorms. Computerized simulation, Mathematical
 
prediction
 
Identifiers: Bost6n(Massachusetts), Remote sensing, 'NTISDODXA
 
AD-A049 286/8ST NTIS Prices: PC AOG/MF A01
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Application of Remote Sensing to State and Regional Problems
 
Mississippi State Univ.. Mississippi State.-NASA Earth
 
Resources Survey Program. Washington. D.C.
 
Semiannual progress rept. I May-31 Oct 77
 
AUTHOR: Miller. W. Frank; Carter. Bradley 0.; Pettry. David E.
 
; Higgs. Gary K.: Solomon. dames L.
 
EO48SLi .Fld:- 938 -d7806
 
7 Nov 77 97p

Grant: NGL-25-O01-05
 
Monitor: NASA-CR-155261
 
Original contains imagery. Original photography may be
 
purchased from the EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, S.D.
 
Abstract:- No abstract available.
 
Parks. Regional planning. Infestation. Strip mining, Tennessee
 
. Earth Resources'program. Reclamation. Forests, Industries.
 
Rivers
 
Identifiers: NTISNASA
 
E78-10034 NTIS Prices: PC A05/MF A01
 
RS78-5-305_
 
A Regional Land Use Survey Based on Remote Sensing and Other
 
Data: A Report on a LANDSAT and Computer Mapping Project
 
Federation of Rocky Mountain States. Inc.. Denver, Colo.*NASA
 
Earth Resources Survey Program. Washington, D.C.
 
Final rept.
 
AUTHOR: Nez. George: Mutter. Dou
 
E0884dl Fid: 86. 93A GRAI7810
 
Apr 77 25 p
 
Contract: NASS-22338
 
'Monitor: NASA-CR-155610
 
Abstract: The author has identified the following significant
 
results. New LANDSAT analysis software and linkages with other
 
computer mapping software were developed. Significant results'
 
were also achieved in' training, communication, and
 
identification of needs for developing the LANDSAT/computer
 
mapping technologies into operational tools for use by
 
decision makers.
 
Descriptors: *Land use. Apizona, Colorado. Montana. New Mexico
 
I Utah. Wyoming. Rocky Mountains(North America), Earth
 
Resources program. Thematic mapping, Digital data
 
Identifiers: *Rocky Mountain Region(United States). NTISNASA
 
E18-10070 NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF AOl
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A Regional Land Use Survey Based on Remote Sensing and Other
 
Data: A Report of a LANDSAT and Computer Mapping Project.
 
Volume 2
 
Federation of Rocky Mountain States. Inc., Denver.
 
Colo.*National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
 
Greenbelt. Md. Goddard Space Fliqht Center.
 
Final rept.
 
AUTHOR: Nez. George: Mutter, Douqlas L.
 
E0884,2 Fld: 8B. 93A, 48 GRAI7810
 
Apr 77 11 7 p
 
Contract: NAS5-22338
 
Monitor! NASA-CR-155611
 
Original contains imagery. Original photography may be
 
purchased from the EROS Data Center. 
Sioux Falls, S.D.
 
Abstract: The author has identified the following significant
 
results. The pro~ject mapped land use/cover classifications
 
from LANDSAT computer compatible tape data and combined those
 
results with other multisource data via computer

mapping/compositing techniques to analyze various land use
 
planninq/natural resource management problems. Data were
 
analyzed on 1:24.000 scale maps at 1.1 acre resolution.
 
LANDSAT analysis software and linkages with other computer

mapping software were developed. Significant results were also
 
achieved in training, communication, and identification of
 
needs for developinq the LANDSAT/computer mapping technologies
 
into operational tools fop use by decision makers. (Portions
 
of this document are not fully legible)
 
Descriptors: *Land use. Regional planning, Thematic mapping,
 
Resources management. Rocky Mountains(North America), Arizona,
 
Colorado, Utah. Wyoming. New Mexico, Montana, 
 Earth Resources
 
program. Computer techniques
 
Identifiers: Remote sensing, NTISNASA
 
E78-10071 NTIS Pri'ces: PC A06/MF A01
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RS78-5-307
 
A Regional Land Use Survey Based on Remote Sensing and Other
 
Data: A Report of a LANDSAT and Computer Mapping Project.
 
Volume 3
 
Federation of Rocky Mountain States. Inc., Denver.
 
Colo.*National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
 
Greenbelt. Md. Goddard Space Flight Center.
 
Final rept.
 
AUTHOR: Nez. George: Mutter. Douglas L.
 
E0884J3 Fld: 88. 93A. 48 GRA17810
 
Aug 77 761p
 
Contract: NASS-22338
 
Monitor: NASA-CR-156676
 
Original contains imagery. Original photography may be
 
purchased from the EROS Data Center. Sioux Falls. S.D.
 
Abstract: The author has identified the following significant
 
results. The project mapped land use/cover classifications
 
from LANDSAT computer compatible tape data and combined those
 
results with other multisource data via Computer
 
mapping/compositing techniques to analyze various land use
 
planning/natural resource "management problems. Data were
 
analyzed on 1:24.000 scale maps at. 1.1- acre resolution.
 
LANOSAT analysis software and linkages with other Computer
 
mapping software were developed. Significant rbsults were also
 
achieved in training, communication, and identification of
 
needs for developing the LANDSAT/computer mapping technologies
 
into operational tools for use by decision makers. (Portions
 
of this document are not full-y legible)
 
Descriptors: *Land use. Regional planning. Thematic mapping.
 
Resources manaqement. Rocky Mountains(North America), Arizona.
 
Colorado. Utah. Wyoming. New Mexico. Montana. Earth Resources
 
proqram. Computer techniques. Digital data. Data processing
 
Identifiers: Remote sensing. NTISNASA
 
E78-10072 NTIS Prices: PC A99/MF A01
 
RS78-5-308
 
Roof Moisture Survey. Ten State of New Hampshire Buildings
 
Cold Regions Research and Engineering Lab Hanover N H
 
037100)
 
AUTHOR: Tobiasson. W. N.; Korhonen. C. U.: Dudley. T.
 
E0662D3 Fld: 13M. 17E. 89B GRA1780B
 
Dec 77 36p
 
Rept No: CRREL-77-31
 
Monitor: 18
 
Abstract: Ten roofs in Concord. New Hampshire, were surveyed
 
fop wet insulation using a hand-held infrared camera.
 
Suspected wet areas were marked on the roof with- spray paint
 
and roof samples were obtained to verify .wet and dry
 
conditions. Recommendations for maintenance and repair were
 
made based on infrared findings. water contents, and visual
 
examinations. An incremental economic study is presented to
 
serve as a guide in determining the most cost-effective
 
approach. (Author)
 
Descriptors: *Roofs. *Moisture content, *Thermography.
 
*Infrared scanning. Moisture. Infrared equipment. Thermographs
 
Insulation. Failure(Mechanics). Cracks. Infrared photography
 
Ice prevention. Repair. Replacement. Costs, Cost analysis.
 
Cost benefits
 
Identifiers: Infrared cameras. NTISDODXA
 
AD-A048 986/4ST NTIS Prices:" PC AQ3/MF AOl
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DATA ARE 'RESENW|O FOR CALIBRATING AIRBORNE GAMMA RADIATICN MEASURING 1200 SURFACEFEET.-AKE DYNAMIC TF.RANGE
SYSTEMS FOR CONCENTRATIONS TESTM AD U.TH. ND SIX FLIGHT PATHS AT ALTITUDES OF 200.400600.OO80G00.OANDK.)ATA ARl INCLUEOI) FfR 

IS CtSCRISOE IN DETAIL IN VOLU4E I OF 
 THIS REFCI;T.(%HK)/ 
3/0/00004010000 // 4P9 
0 1.02075110011161 F1111-7O-O 	 RADIATION MEASURINGA 	 LSERDA DYNAMIC TEST RANGE FOR CALIBRATION OF AIRBORNE GAMMA GJRX--461771 fV,3L.I))OEVLOPMCNT OF 
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17 NOV 1975/DW.NTI . C AOS/MF AOI./
 STATES ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION FOR THETHlE DYNAM IC IPST 4AING11'NAS BIEEN DEVELOPED FOR THE UNITED 	 MAY BE CALIBRATED FOROVER AIRBORNE GAMMA RADIATION MEASURING SYSTEMS PJRPIOSF OF PR)VIOltfl A SURFACE REGICN WHICH 	 CAMMA RADIATION DETECTOR CONFIGURATIONS WILL MFASM$RFMENT (IF SRrACL COMCENTRATICNS F EUETH AND K.DIFFERENT AIRERNE EMITTED FROM THE DECAY DAUGHTERS OF OIF FVNrCNT PECTRA- rNEPGY RuEsPNSES FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF THE GAMMA RADIATIONHAVF 
AND FROM / SUP 40 / Xi.AND DIFFERENT GAMMA RAY ENERGY INTERVALS MAY BE USED TO REDUCE 
THE DATA. 
TPOPIJM AMD t4AN U4 	 DATA ON THE SAME ASIS.A TEST RANGE-- IS PRCVIOED IN ORDER TC fAVE ALL AISORNEo SYSTEMS SUPLYTHEIEFOIE. T11- I"OY4AMIC 	 TEST RANGE IS PRESENTED INCLUDING LOCATION MAPS.CLINATE AND tYORLOGY.SOILS AND COMP FTE OESCt IPfaIN OF THE DYNAMIC OF SURFACE SOIL ANALYSES ARE 4CLUDED.CALIOR&TION BATA ARE
 GrSLOY AND0 SURFACE GEOPHYSICAL DATA. RESULTSVFGFTAI ION, 	 AT ALTITUDES OF 2 0 0 .400.600.eO0O1000.AND 1200 FEET.('WK/ PRFSENTE) IN VOLUME 41 OF THIS REPORT FOR SIX FLIGHT PATHS 
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THIS RPORT OESC-ZIRES A MINICOMPUTER GRAPHIC APPROACH TO THE ANALYSIS AND DISPLAY OF GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY DATA. THE 
lARI*VA Rr CtNF|6URATION AND OPERATING SOFTWARE SYSTEM AND THE MAJOR FEATURES OF EACH ARE PRESENTED.METHODS OF ENTERING 
AND EDfTING O'AIA INTO UNIVERSAL FILES ARE EXFLAINED.TIE ANALYSIS ANC CISPLAY OF EACH FILE AS A FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION 
HIISIG;PA4.CCNlTUhl M4AP.DR TiIFE-IMENSIONAL PIGCJECTION ARE DLSCRISEO.STATISTICCAL CORRELATIONS BETWEEN FILES.RATIO FILES, 
SOO FIi IS. AN) DATA LOCATION MAPS ARE ALSO SCME OF THE FEATURES ORSCRIVEO.A SPECIAL PROGRAM IS DESCRIDED FOR CONTOURING 
FAI4O'L Y SPACI) DATA TO PROVIDE R10111 IREI'O AND DIFFERENCE MAPS WITH UR TO 3 DEGREES OF POLYNOMIAL SMOTHING.APPLICATIONS 
001r INOICATFD./
rfI'ns It -NPIaCY/ 
20/1.121)3/ 
COPUTED, GAP*ITC3:lI/CO14PUTIERS/OATA PROCESSING/EXPLORATIONmO2C3/CECCHEMICAL-SURVEYS:TI/MAPS/ATURAL GAS DEPOSITSTS/ 
fEVRCLF"MH EFOSITS:T /PULSC ANALSZER/IOPOLCGICAL MAPPING/ 
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EVALUATION OF AUrORADIOGRAPHS AND IMAGES OF BIOLOGICAL OBJECTS WITH THE ELECTRONICALLY OPERATING IMAGE ANALYZER 
.
*DENSIRCN Il- II.JrEERAINA41 TIN OF THE SPECIFIC AND TOTAL RADIOACTIVITY OF SINGLE CELLS/ 
III'SS, J. / KIRN. U, , FRCYEER K. f ERMISCH. A. (KARL-MARXzUNIVERSITAET. LEIPZIG (GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC )SEKTION 
B IOU ISSENSCIIAFTTN/AKA)EM IE DERN WISSENSCIIAFPTEN DER DDP.LEIPZIG.ZENTRALINSTITUT FUER ISOTOPEN- UND STRAHLENFOUSCNUNG)/ 
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18O-187/( IN GER,4ANI 
USI'N1G TILZ TV IIA31 ANALYZER RENSITRON.TPANSPAREHCIES AND AREAS CAN 0E MEASURED BY THE GREY VALUE DISCRIMINATION METHOD 
FQOIiOFNSITOM4TQY. tHIE TIlENHECESSARY FOR ONE YEASUREMENT.IS APFRCXIMATELY I MIN.THfE STANDARD DEVIATIONS O NOT'EXCEED 2 
PErRFmT * MICROSCOPICAL OBJECTS SUCH AS SINGLE CELLS CA BE ANALYZED EY THIS METHOD.PHOTO-BLACKINGS AND AREAS HAVE BEEN 
MEASURED IN AOJTORAO|I CtAPIIS (IF GOLDFISH BRAIN-SECTIONS AFTER INJECTION OF /SUP 3/i-P$ENYLALANINE.AS A PARALLELIILACKING 
AND ARFA CALIIRATI1t CUVfS WERE ORTAtNF D"HICH ALLOWED A CCNVEASICN OF TILE RELATIVE VALUES INTO ABSOLUTE OtES.USINS 
THIS C(IMVERSI)N MEfIOlI).NEUAONS OF DIFFERENT BRAIN REGICtS WERE IN THE RANGE FROM 104 T) 1476$UM/SUP 2/IN AREA AND FROM 
4. 17 TO 14- 431tCI -CM/SUP -3/IN SPECIFIC UADIOACTIVIrY.TTE STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE ABSOLUTE VALUES WERE 6 AND 4.5 
PERCFNT . RES-'E¢CiVIELY. ON THE BASIS OF THESE AND AODITICNAL VALUES (THICKNESS OF SECTION.NUMBER OF SECTIONS PER CELL). 
T I	 WHOLE CELL CAN BE MADE./CAt COLA) iONS O(i hC T3TAL QAf)IOACT1VIVIY OF A CELL SECTION Ci ThE 
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SIMtLTNNFILS IT-REF ELEMENT X-RAY 14APPING 1SING COLOR TV/
lAWLEY. J * . ONIV.1t CAL FWOPNIA ,CItKELEF) /IAYES.T./FALK .P.O./
 
EI.CTRON BFAt-EXC 11-D X-RAY MAPS/
lIT OPSEAtCH INUT./CIILCAG0/Il§70

SCANl,; FLCCTRnN4ICfUJSCOPY.I/

rHItS STIDY INTO ID ZES AN X-RAY DEVIC4 CAPABLE OF SIMULTANFCUSLY MAPPING THREE ELEMENTS IN THREE DIFFERENT COLORS.SUCHMAPPIN6 S OIjRMAt I LIUCAUSE It PERMITS T-4E COLLECTION AND DISPLAY OF INFORMATION ABOUT SEVERAL ELEMENTS SIMLLTANCOUSLYRATHER THAN Ily SEOUFNTIAL SCANS. SIMtLIANEOLS MAPPING AT TV RATES PROVIDES SAVINGS IN TIME AND REDUCTION OF RADIATION
O(HSF, IWO FACTIOIS 'Alt(ICULARLY IMPORTANT FOR STUDIES OF 131CLOGICAL MATERIALS.THE TfIEE ELEMENTAL DISTRIBIUTIONS ARE
B01,Pl AYFD II A SIfNLE IMAGE WIICRE IMPORTANT RELATIONSHIPS UETWEEN ThE VARIOUS ELEMENTAL CONCENTRATIONS CAN BE SEEN.THEPRrSFNr SYSTEM UTIIZES AN CNP9RGY DISPERSIVE X-RAY DETECTOR AND STANDARC PREAMPL IFIEU.THE AMPLIFIER AN PULSE HEIGHTANALYZEIR DESIGN NI3CoGNIZES TiUf IMPORTANCE CF A SNORT SHAPING CCNSTANT ANC A RAPID METHOD FOR PULSE HEIGHT TESTING.THRESINGI.15 (.HANW*EI. ANALYZER S \,ITII TIICRnE#ERGING PIJ.SFS GATED BY A STROBHE OUTPUT FOR UNIFORM DELAY TIME PROVIDE THE THREEINI)IVII)IJAL PUL'C lrfhEISIIT WINDOS,ONE FOR 'EACH OF THE THREE ELESENTS BEING MAPPED. IF A PEAK IS FOUND IN A WINDOW IT CAN OESENSFA AND PASSEL) (14 i THilE MULTI-CHAtNEL ANALYZER COINCIDENCE INPUT 5 THAT THE PEAKS ONLY IN THE SINGLE CHANNELANAl Y7ER WINflIWS WIL. BE OISPLAYEO.TIF IMAGE IS RECORDED CN POLAROID COLOR FILM USING A 41" X S'1 CAMERA FITTED WIll ANOSCILLOSCPE LENS AND) CAPABLE OF RECOROING THE SHADOW MASK TUBE IMAGE./ 
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its/ 
EDE hi; 0U6 2617: 
TIF OIIJECtIVE 4AS TO DEVELOP AN INSTRUMENT WHICH WOULD REMCTELY MEASURE THE CO..HC AND NO EMISSION FROM VdHICLESTHEEASIC OPERATION (IF FHE INSTRUMENT DEVELOPED IS BASED ON THE SELECTIVE INFRARED ABSOQRPTIo BY POLLUTANT SPECIES IN THEEAl WAKE OF A VEHICLE AS IT IS DRIEt 1HROLGH AN INFRARED BEAN WHICH SPANS THE ROADWAYlTHE ENTIRE MEASUREMENT SEOUENCEIS PEt-hlk-opMF AUTI4ATICALLY.THE INSTRUMENT MEASURES CG AND HCEMISSION CONCENTRATIONS AT LOW DRIVE-THROUGH SPEEDS.BEINGLIMITF) UY UNEXPECTrD SPREAOING OF THE INFRARED DEAM, BY NON-SCTfTEPMAL WAKE TURBULENCE WHICH CREATES A FALSE ABSORPTIONSIGNAL. THIS FALSE AUGORQTION SIGNAL OIECOMES LNACCEPTAELY LARGE AT VELOCITIES GREATER THtAN 20 MPH.DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMSENCoUNreREO PRECL)E TIlE RELIAULE MEASUREMENI OF NO EMISSICNS./NP/ 
50.0201)/AIER P)LLUTION: rVl/A R POLLUTION MCNITCfRS:,TS.O.02;0O.04.05.06.07/AUTOM(OBIL.E-$,/CARBON D33XIDE;T4/CARBCN MNOXIDE:tS/CCMIUSTION PrOUCT~fl6/DESIGN:08/E*IALSI GASES:,* |/tIYOROCARCNS:*TS/NITRI C OXIDE:T7/PERFORMANCES/ntg:MOlE SENSING:OO/ 
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,4ETHOD OF DFTECTING S'4ALL OR INDISTINCT RADIOACTIVE SOURC ES BY AIRBORNE GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETRY/L INDIEN.A.Ii./A KCRILOM.G.IGEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF SUEDEN.STOCKHLN (SWEDENI)/
INSTtIUTIn' IF MINING AND METALLIjGY/LEN D N/IS7T/
GEELnGY.94NI4GANi) EXTRACTIVE PROCESSING Cf URANIUM/IONFSM .*l*(E)/
 
THIF GE1IIWGICAL $UlVEY OF SWEDEN (SGUIHAS DEELOPED.A 
 SYSTEM FOR AIREOONE RADIOMETRIC SURVEYING WHICH FACILI TATES THE0ETECT 13N 3)F SMALL RA3IOACTIVE SOURCES SLCH AS POORLY EXPOSED URANIUM MINERALIZATION.aY FLYING AT A LOW HEIGH',(30 MANDH MEASURING " OVER1 A iHOR T TIME PERIOD, THE. 'AReA REPRESENTED BY EACH MEASURING STATION IS'KEPTGO SUFFICIENT- PRECISION TIF ENTIRE SPECTRUM' BETeEEN 0.45 AND 2.85 REV TO A MINIMUM.TO ACHIEVEIS UTILIZED FOR THE CALCULATION OF TWE RADIATIONPFLATFO TO KU A'i4) TN.THE RESULTS ARE DISPLAYED IN THE FOR4M CF A MAPsON WHICH EVERY MEASURING STATION IS REPRESENTED BYCOLUMNS IN TtfIEE COIALRS.OtNE FOR EACI ELEMENT.,THE MAP NOT ONLY, INDICATES PoINT ANOD4ALIES BUT ALSO GIVES A PICTURE 'OF THECIS TRLUTIIN tIOF TIlE CLCMENIS UVER A LARGE AREA.ZT CAN THEREFORE BE OP ASSISTANCE IN GEOLOGICAL MAPPING IN ADDITION TOITS APPLICATION TO URANIUM PROSPECTING./ 
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ERA-03:0431e4,EfOD-,sO:00q165/1IIfOlORAPIIY USI!4G SIRT LASER PLLSES IS BEING STUDIED t TO DETERMINE ITS APPLICABILITY TO ENVIRONMENTAL AIR POLLUTIONXOn4ITIIIING.A 0-SWITCIECi) K0lAD 1500 RLBY.&ASER IS (FING USED FOR LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS TO DETERMINE SPATIAL AN) TEMPORALRESOLVING CAPA)JILFIYEDIE'NSTRATICN EXPERIMENiTS SIMULATING TiO APPLICATICNS WERE'PERFORMED WITH SAFTISFACTORY RESULTS./
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IF ROCK IS ilY. 4AI)AR CAN 'ENET1tATF IN RANGES CF OVER bOO) FT OtNE WAYeTHIS IS EQUIVALENT TO OVER 12.000 FT OF TOTAL
 
TRAVFL O: THE RADJAl EIIFRGYIIAUAII PROBING HAS HGCEN USED TC:HAP THE TOP OF SALT DOMES FROM INSIDE SALT MINES/MAP THE DONE 
M ANK/UI)FECT FrtACTUI)ES IN SALT( Of OTHER DI SCCITINUI TIES SUCH AS SAND LENSES.ANHVDRITE STRINGES.ETC./DEITECT ANO RANGE TO 
FOQflCII.FS IN AOVANCE OF 'INING/AND OETFCT AN D RANGE TO FAULTS IN ACVANCE OF MINING.IF ROCK IS WET.A SONAR (SOUND WAVE) 
91 1111G SYSIC4 I ISF5 TO DO 011N1LAR THIINGS.14 REFS./ 
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A78-45876 d The Metesat" system and its missions. D. A7-48008 Aided-track cursor for improved digitizing 
Breton (ESA, Meteorological Programmes Dept., Toulouse, France). accuracy. G. W. Hunka (RCA. Camden, N.J.). Phorogrammetric 
ESA Bullet n, no. 11, Dec 1977, p. 11-15. Engineeringand Remote Sensing, vol. 44, Aug. 1978, p. 1061-1066. 
The main services-of the Meteosat system are discussed. Earth An aided.track cursor 'for use on any backlighted table is 
monitoring, including studies of cloud cover, cloud and sea-surface described. Cursor position is sansed by an x-y servo slaved to cursor 
temperature, water vapor, radiation balance, and winds, is effected motion by magnetic position sensing. Coordinate data are generated 
by-an onboard'threechannel-radiometer. Meteosat also provides the by incremental optical encoders coupled to the carriage guide 
dissemination of cloud-coverage pictures and meteorological data to system. Key feature is the incorporation of a linear photosensitive 
remote-user receiving stations. The collection of environmental data array consisting of 64 photodrodes spaced at a 2-milpitch distance. 
is made by in situ automatic or semiautomatic data-collection As the operator views the function to be digitized, it is simultaneous­
platforms System components are described including theearth- ly imaged onto the array by means of a'beamsplitter and lens. To 
observation package, data-transmission and relay package, and achieve accuracy in the presence'of line curvature, acomputerused 
ground segment. S.C.S. in conjunction with the cursor calculates a rotational signal from 
,pror coordinate values-to maintain the array perpendicular to the 
carve Processing the detected array signal combines both analog and 
digital circuitry. P.T.H. 
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A78-43322 A and high resolution -t last real'temperature 

Two'new airborne radiometers (Enfin Iatemperature vrale et la haute RS78-6-211
 
rnsolutron - Deux nouveaux radimetres a6roports). P. Bricard and 
M. Vieilefosse (Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales, Toulouse, A78-44992 High-speed photography and photonic record­(John' Hadland -i/..9g. Ltd, Bovigdon Herts,France). In: Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing, 4th, Quebec, A -E -uston 
,Canada, May- 16-18, 1977, Proceedings (A78-43303 19 43) Ottawa, England). Journal-of Physics-E - Scientitic Instrurnents, vol. 11,Jul1 
Canadian 'Aeronautics and Space Institute, 1977, p. 189-199. In 1978, p 601-609. 38 refs-
French. The basic techniques used in high-speed photography (i.e., cme/ 
framing and steak photographj) are briefly discussed and heAn infrared multispectral scanner has been developed to 
determine temperatures and emissions with an accuracy of 0 20 K various instrumental arrangementsare mentioned 0 e , moving film, 
and 6.0 percent. The device simultaneously measures raiation at rotating-drum, rotating mirror, image converter, flash, etc: Recent 
4.71, 7.95, 9:1, and 10 5 microns Each channel contains a 24 x 36 developments in image converters have led-to cameras capable of 
objective lens, a SOO-element photosensitive charge-transfer array, resolving times of the order ofl10 to the -12th/s, where some versions 
and an electron beam recorder The device may be used to measure have a sensitivity inthe soft X-ray region of the spectrum. Electronic 
aerosol diffusion, absorptionby C02 and water vapor, and emissions tubes incorporating microchannel' plates have been used as intensi­
by radiation-absorbing atmospheric components. S.C.S. tiers in picosecond streak cameras and as high-gain shutters for 
single-frame photograohy. Holographic methods have been adopted 
in the design of high-speed camera systems for detecting small 
movements such as the ceformation of plates on impact and 
vibration studies. Electronic methods are being develooed forRS78-6-209 
 handling the information produced by high-speed cameras, some 
- A78 40168 * Parametric design of ground data processing/ systems dispense with the photographic process entirely (Author) 
support systems for advanced sensor systems. C Denny, E.M.
 
Johnson (Ford Aerospace and Communications Corp., Houston,
 
Tex.), and:E. L. Davis (NASA, Langley Research'Center, Hampton,
 
Va.j In. Annual Symposium on-Machine Processing of Remotely RS78-6-212
 
Sensed Data, 4t, West Lafayette,Ind., June 21-23, 1977, Proceed.
 
ings. (A7840155 17-43) New York, Institute of Electrical and A78-43344 # , A syntheticapertureradar/SAR/programfor
 
Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1977, p. 150-159. environmental and resource management in Canada. R. Inkster and
 
A parametric system design tedhnique has bited applied to M. Kirby (INTERA Envirbnniental Constiltants, Ltd:, Ottir; 
ground data processing/support systems for advanced sensor applica- Canada). In. Canadian'Symposium on Remote Sensing 4th, Quebec, 
tions. The system establishes a direct link between budget analysts Canada, May 16-18, 1977, Proceedings. (A78-43303 19-43) Ottawa, 
and system planners. Three primary phases are identified- the Canadian Aeronautics and SpaceInstitute. 1977, p. 469 473 7 refs. 
definition of requirements, systemdesign, and system costing. The Canadian environmental and resource management using 
system is evaluated for three cases. (1) a study of ground data synthetic aperture radar (SAR) systems is outlined. The program is 
handling systems for earth resource satellites, (2) aground data mass designed to identify cost-effective potential applications for radar 
storage-and processing system for agricultural remote-sensing studies, remote sensing. The ERIM X-L SAR system, consisting of imaging 
and (3) a parametric study of shuttle era data processing support sensors transmitting in the X- and L-bands, is describeo. Attention is 
required for atmospheric and space physics. S.C.S' given to hybrid optical-digital signal processing. This procedure
consists of an optical processor interfaced to an image dissector, a 
computer program providing dcigitization, and recording and display 
apparatus. S.C.S. 
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., u-v-.a, 
A78-43161 Remote sensing of air pollutants by correla-
tion spectroscopy - Instrumental response characteristics. M. M. 
Mill~n and R. M. Hoff (Department of the Environment. Atmo-
spheric Environment Service, Downsview, Ontario, Canada). Alin-
scheric Environment, vol. 12, no. 4. 1978, p 853 864. 19 refs. 
The philosophy behind the development of the correlation 
spectroscopic techniques now in use for the remote sensing of air 
pollutants is briefly examined. In order to focus attention on the 
operational characteristics common to most of these, dispersive as 
well as non-dispersive, sensors, the authors select one of the 
commercially available instruments to describe in certain detail how 
the instrumental design parameters, the available backgrounds or 
sources, and the geometry of the observation interact to affect the 
output signal. This work is intended to review the development of 
the selected instrumenta technique, and also to alert the user about 
some factors which must be considered both with the gathering and 
during the analysis of the data collected with these types of sensors. 
(Author) 
RS78-6- 214 
A78-44574A (U S. ChargeNavaltransfer devicesF. Milton Navy, Research Laboratory,for infraredWashington,imaging. 
D.C.). Inl Optcal and infrared detectors (A7b-44569 1-35)Berlin 
and New York, SpringeraVedeag, 1977, p. 197-223. 33 refs. 
A Ne ner-Veinfrlagre19 p.197228.33 eendevelopewhichYor 	 os,A great numbar of infrared photodetectors has been developedoletifaddtcorssilwdlyud.Iisltstoms 
A Ib,-b-216 
A78-45888 a LEDA - An ESA data bank dedicated to 
Images of earth seen from space (LEDA - Une Banque de Donnies do 
I'ESA consacrde aumimages de Ia Terre vue de Iespace). G. A. Proca 
(ESA, Space Documentation Service, Frascati, Italy). ES4 Bulleti, 
no. 13, May 1978, p. 47-51. In French. 
The Line Earthnet Data Availability (LEDA) system created by 
the Space Documentation Service of the ESA is described. LEDA is a 
data bank which can be interrogated in real time and in conversa.. 
tional mode by means of terminals connected to the SDS computer.
The data acquired can be applied to the interpretation of space 
images. The scope of data and operations available isexplained. M.L. 
RS78-6-217 
A78-44571 Thermal detectors. E. H.Putley (Royal Signals
and Radar Establishment. Malvern, Worcs., England). In: Optical andinfrared detectors. (A78-44569 19-35) Berlin and New York, 
Springer-Verlag, 1977, P. 71- 100 .8 1 refs. 
In thermal detectors, the energy of the absorbed radiation raises 
the temperature of the detecting element. This increase in tempera. 
-sure will cause changes in the temperature dependent properties ofthe detector. The radiation is detected by monitoring these changes.
The basic principles of operation of a thermal detector are 
considered and a description is presented of the various devices 
are used as thermal detectors. The thermopile, one of the 
for use in thermal imaging systems operating in either the -5oldestforuseinthemaimgig sstms peatig n ethr te 5 
micrometer or 8-12 micrometer atmospheric windows. At present 
the number of detectors used in IR imaging systems is limited by the 
requirement to connect each detector to its own preamplifier. It is 
hoped that the use of charge transfer devices (principally charge 
coupled devices, CCDs. and charge mijection devices, ClODs)at ornear 
the focal plane for multiplexing and signal processing will make 
practical IR focal planes with thousands of IRdetectors There exists 
a wide variety of approaches to the use of charge transfer devices in 
infrared focal planes. Five high packing density, high auantum 
efficiency, approaches appropriate for series-parallel -can are dis-
cussed. Attention is given to IR sensitive CCD, direct injection(hybrid), direct injection (extrinsic silicon), the accumulation mode (extrinsic silicon), and infrared sensitive CID with silicon CCD signal
processing. G.R. 
RS 78-6-215 
A78-43338 d Interpretation techniques for X-band SLAR. J. 
T. Parry (McGill University, Montreal, Canada). In: Canadian 
Symposium on Remote Sensing, 4th, Quebec, Canada, May 18-18,
1977, 	Proceedings (A78-43303 19-43) Ottawa, Canadian Aeronau­
3 76 3 94
 tics and Space Institute, 1977, p. - . 22 refs. 
The operation and interpretation of X-ray side-looking airborne 
radar (SLAR) ae discussed with reference to both real aperture and 
synthetic aperture conigurations. Operational parameters associated 
with the aircraft flight and the raoar equipment are reviewed. Limits 
to SLAR performance are identified, including range display, swath 
width, scale, and resolution. The terrain features which influence 
radar return are considered, noting the conductivity and dielectric 
constant of the ground, surface geometry, local surface roughness,
relief, and slope. Procedures for SLAR imagery interpretation, 
consicering tone, speckle, texture, size, shape, shadow, and associa-
tion, are outlined. 	 S.C.S. 
infrared detectors, is still widely used. In its latest form, as 
thin film thermopile, it is employed in space instrumentation.tin il th se n t th emloyed ih space nreated 
Attention is also given to the bolomoter, the Golay cell and relateddetectors, the pyroelectric detector, a device employing an optical 
lever developed by Jones and Richards (1959), and studiesconcerm. 
ing a utilization of the Nemst effect in suitable semiconductors. The 
use of thermal detectors in infrared imaging systems is also discussed.G.R. 
RS78-6-218 
A78-48004 Remote sensing on ashoestring. S. L. Richard. 
son Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote Sensing, vol. 44, 
Aug 1978, p. 1027-1032 6 refs. 
The paer describes a multispectral photovIewer, based on theprinciple of additive light, that can be built at acost of $20. Two 
photos of the original are viewed simultaneously through two 
different color filters, and the images are superposed. Materials 
needed include abeam splitting mirror, a5 x 5 inch mirror, coloredacetate, and possibly some gelatin filters. Although the principle can 
be extended to three colors, experiments have shown that additional 
colors do not yield better images or informational content. .P.T.H, 
RS78-6-219 
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A78-43637 An experimental radar device for the observa. 
tion of the earth from an aircraft (Ein Experimental-Radargerat zur 
Erdbebachtung vom Flugzeug aus). F. Schlude (Deutsche 
Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fur Luft- und Raumfahrt, Institut 
fMr Flugfunk und Mikrowellen, Oberpfaffenhofen. West Germany).
Afidrnessuog und Lufrbldvesen, vol. 46, July 1, 1978, p. 123-131. 
In German. 
Remote sensing data in the optical, infrared, and microwave 
range have become indispensible for a number of scientific investiga­
trons. The importance of the microwave sensor has increased in 
recent years in connection with its all-weather capability, which is 
vital for the geographical latitudes of Central Europe Currentlimitations regarding the use of the microwave sensor are related to 
technological problems. In connection with the clearly recognized 
European need for a suitable microwave sensor, West Germany wants 
to improve the technology related to the microwave remote sensing 
of 'he e3rih it is pla ei o r;ov.,Z -zr: ,a -s -, oper~tional 
satellite sensor system dunn :,e nit " 3Acroarm tro 
implementing this oulective isoeing prepareo The rirst tvp taken in 
this connection was the design of a cost-efficient experimental radar 
net ,e ro tne ouses vation Or tle ear in I om an , o.,, -a,- 1L 
ii.:orinaatio: regaining le ooseivatioin o, tne Ca-th .- i lat., ,a 
considered and a survey is provided regarding the performance of the 
new device, taking into account the first results G.R. 
194 
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A78-41183 Map intensification from small format camera 
photography. R. 0. Spencer (Victoria Forests Commission, Mel-
bourne, Australia). Photogrammetrc Engineering and Remote 
Sensing, vol. 44, June 1978, p. 697-707. 14refs. 
The use of light, low-performance aircraft and 70mm or 35mm 
cameras with wide-angle lenses provides an economical means of 
obtaining current photographs for mapping plantation extensions. 
Increasing the aircraft ceiling to permit photo coverage with 
narrow-angle lenses or adopting automated camera assemblies, can 
make the man updating process even more efficient. Mapping 4.000 
hectares of plantation extensions was found to involve a budget in 
which 13% of the expenses were for aircraft hire, 16% for 
photography, and 71% for map compilation. Photographic intensifi-
cation of maps through use of small-format cameras may cost less 
than half the amount required for field surveys, and involve oneteth ton fi themoureird ofor fd s , ad i e oFOV 
tenth to one fifth the number of man-days. J M.. 
RS 78-6-221 
A78-45750 * Central swath mapping by a future satellite-
borne fan-beam microwave scatteromater for inferring global ocean 
wind fields. K. Tomiyasu (General Electric Co , Valley Forge Space 
Center, Philadelphia, Paj. IEEE Journal of Oceanic Engineering, vol. 
OE-3, July 1978, p 70-72.6 refs. Contract No. NAS1-14173. 
The Seasat-A satellite scatterometer is a microwave sensor 
designed to provide a capability for mapping the global ocean surface 
wind speed and direction. Four fan beams whose major axes are 
oriented at - or - 45 deg and - or - 135 deg to the flight vector cover 
a swath width of 1900 km, but a central region remains that is 
inadequately mapped. In this paper, two additional fan beams for a 
future scatterometer are suggested which provide more complete
coverageof thecentral region. (Author) 
RS 78-6-222 
A76-44573 Photoemissive detectors. H. R. Zwicker (MIT.Lexington. Mass.). In: Optical and infrared detectors. (A78-44569 19-35) Berlin and New York, Spinger-Vaeg, 1977, p,
149-196. 171 refs. 
General detector applications for which photoemissve devices 
are uniquely suited are related to the detection of low-intensity 
signals, the high-speed detection of low-level signals, and the 
acquisition of high resolution spatial information (imaging). The ease 
wih which fast, high gain, low noise amplification can be incorpbrat-
ed within the detector by use of an integral electron multiplier is a 
major advantage of photoemissive (photoelectron emitting) detectors 
over other detection devices. A second advantage is the ease with 
which uniform, large-area detector surfaces can be fabricated. A 
major limitation is the restricted range of the spectrum over which 
response can be obtained. Classical and negative electron affinity 
types of photoemissive surfaces are considered. A description of the 
photoemission process is pesented, taking into account the funda-
menials of electron escape energy, the escape-energy parameters for 
metals and semiconductors, and the thresholds of various materials. 
G.R. 
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N78-29424ff Barnes Engineering Co. Waltham. Mass 
ADVANCED MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER (AMS) STUDY 
Final Report 
30 Jun 1978 217 p refs 
(Contract NAS9-15323 Proi 2738) (NASA-CR-151753. MA-183TY Avail NTIS HC AIO/MF AOl 
CSCL 14B 
The status of aircraft multispectral scanner technology was 
accessed in order so develop preliminary design specifications 
for an advanced instrument to be used for remote sensing data 
collection by aircraft in the 1980 time frame The system designed 
provides a no-moving parts multispectral scanning capability 
through the exploitation of linear array charge coupled device 
technology and advanced electronic signal processing techniques 
Major advantages include: 10-1 V/H rate capability. 120 degat V/H = 0 25 rad/sec; I to 2 rad resoluton: high sensitivity. 
. large dynamic range capability, geometric fidelity; roll compensa­
tion; modularity- long life: and 24 channel data acquisition 
capability. The field flattening techniques of the optical design 
allow wide field view to be achieved at fast fjnos for both the 
long and short wavelength regions Tne digital signal averaging 
technique permits maximization of signal to noise performance 
over the entire V/H rate range A 3.H 
RS78-6-224 
N78-27904' National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
DEVICE FOR MEASURING THE CONTOUR OF A SURFACE 
Patent 
Ernest E. Butcher. Stephen J Katzberg. and William L Kelly. 
IV. inventors Ito NASA) Issued 9 May 1978 6 p Filed 8 Nov1976 Supersedes N77-10497 (15 - 01. p 0069)(NASA-Case-LAR- 11869:1 US-Patent-4 088.408; 
US-Patent-Appl-SN-740165. US-Patent-Class-366-120. 
US-Patent-Class-366-167) CSCL 20F 
Light from a source is imaged by a lens onto a surface so 
that the energy from the source is concentrated into a spot As 
the spot across the surfa~e is scanned, the surface moves relat;, 
to the point of perfect focus When the surface moves awayfrom perfect focus the spot increases in size. while the total 
energy in the spot remains virtually constant The lens then 
reimages the light reflected by the surface Onto two detectors 
through two different sized aperures The light energy going tothe two detectors is separated by a beam splitter This second 
path of the light energy through the lens furher defocuses the 
spot. but as a result of the different sizes of the apertures in 
each light detector path. the amount of defocus for each ;7 
different The ratio of the outputs of the two detectors which 
are indicative of the contour of the surface is obtained by a 
divider Official Gazette of the U.S Patent Office 
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N78-28145 q Environmental Research Inst. Moose. Wyo 
ASSESSMENT OF NEEDS FOR SATELUTE TRACKING OF 
BIRDS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR EXPEDITING A PRO-
GRAM Final Repot, Mar. 1976 - Feb. 1978 
Fron., C Cta g~b;z;, Jr Mir 1V7Z 61 p refs 
iGrant NsG-2157) 
;NASA-CR-152168) Avail. NTIS HC AOS/MF A01 CSCL 
22A
 
Equipment development and testing, animal-instrument 
,natrphase or attachment methods, and the evaluation of various 
easibility-tracking experiments with raptors are descnbed as well 
as suggestions for expediting a future program. Results of 
an:mal-instrument interphases work indicate that large free-flying 
airds can be successfully instrumented with radio packages 
comparable in weight to satellite-transmitter packages- The 
401 MHz frequency proved satisfactory for a combination of 
satellite and ground tracking of migrating birds Tests run for 
nearly a year with the Nimbus 6 satellite and a miniaturized. 
:ne-watt prototype RAMS transmitter produced encouraging
.suits in regard to location accuracy, frequency of contact with 
satellite and use of whip antennas. A future program is 
'ecommendeo with priority given to oevelopment of six operational 
transmiters for feasibility expenments. A RH. 
i95S 
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N76-27742 Nebraska Univ Lincoln 
DEVELOPMENT OF A SINGLE-UNIT. MULTIOUTPUT 
SENSING ELEMENT IN A FORCE PLATFORM FOR USE 
IN BIOMECHANICS APPLICATIONS PhD. Thesis 
William Edward Handy 1977 289 p 
Avail Univ Microfilms Order No 7809165 
The platform aan be used to determine the three orthogonal 
components of a force applied to itthe two-dimensional location 
of the force and the torque about the vertical axis Force 
components are directly proportional to strain outputs Position 
and torque must be calculated, from measured quantities The 
sensing element was constructed from a 24-inch square by 
1 5-inch thick aluminum plate Slots in the plate form four sensing 
beam-s and a torque-sensng cross A top walk plate is attached 
at the center of the element The element is supported at the 
four outside corners A load applied to the top plate is transferred 
through the torque sensing cross to each of the two pairs of 
opposed load-sensing beams in sequence Sixty-four strain gages 
are mounted on the four load-sensing beams and the torque-
sensing cross to forn, the six multi-gage-arm bridgesDissert Abstr 
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N78-29548 Deutsche Forschungs-.und Versuchsanstalt fuer 
Luft- und Raumfahrt. Oberpfaffenhofen (West Germany) Inst. 
fuirDynarlik drr Fluosvsteme 
THE COVtRftGE BEHAVIOR Or CJ;AT FOR SOME 
SELECIfED REtl-fS OF Tiie iiE _-:c;aX.XtUNGS-,f"t 

VERHALTEN DES ERDSAT FUER EINIGE AUSGEWAEHLTE 
GEBIETE AUF DER ERDOBERFLAECHEJ 
E F Jochim Mar 1978 72 p refs In GERMAN. ENGLISH 
summary Report will also be announced as translation 
(ESA--f-494) . 
(DLR.8-552-78/l) Avail, NTIS HC A04/MF AOl 
The coverage behavior of aproposed European remote sensing 
satellite was investigated for each of its onboard sensors for 
Europe. the Amazon Basin. Indonesia and Brazil The proposed 
satellitewll carry a multispectral scanner and a microwave sensor 
It is concluded that the satellite orbit can be optimal only for 
one sensor for one region on the earth ESA 
RS 78-6-22 8 
N78-27405-# National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
loocard SpaceFlight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
ENGINEERING A LASER REMOTE SENSOR FOR ATMOS-
?HERIC PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE 
-ames Edward Kalshoven. Jr. and Charles Laurence Korb Apr. 
'978 19 p
':ASA-TM-79538) Avail. NTIS HC A02/MF AOl CSCL 20E 
A system for the remote sensing of atmospheric pressure 
aid temperature is described. Resonant lines in the 7600 
Angstrom oxygen A band region are used and an organic dye 
aser beam is tuned to measure line absorption changes with 
tamperature or pressure A reference beam outside this band is 
'so transmitted for calibration Using lidar techniques, profiling 
C: these parameters with altitude can be accomplished. Author 
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N78-28S79t0 Ocean Data Systems Inc. Monterey. Calif. 
ATMOSPHERIC MODEL DEVELOPMENT IN SUPPORT OF, 
SEASAT. VOLUME 1: SUMMARY OF FINDINGS Final 
Technical Report 
Philip G. Kesel 30 Sep. 1977 303 p Prepared for JPL 
5 Vol. 
(Contracts NAS7-10O. JPL-954668) 
(NASA-CR-157327) Avail. NTIS HC A14/MF A01 CSCL 
22A 
Atmosphenc analysis and prediction models of varying (gnd) 
resolution were developed The models were tested using real 
observational data for the purpose of assessing the impact of 
gnd resolution on short range numerical weather prediction. The 
discretionary model procedures were examined so that the 
computational viability of SEASAT data might be enhanced during 
the conduct of (future sensitivity tests. The analysis effort covers 
(1) examining the procedures for allowing data to influence the 
analysis. (2) examining the effects of varying the weights in the 
analysis procedure; (3) testing and implementing procedures for 
solving the minimization equation in an optimal way. (4) describing 
the impact of grid resolution on analysis, and (5) devising and 
implementing numerous practical solutions to analysis problems.generally. G.Y. 
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N78-2E583A# Ocean Data Systems. Inc. Monterey, Calif. 
ATMOSPHERIC MODEL DEVELOPMENT IN SUPPORT OF 
SEASAT. VOLUME 5: TEST RESULTS WITH FINE-MESH 
(187.BY 187 BY 10) MODEL Final Technical Report 
Philip G. Kesel 30 Sep 1977 73 p Prepared for JPL 
S Vol. 
(Contracts NAS7-100: JPL-954668) 
(NASA-CR-157331) Avail NTIS HC AO4/MF AOl CSCL 
22A 
A model (187 x 187 grid with ten layers) was used to 
produce a 24 hour forecast using initial conditions for 12007. 
20 May 1976. This forecast was compared to its five layer 
counterpart on the 187 x 187 grid and to its 63 x 63 coarse 
mesh counterpart having,the same number of-layers. Increases 
in horizontal resolution lead to significant differences in a one 
day forecast Many of these differences represent improvements 
Increases in vertical resolution tend to produce smaller impacts 
on the forecast, except in the region near and above the 
tropopause. The effect on forecast precipitation is in the 10-20% 
range, as opposed to the 100% for increases in the horizontal 
resolution. With respect to model energetics (kinetic energy; square
vorticity, square divergence), the model tend to group according 
to horizontal resolution. The time variations of these parameters 
show that dynamic initialization is needed to. (1) minimize 
initialization shock; and (2) stabilize the model context to prevent 
wash-out of small scale information during the adjustment period 
(first 6-12 fo-ecast hours). GY. 
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N78-21I800# Ocean Data Systems, Inc, Monterey. Calf 
ATMOSPHERIC MODEL DEVELOPMs.IEnT IN SUPPORT OF 
SEASAT. VOLUME 2: ANALYSIS MODELS Final Technical 
Report
Rodger A. Langland 30 Sep. 1977 153 p refs Prepared for
 
JPL 5 Vol.
 (Contracts NAS7-100. JPL-954S68) 
(NASA-CR-57328) Avail NTIS HC AOS/MF AOl CSCL 22A 
As part of the SEASAT program of NASA. two sets of 
analysis programs were developed for the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory One set of programs produce 63 x 63 horizontal 
mesh analyses on a polar stereographic grid The other set 
produces 187 x 187 third mesh analyses. The parameters analyzed 
include sea surface temperature, sea level pressure and twelve 
levels of upper air temperature, height and wind analyses. The 
analysis output is used to initialize the primitive equation forecast 
models. G.Y. 
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N78:'28582*# Ocean Data Systems, Inc. Monterey, Caif. 
ATMOSPHERIC MODEL DEVELOPMENT IN SUPPORT OF 
SEASAT. VOLUME 4: FORECAST MODEL SENSITIVITY 
STUDY Finrl'Technical Report 
Howard L Lewit 30 Sep. 1977 183 p Prepared for JPL 
5 Vol. 
(Contracts NAS7-100: JPL-954668) 
(NASA-CR-157330) Avail: NTIS HC A09/MF AOl CSCL 
22A 
Atmospheric analysis and prediction models of varying (gnd)
resolution were developed. The models were tested using real 
observational data for the purpose of assessing the impact of 
grid resolution on short range numerical weather prediction. The 
work statement was amended to include the performance of 
sensitivity tests using a coarse mesh (63 x 63 x 5 level) prediction 
model in order to identify and order factors which might mask 
or impair the utility of SEASAT data on short range weather 
prediction. Such factors included- initial conditions: topography, 
surface friction; latent heating, diffusion of momentum and 
temperature: and computational devices such as tendency 
truncators. pressure smoothers. and temporal filters G.Y. 
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N78-27488t# National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Goddard Space Flight Center Greenbelt Md 
A PROPOSED TEST AREA FOR THE SPACEBORNE 
GEODYNAMIC RANGING SYSTEM 
Paul D Lowman. Jr Jul 1978 15 p refs Presented at the 
SGRS Spaceborne Laser Ranging Workshop. Texas Univ. Austin. 
17-21 Jul 1978 
(NASA-TM-79592) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF AOl CSCL 088 
Precise geodetic measurements are proposed in which an 
orbiting laser obtains intersite distance between retroreflectors 
25 to 100 km apart on the ground The recommended area is 
a rectangle 200 by 400 km in southern California aid adtacept
Nevada. trending northeast It includes the entire width of the 
San Andreas fault zone the Garlock fault the thrust faults of 
the Transverse Ranges. and the active stiile-slip faults of the 
Mojave-Desert. G G 
RS78-6-234 
N7IMULATION OFDIOMo Syst . I. at A . SNSIM ULATION OF SADIOMETER DATA FROM A SPINJ 

Final Report
STABILIZED SATELLITE 
S. Rangaswamy Oct. 1'976 26 p refs
 
(Contract NAS5-22377)
(NASA-CR-156789) Avail NTIS 'HC A03/MF AOl CSCL 

04B
 
The effect of misregistration on cloud brightness threshold 
is investigated-by simulating radiometric data as observed from 
a spin stabilized syrchronous satellite such as the SMS. Clouds 
were introduced randomly and a bidirectional reflectance modl 
was used to create radiance data from clouds and ocean A 
theoretical-and an empirical reflectance model were compared 
Author 
RS78-6-235 
N78-27485# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
Langley Research Center, Lahgley Station. Va. 
SEASAT-A SATELLITE SCATTEROMETER (SASS) VALIDA-
TION AND EXPERIMENT PLAN 
Lyle C Schroeder. ed May 1978 106 p refs 
(NASA-TM-78751 Avail- NTIS HC A06/MF AO CSCL 148 
This plan was generated by the SeaSat-A satellite scatterome-
ter experiment team to define the pre-and post-launch activities 
necessary to Conduct sensor validation and geophysical evaluation. 
Details included are an instrument and experiment description/ 
performance requirements. success criteria, constraints, mission 
requirements, data processing requirement and data analysis 
responsibilities. J A M. 
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N7-2142#y Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst. Troy. N Y. School 
of Engineeing
PROCEDURES FOR THE INTERPRETATION AND USE OF 
ELEVATION SCANNING LASER/MULTI-SENSOR DATA 
FOR SHORT RANGE HAZARD DETECTION AND AVOID-
ANCE FOR AN AUTONOMOUS PLANETARY ROVER 
N. Troiani and S Yerazunis Jul. 1978 107 p refs 
(Grant NsG-7369) 
(NASA-CR-1 57337; "RPI-TR-MP-57) Avail: NTIS 
HC AOS/MF AOl CSCL 228 
An autonomous roving scxence vehicle that relies on terrain 
data acquired by a hierarchy of sensors for navigation was one 
method of carrying out such a mission The hierarchy of sensors 
included a short range sensor with sufficient resolution to detect 
every possible obstacle and with the ability to make fast and 
reliable terrain characterizations A multilaser. multidetector 
triangulation system was proposed as a short range-sensor- The 
general system was studied to determine its perception caoabilities 
and limitations. A specific rover and low resolution sensor system 
was then considered. After studying the data obtained, a-hazard 
detection algorithm was developed that accounts for all pos­
sible terrains given the sensor resolution Computer simulation
of the rover on various terrains was used -to test the entirehazard detection system. J.A M 
RS 78-6-237 
N78-29536*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
 
Washington, D C.
 
SOYUZ22: NEW CONTRIBUTIONTO EARTH STUDY FROM
 
SPACE 
L A. Vedeshin. V. V. Ivanov. and Ye-D. Sulidi-Kondratyev Oct 
1977 9 p Transl. into ENGLISH from Priroda (USSR). no 3,-
Mar 1977 p 20-23 Original language doc announced as 
N77-28559 Original doec Prep. by Interkosmos Council. Academy 
of Sciences. USSR Transl by Transemantics. Inc. Washington.
0 C (Contract NASw-2792)
(NASA-TM-75055) Avad NTIS HC A02/MF AOl CSCL 058
 
The mission of space flignt Soyuz-22 was to develop new 
and improved methods and means for finding tthe Earth's natural 
resources from outer space to aid the economy. With the help 
of the new multspectrat space camera. MKF-6, the cosmonauts 
were able to photograph selected areas of U SS R and the 
German Democratic Republic in 4 visible and 2 infrared regions 
of the spectrum The MKF-6 can simultaneously photograph areas 
in 6 spectral regions and register both the natural electromagneticradiation of surface objects and the solar radiation reflected bythem LS 
RS78-6-238 
N78-28581*# Ocean Pate Systems, Inc. Monterey. Calif. 
ATMOSPHERIC MODEL DEVEIOPMENT IN SUPPORT OF 
SEASAT. VOLUME 3: PREDICTION MODELS Final 
TechnTa Vot 
Technical Report 
JPL 5 VOL 
(Contracts NAS7-100. JPL-964668)
(NASA-CR-157329) Avail: NTIS HC A08/MF AOl CSCL
 
22A 
As part of the SEASAT program of NASA a set of four 
hemispheric, atmospheric models are developed. The four models 
use a polar stereographic grid in the horizontal and a sigma 
coordinate in the vertical Conservation forms of the difference 
equations are integrated using either a fifteen or four minute 
time step on a 381 km or 127 km grid (at 60 deg N) for the 
63 x 63 or '187 x 187 models respectively. A nonlinear pressure 
smoother is used along with momentum and temperature 
diffusion to help control computational noise. The horizontal 
boundary conditions are insulated slippery walls. Centered time 
diferencing with time averaging of the pressure gradient f6rce 
term in the momentum equations is used. Robert time filtering 
on of the temperature and moisture solutions is used for 
computational stability. The moisture and heat source/sink terms 
are modeled Terms representing -evaporation and large scale 
condensation, sensible heat exchange, parameterized cumulus 
convection and precipitation, and solar and terrestrial radiation 
are included Initialization of the models is based on a pattern
conservation technique to obtain objective analysts of the state 
parameter structure from the surface to 50 mb GY. 
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N78-27496# Naval Surface Weapons Center. Dahlgren. Va 
NSWC/DL FILTERING OF GEOS-3 RADAR ALTIMETRY 
DATA Final Report 
G B 
refs 
West. T. I Hicks. and R B. Manrique Nov. 1977 54 p 
'AD-A053957: NSWC/DL-TR-3686) Avail: NTIS 
iC A04/MF AO1 CSCL 22/2 
The along-track geoud heights and vertical deflections over 
the oceans are estimated by a Wiener filter based on The Analytic
Sciences Corporation (TASC) Model with pre-filter parameters 
derived from an analysis of the GEOS-3 satellite radar altimetry
iata A study of 81 passes (716 intersections) of the radar 
altimetry catm from the Perth. Australia telemetry site shows a 
mean geoid height difference of 075 m and a standard deviation 
of 233 m before bias removal, and a mean geoid height of 
-006 m and a standard deviation of 053 m after bias removal. 
Tne geoidal contours derived from this data reveal known geoidal 
features in regions where ship surveys are available, 
Author (GRA) 
RS 7 8- 6- 24 0 
ANALYSIS OF LASER FLUOROSENSOR 

SYSTEMS FOR REMOTE ALGAE DETECTION 

ANY) QUALIFICATION, 

National Aeronautics and Space Asministration, 

Langley Station, VA. Langley Research Center. 

E V. Browell.
 
Available from the National Technical Informa. 
tion Service, Springfield, VA 22161 as N77-26480,
Price codes- A03 in paper copy, A01 in microfiche.NASA Technical Note D-8447, June 1977. 39 p, 16 
fig. 5 tab, 30 ref. 176-20-32-07. 
Desenptors: 'Pollutanttidentificatiod, 
-Lasers. 
"Fluoroscnsors. 'Algae. 'Remote sensing,
*Chlorophyll. Fluorescence, Primary productivi-
ty. Rhodophyta, Chlorophyt, Cyanophyt.Phaeophyta. 
The development and use of single- and multiple.
wavelength laser fluorosensor systems in remote 
detection and quantification of algae are 
discussed, as well as the importance of algae and 
algal measurements, and the spectral charac­teristics of algae. An equation for fluorescence 
power received by a laser fluorosensor system is 
derived indetail; results differ by as much as a fac-
torof 10 from those reported by other studies. The 
multipIe-wavelengih system iscapable of selectivi-
ty exciting algae in the four primary algal color 
groups: green, golden-brown, red, and blue-green 
A comprehensive error analysis is reported which
evaluates tie uncertainty in reote determination of 
chlorophyll-a concentration by laser fluorosensor 
systems. Factors which can greatly affcct thefluorescence cross-section of algae include long-
and short-run light history, and nutrient and age 
effects. Results of the error analysts indicate that 
remote quantification of chlorophyll-a by a laser 
fluoroseqnsor system requires optimum excsation 
wavelengths, remote measurement of marine at-
tenuation coefficients, and supplemental snstru-
meitation. In these systems, the laser excites the
ch'orophll-a pigment in the algae, and a cal-locaped hyl-o e receiver detects the emitted 
fluorescence at 685 rm. The system can e used as 
night and when there is a hic-altitude cloud 
cover, and can dsnguish the hgal color groups, 
in contrast to passive techniques relying on sps-
nal characteristcs of reflected sunligh (Lypc-
Wisconsin) osch-
W78-09166 
OBSERVATIONS OF COASTAL WATER SUR-
FACE CURRENTS USNG AN AIRBORNE IN-
ERTIAL SIGIITING SYSTEM, 
Department of the Environment, Victoria (British 
Columbia) Inst. of Ocean Sciences. 
J. F. R. Dower, and B. i. Oliver.
 
Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol 83. No. C4,
 
p 1941-1946, April2o, 1978.4fig, 1tab, 7 ref.
 
Descriptors: *Remote sensing, *Aircraft, 'Ocean 
currents, eCoasts, Drifring(Aquatic), Navigation, 
Instrumentation, Equipment, Waste dumps. Spoil 
banks, Dredging, Circulation. Water circulation. 
Ocean circulation, Ocean currents. Oceanog­
raphy, Inertial navigations. 
This paper decribed the use of an inertial sighting 
system for measuring the position of surface water 
features from an aircraft Sight angle and naviga­
tiou data for any target sighted by the system
operator during flight were recorded and later 
were used to compute the target's position to an 
accuracy of about I m. The system makes use of 
a standard inertial navigation unit. The drift errors 
sherent in these units are correctd by making 
periodic sightings of reference targets. The system 
also has the capability of recording dam from a 
variety of other airborne sensors. This paper 
described the accuracy and limlitions of the 
system and discussed examples of measurements 
of position and movement of surface water fes­
tiresand drogues. (Sims-ISWS) 
W78-07994 
RS 78- 6-24 2 
THERMAL REMOTE SENSING CALIBRATION 
TECHNIQUES, 
Calspan Corp., Buffalo, NY. 
J.R.Schott.Available from the Nationala Technical Iniforma. 
tion Service, Springfield, VA 22161 as PE-269 471.Price codes: A06 in paper copy. A0l in microfsche. 
Report No. NYSERDA-75-22. Calspan NA-6019­
M-1. March 15, 1977. 97 p, 28 fig 7 tab, 23 ref, 7 
append. 
Descrptors: 'Water temperature. 'Remote 
teasing, "Aeral sensimg. Aircraft. 'Mfappirg,
*Data collections. Data transmission, Data 
processing. Analytical techniques. Statistics,
Radiometnc image calibration. *Radiometry, Sur­
face radiometric temperatures, Thermal mapping,
Thermal plumes, Thermal scanning. 
A technique for measuring water surface tempera­
lures from airborne platforms was developed and 
is demonstrated. A number of techniques were 
tested and evaluated to determine their suitability
and the precision with which surface water ten­
peratures could be measured from me air. Ap­
proaches considered were wholly airborne requir­
ig no ground tnthand thus represent a major dif­
ference from current approaches which require
ground data if true surface temperatures are to be 
calibrated. Data derived from boat measurements 
were compared. The mean of the absolute value ofthe difterences between the two data sets is 0.70F. 
with a standard deviation of 0.59F (63 poists con­
sadered), which compares quite favorably to a 
standard deviation of about 0 SF for successive 
measurements of the thermal data collected by the 
boat. Results indicate that wholly airborne moni­
toring and mapping of thermal plumes using the 
approaches described is an operational procedure 
with accuracies comparable to surface measure­
ments. The improved mapping and quality control 
procedures developed, when combined with the 
advances in the theoretical approach to the 
radiometric physics, enable rapid collection, anal­
ysis and product generation. This greatly
facilitates quantitative analysis in a rapid and cost 
effective manner Sufficient detail is given to 
serve as a guide for using the approachesdiscussed for collection, calibration or mapping of 
power plant thermal discharges. (Seip-IPA)
W78-08241 
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ID NO.- E1780862395 862395
 
AIRBORNE MOt:ITORING OF SURFACE WATER POLLUTANTS BY
 
FLUORESCENCE SPECTROSCOPY.
 
Bristow. M. P. F.
 
-Mines & Resoup, Can Cent for Remote.-Sensing, Ottawa, Ont
 
Remote Sensing Environ v 7 n 2 Apr 1978 p 105-127 CODEN;
 
RSEEA7
 
DESCRIPTORS: ('WATER POLLUTION. *onitoring), SPECTROSCOPY,
 
EMISSION. REMOTE SENSING, FLUORESCENCE,
 
CARD ALERT: 405, 453, 741, 742, 931
 
An airborne laserfluorosensor has been used to record
 
fluorescence profiles of a controlled oi- spill and of the
 
river effluent from a pulp and paper mill. A -pulsed.

ultraviolet laser is used as the excitation source in
 
conjunction with a telesope receiver and photomultiplier
 
detector. The complete system, including power supplies and
 
monitoring and recording equipment, was installed and flown on
 
a Canadian Forces DC-3 aircraft. The fluorscence profiles
 
exhibited excellent signal-towtnoise ratios and ground

resolutibn, thereby providing -fop good discrimination between
 
targets of dif-ferent fluorescence quantum efficiency. By

making a number of passes over a particular target area, it is
 
shown-how the measured fluorescence profiles demonstrate. the
 
manner in which the target changes both in space and time. 13
 
refs.
 
RS,78-6-244 
ID NO.- E1780752996 '852996
 
SPECTRORADtOMETER FOR AIRBORNE REMOTE SENSING.
 
Chiu. Hong-Yee: Coi-lins. William
 
NASA/Inst for Space Stud. New York, NY
 
_Photoqramm Enq Remote Sensing v 44 n 4 Apr 1978 p 507-517
 
CODEN: PERSOV
 
,DESCRIPTORS: *REMOTE SENSING, RADIOMETERS,
 
IDENTIFIERS: SPECTRORADIOMETER
 
CARD ALERT: 405. 742,. 941. 944
 
Sensor desion and calibration, and applications to geologic

mapping of altered rock. to vegetation canopy studies, and to
 
water body studies, are described. 11 refs.
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ID NO.- EI780858236 858236
 
PULSED RADAR ME-THOD OP MEASURING ICE-COVER THICKNESS.
 
Chizhov. A, N.: Glushnev. V. G..; Slutsker. B. D.
 
State Hydrol Inst. USSR
 
Sov Meteo-ol Hydrol n 4 1977 p 71-I5 CODEN: SMHYDK
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*ICE. *Measurements). -(RADAR, Measurement
 
Application). REMOTE SENSING.
 
IDENTIFIERS: PULSED RADAR
 
CARD ALERT: 443. 716, 941
 
The principles of a pulsed radar method for measuring the
 
thickness of ice on rivers. lakes, and reservoirs are 
discussed. A structural diagram of the experimental setup and 
its parameters ape given, as well as an analysis of results 
from testinq of the method on an airplane and a helicopter
 
over several rivers and lakes.
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POLARIMETER MEASURES SEA STATE CHARACTERISTICS USING EMITTED
 
INFRARED RADIATION.
 
Egan. W. G.: Hilgeman, T.
 
Grumman Aerosp Corp. Bethpage. NY
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th, Univ of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor, Apr 25-29 1977. Pub] by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 635-644 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS:- ('OCEANOGRAPHY, *Aemote Sensing). POLARIMETERS.
 
INFRARED RADIATION,
 
IDENTIFIERS: SEA STATE CHARACTERISTICS
 
CARD ALERT: 471, 741, 941
 
An infrared polarimeter. capable of operating-between I and
 
12 micrometers wavelength, has been used to measure the
 
polarization of emitted radiation from the sea. The observed
 
polarization at 10. 6 micrometers from a smooth-sea was found
 
to be positive. indicating the dominance of reflected infrared
 
sky radiation over the emitted. With the appearance of waves.
 
the percent polarization increased, as expected, for a zenith
 
angle well above the Brewster angle for water. This is
 
qualitatively in accordance with.a model presented to explain
 
the behavior. Initial analyses indicate that the polarized
 
components of the sea's emitted and reflected radiation are
 
affected by type and di-rection of waves, angle of viewing, and
 
foam.. Refs.
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ID NO.- EI780969614 869614
 
MICROWAVE CHARACTERISTIQS.OF SNOW.
 
Ellerbruch. D. A.; Little, W. E.;- Boyne, H. S.; Bachman, D.
 
D.
 
NBS, Boulder. Colo
 
Proc West Snow Conf 45th Annu Meet. Albuquerque, NM. Apr
 
18-21 1977, Pub] by West Snow Conf, Spokane, Wash, 1977 p
 
68-74 CODEN: PWSCA9
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*SNOW AND SNOWFALL. *Research), MICROWAVES.'
 
REMOTE SENSING.
 
CARD ALERT: 443, 711, 732
 
The objective of this -program is to develop- a better
 
fundamental understanding of microwave signal-snow material
 
interaction. Microwave signals nondestructively, penetrate
 
snow, but they are modified by the material properties of snow
 
(density, moisture content, resistance, temperature, etc. ).
 
There is a distinct possibility of developing miniaturized
 
microwave instrumentation to remotely sense and measure those
 
undisturbed snow properties as a function of depth. 12 refs.
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ID NG.-'EI780860835 860835
 
SIMULATOR FOR REMOTE SENSING AND ITS APPLICATION TO SOIL
 
MOISTURE MEASUREMENTS.
 
Genda, Hidesaburo: Okayama. Hiroshi
 
Chiba Univ. Inst of Color Technol', Dep of Remote Sensing
 
Image
 
Appl Opt v 17 n S Mar 1 1978 p 807-813 CODEN: APOPAI
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*REMOTE SENSING, *Instruments), (SOILS,
 
Moisture Determination).
 
CARD ALERT: 483, 9 1
 
It is of great significance to experiment with a simulator
 
for remote sensing to confirm the properties and meaning of
 
remote-sensed information and to forecast certain phenomena.
 
This paper describes a simulator for remote sensing. The
 
simulator, suitable for the measurement of soil moisture,
 
consists of an optical source, a polarimeter, orbital guides
 
for them, and a sample stage. SiC and MgO were used as soil
 
models. The moisture in beach sand was also estimated. The
 
degree of polapizat.on increases with the moisture content and
 
particle size of the sample. The field capacity point of each
 
sample is determined by means of the polarimeter. 8 refs.
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ID NO.- E1780752997 852997
 
GENERALIZED METHOD FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEILLANCE BY REMOTE
 
PROBING.
 
Gjessing. Daa T,
 
Norw Def Res Establ. Kjeller
 
Radio Sci v 13 n 2 Mar-Aor 1978 p 233-244 CODEN: RASCAD
 
DESCRIPTORS: sREMOTE SENSING, ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING,
 
IDENTIFIERS: ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEILLANCE
 
CARD ALERT: 711. 716, 901
 
A set of unified detection-methods is proposed which may
 
conceivably have an impact on several application areas
 
(environmental surveillance, detection/identlf,'cation of
 
specific objects). The basic principle is the following: Most
 
of t'he existing detection/identification systems do not make
 
optimum use of all the a priori information that one generally
 
is in possession of with regard to the target of interest..
 
Knowing the geometrical shape of the target of interest and
 
its molecular surface structure Ce. g. , structure of paint).
 
an illumination function can be structured (matched filter
 
concept4 which gives optimum system sensitivity (minimum
receiver bandwidth) with respecx to the target of interest at 
the expense of -the sensitivity for background objects 
(interferents). Theoretical results are given for a limited 
number of geometrical objects and for two different molecular 
surface composi,tions. It is shown that the system sensitivity 
and ident-ification capability can be improved cqnsiderabl'y
using the suggested matched f.ilter illumination technique. 4 
refs.
 
RS78-6-250 
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METHOD CUTS ERROR IN RADIANT TUBE TEMPERATURE SENSING.
 
Grandfield, Stuart D.
 
Grandfield Assoc. Santa Barbara, Calif
 
Oil Gas J v 76 n 18 May 1 1978 p 68-70 CODEN: OIGJAV
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*PETROLEUM REFINERIES. *Temperature
 
Measurement), (FURNACES, INDUSTRIAL. Heat Exchangers), (HEAT
 
EXCHANGERS. Tubes). REMOTE SENSING,
 
CARD ALERT: 513,. 944, 616. 642. 732
 
Radiant furnace tube temperatures are difficult to
 
determine. Contact sensing can be difficult and in error. A
 
method is described that has been.developed to seiise such tube
 
temperatures without contact, and at less error. The
 
equatlons and a sample calculation show how to use the method.
 
RS78-6-251 
ID NO.- E1780754443 854443
 
USING CROSS-BOREHOLE ELECTROMAGNETIC PROBING TO LOCATE A
 
TUNNEL.
 
Lytle. R. J.: Lager. 0. L.; Lane. E. F.: Davis, 0. T.
 
Univ of Calif. Lawrence Livermore, Lab
 
US Dep Transp. (Rep) DOT/TST n 77-76 dan 1977 44 p CODEN:
 
USDT0F
 
DESCRIPTORS: (,TUNNELS AND TUNNELING. 'Construction), (SOILS
 
Surveys). (RADAR. Surveillance Application),

IDENTIFIERS: SITE EXPLORATION, ELECTROMAGNETIC PROBING
 
CARD ALERT: 401. 405, 483, 716
 
Experiments were made around a tunnel near Gold Hill,
 
Colorado. The tunnel was horizontally and vertically located
 
within three feet by the earth probing radar system described.
 
Theoretical and experimental studies of electromagnetic
 
interaction with the tunnel found that signal minima- can be
 
used to detect and locate the tunnel. These signal minima are
 
found on the transmission side of the tunnel, the side
 
opposite the signal transmitter. IS refs.
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INVESTIGATION OF THEMATIC MAPPER SPATIAL. RADIOMETRIC, AND
 
SPECTRAL RESOLUTION.
 
Morganstern. dames P.; Nalepka. Richard F.: Erickson, Jon D.
 
Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann Arbor
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th. Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. Pub] by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 693-701 CODEN: PISEOM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (-REMOTE SENSING, *Multispectral Scanners),
 
IMAGING TECHNIQUES,
 
IDENTIFIERS: THEMATIC MAPPERS. LANDSAT DATA
 
CARD ALERT: 716. 741, 723
 
The paper reports on a study to provide additional empirical
 
evidence for the definition of system specifications for the
 
Landsat Follow-On Thematic Mapper (TM) and other future space
 
multispectral scanner (MSS) sensor systems. Specific sensor
 
parameters addressed were spatial resolution, radiometric
 
sensitivity, and to a lesser deqree spectral bandwidths and
 
locations. The study used selected available aircraft MSS
 
data, characterized by narrow spectral bands, fine spatial
 
resolution, and high signal-to-noise, as the basis for
 
simul.ating spacecraft TM data of various spatial resolutions,
 
radiometric sensitivities, and sets of spectral bands. The
 
primary measure used in evaluating the effects of varying
 
spatial and radiometric resolutions was agricultural crop
 
mensuration accuracy using automatic (computer) information
 
extraction techniques.
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ID NO.- E1780854931 854931
 
ACCURACY CHECK OF A BALLOON PHOTOGRAMMETRIC SYSTEM.
 
Oshima, Taichi
 
Hosei Univ. Coll of Eng. Tokyo, dpn
 
Bull Coll Eng Hosei Univ n 13 Mar 1977 p 69-77 CODEN!
 
HDKSAY
 
DESCRIPTORS: (-AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY. -Applications),
 
PHOTOGRAMMETRY. Applications).
 
CARD ALERT: 405. 7-2
 
The aerial. photogrammetric technique is generally used for
 
topographic mapping. . But it has limitation on the points of
 
flying height. economy and required time. Nowadays large
 
scale mapping such as 1/50 and 1/1000 scale at the excavateo
 
sites of historical remains and monuments are increasingly
 
required and especially at the relatively narrow areas and
 
remote country sites. This paper discusses the balloon system
 
and their technical data, especially on the fundamental
 
experiments of accuracy check performed at the test area.
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SPACE RADAR SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS.
 
Ulaby_. F. T.: Bush. T. F.; Stiles. W. H.
 
Univ of Kans Cent for Res. Inc. Lawrence
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th. Univ of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. Pubil by Environ Res Inst of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 407-425. CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (-REMOTE SENSING. *Environmental Applications).
 
(RADAR. Imiagin Techniques). SATELLITES.
 
IDENTIFIERS: SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR. SEASAT-A
 
CARD ALERT: 716. 901, 741
 
SEASAT-A. scheduled for a 1978 launch, will carry the first
 
synthetic aperture imaging radar aboard a Space platform for
 
civilian purposes. The SEASAT-A system. now in the
 
construction stage. was designed primarily for oceanographic
 
studies. However. plans also call for the development of a
 
spaceborne imaqing radar for land applications. Specifications
 
for this system are not yet finalized. The purpose of this
 
paper irsto propose system specifications fop an imaging radar
 
whose primary objective is to provide useful information for
 
land applications including hydrology, agriculture and
 
geology. 10 refs.
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Imaqing Natural Materials with a Quasi-Microscope
 
Washington Univ.,. St. 'Louis. Mo. Dept. of Earth and Planetary
 
Sc ences.
 
Final Report. 1 dul. 1974 - 31 'Aug. 1977.
 
AUTHOR: Bragg. S.: Arvidson. R.
 
E0524K2 Fid: 14E. 17H. 8G. 3B, 48E. 48F. 54A. 63F, 825. 84B
 
ST'AR1602
 
4
31 Aug 77 7p
 
Rept No: NASA-CR-155250
 
Grant: NSG-1084
 
Monitor: 18
 
Abstract: A VikinO lander camera with auxillhary optics

mounted inside the dust post was evaluated to determine its
 
capability for imaging the inorqanic properties of qranular
 
materials. Durng.mission operations, prepared samples would
 
be delivered to a plate positioned within the camera',s field
 
of view and depth of focus. The auxiliary opt-ics would then
 
allow soil sampl's to be imaged wi.th an 11 pm pixel size in
 
the broad band (high resolution. black and white) mode, and a
 
33.pm pixel size tn the multispectral mode. The equipment wil­
be used to characterize: (1) the size distribution of grains
 
produced by iqneous (intrusive and extrusive) processes or by
 
shock metamorphism. (2) the size distribution resulting from
 
crushinq. chemical' alteration, or by hydraulic or aerodynamic
 
sorting: (3) -the shape and decree of grain roundness and
 
Surface texture induced by'mechanical and chemical alteration:
 
and (4) the mineralogy and chemistry of grains.
 
Descriptors: *Granular materials. *Imaging techniques.
 
"Microscopes. *Multispectral band.cameras. *Photomicrography.
 
Spectronhotometry. Infrared spectroscopy, Mineralogy.
 
Multi-spectral photography. Particle size distribution. Soils
 
Identifiers: *Soil analysis. *Mars probes. Multiband spectral
 
reconnaissance. Scientific satellites.,NTISNASA.
 
N78-11813/OST NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF AOl
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Synthetic Aperture Radar Image Processing Techniques
 
Development and Evaluation
 
Huqhe$ Aircraft Co Culver City Calif Display Systems and Human
 
Factors Dept (405763)
 
Final technical rept. Mar 76-Feb 77
 
AUTHOR: Draqavon. E. U.: Hershberger. M. L.; Whitt. R. J.
 
E0483G3 Fld: 171. 63H GRAI7806
 
13 7
 Oct 77 p
 
Rept No: HAC-P77-189. HAC-REF-D5676
 
Contract: F33615-76-C-1115
 
Project: 7622
 
Task: 01
 
Monitor: AFAL-TR-77-1"3
 
Original contains color plates: all DOC and NTIS.reproductions
 
will be in black and white.
 
Abstract: Synthetic aperture radar (SAn) has a dynamic range

much greater than displays used to present the radar qround
 
map video to human obseevers. This study program was
 
undertaken 
 to. explore techniques by which the information
 
contained within the large SAP dynamic range could be
 
presented to human observers. In the pursuit of this goal.
 
monochromatic adaptive gray shade transform. pseudocolor
 
encoding, and feature analytic techniques were examined.
 
Although some of the monochromatic and pseudocolor techniqgues
 
resulted in improved quality of SAn video images, the
 
improvement was judqed insufficient to justify implementation

of such techniques in real- or near-real-time SAP systems.

Feature analytic techniques used as automatic search.
 
detection, and cueing aids to human observers showed
 
considerable promise. and further work was recommended this
in 

area. (Author)
 
Descriptors: *Synthetic aperture radar. *Radar images, *Image

processing. Image intensification, Dynamic range, Human
 
factors engineering. Mathematical filters. Radar mapping
 
Identifiers: Fourier filters. 
 HAAR filters. Pseudocolor
 
technique. NTISDODXA
 
AD-A048 193/7ST NTIS Prices: PC A07/MF A01
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Design and Fabrication of Nosecone for WB-57F Aircraft Fitted
 
with APO-102A Stde Looking Radar
 
Hacking Labs.- Santa Clara. Calif.
 
Final Report.
 
'EO915J3 Fcd': 01C. 17, 51C, 63H STAR1606
 
Dec 77 104
 p

Rept NO: NASA-CR-151592
 
Contract: NAS9-15l89. HL PROJ. 22
 
Monitor: 1
 
Abstract: The design, fabrication. and testing of a nose cone
 
which included a radome fop a NASA WBrS7F high altitude
 
natural resources maping aircraft was reviewed. The plane was
 
fitted w~ith a APQ-102A side looking radar operating at 9.6
 
GHz. The radar is directed normally to the direction of the
 
flight and downward by a changeable angle, and it is assumed
 
that the axis of ,the plane will not deviate from this
 
direction by more than + or - 6,deg. The radome is required'to
 
subtend an angle of 160 deg centered 30 deg below the left
 
horizon.
 
Descriptors: *Earth resources survey aircraft. *Nose cones.
 
*Radomes. *Side-looking radar. Structural, engineering. Aerial
 
photography. Aerial reconnaissance, High altitude, Mapping.
 
Radome materials
 
Identifiers: B-57 aircraft. -WB-57F 'aircpaft, AN/APQ-102A.
 
NTISNASA
 
N78-15028/IST .NTISPpices: PC AO6/MF Aol
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Global Sensing of Gaseous and Aerosol Trace Species Using

Automated Instrumentation on 747 Airliners
 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Lewis Research
 
Center. Cleveland. Ohio.
 
AUTHOR: Perkins. P. J.; Papathakos. L. C.
 
E0714H3 ld: .O4A, 68A. SE STARI04
 
1977 lip

Rept No: NASA-TM-73810, E-9396
 
Monitor; 18
 
Conf-Peieted at 41 Joint tof. On shing -f .Envif6i..
bht!i
 
Pollutants, New Orleans. la., 6-11 Nov. 1977.
 
Abstract: The Global Atmospheric Sampling Program (GASP) - by

NASA is collecting and analyzing data on qaseous and aerosol
 
trace species in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere.
 
Measurements are obtained from automated systems instal-led 
 on
 
four 747 airliners flying global air routes. Advances,were
 
made in airborne sampling instrumentation. Improveo

instruments and analysis techniques are providing an expanding

data base for trace species including ozone, carbon monoxide.
 
water vapor. condensation nuclei and mass concentrations of
 
sulfates and nitrates. Simultaneous measurements of several
 
trace species obtained frequently can be used to unicuely

identify the source of 'the air mass as being typically

tropospheric or stratospheric. A quantitative understanding of
 
the tropospheric-stratospheric exchange processes leads to
 
better knowledge of the atmospheric impact of pollution

through the development of improved simulation models of the
 
atmosphere.
 
Descriptors: *Aerosols. *Stpatosphere, *Troposphere. Remote
 
sensing. Samp-ing. Concentration (Composition), Nitrates.
 
Ozone. Sulfates. Water vapor
 
Identifiers: Aerial surveys, *Trace elements, *Air pollution
 
samplinq, Particles, Atmospheric composition, Global-

Atmospheric Samplinq Program. NTISNASA
 
N76-13670/2ST NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF A01
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Tornado Identification from Analyses of Digital Radar Data
 
Air Force Inst of Tech Wriqht-Patterson AFB Ohio (012200)
 
MasteP's thesis
 
AUTHOR: Pittman. Donald Wayne
 
E046512 Fid: 4B. 171. 55C, 63H GRAI7806
 
Dec 76 104 p
 
-Rept No: AFIT-CI-78-9
 
Monitor: Is
 
Abstract: An investigation was conducted to determine whether
 
tornadoes presented a unique siqnature in analyses of digital

radar data from central Oklahoma during the Spving. The data
 
were collected by the 10-cm-WSR-57 radar at the National
 
Severe Storms Laboratory at Norman, Oklahoma. Three types of
 
numerical analyses were used in this study: constant-altitude
 
reflectivity maps (CAZM). total vertically-summed reflectivity
 
maps (TVSZ). and partial vertically-summed reflectivity maps

(PVSZ). with greatest emphasis placed on the PVSZ maps.
 
Presentations covering a -100-km square were constructed at
 
either 5 to 10 min intervals. From the analysis of three case
 
studies during during 1974 and 1975. that contained five
 
tornadoes, it was concluded that tornadoes did not produce a
 
sinqular identifying signature in analyses of digital radar
 
data, but rather produced a combination of features which
 
indicated, with a high probability, the presnce of a tornado.
 
Such features were the appearance of a small area of reduced
 
reflectivity known as a Bounded Weak-Echo Region (BWER), a
 
tilt of the core of the storm toward the BWER. and a rapid

decrease in the upper-level mass of the storm as indicated by
 
a rapid decrease in the reflectivity of the upper PVSZ.
 
Descriptors: *Radar signatures. *Tornadoes. *Target signatures
 
* Meteorological radar. Spring season. Radar mapping. Altitude
 
* Reflectivity. Vertical orientation, Experimental data.
 
TiLtmeters. Identification. Data processing. S band
 
Identifiers: NTISDODXA
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Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) Panchromatic Two-Camera Subsystem

for LANDSAT-C
 
RCA Astro-Etectronics Div.. Princeton. N. J.
 
Final Report.
 
E0522K1 Fld: 14E. 48!. 828 STAR1602
 
17 dun 77 189p
 
Rept No: NASA-CR-156639, AE-R-4231
 
Contract: NAS5-22350
 
Monitor: 18
 
Aostract: A two-inch Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) panchromatic
 
two camera Subsystem, together with spare components was
 
desianed and fabricated for the LANDSAT-C Satellite; the basis
 
for the design was the LANDSAT 1&2 RBV Camera System. The
 
purpose of the RBV Subsystem is to acquire high resolution
 
pictures of the Earth for a mapping application. Where
 
possible, residual LANDSAT I and 2 equipment was utilized.
 
Descriptors: *LANDSAT satellites. *Mapping. "Return beam
 
vidicons. *Satellite-borne photography Cameras. Imagery.
 
Satellite instruments, Spaceborne photography
 
Identifiers: *Cartooraphic cameras, NTISNASA
 
N78-11371/9ST NTIS Prices: PC A09/MF A01
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A Feasibility Study for the Application of K-Band Radar in the
 
Investiqation of Cooling Tower Plumes
 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Idaho Falls.
 
Idaho. Air Resources Labs.
 
Technical memo.
 
AUTHOR: Ricks. Norman R.
 
E0895A1 Fid: 13B. I!. 48. 68A, 63H. 55S, 97R. 860 GRAI
 
7810
 
Auq 77 45p
 
Rept No: NOAA-TM-ERL-ARL-66
 
Monitor: NOAA-77110803
 
Abstract: The feasibility of usinq commercially available
 
K-band (1 cml radar for indirect sensing of cooling tower
 
plumes is investigated. Using the radar equation, commercially
 
available systems are evaluated by means of a computer model
 
which estimates the strength of the expected return signal
 
under sampled conditions known to exist in actual plumes.
 
Recommendations are made for the adaptation of available radar
 
systems and for areas of additional study. Complete data and
 
program documentation are provided.
 
Descriptors: -Air pollution. *Plume detection, *Radar
 
detection. *Cooling towers. Plumes. Feasibility. K band.
 
Computer programs. Electric power plants. Remote sensing.
 
Water vapor
 
Identifiers: Air pollution detection. NTISCOMNOA
 
P8-275 380/4ST NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF AOl
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Frequency Band dustifications for Passive Sensors, 1 to 10 Ghz
 
Systematics General Corp., McLean. Va.
 
E0922F2 Fld: 8F. 48C. 45A, 63H STAR606
 
Dec 76 218p
 
Rept No: NASA-CR-155 31
 
,Contract: NASS-23434
 
Monitor: 18
 
Abstract: Remot'L sensor systems operating in the microwave
 
region of the frequency Spectrum provide information
 
unobtainable with basic imaging techniques such as
 
photography, television, or multispectral imaging. The
 
frequency allocation requirements for passive microwave
 
sensors used in the earth exploration satellite and space
 
research services are presented for: (1) agriculture,
 
forestry, and range resources: (2) land use survey and
 
mapping: (3) water resources; (4) weather and climate; (5)
 
environmental quality; and (6) marine resources, estuarine and
 
oceans. Because measurements are required simultaneously in
 
multiple frequency bands to adequately determine values of
 
some phenomena, the relationships between frequency bands are
 
discussed. The various measurement accuracies, dynamic range.
 
resolutions and frequency needs are examined. A band-by-band
 
summary of requirements, unique aspects, and sharing analyses
 
of the required frequency bands is included.
 
Descriptors: *Earth resources. *Environmental monitoring,
 
*Frequency assignment, *Microwave sensors. *Remote sensors,
 
Microwave frequencies. Hydrology, Land use.. Mapping, Marine
 
environments, Meteorology. Radio astronomy
 
Identifiers: NTISNASA
 
N78-15327/78T NTIS Prices: PC AO/MF AOl
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Frequency Band justifications for Passive Sensors 10.0 to 385
 
Ghz. Chapter I
 
Systematics General Copp., McLean. Va.
 
E0922F3 FId: 8F. 48C, 45A, 63H STAR1606
 
Dec 76 255p
 
Rept NO: NASA-CR-155530
 
Contract: NASS-23434
 
Monitor: 18
 
Abstract: For abstract, see N78-15327.
 
Descriptors: *Earth resources. *Environmental monitoring.

*Frequency assignment. *Microwave sensors. 
Microwave frequencies, Hydrology. Land use, 
environments, Meteorology, Radio astronomy 
*Remote sensors. 
Mapping, Marine 
Identifiers: NTISNASA 
N78-15328/5ST NTIS Price: PC AI2/MF ADl 
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Frequency Band Justifications for Passive Sensors 10.0 to 385
 
Ghz. Chapter 2
 
Systematics General Corp., McLean. Va.
 
E0922F4 Fld: 8F, 48C. 45A, 63H STAR1606
 
Dec 76 301p
 
Rept NO: NASA-CR-155532
 
Contract: NASS-23434
 
Monitor: 18
 
Abstract: Sensitivity requirements of the various measurements
 
obtained by microwave sensors, and radiometry techniques are
 
described. Analytical techniques applied to detailed sharing
 
analyses are discussed. A bibliography of publications

pertinent to the scientific justification of frequency

requirements for passive microwave remote sensing is included.
 
Descriptors: *Earth resources, *Environmental monitoring,

*Frequency assignment, *Microwave sensors, *Remote sensors.
 
Microwave frequencies, Hydrology. Land use. Mapping, Marine
 
environments, Meteorology. Radio astronomy
 
Identifiers: NTISNASA
 
N78-15329/3ST NTIS Prices: PC A14/MF AO1
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The National Measurement System for Spectrophotometry
 
National Bureau of Standards. Washington, D.C. Inst. for Basic
 
Standards. (401 2991
 
Final rept.
 
AUTHOR: Venable. William H. Jr
 
E0612D2 Fld: 7D. 148. 99A*. 86V GRAI7807
 
Nov 77 102 p*
 
Rept No: NBSIR-75-940
 
Project: NBS-2321146
 
Monitor: IS
 
Abstract: A special study of the spectrophotometric
 
measurement system was made in order to determine what could
 
be done to improve these measurements and what benefits would
 
result from the improvements. It was found that improvements

in the measurements could make large contributions to
 
productivity, health, and safety in the U.S.. and that.
 
because of the fragmented nature of this measurement
 
community. the improvements in sDectrophotometric measurements
 
can be realized most efficiently through the ef'forts of a
 
centralized aeency such as NBS. With the aid of this study.
 
the program in spectrophotometry at NBS.has been revised in
 
order to bring about these improvements more rapidly and
 
effectively.
 
Descriptors: *Spectrophotometry, Laboratory equipment.
 
Performance evaluation. Sources. Economics. Remote sensing.
 
Agricultural products. PhotogPaphy, Warning systems
 
Ident-ifiers: NTISCOMNBS
 
PB-276 020/5ST NTIS Prices: PC A06/MF A01
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:042292/Er)B-7:ono5z3/
DATA RIlr4 f1- ARRAL (;AI4!A PAY AND MAGNETIC SURVEY OF THE FREMCNT CUACRANGLE IN NEORASKA AND IOWA ARE PRESENTED IN THE 
Ff114 I: IIAI)IOM T ItR.CllOPILES.FLIGHT IIATI RECOVERY MAPSANOMALY PAPSeAND HISTOGRAMS.(LK)/ 
F-IL CYVI F/ 
P/ 
flS.0200y 
COMPILATICN/ICWATI /MAGuETIC SUVEYS 0I.Q2/MAPS/NCBRASKA:T/RAOIOMETRIC SURtVYS:I0.02/
 AC , . ?R)SI!CrING: 0A?/ DATA 
(IRAN1Md Dt:POSIFS T3/ 
RS78-7-169
 
18OOII6isss ECO-70.-17 01S.0104111X--2017B)-e/ 
AFrIAL GAMMA RAY AND MALJETIC SURV[Y:MANIIATTAN QUAJRANGLC.KANSAS.FINAL REPURT.VOLUME It/
CFO'4ATRICS. INC,, SUINYVALE.CALIF.( UA)/
CONTRACT EY-T7-C- 13- 1664/ 
NOV IJ77/
 
*)5P.NTIS.PC ACt/MF AQ01/ 
4 SOuD6P/ 
OIs/
 
INS-73: 0 1490 /NT b-..flfl tt2 /ERA-03:O44295 pQ/FB- 4:08s53/
DATA FRUIM fbi- ACRIAL GAMMA DAY AND MAGNETIC SURVEY OF TalE MAhl-ATTAN OUAORANG.E IN KANSAS AP E PRESENTED IN THE FORM OFIAIOI :IJRI Ir FILiSFLIGIT PATH RECOVERY MAPS*.ANMALY MAPS.AND HIISTOGRAS.11LK*/
FIiEL CYCI. F/ 
P/
 
011.-)200/ 
Al'41M PRI'RSPLCIIN,*.:Q/3DATA COMPILA TITN/KANSASITI/MAGNETIC SuRVEYS:I/MAPS/RADIOrETRIC SURVEYS:O I/URANIUM OEPoSITS;:T/ 
I( d - I-1J U 
71iOadI Iqj3i DU- 7$- 7 JL . 02 0 
AE IAL -.AMIA RAY ANI) IA(J4rTIC SUPVEY:LI NCCLN QUADRANGLE.NEBRASKA.FINAL REPORT .VOLUME II/ 
GFI1MIATPICS. 114C.. SUNNYVALECALIF.(U-AI/
 
CONTRACT FV- 6-C-13-1e64/
 
NlV 1977/
 
OJtP.NTESt.PC ACg/4F AOI./
 
9 506 b61/

NIS/
 
US/ i
INS- d: 0! 14,3:/NTs- ,&:Oe2Il/rRA-03:04229/ED-1O- t38!/ FORM OFDATA FIP4TIlIIE A rRAL. GAMMA RAY ANM MAGNETIC SURVEY OF THE LIICCLN CUADRANCLE IN NEURASKA ARE PRESENTED IN THE 

RAOIII'1IPI|M PRlFILES.FLIGHT PATH RECOVERY MAPS.ANOMALY MAPS.AISO HISTOGRAMS. (LK)/
 
FIC-L CYCL E/

P/
 
(5.0 00/ 
AERIAL. PR)iPCT[ING:a)2/DATA COMPILA TION/MAGNET[C SURVEYS.I/ IAFS/NERRASKA:TI/RADIOR4ETRIC SURVEYSQI/URANIUM DEPOSI TS:TZ 
/ 
RS78-7-171
 
7,,4Ot33a EC2-e-1-7 o0.020 
(;J'X--2017 3)-4/ 
AFRIAL GAMMA SAY AND MAGNET IC SURVEY;IHLICHISCN QUADRANGLE.KANSAS FINAL REPORT.VILUME II/
 
GFOMlITRICS. INC.. SUNNYVALE CALIF. (USA I/
 
CONTRACT FV-76-C- I3- 1664/
 
NOIV [977/
 
OEP.NTtIS.PC A06/M4F AOI./
 
1) 506 626/ 
"S/

US, 
INh-71:OI148)/NTS-/U:06'3|22/CRA-02 :C42294/EOQ-7a:O8SaS2/

DATA FROM IF-E AERIAL GAMMA RAY AND MAGNF.TIC SURVEY OF THE HUTCHINSON CUADRANGLE IN KANSAS ARE PRESENTED IN THE FORM OF 
RAI)IM.TI IC PiNFILES.FLIGIIT PATI RECOVERY MAPS.ANOMALY MAPS.AD HISTOGRAMS.(LK I/
I0FL CYLE/
I-/
 
05.0200/
 
FPIAl 'ISIPFCT ING:) 2/DATA COMPILA TIOh<KANSAS TI /MAGNETI C SUflVEYS.OI/MAPS/RAOIOMETRIC SURVEYS:QI/URANIUM DEPOSI TS:T2/ 
itS78-7-172
 
7tCoao.1?/o EUH-7-I9 bt.020
 
CCNF-770,71--P I/
0IJATWINARY CCMlL.tIC MAP OF MINNESW1A/
 
GO Llt . . ..
 E /
 
INIV.IIF M INN.SmITA. 3T.PA L/

11)771.
PfOflCEDNGS OF THE ELIVENTH INTERNATIOtNAL SYMFOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRDNMENT.VOL.I/

IIS/ 
I|S/
 
CRA-03:0b1314/ED-7a: 10E270/
 
NONF/

I |.SYM'nS [U-4 (IN NFMO r': SENSING nF FNVI RCNMPET/

ANN AfIIULR .M41. LSA/
 
?9 AP14 1977/ 
58.0203/

DATA ANALYSIS/DATA COJMPILATION/GEOLOGICAL SUREYS:T2.0I/GLACIERS/MAPS/MINNESOTA:T/REMOTE SENSING:02/SATELLITES/
 
lwIU-I- Ili 
7$N0$~hSFj'd-ll 5J3. 020
 
0Fi'0 -S 1444-77/

&T-4I)hPfhiEIC AND GtEIiUOYSICAL SCICNCFS DnIISION.fHYSICS DEPARTMENT PROGRAM REPDRT.FY 1977/KNC)X.J .8./11 'iXtJ .C .(EDS. 1/ 
(A IFORNLA U4IV..LIVEjRM0RE (tSA).LAVRENCE LIVERMBORE LAB./
 
MAT1h Ar ICAL O,)lEi Ffl ENVI4ONMENTAL TRANSPORT OF CHEMICAL AN) RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS/
 
CONTRtACT W-i4O6-iNl-4d/
 
OEP.Nf 1.I' C kd0./-4 AOl./
) tRO0 007/ 
-KS/UJs/
 
ERA-,3: O41I45t3/rl S- It: )b2317t/[NMS-7 lOI923/O-B bO 2b3/ 
PPOGiRFSS I (RPOIftI) tIN TIIF DIEVELOPMENT OF A NUMDER OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR THE SIMULATION AND COMPUTER ANALYSIS.O0 
A VAP :l OF EIVII1AFNTAL CONDITI ONS.REGIONAL.LOCAL.AND GLC3IAL MODELS FOR THE ENVIRUNMENTAL TRANSPORT OF CHEMICAL AND 
I*AOIOACTIVE EI-FLUHNIS AT SURFACE ANO SIRAIOSPHERIC LEVELS ARE QESCItIEEC.A LIST IS INCLUDED OF PUBLICATIONS I'N THE 
AVlMIIPIIERIC SCIENCES DURIING TlHE TIME COVERED HY THIS REPORT./ 
ENVI,4GNMENT ANt) SAFf.TY/ 
ACROlDYNAMICS / Ait PoLLUTION / IOUNDARY LAYERS / CHEMICAL ErPLUENTS: MI / CLIMATES/COMPUTER CALCULATIONS/DIFFUSION/
 
UNVIRONWMI|T AL TRANSPli T&4 4,flI.U,03/FALLCLT/ IAZARDOUS MATERIALS:t3/MIATHEMAT ICAL MODELS: 04/METEOROLOGY/MNITOR ING/PLUMES/
 
IWPCIiTATION SCAVtGING / RAOIOACTIVE AErOSOt5 / RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS: M2 /REMOTE SENSING/STRATOSPHERE/SAFACE AIR/
 
TO(POCII)A['hYflI IRILE'J C-/VE{LOC I TV¥/WA SHIOt I/WI tO /
 
RS78-7-174
 
78RO,210 rrnI-?O-04 99.020 :
( I I-'4ItT--4)CONt;If [JTItiS To TIlE OUANIITATI' EVALUATION OF AUTORADIOGRkPHS WITH THE AID OF COMPUTERS/
 
AKADEMIF DER WISSE1NSCHAFTEN OER IDR.fIPZIG.ZENTRALlNSTITUT FUER ISOTOPEN- UNO STRAHLENFORSCHUNG/
 
SE.' I97h/( IN EF.9A,'4)tP.ITIS (LS LSALES ENLY) .PC A04fMF AOI./
 
CCt/ 041 2F81/ 
Or)/
 
9 1.0200/

kUTfRA0IORGRA'HY: TI / CO41PUIER CALCULATIONS: 02 / IMAGE PROCESSINGS O1.?T/IMAGES/MATHMATICAL MODELS/OPACITY/PATTERN
IWCOfGi IT ION/RHO TO0API)IC EMIJLSIO)NS/PHCTOGRAPHIC FI.MS/ 
RS78-7-175
 
7aCAlO?0=4 I O 3-7d 13 51.0o (CONHF-?'fl) 2--'2)'APPG IN TIHE CRATERS OF THE MCON VCLCANIC FIELD. IDA O WITH LANDSAT (ERTSIIMAGERY/ 
*I' E.WViE .N N
 
CEI 1lCICAL StJOVEY.tEL;I0N,VA/
 
I'iSl 
; NC~i/)IG% JF Tll. TENTH| INTERNATIONAL DY4C EOES~ SN FEV RN E¥IMO 

US, 
11.,1JTIF1NATIINAL SYXI'IJSIUM ON REMLtE Sft.SING CF EtVIRO,.ENT/
 
A-46 AROARlI.i
*NIN SA 	 CF rNIc, e N 
o 	 OCT 1975/
 
I ,0 10 0/ 58 .0 101a
 
AA PIIISCrSS ING / IAIAHoi: 2 / IMGCS/I AVA/MINERALI]GY/PtICTOCRAPIIY/PLANTS/,SEDI4ENTS/SURFACES/TPCOLDGICAL MAPPING:01.02/ 
VCLCAII IC ReG IONS: TV 
Rsl id-7/- 1 16 
7tlCi) I )4b7T. 1:1)-I- 7 8- 1' 1 I.* 090
 
cI NI:-7?04 7A-- PP/
 
FXl'rg FMIIrAL I ArI) SYSEMS MAI IG 4I II DI(,iTAL LANOSAT 'IMAGES/
 
ROI11 IIIVE. C .. .
 
G Int.nOG AI SURVrY . Rh S rON. VA/
1917/ 
INTEMNATIONAL SyMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENTOVOLoI./
 
I'S/
 
PflJCI-&E(U{NS If- TI- ELEVENTH 
rPRA-O3:0iO13,/t-O3IJ ': 104574/ 
tIONF/ 
II *SYIOnS 11114 ON iteMJoE SENSING OF ENVIYCONMET/
 
ANN A4R1410. M I.'L SA/
 
,!S ADO 1177/
 
ARID L ANDS/URIASS/CLAS-IFICATIUN/OATA ANALYSIS/FEASIGILITY STUOIES:O2/IMAGE PROCESSING/IJFRARED SPECTRA/INVENTORIES:
 
al/I ANDO USFPTI/MAIS/.'LANTS/REMOTE SENSING Vr2/RCCKS/SOILS/
 
RS78-7-177 
7rl .01b4I E0-1t- 13 51.01G
 
(ClIF-75I I72--P2ITRUirH ABOLT GI4OUND-RUTH MAPS/
 
GI-1I.OG IC AL SURVIiY. 151VER/I 17-8G/ 
PIJCFEI)INGS )1 TIFL TENTH INTERNATICtAL SYNP0SIIJM ON REMOTE SEISING OF ENVIRONMENT/ 
10.IN'L,UIAT[ONAL SY34PUSIUM IN REIIOTC SLNSING CF ENVIROIDMENT/
 
AIN %iAA8IR * MI. UIA/
 
I 1,'T 1l1/,/
S 1 Ii0/
 
C 4PIJTIERS/CATA CCI40I1LAT 1ON/MAPS; /PLANIS T3/EMOTE SENSItG.C2.03. 04/SCILS:T2/SURFACES/TPOLnGICAL MAPPI N/WATER- T4/
 
tO
H 
flS78'- 7 ­1 7 8 
R CGNII(I O HE IDEL BERG (GE=RMANY.* F-.).INST.FLIERTCHNDLIS MDICL
 T 

Ai4 AW [ATIoN PATTERN RECOGNIUTION TECHNI CUES TO MEDICAL PICtURE IDATA F.ITGIASINVIIrILTI9.IO / M4A,. ", / LORENZ. . (DE SCHES KREBSFORSCHUNGSZIENTRUMVAKNL IF. W. J. 
NLIKLCAIQf4ISO I7 IN )/
 
KFT-N ILCINIK/Ig9/12/OLC I157'/
 
K flRT A/
AIX-o09: 37e2 3t/ED8- FO:104702/ 
TECHNIQUES TO SCINTIGRAMS IS INVESTIGATEDsA PREPROCESSING METHOD WHICH PRODUCESTHF A.ilLICATION OF PATTERN RfLCOCNI TION EXTRACTION PURPOSES ARE DESCRIBED.CLINICALLY ThE *CUPVATURE SCINTIGRAM'.AND A BOUNDARY DETECTION ALGORITHM FOR FEATURE FRCN THE BOUIEC COUNT RATE SCINTIGRAM AND THE CURVATURE SCINTIGRAM.FOR REI.I;VANT PARAIIFIEIS ARE TEN E)TRACTED ARE USED.THESE PROCEDURES ARE APPLIED Cl ASSIFICATIO4'.Hi FACTO1R ANALYSIS OF CORRESPONDENCE AND THE DISCRI4INANT ANALYSIS SHOW.THE CURVATURE SCINTIGRAM ANDBY BIOPSY.AS TIhE RESULTSTO IIVEl SCCINTICIRAMS OF 47 PATIENTS WIO HAVE BEEN CATEGOAI2ED 
 SUPPORT THE
 
EXTRACTION FROM TilE ROUNDED CCLNT RATE SCINTIGRAMS IMPROVE ThE QUALITY OF TlE DIAGNOSIS AND 
THtf PAROMETER 
 A FEW DISTINCT LESIONS IN SCINTIGRAMS./

-PATCHY- STRUCTURES AND TI-E PRESENCE OF 

l5. 0 01/
 
CROCIAL OISlINCIh3N BETWEEN DIFFUSE 

COMPARATIVE £VALOJATI('NS / DATA PROCESSING/DIAGNOSIS/IMAGE PRCCCSSING:02/IMAGES/LIVER:TI/PATIENTS/PATTERN RECOGNI TION/ 
SC INT ISC ANN INS-: . 2-I I/ 
k<'78-7-179
 
7 11i400-J 048', FCU- td- Ct, I.0 0
 
(I1--T7-106-1R)OATA PI4OCESSIItG III rNF(R4ATICN FROM REMOTE SENSORS IN 4CXICO/
 
Z ARCO .A F./
 
Cf)I41 ;iYN NAC(ICIJAL IX.1, ESPACIIJ XIL4l; tR.QMLXICC CITY/
IO ,4/14T IS .'C A.0 |/17 AGI./ 
C=I HIoc 5)/ 
Us,/
 
19.0201/
 
A;I.4II 1IftN:T3/ ,ArA PROCESSIIG/GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES:TI/MEXICO/REMQTE SENSING:ai.2,03/SALIIITY:TZ/SOI LS/WATER/
 
RS 78-7-180 
A78-43355 3 Landsat atmospheric corrections at CCRS. F. 
J_Ahern,,D. G. Goodenough, S. C. Jam, V. R.Rao (Canada Centre 
for Remote Sensing, Ottawa, Canada), and G. Rochon (Universi 
Laval, ,Quebec, ,Canada).,In' 'Canadian Symposium on Remote 
Sensing, 4th, Quebec, Canada, May 16-18r 1977, Proceedings. 
(A78-43303 19-43) Ottawa, Canadian Aeronautcs and Space Insti. 
tute, 1977, p. 583-594. 15 refs.Methods used to correct Landsat data for atmospheric variabili-
ty are discussed. Attention is given to the Multiplicative and Additive 
Scene Correction (MASC) algorithm (Henderson, 1975). which 
assumes that certain types of ground cover have stable spectral 
reflectances. Atmospheric corrections utilizing oligotrophic lakes as 
standard reflectors (Ahern, et at., 1977) are described. The methods 
are evaluated for ground and aircraft measurements, made with 
Landsat passes over Canadian lake regions It is found that when 
using oligotrophic Takes as stanoard reflectance targets, atmosoheric 
,variability is removed to within plus or minus one grey level on a 
128-grey-level scale. S.C.S. 
RS78-7-181 
A78-45881 4 Meteosat ,image processing. J. P. Antikidis 
(ESA, Meteorological Progr3mmes Dept, Toulouse, France). ESA 
Buletin, no. 11, Dec. 1977.p. 4044. 
Attention is given to the image processing system of'Meteosat. 
:mage conoiticning, i.e . amplitude processing, is olscussed with 
reference to optical and detec'or response, electrical filter transfer 
functions. sampling, and analog-to-aigital conversion. Image referenc. 
ing, which presents a mathematical description of the deformation, is 
outlincd. Processes such as ieal-time correction, datation, landmark 
detection, horizon extraction, deformation model computation, grid 
cooutation, seventation and storage, rectification,
and registra-
ion are briefly S.C.S
noted 

RS7-8-7-182 
A78-40174 * Estimating costs and performance of systems 

for machine processing of.remotely sensed data. R.J. Ballard and L. 

F. Eastwood, Jr. (Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.). In Annual 

Simposium on Machine Processing of Remotely Sensed Data, 4th. 

West Lafayette, Ind., June 21-23, 1977, Proceedings (A78­
40155 17-43) New York, Institute of Electrica and Electronics
 
Erginebrs, Inc., 1977, p. 208-214. 8 refs. Contract No. NAS5-20680.
 
This paper outlines a method for estimating computerprocess. 

ing times and costs incurred in producing information products from
 
digital remotely sensed data The method accounts for both
 
computation and overhead, and may be applied to any seial 

computer.The method is applied to estimate the cost and computer
cime involved n producing Level 1 Land Use and Vegetative Cover 
tMep iolaive stineprodingweeln reand Ue adesult at CoveMaps for a five-state midwestern region The results snow'that theDa&4hWetLfyt, 
amout o ovrlods ome xamledaa~t beprocss ompterData,amount of data-to be processed oveoads some example computer 

systems, but that the processing is feasible on others. (Author) 

RS78-7-1,83
 
A78-43306 - Digital processing of Landsat data for cartog­
raphy (Le tramement numerique des donnes de Landsat pour ta 
cartographie). J. Beaubmen (Ministere des Pdches et de I'Envron­
nement, Centre de Recherches Foresti6res des Laurentides, Sainte-
Fo,. Quebec. Canada) and S J Daus (Cafon'a,Uv'..sti:-
Berkeley. Calif I. In Canadian Symposium on Remote Scnn., an 
Queiec,'Canada, May 16-18, 1977. Procceoings. (A78-43303 19-43J 
Ottawa, Canadian Aeronautics and Space Institute, 1977, p. 19-26. 
13 refs In French. 
A study has been made to determine the applicability of using 
Landsat data for the mapping of the forest cover in Quebec, Canada 
The two-site study (Anticosti Islandand the Laurentian Plateau) was 
based on photographic records and a mixed classification technique. 
The Anticosti Island study, indicates that various types of forest 
cover, reforested and nonforested areas, and damaged forest land 
may, be identified. The Laurentian Plateau study indicates that 
deciduous and coniferous areas may be distinguished, along with 
post-damage stages of development. Fact6rs influencing reflectance 
are identified as atmospheric conditions (such as the amount of 
water vapor) andconditons inherent to theground surface (such as 
the slope exposure). S.C S. 
RS78-7-184,
 
A7848003' Photographic contrast enhancement of Land­
sat imagery. R. G. Best and J. R. Smith (South Dakota State 
University, Brookings, S Dak). Photogrammetric Engineeing and 
Remote Sensing, vol. 44, Aug. .1978, p. 1023-1026. Grant No. 
NGL-42-003-007. 
The effect of increased contrast of Landsat imagery is to stretch
 
the informational content over a much greater density ,range. This
 
results in greater density diferences among scene features and
provides a more interpretable image. The stretch required'for MSS 5 
and 7 is in the gamma range of 1 5 to 30. Several different film 
types, developers, and development times were used to reprocess 
Landsat images in a range of gammas from 1.0 to above 4.0. The 
gamma value to whichthe imagery was processed depended on the 
densitometric range of s-ene features in the image relative to the gray 
scale An example of a photographically enhanced-MSS 4 image is 
shown, in which the standard 094 density-units was increased to 
2.19 dansity units The resulg are simiar to thoseobtained in a 
computerized contrast stretch of digital CCT data, but are obtained
 
at a far.lesser cost. P.T.$.
 
RS78-7-1,85
 
A78-40172 Correlation of intensit variations and falsecolor displays of multispectral digital images. J Rurkle and E Barbn(IBM do America Latina, Centro Cientifico, 'Mexico City, Mexico). 
In: Annual-Symposium on Machine Processing of Remotely Sensed 
d Jn2-3,97,Poeigs
4th, West Lafayette, Ind., June 21-23, 1977, Proceedings.(A78-40155 17-43) New York, Institute of Electrical-and Electronics
 
Engineers, Inc, 1977, p. 190-193.
 
It is noted that when viewed by a multispectral sensor, ground 
resolution elements may manifest mixtures of object categories in 
such a way that image pixels are not representative of any category. 
'A method is derived for the correlation of intensity variations and 
false color displays The technique indicates whether a'particular 
image may be'represented by a linear mixture model In addition, it 
is found that false color displays may filter theeffects ofintensity 
variations caused by shadows or changes in incident lightconditions 
so that uniform combined colors are produced for homogeneous 
areas. The results of these effects are evaluated for a series of Landsat 
images. S.C.S. 
219
 
RS78-7-186 

A78-43352 T Computer processing of remotely-sensed data 
and automatic cartography (Le traitement par ordinateur des 
donntes de t6l6dtection et leur cartographie automatique). D.-J. 
David (Paris I,Universati Paris, France). G.Joly (CNRS, Laooratoire 
d'Information at de Documentation en Giographie, Parts, France), 
and F. Verger (Ecole Normale Supdrieure. Montrouge, Hauts-de-
Seine, France). In: Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing, 4th. 
Quebec, Canada, May 16-18, 1977, Proceedings. {A78-43303 19-43) 
Ottawa, Canadian Aeronautics and Space Institute, 1977, p. 
558.564. 5. refs. In French. Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales 
Contract No. 75-322. 
Techniques for automatic cartography on the basis of computer-
processed remotely sensed data are outlined. Several correction and 
classification programs are described, including the FRACORCA, 
FRALISSE. FRACARTO, and FRACAM programs. Applications to 
studies of mud-flat geomorphology and marine turbidity are noted. 
S-C-S. 
RS 78-7-187 

A78-43351 II Recognition and modification of areas less 
than a minimum. W. A. Davis (Alberta, University. Edmonton, 
Canada) and F. G. Peet (Canadian Forestry Service, Forest Manage-
ment Institute, Ottawa. Canada). In:Canadian Symposium on 
Remote Sensing, 4th, Quebec, Canada, May 16-18, 1977, Proceed-
ings (A78-43303 19-43) Ottawa, Canadian Aeronautics and Space 
Institute. 1977, 7 refs. Research Council ofp. 549-557. National 

Canada Grant No. A-7634. 

With reference to- related studies, the article discusses the 
processing of digital thematic maps from classified Landsat imagery 
such that after processing, the map regions have areas less than a 
preset minimum. The technique is based on an algorithm developed 
by Davis and Pact (1976) which finds all regions having areas less 
than a determined minimum and converts them to their most likely 
neighbor. S.C.S. 
RS78-7-188 

A78-48546 = An algorithm for the automatic recognition of 
textures on aerial photographs (Oh odnom algoritme avtomat-
cheskogo raspoznavaniia teksttr na aerofotosnimkakh). B. N. Epi-
fantsev and V. A. MolodVkh (Tomskii Politekhnicheskii Institut, 
Tomsk, USSR). Geodez,,a Aeroforosemka no.2 1978. p 84-90.5 
refs. In Russan 
In the present paper, an attempt is nzde to obtain a comoact 
description of the elements of black-and-white 1:5000 aerial pnoto-
graphs of forest, meadow, plowland. and water areas. An automatic 
recognition algorithm employing agroup of characters in the form of 
the frequency characteristics of textures obtained by the menod of 
denittrvino hidden periodicities is proposed. The textures under 
consiciratfon are recogr-zed by a ayesian procedure wihiin the 
framework of a minimized system of characters. The applicability of 
the obtained system of characters to the solution of texture 
recognition problems isdemonstrated. V P 
RS78-7-189
 
A78-48002 Macrophotography of satellite images. J R. 
Eyton and R. P. Kuether (Illinois, University, Urbana, IlL). Photo­
qrammerricEngineering and Remote Sensing, vol 44. Aug. 1978, p. 
1019-1021 
A method for obtaining high-quality macrophotography of 
Landsat and Skylab images with the aid of an enlarger and 
high-definition, high contrast film is briefly described. A list of 
enlarger bulbs and color balancing filters recommended for the 
process and a list of films, both conventional and unconventional, 
with which excellent results have been obtained, are provided. 
Enlargement factors for high-resolution color images from the Skylab 
mission are given. P.T.H. 
RS78-7-190
 
A78-40169 A remote sensing system for a nationwide 
data-bank. H. D.Foster. J. 8os.and W.C Richie (H Dell Foster Co, 
San Antonio, Tex.). In. Annual Symposium on Machine Processing 
of Remotely Sensed Data, 4th, West June 21-23,Lafayette, Ind., 
1977, Proceedings. (A78-40155 17-43) New York. institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. 1977. p. 160 171. 
1The p;)r liscuisps enl,.rg aeona ron'ot2 svstem which has 
de. Japed r.,, bank E-iht instruments. ,ncuchn
a na.,-rnwide dat1 
minicomputers and optomecnanical devices, are uses to convert 
aerial photography data into a digital data file on magnetic tape. The 
data file comprises a series of X-Y-Z real-world coordinates divided 
into descriptive primary levels and ine-type identification The 
output consists of agraphic manuscript file and a digitaf data-bank 
file. Component specifications are noted. S.C S. 
RS78-7-191
 
A78-43313 = An efficient algorithm for classification ofLandsat data. M. Goldberg (Ottawa. University. Ottawa, Canada) and 
I.M. Narendra (Honeywell Systems and Research Center, Minne­
.aoolis, Minn 1. In. Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing, 4th, 
Quebec, Canada, May 16-18, 1977, Proceedings (A78-43303 19-43) 
Ottawa, Canadian Aeronautics and Space Institute, 1977, p.95-105. 
7 refs 
A nonparametric classification algorithm applicable to Landsat 
data is presented. The noniterative algorithm clusters data in the 
form of a histogram calculated from the image as an estimate of the 
probability density function At each stage of the clustering scheme 
the computational requirements are linearly dependent on the 
number of vectors or pixels. A directional graph is determined for 
each cluster (which may be of arbitrary shape) with the boundary 
between the classes running through the valleys in the density. 
Results found for two Landsat scenes show the effectiveness of the 
algorithm. S.C.S. 
RS78-7-192
 
A78-40178 A four-dimensional histogram approach to the 
clustering of Landsat data. M Goldberg and S.Shlien (Canada Centre 
for Remote Sensing, Ottawa, Canada). In- Annual Symposium on 
Machine Processinn of Remotly S-"0s' Da. iti", ' c I.avlt-
Ind . June 21-23. I,977, Pr', ..-- - - - ' ! -- .-. .'. 
Institute of Electric.!. E L, Z 4.,L-- --- - u 
250-259. 10 refs. 
Unsupervised classification of Landsat data in spectrally distinct 
sets may be accomplished by use of a four-dimensional histogram in 
table form. The classification algorithm described here isdesigned to 
be implemented in a timesharing system and therefore requires a 
minimum of computer core memory. At least 280,000 pixels may be 
clustered at a time with the algorithm. Because of the high speed of 
the clustering operation (two minutes for the 280,000-pixel unit),
the algorithm is suitable for an interactive system. 2 M.B. 
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A78-43326 V The Canada Centre for Remote Sensing's 
image analysis system /CIAS/. 0. G.Goodenough (Canada Centre for 
Remote Sensing, Ottawa, Canada) In. Canadian Symposium on 
Remote Sensing, 4tn,Quebec, Canada, May 16-18, 1977, Proceed- 
ings (A78-43303 19-43) Ottawa, Canadian Aeronautics and Space 
Institute, 1977, p 227-244. 19 refs. 
Attention isgiven to the image analysis system developed by the 
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing. The system consists of a 
modified Image-100 device and a PDS color microdensitometer. The 
system makes it possible to classify a full Landsat frame into 93 
distinct classes with maximum likelihood discrimination. The entire 
process takes less than 14 minutes. Three parallel data paths are 
provided, the UNIBUS. the RH70/DWR70 bus, and the IAP-
supported path. Images are stored in 44-magaword disks. A graphics 
tablet is employed for limited map-nformation digitization, map-
information selection, the selection of test sites, and map overlay. 
Output consists of single-class plots matching map sales from 
1.50,000 to 1:1.000000color photographs SC.S. 
RS78-7-194 

A78-47082 Image processing in remote sensing. A K. S 
Gopalan, D. S.Kamat, K. L.Majumder, C.V. S. Prakash. and V. L. 
Swammatnan (Indian Space Research Organization, Space Applica-
tions Centre, Ahmedabad, India). In: International Symposium on 
Space Technology and Science. 12th, Tokyo, Japan, May 16-20, 
1977, Proceedings. (A78-47001 21-12) Chofu, Tokyo. National 
Aerospace Laboratory, 1977, p.599-604 . 11 refs. 
Certain asoects of image processing in remote sensing is reviewed 
with reference to eytraction of information on earth resources from 
Landsat and aircraft pictures. Attenton is given to agricultural land 
use using supervised and unsupervised classification, and to the study 
of forest cover. Digital processing techniques are applied to photo-
geology, and water turbidity and quality studies Analog processing is 
also discussed. BJ. 
RS 78-7-195 
A78-44237 Methods and accuracy of location of Landsat 
MSS points on maps. J. R. Hardy (Reading, University, Reading, 
Berks, England). British Interplanetary Society, Journal (Remote 
Sensing), vol. 31, Aug. 1978, p.305-311 7 refs. 
The linear least squares method of transformation of co-
ordinates from Landsat MSS to map systems nd yice versa is 
described and illustrated, with reference to Landsat and map 
geometry. It is shown that, for awhole Landsat scene, map points 
can be matched with a standard deviation of about plus or minus 200 
metres, while for small areas this figure can be improved to about 
plus or minus 50 metres. It is shown that eight to ten pairs of 
homologous points are sufficient to achieve this accuracy and that 
little or no improvement isachieved by using more. The implications 
for mapping scales are discussed. (Author) 
RS78-7-196 

A78-40177 A least-square error approach to Landsat 
image classification. A. Y Hung (TRW Defense and Space Systems 
Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.). In: Annual Symposium on Machine 
Processing of Remotely Sensed Data. 4th, West Lafayette, Ind ,June 
21-23, 1977, Proceedings. (A78-40155 17-43) New York, Institute 
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1977, p 240-249. 15 
ref& 
A ionparametrsc classifier based on a least-square-eror ap­
proach has been developed to discriminate features or substances in 
Landsat imagery even when the functional form of the class 
distributions is unknown Software implementation of the nonpara­
metric classification is described, and an application of the technique 
to the classification of geological features in a region of Nevada is 
presented. The least-square-error classifier provides better results 
:a,% 1: enit', 11,e technique and may be a useful alternative to 
tit 'Metric Bayes classification J.ti.B 
RS78-7-197
 
A78-40184 ISURSL levels classification - A low cost 
approach to multispectral data analysis. R F. Hyde, S N. Goward, 
and P W Mausel (Indiana State University, Terre Haute. Ind ) In: 
Annual Symposium on Machine Processing of Remotely Sensed 
Data, 4th, West Ind., Proceedings.Lafayette, June 21-23, 1977, 
(A78-40155 17-43) New York, Institute of Electrical ana Electronics 
Engineers, Inc., 1977, p. 322-332.6 refs 
An economical levels classification of multispectral remote 
sensing data has been developed, identification of numeric bound­
aries in amultidimensional feature space is the key component of the 
classification algorithm. Single and multidimensional histogram 
analysis provides a sophisticated means for identifying the levels 
boundaries Applications of the levels classification to a land cover 
inventory of Indiana, coastal area ecological zone mapping, a land 
use inventory, and aforest survey are reported. J:M.B. 
RS78-7-198
 
A78-45587 F A distortion-free map projection for analysis 
of satellite remote sensing. J L. Junkins and J. 0. Turner (Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksourg, Va.). Ameri­
can Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautis and American Astro
nautical Society, Astrodyndmics Conference, Palo Alto, Calif., Aug. 
7-9, 1978, AIAA Paper 78-1425 12 p Grant No. 0AAG53-76­
C-0067. 
A dynamic map projection is formulated and tested numerically. 
In contrast to classical static map projections, the invariant line 
(projected free of length and normal-view curvature distortions) is 
not restricted to be an equator, a meridian, or a parallel; rather the 
satellite's subpoint trace (groundtrack) on the reference ellipsoid is 
the invariant line. Since the projection is dynamic, a local sensing 
time is associated with each (phi, lambda) in the satellite sensors' 
field of view (assumed to be a Landsat-type scanner/electro-optica 
detector). Length and angle distortions are rigorously zero along the 
groundtrack projection, the largest distortions within the finite 
sensed strip of the earth's surface are afew pans per 10,000 for most 
applications. The formulation is valid for any continuous satellite 
orbit or orbit segment (interfacing with state-of-the-art orbit integra­
tion software is straightforward). (Author) 
RS78-7-199
 
A7843311 R Evaluation of a semiautomatic interpretation 
method for the cartography of clearcut zones in the southern James 
Bay area (Evaluation d'une m6thode d'interpr6tation semi­
automatique pour Ia cartographe des zones de coupe dans Iesud du 
territoire de laSale lames) PLaramboise and P.Bedard (Socidu de 
D6veloppement de Ia Bae James. Montreal, Canada). In: Canadian 
Symposium on Remote Sensing, 4th, Quebec, Canada, May 16-18, 
1977, Proceedings. (A7843303 19-43) Ottawa, Canadian Aeronau­
tics and Space Institute. 1977, p.67-70 In French. 
A emiautomatic interpretation method for Ladt data has 
sen used to lin(2 naps in theestablish. t.'s'd occupation and use 
soutnern James Bay area. Tne data ircluded Landsat imagery, aerial 
photographs, and naps on various scales Based on the multispectral 
analyzer display system, which utilizes the maximum likelihood 
algorithm and the unsupervised classification method, information 
catecories were identified including clearcut zones, upgrowth zones, 
hardwood regions, resinous regions, peat bogs, and infrastructures. 
S.C.S. 
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A78-40155 * Annual Symposium on Machine Processi. of 	 A7S 43967 = Use of a remote computer terminal during 
Remotely Sensed Data. 4th, Purdue University. West Lafayette, Tod , fiel ciecking of Landsat digital maps. C J. Romno~e nd C. F 
3 i e 21-23, 1977, Proceedings. Synjosium snonsoled bvw E'-E, Hutchinson. U.S. Geological Survey, Journal of Research, vol. 6, 
American Society of Agronomy, NASA, et aL. Edited b; D. B. July-Aug 1978. p.511-514. 
Morrison and D. J. Scherer. New York, Institute of Electrical and Small-scale, land-classification maps digitally produced from 
Electronics Engineers, Inc.. 1977. 370 p. Members, S18.75; non- Landsat data have been field checked using a remote portable 
members. S25. (For individual items see A78-40156 to A7840185) teletypewriter linked to the Interactive Digital Image Manipulation 
Papers are presented on a variety of techniques for the machine System. The terminal provided image classification, statistical ma­
processing of remotely sensed data. Consideration is given to nipulation, class grouping, and map printout in-alphanumeric Corm. 
prepronessing methods such as the correction of Landsat data for the The process is observed to make field checking faster, to provide 
effects of haze, sun angle, and reflectance and to the maximum 	 statistical data integration, and to reduce the required time and costs. 
likelihood est.mation of signature transformation algorithm. Several Some difficulties were encountered with the telephone lines. It is 
applications of machine processing to agriculture are identified, suggested that the original computer-produced maps taken to the 
Various types of processing systems are discussed such as ground- field contain more classes than are expected to be mapped because in 
data processing/support systems for sensor systems and the transfer the field it is easier to group classes than to reclassify or separate 
of remotely sensed data to operational systems. The application of classes when only the remote terminal is available for display. S.C.S. 
machine processing to hydrology, geology, and land-use maping is 
outlined. Data analysis is considered with reference to several types 
of classification methods and systems. S.C.S. 
RS78-7-204
 
RS78-7-201 A78 40176 Application of image principal component
technique to the geological study of a structural basin in Central 
1 Spain. A Santisteban (Madrid, Universidad Aut6noma, Madrid, 
A7840157 Rectiication and registration of digital images Spain) and L. Munoz (Madrid. Universidad Complutense, Madrid, 
and the effect of cloud detection. M. L. Nack (Computer Sciences Spain). In: Annual Symposium on Machine Processing of Remotely 
Corp.. Silver Spring, Md.). In: Annual Symposium on Machine Sensed Data, 4th, West Lafayette. Ind., June 21-23, 1977, Proceed-
Processing of Remotely Sensed Data, 4th, West Lafayette, Ind.. June ings. (A78-40155 1743) New York, Institute of Electrical and 
21-23. 1977, Proceedings. (A78-40155 1743) New York, Institute Electronics Engineers, Inc, 1977, p 228-236 8 refs 
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Inc, 1977, p. 12-23. 10 refs. A method is described for obtaining the principal components 
Procedures for the rectification and registration of digital images of a multispectral image. It allows a simultaneous radiometrc 
are outlined along with the effect of cloud detection. The procedures enhancement by means of a suitable finer level quantization that 
basically consist of (1) removing cloud or cloud-shadow information does not introduce artifacts. Using this method we are able to 
from edge images before image correlation, (2) representing the produce good photographic pjints of'the principal components of 
geometric shapes of the image features (including resampling Landsat MSS images. The first two components alone contain nearly 
techniques, sequential geometric corrections, and sampling time all the information existing on the original image while the others 
delay corrections), and (3) determining fractional pixel registration contain only noise. This technique was applied to the geological 
accuracy including the automatic location of ground control points, study of Campo Araruelo Basin, in Central Spain. with the aim of 
S.C.S. 	 confirming the hypothesis of different geological histories since 
Miocene times of this area and the remamoer of Tajo Basin (Autnor) 
RS78-7-202­
A78-40158 * The correction of Landsat data for the effects 
of haze, sun angle, and background reflectance. J. F. Potter RS78-7-205 
(Lockheed Electronics Co., Inc., Houston, Tex.). In: Annual Sym­
posium on Machine Processing of Remotely Sensed Data, 4th, West A78-43353 I Computerized generation of control points on 
Lafayette, Ind., June 21-23, 1977, Proceedings. (A78-40155 1743) Landsat imagery (Gindration automatis6e de points de contrfe sur 
New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., les images Landsat). A. Scott (CDC System, Ottawa. Canada) and G. 
1977, p. 24232. 9 refs. Contract No. NAS9-15200. Rochon (Universitd Laval, Quebec, Canada). In- Canadian Symposi-
A technique has been developed for simulating tne-effects of urn on Remote Sensing, 4th, Quebec, Canada, May 16-18, 1977. 
haze, sun angle, and background reflectance in Landsat data and Proceedings (A78-43303 19-43) Ottawa, Canadian Aeronautics and 
correcting for them. The atmospheric model assumes a two-layer Space Institute, 1977, p. 565-572. In French. 
atmosphere, a Rayleigh scattering molecular layer and a Mie A new procedure for generating control points on Landsat 
scattering haze layer next to the earth's surface. Reflection and imagery with a view to subsequent geometric correction has been 
transmission matrices describe the reflection and transmission prop- designed ini t,,s i -'"oce Tre is ib- o, oc :-- I, - W,­
-erties of the plane parallel scattering layers. The multispectral t!'-3 =s o-nt-- ,: . --.- ; -'. i, -n ' L,.m'- -;-. T , 
scanner response is-computed for various values of the parameters lakes which are located ana uentTfitu ano v/nose moipmumvrc 
under evaluation. This yields expressions for Landsat gray-scale levels characteristics remain largely unchanged from one image to the next 
used for determining the effect of changes i. any parameter. The are retained as control points. An affhne transformation using these 
Atmospheric Correction computer program is used to determine the control points and applied to an image of 500 pixels per side gave a 
haze level from the data, to compute the reflectance, ard to residual error of less than 0.5 RMS p.ixels (Author) 
interpolate in order to find the correction coefficients necessary to 
make the desired correction. 	 S.C.S. 
RS78-7-206 RS78-7-209
 
A78-40185 Advancements in machine-assisted analysis of 
multispectral data for land use applications. P. H. Swain (Purdue 
University, West Lafayette, Ind.). in' Annual Symposium on 
Machine Processing of Remotely Sensed Data, 4th, West Lafayette, 
Ind ,June 21-23, 1977, Proceedings (A78-40155 17-43) New York,
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1977, p. 
336-343. 7 refs. U.S. Geological Survey Contract No. 
14-08 0001-14725. 
Results are reported of a three-year study participated in by the 
Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing of Purdue Univer-
sity, the Center for Advanced Computation of the University of 
Illinois, and the Geographic Applications Program of the U.S. 
Geological Survey. The outcome of the study has been a demonstra-
tion of the feasibility of applying digital analysis of satellite data to 
land use inventory and mapping Advancements have been made in 
the areas of data analysis techniques, data processing products, and 
education and training of personnel within the potential user agency. 
(Author) 
RS78-7-207 

A78-47083 Standard Mesh compatible Landsat mapping. 
S Tanaka,, H. Kano URemote Sensing Technology Center of Japan, 
Tokyo. Japan), and Y. Suga (Hosei University, Kogane;, Tokyo. 
Japan). In International Symposium on Space Technology and 
,Science, 12th, Tokyo, Japan. May 16-20, 1977, Proceedings. 
(A78-47001 21-12) Chofu. Tokyo, National Aerospace Laboratory, 
1977, p. 605-610. 
A procedure is described for rendering Landsat MSS data for 
Japan compatible with the Stanoard Area[ Mlesh tablhslled by the 
Japanese Statistics Bureau. The-basic featuresof thisStandard-Mesh-
compatible Landsat map are that (1) the pixel feature is almost 
square, (2) the pixel number corresponding to the Mesh is the same 
in every image, and (3) the radiometric value of MSS data is 
sufficiently preserved. 8j 
RS78-7-208
 
A78-40170 - On the transfer of remote sensing technology 
to an operational data system. J. D.Tarbet. L H Bradford, Jr. (Ford 
Aerospace and Communications Corp., Houston, Tex.), T. T. White (NASA, Johnson Space Center, Earth Observations Div., Houston, 
Tex.), and R. F. Purnell, Jr. (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
Houston, Tex.). In' Annual Symposium on Machine Processing of 
Remotely Sensed Data. 4th, West Lafayette, IndsJune 21-23, 1977, 
Proceedings. (A78-40155 17-43) New York, Institute of Eectrcal 
and.Electronics Egineers Inc. 1977, p. 172-176 
Data processing techniques for the transfer of remote sensing 
technology to an operational data system are evaluated. The study is 
aimed at developing a scheme for the improvement of the quanti-
fying cost/performance ratio, noting the timeliness of the results, the 
ease of system development, system operating costs, and accuracy, 
The method is applicable to the Production Area and Yield 
Estimation System (PAYES) and the Large Area Crop Inventory 
Experiment (LACIE). S.C.S. 
A78-47085 The analyses of multispectral data obtained 
from space. K. Tsuchiya, T. lIt-aa, H. Nakamura (National Space 
Development Agency of Japan, Tokyo, Japan), H Ochia (Toba 
National Merchant Marine College, Toba, Japan), and K. Takeda 
(Science and Technology Agency, -Tokyo, Japan). In: International 
Symposium on Space Technology and Science, 12th, Tokyo. Japan. 
May 16-20, 1977, Proceedings. (A78-47001 21-12) Chofu, Tokyo,
National Aerospace Laboratory, 1977, p.617-622. 12 refs. 
Two Landsat MSS images of four areas in Japan - a farming area, 
a-city, a mountain area, and a bay - are examined in an effort to 
compare radiance values. The radiance value of Sand 4 (0.5-0.6 
micron) taken in October 1972 is greater then that of Sand 4 taken 
in Septemoer 1975 for all the areas. while the reverse is true for Sand 
6 (0.7-0.8 micron). Tte differences in radiance are apoarenly due to 
the effects of weather and vegetation. Using the same images, four 
different methods of ground control point matchiug are tested 
Landsat data isthen applied to the detection of red tide off Japan. 
n.J. 
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A78-43056 Contextual pattern classification for remotely 
sensed multispectral data. T S. Yu and K. S. Pu (Purdue University,
West Lafayette, Ind ). In: Modeling and simulation. Volume 8 
P'oceedings of the Eighth Annual Pittsburgh Conference, Pittsburgh, 
Pa., April 21, 22, 1977 Part 1. (A78-43026 18-66) Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Instrument Society of America, 1977, p 469 473. 17 refs. 
A technique employing contextual information in recognition 
systems for evaluating multispectral data obtained by remote sensing 
is discussed with reference to the minimization of the simple Bayes 
risk. Attention is given to a compound decision process, which 
gineralizes the data so that evaluations of individual information 
cells can be made. An experiment involving data on a 128 x 128 
format (200-327 lines, 120-247 columns) isdescribed in terms of the 
simple decision, four neighbor, and eight neighbor rule. Overall 
accuracy improved as the number of neighbors for an individual cell 
eas increased D.MW 
RS 78-7-211 
N78-30027*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md 
A NEW INVERSION METHOD FOR REMOTE SOUNDING 
OF PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES 
Mian M. Abbas (Maryland Univ.. College Park. Md) Jul. 197832 p refs Submitted for publication 
(Grant NGL-21-002-033) 
(NASA-TM-79604) Avail' NTIS HC A03/MF AO CSCL 038' 
An inversion method which is applicable to high resolution 
observations where the spectral lines are fully resolved is described 
The technique is based on matching calculated slopes of the 
spectral ine profiles with slopes of the observed lineshapes- ­
and involves finding an inverse solution to the derivative of the 
radiative transfer equation with respect to frequency, The method 
is applied to inversion of ozone absorption lines in the earth's 
atmosphere and the results are compared with those obtainedbya conventional method Advantages include narrower weighting
functions providing a higher vertical resolution, higher atmospheric 
level which may be probed, more faster and more stable 
convergence, and more accurate retrieved profiles A RH 
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N78-285S3# Committee on Space Research (COSPAR), Paris 
(France) 
SATELLITE IMAGERY INTERPRETATION: SUGGESTIONS 
FOR LABORATORY DESIGN 
T T Alfoeldi (Can Centre for Remote Sensing. Ottawa) and R. 
A Ryerson (Can. Centre for Remote Sensing. Ottawa) May 
1976 24 p refs 
(Tech-Man-Ser-S) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF AOl 
Suggestions for the design, staffing, and instrumentation of 
a basic satellite imagery analysis laboratory are presented. The 
cost of the equipment and furniture for the basic laboratory is 
approximately S6O.O0O Recommended optimal equipment is also 
listed. ESA 
RS 78- 7- 213 
N78-29541# instituto de Pesquisas Espaciats. Sao Jose dos 
Campos (Brazil). 
INTRODUCTION TO A MULTISPECTRAL DATA ANALYSIS 
SYSTEM [APRESENTACAO DE UMA SISTEMATICA PARA 
A ANALISE DE DADOS MULTIESPECTRAISI 
Vitor Celso CelsodeCarvalho Apr. 1978 40 p refs In 
PORTUGUESE
 
IINPE-1227.NTE/115) Avail. NTIS HC A03/MF AOf 
A system that automatically trdnslates multispectral data 
obtained by remote sensing is described Basic concepts were 
examined briefly, and examples of application in various areas 
of natural resources were reviewed Transl. by BB 
RS78-7-214 
N78-29545N Army Engineer Topographic Labs., Fort Belvoir. 
AygFourier 
Va 

NEA REAL INMAPPUTRIONM ENIITAL Tdue 

DATA IN A MINICOMPUTER ENVIRONMENT 

James R Jancaitis and William R. Moore Apr. 1978 30 P
IA-A054008: ETL-0142) Avail' NTIS HCAO3/MFAOI CSCL 
08/2 
Two developments have combined to significantly impact 
the growing number of applications dependent upon digital terrain 
elevation data. mathematical terrain modeling: and minicomputer
growth Digital rep-cscntaon of terrain form has oreviouslygroth igial hacp-scnato citerainfnr 
required vast amounts of mass storage vith the relatively slow 
speed data access associated withIlarge databases A technique 
has been developed for compact digital storage of elevation data 
which also decreases the data access times significantly, a 
polynomial terrain model. Also. the minicomputer industry has 
been experiencing dramatic increases in the processing speeds 
and digital storage capabilities along with steadily declining costs 
relininary results of a recently initiated study into the impact 
of these developments on utilization of digital terrain elevation 
data is presented Author (GRA) 
RS 78-7-215 
•478-2749q 	 Army Engineer Topographic Labs, Fort Belvoir 
-4 Aand 
INVESTIGATION OF THE APPLICATION OF ARRAY OF 
ALGEBRA TO TERRAIN MO 
ALGBRATOODasERRIN 
,arres R Jancaitis and Ronald L Magee Apr 1978 59 p 
'efs 
ADA054007' ETL.0141) Avail' NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 
09/2

This report investigates the application of array algebra to 
ETL's terrain modeling procedure in the following manner- analyze 
ray algebra to verify specifically the equivalence of array algebra 
and the conventional teast-squares solutions, analytically and 
emorically compare the computational efficiency of ETL's terrain 
-'odeling algorithm using the current least-squares method and 
:-ie array algebra technique and investigate the applicability of 
csuhaia s array algebra to the ETL terrain modeling, algorithm
Ire results showed that the array algebra algorithm is computa­
-onally equivalent to the least squares algorithm but has higher 
-ilementational overhead The array algebra algorithm is also 
,ess efficient for the FTL terrain modeling problem GRA 
RS78-7-216
 
',178-28576*# Purdue Univ. Lafayette. Ind. Lab. for.Applications 
ci Remote Sensing 
A PARAMETRIC MULTICLASS BAYES ERROR ESTIMATOR 
OR 	 THE MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER SPATIAL MODEL 
;'2.RFORMANCE EVALUATION 
3 G. Mobasseri. C D McGillem, and P. E. Anuta. Principal 
'rvestigators 1978 294 p refs EREP 
Contracts NAS9-14016. NAS9-14970: NAS9-15466) 
378-10171: NASA-CR-151745: LARS-TR-061578: 
TR-EE-78-22J Avail: NTIS HC A13/MF A01 CSCL 05B 
The author has identified the following significant results 
-,.e probability of correct classification of various populations in 
ceata was defined as the primary performance index. The 
-,,ullispectral data being of multiclass nature as well, required a 
.a/es error estimation procedure that was dependent on a set 
class statistics alone. The classification error was expressed
terms of an N dimensional integral, where N was the 
Rimensionaliw of the feature space The multispectral scanner 
-atial model was represented by alinear shift, invariant multiple,
con system where the N spectral bands comprised the input 
:rocasses The scanner characteristic function, the relationship 
,a3erning the transformation of the input spatial, and hence. 
-pectral correlation matrices through the systems, was devel-
Oped 
RS78-7-217 
N78-28933 Utah Univ., Salt Lake City.
 
THEORY OF IMAGE TRANSFER THROUGH A FABRY-

PEROT INTERFEROMETER AND CONVERSION TO VISIBLE
 
OF INFRARED IMAGES Ph.D. Thesis
 
Abbas Riazi 1978 206 p
 
Avail Univ Microfilms Order No 78-07207
 
Image transformation through a Fabry-Perot interferometer 
and the conversion of infrared to visible images are studied A 
expansion of tile fields in conjunction with the FFT 
aloorithm was used in determining the level of image distortion 
to passage throuch an FPI The phenomenon of image 
deterioration was also examined by a mode decomposition 
:cnqeVrostertclepesosaedrvdadcretechnique Various theoretic l expressions are derived and curves 
relating the characteristics of the FPI to the spatial content of 
the image are generated It is seen that initially asresnel number 
IN) increases, the resolving number of transits (M increases 
rapidly: however, for values of N greater than 1000. the increasei M is very slow This is shown to be due to the asymptoticbehavior of the additional phase shift per transit of eachtraver m odel transr ach 
transverse model Dissert Abstr 
RS 7 8- 7- 218 
N78-28585 t # Bendix Aerospace Systems Div., Ann Arbor. Mich 
MULTISPECTRAL DATA RESTORATION STUDY 
FiUlTl RepotR
Navmchanora J. Shah and C. L Wilson May 1977 84 p refs 
(Contract NASSo23384) 
(NASA-CR-156790: BSR-4246) Avail NTIS 
HC AS/MF AOl CSCL 058 
A digital resampling technique for LANOSAT data is repored 
that incorporates a deconvolution concept to minimize spatial 
radiometric degradation of data during resampling for 
geometric correction A quantitative comparison of cubic 
convolution and digital restoration methods establishes the latter 
the supenior technique 	 G.G 
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RS78-7-219 
N78-26528 Deutsches Geodaetisches Forchungsmstiut, 
Munich (West Germany)
VARIATION OF THE AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ARRANGE-
MENT. ITS INFLUENCE ON THE MEAN ADJUSTMENT 
IN THE PRESENCE OF RANDOM AND SYSTEMATIC IMAGE 
FAILURES Ph.D. Thesis - Bonn Univ. (VARIATION DER 
SILDFLUGAUORDNUNG. IHRE AUSWIRKUNG AUF DIE 
BUENDELAUSGLEICHUNG BEI VORUEGEN ZUFAELLIGER 
UND SYSTEMATISCHER BILDFEHLERI 
Joachim Thomas Sayeursche Akad. der Wis. 1977 133 p
refs In GERMAN 
(Ser-C/Diss-233. ISSN-3-596-9289-6) Avail: NTIS 
HC AD7/MF AOl 
Failure theory relations in aerial photography for the 
application of block adjustment according to the least squares
method are discusses. Topics include the influence of normal 
distributed random image failures, systematic image failures, and 
mixed failures on the beam adjustment and compensation of 
systematic failures by the aerial photographic arrangement ESA 
RS 78-7-220
 
N78-29546# Los Alamos Scientific Lab, N Max 
TECHNIQUE FOR DYNAMIC RANGE REDUCTION FOR 
LANDSAT ,RATIO IMAGES 
fG.W Wecksung and J. 3 Breedlove. Jr 1978 7,p refs 
Presented at Eectron. in Resources Managpment-Conf., Alamo­
gordo. NM.. 12-14 Apr. 1978 (Contract W-7405-eng-36)(LA-UR-7-347. Conf.J80410-1I " Avail NTIS 
HC A02/MF A01 
Aschemaifor dynamic range reduction, baned on a mathemati 
cal model of the mullispectrat image. is presented It can be 
implemented on stand-alone digital image processing systems 
as well as general purpose computers This technique also has 
potential application in machine classification of geological data. 
Digital image processing eamples are presented in which ihis 
new scheme 1scompared with other commonly used techniques
for dynamic range reduction ERA 
RS78-7-221 
N78-26626# California Univ. Berkeley Lawrence Berkeley
Lab.
 
INTERACTIVE DISPLAY OF POLYGONAL DATA Computer
 
Science and Applied Mathematics Dept.

P. M Wood Oct 1977 37 p refs 
(Contract W-7405-eng-48)
iLBL-6490; Conf-7710100-1) Avail: NTIS HC AO3/MF AOl 
The interactive thematic mapping system called CARTE. 
combines polygonal base maps with statistical data to produce
shaded maos using a variety of shading symbolisms on a variety
of output devices A polygonal base map Is one where geographic
entities are described by points, lines. or polygons. It is combined 
with geocoded data to produce special subject or thematic maps.
Shading symbolsms include texture shading for areas, varying
widths for lines, and scaled symbols for points Output devices 
include refresh and storage CRTs and auxiliary Calcomp or COM 
hardcopy. The system is designed to aid in the quick display of 
spatial data and in detailed map design GRA 
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PERFORMANCE TESTS OF SIGNATURE EXTENSION ALGORITHMS.
 
Abottee. R. : Levy. S.: Mendlowitz, M.; Moritz, T.; Potter,
 
J.: Thadani. S.; Wehiranen, 0.
 
Lockheed Electron Co, Inc. Houston, Tex
 
Proc Irt Symp Renmote Sensing Environ i1th. Univ of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. Pubi by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 1523-1532 CODEN: PISEOM
 
DESCRIPTORS: ('IMAGE PROCESSING, *AaIalysi's), AGRICULTURAL
 
ENGINEERING. (REMOTE SENSING, Environmental Applications),
 
IDENTIFIERS: CROP SIGNATURES
 
CARD ALERT: 723. 821
 
Comparative tests were performed on seven signature
 
extension aio'rithms to evaluate their effectiveness in
 
Correcting for changes in atmOspheric haze and sun angle in a
 
Landsat scene. Four of the algo'itnms were cluster matching.
 
and two were maximum likelihood algorithms. The Seventh
 
algorithm determined the haze level in both training and
 
recognition segments and used a set of tables calculated from
 
an atmospheric model to determine the affine transformation
 
that corrects the training signatures for changes in sun angle
 
and haze level. Three of the algorithms were -tested on a
 
simulated data set. and all of the algorithms were tested on
 
consecutive-day data. The classification performanceon the
 
data sets using the algorithms is presented, along with
 
results of statistical tests on the accuracy and proportion
 
estimates.
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IO NO.- E1780860810 860810
 
USE OF CLEAR LAKES AS STANDARD REFLECTORS FOR ATMOSPHERIC
 
MEASUREMENTS.
 
Ahern. F. J.: Goodenough. D. G.; Jain, S. C.; Rao, V. R.;
 
Rochon. G.
 
Can Cent for Remote Sensing. Ottawa. Ont
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ llth. Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. Pubil by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 731-755 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: f-RErOTE SENSING, Environmental Applications).
 
ATMOSPHERIC OPTICS, (ELECTROMAGNETIC- WAVES. Reflection),
 
ATMOSPHERIC RADIATION,
 
IDENTIFIERS: MULTISPECTRAL SCANNERS
 
CARD ALERT: 716. 481
 
A method is proposed for using clear .lakes as dark
 
backgrounds against which the atmospheric path radiance can be
 
determined from satellite observations. If the path radiance
 
can be determined to sufficient accuracy. the atmospheric
 
extinction can be inferred with suitable radiative transfer
 
models. It is Shown that atmospheric extinction can be
 
inferred from the path radiance observation after systematic
 
differences between the model and observations are removed.
 
The individual sources of error in the path radiance and
 
extinction coefficient estimates are determined, and the total
 
error in these estimates is calculated, with and without
 
sunglint. Refs.
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VEGETATION MODELED AS-A WATER CLOUD.
 
Attema. E. P. W.; Ulaby. Fawwaz T.
 
Delft Univ of Technol, Neth
 
Radio Sci v 13 n 2 Map-Apr 4978 p 357-364 CODEN: RASCAD
 
DESCRIPTORS: *REMOTE SENSING, AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING.
 
MICROWAVES,.
 
IDENTIFIERS: VEGETATION
 
CARD ALERT: 711. 81. 901
 
Because the microwave dielectric ,constant'ofdry vegetative
 
matter is much smaller (by an order of magnitude or more) than
 
the dielectric constant of water, and because a vegetation
 
canopy is usually composed of more than 99% air by volume, it
 
is proposed that the canopy can be modeled as a water Cloud
 
whose droplets are held in place by the vegetative matter.
 
Such a model was developed assuming that the canopy $left
 
double quotes cloud $right double quotes contains identical
 
water droplets randomly distributed within the canopy. By
 
integrating the scattering and attenuation cross-section
 
contributions of N droplets per unit volume over the signal
 
pathlenqth through the-canopy, an expression is derived for
 
the backscattering coefficient as a function of three target
 
parameters: volumetric moisture content - of -the soil.
 
volumetric water 'content of the vegetation, and plant height.

15 refs.
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ALTERATION MAPPING AT GOLDFIELD. NEVADA; BY CLUSTER AND
 
DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS OF LANDSAT DIGITAL DATA.
 
Ballew. Gary
 
Stanford Univ. Remote Sensing Lab. Cal-hf
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th, Univ of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. Pubi by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor. 1977 p 783-790 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (-GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS, *Remote Sensing)-, (RADAR.
 
Imaging Techniques). IMAGE PROCESSING. STATISTICAL METHODS,
 
IDENTIFIERS: MULTISPECTRAL DIGITAL DATA, INTERPRETATION
 
CARD ALERT: 481. 716. 922
 
The abi'lity of Landsat multispectral digital data to
 
differentiate among 2 combinations of rock and alteration
 
types at the Goldfield mining district of Western Nevada was
 
investigated by using statistical techniques of cluster and
 
discriminant.analysis. Multivariatd discrimihakt analysis was
 
not effective in classi'fying each of the 82 groups, with
 
classification results essentially the same whether data of
 
four channels alone or combined with six ratios of channels
 
were used. Bivariate plots of group means revealed a cluster
 
of three groups including mill tailings, basalt and all other
 
rock and alteration types. Automatic hierarchical c-lustering
 
was performed using S. C. Johnson's HICLUS program. The
 
results of the cluster analysis revealed hierarchies of mi-Hl
 
tailing vs. natural materials, basalt vs. non-basalt, highly
 
reflectant rocks vs. other rocks and exclusively unaltered
 
rocks vs. predominantly altered rocks. The hierarchies were
 
used to determine the order in which sets of multiple,
 
discriminant analyses were to be performed and the resulting
 
discriminant functions were used to produce a map of geology
 
and alteration.
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HUMAN PERCEPTION OF GEOLOGICAL LINEAMENTS AND OTHER DISCRETE
 
FEATURES IN REMOTE SENSING IMAGERY: SIGNAL STRENGTHS, NOISE
 
LEVELS AND QUALITY.
 
Burns. K. L.: Brown. G. 0.
 
CSIRO. North Ryde. NSW. Aust
 
v 7 n 2 Apr 1978 p 163-176 RSEEA7
 
DESCRIPTORS: *REMOTE SENSING, GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS.
 
IDENTIFIERS: GEOLOGICAL LINEAMENTS
 
CARD ALERT: 405. 481, 742
 
A model of human perception is presented which-describes the
 
results of a photointerpeter's annotation of discrete features
 
in an image. In this example, the features are geological
 
lineaments. However. the model carries no assumptions as to
 
connectivity or shape and is, in principle. applicable to
 
discrete features of any type, such as multispectral oP
 
textural themes in geology, agriculture. forestry, and
 
hydrology. It is believed to be the first perception model
 
fitted to an 6bservational process in geology and a novel
 
description of the human feature-extraction process in remote
 
sensing. The mcdel ascribes the classification of pixels in a
 
digitized annotation to their being drawn from a mixture of
 
binomial distributions. The two distributions of the model
 
represent the presence or absence of a messaqe at each pixel.
 
3 refs.
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ON THE PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSING AND DIGITAL TEXTURE FOR
 
REMOTE SENSING OF KUJUKURI COAST OF CHIBA IN JAPAN.
 
Genda. Hidesaburo; Okayama, Hiroshi: Tshiyama. Takashi:
 
Takeda, Kaname.
 
Chiba Univ. Chiba-shi. dpn
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 1lth, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, Apr 25-29 1977. Pub] by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, 1977 p 571-578 CODEN: PISEOM
 
DESCRIPTORS: ('OCEANOGRAPHY, -Remote Sensing), IMAGE
 
PROCESSING, COASTAL ENGINEERING, (PHOTOGRAMMETRY,
 
Interpretation),
 
IDENTIFIERS: COASTAL ZONES, EQUIDENSITOGRAPHS
 
CARD ALERT: 471, 723, 716. 742
 
Remote sensing of various coastal phenomena on the Kujukuni
 
Coast and Kashimanda Coast has been done by use of aircraft
 
for the purpose of investigating the characteristics of shore
 
reefs and floating sand, and the depth of the sea. A
 
multispectraT camera and a video ITV camera have been used as
 
sensor. Various data are represented by equidensitographs
 
using texture. The digital graphs are analyzed by a hybrid
 
system. Correlations between the textures represented by
 
equidensitographs. digital graphs and analog display are
 
estimated.
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CLASSIFICATION CONSISTENCY OF BANDWIDTH COMPRESSED 
MULTISPECTRAL SCANNED (MSS) IMAGES USING BAYES SUPERVISED 
CLASSIFIER. 
Habibi. A.; Hung. A. Y. 
TRW Def"& Space Syst Group, Redondo Beach, Calif 
SPIE Semin Proc v 119; Appl of Digital Image Process, at
 
the Int 'Opt Comout Conf, San Diego, Calif, Aug 25-26 1977.
 
Publ by SPIE (IEEE Cat n 77CH1265-BC ('vol 2)), Bel'lingham,
 
Wash, 1977 p 79-84 OGDEN: SPIECJ
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*REMOTE SENSING, *Multispectral Scanners),

PATTERN RECOGNITION SYSTEMS, IMAGE PROCESSING,
 
CARD ALERT: 723, 741
 
For many pattern classification and pattern recognition
 
applications, the multispectral data is first used to obtain a
 
classified image (map). This image is then used for different
 
image data extraction and classification applications. It is
 
important 'that a particular bandwidth compression method
 
should'not result in 'significant changes in the resulting
 
classification map. In this work -the performance of a hybrid
 
encode (Hadamard/DPCM) in retaining the classification
 
accuracy of the-classified image is-evaluated. It is shown
 
that using 'aBayes supeivised classifier the, classification
 
accuracy of' the bandvidth compressed picture is actually
 
higher than the original picture. 6 refs.
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BLOB: AN UNSUPERVISED CLUSTERING APPROACH TO SPATIAL
 
PREPROCESSING OF MSS IMAGERY.
 
Kauth. R. .: 'Pentland. A. P.: Thomas. G. S.
 
Environ .Res Inst of Mich. Ann Arbor
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th. Univ of Mich. Ann.
 
Arbor. Apr 25-29 1977. Publ by Environ Res Inst of Mich. Ann
 
Arbor, 1977 p 1309-1317 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: *IMAGE PROCESSING. (REMOTE SENSING.
 
Multispectral Scanners). PATTERN RECOGNITION SYSTEMS,
 
IDENTIFIERS: AGRICULTURAL INVENTORIES
 
CARD ALERT: 723. 741
 
A basic concept of muLtispectral scanner -(MSS) data
 
processing has been developed fop use in agricul-tural
 
inventories; namely. -to introduce spatial coordinates of each
 
pixel into the vector description of the pixel and to use this
 
'information along aith -the spectral channel values in a
 
cdnveti6nal unsupervised''cl'ustering of the scene. The pesul|t
 
is to i'solate spectrally homogeneous field-like patches
 
(called $left double'quoteS blobs Sright double quotes )

The spectral mean vector of a blob can be-regarded as a
 
defined feature and used in a conventional pattern recognition
 
procedure. The benefits of use are: ease in locating training
 
units in imagery-; data compression of from 10 to 30 depending
 
on the application: reduction of scanner noise and
 
consequent-ly Potential improvements inclassification/proport­
io, estimation performances.
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RAPID SCREENII.G OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY BY OPS ANALYSIS.
 
Lukes. George E.
 
US Army Eng Topogr Lab, Fort Belvoir. Va
 
SPIE Semin Proc v 117: Data Extp and Classif from Film,
 
for Meet. San Diego. Calif, Aug 23-24 1977. Publ by SPIE,
 
Bellingham. Wash, 1977 p 89-97 CODEN: SPIECJ
 
DESCRIPTORS: *AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY,
 
CARD ALERT: 742
 
Applicat-ions of high-speed optical power spectrum analysis
 
(OPSA) utilizing telecentric scanning systems for the
 
automated analysis of aerial photography for several
 
relatively simple problems are described. Cloud screening is
 
discussed as an example where a statistical pattern
 
recognition approach is successfully applied to OPS data.
 
Examples of image analysis based on characterization of image
 
structure and opientational content are presented. Projective
 
sampling concepts, which permit image sampling based on ground
 
coordinates in conjunction with a digital data base, are
 
introduced, Finally. use of projective sampling with OPSA is
 
illustrated by an image-to-image cartographic change detection
 
experiment. 12 refs.
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PRODUCTION OF A WATER QUALITY MAP OF SAGINAW BAY BY COMPUTER
 
PROCESSING OF LANDSAT-2 DATA.
 
McKeon, John 8.; Rogers, Robert H.; Smith, V. Elliott
 
Bendix Aerosp Syst Div. Ann Arbor, Mich
 
Proc Int Symp Remote Sensing Environ 11th, Univ of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, Apr 25-29 1977. Pubi by Environ Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, 1977 p 1045-154 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*WATER RESOURCES, *Remote Sensing), IMAGE
 
PROCESSING, MAPS AND MAPPING,
 
IDENTIFIERS: WATER QUALITY, LANDSAT DATA
 
CARD ALERT: 444. 716. 741, 723
 
Surface truth and LANDSAT measurements collected July 31,
 
1975 for Saginaw Bay are used to demonstrate a technique for
 
producing a color coded water quality map. On this map, color
 
is used as a Code to quantify five discrete ranges in the
 
following water qual-ity parameters: temperature, Secchi depth,
 
chloride, Conductivity, total Kjeldahl nitrogen, total
 
phosphorus, chlorophyll a, total solids and suspended solids.
 
The LANDSAT and water quality relationship is established
 
through the use of a set of linear regression equations where
 
the water quality parameters are the dependent Variables and
 
LANDSAT measurements are the independent variables.
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EVALUATION OF ALGORITHMS FOR GEOOGICAL THERMAL-INERTIA
 
MAPPING.
 
Miller. S. H.; ,Watson. Kenneth
 
-US Geol Surv. Denver, Colo
 
Proc Int Symp-Remote Sensing Environ 11th. Univ of'Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, Apr 25 29 1977. Pubi by 4nviron Res Inst of Mich, Ann
 
Arbor, 1977 -p 1147-1160 CODEN: PISEDM
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS. *Remote Sensing), I
 
MATHEMATICAL TECHNIQUES, Error Analysis), IMAGING TECHNIQUES.
 
IDENTIFIERS: THERMAL-INERTIAMAPPING
 
CARD ALERT: 481, 7 1, 921
 
The errors incurred in producing a thermal-inertia map are
 
of three general types: measurement, analysis, and ,model
 
simplification. To emphasize the geophysical relevance of
 
these errors, the paper expresses them in terms of uncertainty
 
in thermal inertia and compares ,these uncertainties with the
 
thermal-inertia values of geologic materials. Three surface
 
temperature algorithms were evaluated: linear fourier series.
 
finite difference, and Laplace transform. Model
 
simplification errors result from three sources: transient
 
effects..topography, and surface coating effects. -The total
 
system errors in thermal inertia are placed- in geologic
 
context by-noting the separation in thermal-jinertia values for
 
variousgeologic.materials. 12 rets.
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NON-PARAMETRIC CLUSTERING SCHEME FOR LANDSAT.
 
Narendra, P. M.: Goldberq, M.
 
Honeywell Inc. Minneapolis, Minn
 
Pattern Recoon -v 9 n 4 1977 p 207-215 CODEN: PTNRAB
 
DESCRIPTORS: -PATTERN RECOGNITION SYSTEMS. IMAGE PROCESSING.
 
CARD ALERT'! 723
 
A 4-dimensional histogram is computed to reduce the large
 
LANDSAT pixel data to the much smaller number of distinct
 
,vectors and their frequency of occurrence in 'the scene.
 
Hashing is used to qenerate the histogram and-also subsequent
 
table look-up classification of the individua'l pixels in the
 
image after the histogram vectors are clustered. The
 
resultant clusterinq 'Scheme is very efficient and a 512
 
Smultiplied by$ 512 LANDSAT scene can be clustered in less
 
than 2 min of CPU time on a PDP-I computer. Results of the
 
application of the clustering scheme on representative LANDSAT
 
scenes are included. 6 refs.
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DATA PREPARAT-ION AND ENTRY FOR COMPUTER-AIDED MAPPING.
 
Schechter, Bernard
 
Chicago Aerial Surv, Des Plaines, Ill
 
Des Autom Conf, 15th, Proc, Las Vegas, Nev, dun 19-21 1978
 
Pub] by IEEE (Cat n 78CH1363-1C), New York, NY, 1978. Also
 
available from IEEE Comput Soc, Long Beach, Calif and ACM, New
 
York, NY p 48-52
 
DESCRIPTORS: (*MAPS AND MAPPING, *Computer Applications),
 
COMPUTER GRAPHICS,
 
CARD ALERT: 405, 723
 
The rapid growth in use of interactive graphic systems for
 
geo-coded data bases has expanded interest about the
 
computer-aided mapping processes by many groups involved in
 
automation. Surveying and mapping were early users of
 
computer technology and the current systems and practices are
 
evolving through changes to modern classical analog mapping.
 
The various phases of the process, from aerial photography
 
acquisition through computer-driven hard copy output plots are
 
reviewed as a basis for understanding and appreciating the
 
problems associated with data preparation and entry. 5 refs.
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MAPPING EARTH CONDUCTIVITIES USING A MULTIFREQUENCY AIRBORNE
 
ELECTROMAGNETIC SYSTEM.
 
Siegel. H. 0.: Pitcher, 0. H.
 
Scintrex Ltd. Concord. Ont
 
Geophysics v 43 n 3 Apr 1978 p 563-575 CODEN: GPYSA7
 
DESCRIPTORS:. (*GEOPHYSICS. *Electromagnetic). (ELECTRIC
 
MEASUREMENTS. Conductivity). DATA PROCESSING.
 
CARD ALERT: 481. 9 2. -723
 
The Tridem vertical coplanar airborne electromaQnetic system
 
provides simultaneous in-phase and quadrature information at
 
frequencies of 500. 2000 and 8000 Hz. The system can map a
 
broad range of earth conductors of simple geometry and provide
 
quantitative estimates of their conductivities and dimensions.
 
Computer programs have been developed to automatically
 
interpret the six channels of Tridem data, plus the output of
 
an accurate radar altimeter, to determine the depth of burial.
 
conductivity and thickness of a near-surfce, flat-lying
 
conducting horizon. In limiting cases, the interpretation
 
provides the conductance (conductivity-thickness product) of a
 
thin sheet (ranging from 100 mmhos to 100 mhos) or the
 
conductivity of a homogeneous earth (ranging from I mmho/m to
 
10 mhos/m). Two actual field examples are presented from
 
Ontario. Canada: one relating to the mapping of overburden
 
conditions (sand, clay and rock, etc) and the other'to the
 
mapping of the distribution of a buried lignite deposit.
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SPACE OBLIQUE MERCATOR PROJECTION.
 
Snyder, John P.
 
Photogramm Eng Remote Sensing v 44 n 5 May 1978 p 585-596
 
CODEN: PERSDV
 
DESCRIPTORS: *MAPS AND MAPPING, REMOTE SENSING,
 
IDENTIFIERS: SPACE OBLIQUE MERCATOR PROJECTION
 
CARD ALERT: 405, 7 2
 
The Space Oblique Mercator projection, a concept that was.
 
originated by A. P. Colvocoresses in 1974, has been
 
mathematically implemented as the first map projection to
 
provide continuous mapping of satellite-imagery true to scale
 
along the groundtrack, and within a few millionths of accurate
 
conformal projection. Specifically designed for Landsat
 
(formerly ERTS) imagery, it is also suitable for other
 
satellites with broader scans. Formulas are given for both
 
sphere and ellipsoid. A unique feature is the need for a
 
curved groundtrack and skewed scan lines on the SDM
 
projection, although they would be straight and parallel.
 
respectively, on a normal oblique cylindrical projection. 5
 
refs.
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COLOR -ANALYSIS BY COLOR INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEM
 
(C-IPS-I')
 
Tajima. Joji: Arakawa, Takeshi: Ido. Keiko
 
Nippon Electric Co. Ltd. Tokyo. dpn
 
NEC Res Dev n 47 Oct 1977 p 13-19 CODEN: NECRAU
 
DESCRIPTORS: (-IMAGE PROCESSING. *Computer Applicat'ions).
 
COLOR.
 
IDENTIFIERS: COLOR INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEM
 
CARD ALERT: 723. 741
 
In recent years. image processing and pattern recognition by
 
computers have been extensively developed. The difficulty in
 
feature extraction, using monochromatic image data only, has
 
resulted in system development which utilizes color
 
information in images. This paper describes a Color
 
Information Processing System which analyzes either truecolor
 
images or false color images through computer programs. The
 
hardware of this system includes a TV. camera. supplemented
 
with a color Filter disk, and a multifunction color TV
 
display, which has some color analyzJng capabilities. Color
 
analyzing processes are described. Color image data are
 
analyzed by raw tristimulus values or l.ghtness and
 
chromaticity values. The result can be displayed on the color
 
TV display. Because simple anal.yzing processes are speedily
 
executed through functions of the color TV display.
 
interactive color analysis is realized using this display and
 
a data tablet. Such an interactive capability is a great
 
advantage of the system. The system also Was successfully
 
applied to color analysis ,of aerial color photographs,
 
surfaces of oranges and LANDSAT satellite images. 5 refs.
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Determination of Scattering Functions and Their Effects on
 
Remote Sensing of Turbidity in Natural Waters
 
Mitre Corp.. McLean. Va. METREK Div.
 
AUTHOR: Ghovanlou. A..H.; Gupta. J. N.: Henderson.- R. G.
 
E092303 Fid: 17H. 8J, 13B, 47C, 68D. 63F STAR1606
 
Jul 77 14 8p
 
Rept No: NASA-CR-145239
 
Contract: F19628-77-C-0001
 
Monitor: 18
 
Subm-Sponsoped by NASA.
 
Abstract: The devel'opment of quantitat.ive analyticl­
procedures for -relating scattered signaIs, -measured by a
 
remote sensor. was considered. The applications of a Monte
 
Carlo simulation model for radiative transfer in turbid water
 
are discussed. The model is designed to calculate the
 
characteristics of the backscattered signal from. an
 
illuminated body of water as -a function of the turbidity
 
level, and the spectral properties of the suspended
 
particulates. The optical properties of' the environmental
 
waters, necessary fop model appl-ications, were derived from
 
available experimental data and/or calculated from Mie
 
formalism. Results of applications of the model are presented.
 
Descriptors: *Backscattering, *Remote sensors, *Turbidity,
 
*Water quality, Computer programs, Monte Carlo method, Optical
 
properties, Radiative transfer
 
Identifiers: Remote sensing, Mathematical models, Computerized
 
simulation,, Optical detection. Optical measurement, Water
 
pollution detection. Quantitative analysis, NTISNASA
 
N78-15551/2ST NTIS Prices: PC A07/MF A01
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Pilot Study of the Potential Contributions of LANDSAT Data in
 
the Construction of Area Sampling Frames
 
Statistical Reporting Service (USDA). Washington.
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AUTHOR: Hanuscha. George A.: Morrissey, Kathleen M.
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Monitor:- NASA-CR-I55262
 
Original contains color imagery. Original photography may be
 
purchased From the EROS Data Center. Sioux Falls. S.D.
 
Abstract: No abstract available.
 
Sampling. Agriculture. Information systems. Land use, Earth
 
Resources program. Photointerpretation, Digital systems.
 
Computer techniques
 
Identifiers: NTISNASA
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Instrumentation and Data Processing Used in Earth Resources
 
Technology Satellites (ERTS). Volume 1. 1973-1975 (A
 
Bibliography with Abstracts)
 
National Technical Information Service. Springfield, Va.
 
391 812)
 
Rept. for 1973-75
 
AUTHOR: Hundemann. Audrey S.
 
E0593G4 Fld: 148. 22B. BF. 95, 48C*. 62. 86W GRA17807
 
Feb 78 15 7 p*
 
Monitor: 18
 
Abstract: Abstracts are cited dealing with new or improved
 
remote sensing techniques. Topic areas cover pattern
 
recognition, spectrum analysis, image enhancement.
 
photointerpretatton. multispectral photography, and mapping.
 
(This updated bibliography contains 152 abstracts, none of
 
which are new entries to the previous edition.)
 
Descriptors: *Bibliographies. *Remote sensing, Spacecraft
 
instruments, Data processing. Pattern recognition, Spectrum
 
analysis, Imaee intensifiers. Photointerppetation. Spaceborne
 
photography. Mapping, Digital techniques, Unmanned spacecraft
 
Identifiers: ERTS satellites. LANDSAT satellites, NTISNTIS
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Instrumentation and Data Processing Used in Earth Resources
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Bibliography with Abstracts)
 
Nationaq Technical Information Service. Springfield, Va.
 
391 812)
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AUTHOR: Hundemann. Audrey S.
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5. See also Volume I. 1973-75. NTIS/PS-78/0069.
 
Abstract: Abstracts are cited dealing with new or improved
 
remote sensing techniques. Topic areas cover pattern
 
recognition, spectrum analysis, image enhancement.
 
photointerpretation. multispectral photography, and mapping.
 
(This updated bibliography contains 147 abstracts, 67 of which
 
are new entries to the previous edition.)
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2-506 Si IMPERIAL-VALLEY# BUCKLEY C P*, FRACTURES, FAULT
 
6-187 G, TECHNIQUES, JIAGNOSTIC, M/ BUDINGER T.F*, IMAGE-PROCESSIN
 
6-224 MEASURING-THE-CONTOUR, BURCHER E E*#
 
7-185 Y-VARIATIONS, DIGITAL-IMAGES, BURKLE J*# INTEJSIT
 
7-226 PTION, GEOLOGICAL-LINEAMENTS, BURNS K L*# HUMAN-PERCE
 
2-507 ERIAL, INFRARED, TECTONICS# BUSCHBACH T Z*, GEOPIYSICAL, A
 
IC I NOT INDEXED
 
'C* ' NOT INDEXED 
2-594 INFRARED, THERMAL, DAM-SITES, CAILLJN L*# 
6-191 LAKE-MEAD, CALIBRATION, GAMMA-RADIATIJN# 
6-242 THERMAL-RE.4TE-SENSING, CALIBRATION, SCHOTT J R*# 
1-363 -RESOURCES,/ EARTH-RESOURCES, CALIFORNIA, COLWELL R N* WATER 
5-266 UTILITIES, LAND-USE, CALIFORNIA, CROUCH R G*# 
2-537 THERMAL-INERTIA, KAHLE A B*, CALIFORNIA, DESERTS# 
2-546 RA# LANDSAT, LEVINE S*, CALIFORNIA, GRASS, SJIL, S'ECT 
2-524 RMAL, GEYSERS, ECOVIEW, NAPA, CALIFORNIA, HYDROLOGY# GEJTHE 
2-536 MICROWAVE, NUCLEAR, CALIFORNIA, JOHNSON o R*# 
2-645 SOIL-MOISTURE, LITHOLOGY, CALIFORNIA, RICH E 1*4 
3-291 POLLUTION "FORESTRY, CALIFORNIA, WILLIAMS vi T*. 
5-267 N, DESERT, SHRUB-ENVIRONMENT, CALIFORNIA# I, CHANGE-DETE TI9 
2-508 KATCHEWAN, URAN/ GEOCHEMICAL, CAMERON E M*, EXPLORATION, SAS 
2-530 # HALIDAY R A*, LANDSAT, CANADA, FLO), WATER-RESOURCES 
2-613 HROY'V*# CANADA, GEOLOGY, LANDSAT, SING 
2-638 , GOESM HYDROMETRIC, CANADA, HALLIDAY R A*, LANDSAT 
7-193 GOODENOUGH D G*9 CANADA, IMAGE-ANALYSIS-SYSTEM, 
6-212 RADAR, RESOURCE-MANAGEMENT, CANADA, KIRBY M*# 
1-341 KOZLOVIC N J*, FIELD-STUDIES, CANADA, NATURAL-RESJJRCESO /, 
1-313 PING# FLEMING F A*, CANADA, ROADS, TOPOLJGICAL-MAP 
5-280 R-PROCESSI LANDSAT, LAND-USE, CANADA, SCHUBERT J S*, COMPUTE
 
2-601 -DYNAMICS, LANDSAT, JONES GI, CANADAP WATER
 
3-287 RESTRY, SAYN-WITTGENSTEIN L*, CANADA9 LANDSAT, EO
 
3-311 ALFALFA, INFRARED, PAQUIN R*, CANADA# AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY,
 
4-357 ORLEY L W*# CANADIAN, SATELLITE-PROGRAM, M
 
3-338 .N, YIELD-PREDICTION, MILLARD/ CANOPY-TEMPERATURES, IRRIGATIO
 
3-297 E*# CANOPY, MODEL, WHEAT, CHAN:E J
 
2-667 LANDSAT, LINEARS, EARTHQUAKE, CARDAMONE P*4
 
5-265 RANGELAND, MANAGEMENT, CARNEGGIE-C M*
 
2-509 RALS/ SOUTH-AMERICA, LANDSAT, CARTER W 0*, EXPLORATION, MINE
 
2-510 M LINEAMENT, CARTER W D*, SURVEYS, INFRARED
 
7-183 DIGITAL-PROCESSING, LANDSAT, CARTOGRAPHY, BEAUBIEN J*#
 
1-335 , ICE/ AGRONOMY, AGRICULTURE, CARTOGRAPHY, FOREST, HYDROLOSY
 
7-1-9 SEMIAUTOMATIC-INTERPRETATION, CARTOGRAPHY, LATRAMB]ISE P#
 
1-373 DATA-ARCHIVE# CASPAN-ZORP, EARTH-RESOURCES,
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-2-511 RATIVN, ITALY, RADIOMETRIC# CASSINIS-R*, GEOTHERMAL, EXPLO
 
1 358 LANDSAT-2, CATALOG#
 
1-352 MINI, APOLLO, SKYLA/ BOLIVIA, CATAL3GS, GIDDINGS L E JR*, GE
 
7-213 INTRODUCTION, 'DATA-ANALYSIS, CELSODECARVALHO V C'A
 
5-274 ENDEREN J L*, UNITED-KINGDOM, CENSUS# LAND-USE, VAN-G
 
3-297 CANOPY, 4ODEL, WHEAT, CHANCE J E*#
 
5-267 B-ENVIRONMENT/ DEGLIRIA S:D*, CHANGE-)ETECTI'ON, DESERT, SHRU
 
6-199 , PRICE K*l CHANGE-DETECTION, MULTI-SENS3R
 
2-654 AERIAL-PHOTOGAPHY# CHANNEL-EROSION, DOI-RON L N*,
 
2-653 , WILDLIFE, DODGE W E*A CHANNELIZATION, REMOTE-SENSIJG 
6-214 ING, MILTON A F*# CHARGE-TRANSFER, INFRARED-IMAG
 
2-71-3 'E*, SURVEYSA CHEMICAL, LAKE-HURON, SMITi V
 
4-345 R-QUALITY# APPLICATIONS, CHESAPEAKE-BAY, VOLUME-I,. 4ATE
 
2-651 FLOOD-FORECASTING# CHILDERS J M*, ALASKA, "FLOJDS,
 
5-275 URBAN, LAND-USE, C-HINA, WELCH R*#
 
6-244 SPECTRORADIOMETER., CHIU H*# 
6-245 RADAR, ICE-COVER-THICKNE.SS, CHIZHOV A N*4 
4-354 HNSON R W*# MAPPING, CHLOROPHYLLi COASTAL-ZONES, JO 
4-349 OCEAN-COLOR, DETECTION, CHLOROPHYLL, DESCHAMPS P Y#4 
4-328 CEAN-COLOR# CHLOROP-iYLL, DESCHAMPS 'P Y, 0 
2-512 ASTES, MICHIGAN, WATER-RESOU/ CHRISTENSEN R J*, INDUSTRI4L-W 
4-327 S, SEA-ICE, INFRARE)-IMAGERY, CIHLAR J*# /PERATURE-VARIATION 
2-595 PHOTOJNTERPRETATION, CIVCO 0 L*, WETLANDS# 
2-698 UTROPHICATIO/ REMOTE-SENSING, CLAPP J L*, WATER-RESOURCES, E 
7-228 ED-CLASSIFIER, HABIBI A*# CLASSIFICATFON, BAYES-SUPERVIS 
1-344 Y, HYDROLOGY, SOIL, VEGETATI/ CLASSIFICATI3N, JORDAN, GEOLOG 
7-191 ERG M*9 CLASSIFICATION, LANDSAT, GJLDB 
5-298 A T*, CROP-ID/ GROUND-TRUTH, CLASSIFICATION, LANOSAT, JOYCE 
5-277 RYANT N A*# DATA-BASE, CLASSIFIED, LANDSAT, OREGON, B 
5-269 , JAPAN, URBAN, DIGITAL-DATA, CLASSIFIED# /AND-USE, MURAl S* 
7-223 RS, AHERN F J*# CLEAR-LAKES, STANDARD-REFLECTO 
7-225 , BALLEW G*, DISCRIM/ NEVADA, CLUSTER-AND-ALTERATIJN-MAPPING 
7-192 FOUR-DIMENSIONAL-HISTOGRAMi CLUSTERING, LANDSAT-DATA, 3OLD 
2-534 OMPUTER, EXPLORATION# COAL-INVENTORY, IRVINE J A-#, C 
2-588 HAITE R H*, ABANDONED-SHAFTS, COAL-MINES, INFORMATION# W 
2-539 AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY, SURFACE, COAL-MINING, KNOTH W M# /RED, 
2-587 S N E*# COAL-MINING, RECLAMATION, WEIS 
2-562 AERIAL-MONITORING, COAL-MINING, RECLAMATION# 
2-523 , WYOMING# EATON W L*, COAL, INFORMATION, P-OTOGRAPHY 
2-712 COAL, MINE-WASTE, SMITH M F* 
1-323 MORGAN G B*, AIR-POLLUTION, COAL, WATER-POLLUTIONg 
4-364 R, BARRICK 0 E*# COASTAL-CURRENT, MAPPING, IADA 
6-241 IAL-SIGHTING, GOWER J F R*# COASTAL-WATER, CURRENTS, INERT 
4-348 VIRGINIA# COASTAL-WETLANDS, MONITORING, 
4-365 S# OPERATIONAL-TECHNIQUES, COASTAL-ZONE, HARWOOD P*, TEXA 
4-371 LD R J/ INFORMATION, GEORGIA, COASTAL-ZONE, INVENT]RY, REIMO 
4-354 MAPPING, CHLOROPHYLL, COASTAL-ZONES, JOHNSON R W0# 
1-321 EOIMENT/ MILLER J M*, ALASKA, COASTAL. ECOSYSTEMS, PLUMES, S 
4-356 S V*# OCEAN, COASTAL, FOOD-RESOURCES, KLE4A 
1-355 URFA/ -SKYLAB/EREP, KLEMAS V*, COASTAL, WETLANDS, PATTERNS, S 
1-370 Y,/ VOGEL T C*, BIBLIOGRAPHY, COASTS, COLD-REG.IONS, HYDRIL3G
 
5-301 SU T*, AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, COASTS, OCEANOGRAPHY, FISHES#
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1-370 L T Ct, BIBLIOGRAPHY, COASTS, COLD-REGIONS, HYOROLJGY, TERRA
 
2-625 NALYSIS, AUSTRILIA, VOLUIE-3, COLE M M*# LANDSAT, TERRAIN-A
 
2-623 NALYSIS, AUSTRALIA, VOLUME-I, COLE M M*# LANDSAT, TERRAIN-A
 
2-624 NALYS'IS, AUSTRALIA, VOLUME-2, COLE M M*# LANDSAT, TERRAIN-A
 
7-237 PUTERS# COLOR-ANALYSIS, TAJIMA J*, CUM
 
4-347 PING, MARINE-VEGETATION# COLOR-INFRARED, AUSTLN A*, MAP
 
4-346 WATER-MARSH, SHIMA.L J*# COLOR-INFRARED, MAPPING, FRESH
 
5-305 TER-MAPPING, NEZ G*, ARIZONA, COLORADO, MONTANA, NEW-MEXICJ,
 
3-332 AT, YIELD-FORECASTS, LANDSAT, COLWELL J E*# WHE
 
1-363 EARTH-RESOURCES, CALIFORNIA, COLWELL R N* wATER-RESOURCES,
 
3-326 ER-OEMAND, LANDSATi COLWELL R N*, AGRICULTURE, WAT
 
1-334 LTH, BROADCA/ BRANSFORD L A*, COMMUNIATIONS, EDUCATION, HEA 
6-189 PROCESSING, COMPARISON, EFKREMEN(O V I# 
7-234 TER B*# DATA-PREPARATION, COMPUTER-AIDED-MAPPING, SCHECH 
6-202 ECTROMETER, SINYAVSKII A G*# COMPUTER-APPLICATION, GAMMA-SP 
7-166 PPING, SUPERFICIAL-/ LANDSAT, COMPUTER-ASSISTED-ANaLYSIS, MA
 
1-331 4ILLIAMS M D*, AIR-?OLLUTION, COMPUTER-GRAPHICS, SIMULATIONM
 
5-307 ATIC-MAPPING, ROCK/ LAND-USE, COMPUTER-MAPPING, NEZ G*, THEM
 
5-305 ONA, COLORADO, MON/ LAND-USE, COMPUTER-MAPPING, NEZ G*, ARIZ­
5-306 ONAL-PLANNING, THE/ LAND-USE, COMPUTER-MAPPING, NEZ G*, RESI
 
7-1-86 -CARTOGRAPHY, DAVID D J*# COMPUTER-PROCESSING, AUTOMATIC
 
7-231 MCKEON J B*# WATER-QUALITY, COMPUTER-PROCESSING, LANDSAT,
 
5-280 D-USE, CANADA, SCHUB'ERT J S*, COMPUTER-PROCESSING# /SAT, LAN
 
5-306 TIC-MAPPING. tOCKY-MOUNTAINS, COMPUTER-TECHNIQUESA /G, T-EMA
 
5-283 CKSUNG M J*, LAND-USE, MODEL, COMPUTER, DATA-BASEM aE
 
2-534 COAL-INVENTORY, IRVINE J A*, COMPUTER, EXPLORATION#
 
3-306 LEE Y J*% FORESTRY, COMPUTER, LAND-CLASSIFICATION,
 
6-198 SYMPOSIUM, APPLICATIONS, COMPUTER, MATHEMATI:SM
 
5-289 L C K*, IMAGE-CLASSIFICATION, COMPUTER# LAND-USE, PAU
 
1-311 SOIL, WAT/ SPAIN, AGUILAR R*, COMPUTERS, FORESTRY, GEOLOGY, 
7-174 AUTORADIOGRAPHS, COMPUTERS, KUMMER G*# 
7-237 COLOR-ANALYSIS, TAJIMA J*, COMPUTERS# 
3-298 AFRICA# CONANT F P*, LANDSAT, SWIDEN, 
3-278 TE-SENSING, AGRICULTURE, PRO/ CONANT F P*, PROCEEDINGS, REMO 
1-344 HYDROLOGY' SOIL, VEGETATION, CONSERVATION# /ORDAN, GEOLOGY, 
2-516 PIPELINE, DANIELS B F*, CONSTRUZTION, EARTHQJAKES# 
7-184 BEST R G*# CONTRAST-ENHANCEMENT, LANOSAT, 
7-205 A*9 CONTROL-POINTS, LANDSAT, SCOTT 
3-286 SAND F*, AGRICULTURE, CONTROL, MODELS, WHEAT# 
2-513 R-RESOURCES# LANDSAT, COOPER S*, FLOOD-CONTROL, tJATE 
2-688 LANDSAT, EXPLORATION, COPPER, SMITH R E*# 
4-324 E*# MAPPING, CORAL-REEFS, LANDSAT, SMIT V 
3-317 STRESS, THERMAL, CORN, KJMAR R*9 
2-514 NETISM, URANIUM, EXPLORATION, CORNER B*0 PALAEJMAG
 
2-515 REMOTE-SENSING# MAPPING, CORREA A C*, BRAZIL, GEOLOSY,
 
7-202 F*M CORRECTIONS, LANDSAT, POTTER J
 
5-308 ENT, THERMOGRAPHY, HEAT-LOSS, COST-ANALYSISg / MOISTURE-CONT
 
1-375 TH-RESOURCES, HYDROLOGY# COST-BENEFIT, AGRICULTURE, EAR
 
5-290 HOTOGRAMMETRY, FLOOD-CONTROL, COST-EFFECTIVENESS4 /S A R*, P
 
1-351 RING-SOILS, G/ ELIFRITS C D*, COSTS, LAND-RESUURCES, ENGINEE
 
6-227 JOCHIM E F*, COVERAGE-BEHAVIOR, SATELLITE#
 
6-225 T, SATELLITE-TRACKING, BIRDS, CRAIGHEAD C JR*# ASSESSMEN
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7-164 YSIS, EDWARDS R G*4 DATA-STRUCTURES, REGIONAL-dNAL
 
7-214 JIGITAL-TERRAIN, DATA, JANCAITIS J R*#
 
1-368 DIGITAL, VISIBLE, INFRARED, DATA, MILLER D B*, DATA-BASE-S
 
2-596 NALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE, LANDSAT, DAUS S J*# A 
7-186 SSING, AUTOMATIC-CARTOGRAPHY, DAVID D J*# COMPTER-PTOCE 
2-517 LINEAMENTS, LANDSAT, LEBANON, DAVIE M F*# 
7-187 DR# RECOGNITION, DAVIS W A*, IOST-LIKELY-NEIGHB 
2-518 IP-MINING, RIVER, MANAGEMENT, DAY H I*# STR 
3-283 KI P*, MODELING, AGRICULTURE, DECISION-MAKING# KOCHAMOWS 
5-267 N, DESERT, SHRUB-ENVIRONMENT/ DEGLORIA S D*, CHANGE-DETECTIO 
3-333 AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, ITALY, DEJACE J4, LANDSAT-1 
2-519 CTING, HEAT-FLOW, INFRARED# DEL-GRANDE N K*, AERIAL-PR)SPE 
4-366 LEMAS/ APPLICATIONS. LANDSAT, DELAWARE, WETLAND-RESOURCES, K 
2-641 TOPOGRAPHY, LANDSAT, DEMORAESNOVO E M L*g 
2-652 AL-PHOTOGRAPHY# DENHARTOG S L*, ICE-JAMS, SERI 
6-209 -PROCESSING, SUPPORT-SYSTEMS, DENNY C*# /DESIGN, GROUND-DATA 
3-302 AN D C*, KENTJCKY# DENSITOMETRY, LAND-COVER, JORD 
4-328 CHLOROPHYLL, DESCHAMPS P'Y*, OCEAN-COLORg 
4-349 OLOR, DETECTION, CHLJROPHYLL, DESCHAMPS P Y*4 OCEAN-C" 
1-350 APOLLO-SOYUZ, FAROUKEL-BAZ*, DESERT-SANDS, SEA-WATER# 
5-267 LORIA S O, CHINGE-DETECTION, DESERT, SHRUB-ENVIRONMENT, CAL 
1-374 TOPOG/ NIGERIA, MAINQUET M*, DESERTS, DUNES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, 
2-537 RTIA, KAHLE A B*, CALIFORNIA, DESERTS# THERMAL-INE 
6-257 DESIGN, FABRICATION, RADARM 
3-360 MENT, LANDSAT# DESTEIGUER J E*, FOREST-MAVASE 
2-701 CE, WARNIN/ HASERCOM G E JR*, DETECTION, AERIAL-REZONNAISSAN 
4-349 MPS P Y*# OCEAN-COLOR, DETECTION, CHLOROPHYLL, DESCHA 
4-319 ESCENT-SENSOR, MCFARLANE C*M DETECTION, MAPPING, OIL, LUMIN 
2-647 G J*# LINEAR-FEATURE, DETECTION, MAPPING, VANDERBRJG 
5-282 BOV-BANG-EAV*, MODELA DETECTION, URBAN, TREE-STRESS, 
3-316 M DETERGENTS, TOMATO, SUMINKA Z* 
2-716 LANDSAT, FLOOD, PAKISTAN, DEUTSCH M*# 
5-279 *# LANDSAT, RURAL, LAND-USE, DEVELOPING-COUNTRIES, LOCK B F 
2-532 MINERAL-EXPLORATION, TRENDS, GEVEL)P9ENTS, HOOD Pml 
6-187 IMAGE-PROCESSING, TECHNIQUES, DIAGNOSTIC, MEDICINE# / T F*t 
2-603 KRISTOF S J*9# SOIL, DIGITAL-kNALYSIS, RESOLUTION, 
5-269 -USE, MURAI S*, JAPAN, URBAN, DIGITAL-DATA, CLASSIFIED# /AND 
5-307 TIC-MAPPING, ROCKY-4OUNTAINS, DIGITAL-)ATA, DATA-PAOCESSING# 
5-305 A, NEW-MEXICO, UTAH, WYOMING, DIGITAL-DATA# /OLORAO, MOJTAN 
1-339 MOV A N*, IONIZING-RADIATION, DIGITAL-DATA# /TE-SYSTEMS, KLI 
1-347 , LANDSAT, THERMAL-IR, RADAR, DIGITAL-IMAGE-PROCESSING# /LA3 
7-185 INTENSITY-VARIATIONS, DIGITAL-IMAGES, BURKLE J*9 
7-201 RECTIFICATION, REGISTRATION, DIGITAL-IMAGES, NACK M L*# 
7-183 ARTOGRAPHY, BEAUBIEN J*M DIGITAL-PROCESSING, LANDSAF, C 
7-214 IS J R*# DIGITAL-TERRAIN, DATA, JANCAIT 
7-227 H*# PHOTOGRAPHIC-PROCESSING, DIGITAL-TEXTJRE, JAPAN, GEOA 
3-325 EBB K E*# DIGITAL, AGRO-ENVIRONMENTAL, W 
1-332 RE, INDUSTRY, TRANSPORTATION, DIGITAL, ANALYSIS# / XGRICJLTU 
3-294 AREA-ESTIMATION, CROPS, DIGITAL, LANOSAT, BAJER M E*# 
1-368 TA, MILLER D B*, DATA-BASE-S/ DIGITAL, VISIBLE, INFRARED, DA 
6-210 AIDED-TRACK-CURSOR, DIGITIZING, HUNKX G d*# 
1-338 KIENKO I P*, PHOTOGRAMMETRIC, DIGITIZING# EARTH-RESOURCES, 
IAO0 
1-336 RSIAN-GULF, AFR-ICA, ASIA, UR/ CROFT T A*, NIGHTTIME, GAS, PE
 
3-318 AGRICULTURE, CROP-CLASSIFICATION, KUAAR R*#
 
3-340 kISRA P N*M CROP-CLASSIFICATI.ON, LANOSAT,
 
3-295 BAUER M E*# CROP-IDENTIFICATION, LANOSAT,
 
3-355 NALEPKA R F*, AGRICULTURE, CROP-IDENTIFICAT-ION#
 
3-301 *., HIGH-ALTITUDE-PHOTOGRAPHY, CROP-IDENTIFICATION# INSEN J R
 
5-298 ICATION, LANDSAT, JOYCE A T*, CROP-IDENTIFICATION# / CLASSIF
 
1-367 LACIE, MACDONALD R 6*, CROP-INVENTORIES, AGRICULTJRE#
 
3-292 AARONSON A C*, PRODUCTIVITY, CROP-YIELD# LANDSAT,
 
3-294 M E*.# AREA-ESTIMATION, CROPS, DIGITAL, .LANDSAT, BAUER
 
1-351 LS-, GEOLOGY, WATER-RESOURCES, CROPS, VEGETATION# /EERING-SOI
 
5-266 LITIES, LAND-USE, CALIFORNIA, CROUCH R G*9 UTI
 
4-312 CRUISE, GLUMAR-CHALLENGER#
 
2-604 *9 CRUSTAL-MOTION, LASER, .KUMAR M
 
4-362 MAL-DISCONTINUITY, TSENG Y C/ CURRENTS, ATLANT'IC-OCEAN, THER
 
6-241 OWER J .F R*# 'COASTAL-WATER, CURRENTS, INERTIAL-SIGHTING, G
 
4-337 K*# OCEAN, CURRENTS, OSCI'LLATIONS, WYTKI
 
ID "NOT INDEXED
 
"D* NOT INDEXED 
2-699 , .BRAZIL, "EXPLJRATION# DACUNHA R P*, LANOSAT, MINERAL 
1-360 AERIAL-FIELD-GUIDE, DAG-NUMMEDAL, GEOMORPHOLOGY9 
2-594 INF-RARED, THERMAL, DAM-SITES, CAILLON L*#
 
3-358 , FOREST, LANDSAT# DAMAGE-ASSESSMENT, WALKER J E*
 
2-516 RTHQUAKES# PIPELINE, DANIELS B F*, CONSTRJCTION EA
 
2-643 LANDSAT, NATURAL-RESOURCES. DANUBE, OPRESCU N*#
 
7-213 V C*# INTRODUCTION., DATA-ANALYSIS, CELSODECARVALO
 
1-324 VEYS, IMAGE-PROf POPHAM R W*, DATA-ANALYSIS, GEOPHYSICAL-SUR
 
1-319 N, HUMAN-RESOURC/ MATSUNO K*, DATA-ANALYSIS, JAPAN, POLLJTIO
 
3-28-4 8*, PROCEEDINGS, AGRICULTURE, DATA-ANALYSIS. WHEATM /NALO R
 
2-499 T, GEOCHEMISTRY, BALLEW G I*, DATA-ANALYSIS# LANOSA
 
1-373 CASPAN-CORP, EARTH-RESOURCES, DATA-ARCHIVEi
 
6-216 DATA-BANK, IMAGES, PIOCA G A*4
 
1-368 INFRARED, DATA, MILLER 0 B*, DATA-BASE-SYSTEMS, GJES# /LE, 
5-277 , OREGON, BRYANT N A*# DATA-BASE., CLASSIFIE), LAN)SAT 
5-283 *, LAND-USE. MODEL, COMPUTER, DATA-BASE# "WEZKSUNG M J 
4-323 LANDSAT, SEA-TRUTH, ALABAMA, DATA-COLLECTION-PLATFORMS, SCH 
7-234 ED-MAPPING, SCHECHTER B*# DATA-PREPARATION, C34PUTER-AID 
3-303 KAMAT D S*# DATA-PROCESSING, AGRI-CULTURE, 
2-525 URANI'UM#- EVERHART D L*, DATA-PROCESSING, EXPLORATION, 
1-379 RENEWABLE-NATURAL-RESOURCES, DATA-PROCESSING, FOREST-MALAGE 
1-317 'LOGY, LAND-USE,/ JAAKKOLA S*, DATA-PROCESSING FORESTRY, GEO 
3-282 KAN E P*, PROCEEDINGS, DATA-PR3CESSING, FORESTRY# 
7-241 *9 LANDSAT, INSTRUMENTATION, DATA-PROCESSING, HUNDEMANN A S 
7-240 *4 LANDSAT, INSTRUMENTATION, DATA-PROCESSING, HUNDEMANN A S 
7-179 M A E*1 DATA-PROCESSING, MEXICO. ZXRCO 
1-337 RS, INFRARED-SCANNERS, RADAR, DATA-PROCESSING, RESOURCES9 /E 
3-281 RY, KALENSKY Z*, PROCEEDINGS, DATA-PROCESSING, SATELLITES# / 
5-307Z0CKY-MOUNTAINS, DIGITAL-DATA, DATA-PROCESSING# /C-MAPPING, R 
7-218 H N J*M DATA-RESTORATION, LANOSAT, SHA 
1-357 MAY J R*, DATA-SOURCES# 
1 377 'PACE-CORP., E4'WTHNET, EUROPE, DATA-SOURCESM S-WEDISH-S 
7-163-YSIS, EDWARDS R G*#. DATA-STRUCTURES, REGIONAL-ANAL 
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3-351 At# FORESTRY, DILLMAN R D*, ECOSYSTEMS, SKYL
 
7-225 LTERATION-MAPPING, BALLEW G*, DISCRIMINANT-ANALYSIS# /-AJD-A

7-198 , JUNKINS J L*'# DISTORTION-FIEE-MAP-PROJECTION 
1-343 ON, PREPROCESSING, ARCHIVING, DISTRIBJTIONv SATELLITE-DATA# 
2-521 IUM, EXPLORATION, TECHNOLOGY, 00CC P H*t# JRAN 
2-653 ON, REMOTE-SENSING, WILDLIFE, DODGE W -E*# CHANNELIZATI 
4-329 OCEAN, NEAR-SURFACE, DOERFFER R*, MAPPING# 
2-654 Y9 CHANNEL-EROSION, DOIRON L N*, AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPH 
4-342 LANDSAT, SHORELINE-FORM, DOLAN R*# 
2-700 PING, LANDSATM DOSANJOS C E*, GEOTHERMAL, MAP 
2-626 9 GEOLOGY, DOSSANTOS A R*, REMOTE-SENSING 
6-256 RADAR, IMaGE-PROCESSING, DRAGAVON E J*# 
5-302 ATER-POLL/ URBAN, MERRY C J*, DRAINAGE, WATERSHED, RUNOFF,, W 
5-303 A/ URBAN-STUDIES, MERRY C J*, DRAINAGE, WATERSHED, RUNOF=, W 
5-294 UTE-LOC4TION, SOIL-STRUCTURE., DRAINAGEA /ONT T E*, SUDAN, RD 
2-522 LANDSAT, MICHIGAN, DRAKE ,B*, GEOLOGY# 
7-162 , PROCESSING, NALYZING-DATA, DREWES ) R*# ALGORITHMS 
3-33-1 LACIE, THOMPSON D R*, DROUGHTS, LANDSA:T 
3-279 CULTURE. REMOTE-SENSING# DUGGIN 9 J*, PROCEEDINGS, AGRI 
1-374 IGERIA, MAINQUET M*, DESERTS, DUNES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, TOPORAP
 
7-220 AT, RATIO-IMA/ WECKSUNG G W* DY'NAMIC-RANGE-REDUCTION, LANDS
 
E a NOT INDEXED
 
'E* '-NOT INDEXED
 
7-235 AGNETIC-SYSTE4, SIEGEL H O# EARTH-CONDUCTIVITIES, ELECTROM
 
1-359 EARTH-RESOURCES, BIBLIOGRAPHY#
 
1-363 OLWELL R N* -WATER-RESOURCES,/ EARTH-RES.OURCES, CALIFORNIa, C
 
ik373 CASPAN-CORP, EARTH-RESOURCES, DATA-ARCHIVE9 
1-375 COST-BENEFIT, AGRICULTURE, EARTH-RESOURCES1 HYD7OLOGY 
1-338 PHOTOGRAMMETRIC, DIGITIZING# EARTH-RESOURCES, KIENKO I ?-*, 
1-361 PAGE L W*, AEROSOLS, GEOLOGY, EARTH-RESOURCES# /OLLO-SOYJZ,, 
1-343 ESSING, ARCHIVING, DISTRIBUT/ EARTHNEF, ACQU'ISIT13', PREPRJC
 
1-377 9 SWEDISH-SPACE-CORP., EARTHNET, EUROPE, DATA-SOURCES
 
1-378 SWEDISH-SPACE-CORP., EARTHNET, EUROPE#
 
2-667 LANDSAT, LINEARS, EARTHQUAKE, CARDAMONE P*# 
2-516 , DANIELS B F*, CONSTRUCTION, EARTHQUAKES4 P'IPELINE 
2-523 PHOTOGRAPHY, WYOMINGA EATON W L*p, COAL, INFORMATION, 
1-364 SERS# ECHERT J A*, AIR-POLLUTION, LA
 
1-356 ECHO, LANDGREBE D A**
 
1-312 AL-MARPING, WAT/ NETHERLANOS, ECKHART 0*, GEOLOGY, TOPOLOGIC
 
5 299 LAND-USE, RECREATION, MINING, ECOLOGY9 /A, LATIMER I S JR*
 
5-293 NES, WAGNER T W*, I/ LANDSAT, ECONOMIC-DEVELOPMENT, PHILIPPI
 
3-357 S C A*, FORESTRY# ECOSYSTEM, PENNSYLVANIA, REEVE
 
2-494 ALEXANDER V*, ECOSYSTEMS, ARCTIC, SEDIMENT#
 
3-328 KAN E P*, REMOTE-SENSING, ECOSYSTEMS, FORESTRYh
 
1-321 MILLER J M*t ALASKA, COASTAL, ECOSYSTEMS, PLUMES, SEDIMENT,
 
3-351 FORESTRY, DILLMAN R D*, ECOSYSTEMS, SKYLAB#
 
2-524 ROLOGY GEOTHERMAL, GEYSERS, ECOVIEW, NAPA, CALIFORNIAr HYD
 
4-361 OMON H*# EDDIES, KAMCHATKA-CURRENT, SOL
 
1-334 ANSFORD L A*t COMMUNICATIONS, EDUCATION, HEALTH, BROADCASTIN
 
3-299 ESTRY, PRODUCTIVITY, LANOSAT, EDWARDS J R*9 FOR
 
6-188 LOW-FREQUENCY, RESEARCH-TOOL, EDWARDS R F*M
 
7-163 TRUCTURES, REGIONAL-ANALYSIS, EDWARDS R G*M DATA-S
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7-164 TRUCTURES, REGION4L-ANALYSIS, EDWARDS R G*# DATA-S 
6-189 PROCESSING, COMPARISON1 EFKREMENKO V I*# 
6-246 ARIMETER-MEASURES, SEA-STATE, EGAN W G*# POL 
2-633 LANOSAT, IRON, EGYPT, EL-SHAZLY E M*# 
2-635 GEOLOGY, LANDSAT-I, EGYPT, EL-SHAZLY E M*# 
2-634 GEOLOGY, LANDSAT, SOIL, EGYPT, EL-SHAZLY E M*# 
2-629 GEOLOGY, LANDSAT, EGYPT, EL-SHAZLY E M*# 
2-619 *f RESOURCES, EGYPT, LANDSAT, ABDEL-HADY M A
 
2-617 0# RESOURCES, EGYPT, LANDSAT, ABOEL-HADY M A
 
2-618 *# RESOURCES, EGYPT, LANDSAT, ABDEL-HADY M A
 
2-627 # GROUNDWATER, EGYPT, LANDSAT, EL-SHAZLY E M*
 
2-631 # IRON, EGYPT, LANDSAT, EL-SHAZLY E M*
 
2-668 L-SHAZLY E M*# EGYPT, LANOSAT, GROUNDWATER, E
 
2-632 LY E M*# LANDSAT, EGYPT, PETROLEUM, GAS, EL-SHAZ
 
2-633 LANDSAT, IRON, EGYPT, EL-SHAZLY E M*#
 
2-630 GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, EL-SHAZLY E M*#
 
2-631 IRON, EGYPT, LANDSAT, EL-SHAZLY E M*#
 
2-629 GEOLOGY, LANDSAT, EGYPT, EL-SHAZLY E'M**
 
2-628 GEOLOGY, HYDROLOGY, SUDAN, EL-SHAZLY E M #
 
2-627 GROUNDWATER, EGYPT, LANDSAT, EL-SHAZLY E M*'
 
2-632 NDSAT, EGYPT, PETROLEUM, GAS, EL-SHAZLY E M*# LA
 
2-634 EOLOGY, LANDSAT, SOIL, EGYPT, EL-SHAZLY E 1*# G
 
2-635 GEOLOGY, LANDSAT-1, EGYPT, EL-SHAZLY E M #
 
2-668 EGYPT, LANDSAT, GROUNDWATER, EL-SHAZLY E M*#
 
6-251 R J*# ELECTRO'AGNETIC-PROBING, LYTLE
 
7-235 H 0* EARTH-CONOUCTIVITIES, ELECTROMAGNETIC-SYSTEM, SIEGEL
 
1-351 OURCES, ENGINEERING-SOILS, G/ ELIFRITS C D;, COSTS, LAND-RES 
6-247 MICROWAVE, SNOW, ELLERBRUCH D A*# 
2-538 XPLORATIONt RESERVES# ENERGY-RESOURCES, KEHRER P*t E 
1-369 ANTS# ENERGY, SUMMERS R A#, POWER-PL 
3-289 MIL V*, FORESTRY, MONITORING, ENERGY# S 
1-351 C 0*, COSTS, LAND-RESOURCES, ENGINEERING-SOILS, GEOLOGY, WA 
2-579 DROCARBON, SMITH A F*# ENHANCED, LANDSAT, MINERAL, -lY 
2-678 Y, SLOPE-STABILITY, MCKEAN J/ ENHANCEMENT, AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPH 
2-526 FISCHER W A*, EROS, LANDSAT, ENVIRONMENT, MAPPING, RESEARCH 
5-271 -M/ HIGHWAY, PERCHALSKI F R*, ENVIRONMENT, SOIL, TOPOLOGICAL 
2-520 MAL, LEASING# ENVIRONMENTAL-IMPACTS, GEOTHER 
2-669 GAMMON P T*, fJATER-RESOURCES, ENVIRONMENTAL-PROTECTION# 
1-326 R R At,AIR-POLLUTION, OCEAN/ ENVIRONENTAL-QUALITY, SCHIFFE 
6-249 ESSING D T*4# ENVIRONMENTAL-SURVEILLANCE, GJ 
1-365 NFRARED-IMAGING, LASERS, IMA/ ERIM, RA)AR, PHOTOGRAMMETRY, I 
2-526 PPING, RESEARC/ FISCHER W A*, EROS, LANDSAT, ENVIRONMENT, MA 
3-327 AT# WATER-DEMAND, ESTES J E*, AGRICULTURE, LANDS 
7-182 BALLARD R J*# ESTIMATING-COSTS, PERFORMANCE, 
1-377 WEDISH-SPACE-CORP., EARTHNET, EUROPE, DATA-SOURCESg S 
1-378 WEOISH-SPACE-CORP., EARTHNET, EUROPE# S 
2-711 OGERS R H*# LANDSAT, EUTROPHICATION, GREAT-LAKES, R 
2-571 LANOSAT, SURVEILLANCE, EUTROPHICATION, ROGERS R H# 
2-698 CLAPP J L*, WATER-RESOURCES, EUTROPHICATION# /MOTE-SENSING, 
6-193 MAGE-ANALYZER, HESS J*# EVALUATION, AUTORADIJGRAPHS, I 
2-525 , EXPLORATION, URANIUM# EVERHART D L*, DATA-PROCESSING 
6-219 *9 EXPERIMENTAL, RADAR, SCHLU)E F 
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2-557 M*# LANDSAT, P.ETROLEUM', EXPLORATION, ALASKA, MILLER J
 
2-688 *4 LANDSAT, EXPLORATION, COPPER, S'MITH R E
 
2-514 PALAEOMAGVETIS'M, URANIUM, EXPLORATION, CORNER B*A
 
2-504 EYSM EXPLORATION, GEOCHEMICAL, SURV 
2-503 .EXPLORATION, GEOLOGY, URANIUM# 
2-52,8 GABELMAN J W, EXPLORATION, GEOLOGY, URANLUM# 
2-554 MALAN R C*, EXPLORATION, GEOLOGY, URANIUM# 
2-496 E-SENSING# AUSTN W H JR*, EXPLORATION, GEOTHERMAL, REMOT 
2-498 BABA K*, GEOTHERMAL, EXPLORATION, INFRARED, JAPANM
 
2-511 C4 CASSIlNIS R*, GEOTHERMAL, EXPLORATION, ITALY, RADIOMETRI
 
2-585 R K*# URANIUM, EXPLORATION, LANDSAT, VINCENT
 
2-551 SENSING# OIL, GAS, EXPLORATION, LOHSE A*, REMITE­
2-553 M. LANDSA:T, LYON R J*, EXPLORATION, METALS, MOLYBDENU
 
2-542 KOSCEC J*, YUGOSLAVIA, EXPLORATION, MINERALIZATION'#
 
2-569 H J*# GEOCHEMIC-AL, EXPLORATION, MINERAL, ROESLER
 
2-509 MERICA, LANOSAT, CARTER W'D*, EXPLORATION, MINERALS# /OUTH-A
 
2-578 X-RAY, MINERAL., EXPLOR-ATION, MORSE-J G*
 
2-582 ASURE T*, AERIAL-PROSPECTING, EXPLORATION, ORES, SUTH-AFRIC
 
6-205 R R R*# GEOLOGY, EXPLORATION, RADAR, UNT-FRBERGE"
 
2-493 KOGYO-GIJOTSU*, GEOTHERMAL, EXPLORATION, REMOTE-SENSIN3#
 
2-538 ENERGY-RESOURCES, KEHRER P*, EXPLORATION, RESERVES9
 
2-508 N/ GEOCHEM.ICAL, CAMERON E M*, EXPLORATION., SASKATCHEWAN, URA
 
2-581 ASURE T*, AERIAL-PROSPECTING, EXPLORATION, SOUTH-AFRICA# /RE
 
2-521 P H*# - URANIUM, EXPLORATION, TECHNOLJGY, D3CO 
2-525 ERHART 0 L*,.OATA-PROCESSING, EXPLORATION, URANIUM9 - EV 
2-699 P*, LANDSAT, MINERAL, BRAZIL, EXRLORATION# DACUNHf R 
2-534 NTORY, IRVINE J A*, COMPUTER, EXPLORATION# COAL-INVE 
2-708 ROCK-MECHANICS, GEOTHERMAL, EXPLORATION# 
7-189 HOTOGRAPHY, SATELLITE-IMAGES, EYTON J R*M MAZROP 
'F ' NOT INDEXED 
IF* 'NOT INDEXED
 
6-257 DESIGN, FABRICATION, RADAR#
 
2-505 4EVA L I*, AERIAL-MONITORING, FALLOUT, RADIOACTIVITY, USSR4
 
1-350 EA-WATER# APOLLO-SOYUZ, FAROU.KEL-BAZ*, DESERT-SANDS, S
 
2-506 BUCKLEY : P*, FRACTURES, FAULTS, IMPERIALVALLEYg
 
2-567 ILIZATION# REED R*, FAULTS, SEISMIC, TEZNOLOGY-UT
 
2-545 ERBAECK R*, AERIAL-SURVEYING, FAULTS, SWEDEN, TECTONICS# /EG
 
2-672 SON P L*, SURVEYS, TECTONICS, FAULTSM JACK
 
3-344 KI F G*, FORESTRY, IMAGE-PRO/ FEATURE-CLASSI-FICATION, SADOWS
 
4-330 OCEAN, WAVE-HEIGHTS, RADAR, FEDOR L S*#A
 
2-597 # SOW-COVER, FERGUSON H L*, NOAA-4, LANDSAT
 
1-341 BIOPHYS'ICAL, KOZLJVIC N J*, FIELD-STUDIES, CANADA, NATJRAL
 
6-239 FILTERING, RADAR, WEST G ,B*g
 
2-680 -EXPLORATION9 PAARMA H*, FINLAND, ORE-DEPOSITS, MINERAL
 
1-315 GRIGOREV A A*, AIR-POLLUTION, FIRES#
 
3-335 NDSAT, KOURTZ P H*, FORESTRY, FIRES9 LA
 
2-526 NVIRONMENT, MAPPING, RESEARC/ FISCHER W Amt EROS, LANDSAT, E
 
5-301 RESTRY, COASTS, OCEANOGRAPHY, 'FISHES# /U T*, AGRICULTURE, FO
 
2-527 T, RIVERS, SATELLITES4 FLANDERS A F, FLOODS, FORECAS
 
1-313 OPOLOGICAL-MAPPING4 FLEMING F A*, CANADA, ROAdS, T
 
7-165 SING, AERIAL, SATELLITE DATA, "FLIASON J R*# PRJC'ES
 
5-290 STEVENS A R*, PHOTOGRAMMETRY, FLOOD-CONTROL, COST-EFFECTIVEN
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C 
2-547 MOTE-SENSINGM LEWIS A J*, FLOOD-CONTROL, INVENTORIES, RE
 
2-513 # LANOSAT, COOPER S*, FLOOD-ZONTROL, WATER-RESOURCES
 
2-651 HILDERS J M*. ALASKA, FLOODS, FLOOD-FORECASTING# 

3-361 HOOLEY R*, LAOS, LANDSAT, FLOOD-PLAINS#
 
2-716 LANOSAT, FLOOD, PAKISTAN, DEUTSCH M*#
 
2-530 ALIDAY R A*t LANDSAT, CANADA, FLOOD, WATER-RESOURCES# H
 
2-655 NNSYLVANIA, MAPPING# FLOODPLAIN, HENNINGER D L*, ,PE
 
2-689 OLLERS S C*, AATER-RESOURCES, FLOODPLAIN# RECONNAISSANCE, S
 
2-651 CHILDERS J M*, ALASKA, FLOODS, FLOOD-FORECASTING#
 
2-527 LLITES# FLANDERS A F*, FLOODS, FORECAST, RIVERS, SATE
 
6-243 STOW M P F*# SURFACE-WATER, FLUORES:ENCE-SPECTROSCOPY, BRI
 
7-166 APPING, SUPERFICIAL-DEPOSITS, FOLLESTAD E A*# /D-ANALYSIS, M
 
1-327 OLS, RADIO/ SCiHUETTELKOPF H*, FOOD-CHAINS, RADIOACTIVE-AEROS
 
4-356 OCEAN, COASTAL, FOOD-RESOURCES, KLEMAS V*#
 
2-527 FLANDERS 4 F#, FLOODS, FORECAST, RIVERS, S4TELLITES#
 
3-322 AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY, FOREST-INVENTORY, RHODY B*9
 
3-360 DESTEIGUER J E*, FOREST-MANAGEMENT, LANDSAT
 
1-379 L-RESOURCES, DATA-PROCESSING, FOREST-MANAGEMENT, RECREATION#
 
3-321 P-# FOREST-RESOURCE, MROCZYNSKI R
 
1-335 MY, AGRICULTURE,- CARTOGRAPHY, FOREST, HYDROLOGY, IZE# /GRONJ
 
3-358 MAGE-ASSESSMENT, WALKER J E*, FOREST, LANOSATM DA
 
3-319 LANDSAT, FOREST, MINNESOTA, MEAD R A*#
 
3-291 W T*# POLLUTION, FORESTRY, CALIFORNIA, WILLIAMS
 
5-301 AN, MARUYASU T*, AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, COASTS, OCEANOGRAPHY
 
3-306 IFICATION, LEE Y J*l FORESTRY, COMPUTER, LAND-CLASS
 
3-351 TEMS, SKYLAB# FORESTRY, DILLMAN R 0*, ECJSYS
 
3-335 LANDSAT, KOURTZ P H*, FORESTRY, FIRES#
 
1-317 JAAKKOLA S#, DATA-PROCESSING, FORESTRY, GEOLOGY, LAND-USE, H
 
1-311 SPAIN, AGUILAR R*', COMPUTERS, FORESTRY, GEOLOGY, SOIL, WATER
 
3-344 LASSIFICATION, SADOWSKI F G*, FORESTRY, IMAGE-PROCESSINGI /C
 
3-333 NDSAT# AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, ITALY, DEJACE J*, Ll
 
3-2,81 INGSt DATA-PROCESSING, SATEL/ FORESTRY, KALENSKY Z*, PRO:EED
 
3-343 ASSACHUSETTS, RAFSNIDER G T*, FORESTRY, LANDSAT# M
 
3-289 SMIL V*, FORESTRY, MONITORING, ENERGY#
 
3-342 STRESS, OLSON C E JR*, FORESTRY, PINE-BARK-BEETLES#
 
3-299 To EDWARDS J R*# FORESTRY, PRODUCTIVITY, LANDSA
 
3-290 111*, FUELSM MOISTURE, FORESTRY, SATELLITE, WATERS M
 
3-345 , APPLICATIONS# FORESTRY, SAYN-wITTGENSTEIN L*
 
3-287 , CANADA# LANDSAT, FORESTRY, SAYN-WITTGENSTEIA L*
 
3-356 R F*, INVENTORY, REFLECTANCE, FORESTRY, SKYLAB# NALEPKN
 
3-334 FOX L 111*, FORESTRY, SOIL, MOISTJRE#
 
5-272 D/ RISLEY C JR*, AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, WATER-POLLUTION, LAN
 
3-357 M, PENNSYLVANIA, REEVES C A*, FORESTRY# ECOSYSTE
 
3-328 , REMOTE-SENSING, ECOSYSTEMS, FORESTRY# KAN E P*
 
3-349 SAMPLE-SURVEYS, TITUS S J*, FORESTRY#
 
3-354 PKA R F*v LANDSAT, INVENTORY, FORESTRY# 'ALE
 
3-359 MENT, WILLIAMS 0 L*, LANDSAT, FORESTRY# MANAGE
 
3-282 PROCEEDINGS, DATA-PROCESSING, FORESTRY# KAN E P*,
 
5-304 N, STRIP-MINING, RECLAMATION, FORESTRY# /, PARKS, INFESTATID
 
7-190 NATIONWIDE-DATA-BANK, FOSTER i D*#
 
7-192 USTERING, LANOSAT-DATA, GOLD/ FOUR-DIMENSI3NAL-HISTOGRAM, CL
 
3-334 ISTURE9 FOX L III*, FORESTRY, SOIL, MO
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2-506 L'LEY# BUCKLEY C P*, FRACTURES, FAULTS, IMPERIAL-VA
 
2-661 SAAD A M*, PHOT'OGRAMMETRYg FRACTURES, SLOPE-STA3ILITY, MU
 
3-337 DAN T-*# RICE, FRANCE, LANDSAT, AIRCRAFT, LET
 
3-307 RICE, LE-TOAN T*, FRANCE, LANDSA-TM
 
4-314 UGLIELMINETTI M*# FRESH-WATER, SPRINGS, ITALY, G 
4-346 COLOR-INFRARED, MAPPING, FRESHWATER-MARSH, SHIMA L J*# 
6-190 IQUE, PHOTOMETRIC-EVALUNTION, FREYER K*% INSTRUMENT, TECHN 
3-290 RY, SATELLITE, WATERS M III*, FUELS# MOISTURE, FOREST 
6-221 AVE. TOMIYASU K*# MAPPING, FUTURE-SATELLITE-BORNE, MICROW 
'G ,NOT INDEXED
 
'G* 'NOT INDEXED 
2-528 OLOGY, URANIUM# GABELMA4 J W*, EXPLORATION, 3E 
6-191 LAKE-MEAD-, CALIBRATION, GAMMA-RADIATION# 
6-203 G, PROSPECTIN3g GAMMA-RAY-SPECTROMETER, wYfM-IN 
6-195 A H*A METHODOLOGY, GAMMA-RfY-SPECTROMETRY, LINDEN 
7-169 NSAS# GAMMA-RAY, MAGNETIC-SURVEY, KA 
7-170 BRASKA# GAMMA-RAY, MAGNETIC-SURVEY, NE 
7-167 BRASKA, IOWA# GAMMA-RAY, MAGNETIC-SURVEY, NE 
7-168 BRASKA, IOWA# GAMM A+RAY, MAGNETIC-SURVEY, NE 
7-171 NSAS# - GAMMA-RAY, MAGNETIC'SURVEY, KA 
2-550 GAMMA-RAY,- MAGNETIC, URANIUM# 
2-549 GAMMA-RAY. MAGNETIC, UR-ANIJM# 
2-548 GAMMA-RAY, URANIUM, MAGNETICU 
6-202 A G*# COMPUTER-APPLICATION, GAMMA-SPECTROMETER, SINYAVSKII 
2-540 AERIAL-PROSPECTING, GEOLOGY, GAMMA-SPECTROSCOPY# /GAN R 'M*, 
2-559 NOV V Z*, AERIAL-PROSPECTING, GXMMA-SURVEYS# MITR-OFA 
2-669 ENVIRONMENTAL-PROTECTION# GAMMON P T*, WA TER-RE SOURCES, 
2-632 LANDSAT, ESYPT, PETROLEUM, GAS, EL-SHAZLY E :M*g 
2-551 MOTE-SENSING# OIL, GAS, EXPLORArION, LOISE A*, 'RE 
1-336 A, UR/ CROFT T A*, NIGHTTIME, GAS, PERSIAN-GULF, AFRICA, ASI 
1-352 , CATALOGS, GIDDINGS L E JR*, GEMINI, APOLLO, SKYLAB, LAIDSA 
7-227 SING, DIGITAL-TEXTURE, JAPAN, GENOA H*# PHOTOGRAPHIC-PR3CES 
2-508 LORATION, SASKATCHEWAN, URAN/ GEOCHEMICAL, CAMERON E -M*., EKP 
2-569'RAL, ROESLER H J*# GEOCHEMICAL, EXPLORATION, MINE 
2-504 EXPLORATION, GEOCHEMICAL, SURVEYS#
 
6-192 R J*# MINLCOMPUTER, GEOCHEMICAL, SURVEYS, HEEMSTRA
 
2-499 A-ANALYS-IS4 LANDSAT, GEOCHEMISTRY, BALLEW G I*, DAT
 
2-589 ITE M B*, 4ERIAL-PROSPECTING, GEOCHEMISTRY, GEOLOGY, URANIUM
 
6-233 MAN P D JR*# GEODYNAMIC-RANGING-SYSTEM, LOW
 
5-268 MANAGEMENT-SYSTEMS, HALPERN/ GEOGRAPHIC-BASED, INFORMATIOn,
 
7-172 GOEBEL J E*M GEOLOGIC, MINNESOTA, MAPPING,
 
7-226 L*# HUMAN-PERCEPTI'ON, GEOLOGICAL-LINEAMENTS, BURNS K
 
5-297 ISSISSIPPI, TERRAIN-ANALYSIS, GEOLOGICAL-SJRVEYS, RESOURZES­
2-626 E-SENSING# GEOLOGY, DOSSANTOS A R*, REMOT
 
1-361 O-SOYUZ, PAGE L W*, AEROSOLS, GEOLOGY, EARTH-RESOURCES# /OLL
 
6-205 NTFRBERGER R R*# GEOLOGY, EXPLORATION, RADAR, U
 
2-540 GAN R M*, AERIAL-PROSPECTING, GEOLOGY, GAMMA-SPECTROSCOPY# /
 
2-630 Y E M*# GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, EL-SHAZL
 
2-628 SHAZLY E. M*# GEOLOGY, HYDROLOGY, SUDAN, EL­
1-320 USE, SNOW# MCKIM H L*, GEOLOGY, HYDROLOGY, ICE, LAND­
1-344 TATI/ CLASSIFICATION, JORDAN, GEOLOGY, HYDROLOGY, SOIL, VEGE
 
1-330 SIMAN J L*, USSR, GEOLOGY, HYDROLOGY#
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2-541 RADAR, USSR, KOMAROV V B*, GEOLOGY, HYDROLOGY#
 
2-673 IT, KAMAT D S*# GEOLOGY, IMAGE-ANALYSIS, LANDS
 
2-500 RICA/ LANDSAT, BARTHELEMY R*, GEOLOGY, KIMBERLITES, SOUT-I-AF
 
1-317 *, DATA-PROCESSING, FORESTRY, GEOLOGY, LAND-USE, HYDROLOYGY#
 
2-635 SHAZLY E M*M GEOLOGY. LANDSAT-1, EGYPT, EL­
2-629 AZLY E M*# GEOLOGY, LANDSAT, EGYPT, EL-SH
 
2-613 CANADA, GEOLOGY, LANDSAT, SINGHROY V*I
 
2-634 EL-SHAZLY E M4*# GEOLOGY, LANDSAT, SOIL, EGfPT,
 
2-605 T F K*# GEOLOGY, LANDSAT, TI3ESTI, LIS
 
2-621 IA, BECK B F*A GEOLOGY. REMOTE-SENSING, GEORG
 
2-515 MAPPING, SORREA A C*, BRAZIL, GEOLOGY, REMOTE-SENSING#
 
1-311 ILAR R*, COMPUTERS, FORESTRY, GEOLOGY, SOIL, WATER-RESOURCES
 
2-671 PROCEEDINGS, HUMPHREY C 8*, GEOLOGY, SOIL#
 
7-204 RINCIPAL-COMPONENT-TECHNIQUE, GEOLOGY, SPAIN, SANTISTEBAh, L
 
7-232 NG, MILLER S H*# GEOLOGY, THERMAL-INERTIA-MAPPI
 
2-642 FFIELD T W*4 GEOLOGY, THERMAL, SATELLITE, 0
 
1-312 WAT/ NETHERLANDS. ECKHART 0*, GEOLOGY, TOPOLOGICAL-MAPPING,
 
2-528 GABELMAN J rl* EXPLORATION, GEOLOGY, URANIUM#
 
2-503 EXPLORATION, GEOLOGY, URANIUM#
 
2-554 MALAN R C*,. EXPLORATION, GEOLOGY, URANIUM9
 
2-589 AL-PROSPECTING, GEOCHEMISTRY, GEOLOGY, URANIUM# / 4 B*, AERI
 
2-583 ANCE, GEOPHYSICAL, AUSTRALIA, GEOLOGY, VALE K R*4 /ECONNAISS
 
1-351 RESOURCES. ENGINEERING-SOILS, GEOLOGY, WATER-RESOURCES, CROP
 
2-586 THERMAL, INFRARED, WATSON K*, GEOLOGY#
 
2-556 P M*, BAND-RATIOING, LANDSAT, GEOLOGY# MERIFIELD
 
2-681 PRATT D A*, THERMAL-INFRARED, GEOLOGY#
 
2-522 LANDSAT, MICHIGAN, DRAKE B*, GEOLOGYf
 
5-273 ON, AQUATIC, WATER-POLLUTION, GEOLOGY9 /TT J R*, AIR-POLLUTI
 
1-371 Y, V/ ZONN S V*, ARGICULTUREt GEOMORPdOLOGY, SOIL, TOPOG4APH
 
1-374 MAINQUET M*, DESERTS, DUNES, GEOMORPIOLOGY, TOPOGRAPHY# /A,
 
1-360 AL-FIELD-GUIDE, DAG-NUMMEDAL, GEOMORPIOLOGYt AERI
 
1-324 POPHAM R W*, DATA-ANALYSIS, GEOPHYSICAL-SURVEYS, IMAGE-PRO
 
2-507 TECTONICS# BUSCHBACH T C*, GEOPHYSICAL, AERIAL, INFRARED,
 
2-583 Y. VALE K R*/ RECONNAISSANCE, GEOPHYSICAL, AUSTRALIA, GEOLOG
 
2-580 VITIES, KANSAS, SPENCER J W*, GEOPHYSICAL# SUBSURFACE-CA
 
2-691 EXPLORATION, INSTRUMENTATION, GEOPHYSICS# /ER D B*, MINERAL­
2-621 GEOLOGY, REMOTE-SENSING, GEORGIA, BECK 8 F*#
 
4-371 RY, REIMOLD R J/ INFORMATION, GEORGIA, COASTAL-ZONE, INVENTO
 
2-593 ICE-SHEET, BROOKS R L*, GEOS, GREENLAND
 
2-502 RIAL-PROSPECTING, URANIUM# GEOSTATISTICS, BEMENT T R*, aE
 
2-498 RED, JAPAN# BABA K*, GEOTHERMAL, EXPLORATION, INFRA
 
2-493 E-SENSING# KOGYO-GIJOTSU*, GEOTHERMAL, EXPLORATION, REMOT
 
2-511 , RADIOMETRIC# CASSINIS R*, GEOTHERMAL, EXPLORATION, ITALY
 
2-708 ROCK-MECHANICS, GEOTHERMAL, EXPLORATION#
 
2-524 NAPA, CALIFORNIA. HYDROLOGYM GEOTHERMAL, GEYSERS, ECOVIEW,
 
2-531 SE H*t GEOTHERMAL, INFRARED, JAPAV, H
 
2-561 ATANI H*, AERIAL-PROSPECTING, GEOTHERMAL, INFRARED NAG
 
2-520 ENVIRONMENTAL-IMPACTS, GEOTHERMAL, LEASINGM
 
2-700 DOSANJOS C E*, GEOTHERMAL, MAPPING, LANDSATM
 
2-496 AUSTIN W H JR*, EXPLORATION, GEOTHERMAL, REMOTE-SENSING
 
2-6t4 H L*9 GEOTHERMAL, RESERVOIR, OVERTON
 
2-544 LANDSAT, ANDES, KUSSMAUL S*, GEOTHERMAL, VOLCANICW
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2-535 AERIAL-PROSPECTING, SURVEYS, GEOTHERMAL# JAPAN,
 
2-524 RNIA, HYDROLOSY# GEOTHERMAL, GEYSERS, ECOVIEW, NAPA, CALIFO
 
2-636 TTERING, MODEL, TURBID-WATER, GHOVANL)U A H*4 SCA
 
7,238 TTERING-FUNCTIONS, TURBIDITY, GHOVANLJU A H*# SCA
 
1-352 LO, SKYLA/ BOLIVIA-, CATALOGS, GIDDINGS L E JR*, GEMINI, APGL
 
2-529 SEDIMENT, URANIUM, AUSTRALIA, GINGRICH J E*# STREAM­
3-300 -SENSING, AGRONOMY, PEDOLOGY, GIRARD X C*# REIOTE
 
6-249 ENVIRONMENTAL-SURVEILLANCE1 GJESSING D T*#
 
2-684 BRITISH-COLUBIA, REID I A*t GLACIERS, MAPPING#
 
2-552 LANDSAT, LUCAS J R*, GLACIERS, SEASONAL-VARIATIJNS#
 
6-258 RUMENTATION, PERKINS P J*# GLOBAL-SENSING, AUTOMATED-INST
 
4-312 CRUISE, GLUMAR-CHALLENGER#
 
7-172 GEOLOGIC, MINNESOTA, MAPPING, GOEBEL J E*U
 
2-638 NADA, HALLIDAY R A*, LANDSAT., GOES# HYDROMETRIC, CA
 
1-368 LLER D B*, DATA-BASE-SYSTEMS, GOES# /BLE, INFRARED, bATA, MI
 
7-191 CLASSIFICATION, LANDSAT, GOLDBERG M*#
 
7-192 AM, CLUSTERING, LANDSAT-DATA, GOLOSBERG .W'M /NSIONAL-HISTOGR
 
7-193 ANADA, IMAGE-ANALYSIS-SYSTEM, GOODENOUGH D G*# C
 
2-598 RADAR, ICE-THICKNESS, GOODMAN R H*# 
7-194 IMAGE-PROCESSING, GOPLAN A K S4# 
4-331 , SEA-SURFACE, WAVE-PATTERNS, GOWER J F R*#' RAVAR 
6-241 CURRENTS, INERTIAL-SIGHTING., GOWER J F R*# COASTAL-WATER, 
2-637 WATER-MONITORING, GRANA D C*# 
6-250 ODOLOGY, TEMPERATURE-SENSING, GRANDFIELD S D*# 4ETH
 
2-546 NOSAT, LEVINE- S* CALIFORNIA, GRASS, SOIL, SPECTRAM LA
 
5-284 ENT/ LAND-USE, WATER-QUALITY, GRAVES D H*, WATERSdED-MA"NAGEM
 
2-599 ATTEROMETER, ARCTIC, SEA-ICE, GRAY A L*# RADAR, SC
 
2-711 LANDSAT, EUTROPHICATION, GREAT-LAKES, ROGERS R H*#
 
4-343 E-TEMPERATURE, LAKE-SUPERIOR, GREEN T*9 SUIF4C
 
2-593 ICE-SHEET, BROOKS R L*, GEOS, GREENLAND#
 
1-314 LU GRIGGS Mt. AIR-POLLUTION LEGA
 
1-315 FIRES# GRIGOREV A A*, AIR-PJLLUTION,
 
3-296 THERMAL, BONN F*, GROUND-COVER
 
6-209 T-SYSTEMS/ PARAMETRIC-DESIGN, GROUND-DATA-PROCESSING, SUPPOR
 
5-298 LANDSAT, JOYCE A T*, GROP-IO/ GROUND-TRUTH, CLASSIFICATI3N,
 
7-177 GROUND-TRUTH, SMEDES H W*M
 
5-292 AN-GENDEREN J L*, STATISTICS, GROUND-TRUTH9 /CY, LAND-USE, V
 
2-666 ER A J*# THERMAL, GROUND-WATER, MONTANA, BOETTCH
 
2-639 G*# HCMM, MODEL, GROUNDWATER-POLLUTION, MOORE D
 
2-707 G*# HCMM, MODEL, GROUNDWATER-POLLUTIOnT, MOOE'D
 
2-627 L-SHAZLY E M* GROUNDWATER, EGYPT, LANDSAT, E
 
2-630 GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, EL-SHAZLY E M4U
 
2-668 EGYPT, LANOSAT, GROUNDWATER, EL-SHAZLY E M*9
 
2-706 LANDSAT, LINEAR, GROUNDWATER, MACDONALD H C41#
 
2-592 CHARRETON M*, NIGER, LANDSAT, GROUNDWATER# BIED­
4-314 FRESH-WATER, SPRINGS, ITALYt GUGLIELMINETTI M*#
 
1-337 NNERS, INFRARED-SCANNERS, RA/ GUICHARD H*, MULTISPECTRAL-SCA
 
4-351 SURFACE-TEMPERATURES, OCEAN, GULF-COAST, HUH 0 K*#
 
4-333 THERMAL-STUDIES, GULF-STREAM, KETCHEN H G*#
 
3-316 DETERGENTS, TOMATO, GUMINKA Z#
 
'H ' NOT INDEXED 
'H* 'NOT INDEXED 
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L 
2-701 ERIAL-RECONNAISSANCE, WARNIN/ HABERCOM G E JR*, DETECTION, A
 
7-228. BAYES-SUPERVISED-CLASSIFIER, HABIBI A*# CLASSIFICATION,
 
3-350 BEST a G*, WILDLIFE, HABITATS, AGRICULTURE# 
2-530 FLOOD, WATER-RESOURCES# HALIDAY R.A*, LANDSATh CANADA, 
2-638 HYDROMETRIC, CANADA, HALLIDAY R A*, LUNDSAT, GOES# 
5-268 ORMATION, MANAGEMEnT-SYSTEMS, HALPERN J A*, MARYLAND /, INF
 
6-226 T, BIOMECHANICS-APPLICATIONS, HANDY d-E*# SENSING-ELEMEN
 
1-353 R4 HANKINS 0*, TECHNOLOGY-TRANSFE
 
7-239 ANDSAT, AREA-SAMPLING-FRAMES, HANUSCHAK G A*# 
3-280 NING, RECLAMATION# HARDAWAY J F*, AGRICULTURE, MI 
7-195 CCURACY-OF-LOCATION, LANDSAT, HARDY J R*# A 
4-315 GRAPHY, BIOLOGICAL, PHYSICAL, HARLAN J C*% OCEANO 
2-702 YDROLOGY, AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY, HARVEY E J*# THERMAL, H 
4-365 NAL-TECHNIQUES. COASTAL-ZONE, HARWOOD P*, TEXAS# OPERATIO 
2-531 GEOTHERMAL, INFRARED, JAPAN, HASE H*# 
4-350 OCEANOGRAPHY, SOUTH-ATLANTIC, HAYES J G*# 
2-705 N R J P*# HCMM, MINERAL-EXPLORATION, LYO 
2-639 TION, MOORE D G*# HCMM, MJDEL, GROUNOWATER-POLLU 
2-707 TION, MOORE D G*# HCMM,.MODEL, GROUNDWATER-POLLU­
2-649 SNET D.R*# HCMM, SOIL-MOISTURE, SNOW, WIE 
2-620 , BARNES J C*M HCMM, THERMAL, SNOW, HYDROLOGY 
t-334 *, COMMUNICATIONS, EDUCATION, HEALTH, BROADCASTINGM /ORD L A 
L-346 SURFACE-HEATING/ PRICE J C*, HEAT-CAPACITY-MAPPI'NG-MISSION, 
1-354 JACKSON R D*# HEAT-CAPACITY-MAPPING-MISSIOJ, 
2-519 NOE N K*, AERIAL-PROSPECTING, HEAT-FL3W, INFRARED# DEL-GRA 
5-308 ISTURE-CONTENT, THERMOGRAPHY, HEAT-L)SS, C3ST-ANALYSIS# / MO 
5-278 NCE G R*# HEAT-LISS, THERMOGRAPHY, LAWRE 
6-192 MPUTER, GEOCHEMICAL, SURVEYS, HEEMSTR4 R J*# MINICO 
2-670 , WATER-QUALITY, SCANDINAVIA, HELIDEN U*# /, WATER-POLLUTI3N 
4-339 EDIMENT, TURBID-WATER, LASER, HENDERSON R G*# OCEAN, S 
2-655 MAPPING# FLOODPLAIN, HENNINGER D L*, PENNSYLVANIA, 
6-193 ORADIOGRAPHS, IMAGE-ANALYZER, HESS J*9 EVALUATION, AUT 
6-248 SIMULATOR, SOIL-MOISTURE, HIDESABURO G*# 
5-297 IN-ANALYS/ INDUSTRIAL-SITING, HIGGS G K*, MISSISSIPPI, TERRA 
3-301 P-IDEN/ LANDSAT, JENSEN J R*, HIGH-ALrITUDE-PHOTOGRAPHY, CRO 
6-211 N A E*# HIGH-SPEED, PHOTOGRAPHY, HUSTO 
5-288 RADAR, AUTOMOBILES, HIGHWAY, ACCIDENTS# 
5-294 ROUTE-LOCATION, SOIL-STRUCT/ HIGHWAY, BEAUMONT T E*, SUDAN, 
5-271 RONMENT, SOIL, TOPJLOGICAL-M/ HIGHWAY, PERCHALSKI F R*, ENVI 
4-316 BAHAMA-BANK, HINE A '*, SEISMIC# 
5-300 LINK L E JR*, ARCHAEOLOGY, HISTORY, MI'SSOURI# 
2-600 LANDSAT, ARCTIC, SNOWMELT, HOFER R## 
6-196 APPLICATIONS, HOLOGRAPHY, NIELSEN J M*# 
2-532 RATION, TRENDS. DEVELOPMENTS, HOOD P*M MINERAL-EXPLO 
3-361 D-PLAINS# HOOLEY R*, LAOS, LANOSAT, FLOO
 
6-194 , INSPECTION-INSTRUMENTATION, HOSHIZAK I H*# VEHICLE
 
2-533 BANGLADESH, LANDSAT, HOSSAIN A*, LAND-USEM
 
4-351 PERATURES, OCEAN, GULF-COAST, HUH 0 K*# SURFACE-TEM
 
7-226 INEAMENTS, BURNS K L*# HUMAN-PERCEPTION, GE3LOGICAL-L
 
1-319 A-ANALYSIS, JAPAN, POLLUTION, HUMAN-RESOURCES# /SUNO K*, OAT
 
2-671 PROCEEDINGS, HUMPHREY C 8*, GEOLOY, SOILl
 
1-316 S, URBAN# POLLUTION, HUNDEMANN A S*, WATER-RESOJRCE
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7-241 RUMENTATION, DATA-PROCESSING, HUNDEMANN A S*9 LANDSAT, INST
 
7-240 RUMENTATION, DATA-PROCESSING, HUNDEMANN A S*# LANDSAT, INST 
7-196 LEAST-SQUARE-ERROR, LANDSAT, HUNG A Y*# 
6-210 DED-TRACK-URSOR, DIGITIZING, HUNKA G W*# Ai 
6-211 HIGH-SPEED, PHOTOGRAPHY, HUSTON A E*# 
7-197 MULTISPECTRAL-DATA-ANALYSIS,, HYDE R F*M LOW-COST, 
2-579 ENHANCED, LANDSAT, MINERAL, -HYDROCARBON,-SM-ITH A F*# 
2-615 LANDSAT, HYDROGRAPHIC, WARNE D K*# 
2-657 CHNIQUES# PAULSON R W*, HYDROLOSIC-DATA, ANALYTICAL-TE 
2-702 HARVEY E J*A THERMAL,, HYDROLOGY, AERIAL-PHTOGRAPHY, 
2-620 HCMM, THERMAL, SNOW, HYDROLOGY, BARNES J C*# 
1-320 # MCKIM H L*, GEOLOGY, HYDROL)GY, ICE, LAND-USE, SNOW 
1-335 ZULTURE, CARTOGRAPHY, FOREST, HYDROLOGY, ICE# /GROJOMY, AGRI 
2-679 MCKIM H L*, WATER-RESOURCES, HYDROLOGY, LANDSAT# 
2-501 BASHARINOV A F*, AIRCRAFT, HYDROLOGY, RADIOMETERSM 
2-692 ULABY F T*, MICROWAVES, HYDROLOGY, RADIOMETERS4# 
2-674 ES9 KHORRAM S*. HYDROL3Y, SNOW, WATER-RESOURC 
2-558 MITCHELL J K*, HYDROLOGY, SOIL, ANALYSIS# 
1-344 SSIFICATION, JORDAN, GEOLOGY, HYDROLOGY,, SOIL, VEGETATION, C­
2-628 M*# GEOLOGYi HYDROLOGY, SUDAN, EL-SHAZLY E 
1-370 GRAPHY, COASTS, COLD-REGIONS, HYDROLOGY, TERRAIN, ANALYSIS, 
2-683 FRARED# RANGO A*, HYDROLOGY, WATER-RESOURCES, IN 
1-366 JONES J B*, WEATHER, HYDROLOGY# 
2-697 R J*, PERMAFROST, VEGETATION, HYDROL3GY# BROWN 
-1-330 SIMAN J L*, USSR, GEOLOGY, HYDROLO3Y# 
2-576 NOAA, SEIFERT R D*, ALASKA, HYDROLO3YM 
2-541 USSR, KOMAROV V B*, GEOLOGY, HYDROLOGY# RADAR, 
1-375 AGRICULTURE, EARTH-RESOURCES, HYDROL3OY# COST-BENEFIT, 
2-524 S, ECOVIEW NAPA,- CALIFORNIA, HYDROLOGY# GEOTHERMAL, GEYSER 
1-317 FORESTRY, GEOLOGY, LAND-USE, HYDROLOGY# /, DATA-PROCESSING, 
5-302 TER-POLLUTION, WATER-QUALITY, HYDROLOGYg /ERSHED, RUNOFF, WA 
5-303 TER-POLLUTION, WATER-QUALITY, HYDROLJGY# /ERSHED, RUNOFF, WA 
2-638 R A*, LANDSAT, GOES# HYDROMETRIC, CANADA, HALLIDAi 
'I ' NOT INDEXED 
It ' NOT INDEXED 
6-245 N*# RADAR, ICE-COVER-THICKNESS, CHIZHOV A 
2-616 # ICE-COVERED, WEEKS W F*, RADAR 
2-652 DENHARTOG S L*, ICE-JAMS, AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY# 
2-714 WARTHA J H*, LAKE-ERIE, ICE-REPORTINGM 
2-593 GREENLAND# ICE-SHEET, BROOKS R L*, GEJS,
 
2-598 RADAR-, ICE-THISKNESS, GOODMAN R H*#
 
1-320 KIM H L*, GEOLOGY, HYDROLOGY, ICE, LAND-USE, SNOW# MC
 
2-660 ROSSITER J R*, ICE, RADAR, MEASUREMENT#
 
1-335 RTOGRAPHY, FOREST, HYDROLOGY, ICE# /GRONOMY, AGRICULTURE, CA
 
7-175 LANDSAT, MAPPING, IDAHO, LEFEBVRE R H*M
 
'III* I NOT INDEXED
 
3-314 ACREAGE. ILLINOIS, SI3MAN R*, LANDSAT#
 
7-193 UGH D G*# CANADA, IMAGE-ANALYSIS-SYSTEM, GOODENO
 
2-673 D S*/ GEOLOGY,, IMAGE-ANALYSIS, LANDSAT, KAMAT
 
6-193 EVALUATION, AUTORADIOGRAPHS, IMAGE-ANALYZER, HESS J*#
 
5-289 i LAND-USEi PAUL C K*, IMAGE-CLASSIFICATION1f COMPUTER
 
7-181 P* # METEOSAT, IMAGE-PROCESSING, ANTIKIDIS J
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6-256 *9 RADAR, IMAGE-PROCESSING. DRAGAVON E J 
7-194 S*4 IMAGE-PROCESSING G3PALAN A K 
2-685 ERSHED, SASSO R R*# IMAGE-PROCESSING, LANDSAT, WAT 
2-663 ER R N*, MINERAL-EXPLORATION, IMAGE-PROCESSING, LANOSAT# /AK
 
6-187 DIAGNOSTIC, M/ BUDINGER T Fti IMAGE-PROCESSING TECHNIQUES.
 
5-286 ODELS, ALGAZI V R*, LAND-JSE. IMAGE-PROCESSING, wATERSHEDM /
 
2-687 CES# SMITH A Y*, LAKES, IMAGE-PROCESSING, WATER-RESOUR
 
1-324 NALYSIS, GEOPHYSICAL-SURVEYS, IMAGE-PROCESSING# / 4*, DATA-A
 
5-293 NT, PHILIPPINES# WAGNER T W*t IMAGE-PROCESSING# /C-DEVEL)PME
 
3-344 ION, SADOWSKI F G*, FORESTRY, IMAGE-PROCESSING# /CLASSIFICAT
 
7-217 S, RIAZI A*9 THEORY, IMAGE-TRANSFER. INFR4RED-IAGE
 
1-365 RY, INFRARED-IMAGING, LASERS, IMAGE, PROCESSING# /OTOGRAMMET
 
7-212 DI T T*# IMAGERY-INTERPRETATIJN, ALFOEL
 
6-216 DATA-BANK, IMAGES, PROCA G A*5
 
IMAGING, NATJRAL-MATERIALS, BR
6-255 AGG S* 

2-506 KLEY C P*t FRACTURES. FAULTS1 IMPERIAL-VALLEYg BUC 
2-704 KRISTJF S J*, SOIL, INDIANA, SKYLAB# 
5-297 MISSISSIPPI, TERRAIN-ANALYS/ INDUSTRIALASITING, HIGGS G K*, 
2-512 ATER-RESOU/ CHRISTENSEN R J*, INDUSTRIAL-WASTES, MICHIGAN, W­
1-332 AL, ADRIEN P f*,. AGRICULTURE. INDUSTRY, TRANSPORTATION, DIGI 
6-241 *# COASTAL-4ATER, CURRENTS* INERTIAL-SIGHTING, GOWER J F R 
5-30'4 LAMATIONI MILLER W F*, PARKS, INFESTATION,.STRIP-MINING, REC 
4-371 ZONE, INVENTORY. REIMOLD R J/ INFORMATION. GEORGIa, COASTAL­
5-268 S, HALPERN/ GEOGRAPHIC-BASED, INFORMATION, MANAGEMENT-SYSTEM 
2-523 ING# EATON W L*, COAL, INFORMATION, PHOTOGRAPHY, WYOM 
WHAITE R I*,
2-588 ABANDONED-SHAFTS, COAL-MINES, 	INFORMATION# 

4-327 PERATURE-V4RIATIONS, SEA-ICE, 	INFRARED-IMAGERY, CIHLAR J*# I 
7-217 THEORY, IMAGE-TRANSFER, 	INFRARE)-IMAGES, RIAZI A*#
 
1-365 ERIM, RADAR, PHOTOGRAMMETRY, 	INFRARED-IMAGING, LASERS, IMAG
 
6-214 ZHARGE-TRANSFER, 	INFRARED-IMAGING, MILTON A F*#
 
1-376 AIR-POLLUTIO4, SPECTROSCOPY, 	INFRARED-LASERS. OZONEO /A3AR,
 
1-337 0 H*, MULTISPECTRAL-SCANNERS, 	INFRARED-SCANNERS. RADAR, DATA
 
2-539 SURFACE, COAL-MINING. KNOTH / INFRARED, AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPhY,
 
INFRARED, AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY,
2-662 SUSPENDED-SOLIDS# AZUARA P, 

4-313 SEA-SURFACE, TEMPERATURES. 	INFRARED, BROWER R L*#
 
B*, D
1-368 ATA-BASE-S/ DIGITAL, VISIBLE, 	INFRARED. DATA, MILLER 0 
2-531 GEOTHERMAL, INFRARED, JAPAN, HASE H*#
 
2-498 K*, GEOTHERMAL, EXPLORATION, INFRARED# JAPAN# BABA
 
CANADA#
3-311 AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY, ALFALFA, 	INFRARE), PAQUIN R*, 

BUSCHBA
2-507 CH T CSt GEOPHYSICAL, AERIAL, 	INFRARED, TECTONICS# 

INFRARED, THERMAL, DAM-SITES,
2-594 CAILLON L*# 

INFRARE), WATER-TEMPERATURE, S
2-575 CHOTT J R*# 

2-586 THERMAL, INFRARED, WATSON K*, GEOLOGY#
 
2-510 EAMENT# CARTER W D*, SURVEYS, INFRARED# LIN 
2-683 t HYDROLOGY, WATER-RESOURCES, INFRARED9 RANGO A* 
3-330 RAPHY, PITNEY MSt IRRIGATION* INFRARED# AERIAL-PHOTOG 
NAGATANI H*, AE2-561 RIAL-PROSPECTING# GEOTHERMAL. 	INFRARED# 

DEL-GRANDE N K*, A
2-519 ERIAL-PROSPECTING. HEAT-FLOW, 	INFRARED# 

6-194 SHIZAK I H*# VEHICLE, 	INSPECTION-INSTRUMENTATION, HO
 
6-190 TRIC-EVALUATJIN, FREYER K*# 	 INSTRUMENT. TECHNIQUE, PHOTOME
 
6-213 AIR-POLLUTION, SPECTROSCOPY, 	INSTRUMENTAL-RESPONSE, MILLAN
 
7-241 NG, HUNDEMANN A S*# LANDSAT, 	INSTRUMENTATION, DATA-PROCESSI
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7-240 NG, HUNDEMANN A S*# LANDSAT. INSTRUMENTATION, DATA-PROCESSI 
2-69.1 ER D B*, MI.NERAL-EXPLORATION, INSTRUMENTATION, GEOPHYSICS# f 
1-379 BLE-NATURAL-RESJURCES, DATA-/ INTEGRNTED-INVENTORIES, RENEWA 
7-185 IMAGES, BURKLE J*9 INTENSITY-VARIATIONS, DIGITAL­
1-332 RICULTURE, INDUSTRY, TRANSPO/ INTERNATIONAL, ADRIEN P M*, AG
 
1-340 LEGAL, KOSUGE T*, INTERNATIONAL#
 
6-215 AR, X-BAND, PARRY T*# INTERPRETATION-TECHN-QUES, RAD
 
7-213 ELSODECARVALHO V C*# INTRODUCTION, DATA-ANALYSIS. C
 
2-547 LEWIS A J*, FLOOD-CONTROL, INVENTOriES, REMOTE-SENSIN3# 
3-304 LANDSAT# INVENTORY, BJREAL, KIRBY C L*, 
3-354 NALEPKA R F* -LANDSAT INVENTORY, FORESTRY# 
3-356 RY, SKYLAB# NALEPKA R F-, INVENTORY, REFLECTANZE, FOREST 
4-371 ATION, GEORGIA, COASTAL-ZONE, INVENTORY, REIMOLD R AJ* /FORM 
3-352 EBE D A*, LACIE, AGRICULTURE, INVENTORY# LANDGR 
6-252 , MORGANSTERN J P*# INVESTIGATION, THEMATIC-MAPPER 
1-339 REMOTE-SYSTEMS, KLIMOV A N*, IONLZING-RADIATION, DIGITAL-DA 
5-287 URBANA IOWA, ANDERSON R R*,.LAND-UJSE-, 
7-168 Y, MAGNETIC-SURVEY, NEBRASKA, IOWA# " " GAMMA-RA 
7-167 Y, MAGNETIC-SURVEY, NEBRASKA, IOWA. GAMMA-RA­
2-633 LANDSAT, IRON,-ESYPT, EL-SHAZLY E tM4$ 
2-631 Y E M1* IRON, EGYPT, LANDSAT, EL-SHAZL 
2-648 SPECTRA, MAGNETOCHEMISTRY, IRON, WASILEWSKI P*# 
3-330 ERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY, PITNEY M*, IRRIGATION, INFRARED# A 
3-338 MILLARD/ CANOPY-TEMPERATURES, IRRIGATION, YIELD-PREDICTIJN,
 
2-534 TIONM COAL-INVENTORY, IRVINE J A*t COMPUTER, EXPLORA
 
3-333 AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, ITALY, DEJACE J*, LANDSAT#
 
4-314 FRESH-WATER, SPRINGS, ITALY, GUGLIELMINETTI M*#
 
2-511 R*, GEOTHERMAL, EXPLORATION, ITALY, R4DIOMETRIC# CASSINIS
 
2-696 EAMENTS, LANDSAT, BARBIER E*, ITALY# LIN
 
1-352 INI, APOLLO, SKYLAB, LANDSAT, ITOS/NOAA, SMS/GOES# /JR*, GEM
 
'J I NOT INDEXED
 
lJ* I NOT INDEXED
 
1-317 FORESTRY, GEOLOGY, 'LAND-USE,/ JAAKKJLA S*, DATA-PROCESSING,
 
2-672 CS, FAULTS# JACKSON P L*, SURVEYS, TECTONI
 
1.354 EAT-CAPACITY-MAPPING MISSION, JACKSON R-D*# H
 
4-352 RAD'AR-IMAGING, OCEANAWAVES, 'JAIN A*4
 
7-214 DIGITAL-TERRAIN, DATA, JANCAITIS J R*#
 
7-215 TERRAIN-MODELING, JANCAITIS J R*g
 
2-535 VEYS, GEOTHERMAL# JAPAN, AzRIAL-PROSPECTING, SUR
 
7-227 -PROCESSING, DIGITAL-TEXTURE, JAPAN, GENDA H*# PHJTOGRAPHIC
 
2-531 GEOTHERMAL, INFRARED, JAPAN, HASE H*#
 
1-322 MITSUDERA MC, AIR-POLLUTION, JAPAN, LAND-POLLUTION., URBAN-A 
2-572 ION# SAKATA T*, JAPAN, LIMNOLOGY, WATER-POLLUT 
5-301 E, FORESTRY, COASTS', OCEANOG/ JAPAN, MARUYASU T*, AGRICULTJR 
1-319 C/ MATSUNO K*, DATA-ANALYSIS, JAPAN, POLLUTION, HUMAN-RESOUR 
3-288 SHIMODA H*t, AGRICULTURE, JAPAN, REMOTE-SENSING# 
4-336 OCEAN, PLANKTON, JAPAN, SKYLAB, WATANABE K*4 
5-269 ASSIFIED/ LAND-USE, MURAI S*, JAPAN, URBAN, DIGITAL-DATA, CL 
5-270 VEGETATION, URBAN, POLLUTION, JAPAN# NAKAJIMA I*, 
2-498 ERMAL, EXPLORATION, INFRARED, JAPAN9 BABA K*, GEOTH 
3-301 TOGRAPHY, CROP-IDEN/ LANOSAT, JENSEN J R*, HIGH-ALTITUDE-PHO 
7-219 NT# AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHC, JOACHIM-THOMAS, BLOCK-ADJUSTME 
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6-227 , SATELLITE# JOCHIM E F*, COVERAGE-BEHAVIOR
 
2-536 CROWAVE, NUCLEAR, CALIFORNIA, JOHNSON G.R*# I1
 
2-703 ERIAL-SURVEYING, POLLUTION# JOHNSON R W*, WATER-QUALITY, A
 
4-354 9 CHLOROPHYLL, COASTAL-ZONES, JOHNSON R W*M MAPPING 
4-353 PECTRAL-ANALYSIS, OCEAN-DUMP, JOHNSON R W*# S 
4-317 L, PHOTOGRAPHIC-APPLICATIONS, JONES -D41# OIL-SPIL 
2601 WATER-DYNAMICS, LANDSAT, JONES G*, CANADA# 
1-366 # JONES J B*, WEATHER, HYDROLOGY
 
3-302 DENSITOMETRY, LAND-COVER, JORDAN D C*, KENTUCKY#
 
1-344 IL, VEGETATI/ CLASSIFICATION, JORDAN, GEOLOGY, HYDROLOGY, SO
 
5-298 UTH, CLASSIFICATION. LANOSAT, JOYCE A T*, CROP-IDENTIFICATIO
 
IJR* I NOT INDEXED
 
7-198 STORTION-FREE-MAP-PROJECTION, JUNKINS J L*# DI
 
6-263 S# JUSTIFICATIONS. PASSIVE-SENSOR
 
6-264 SM JUSTIFISATIONS, PASSIVE-SENSOR
 
6-262 S# JUSTIFICATIONS, PASSIVE-SENSOR
 
'K #-NOT INDEXED
 
"K* ' NOT INDEXED
 
2-537 S4 THERMAL-INERTIA, KAHLE.-A B*, CALIFORNIA, DESERT­
3-281 -PROCESSING, SATEL/ FORESTRY, KALENSKY Z*, PROCEEDINGS, )ATA
 
4-355 LITE, OCEANOGRAPHY, PRODUCTS, KALINOWSKI J*M SATEL
 
6-228 OSPHERE, LASER-REMOTE-SENSOR, KALSHOVEN J ,E JR** ATM
 
1-318 HNOLOGY-ASSESSMENT, TOPOLOGI/ KAMARA : S*? SIERRA-LECNE, TEC
 
2-673 OGY, IMAGE-ANALYSIS, LANOSAT, KAMAT D S*9 GEOL
 
3-303 DATA-PROCESSING, AGRICULTURE, KAMAT D S*#
 
4-361 EDDIES, KAMCHATKA-CURRENT, SOLOMON H*#
 
3-282 OCESSING, FORESTRY# KAN E P*, PROCEEDINGS, DATI-PR
 
3-328 YSTEMS, FORESTRY# KAN E P*, REMOTE-SENSING, ECOS
 
1-349 RESOURCE-MANAGEMENT, KANSAS, BARK B G*4#
 
2-580 CIL# SUBSURFACE-CAVITIES, KANSAS, SPENCER J WN, GEOPHYSI
 
7-I71 GAMMA-RAY, MAGNETIC-SURVEY, KANSAS9
 
7-169 GAMMA-RAY, MAGNETIC-SURVEY, KANSASA
 
7-229 UNSUPERVISED-CLUSTERING, KAUTH R J*#
 
2-538 ES# ENERGY-RESOURCES, KEHRER P*, EXPLORATION, RESERV
 
3-302 TRY, LAND-COVER; JORDAN D C*, KENTUCKY# DENSIT3ME
 
6-229 ATMOSPHERIC-MODEL, SEASAT, KESEL P G*#
 
6-230 ATMOSPHERIC-MODEL, SEASAT, KESEL P G*#
 
4-333 THERMAL-STUDIES, GULF-STREAM, KETCHEN H G*t$
 
2-674 ATER-RESOURCES# KHORRAM S iHYDROLOGY, SNOW, W
 
2-602 SNOW-COVER, LANOSAT, KHORRAM S*, WATER-CONTENTM
 
1-338 DIGITIZING# EARTH-RESOURCES, KIENKO I P*, PHOTOGRAMMETRIC,
 
2-500 DSAT, BARTHELEMY R*, GEOLOGY, KIMBERLITES, SOUTH-AFRICA# /AN
 
3-304 INVENTORY, BOREAL, KIRBY C L*, LANDSAT#
 
6-212 RESOURCE-MANAGEMENT, CANADA., KIRBY M*9 RADAR,
 
2-656 NM WETLANDS, KIRBY R E*, MAPPING, VEGETATIO
 
2-675 LANDSAT# KIRSCHNER F R*, SOIL, MAPPING,
 
1-355 PATTERNS, SURFA/ SKYLAB/EREP, KLEMAS V*, COASTAL, r1ETLANDS,
 
4-356 EAN, COASTAL, FOOD-RESOURCES, KLEMAS V*# OC
 
4-366 DELAWARE, WETLAND-RESOURCES, KLEMAS V*# /ICATIONS, LANDSAT,
 
1-339 N, DIGITAL-D/ REMOTE-SYSTEMS, KLIMOV A N*, IONIZING-RADIATIO
 
2-539 GRAPHY, SURFACE, COAL-MINING, KNOTH W M*# /RED, AERIAL-PIOTO
 
7-173 TS# KNOX J 8*, RADIOACTIVE-EFFLUEN
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3-283 .CULTURE, DECISION-MAKINGM KOCHANOWSKI P4, MODELING, AGRI 
3-305 AGRI'CULTURE,-REMOTE-SENSING, KOCHANOWSKI P*A BENEFITS, 
2-543 NOW-COVER, NIMBUS, MICROWAVE, KOENZI-K F*# S 
2-540 , GEOLOGY, GAMMA-SPECTROSCOP/ KOGAN R-M*, AERIAL-PROSPECTING 
2-493 PLORATION, 'REMOTE-SENSING# KOGYO-GIJOTSU*, GEOTHERMAL, EX 
2-541' GY# RADAR, -USSR, KOMAROV V B*, GEOLOGY, HYDROLO 
2-676 MICROWAVE, SOIL-MOISTURE, KONDRATYEV K Y*M 
2-5.42 TION, MINERALIZATION# KOSCEC J*, YUGOSLAVIA., EXPLORA 
1-340 LEGAL, KOSUGE T*, INTERNATIONAL# 
3-335 LANOSAT, KOURTZ P H*, FORESTRY, FERES# 
1-341 CANADA, NATURAL/ BIOPHYSICAL, KOZLOVIC N J*, FIELD-STUDIES,
 
2-704 KYLABM KRISTOF S J*., SOIL, INDIANA, S
 
2-603 DIGITAL-ANALYSIS, RESOLUTION, KRISTOF S J** SOIL,
 
2-&04 CRUSTAL-MOTfION, LASER, KUMAR M*# 
3-336 AGRICULTURE, KUMAR R*, PATTERN-RE:OGNITIOJg 
3-317 STRESS, THERMAL, CORN, KUMAR R*# 
3-318 CULTURE, CROP-CLASSIFICATION, KUMAR R*# AGRI 
7-174 AUTORADIOGRAPHS, COMPUTERS, KUMMER G*#
 
4-344 LAB,ORATORY-REQUIREMENTS, KUO C-Y*, SEDIMENTS#
 
2-544 NIC# LANDSAT, ANDES, KUSSMAUL S*',GEOTHERMAL, VOL-A
 
sL I NOT INDEXED
 
'L* '.NOT INDEXED
 
4-344 Y*, SEDIMENTS# LABORATJRY-REQUIREMENTS, KUO C
 
3-352 LANDGREBE D A*, LACIE, AGRICULTURE, INV-ENTORY#
 
1-367 VENTORIES, AGRICULTURE# LACIE, MGDONALD R B*, CROP-IN 
3-2684 INGS, AGRICULTURE, DATA-ANAL/ LACIE, MACDONALD R B-, PROCEED 
3-331 , LANDSAT# LACIE, THOMPSON D R*, DROUGHTS 
2-545 NG, FAULTS, SMEDEN., TECTONIC/ LAEGERBAECK R*, AERIAL-SURVEYI 
2-609 *, LANDSAT# AUTOMATIC, LAKE-CHARACTERISTICS, ROCH)N G 
2-714 WARTHA J H*, LAKE-ERIE, ICE-REPORTING# 
2-713 S4 CHEMICAL, LAKE-HURON, SMITH V E*, SURVEY 
6-191 RADIATION# LAKE-MEAD, CALLBRATI3N, GAMMA­
4-343 SURFACE-TEMPERATURE, LAKE-SUPERIOR, GREEN T*# 
2-687 -RESOURCES# SMITH A Y*, LAKES, IMAGE-PROCESSING, WATER 
2-574 R-QUALITY, AIRCRAFT, LANOSAT, LAKES, SCHERZ J P*# dATE 
3-306 FORESTRY, COMPUTER, LAND-CLASSVFICATION, LEE Y J*M4 
3-302 CKY# *DENSITOMETRY, LAND-COVER, JORDAN D C*, KENTU 
1-322 ERA M*, AIR-POLLUTION, JAPAN, LAND-POLLUTION, URBAN-AREAS, W 
1-351 ILS, G/ ELIFRITS C D*, COSTS, LAND-RESOURCES, ENGINEERING-SO 
7-176 , RGBI'NOVE C J*# LAND-SYSTEMS, MAPPING, LANDSAT­
5-295 RE, POLICIES# LAND-USE, BOYLAN M*, AGRICJLT 
5-266 G*# UTILITIES, LAND-USE, CALIFORNIA, CROUCH R 
5-280 *, COMPUTER-PROCESS/ LANDSAT, LAND-USE, -CANADA, SCHUBERT J S 
5-275 URBAN, LAND-USE, CHINA, WELCH R*# 
5-305 Z G*, ARIZONA, COLORADO, MON/ LAND-USE, COMPUTER-MAP-PING, NE 
5-306 Z G*, REGIONAL-PLANNING, THE/ LAND-USE, COMPUTER-MAPPING, NE 
5-307 Z G*, THEMATIC-MAPPING, ROCK/ LAND-USE, COMPUTER-MAPPING, NE 
5-279 , LOCK B F*# LANDSAT, RURAL, LAND-USE, DEVELOPING-COUNTRIES 
1-317 ROCESSING, FORESTRY, GEOLOGY, LAND-USE, -HYDROLOGY# /, DATA-P 
5-286 TERSHED/ MODELS, ALGAZI V R*, LAND-USE, IMAGE-PROCESSING, WA 
5-281 *# TOPOGRAPFY, LAND-USE, LANDSAT, SOLOMON S I 
5-285 URBAN-HYOR/ L NDSCAPE-MODELS, LAND-USE, MILLER L D*, URBAN, 
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5-283 A-BASE# WECKSUNG M J*, LAND-USE, MODEL, COMPUTER, DT 
2-573 MONSON V V*, WATERSHED-MODEL, LAND-USE, MOISTURE# SALO 
5-269 AN, DIGITAL-DATA, CLASSIFIED/ LAND-USE, MURAl S*, JAPAN, URB 
5-289 SSIFICATION, COMPUTER# LAND-USE, PAUL C K*, IMAGE-CLA 
5-299 ST-VIRGINIA, LATIMER I S JR*, LAND-USE, RECREATION, MINING, 
1-320 L*, GEOLOGY, HYDROLOGY, ICE, LAND-USE, SNJW# MCKIM H 
5-287 IOWA, ANDERSON R R*, LAND-USE, URBAN# 
5-292 TATISTICS, GROUND-/ ACCURACY, LAND-USE, VAN-GENDEREN J L', S 
5-274 NITED-KINGDOM, CENSUS# LAND-USE, VAN-GENDEREN J Lk, U 
5-284 S D H*, WATERSHED-MANAGEMENT/ LAND-USE, WATER-QUALITY, GRAVE 
5-276 , PLANNING, UTILITIES# LAND-USE, WILREKER V F*t, URBAN 
2-533 GLADESH, LANDSAT, HOSSAIN A*, LAND-USE# BAN 
5-272 E, FORESTRY, WATER-POLLUTION, LAND-USE# /Y C JR*, AGRICULTUR 
3-352 TURE, INVENTORY# LANDGREBE D A*, LACIE, AGRICUL 
1-356 ECHO, LANDGREBE D 4*#
 
6-260 RETURN-BEAM-VIDICON, LANDSAT-C#
 
7-192 SIONAL-HISTOGRA4, CLUSTERING, LANDSAT-DATA, GOLDSBERG M* /N
 
7-207 LANDSAT-MAPPING, TANAKA S*if
 
2-635 M*# GEOLOGY, LANDSAT-1, EGYPT, EL-SHAZLY E
 
1-358 LANDSAT-2, CATALOGA
 
3-292 TIVITY, CROP-YIELD# LANDSAT, AARONSON A C*, PRJDUC
 
2-617 RESOURCES, EGYPT, LANDSAT, ABDEL-HADY M A*#
 
2-618 RESOURCES, EGYPT, LANDSAT, ABDEL-HADY M A*
 
2-619 RESOURCES, EGYPT, LANDSAT, ABDEL-HADY M A*#
 
3-337 RICE, FRANCE, LANDSAT, AIRCRAFT, LETOAN T*#
 
2-544 EOTHERMAL, VOLCANIC# LANDSAT, ANDES, KUSS IAUL S*, G
 
2-600 ER R*# LANDSAT, ARCTIC, SNOWMELT, HOF
 
7-239 HANUSCHAK G A*# LANDSAT, AREA-SAMPLING-FRAMES,
 
7-180 NS, AHERN F J*# LANDSAT, ATMOSPHERIC-CORRECTIO
 
2-696 LINEAMENTS, LANDSAT, BARBIER E*, ITALYft
 
2-500 Y, KIMBERLITES, SOUTH-AFRICA/ LANDSAT, BARTHELEMY 4*, GEOLOG
 
3-294 A-ESTIMATION, CROPS, DIGITAL, LANDSAT, BAUER M E*# ARE
 
3-295 CROP-IDENTIFICATION, LANDSAT, -BAUER M E*#
 
7-184 CONTRAST-ENHANCEMENT, LANDSAT, BEST R G*#
 
2-530 RESOURCES# HALIDAY R A*, LANDSAT, CANADA, FLOOD, WATER­
2-509 ION, MINERALS/ SOUTH-AMERICA, LANOSAT, CARTER W D*, EXPLORAT
 
7-183 J*# DIGITAL-PROCESSING, LANDSAT, CARTOGRAPHY, BEAUBIEN
 
3-332 WHEAT, YIELD-FORECASTS, LANDSAT, COLVIELL J E*#
 
.7-166 LYSIS, MAPPING, SUPERFICIAL-/ LANDSAT, COMPUTER-ASSISTED-ANA
 
2-513 ROL, WATER-RESOURCES# LANDSAT, COOPER S*, FLOOD-ONT
 
2-596 ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE, LANDSAT, DAUS S JV9
 
4-366 OURCES, KLEMAS/ APPLICATIONS, LANDSAT, DELAWAREs WETLANO-RES 
2-641 TOPOGRAPHY, LANOSAT, DEMORAESNOVO E M L*# 
5-293 PHILIPPINES1 WAGNER T W*, I/ LANDSAT, ECONOMIC-DEVELOPMENT, 
3-299 FORESTRY, PRODUCTIVITY, LANDSAT, EDWARDS J R*U 
2-629 i GEOLOGY, LANOSAT, EGYPT, EL-SHAZLY E M* 
2-632 , EL-SHAZLY E M*# LANDSAT, EGYPT, PETROLEUM, GAS 
2-631 IRON, EGYPT, LANDSAT, EL-SHAZLY E M*# 
2-627 GROUNDWATER, EGYPT, LANDSAT, EL-SHAZLY E M*9 
2-526 RESEARC/ FISCHER W A*,-EROS, LANDSAT, ENVIRONMENT, MAPPING, 
2-711 -LAKES, ROGERS R H*# LANDSAT, EUTROPHICATION, GREAT 
2-698 SMITH R Et'# LANDSAT, EXPLORATION, COPPER, 
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3-361 HOOLEY .R*-, LAOS, 'LANDSAT, FLOOD-PLAINS# 
2-716 SCH Mt# LANDSAT, FLOD, PAKISTAN, JEUT 
3-3r9 AD R A*# LANDSAT, FOREST, MINNESOTA, ME 
3-287 NSTEIN L*, CANADA# LANOSAT, FORESTRY, SAYN7WITTGE 
3 359 MANAGEMENT, WILLIAMS D L*, LANOSAT, FORESTRY# 
2-499 G 1-*, DATA-ANALYSIS# LANDSAT, GEOZHEMISTRY, BALLEd 
2-556 ERIFIELD P M*, BAND-RATIOING, LANDSAT, GEOLOGY9 M 
2-638 ETRIC, CANADA, HALLIDAY R A*, LANDSAT, GOES# HYDROM 
7-191 CLASSIFICATION, LANDSAT, GOLDBERG M*­
2-668 Y E M*# EGYPT, LANDSAT, GROUNDWATER, EL-SHAZL 
2-592 BIED-CHARRETON M, NIGER, LANDSAT, GROUNDWATER# 
7-195 ACCURACY-OF-'LOCATION, LANDSAT, HARDY J R*# 
2-533 BANGLADESH, LANDSAT, HOSSAIN A*, LAND-JSE# 
7-196 LEAS-T-SQUARE-ERROR, LANDSAT, HUNG-A Y*# 
2-615 K*# LANDSATt HYDROGRAPHIC,WARJE 'D 
7-240 -PROCESSING, HUNDEMANN A S*# LANDSAT, INSTRUMENTATION, DATA 
7-241 -PROCESS'ING, HUNDEMANN A 'S*# LANOSAT, INSTRUMENTATION, DATA 
3-354 NALEPKA R F*, LANDSAT, INVENTORY, FORESTRYM 
2-633 Y E M*# LANDSAT, IRON, EGYPT, EL-SHAZL" 
1-552 JR*,-GEMINI, APOLL], SKYLAB, LANDSAT', ITOS/NOAA, SMS/GOES9 
3-301 ITUDE-PHOTOGRAPHY, CROP-IDEN/ LANOSAT, JENSEN-J 'R*, HIGH-ALT 
2-601 WATER-DYNAMICS, LANDSAT, JONES G*, CANADA4 " 
5-298 GROUND-TRUTH, CLASSIFICATION, LANDSAT, JOYCE A T*, CROP-IQEN 
2-673 GEOLOGY, IMAGE-ANALYSIS, LANOSAT, KAMAT D S*4 
2-602 TENT9 SNOW-COVER, LANDSAT, KHORRAM S, WATER-CON 
3-335 , FIRESM LANDSAT, KOURTZ'P H*, FORESTRY 
2-574 WATER-QUIaLITY, AI-RCRAFT, LANDSAT, LAKES, SCHERZ J P*9 
5-28'0 UBERT J S*9 COMPUTER-PROCESS/ LANDSAT, LAND-USE, CANADA, SC-H 
2-610 UCHYN 0 J*4 LANDSAT, LANDSLIDE-M4PPING, SA 
2-517 LINEAMENTS, LANDSAT, LEBANON, DAVIE M F*#
 
2-546 , GRASS, SOIL, SPECTRA# LANOSAT, LEVINE S*, CALIFORNIA 
2-706 MACDONALD H C*# LANDSAT, LINEAR, GROUNDWATER, 
2-667 CARDAMONE P*# LANDSAT, LINEARS,, EARTHQUAKE,
 
2-552 SEASONAL-VARIATIONS# LANDSAT, LUCAS J R*, GLACIERS,
 
2-553 N,'METALS,-MOLYBDENUM# LANDSAT, LYON R J*, EXPLORATIO
 
3-308 E# PRODUC-TIVITY, LANDSAT, MACK A R*, AGRICULTUR 
7-175 VRE R H*# LANDSAT, MAPPING, IDAHO, -LEFEB
 
7-23k QUALITY, COMPUTER-PROCESSING, LANDSAT, MCKEON J B*M WATER­
2-522 EOLOGYM LANDSAT, MICdIGAN, DRAKE B4', G
 
MILLER L D*I
3-320 TROPICAL-FORESTS, THAILAND, LANDSAT, 
2-699 ORATION# DACUNHA R P*, LANDSAT, MINERAL, BRAZIL, ExPL ­
2-579 SMITH A F*# -ENHANCED, LANOSAT, MINERAL, HYDROCARBON, 
3-340 CROP-CLASSIFICATION, LANDSAT, MISRA P N*# 
2-606 MINE-WASTES, LANDSAT, MOORE H D*# 
7-242 SIGNATURE-EXTENSION, LANOSAT, NALEPKA R F*# 
7-233 NON-PARAMETRIC-CLUSTERING, LANDSAT, NARENDRA P M*# 
2-643 NUBE, OPRESCU N*M LANDSAT, NATURAL-RESJURCES, DA 
2-566 SNOW-COVER, RANGO A t LANDSAT, NOAA# 
5-277 DATA-BASE, CLASSIFIED, LANDSAT, OREGON, BRYANT N A*# 
3-310 ACREAGE, LANDSAT, OZGA M*, AGRICULTJREM 
2-557 N, ALASKA, MILER J M*# LANDSAT, PETROLEUM, EXPLORATIO 
4-321 , VIRGINIA4 LANDSAT, PHOTOGRAPHY, WETLANDS 
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4-370 OCEAN-BATHYMETRY, LANDSAT, POLCYN F C*#
 
7-202 CORRECTIONS, LANDSAT, POTTER J F*M
 
6-206 WECKSUNG G W*, LANDSAT, RATIO-IMAGES#
 
7-220 G W* DYNAMIC-RANGE-REDUCTION, LANDSAT, RATIO-LMAGES,# /SUNG

7-176 LAND-SYSTEMS, MAPPING, LANOSAT, ROBINOVE C J*#
 
7-203 REMOTE-COPUTER-TEkMINAL, LANDSAT, ROBINOVE C J*#
 
5-279 LOPING-COUNTRIES, LJCK B F*# LANDSAT, RURAL, LAND-USE, DEVE
 
7-205 CONTROL-POINTS, LANDSAT, SCOTT A*#
 
4-323 ATA-COLLECTION-PLATFORMS, SC, LANDSAT, SEA-TRUTH, ALABAMA, D
 
7-218 DATA-RESTORATION, LANDSAT, SHAH N J*#
 
4-342 R*# LANDSAT, SHORELINE-FORM, DOLAN
 
3-339 ISRA P N*# LANDSAT, SIGNATURE-ANALYSIS, M
 
2-613 CANADA. GEOLOGY, LANDSAT. SINGHROY V*#
 
2-658 SNOWMAPPING, NORWAY, LANDSAT, SKORVE J*#
 
4-324 MAPPING, CORAL-REEFS, LANOSAT, SMITH V E*#
 
2-709 ODEGAARD H A*# LANDSAT. SNOd-MAPPING, NORvJAY,
 
2-710 ODENGAARD H*# LANOSAT, SNOW-MAPPING, NORWJAY,

2-634 Y E M*# GEOLOGY, LANDSAT, SOfL, 
EGYPT, EL-SHAZL
 
5-281 TOPOGRAPHY, LAND-USE, LANDSAT, SOLOMON S I*#
 
2-577 E, SHAHROKHI F*# LANDSAT, STRIP-MINES, TENNESSE
 
2-571 ICATION, ROGERS R H*# LANOSAT, SURVEILLANCE, EUTROPH
 
3-298 CONANT F P*, LANDSAT, SWDDEN, AFRICAf
 
2-624 TRALIA, VOLUME-2, COLE M M*# LANSAT, TERRAIN-ANALYSIS, AUS
 
2-623 TRALIA, VOLUME-I, COLE M M*# LANDS-AT, TERRAIN-ANALYSIS, AUS
 
2-625 TRALIA, VOLUME-3, COLE M M*# LANUSAT, TERRAIN-ANALYSIS, AUS
 
1-347 , AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHYs SKYLAB, LANDSAT, THERMAL-IR, RADAR. DI 
2-690 , MEASUREMENTS# LANDSAT, THOMAS I L*, SNOWFALL 
3-348-TION-MOISTURE-STRESS# LANDSAT, THOMPSON D R*, VEGETA 
2-605 GEOLOGY, LANOSAT, TIBESTI, LIST F K*% 
3-309 , MEAD R A# LANDSAT, VEGETATION, MINNESOTA 
2-585 URANIUM, EXPLORATION, LANDSAT, VINCENT R K*# 
4-363 BATHYMETRIC-MAPPING, LANDSAT, WARNE D K*# 
2-670 R-QUALITY, SCANDINAVIA, HELI/ LANDSAT, WATER-POLLUTION, MATE 
2-570 HED# ROGERS R H*, LANDSAT, WATER-QUALITY, WATERS 
2-685 # IMAGE-PROCESSING, LANDSAT, WATERSHED, SASSO I R* 
3-347 WHEAT, ACREAGE-ESTIMATION, LANDSATM
 
2-640 SOIL, SUDAN, MYERS V I*, LANDSATM 
3-315 EAGE-ESTIMATION, THOMAS R W*, LANDS'AT# MHEAT', ACR 
3-360 GUER J E*, FOREST-MANAGEMENT, LANDSAT# DESTEI 
2-679 , WATER-RESOURCES, HYDROLOGY, LANDSATA MCKIM i L'* 
2-700 OS C E*, GEOTHERMAL, MAPPING, LANDSAT# DOSANJ 
3-327-AND, ESTES J E*, AGRICULTURE, LANDSATM WATER-DEM 
2-597 COVER, FERGUSON H L*, NOAA-4, LANDSATI SNOW­
3-358 ESSMENT, WALKER J E*, FOREST, LANDSATW DAMAGE-ASS 
2-607 L-MOISTURE, PALABEKIROGLU S*, LANDSATM Sol 
3-307 RICE, LE-TOAN T*, FRANCE, LANDSATM 
3-331 CIE, THOMPSON D R*, DROUGHTS, LANDSATM LA 
3-304 NVENTORY, BOREAL, KIRBY C L*, LANDSATM 
2-650 *, WATER-QUALITY, MONITORING, LANDSAT# BROWN R L 
3-314 ACREAGE, ILLINOIS, SIGMAN R*, LANDSATf
 
2-675 IRSCHNER F R*, SOIL, MAPPING, LANOSAT# K
 
7-209 ANALYSIS, TSUCH[Y4 K*, LANDSAT9
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3-333 , FORESTRY, ITALY, DEJACE J*, LANDSATO AGRICULTURE 
3-326 *, AGRICULTURE, WATER-DEMAND, LANDSAT9 CJLWELL R N 
3-343 TS, RAFSNIDER G 1-1, FORESTRY, LANDSATM' MASSAC-JSET 
3-312 UP, MAPPING, RICHARDSON A J1, LANDSAT# TABLE-LOOK­
2-695 ITAT, WOOOZICK T L*-, MAPPING, LANDSAT# MOSQUITO-HAB 
2-659 *, REMOTE-SENSING, POLLUTANT, LANOSAT# WEZERNAK C T 
3-353 RABILITY, WHEAT, MALILA W A*, LANDSAT9 SPECTRAL-SEPA 
2-609 E-CHARACTERISTICS, ROCHON G*, LANDSAT AUTJMATIC, LAK 
4-367 TIC-VEGETATION, MARKHAM B L*, LANDSAT# ASSESSMENT, AQUA 
2-663 XPLORATION, IMAGE-PROCESSING, LANDSAT# /AKER R N', MINER4L-E 
7-204 GEOLOGY, SPAIN, SANTISTEBAN, LANDSATM /COMPONENT-T.ECHNIQUE, 
5-285 LLER L D*, URBAN, URBAN-HYDR/ LANDSCAPE-MODELS, LkSJO-USE, MI 
2-610 *# LANDSAT, LANDSLIDE-MAPPING, SAUCHYN D J 
6-231 ATMOSPHERIC-MODEL1 SEASAT, LANGLAND R A*# 
3-361 HOOLEY R*, LAOS, LANDSAT, FLOOD-PLAINSg
 
6-240 CTI4N, BROWELL E V*g LASER-FLUOROSENSOR, ALGAE-DETE
 
6-228 J E JR*# ATMOSPHERE, LASER-REMOTE-SENSOR, KALSHOVEN
 
4-339 CEAN, SEDIMENT, TURBID-WATER, LASER,-HENDERSON R GS*# -0
 
2-604 CRUSTAL-MOTION, LASER," KUMAR M*#
 
2-61'4 ARCTIC-, SEA-ICE, WADHAMS P*t LASER, SONAR#
 
1-365-OGRAMMETRY, INFRARED-IMAGING, LASERS, IMAGE, PROCESSING4 /DT
 
6-200 TUNABLE, LASERS. ROTHE K W*#
 
1-364 ECHERT J A*, AIR-POLLUTION, L-ASERSM
 
5-299 REATION, MINI/ WEST-VIRGINIA, LATIMER I S JR*, LAND-USE, REC 
7-199 -INTERPRETATIJN, CARTOGRAPHY, LATRAMBOISE P** SEMIAUTOMATIC 
5-278 HEAT-LOSS, THERMOGRAPHY, LAWRENCE G R*# 
3-307 RICE, LE-TOAN T*, FRANCE, LANDSAT# 
2-520 ONMENTAL-IMPACTS, GEOTHERMAL, LEASINSM ENVIR 
7-196 UNG A Y*# LEAST-SQUARE-ERROR, LANDSAT, H 
2-517 LI'NEkMENTS, LANDSAT, LEBANON, DAVIE M F*9 
3-306 OMPUTER, LAND-CLASSIFICATION, LEE Y Jv# FJRESTRY, C 
7-175 LANDSAT, MAPPING. IDAHO, LEFEBVRE R H*# 
1-340 L9 LEGAL, KOSUGE T*., INTERNATIONA 
1-345 OFF G J*# LEGAL, SPACE-SHUTTLE, MOSSINGH 
1-314 GRIGGS M*, AIR-POLLUTION, LEGALM 
3-337 E, FRANCE, LANDSAT, AIRCRAFT, LETOAN T*# RIC 
2-546 SOIL, SPECTRA# LANDSAT, LEVINE S*, CNLIFORNIA, GRASS, 
2-547 ENTORIES, REMOTE-SENSING# LEWIS A J*, FLOOD-CONTROL, INV 
6-232 ATMOSPHERIC-MODEL, SEASAT, LEWIT A L*F 
2-572 SAKATA T*, JAPAN, LIMNOLOSY, WATER-POLLUTIONg 
6-195 LOGY, GAMMA-RAY-,SPECTROMETRY, LINDEN A H*# - METHODO 
2-510 St INFRARED# LINEAMENT, CARTER W D*, SURVEY
 
2-517 DAVIE M F*# LINEAMENTS, LANDSAT, LEBAN)N,
 
2-696 *, ITALYA LINEAMENTS, LANOSAT, BARBIER E
 
2-564 D*, SKYLAB9 LINEAMENTS, TECTONISM, O'LEARY 
2-590 , REMOTE-SENSINGM LINEAME4TS, WISE D U*, SURVEYS 
2-647 PING, VANDERBRUG G J*# LINEAR-FEATURE, DETECTION, MAP 
2-706 H C*M LANOSAT LINEAR, GROUNDWATER, MACDONALD 
2-667 P*# LANOSAT, LINEARS, EARTHQUAKE, CARDAMONE 
5-300 TORY, MISSOURI# LINK L = JR*, ARCHAEOLOGY, HIS 
2-605 GEOLOGY, LAOSAT, TIBESTI, LIST F (* 
2-645 I*# SOIL-MOISTURE, LITHOLOGY, CALIFORNIA, RICH E 
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5-279 ND-USE, DEVELOPING-COUNTRIES. LOCK B F*# LANOSAT, RURAL, LA 
2-551 OIL, GAS, EXPLORATION, LOHSE A*, REMOTE-SENSING% 
1-342 ARID-ZONES, TUNISIA, LONG G*, VEGETATION, SOIL 
7-197 NALYSIS, HYDE R F*# LOW-COST, MULTISPECTRAL-DATA-A 
6-188 EDWARDS R F*:t LOW-FREQUENCY, RESEARCH-TO2L, 
6-233 GEODYNAMIC-RANI\JG-SYSTEM, LOWMAN P D JR-l 
4-334 ANALYSIS, RADAR, OCEAN, LOWRY R T*# 
2-552 -VARIATIONS# LANOSAT, LUCAS J R*, GLACIERS, SEASJNAL 
2-677 HY, ALBERTA# ROCK-GLACIERS, LUCKMAN B H*, AERIAL-PHOTOSRAP 
7-230 CREENING, AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY, LUKES G E*# RAPID-S 
4-319 C*# DETECTION, MAPPING, OIL, LUMINESCENT-SENSOR, MCFARLANE 
2-705 HCMM, MINERAL-EXPLORATION, LYON R J P*# 
2-553 , MOLYBDENUM# LANDSAT, LYON R J*, EXPLORATION, METALS 
6-251 ELECTROMAGNETIC-PROBING, LYTLE R J*# 
'M ' NOT INDEXED 
'M* - NOT INDEXED 
2-706 LANDSAT, LINEAR, GROUNDWATER, MACDONALD H '*#
 
1-367 ES, AGRICULTURE# LACIE, MACDONALD R B*, CROP-INVENTORI
 
3-284 GRICULTURE, DATA-ANAL/ LACIE, MACDONALD R 8*, PROCEEDINGS, A­
7-206 IN P H*# ADVANCEMENTS, MACHINE-ASSISTED-ANALYSIS, SWA
 
7-200 S# SYMPOSIUM, MACHINE-PROCESSING, PROCEEDING
 
3-308 PRODUCTIVITY, LANDSAT, MACK A R*, AGRICULTURE#
 
7-189 AGES, EYTON J R*# MACROPHJTOGRAPHY, SATELLITh-IM.
 
7-169 GAMMA-RAY, MAGNETIC-SURVEY, KANSASM
 
7-171 GAMMA-RAY, MAGNETIC-SURVEY, KANSAS9
 
7-167 A# GAMMA-RAY, MAGNETIC-SURVEY, NEBRASKA, lOW
 
7-168 AM GAMMA-RAY, MAGNETIC-SURVEY, NEBRASKA, IOW
 
7-170 GAMMA-RAY, MAGNETI:-SURVEY, NEBRASKA#
 
2-549 GAMMA-RAY, MAGNETIC, URANIUM#
 
2-550 GAMMA-RAY, MAGNETIC, URANIUM#
 
2-548 GAM'A-RAY, URANIUM, MAGNETIZf
 
2-648 WSKI P*M SPECTRA, MAGNETOCHEMISTRY, IRJN, WASILE
 
1-374 EOMORPHOLOGY, TOPOG/ NIGERIA,, MAINQUET M*, DESERTS, DUNES, G
 
2-554 GY, URANIUM# MALAN R C*, EXPLORATION, GEOLO
 
3-353 SPECTRAL-SEPARABILITY, WHEAT, MALILA W A*, LANDSAT#
 
5-264 RESOURCES# BOYLAN M*, MANAGEMENT-DECISIONS, NATURAL­
5-268 EOGRAPHIC-BASED, INFORMATION, MANAGEMENT-SYSTEMS, HALPERN J
 
4-335 *# OCEAN, MANAGEMENT-SYSTEMS, MORLEY L W
 
5-265 RANGELAND, MANAGEMENT, CARNEGGIE C M*4
 
2-518 STRIP-MINING, RIVER, MANAGEMENT, DAY H I*9
 
3-359 DSAT, FORESTRY# MANAGEMENT, WILLIAMS D L*, LAN 
6-220 HY, SPENCER R D*f MAP-INTENSIFICATION, PHOTOSRAP 
4-354 ZONES, JOHNSON R W*# MAPPING, CHLJROPHYLL, COASTAL­
4-324 SMITH V E*M MAPPING, CORAL-REEFS, LANDSAT, 
2-515 GEOLOGY, REMOTE-SENSING# MAPPING, CORREA A C*t BRAZIL, 
4-346 MA L J*# COLOR-INFRARED, MAPPING, FRESHWATER-MARSH, SHI 
6-221 E,, MICROWAVE, TOMIYASU K*# MAPPING, FUTURE-SATELLITE-3ORN 
7-172 GEOLJGIC, MINNESOTA, MAPPING, GOEBEL J E*# 
7-175 LANDSAT, MAPPING, IDAHO, LEFEBVRE R H*# 
7-176 *# LAND-SYSTEMS, MAPPINGi LANDSAT, ROSINOVE C J 
2-700 DOSANJOS C E*, GEOTHERMAL, MAPPING, LANDSAT#
 
2-695 QUITO-HABITAT WOOOZICK T L*, MAPPING, LANDSAT# MOS
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2-675 KIRSCHNER F R*, SOIL, MAPPING, LANDSAT# 
6-201 ACCELEROMETER, MAPPING, MARINE-SEDIMENT9 
4-347 COLOR-INFRARED, AUSTIN A*, MAPPI-NG, MARINE-VEGETATION# 
4-319 OR, MCFARLANE C*# DETECTION, MAPPING, OIL, LUMINESCENTSENS
 
6-197 X RAY, MAPPING, PAWLEY J B*#
 
4-364 COAS'TAL-CURRENT, MAPPING, RADAR, BARRICK 0 E*9
 
2-526 1 EROS., LANOSAT, ENVIRONMENT, MAPPING, RESEARCH# /SCHER W A*
 
3-312 SAT# TABLE-LOOK-UP, MAPPING, RICHARDSON A J*, LAND
 
4-359 PECTRALA 3IL-SPILL, MAPPING, SANDNESS G A*, MULTIS
 
7-166 , COMPUTER-ASSISTED-ANALYSIS,, MAPPING, SUPERFICIAL-DEPOSITS,
 
2-647 LINEAR-FEATURE, DETECTION, MAPPING, VANDERBRUG G J*M
 
2-656 WETLANDS, KIRBY R E*t, MAPPING, VEGETATION#
 
4-329 N, NEAR-SURFAC.E, 0ERFFER R*, MAPPING# JCEA
 
2-68-4 OLUMB.IA, REID I .A*, GLACIERS., MAPPING# BRJTISH-C
 
2-655 HENNI-NGER 0 L*, PENNSYLVANIA, MAPPING# FL3ODPLA N,
 
6-201 ACCELEROMETER, MWPPING, MARINE-SEDIMENT# 
4-347 INFRARED, AUSTIN A*, MAPPING, MARINE-VEGETATION# COLOR­
4-358 WAVE-GROUPS, PRONI J R*# MARINE, ACOUSTIC-OBSERVATI]NS, 
4-367 SESSMENT, AQUATIC-VEGET4TION, MARKHAM B L*t LANDSAT# AS 
3-285 ATION,- STRESS, MULTISPECTRAL, MARSCHA'LEK H*# VEGET 
3-329 ATLON-CHANGE, SONORAN-DESERT, 'MARTIN S C*# VE'GET 
5-301 STRY, COASTS, OCEANOG/ JAPAN, AMARUYASU T*, AGRICULTURE, FORE
 
5-268 GEMENT-SYSTEMS, HALPERN J A*, MARYLANO# /, INFORMATION, MANA
 
3-343 FORESTRY, LANDSAT# MASSACHUSETTS, RAFSNIDER G T*,
 
2-555 OTE-SENSING# PLANETOLOGY, MASURSKY-H*, OCEANOGRAPHY, REM
 
6-198 SIUM, APPLICATIONS, COMPUTER, MATHEMATICS# SyMPO
 
4-341 URFACE-TOPOGRAPHY, ALTIMETRY, MATHER R S*# OCEAJ, S 
4-340 MPORAL-VARIATIONS, ALTIMETRY, MATHER R-S*# OCEAN, TE 
1-319 AN, POLLUTION, HUMAN-RESOURC/ MATSUN3 K*, )ATA-ANALYSIS, JAP 
4-318 OIL-SPILL, SURVEILLANCE, MAURER A*# 
1-357 MAY J R*, DATA-'SOURCES# ­
4-319 ING, OIL, LUMINESCENT-SENSOR, MCFARLANE C*#. DETECTION, IAPP 
2-678 PHOTOGRAPHY, SLOPE-STABILITY, MCKEAN J A*I /NCEMENT, AERIAL­
7-231 COMPUTER-PROCESSING, LANDSAT, MCKEON J £*4 WATER-QUALITY, 
1-320 , ICE, LAND-USE, SNOW# MCKIM H L*, GEOLOGY, HYDROLGY 
2-679 YDROLOGY, LANDSAT# MCKIM H L*,. WATER-RESOURCESr H 
3-319 LANDSAT, FOREST, MINNESOTA,, MEAD R A*4 
3-309 NDSAT, VEGETATION, MINNESOTA, MEAD R A*# LA 
4-332 OCEAN, MEASUREMENT, PHYTOPLANKTONA 
2-660 ROSSITER J R*, ICE, RADAR, MEASUREMENT# 
2-690 NDSAT, THOMAS I L*, SNOWFALL, MEASUREMENTS# LA 
6-224 E E*# MEASURING-THE-CONTOUR, BURCHER 
7-178 R*# PATTERN-RECOGNITION, MEDICAL-PICTURE-DATA, VAKNINE 
6-187 SING, TECHNIQUES, DIAGNOSTIC, MEDICINE# / T F*, IMAGE-PROCES 
4-368 PILL, OIL-POLLUTION, REPORTS, MELVIN P*# OIL-S
 
2-556 LANDSAT, GEOLOGY# MERIFIELD P M*, BAND-RATIOING,
 
5-303 0, RUNOFF, WA/ URBAN-STUDIES, MERRY C J*, DRAINAGE, WATERSHE
 
5-302 D, RUNOFF, WATER-POLL/ URBAN, MERRY C J*, DRAINAGE, WATERSHE
 
2-553 OSAT, LYON R J*, EXPLORATION, METALS, MOLYBDENUM# LAN
 
2-694 K J N*, SNOWFALL, AVALANCHES, METEOROLOGY# WASHICHE
 
6-207 METEOSAT-SYSTEM, BRETON D*M
 
7-181 TIKIDIS J P*# METEOSAT, IMAGE-PROCESSING, AN
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6-195 METRY, LINDEN A H*# METHOOOLOGY, GAMMA-RAY-SPECTRO
 
6-250 NG, GRANDFIELD S D*# METHODOL)GY, TEMPERATURE-SENSI
 
7-179 DATA-PROCESSING, MEXICO, ZARCO M A E*#
 
2-522 LANDSAT, MICHISAN, DRAKE B*, GEOLOGY#
 
2-512 NSEN R J*, INDUSTRIAL-WASTES, MICHIGAN, WATER-RESOURCESY /TE
 
1-329 OGRAPHY# MICROCLIMATE, AGRICULTURE, TOP
 
4-369 SEA-ICE, PARASHAR S K*, MICROWAVE-EMISSION# 
3-293 ETER# VEGETATION, MICROWAVE, BARTON I J*, RADIOM 
2-543 SNOW-COVER, NIMBUS, MICROWAVE, KOENZI K F*# 
2-560 SOIL-MOISTURE, MICROWAVE, MOORE R -*, SKYLAB# 
2-536 , JOHNSON G R*# MICROWAVE, NUCLEAR, CALIFORNIA 
2-686 L# MICROWAVE, SCHANDA E*, SNOWFAL 
1-333 Z J*, PHOTOGRAMMETRIC-CAMERA, MICROWAVE, SEA-STATEM I AL3ERT 
6-247 A*# MICROWAVE, SNOW, ELLERBRUCH D 
2-676 RATYEV K Y*4 MICROWAVE, SOIL-MOISTURE, KOND
 
6-221 PING, FUTURE-SATELLITE-BORNE, MICROWAVE, TJMIYASU<*# MAP
 
2-692 TERS# ULABY F T*, MICROWAVES, HYDROLOGY, RADIOME
 
6-213 SCOPY, INSTRUMENTAL-RESPONSE, MILLAN M M*M /LLUTION, SPECTRO
 
3-338 IRRIGATION, YIELD-PREDICTION, MILLARD J P*# /-TEMPERATURES,
 
1-368 TAL, VI-SIBLE, INFRARED, DATA, MILLER 0 B*, DATA-BASE-SYSTEMS
 
1-321 ECOSYSTEMS, PLUMES, SEDIMENT/ MILLER J M*, ALASKA, COASTAL,
 
2-557 TROLEUM, EXPLORATION, ALASKA, MILLER J M*# LANDSAI, PE
 
5-285 LANDSCAPE-M3DELS, LAND-USE, MILLER L D*, URBAN,' URBAN-iYDR
 
3-320 L-FORESTS, THAILAND, LANDSAT, MILLER L D*# TRO 3 ICA
 
7-232 OGY, THERMAL-INERTIA-MAPPING, MILLER S H*# GEOL
 
5-304 N, STRIP-MINIJG, RECLAMATION/ MILLER d "F*, PARKS, INFESTATIO 
6-214 E-TRANSFER, INFRARED-IMAGING, MILTON A F*# CHARG 
2-712 COAL, MINE-WASTE, SMITH M F*# 
2-606 D*# MINE-WASTES, LANDSAT, MOORE A 
2-663 CESSING, LANDSAT/ BAKER R N*, MINERAL-EXPLJRATION, IMAGE-PRO 
2-691 TATION, GEOPHYS/ TIPPER D B*, MINERAL-EXPLORATION, INSTRJMEN 
2-705 P*# HCMM, MINERAL-EXPLJRATION, LYON R J 
2-532 EVELOPMENTS, HOOD P*# MINERAL-EXPLJRATION, TRENDS, D 
2-680 MA H*, FINLAND, JRE-DEPOSITS, MINERAL-EXPL3RATION# PAAR 
2-699 DACUNHA R P*, LANDSAT, MINERAL, BRAZIL, EXPLORATI)N# 
2-578 G*i X-RAY, MINERAL, EXPLORATION, MORSE J 
2-579 F*4 ENHANCED, LANDSAT, MINERAL, HYDROCARBON, SMITH A 
2-569 GEOCHEMICAL, EXPLORATION, MINERAL, ROESLER H J*#
 
2-542 J*, YUGOSLAVIA, EXPLORATION, MINERALIZATION# KOCEC
 
2-509 AT, CARTER W 0*, EXPLORATION, MINERALS# /OUTH-AMERICA, LkNDS
 
6-192 VEYS, HEEMSTRA R J*# MINICOMPUTER, GEOCHEMICAL, SUR
 
5-299 S JR*, LAND-USE, RECREATION, MINING, ECOLOGY9 /A, LATIMER I
 
3-280 HARDAWAY J F*, AGRICULTURE, MINING, RECLAMATION#
 
7-172 */ GEOLOGIC, MINNESOTA, MAPPING, GOEBEL J E
 
3-309 LANDSAT, VEGETATION, MINNESOTA, MEAD R A*
 
3-319 LANDSAT, FOREST, MINNESOTA, MEAD R A*#
 
2-646 MOTE-SENSING, SHEPHERD W G*# MINNESOTA, WATER-RESOURCES, RE
 
3-340 CROP-CLASSIFICATIJN, LANDSAT, MISRA P N*#
 
3-339 LANOSAT, SIGNATURE-ANALYSIS, MISRA P N*#
 
5-297 NDUSTRIAL-SITING, HIGGS G K*, MISSISSIPPI, TERRAIN-ANALYSIS,
 
5-300 E JR*, ARCHAEOLOGY, HISTORY, MISSOURI# LINK L
 
2-558 , ANALYSIS# MITCHELL J K*, HYDROLOGY, SOIL
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2-559 CTING, GAMMA-SURVEYS# MITROFANOV V Z*, AERIAL-PROSPE
 
1-322 A-PAN, LAND-POLLUTION, URBAN-/ MITSUDERA M*, AIR-POLLUTION, J
 
7-216,MATOR, MULTISPECTRAL-SCANNER, MOBASSERI B G*# /ES-ERROR-ESTI
 
7-224 VEGETATION, MODEL, ATTEMA E P W*!
 
5-283 WECKSUNG A J'*, LAND-USE', MODEL, COMPUTER, DATA-BASEIh
 
2-639 MOORE D G*# HCMM, MODEL, G'ROUNDWATER-POLLUTION,
 
2-707 MOORE D G*# HCMM, MODEL, SROUNDWATER-POLLUTIJN,
 
5-291 -UNITED-STATES, TUELLER P 1*, MODEL, MULTISTAGE-SAMPLNG /N 
2-636 A H#9 SCATTERING, MODEL, TURBID-WATER, GHOVANLOU 
3-297 CANOPY, MODEL, WHEAT, CHANCE J E*# 
5-282 , TREE-STRESS, BOV-BANG-EAV*, MODEL# DETECTION, URBAN 
5-285 L D*, URBAN, URBAN-HYDROLOGY, MODELM tELS, LAND-USE, MILLER
 
3-283 -N-MAKING# KOCHANOWSKI P*, MODELING, AGRICULTURE, DECISIO
 
5-286 IMAGE-PROCESSING, WATERSHED/ MODELS, ALGAZI V R*, LAND-USE., 
3-286 AND F*, AGRICULTURE-, CONTROL, MODELS, :WHEAT# S 
5-308 v HEAT-LOSS,/ TOBIASSON W N*, MOISTURE-CONTENT, THERMOGRIPHY 
3-290 'WATERS M Eli*, FUELS# MOISTURE, FORESTRY-, SATELLITE, 
3-334 FOX L III*, FORESTRY, SOIL, MOISTURE# 
2-573 *, WATERSHED-MODEL, LAND-USE, MOISTURE# SALOMONSON V V' 
.2-553 ON R J, EXPLORATION, METALS, MOLYBDENUM# LANDSAT, LY 
3-289 SMIL V*, FORESTRY, MONITORING, ENERGY# 
2-650 BROWN R L*, WATER-QUALITY, MONITORING, LANDSAT# 
4-373 WITTE W G*, MONITORING, OCEAN-OUMPINGM 
4-372 USRY J W*, MONITORING, JCEAN-DUMPlNG# 
4-348 CJASTAL-WETLANDS, MONITORING, VIRGINIA# 
2-682 RANGO A*t SNOWFALL, MONITORING# 
2-666 THERMAL, GROUND-WATER, MONTANA, BOETTCHER A J*# 
5-305"G, NEZ G*, ARIZONA, COLORADO, MONTANA, NEW-MEXICO, UTAH, WYO
 
3-341 RICULTURE-APPLICATIONS# MOORE D G*, REMOTE-SENSING, AG
 
2-639 MODEL, GROUNDWATER-POLLUTION, MOORE D G*# HCAM,
 
2-707 MODEL, GROUNDWATER-POLLUTI-ON, MOORE D G*A HC M,
 
2-606 MINE-WASTES, LANDSAT, MOORE H D*#
 
2-560 SOIL-MOISTURE, MICROWAVE, MOORE R K* , SKYLAB#
 
1-323 AL, WATER-POLLUTI'ON# MORGAN G B*,.AIR-POLLUTION, CO
 
6-252 VESTIGATION, THEMATIC-MAPPER, MORGANSTERN J 'P*# IN
 
4-357 CANADIAN, SATELLITE-PROGRAM, MORLEY L W*9
 
4-335 OCEAN. MANAGEMENT-SYSTEMS, MORLEY L W*#
 
2-578 X-RAY, MINERAL, EXPLORATION, MORSE J G*#
 
2-66.1 FRACTURES, SLOPE-STABILITY, MOSAAD A M*, PHOTOGRAMMETRY#
 
2-695 *, MAPPING, LANDSATM MOSQUITO-HABITAT, WOODZICK T'L
 
1-345 LEGAL1 SPACE-SHUTTLE, MOSSINGHOFF G J*
 
7-187 RECOGNITION, DAVIS W A*, MOST-LIKELY-NEIGHBORM
 
3-321 FOREST-RESOURCE, MROCZYNSKI R P*g
 
6-199 Ci-NGE-DETECTION, MULTI-SENSOR, PRICE K*#
 
4-338 ACID-PLUME, BAHN G S*, MULTIBAND-SCANNER, OCEAN#
 
7-197 YDE R F*# LOW-COST, MULTISPECTRAL-DATA-AJALYSIS, H
 
6-223 MULTISPECTRAL-SCANNER, STUDY#
 
7-216 RI B I BAYES-ERROR-ESTIMATOR, MULTISPECTRAL-SCANNER, MOBASSE
 
1-337 ED-SCANNERS, RA/ GUICHARD H*, IULTISPECTRAL-SCANNERS, INFRAR
 
2-611 1ER H*# SOIL-CONDITIONS, MULTISPECTRAL, AIRBORNE, SCHRE
 
3-285 VEGETATION, STRESS, MULTISPECTRAL, MARSCHALEK -i*9
 
4-359 PILL, MAPPING, SANDNESS G A*, MULTISPECTRAL9 OIL-S
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,5-291 -STATES, TUELLER P I*, MODEL, MULTISTASE-SAMPLING# /N-UNITED 
5-269 L-DATA, CLASSIFIED/ LAND-JSE, MURAl S*, JAPAN, URBAN, DIITA 
2-640 SOIL, SUDAN, MYERS V I*, LANDSATA 
'N ' NOT INDEXED 
'N* ' NOT INDEXED 
7-201 REGISTRATION, DIGITAL-IMAGES, NACK M L*# RECTIFICATIJN, 
2-561 G, GEOTHERMAL, INFRARED# NAGATANI H*, AERIAL-PROSPEZTIN 
5-270 s POLLUTION, JAPAN# NAKAJIMA I*, VEGETATION, URBAN
 
3-355 P-IDENTIFICATION# NALEPKA R F*t AGRICULTURE, CRO
 
3-356 CTANCE, FORESTRY, SKYLAB# NALEPK4 R F4, INVENT)RY, REFLE
 
3-354 RY, FORESTRY# NALEPKA R F*, LANDSAT, INVENTO
 
7-242 SIGNATURE-EXTENSION, LANDSAT, NALEPKA R F*4
 
2-524 GEOTHERMAL. GEYSERS, ECOVIEW, NAPA, CALIFORNIA, HYDROLOGY#
 
7-233 RAMETRIC-CLUSTERING, LANDSAT, NARENDRA P M*M NON-PA
 
6-265 PECTROPHOTOMETRY, VENABLE W / NATIONAL-MEASUREMENT-SYSTEM, S
 
7-190 D*# NATIONWIDE-DATA-BANK, FOSTER H 
1-372 BONNER J M*, NATURAL-AREAS, BIOSPHERE# 
6-255 IMAGING, NATURAL-MATERIALS, BRAGG St* 
2-643 ESCU N*# LANDSAT, NATURAL-RESOURCES, DANUBE, OPR. 
5-264 LAN M*, MANAGEMENT-DECISIONS, NATURAL-RESOURCES# BOY 
1-341 N J*, FIELD-STUDIES, CANADA, NATURAL-RESOJRCES# /, KOZLJVIC 
4-329 PING4 OCEAN, NEAR-SURFACE, DOERFFER R*,.MAP 
7-168 GAMMA-RAY, MAGNETIC-SURVEY, NEBRASKA, IOWA# 
7-167 GAMMA-RAY, MAGNETIC-SURVEY. NEBRASKA, IO4A# 
7-170 GAMMA-RAY, MAGNETIC-SURVEY, NEBRASKA# 
1-312 GY, TOPOLOGICAL-MAPPING, WAT/ NETHERLANDS, ECKHART 0", GEOLO 
7-225 -MAPPING, BALLEW G*, DISCRIM/ NEVADa, CLUSTER-AND-ALTERATION 
5-305 , ARIZONA, COLORA)O, MONTANA, NEW-MEXICO, UTAH, WYOMING, DIG 
2-608 AERIAL-PHJTOGRAPHY, SOIL, NEW-ZEALAND, RIJKSE W C*# 
5-305 LAND-USE, COMPUTER-MAPPING, NEZ G*, ARIZONA, COLJRADO, MON 
5-306 LAND-USE, CJMPUTER-MAPPING, NEZ G*, REGIONAL-PLANNING, THE 
5-307 LAND-USE, CJMPUTER-MAPPING, NEZ G*, THEMATIC-MAPPING, kOCK 
6-196 APPLICATIONS, HOLOGRAPHY, NIELSEN J M*# 
2-592 BIED-CHARRETON M*, NIGER, LANDSAT, GROU'DWATEI# 
1-374 DUNES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, TOPOG/ NIGERIA. MAINQUET M*, DESERTS, 
1-336 AFRICA, ASIA, UR/ CROFT T At, NIGHTTIME, GAS, PERSIAN-GULF, 
2-543 4 SNOW-COVER, NIMBUS, MICROWAVE, K3ENZI K Ft 
2-597 SNOW-COVER, FERGUSON H L*, NOAA-4, CANDSAT# 
2-576 DROLOGY# NOAA, SEIFERT R D*, ALASKA, HY 
2-566 NOW-COVER, RANGO A*, LANDSAt,NOAA# S 
7-233 DSAT, NARENDRA P M*# NON-PARAMETRIC-CLUSTERING, LAN 
2-658 SNOWMAPPING. NORWAY, LANDSAT, SKORVE J*# 
2-709 LANOSAT, SNOW-MAPPING, NORWAY, ODEGAARD H A-# 
2-710 LANDSAT, SNOW-MAPPING, NORWAY, ODENGAARD H# 
2-536 R*# MICROWAVE, NUCLEAR, CALIFORNIA, JOHNSON G 
'O ' NOT INDEXED
 
'0* ' NOT INDEXED 
2-564 LINEAMENTS, TECTONISM, O'LEARY D*, SKYLAB# 
7-236 NYDER J P*# OBLIQUE-MERCATOR-PROJECTION, S 
4-370 CYN F C*# OCEAN-BATHYMETRY, LA4DSAT, POL 
4-349 PHYLL, DESCHAMPS P Y*# OCEAN-ZOLJR, DETECTION, CHLORO 
4-328 CHLOROPHYLL, DESCHAMPS P Y*, OCEAN-CJLOR# 
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4-353 SPECTRAL-ANALYSIS, OCEAN-DUMP, JOHNSON R W*4 
4-373 WITTE W G*, MONITORING, OCEAN-DJMPINGg 
4-372 USRY J W*, MONITORING, OCEAN-DUMPING# 
4-352 
4-322 % 
RADAR-IMAGING, OCEAN-WAVES, JAIN A*# 
OCEAN, BATHYMETRY, PO'LCYN F C* 
4-356 , KLEMAS V*M OCEAN, C.OASTAL, FOOD-RESOURCES 
4-337 WYRTKI K*# OCEAN, CURRENTS, OSCI'LLATI3NS, 
4-351 SURFACE-TEMPERATURES, OCEAN. GULF-COAST, HUH 0 K*4 
4-334 i4ALYSIS, RADAR-, OCEAN, LOWRY R T*# 
4-335 LEY L W*# OCEAN, M.ANAGEMENTSYSTEMS, MDR
 
4-332 TON# OCEAN, MEASUREMENT, PHYTOPLANK
 
4-329 R*, MAPPING# OCEAN, NEAR-SURFACE, DOERFFER
 
4-336 , WATANABE K*M OCEAN, -PLANKTON, JAPAN, SKYLAB
 
4-339 LASER, HENDERSON R G*1 OCEAN, SEDIMENT, TURBID-WATER,
 
4-341 IMETRY, MATHER R S*# OCEAN, SURFAOE-TOPOGRAPHY, ALT
 
4-340 TIMETRY, MATHER R S*# OCEAN, TEMPORAL-VARIATIONS, AL
 
4-330 DOR L S*9 OCEAN,.WAVE-HEIGHTS, RADAR, FE 
4-33'8 BAHN G S*, MULTIBAND-SCANNER, OCEAN# ACID-PLUME, 
4-360 W*, APPLICATIONS/ SATELLITES, OCEANIC-MONITORING, SHERMAN J 
4-315 ICAL, HARLAN J C*# OCEANOGRAPHY, BIOLOGICAL, PHYS
 
5-30'GRICULTURE, FORESTRY, COASTS, OCEANOGRAPHY, FISHES# /U T*, A
 
4-355 WSKI J*# SATELLITE, OCEANOGRAPHY, PRODUCTS, KALINO
 
2-555 PLANETOLOGY, MASURSKY H*, OCEANOGRAPHY, REMOTE-SENSIJG#
 
4-350 HAYES J G* OCEANOGRAPHY, SOUTH-ATLANTIC, 
1-326 SCHIFFER -R A*, AIR-POLLUTION, OCEANOGRAPHY, TOPOLOGICAL-MAPP 
2-709 ANDSAT, SNOW-MAPPING, NORWAY, ODEGAARD H A-# L 
2-710 ANOSAT, SNOW-MAPPING, NORWAY, ODENGAARD H*# L
 
2-642 GEOLOGY, THER'MAL, SATELLITE, OFFIEL) T W*#
 
4-368 P*# OIL-SP'ILL,.OIL-POLLUTION, REPORTS-, MELVIN
 
4-359 A*, MULTISPECTRAL9 OIL-SPILL, MAPPING, SANDNESS G
 
4-368 RTS, MELVIN P*# OIL-SPILL, OIL-POLLUTION, REPO
 
4-317 ATIONS, JONES D*# OIL-SPILL, PHOTOGRAPHIC-APPLIC
 
4-318 R A*# OIL-SPILL, SURVEILLANCE, MAURE
 
2-551 *, REMOTE-SENS1NG9 OIL, GAS, EXPLORATION, LOHSE A
 
4-319 LANE C04 DETECTION, MAPPING, OIL, LUMINESCENT-SENSOR, MCFAR
 
3-342 BARK-BEETLESM STRESS, OLSON C E JR#, FORESTRY, PINE-'
 
7-208 T / TRANSFER, REMOTE-SENSING, OPERATI13NAL-D4T.A-SYSTEM, TIR3E
 
4-365 L-ZONE, HARWOOD Pt, TEXASM OPERATIONAL-TECHNIQUES, COASTA
 
2-643 T, NATURAL-RESOURCES, DANUBE, OPRESCU N*# LAMOSA
 
2-680 1ON. PAARMA H*, FINLAND, ORE-DEPOSITS, M'INERAL-EXPL3RAT
 
5-277 TA-BASE, CLASSIFIED, LANDSAT, OREGON, BRYANT N A*# DA
 
2-582 IAL-PROSPECTING, EXPLORATION, ORES, SOUTH-AFRICA# /E T*, AER
 
4-337 OCEAN, CURRENTS, OSCILLATIONS, hYRTKI K*9
 
6-253 HECK, PHOTOGRAMMERIC-SYSTEMr OSHIMA T*9 ACCURACY-C
 
4-320 SATELLITE-IMAGERY, SEA-ICE, OSTHEIDER M*%
 
2-644 GEOTHERMAL, RESERVOIR, OVERTON H L*#
 
1-348 FRASHTEH*# RADIATION, OZONE, OXYGEN,tWATER-VAPOR, ALIREZA-A
 
3-310 ACREAGE, LANDSAT, OZGA M*, AGRICULTURE#
 
L-348 IREZA-AFRASHTEHt# RADIATION, OZONE, OXYGEN, WATER-VAPOR, AL
 
1-376 PECTROSCOPY, INFRARED-LASERS, OZONE# /ADAR, AIR-POLLJTIOJ, S
 
*P 'NOT INDEXED
 
#P* 'NOT INDEXED
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2-680 TS, MINERAL-EXPLORATION# PAARMA H*, FINLAND, )RE-DEPJSI
 
1-361 EARTH-RESOURCE/ APOLLO-SOYUZ, PAGE L W*, AEROSOLS, GEOLOGY,
 
2-716 LANDSAT, FLOOD, PAKISTAn, OEJTSCH M*#
 
2-607 SOIL-MOISTURE, PALABEKIROGLU S*, LANDSATO
 
2-514 ORATION, CORNER B*# PALAEOMAGNETISM, URANIUM, EXPL
 
3-311 OTOGRAPHY, ALFALFA, INFRARED, PAQUIN R*, CANADAA AERIAL-PH
 
6-209 -PROCESSING, SUPPORT-SYSTEMS/ PARAMETRIC-DESIGN, SROUND-DATA
 
4-369 ION# SEA-ICE, PARASHAR S K*, MICROWAVE-E1ISS
 
5-304 NG, RECLAM-ATION/ MILLER W F*, PARKS, INFESTATION, STRIP-IINI
 
6-215 ON-TECHNIQUES, RADAR, X-BAND, PARRY T*# INTERPREFATI
 
6-262 JUSTIFICATIONS, PASSIVE-SENSORS#
 
6-264 JUSTIFICATIONS, PASSIVE-SENSORS#
 
6-263 JUSTIFICATIONS, PASSIVE-SENSORS#
 
7-210 *# PATTERN-CLASSIFICATION, YU T S
 
7-1T ICTURE-DATA, VAKNINE R*# PATTERN-RECOGNITION, MEDICIL-P
 
7-161 PROSPECTING, BRIGGS P L*# PATTERN-RECOGNITION, URANIJM,
 
3-336 AGRICULTURE, KUMAR R*, PATTERN-RECOGNITION#
 
1-355 KLEMAS V*, COASTAL, WETLANDS, PATTERNS, SURFACE-CURRENTS, PO
 
5-289 N, COMPUTER# LAND-USE, PAUL C K*, IMAGE-CLASSIFICATIO­
2-657 ANALYTICAL-TECHNIQUESg PAULSON R W*, HYDROLOGIC7DATA,
 
6-197 X-RAY, MAPPING, PAWLEY J B*#
 
3-300 REMOTE-SENSING, AGRONOMY, PEDOLOGY, GIRARD M C #
 
2-655 FLOODPLAIN, HENNINGER D L*, PENNSYLVANIA, MAPPING#
 
3-357 ESTRY# ECOSYSTEM, PENNSYLVANIA,. REEVES C A*, FOR
 
5-271 SOIL, TOPOLOGICAL-M/ HIGHWAY, PERCHALSKI F R*, ENVIRONMENT,
 
6-204 *# THEMATIC-MAPPER, PERFORMANCE-STUDY, THOMSON F J
 
7-182 ESTIMATING-COSTS, PERFORMANCE, BALLARD R J*M
 
6-258 G, AUTOMATED-INSTRUMENTATION, PERKINS P J*M GLO3AL-SENSIN
 
2-697 OGY# BROWN R J*, PERMAFRJST, VEGETATIJN, HYDRUL
 
I-336 CROFT T A*v, NIGHTTIME, GAS, PERSIAN-GULF, AFRICA, ASIA, UR
 
2-557 , MILLER J M*# LANDSAT, PETROLEJM, EXPLORATIJN, ALASKA
 
2-6-32 # LANDSAT, EGYPT, PETROLEUM, GAS, EL-SHAZLY E '4*
 
5-293 ANDSAT, ECONOMIC-DEVELOPMENT, PHILIPPI-NES, WAGNER T W*, IMAG
 
6-222 ER H R*# PHOTOEMISSIVE-DETECTJRS, ZWICK
 
1-333 AVE, S/ SPACELAa, ALBERTZ J*, PHOTOGRAMMETRIC-CAMERA, MICROW
 
6-253 T*# ACCJRACY-CHECK, PHOTOGRAMMETRIC-SYSTEM, OS-IMA
 
1-338 EARTH-RESOURCES, KIENKO I P*, PHOTOGRIMMETRIC, DIGITIZING#
 
COST-EFFECTIV/ STEVENS A R*, PHOTOGRAMMETRY, FLOOD-CONTROL,
5-290 

1-365 NG, LASERS, IMA/ ERIM, RADAR, PHOTOGRAMMETRY, INFRARED-I4A1
 
2-661 SLOPE-STABILIT?, MOSAAD A M*, PHOTOGRAMMETRY# FRACTURES.
 
4-317 ES D*# OIL-SPILL, PHOTOGRAPHIC-APPLICATIONS, JON
 
7-227 AL-TEXTURE, JAPAN, GENOA H*# PHOTOGRAPHIC-PROCESSING, DIGIT
 
6-211 HIGH-SPEED, PHOTOGRAPHY, HUSTON A E*#
 
6-220 MAP-INTENSIFICATION, PHOTOGRAPHY, SPENCER R D*#
 
4-321 Ag LANDSAT, PHOTOGRAPHY, WETLANDS, VIRSINI
 
2-523 ATON W L*, COAL, INFORMATION, PHOTOGRAPHY, WYOMING# E
 
2-595 *, WETLANDSA PHOTOINTERPRETATION, CIVCO D L
 
2-495 RAPHY, ANDERSON D T*# PHOTOLIJEAMENTS, AERIAL-PHJTDG
 
6-190 K*4 INSTRUMENT, TECHNIQUE, PHOTOMETRIC-EVALUATION, FREYER
 
4-315 OCEANOGRAPHY, BIOLOGICAL, PHYSICAL, HARLAN J C*#
 
4-332 OCEAN, MEASUREMENT, PHYTOPLANKTON#
 
3-342 ESS, OLSON C E JR*, FORESTRY, PINE-BARK-BEETLES# STR
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2-516 UCTION, EARTHQUAKES# PIPELINE, DAN'IELS B F*, CONSTR
 
2-584 L4 
 VIEIRA S R*, PIPELINES, REMOTE-SENSING, SQl
3-330 O# AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY, PITNEY M*, IRRIGATION, INFRARE 
&625S WEATHER, RADAR, PITTMAN D W*# 
7-211 M*# PLANETARY-AT4OSPHERES, ABBAS M 
2-555 NOGRAPHY, REMOTE-SENSING# PLANETOLJGY, MASURSKY H*, OCEA
 
4-336 ABE K*# OCEAN, PLANKTON, JAPAN, SKYLAB, WATAN
 
-5-276 ND-USE, WILRE\ER V F#, URBAN, PLANNING, UTILITIES# LA
 
2-565 SHED# 
 RANEY R K*, PLANNING, WATER-QUALITY, WATER
 
1-321 ALASKA, COASTAL, ECOSYSTEMS, PLUMES, SEDIMENT, TOPOLOGICAL­
1-328 41 SMITH G L*, AIR-POLLUTION, POINT-PJLLUTANT, URBAN-AREAS,
 
6-246 E, EGAN W G*# POLARIMETER-iEASURES, SEA-STAT
 
4-322 OCEAN, BATHYMETRY, POLCYN F C*#
 
4-370 OCEAN-BATHYMETRY, LANDSAT, POLCYN'F C-*#
 
5-295 -USE, BOYLAN M*t AGRICULTURE, POLICIES# 
 LAND
 
1-363 R N* WATER-RE-SOURCES, SOCIAL, POLITICAL# /LIFORNIA, COLWELL
 
2-659 EZERNAK C T*, REMOTE-SENSING, POLLUTANT, LANDSAT# W
 
3-291 A, WILLIAMS W T*# POLLUTION, FOR-ESTRY, CALIFORNI
 
1-319 UNO K*, DATA-A:NALYSIS, JAPAN, POLLUTION, HJMAN-RESJURCES /S"

1-316 ER-RESOURCESURBANl POLLUTIO, HJNbEMANN A S*', WAT
 
5-270 KAJIMA I*, VEGETAT:ION, 
-URBAN, POLLUTION,. JAPAN# 
 NA
 
1-355 , PATTERNS, SURFACE-CURRENTS, POLLUTION, SEDIMENT- /WETLANDS

2-703 ER-QUALITY, AERIAL-SURVEYING, POLLUTION# JOHNSON .R W*, WAT
 
1-324 OPHYSICAL-SURVEYS, IMAGE-PRO/ POPHAM R W*, DATA-ANA'LYSIS, GE
 
1-325 
 POTTER J F* AIR-POLLUTION
 
7-202 CORRECTIONS, LANDSAT, POTTER J F*#
 
5-273 -POLLUTION, AQUATIC, WATER-P/ POWER-PLANTS, SCHOTT J R*, AIR
 
1-369 ENERGY. SUMMERS R A-, POWER-PLANTS#
 
5-296 BROWN R J*,tA4TER-POLLUTION, POWER-PLANTS# /RMAL-POLLUTION,
2-681 GEOLOGY# PRATT D A*, THERMAL-INFRARED, 
1-343 RIBUT/ EARTHNET, ACQUISITION, PREPROCESSING, ARCHIVING,.31ST 
1-346 ING-MISSION, SURFACE-HEATING/ PRICE J C*, HEAT-CAPACITY-4APP 
6-199 ANGE-DETECTIOJ, MULTI-SENSOR, PRICE K*# 
 C-H 
7-204 GEOLOGY, SPAIN, SANTISTEBAN/ PRINCIPAL-COMPONENT-TECH iqUE,
6-216 DATA-BANK, IMAGES, PROCA G A*# 
3-284 -ANAL/ LACIE, MACDONALD R B*, PROCEEDINGS, AGRICULTURE, DATA 
3-279 TE-SENSING4 DUGGIN M J*, PROCEEDINGS, AGRICULTURE, REMO 
3-281 SATEL/ FORESTRY, KALENSKY Z*, PROCEEDINGS, DATA-PROCESSIJG,
 
3-282 FORESTRY# KAN E P*, PROCEEDI NGS, DATA-PROCESSING,
 
2-671 OLOGY, SOIL# PROCEEDINGS, HUMPHREY C 8*, GE
 
3-278 GRICULTURE, PRO/ CONANT F P*, PROCEEDINGS, REMOTE-SENSINS, A
 
7-200 YMPOSIUM, MACHINE-PROCESSING, PROCEEDINGS# 
 S 
7-165 DATA, FLIASON J R*g PROCESSING, AERIAL, SATELLITE­
7-162 EWES D R*9# ALGORITHMS, PROCESSING, ANALYZING-DATA, OR 
.6-189 ENKO V I*# PROCESSING, COMPARISJN, EFKREM
 
1-365 RARED-IMAGING, LASERS, IMAGE, PROCESSING# /OTOGRAMMETRY, INF
 
1-376 TION, SPECTROSCOPY, INFRARED/ PROCTOR E K*, RADAR, AIR-POLLU
 
3-292 LANDSAT, AARONSON A C*, PRODUCTIVITY, CROP-YIELDM
 
3-299 J R*g FORESTRY, PRODUCTIVITY, LANDSAT, EDWARDS
 
3-308 R*,.AGRICULTURE# PRODUCTIVITY, LANDSAT, MACK A
 
3-278' REMOTE-SENSING, AGRICULTURE, PRODUCTIVIT'# /*, PR3CEEDINGS,

4-355 SATELLITE, OCEANOGRAPHY, PRODUCTS, KALINOW-SKI J*M
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4-358 IC-OBSERVATIONS, WAVE-GROUPS, PRONI J R*# MARINE, AC)UST
 
7-161 PATTERN-RECOGNITION, URANIUM, PROSPECTING, BRIGGS P L*#
 
6-203 MA-RAY-SPECTROMETER, WYOMING, PROSPECTING# GAM
 
6-217 THERMAL-DETECTORS, PUTLEY E H*#
 
IR iNOT INDEXED
 
'R* 'NOT INDEXED
 
4-352 IN A*# RADAR-IMAGING, OCEAN-WAVES, JA
 
1-376 COPY, INFRARED/ PROCTOR E K*, RADAR, kIR-POLLUTION, SPECTROS
 
5-288 CCIDENTS# RADAR, AUTOMOBILES, HIGHWAY, A
 
4-364 COASTAL-CURRENT, MAPPING, RADAR, BARRICK D E*M
 
2-664 SOIL-MOISTURE, RADAR, BATLIVALA P P*#
 
1-337 -SCANNERS, INFRARED-SCANNERS, RADAR, DATA-PROCESSING, RESOUR
 
1-347 SKYLAB, LANOSAT, THERMAL-IR, RADAR, DIGITAL-IMAGE-PROCESSIN
 
4-330 OCEAN, WAVE-HEIGHTS, RADAR, FEDOR L S*#
 
6-245 IZHOV A N*# RADAR, [CE-COVER-THICKNESS,'ZH 
2-598 R H*# RADAR, ICE-THICKNESS, GOODMAN 
6-256 VON E J*% RADAR, IMAGE-PROCESSING, DRAGA 
2-660 ROSSITER J R*, ICE. RADAR, MEASUREMENT# 
4-334 ANALYSIS, RADAR,'OCEAN, LOWRY R T*#
 
1-365 0-IMAGING. LASERS, IMA/ ERIM, RADAR, PHOTOGRAMMETRY, INFRARE
 
6-259 WEATHER, RADAR, PITTMAN D W*#
 
6-212 NADA, KIRBY M*# RADAR, kESOURCE-MANAGEMENT, CA
 
6-261 APPLICATIONS, RADAR, lICKS N R*#
 
2-599 SEA-ICE, GRAY A L*# RADAR, SCATTEROMETER, ARCTIC,
 
6-219 EXPERIMENTAL, RADAR, SCHLUDE F*# 
4-331 RNS GOWER J F R*# RADAR, SEA-SJRFACE, WAVE-PRTTE 
3-346 AGRICULTURE, RADAR, 'STUCHLY S S*# 
6-254 ULABY F T*# RADAR, SYSTEM-SPECIFICATIONS, 
6-205 GEOLOGY, EXPLORATION, RADAR, UNTFRBERGER R R*# 
2-541 LOGY,- HYDROLOGY#- RADAR, USSR, KOMAROV V B*, GEO 
6-239 FILTERING, RADAR, WEST GB*# 
6-215 INTERPRETATION-TECHNIQUES, RADAR, X-BAND, PARRY T*# 
6-257 DESIr4, FABRICATION, RADAR# 
3-313 -CLASSIFICATION, SHUCHMAN R*, RADAR9 VEGETATION 
2-616 ICE-COVERED, WEEKS W F*, RADAR# 
1-370 HYDROLOGY, TERRAIN, ANALYSIS, RADAR# /COASTS, COLD-REGIONS, 
2-715 DIMENTS, WHITLOCK C H*# RADIANCE, REFLECTANCE, SOI.-SE 
1-348 R-VAPOR, ALIREZA-AFRASHTEH*# RADIATION, OZONE, OXYGEN, dATE 
1-327 CHUETTELKOPF H*, FOOD-CHAINS, RADIOA'TIVE-AEROSOLS, RADIDECO 
7-173 KNOXJ B*, RADIOACTIVE-EFFLUENTS# 
2-505 , AERIAL-MONITORING, FALLOUT, RADIOACTIVITY, USSR# /EVA L I* 
1-327 CHAINS, RADIOACTIVE-AEROSOLS, RADIOEC3LJGY, SOIL# /H*, FOOD­
6-234 # SIMULATION, RADIOMETER-DATA, RANGASWAMY S* 
3-293 TION. MICROWAVE, BARTON I J*, RADIOMETER# VE3ETA 
1-346 URFACErHEATING, SOLAR-ENERGY, RADIOMETER9 /APPING-MISSI', S 
6-208 AIRBORNE, RADIOMETERS, BRICARD P*# 
2-692 F T*, MICROWAVES, HYDROLOGY, RADIOMETERS# ULABY 
2-501 OV A F*, AIRCRAFT, HYDROLOGY, RADIOMETERS# BASHIRIN 
2-511 OTHERMAL, EXPLORATION, ITALY, RADIOMETRIC# CASSINIS R*, GE 
3-343 SAT# MASSACHUSETTS, RAFSNIDER G T*, FORESTRY, LAND 
2-565 ALITY, WATERSHEDA RANEY R K*, PLANNING, WATER-QU 
6-234 SIMULATION, 'ADIOMETER-DATA, RANGASwAMY S*# 
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5-291 D-STATES,, TUELLER P I*, MODE/ RANGE-RESOURCES. WESTERN-UNITE
 
5-265 IE C M*# RANGELAND, MANAGEMENT, CAR"EGG
 
2-683 OURCES, INFRARED# RANGO A*, HYUROLOGY, WATER-RES
 
2,566 SNOW-COVER, RANGO Aft LANDSAT, 'JAA#
 
2-682 # RANGO A*, SNOWFALL, MONITORING
 
7-230-RAPHY, LUKES G E*# RAPID-SCREENING, AERIAL-PHOTOG
 
7-220 MIC-RANGE-REDUCTION, LANDSAT, RATIO-IMAGES,# /SUNG G W* DYNA
 
6-206 WECKSUNG G W*, LANDSAT, RATIO-IMAGES*
 
5-304 S, INFESTATION, STRIP-MINING, RECLAMATION, FORESTRYg 1, PAR-K
 
2-587 VOAL-MINING, RECLAMATION, WEISS N E*#
 
2-562 RIAL-MONITORING, COAL-MINING, RECLAMATION# AE
 
3-280 AY J F*, AGRICULTURE, MINING, RECLAMATION# HAkDAW
 
7-187 LIKELY-NEIGHBJRM RECOGNITION, DAVIS W A*, MOST­
2-583 USTRALIA, GEOLOGY, VALE K R*/ RECONNAISSANCE, GEOPIYSICAL, A
 
2-689 WATER'RESOURCES, FLOODPLAIN# RECONNAISSANCE , SOLL'ERS S .. *,
 
5-299 A, LATIAMER I S JR*, LAND-USE, RECREATION, MINING, ECOLOGY9 /
 
1-379 ROCESSING, FOREST-MANAGEMENT, RECREATION# /RESOURCES, DATA-P
 
7-201 IGITAL-IMAGES, NACK M L*# RECTIFICATION, REGI'STRATIOh, D
 
2-567 NOLOGY-UTILIZATION9 REED Rt, FAULTS, SEISMIC, TECH'
 
3-357 ECOSY'STEM,'-PENNSYLVANIA, REEVES C A*,'FORESTRY#
 
3-356 NALEPKA R F*, INVENTORY, REFLECTANCE,.FORESTRY, SKYLAB4
 
2-715 HITLOCK C H*9 RADIANCE, REFLECTANCE, SOIL-SEDIMENTS, W
 
7-163 *# DATA-STRUCTURES, REGIONAL-ANALYSIS, EDWARDS R G
 
7-164 *# DATA-STRUCTURES,'REGIONAL-ANALYSIS, EDWARDS R G
 
5-306 SE, COMPUTER-MAPPING, NEZ G*, REGONAL-PLANNING, THEMATIC-MA
 
7-201 NACK M L*# RECTIFICATION, REGISTRATION, DIGITAL-IMAGES,
 
2-684 BRITISH-COLUMBIA, REID I A', GLACIERS, MAPPING%
 
4-371 GIA, COASTAL-ZONE, INVENTORY,-REIMOLD R J*ft /FORMATION, GEOR
 
7-203 SAT, ROBINOVE C J*% REMOTE-COMPUTER-TERMINAL, LAND
 
6-218 , RICHARDSON S L*4 -REMOTE-SENSING-ON-A-SHOESTRI NG
 
4-326 S*# SWEDEN, REMOTE-SENSI.NG-PROGRkM, ZENKER
 
3-278 RO/ CONANT F P*t PROCEEDINGS, REMOTE-SENSING, AGRICULTURE, P
 
3-341 PLICATIONS# MJORE D G*, REMOTE-SENSING, AGRICULTURE-AP
 
3-300 LOGY, GIRARD 14C*# REMOTE-SENSING, AGRaNUMY, PEDO
 
2-698 TER-RESOURCES, EUTROPHICATIO/ REMOTE-SENSING, CLAPP J L*, WA
 
3-328 RESTRY4 KAN E P*, REMOTE-SENS{NG, ECOSYSTEMS, FO
 
2-621 B F*# . GEOLOGY, REMOTE-SENSING, GEORGIA, BECK
 
3-305 9, BENEFITS, AGRICULTURE, REMOTE-SENSING, KOCHANOWSKI P*
 
7-208 TA-SYSTEM, TARBET / TRANSFER, REMOTE-SENSING, OPERATIONAL-DA
 
2-659 DSAT# WEZERNAK.C T*, REMOTE-SENSING, POLLUTANT, LAN
 
2-646 MINNESOTA, MATER-RESOURCES, REMOTE-SENSING, SHEPHERD W G*#
 
2-584 VIEIRA S R*, PIPELINES, REMOTE-SENSING, SOIL#
 
2-653 E W E*# CHANNELIZATION, REMOTE-SENSING, WILDLIFE, 0OOG
 
2-515 CORREA A C*, BRAZIL, GEOLOGY, REMOTE-SENSING# MAPPING,
 
2-590 NEAMENTS, WISE D U*t SURVEYS, REMOTE-SENSING# 

2-551 , GAS, EXPLORATION, LOHSE A*, REMOTE-SENSING#- OL
 
2-547 , FLOOD-CONTROL, INVENTORIES, REMOTE-SENSING# LEWIS A J*
 
2-555 Y, MASURSKY H*, OCEANOGRAPHY, REMOTE-SENSING9 PLANET3LJG
 
3-279 J*, PROCEEDINGS, AGRICULTURE, REMOTE-SENSINGg DUGGIN It
 
3-288 IMODA H*, AGRICULTURE, JAPAN, REMOTE-SENSING# SH
 
2-626 GEOLOGY, DOSSANTOS A R*, REMOTE-SENSING#
 
2-496 JR*, EXPLORATION, GEOTHERMAL, REMOTE-SENSING# AUSTIN W H
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LI 
2-493 SU*, GEOTHERMAL, EXPLORATION, REMOTE-SENSING# KOGYO-GIJOT
 
1-339 ONIZING-RAOIATION, )IGITAL-D/ REMOTE-SYSTEMS, KLIMOV A N-, I 
1-379 ATA-/ INTEGRATED-INVENTORIES, RENEWABLE-NATURAL-RESOURCES, D
 
4-368 OIL-SPILL, OIL-POLLUTION, REPORTS, MELVIN P*#
 
6-188 - LOW-FREQUENCY, RESEARCH-TOOL, EDWARDS R F*# 
2-526"ANDSAT, ENVIRONMENT, MAPPING, RESEARCHW /SCHER W A*, EROS, L
 
2-538 RCES, KEHRER P*, EXPLORATION, RESERVES# ENERGY-RESOU
 
2-644 GEOTHERMAL, RESERVOIR, OVERTON H L*#
 
2-603 SOIL, DIGITAL-ANALYSIS, RESOLUTION, KRISTOF S J*#
 
1-349 ARK B G*# RESOURCE-MANAGEMENT, KANSAS, 8
 
6-212 IRBY M*# RADAR, RESOURCE-MANAGEMENT, CANADA, K
 
5-297 ANALYSIS, GEOLOGICAL-SURVEYS, RESOURCES-MAJAGEMENT9 /ERRAIN­
2-617 EL-HADY M A*. RESOURCES, EGYPT, LANDSAT, ABD
 
2-618 EL-HADY M A*# RESOURCES, EGYPT, LANDSAT, ABO
 
2-619 EL-HADY M A*9 RESOURCES, EGYPT, LANDSAT, ABD
 
6-237 SOYUZ, VEDESHIN L A*, RESOURCES#
 
1-337 NERSv RADAR, )ATA-PROCESSING, RESOURCESM /ERS, INFRARED-SCAN
 
6-260 A RETURN-BEAMVIDICON, LANDS&T-C
 
3-322 HOTOGRAPHY, FJREST-INVENTJRY, RHODY 8i# AERIAL-P­
7-217 GE-TRANSFER, INERARED-IMAGES, RIAZI'A*# TIEORY, IMA
 
3-337 T, LETOAN Tf# RICE, FRANCE, LANOSAT, AIRCRAF
 
3-307 SAT# RICE, LE-TOAN T*, FRANCE, LAND
 
2-645 STURE, LITHOLOGY, CALIFORNIA, RICH E I#. SOIL-MOI 
3-312 TABLE-L3OK-UP, MAPPING, RICHARDSON A J*, LANDSAT# 
6-218 MOTE-SENSING-ON-A-SHOESTRING, RICHARDSON S L*# RE 
6-261 APPLICATIONS, RADAR, RICKS N R*# 
2-608 OTOGRAPHY, SOIL, NEW-ZEALAND, RIJKSE W C*# AERIAL-PH 
5-272 ESTRY, WATER-POLLUTION, LAND/ RISLEY Z JR*, AGRICULTURE, FOR 
2-518 STRIP-MINING, RIVER, MANAGEMENT, DAY H I# 
2-527 NDERS A F*, FLOODS, FORECAST, RIVERS, SATELLITES# FLA 
2-568 NITORING, URANIJM# ROACH C H*, SURVEYS, AERIAL-MO 
1-313 FLEMING F A*', CANADA, ROADS, TOPOLOGICAL-MAPPING9 
7-176 ND-SYSTEMS, MAPPING, LANDSAT, ROBINOVE C J4 LA
 
7-203 E-COMPUTER-TERMINAL, LANDSAT, ROBINOVE C J*# REM3T
 
2-609 OMATIC, LAKE-CHARACTERISTICS, ROCHON 3*, LANDSAT# AuT
 
2-677 ERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY, ALBERTA# ROCK-GLACIERS, LUCKMAN B H*, A
 
2-708 PLORATION# ROCK-MECHANICS, GEOTHERMAL, EX
 
5-306 L-PLANNING, THEMATIC-MAPPING, ROCKY-MOUNTAINS, COMPUTER-TECH
 
5-307 NG, NEZ G*, THEMATIC-MAPPING, ROCKY-MOUNTAINS, DIGITAL-DATA,
 
2-569 EMICAL, EXPLORATION, MINERAL, ROESLER H J*# GEOCH
 
2-570 ALITY, WATERSHED# ROGERS R H*, LANDSAT, WATER-QU
 
2-571 SURVEILLANCE, EUTROPHICATION, ROGERS R H*# LANDSAT,
 
2-711 EUTROPHICATION, GREAT-LAXES, ROGERS R H*# LANDSAT,
 
2-660 SUREMENT# ROSSITER J Ri, ICE, RADAR, MEA
 
6-200 TUNABLE, LASERS, ROTHE K W*#
 
5-294 IGHWAY, BEAUMONT T E*, SUDAN, ROUTE-L3CATION, SOIL-STRUCTURE
 
5-303 RY C J*, DRAINAGE, WATERSHED, 'RUNOFF, WATER-POLLUTION, WATER
 
5-302 RY C J*, DRAINAGE, WATERSHED, RUNOFF, WATER-POLLUTION, WATER
 
5-279 UNTRIES, LOCK B F*# LANOSAT, RURAL, LAND-USE, DEVELOPINg-CO
 
'S ' NOT INDEXED 
'S* ' NOT INDEXED 
1-347 APHY, SKYLAB, LANDSAT, THERM/ SABINS F F JR*, AERIAL-PHOGGR 
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3-344 -PRO/ FEATURE-CLASSIFICATION, SADOWSKI F G*, FORESTRY, PI5.GE
 
2-572 ATER-POLLUTI*ONI SAKATA T*, JAPAN, LIMNOLOGY, W 
2-573 EL, LAND-USE, MOISTURE# SALOMONSON V V*, WATERSHED-MOD 
3-349 RESTRY# SAMPLE-SURVEYS, TITUS S J*, FO 
4-325 *, SEQIMENT# SKYLAB, SAN-FRANCISCO-BAY, STELLER D D 
3-28k MODELS, WHEAT# SAND F*t, AGRICULTURE, CONTROL, 
4-359 OIL-SPILL, MAPPING, SANDNESS G A*iMULTISPECTRALg 
7-204 NT-TECHNIQUE, GEOLJGY, SPAIN, SANTISTEBAN, LANDSAT /COMPONE 
2-508 L, CAMERON E M*, EXPLORATION, SASKATCHEWAN, URANIU9#/HEIICA 
2-685 OCESSING, LANDSAT, WATERSHEDt SASSO R R*# IMAGE PR 
7-165 PROCESSIJG, AERIAL, SATELLITE-DATA, FLIASON J R*# 
1-343 ING, ARCHIVING, DISTRIBUTION, SATELLITE-DATA# /N, PREPRO:ESS 
4-320 THEIDER M*9 SATELLITE-IMAGERY, SEA-ICE, OS 
7-189 MACROPHOTOGRAPHY, SATELLITE-IMAGES, EYTON J'R*4 
4-357 4 CANADIAN, SATELLITE-PROGRAM, MORLEY L d* 
6-225 IGHEAD C JR*# ASSESSMENT, SATELLITE-TRACKING, BIRDS-, CRA 
3-324 ULTURE, VANLNGENSCHENAU .H A*, SATELLITE, ARTI S ASRIC 
4-355 -CTS, KALINOWSKI J*4 SATELLITE,'dCEANOGRAPHY, PRODU 
2-642 GEOLOGY, THERMAL, SATELLITE, OFFIELD T.W*# 
3-290 S# MOISTURE, FORESTRY, SATELLITE, WATERS M 111*, FUEL 
6-227 CHIM E F*, CfOVERAGE-BEHAVIOR, SATELLITE# JO 
4-360 , SHERMAN J W*, APPLICATIONS/ SATELLITES, OCEANIC-MONITORIN'G 
2-527 F*9 FLOODS, FORECAST, RIVERS, SATELLITES# FLANDERS . 
3-281 PROCEEDINGS, DATA-PROCESSING, SATELLITES# /RY, KALENSKY Z*, 
2-610 LANDSAT, LANDS-LIDE-MAPPING, SAUCHYN D J*A 
3-345 IONSA FORESTRY, SAYN-WITTGENSTEIN L*, APPLIC4T 
3-287 LANOSAT, FORESTRY, SAYN-WITTGENSTEIN L*, CANADAM 
2-670 TER-POLLUTION, WATER-QUALITY, SCANDINAVIA, HELIDEN U*A /i,WA 
6-236 SCANNING-LASER, TROIANI N*9 
7-238 Y, GHOVANLOU A H*# SCATTERING-FUNCTIONS, TURBIDIT 
2-636 R, GHOVANLOU A H*# SCATTERING, 4O0DEL, TURBID-WATE 
2-599 , GRAY A L*# RADAR, SCATTEROMETER, ARCTIC-, SEA-ICE 
6-235 SEASAT, SCATTEROMETER, SCHROEDER L C*M 
2-622 4 SOIL-MOISTURE, SCATTERJMETERS, BLANCHARD J* 
2-686 MICROWAVE, SCHANDA E*, SNOWFAL#E 
7-234 TION, COMPUTER-AIDED-MAPPING, SCHECHTER 8*9 DATA-PREPARA 
2-574 TY, AIRCRAFT, LANDSAT, LAKES, SCHERZ J P*# 4ATER-QJALI
 
1-326 OCEAN/ ENVIRONMENTAL-QUALITY, SCHIFFER R A*, AIR-POLLUTION,
 
6-219 EXPERIMENTAL, RADAR, SCHLUDE F*#
 
5-273 UATIC, WATER-P/ POWER-PLANTS, SCHOTT J R*, AIR-POLLUTION, 4Q
 
2-575 INFRARED, WATER-TEMPERATURE, SCHOTT J R*M
 
6-242 -REMOTE-SENSING, CALIBRATION, SCHOTT J R*# THERMAL
 
2-611 ONS, MULTISPECTRAL, AIRBfORNE, SCHREIER H*# SOIL-CONDITI
 
6-235 SEASAT, SCATTEROMETER, SCHROEDER L C*#
 
4-323 A, DATA-COLLECTION-PLATFORMS, SCHROEDER W 4*4 /TRUTH, AL4B M
 
5-280 S/ LANDSAT, LAND-USE, CANADA, SCHUBERT J S*, COMPUTER-PR3CES
 
1-327 RADIOACTIVE-AEROSOLS, RADIO/ SCHUETTELKOPF H-1, FOOD-CHAINS,
 
7-205 CONTROL-POINTS, LANDSAT, SCOTT A*#
 
2-599 RADAR, SCATTEROMETER, ARCTIC, SEA-ICE, GRAY A L*#
 
4-327 LAR / TEMPERATURE-VARIATIONS, SEA-ICE, INFRARED-IMAGERY, CIH
 
4-320 SATELLITE-IMAGERY, SEAICE, OSTHEIDER M*M
 
4-369 AVE-EMISSION# SEA-ICE, PARASHAR S K*, MIZROW
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2-614 NAR9 ARCTIC, SEA-ICE, WADHAMS P*, LASER, SO
 
6-246 POLARIMETER-MEASURES, SEA-STATE, EGAN W G*#
 
1-333 GRAMMETRIC-CAMERA, MICROWAVE, SEA-STATE# / ALBERTZ J*, PHOTO
 
4-313 RARED, BROWER R L*# SEA-SURFACE, TEMPERATURES, INF
 
4-331 WER J F R*# RADAR, SEA-SURFACE, WAVE-PATTERNS, GO
 
4-323 CTION-PLATFORMS, SC/ LANOSAT, SEA-TRUTH, ALABAMA, DATA-COLLE
 
1-350 FAROUKEL-BAZt, DESERT-SANDS, SEA-WATER# APOLLO-SOYUZ,
 
6-230 ATmOSPHERIC-MODEL, SEASAT, KESEL P G*#
 
6-229 ATMOSPHERIC-MODEL, SEASAT, KESEL P G*#
 
6-231 ATMOSPHERIC-MODEL. SEASAT, LANGLAND R A*#
 
6-232 ATMOSPHERIC-MODEL, SEASAT, LEWIT H L*#
 
6-235 ER L C*9 SEASAT, SCATTEROMETER, SCHROED
 
6-238 ATMOSPHERIC-MODEL, SEASAT, WELLCK R E*#
 
2-552 ANDSAT, LUCAS J R*, GLACIERS, SEASONAL-VARIATIONS# L
 
1-321 COASTAL, ECOSYSTEMS, PLUMES, SEDIMENT, TOPOLOGICAL-MAPPING#
 
4-339 HENDERSON R 3*# OCEAN, SEDIMENT, TURBID-WATER, LASER,
 
2-563 AERIAL-PROSPECTING, SEDIMENT, URANIUM#
 
2-494 ANDER V*, ECOSYSTEMS# ARCTIC, SEDIMENT# ALEX 
4-325 -FRANCISCO-BAY, STELLER D D*, SEDIMENT9 SKYLAB, SAN­
1-355 SURFACE-CURRENTS, POLLUTION, SEDIMENT# /WETLANDS, PATTERNS, 
4-344 ATORY-REQUIREMENTS, KUO C Y*, SEDIMENTS# LABOR 
2-576 Y# NOAA,, SEIFERT R D*, ALASKA, HYDROLOG 
2-567 N# REED R*, FAULTS, SEISMIC, TECHNOLOGY-UTILIZATIO 
4-316 BAHAMA-BANK, HINE A C*, SEISMIC% 
7-199 CARTOGRAPHY, LATRAMBOISE P*# SEMIALJTJMATIZ-INTERPIETATIDN, 
6-226 APPLICATIONS, HANDY W E*# SENSING-ELEMENT, BIOMECHANICS­
7-218 DATA-RESTORATION, LANDSAT, SHAH N J*# 
2-577 OSAT, STRIP-MINES, TENNESSEE, SHAHROKHI F*# LAN 
2-612 WATER-TRANSPARENCY, SHELDON J W*M 
2-646 ER-RESOURCES, REMOTE-SENSING, SHEPHERD W G*M MINNESOTA,.WAT 
4-360 TELLITES, OCEANIC-MONITORING, SHERMAN J W*, APPLIZATIONS# /A 
4-346 D, MAPPING, FRESHWATER-MARSH, SHIMA L J*# COLOR-INFRARE 
3-288 , REMOTE-SENSING# SHIMO)A H*, AGRICULTURE, JAPAN 
4-342 LANDSAT, SHORELINE-FORM, DOLAN R*# 
5-267 D*, CHANGE-DETECTION, DESERT, SHRUB-ENVIRONMENT,- CALIFORNIA# 
3-313 VEGETATION-CLASSIFICATION, SHUCHMAJ R*, RADAR# 
7-235 TIES, ELECTROMAGNETIC-SYSTEM, SIEGEL H Q*# EARTH-CONDUCTIVI 
1-318 SMENT, TOPOLOSI/ KAMARA C S*, SIERRA-LECNE, TECHNOLOGY-ASSES 
3-314 ACREAGE, ILLINOIS, SIGMAN *, LANDSATt 
3-339 # LANDSAT, SIGNATURE-ANALYSIS, MISRA P N* 
7-222 S, ABOTTEEN R*# SIGNATUrE-EXTENSION, ALGORITHM 
7-242 NALEPKA R F*# SIGNATURE-EXTENSION, LANOSAT, 
1-330 ROLOGY9 SIMAN J L*, USSR, GEOLOGY, HYD 
6-234 ANGASWAMY S* SIMULATION, RADIOMETER-DATA, R
 
1- 31 POLLUTION, COMPUTER-GRAPHICS, SIMULATION# /LLIAMS 4 D*, AIR­
6-248 SABURO G*# SIMULATJR, SOIL-MOISTURE, HIDE
 
2-613 CANADA, GEOLOGY, LANDSAT, SINGHROY V*#
 
6-202 LICATION, GAMMA-SPECTROMETER, SINY4VSKII A G*# CJMPUTER-APP
 
2-658 SNOWMAPPING, NORWAY, LANDSAT, SKORVE J*4
 
1-355 Lt WETLANDS, PATTERNS, SURFA/ SKYLAB/EREP, KLEMAS V*, COASTA
 
1-352 INGS L E JR*, GEMINI, APOLLO, SKYL B, LANDSAT, ITQS/NOAA, SM
 
1-347 F F JRt, AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY, SKYLAB, LANDSAT, THERMAL-IR, R
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4-325 LLER 0 D*, SEDIMENT# SKYLAB, SAN-FRANCISCJ-BAY, STE
4-336 OCEAN. PLANKTON, JAPAN, SKYLAB, WATANABE K*#
 
2-704 KRISTOF S J*, SOIL, INDIANA, SKYLAB#
 
2-564 MENTS, TECTONISM, O'LEARY Qt, SKYLAB# 
 LINEA
 
2-560 STURE, MICROWAVE, MOORE R K*, SKYLAB# 
 SOIL-MOi
 
3-351 RY, DILLMAN R D*, ECOSYSTEMS, SKYLAB# 
 FOREST
 
3-356 ,NTORY, REFLECTNCE, FORESTRY. SKYLAB# 
 NALEPKA R F*, INVE
2-678 ANCEMENT, AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY, SLOPE-STABILITY, MCKEAN J A*4
 
2-661 PHOTOGRAMMETRY9 FRACTURES, SLOPE-STABILITY, MOSAAD A M*,

7-177 GROUND-TRUTH, SMEDES H W*#
 
3-289 ENERGY9 
 SMIL Vv. FORESTRY, MONITORING,

2-579 ANDSAT, MINERAL, HYDROCARBON, SMITH A F*# ENHANCE), L
2-687 SSING, WATER-RESOURCES# 
 SMITH A Y*, LAKES, IMAGE-PROCE
 
1-328 NT-POLLUTANT, URBAN-AREAS, W/ SMITH G L*, AIR-POLLUTION, P3I 
2-712 COAL, MINE-WASTE, SMITH M F*9 
2-688 LANOSAT, EXPLORATION, COPPER, SMITH R E*A 
2-713 CHEMICAL, LAKE-HURON, SMITH V E*, SURVEYS# 
4-324 APPING, CORAL-REEFS, LANOSAT, SMITH V E*4 
 M
 
1-331 IR-POLLUTION, CO.MPUTER-GRAPH/ SMOKErPLUMES, WILLIAMS M D, A­1-352 , SKYLAB, LANOSAT, ITOS/NOAA, SMS/GOES# /JR*, GEMINI, APOLLO 
2-597 A-4, LANDSATM SNOW-COVER, FERGUSON H L*, NOA2-602 *, WATER-CONTENT# SNOW-COVER, LANDSAT, KHORRAM'S 
2-543- KOENZI K F*# SNOW-COVER, NIMBUS, 4ICROWAVE,
2-566 NOAA# SNOW-COVER, RANGO A*, LANDSAT,

2-710 D H*# 
 LANDSAT, SNOW-MAPPING, NORWAY, ODENSAAR
 
-2-709 H A*# 
 LANDSAT,- SNOW-MAPPING, NORWAY, ODEGAARD
 
6-247 
 MICROWAVE, SNOW, ELLERBRUCH D A*#
 
2-620 
 HCMM, THERMAL, SNOW, dYDROL:)Y, BARNES J Z*
 
2-674 KHORRAM S*, HYDROLOGY, SNOW, WATER-RESOURCES#
 
2-649 HCMM, SOIL-MOISTURE, SNOW, WIESNET D R*#
 
1-320 GY, HYDROLOGY, ICE, LAND-USE, SNOW# 
 MCKIM i L*, GEOLO
 
2-694 JGY# 
 WASHICHEK J N*, SNOWFALL, AVXLANCHES, METE3ROL
 
2-690 
 LANOSAT, THOMAS I L*, SNOWFALL, MEASUREMENTS#
 
2-682 
 RANGO A*, SNOWFALL, MONITORING#
 
2-686 MICROWAVE, SCHANQA E*, SNOWFALL#
 
2-658 SKORVE J*# SNOWMAPPING, NORWAY, LANOSAT,

2-600 
 LANDSAT, ARCTIC, SNOWMELT, HOFER R*#
 
7-236 OBLIQUE-MERCATOR-PROJECTION, SNYDER J P*#
 
1-363 COLWELL R N* WATER-RESOURCES, SOCIAL, POLITICAL# /LIFORNIA,

2-611 , AIRBORNE, SCHREIER H*# SOIL-CONDITI3NS, MULT-ISRECTRAL
 
6-248 
 SIMULATOR, SOIL-MOISTURE, HIDESABURO 3*9
2-676 4 
 MICROWAVE, SOIL-MOISTURE, KONDRATYEV K Y*
 
2-645 FORNIA, RICH E I*# SOIL-MOISTURE, LITHOLOGY, CALI
 
2-560 E R K*, SKYLABM SOIL-MOISTURE, MICROWAVE, MOOR
2-607 *, LANDSAT# SOIL-MOISTURE, PALABEKIROGLU S
2-664 A P P*# 
 SOIL-MOISTURE, RADAR, BATLIVAL
 
2-622 BLANCHARD B J*M 
 SOIL-MOISTURE, SCATTEROMETERS,

2-649 R*# 
 HCMM, SOIL-MOISTURE, SNOW, WIESNET 0
2-715 
 RADIANCE, REFLECTANCE, SOIL-SEDIMENTS, WHITLOCK C H*#
 
5-294 T E*, SUDAN, ROUTE-LOCATION, SOIL-STRUCTURE, ORAINAGE# /ONT

2-591 IERIAL-PHOTOGRXPHY, SOIL, AFANAS'EVA T V*#
 
2-558 MITCHELL J K*, HYDROLOGY, SOIL, ANALYSIS#
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2-603 TION, KRISTOF S J*# SOIL, DIGITAL-ANALYSIS, RESOLU
 
2-634 GEOLOGY, LANDSAT, SOIL. E;YPT, EL-SHAZLY E M## 
2-704 KRISTOF S J*1 SOIL, INDIANA, SKYLA3-# 
2-675 KIRSCHNER F R*, SOIL, MAPPING. LANDSAT# 
3-334 FOX L III*, FORESTRY, SOIL, MOISTURE# 
2-608 A AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY, SOIL. NEW-ZEALAND, RIJKSE W C* 
2-546 LEVINE S*, CALIFORNIA, GRASS, SOIL, SPECTR49 LANDSAT, 
2-640 AT# SOIL, SUDAN, MYERS V I*, LANDS 
1-371 -, ARGICULTURE," GEOMDRPHOLOGY, SOIL, TOPOGRAPHY, VE3ETATI)Ng 
5-271 PERCHALSKI F R*, ENVIRONMENT, SOIL, TOPOLOGICAL-MARPING# /, 
1-344 , JORDAN, GEOLOGY, HYDROLOGY, SOIL, VEGETATION, CONSERVATION 
1-311 COMPUTERS, FORESTRY. GEOLOGY, SOIL, WATER-RESOURCESg /R R*, 
2-671 INGS, HUMPHREY C B*, GEOLOGY1 SOIL9 PROCEED 
2-584 *, PIPELINES, REMOTE-SENSING, SOIL# VIEIRA S R 
1-342 TUNISIA, LONG G*, VEGETATION, SOIL# kRID-ZONES,
 
1-327 CTIVE-AEROSOLS, RADIOECOLOGY, SOIL# /H', FOOD-CHAINS, RADIOA
 
1-346 ING-MISSION, SURFACE-HEATING, SOLAR-ENERGY, RADIOMETER# /APP
 
2-689 FLOOOPLAIN# RECONNAISSANCE, SOLLERS S C*, WATER-RESOURCES,
 
4-361 EDDIES, KA.MCHATKA-CURRENT, SOLOMON H*#
 
5-281 OPOGRAPHY, LAND-USE, LANDSAT, SOLOMON S I*# T
 
2-614 , SEA-ICE, WADHAMS P*, LASER, SONAR# ARCTIC
 
3-329 VEGETATION-CHANGE, SONORAN-DESERT, MARTIN S Cc#
 
2-497 AERIAL-PROSPECTING, SOUTH-AFRICA, URANIU4#
 
2-500 EMY R*, GEOLOGY, KIMBERLITES,.SOUTH-AFRICA" /ANDSAT, BARTHEL
 
2-582 OSPECTING,. EXPLORATION, ORES, SOUTH-AFRICA# /E T*, AERIAL-PR
 
2-581 IAL-PROSPECTING, EXPLORATION, SOUTH-AFRICA4 /REASURE T*, AER
 
2-509 W D*, EXPLORATION, MINERALS/ SOUTH-AMERICA, LANDSAT, CARTER 
4-350 OCEANOGRAPHY, SOUTH-ATLANTIC, HAYES J G*# 
6-237 S.I SOYUZ, VEDEStiIN L 4*, RESOJRCE 
1-362 SPACE-PHOTOGRAPHY., ZAYTSEV Y*4 
1-345 *# LEGAL, SPACE-SHUTTLE, MOSSINGHOFF'G J 
1-333 MMETRIC-CAMERA, MICROWAVE, S/ SPACELAB, ALBERTZ J*, PHOTDGRA 
1-311 FORESTRY, GEOLOGY, SOIL, WAT/ SPAIN, AfUILAR R*, :ONPUTERS, 
7-204 COMPONENT-TECHNIQUE, GEOLOGY, SPAIN, SANTISTEBAN, LANDSAT# i 
2-648 N, WASILEWSKI P*# SPECTRA, MAGNETOCHEMISTRY, IRO 
2-546 S*, CALIFORNIA, GRASS, SOIL, SPECTRA# LANDS4T, LEVINE 
4-353 JOHNSON R W*# SPECTRAL-ANALYSIS, OCEAN-DJMP, 
3-353 MALILA W At,LANDSAT# SPECTRAL-SEPARABILITY, WHEAT, 
6-265 NATIONAL-MEASUREMENT-SYSTEM, SPECTROPHOTOMETRY, VENABLE W H 
6-244 SPECTROIADIOMETER, C-1U H*4 
3-323 *,.VEGETATION-PERCENTAGES# SPECTROAADIOMETRIC, TUCKER C J 
1-376 R E K*, RADAR, AIR-POLLUTIONt SPECTROSCOPY, INFRARED-LASERS, 
6-213.PONSE, MILLAN/ AIR-POLLUTION, SPECTROSCOPY, INSTRUMENTAL-RES 
2-580 SUBSURFACE-CAVITIES, KANSAS, SPENCER J W*, GEOPHYSICAL# 
6-220 INTENSIFICATION, PHOTOGRAPHY, SPENCER R D*# MAP­
2-693 SHBURN J F*, WATER-POLLUTION,- SPILLS# WA 
4-314 M*M FRESH-WATER, SPRINGS, ITALY, GUGLIELMINETTI 
7-223 *# CLEAR-LAKES, STANDARD-REFLECTORS, AHERN F J 
5-292 LAND-USE, VAN-GENOEREN J L*, STATISTICS, GROUND-TRUTH# /CY,
 
4-325 SKYLAB, SAN-FRANCISCO-BAY, STELLER 0 0*, SEDIMENT#
 
5-290 FLOOD-CONTROL, COST-EFFECTIV/ STEVENS A R*, PHOTOGRAMMETRY,
 
2-529 RALIA, GINGRICH J E*4 STREAM-SEDIMENT, URANIUM, 4UST
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3-285 LEK H*# VEGETATION, STRESS, MULTISPECTRAL, MARSCA 
3-342 Y, PINE-BARK-BEETLES# STRESS, OLSON C E JR-, FORESTR 
3-317 -# STRESS, THERMAL, CORN, KUMAR R 
2-577 KHI F*# LANOSAT, STRIPMINES, TENNESSEE, SH4HRO 
5-304-LER W F*, PARKS, INFESTATION, STRIP-MINING, RECLAMATION, FOR 
2-518 T, DAY H I*# STRIP-MINING, RIVER, MANAGEMEN 
3-346 AGRICULTURE, RADAR, STUCHLY S S*g 
6-223 MULTI SECTRAL-SCANNER, STUDY# 
2-580 PENCER J W*, GEOPHYSICAL# SUBSURFACE-CAVITIES, KANSAS,, S
 
2-628 GEOLOGY, HYDROLOGY, SUDAN, EL-SHAZLY E M*#
 
2-640 SOIL, SUDAN, MYERS V I*, LANDSAT$
 
5-294 RUCT/ HIGHWAY, BEAUMONT T E*, SUDAN, ROUTE-LOCATI', SOIL-ST
 
1-369 ENERGY, SUMMERS R A*, POWER-PLANTSM
 
7-166 R-ASSISTED-ANALYSIS, MAPPING, SUPERFISIAL-DEPOSITS, FOLLESTA
 
6-209 SIGN, GROUND-D0AT-PROCESSING, SUPPORT-SYSTEMS, DENJY'C*# /DE
 
1-355 COASTAL, WETLANDS, PATTERNS, SURFACE-CURRENTS, POLLUTION, S
 
1-346 EAT-CAPACITY-MAP'PING-MISSION, SURFACE-HEATING, SOLAR-ENERGY,
 
4-343 RIOR, GREEN T # SURFACE-TEMPERATURE, LAKE-SUPE
 
4-351 ULF-COAST, HUH 0.K*# SURFACE-TEMPERATURES,- OCEAN, G'
 
4-341 MATHER R S# OCEAN, SURFACE-TOPOGRAPHY, ALTIMETRY,
 
6-243 ECTROSCOPY, BRISTOW M P F*# SURF4CE-W&TER, FLUOREStENCE-SP
 
2-539 INFRARED, AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY, SURFACE, COAL-MINING', KNOTI W
 
2-571 ROGERS R H*# LANDSAT, SURVEILLANCE, EUTROP-IICATI]N,
 
4-318 OI'L-SPILL, SURVEILLANCE, MAURER A*#
 
2-568 ANIUM4 ROACH C H*, SURVEYS, AERIAL-MONITORING, UR
 
2-535 JAPAN,-AERIAL-PROSPECTING, SURVEYS, GEOTHERMAL#
 
6-192 MINICOMPUTER, GEOCHEMICAL, SURVEYS, HEEMSTRA R J*#
 
2-510 LINEAMENT, CARTER W 0*, SURVEYS, INFRARED#
 
2-590 LINEAMENTS, WISE D U*, SURVEYS, REMOTE-SENSING#
 
2-672 JACKSON P L*, SURVEYS, TECTONICS, FAULTS4
 
2-504 EXPLORATION, GEOCHEMICAL,, SURVEYS#
 
2-713 ICAL, LAKE-HURON, SMITH V E*, SURVEYS# 
-HEM
 
2-662 INFRARED, AERIAL-PHDTOGRAPHY, SUSPENDED-SOLIDS# AZUARA P*,
 
7-206 S, MACHINE-ASSISTED-ANALYSIS, SWAIN P H*# ADVANCEqENT
 
4-326 , ZENKER S*9 SWEDEN, REMOTE-SENSING-PROGRAM
 
2-545 R*, AERIAL-SURVEYING, FAULTS, SWEDEN, TECTONICS# /EGERBAECK
 
1-378 EUROPE# SWEDISH-SPACE-CORP., EARTHET,
 
1-377 EUROPE, DATA-SOURCES# SWEDISH-SPACE-CORP., EARTHNET,
 
3-298 CONANT F P*, LANDSAT, SWIDDEN, AFRICA#
 
6-198 TER, MATHEMATICS# SYMPOSIUM, APPLICATIONS, COMPU 
7-200 PROCEEDINGS# SYMPOSIUM, MACHINE-PROCESSING, 
6-254 T*# RADAR, SYSTEM-SPECIFICATIONS, ULABY F 
-'1 ' NOT INDEXED 
'T* 'NOT INDEXED 
3-312 DSON A J*, LANDSATI TABLE-LOK-UP, MAPPING, RICHAR 
7-237 COLOR-ANALYSIS, TAJIMA J*, COMPUTERS# 
7-207 LANDSAT-MAPPING, TANAKA S*g 
7-208 ING, OPERATIONAL-DATA-SYSTEM, TARBET.J 0*# /FER, REMOTE-SENS 
6-190 ION, FREYER K*# INSTRUMENT, TECHNIQUE, PHOTOMETRIC-EVALUAT 
6-187 INGER T F*, IMAGE-PROCESSING, .TECHNIQUES, DIAGNOSTIC, MEDICI 
1-318 I/ KAMARA C S*, SIERRA-LECNE, TECHNOL)GY;ASSESSMENT, TOPOL3G 
1-353 HANKINS D0* TECHNOLOGY-TRANSFER 
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2-567 REED R*, FAULTS, SEISMIC, TECHNOL]GY-UT-ILIZATIQN# 
2-521 URANIUM, EXPLORATION, TECHNOL3GY, DOC P H*# 
2-672 JACKSON P L*, SURVEYS, TECTONICS, FAULTS# 
2-507 EOPHYSICAL, AERIAL, INFRARED, TECTONICS# BUSCHBACH T C*, G 
2-545 AL-SURVEYING, FAULTS, SWEDEN, TECTONICS# /EGERBAECK R*, AERI 
2-564 LINEAMENTS, TECTONISM, O'LEARY Dr SKYLAB# 
6-250 D S D*# METHODOLOGY, TEMPERATURE-SENSING, GRANDFIEL 
4-327 E, INFRARED-IMAGERY, CIHLAR / TEMPERATURE-VARIATIONS, SEA-IC 
4-313 R L*# SEA-SURFACE, TEMPERATURES, INFRARED, BR3WER 
4-340 , MATHER R S*# OCEAN, TEMPORAL-VARIATIONS, ALTIMETRY 
2-577 LANDSAT, STRIP-MINES, TENNESSEE, S.-AHROKHI F*# 
2-624 OLUME-2, COLE M M*# LANDSAT, TERRAIN-ANALYSIS, AUSTRALIA, V 
2-625 OLUME-3, COLE M Mfl LANDSAT, TERRAIN-ANALYSIS, AUSTRALIA, V 
2-623 OLUME-1, COLE M M*# LANDSAT, TERRAIN-ANALYSIS, AUSTRALIA, V 
5-297 ING. HIGGS G K*, MISSISSIPPI, TERRAIN-ANALYSIS, GEJLOGICAL-S 
7-2,15 R*# TERRAIN-MODELING, JANCAITIS J 
1-370 STS, COLD-REGIONS, HYDROLOGY, TERRAIN, ANALYSIS, R4DAR# /COA 
4-365 ES, COASTAL-ZONE, HARWOOD.P*, TEXAS# OPERATIONAL-TECHNIQU 
3-320 # TaOPICAL-FORESTS, THAILAND,-LANDSAT, MILLER L D*" 
6-252 P*4 INVESTIGATION, THEMATIC-MAPPER, MORSANSTERN J 
6-204 TUDY, THOMSON F J*# THEMATIC-MAPPER, PERFORMANCE-S 
5-306 G, NEZ G*, REGIJNAL-PLANNING, THEMATIl-MAPPING, ROCKY-MOJNTA 
5-307 SE, COMPUTER-MAPPING, NEZ G*, THEMATIC-MAPP-INGROCKY-MOUNTA 
7-217 ED-IMAGES, RIAZI A*4# THEORY, IMAGE-TRANSFER, INFRAR 
6-217 # THERMAL-DETECTORS, PUTLEY E H* 
4-362 C/ CURRENTS,. ATLANTIC-OCEAN, THERMAL-DISCONTINUITY, TSENG Y 
7-232 R S H*# GEOLOGY, THERMAL-INERTIA-MAPPING, MILLE 
2-537 ALIFORNIA, DESERTS# THERMAL-INERTIA, KAHLE A B#, C 
2-681 PRATT 0 As THERMAL-INFRARED, GEOLOGY# 
1-347 PHOTOGRAPHY,. SKYLAB, LANDSAT, THERMAL-IR, RADAR, DIGITAL-IMA 
5-296 WATER-POLLUTI'ON, POWER-PLAN/ THERMAL-POLLJTION, BROWN R J*, 
6-24Z ATION, SCHOTT J,R*# THERMAL-REMOTE-SENSING, CALIBR 
4-333 KETCHEN H G*# THERMAL-STUDIES, GULF-STREAM, 
3-296 # THERMAL, BONN F*, GRJUND-CJVER 
3-317 STRESS, THERMAL, CORN,. KUMAR R*# 
2-594 # INFRARED, THERMAL, DAM-SITES, CAILLON L* 
2-666 , BOETTCHER A J*# THERMAL, GROJND-WATER, MONTANA 
2-702 TOGRAPHY, HARVEY E J*# THERMAL, HYDROLOGY, AERIAL-PHO 
2-586 GEOLOGY# THERMAL, INFRARED, WATSON K*, 
2-642 W*# GEOLOGY,.THERMAL, SATELLITE, DFFIELD i
 
2-620 ES J C*# HCMM,- THERMAL, SNOW, HYDROLOGY, BARN
 
5-308 ASSON W N*, MOISTURE-CONTENT, THERMOGRAPHY, HEAT-LISS, CJST­
5-278 HEAT-LOSS, THERMOGRAPHY, LAWRENCE G R-'#
 
2-690 MENTS# LANDSAT, THOMAS I L*, SNOWFALL, MEASURE
 
3-315 WHEAT, ACREAGE-ESTIMATION, THOMAS R W*, LANDSAT#
 
3-331 AT# LACIE, THOMPSON D.R*, DROUGHTS, LANDS
 
3-348 TURE-STRESS# LANDSAT, THOMPSON D R*, VEGET4TION-MOIS
 
6-204 IC-MAPPER, PERFORMANCE-STUDY, THOMSON F J* THEMAT
 
2-605 GEOLOGY, LANDSAT, TIBESTI, LIST F K*#
 
2-691 ON, INSTRUMENTATION, GEOPHYS/ TIPPER D B*, MINERAL-EXPLOIATI
 
3-349 SAMPLE-SURVEYS, TITUS S J*, FORESTRYM
 
5-308 NT, THERMOGRAPHY, HEAT-LOSS,/ TOBIASSON W N*, MOISTURE-CONTE
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3-316 DETERGENTS, TOMATO, GUMINKA Z*# 
6-221 E-SATELLITE-BJRNE, MIC'ROWAVE, TOMIYASU K*A MAPPING, FJTJR 
5-281 SOLOMON S I* TOPOGRAPHY, LAND-USE, LANDSAT, 
2-641 OVO E M L*# TOPOGRAPHY, LANDSAT, DEMORAESN 
1-371 CULTURE, GEOMORPHOLOGY, SOIL, TOPOGRAPHY, VEGETATION# / ARGI 
1-329 MICROCLIMATE, AGR ICULTURE, TOPOGRAPHY# 
1-374 ESERTS, DUNES, .GEOMO'RPHOLOGY, TOPOGRAPHY# /A, MAINQUET M*, D 
1-312 ERLANDS, ECKHART 0.*, GEOLOGY. TOPOLOGICAL-MAPPING, WATER-QUA 
1-313 FLEMING F A*t CANADA, ROADS, TOPOLJGICAL-MAPPING# 
1-318 LECNE, TECHNOLJGY-ASSESSMENT, TOPOLOGI'CAL-MAPPING# / SIERRA­
1-321 ECOSYSTEMS, PLUMES, SEDIMENT, TOPOLOSICAL-MAPPING4 /OASTAL, 
1-32-6 AIR-POLLUTION,, OC-EANOGRAPHY, TOPOLOGI'CAL-MAPPING# /ER R A*, 
5-271 LSKI F R*, ENVIRONMENT, SOIL, TOPOLOGICAL-MAPPING# /, PERCHA 
7-208 ATIONAL-DATA-SYSTEM, TARBET I TRANSFEt,, REMOTE-SENS.ING, OPER 
1-332 P M*, &GRICULTURE, INDUSTRY, TRANSPORTATION., DIGITAL, ANALY 
2-581-G, EXPLORATION, SOUTH-AFRICA/ TREASURE T*, AERIAL-PR:OSPECTIN
 
2-582 G,. EXPLORATI'OV, ORES, SOUTH-/ TREASURE T*, AERIAL-PROSPE:TI-N­
5-282 DEL9 DETECTI'ON, URBANt--TREE-STRESS, BOV-BANG-EAV*, MO
 
2-532 MINERAL-EXPLORATION, TRENDS., DEVELOPMENTS, HOOD P*4­
6-236 SC°ANNING-LASER, TROIANI N*#
 
3-320 NDSAT, MILLER L D*# TROPICAL-FORESTS, THAILAND, LA
 
4-362 -OCEAN, THERMAL-D'ISCONTINUITY, TSENG Y C*# /RRENTS, ATLANTIC­
7-209 ANALYSIS, TSUCHIYA K*, LANDSAT#
 
3-323 TAGES# SPEOTRORADIOMETRI'C, TUCKER C J*, VEGETATION-PERCEN
 
5-291 URCES, WESTERN-NITED-STATES, TUELLER P I*, MODEL, MULTISTAG
 
6-200 TUNABLE, LASERS, ROTHE K Wt'
 
1-342 SOIL# ARID-ZOJES, TUNISIA, LONG G*, VESETATI.N,
 
2-636' SCATTERING, MODEL, TURBID-WATER, GHOVANLOU A 1*4
 
4-339. R G*# OCEAN, SEDIMENT, TURBID-WATER. LASER, HENDERSON
 
7-238 SCATTERING-FUNCTIONS, TURBIDITY, GiOVANLOU A H*#
 
tU* ' NOT INDEXED 
2-692 OGY, RADIOMETERSM ULABY F T*, MICROWAVES, HYDROL 
6-254 RADAR, SYSTEM-SPECIFICATIONS1 ULABY F T*# 
5-274 LAND-USE, VAN-GENDEREN J L*, UNITED-KINGDOM, CENSUS#
 
7-229 R J*# UNSUPERVISED-CLUSTERING, KAUTH
 
6-205 GEOLOGY, EXPLOR-ATION, RADARr UNTFRBERGER R R*#
 
2-529 E*# STREAM-SEDIMENT, URANIUM, AUSTRALIA, GINGR[:-H J
 
2-521 GY, DOCO P H*# URANIUM, EXPLORATION, TECHNOLO
 
2-514 *# PALAEOMAGNETISM, URANIUM, EXPLORATION, CORNER B
 
2-585 VINCENT R K*# - URANIUM, EXPLORATION, LANOSAT, 
2-548 GAMMA-RAY, URANIUM, MAGNETIC# 
7-161 L*# PATTERN-RECOGNITION, URANIUM, PROSPECTING, BRIGGS P 
2-550 GAMMA-RAY, MAGNETIC, URANIUM# 
2-549 GAMMA-RAY, MAGNETIC, URANIUMM 
2-568 , SURVEYS, AERIAL-MONITORING, URANIUM# ROACH C H*
 
2-563 AERIAL-PROSPECTING, SEDIMENT, URANIUM#
 
2-554 N R C*, EXPLORATION, GEOLOGY, URANIUM# MALA
 
2-528 N J W*, EXPLORATION, GEOLOGY, URANIUM# GABELMA
 
2-497 AL-PROSPECTIN3, SOUTH-AFRICA, URANIUM# AERI
 
2-503 EXPLORATION, GEOLOGY, URANIUM#
 
2-525 DATA-PROCESSING, EXPLORATION, URANIUMM EVERHART D L*,
 
2-502 ENT T R*, AERIAL-PROSPECTING, URANIUM# GEOSTATISTICS, BEM
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2-589 CTING, GEOCHEMISTRY, GEOLOGY, URANIUM# / M 3*, AERIAL-PRJSPE
 
2-508 *, EXPLORATION, SASKATCHEWAN, URANIUM# /HEMICAL, CAMERON E M
 
1-32'2 UTION, JAPAN, LAND-POLLUTION, URBAN-AREAS, WATER-POLLUTION#
 
1-328 R-POLLUTION, POINT-POLLUTANT, URBAN-AREAS, WIND# /H G L*, AI
 
5-285 LAND-USE, MILLER L D*, URBAN, URBAN-HYDROLOGY, MODEL# /ELS,
 
5-303 INAGE, WATERSHED, RUNOFF, WA/ URBAN-STUDIES, MERRY C J*, DRA
 
5-269 D/ LAND-USE, MURAI S*, JAPAN, URBAN, DIGITAL-DATA, CLASSIFIE
 
5-275 R*# URBAN, LAND-USE, CHINA, WELCH
 
5-302 ATERSHED, RUNOFF, WATER-POLL/ URBAN,. MERRY C J*, DRAINAGE, W
 
5-276 LAND-USE, WILREKER V F*, URBAN, PLANNING, UTILITIES#
 
5-270 NAKAJIMA I*, VEGETATION, URBAN, POLLUTION, JAPAN#
 
5-282 AV*, MODEL# DETECTION, URBAN, TREE-STRESS, BOV-BA"4G-E
 
5-285 JDELS, LAND-USE, MILLER L D*, URBAN, URBAN-HYDROLOGY, MO-JEL#
 
5-287 OwA, ANDERSON R R*, LAND-USE, URBAN# I
 
1-316 DEMANN A S*, MATER-RESOURCES, URBAN# POLLUTION, -HUN
 
1-336 , PERSIAN-GULF, AFRICA, ASIA, URBAN# /T T A*, NIGHTTIME,-GAS
 
4-372 UMPING# USRY J W*, MONITORING, OCEAN-D
 
1-330 S'IMAN J L*, USSR, GEOLOGY, HYDROLOGY# 
2-541 YDROLOGYh RADAR, USSR, *K)MAROV V B*, GEOLOGY, H'
 
2-505 RING, FALLOUT, RADIOACTIVITY, USSR# /EVA L I*, AERIAL-MONITO
 
5-305 OLORADO, MONTANA, NEW-MEXICO, UTAH, WYOMING, DIGITAL-DATA# /
 
5-266 A, CROUCH R G*# UTILITIES, LAND-USE, CALIFORNI
 
5-276 LREKER V F*, URBAN, PLANNING, UTILITIES# LAND-USE, WI
 
'V I NOT INDEXED
 
'V*- NOT INDEXED
 
7-178 NITION, MEDICAL-PICTURE-DATA, VAKNINE R*# PATTERN-REC3G
 
2-583 PHYSICAL, AUSTRALIA, GEOLOGY, VALE K R*# /ECONNAISSANCE, GEO
 
5-292 GROUND-/ ACCJRACY, LAND-USE, VAN-GENDEREN J L*, STATISTICS, 
5-274 DOM, CENSUS# LAND-USE, VAN-GENDEREN J L*,r UNITED-<ING 
2-647 -FEATURE. DETECTION, MAPPING, VANDERBRUG G J*# LIN'EAR 
3-324 E, ARTISS# AGRICULTURE, VANLNGENSCHENAU H A*, SATELLIT 
6-237 SOYUZ, VEDESHIN L A*, RESOURCES# 
3-329 ERT, MARTIN S C*# VEGETATION-CHANGE, SONORAN-DES 
3-313 CHMAN R*, RADARS VEGETATION-CLASSIFICaTION, SHU 
3-348" LANDSAT, THOMPSON D R*, VEGETATION-MOISTURE-STRESS 
3-323 CTRORADIOMETRIC' TUCKER C J*, VEGETATION-PERCENTAGES# SPE 
1-344 AN, GEOLOGY, HYDROLOGY, SOIL, VEGETATION, CONSERVATION# /ORD 
2-697 BROWN R J#, PERMAFROST, VEGETATION, HYDROLOGYA 
3-293 I J*, RADIOMETER# VEGETATION, MICROWAVE, BARTON 
3-309 A*-# LANDSAT, VEGETATION, MINNESOTA, MEAD R 
7-224 W*# VEGETATION, MODEL, ATTEMA E P 
1-342 ARID-ZONES, TUNISIA, LONG G*, VEGETATION, SOIL#
 
3-285 R-A, MARSCHALEK H*# VEGETATION, STRESS, MULTISPECT
 
5-270 JAPAN# NAKAJIMA I*, VEGETATION, URBAN, POLLUTION,
 
2-656 ETLANDS, KIRBY R E*, MAPPING, VEGETATION# W
 
1-371 MORPHOLOGY, SOIL, TOPOGRAPHY, VEGETATION# / ARGICULTURE, GEO
 
1-351 LOGY, WATER-RESOURCES, CROPS, VEGETATION# /EERING-SOI.LS, GEO
 
6-194 ATION, HOSHIZAK I H*# VEHICLE, INSPECTION-INSTRU4ENT
 
6-265 NT-SYSTEM, SPECTROPHOTOMETRY, VENABLE-W H JR*# /AL-MEASURE%4E
 
2-584 -SENSING, SOIL9 VIEIRA S R*, PIPELINES, REMOTE
 
2-585 RANIUM, EXPLORATION, LANDSAT, VINCENT R K*# U
 
4-348 COASTAL-WETLANDS-, MONITORING, VIRGINIA#
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4-321 NOSAT, PHOTOGRAPHY, WETLANDS, V'IRGINIA*# LA
 
1-368 R D B*, DATA-BASE-S/ DIGITAL, VISIBLE, INFRARED, DATA, MILLE
 
1-370 TS, COLD-REGIONS., HYDROLOGY,/ VOGEL T C*, BIBLI-OGR.PHY, COAS
 
2-544 DES, KUSSMAUL S*, GEOTHERMAL, 'VOLCANIC# LANDSAT, AN
 
2-623 TERRAIN-ANALYSIS,'AUSTRALIA, VOLUME-I, COLE M M*4# LANDSAT,
 
4-345 APPLICATIONS, CHESAPEAKE-BAY, VOLUME-I, WATER-QUALITY#
 
2-624 TERRAIN- NALYSIS, AUSTRALIA, VOLUME-2, COLE M M*# LANDSAT,
 
2-625 TERRAIN-ANALYSIS. AUSTRALIA, VOLUME-3, COLE M M*# LANDSAT,
 
IW 'NOT INDEXED
 
'W* NOT INDEXED 
2-614 ARCT-IZ, SEA-ICE, WADHAMS P*, LASER, SONAR# 
5-293 MIC-DEVELOPMENT, PHILIPPINES, WAGNER T W*, IMAGE-PROCESSING# 
3-358 DAMAGE-ASSESSMENT, WALKER J E*., FOREST, LANDSAT# 
2-615 LANDSAT, HYDROGRAPHIC, WARNED K*# 
4-363 BATHYMETRIC-MAPPING, LANDSAT, WARNE D K*# ""
 
2-701 CTION, AERIAL-RECONNAISSANCE, wARNING-SYSTEMS4 / E JR*, DETE
 
2-714 PORTING# WARTHA J H*, LAKE-ERIE, ICE-RE
 
2-693 , SPILLS# WASHBURN J F*.t WATER-POLLUTION
 
2-694 ANCHES, METEOROLOGYg WASHI:HEK J N*, SNOWFALL, AVAL­
2-648 CTRA, _MAGNETOCHEMISTRY, IRON, WASILEWSKI P*# SPE 
4-336 EAN, PLANKTON, JAPAN, SKYLAB, WATANABE K*# OC 
2-602 d-COVER. LANDSAT, KHORRAM S*, WATER-ZONTENT4 SNO 
3-327 CULTURE, LANDSATft WATER-DEMAND, ESTES J E*, AGRI 
3-326 COLWELL R N*, AGRICULTURE, WATER-DEMAND, LANDSAT# 
2-601 G*, CANADAM. WATER-)Y-NAMICS, LANDSAT, JONES 
2-637 WATER-MONITORING, GRANA D C*# 
5-273 J R*, AIR-POLLUTI'ON, AQUATIC, WATER-POLLUTION, GEOLOGY# /TT
5-272'C JR*, AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, WATER-POLLUTION, LAND-USE# /Y 
5-296 HERMAL-POLLUTION, BROWN R J*, WATER-POLLUTION, POWER-PLAJTS# 
2-693 WASHBURN J F#, WATER-POLLUTION, SPILLSA 
5-303 DRAItAGE, WATERSHED, RUNOFF, WATER-POLLUTION, WATER-QUALITY 
2-670 , SCANDINAVIA, HELI/ LANDSAT, WATER-P32LLUTION, WATER-QUALITY 
5-302 DRAINAGE, WATERSHED, RUNOFF, WATER-POLLUTI'ON, WATER=QUALITY 
2-665 # BHUTANI J S*, WATER-POLLUTION, WATER-QUALITY 
1-323 AN P B*, AIR-POLLUTION, COAL, WATER-POLLUTION# MORG 
2-572 SAKATA T*, JAPAN, LIMNOLOGY, WATER-POLLUTIONA 
1-322 LAND-POLLUTI)N, URBAN-AREAS, WATER-POLLUTIONA /TION, JAPAN, 
2-703 G, POLLUTION.4 JOHNSON R W*t WATER-QUALITY,, AERIAL-SURVEYIN 
2-574 AT, LAKES, SCHERZ J P*t WATER-QUALITY, AIRCRAFT, LANDS 
7-231 SING, LANDSAT, MCKEON J B*# WATER-QUALITY,. COm'PUrER-PRJCES 
5-284 TERSHED-MANAGEMENT/ LAN-USE, WA-ER-QUALITY, GRAVES D H*, WA 
5-303 HED, RUNOFF, WATER-POLLUTION, WATER-QUALITY, HYDROLOGY# /ERS 
5-302 HED, RUNOFF, WATER-POLLUTION, WATER-QUALITY, HYDROLOGY71 IERS 
2-650 DSAT# BROWN R L*, WATER-QUALITY, MONITORING, LAN 
2-670 LI/ LANOSAT, WATER-POLLUTION, WATER-QUALITY, SCANDINAVIA, iE 
2-570 ROGERS R H*, LANDSAT, WATER-QUALITY, WATERSHED9 
2-565 RANEY R K*, PLANNING, WATER-QUALITY, WATERSHED# 
4-345 NS, CHESAPEAKE-BAY, VOLUME-I, WATER-QUALITY# APPLICITIO 
2-665 HUTANI J S*, WATER-POLLUTION, WATER-QUALITY# B 
1-312 GEOLOGY, TOPOLOGICAL-MAPPING, WATER-QUALITY# /, ECKHART 2*, 
1-351 , ENGINEERING-SOILS, GEOLOGYi WATER-RESOURCES, CROPS, VEGETA 
2-669 -PROTECTION# GAMMON P T*, WATER-RESOURCES, ENVIRONMENTAL 
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2-698 REMOTE-SENSING, CLAPP J L*, WATER-RESOURCES, EUTROPHICATLO 
2-689 RECONNAISSANCE, SOLLERS S C*t WATER-RESOURCES, FLOODPLAINM 
2-679 NDSATM MCKIM H L*, WATER-RESOURCES, HYDROLOGY, LA 
2-683 RANGO A*, HYDROLOGY, WATER-RESOURCES, INFRARED 
2-646 G, SHEPHERD W G*# MINNESOTA, WATER-RESOURCES, REMOLE-SENSIN 
1-363 CES, CALIFORNIA, COLWELL R N* WATER-RESOURCES, SOZIAL, POLIT 
1-316 POLLUTION, HUNDEMANN A S-. WATER-RESOURCES, URBAN# 
2-674 KHORRA4 S*, HYDROL)GY, SNOW, WATER-RESOURCES# 
2-513 AT, COOPER S*t FLOOD-CONTROL, WATER-RESOURCES# LANDS 
2-687 Y*, LAKES, IMAGE-PROCESSING, WATER-RESOURCES# SMITH A 
2-530 R A*, LANDSAT, CANADA, FLOOD, wATER-RESOURCES# HALIDAY 
1-311 ERS, FORESTRY, GEOLOGY, SOIL, WATER-RESOURCES# /R R*, COIPUT 
2-512 INDUSTRIAL-WASTES, MICHIGAN, WATER-RESOURCES# /TENSEN R J*, 
2-575 # INFRARED, WATER-TEMPERATURE, SCHOTT J R* 
2-612 W*# WATER-TRANSPARENCY, SHELDON J 
1-348 *1# RADIATION, OZONE, OXYGEN, WATER-VAPOR, ALIREZA-AFRASHTEH 
3-290 OISTURE, FORESTRY, SATELLITE, WATERS M III*, FUELS# M 
5-284 , WATER-QUALITY, GRAVES D H*, WATERSHED-MANAGEMENTM /AND-USE 
2-573 STURE9 SALOMONSON V V*, WATERSHED-MODEL, LAND-USE, MOI­
5-302 URBAN, MERRY C-J*, DRAINAGE, WATERSHED, RJNOFF, WITER-PJLLU 
5-303 TUDIES, MERRY C J*, DRAINAGE, WATERSHED, RUNOFF, WATER-POLLU 
2-685 IMAGE-PROCESSING, LANDSAT, WATERSHED, SASSO R R*# 
2-570 R H*, L4NDSAT, WATER-QUALITY. WATERSHED# ROGERS 
2-565 K*, PLANNING, WATER-QUALITY, WATERSHED# RANEY R 
5-286 , LAND-USE, IMAGE-PROCESSING, WATERSHED# /ODELS, ALGAZI V R* 
2-586 THERMAL, INFRARED, WATSON K*v GEOLOGY#
 
4-358'ARINE, ACOUSTIC-OBSERVATIONS, WAVE-GROUPS, PRONI J R*l M
 
4-330 *4 OCEAN, WAVE-HEIGHTS, RADAR, FEDOR L S
 
4-331 RADAR, SEA-SURFACE, WAVE-PATTERNS, GOWER J F R*#
 
1-366 JONES J B*, WEATHER, HYDROLOGYM 
6-259 WEATHER, RADAR, PITTMAN D y*# 
3-325 DIGITAL, AGRO-ENVIRONMENTAL, WEBB K EV# 
7-220 DUCTION, LANDSAT, RATIO-IMA/ WECKSUN3 G W* DYNAMI:-RANGE-RE 
6-206 IMAGES# WECKSUNG G W*, LANDSAT, RATIO­
5-283 , COMPUTER, DATA-BASE# WECKSUNG M J*, LAND-USE, MODEL 
2-616 ICE-COVERED, WEEKS W F*, RADAR# 
2-587 COAL-MINING, RECLAMATION, WEISS N E*# 
5-275 URBAN, LAND-USE, CHINA, WELCH R*# 
6-238 ATMOSPHERIC-MODEL, SEASAT, WELLCK R E*# 
6-239 FILTERING, RADAR, WEST G B*# 
5-299 , LAND-USE, RECREATION, MINI/ WEST-VIRGINIA, LATIMER I S JR* 
5-291 P I*, MODE/ RANGE-RESOURCES, WESTERN-UNITED-STATES, TUELLER 
4-366 LICATIONS, LANDSAT, DELAWARE, WETLAND-RESOURCES, KLEMAS '*# 
2-656 VEGETATION# WETLANDS, KIRBY R E*, MAPPING, 
1-355 LAB/EREP, KLEMAS V*, COASTAL, WETLANDS, PATTERNS, SURFACE-CU 
4-321 LANOSAT, PHOTOGRAPHY, WETLANDS, VIRGINIA# 
2-595 TOINTERPRETATION, CIVCO 0 L*, WETLANDS# PHO 
2-659 POLLUTANT, LANDSAT9 WEZERNAK C T*, REMOTE-SENSING, 
2-588 COAL-MINES, INFORMATION# WHAITE R H*, ABANDONED-SHAFTS, 
3-315 MAS R W*, LANDSATM WHEAT, NCREAGE-ESTIMATION, THO
 
3-347 DSAT# WHEAT, ACREAGE-ESTIMATION, LAN
 
3-297 CANOPY, MODEL, WHEAT, CIANCE J E*#
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3-353 SPECTRAL-SEPARABILITY, WHEAT, MALILA W A*, LXNDS4T#
 
3-332 T, COLWELL .JE*M WHEAT, YIELD-FORECASTS, LA'DSA 
3-286 AGRICULTURE, CONTROL, MODELS, WHEAT# SAND F*, 
3-284 , AGRICULTURE, DATA-ANALYSIS, WHEAT# /NALD R B*, PROCEEDINGS 
2-589 , GEOCHEMISTRY, GEOLOGY, URA/ WHITE M B*, AERIAL-PROSPECTING 
2-715 REFLECTANCE, SOIL-SEDIMENTS,, 'WHITLOCK C H*# RADIANCE, 
2-649 HCMM, SOIL-MOISTURE, SNOW, WIESNET D R*# 
2-653 ANNELIZATION, REMOTE-SENSING-, WILDLIFE-, DODGE W E*# CH 
3-350 E# BEST R G*, WILDLIFE, HABI'TATS, AGRICULTUR 
3-359 RY# MANAGEMENT, WILLIAMS D L*, LANDSAT, FOREST 
1-331 COMPUTER-GRAPH/ SMOKE-PLUMES, WILLIAMS M 0*, AIR-POLLUTION, 
3-291 LUTION, FORESTRY, CALI'FORNIA, WILLI4MS W T*# POL 
5-276 , UTILITIES# LAND-USE, WILREKER V F*, URBAN, PLANNING 
1-328 POINT-POLLUTANT, URBAN-AREAS, WINOM /H G L*, AIR-POLLUTION, 
2-590 SING# LINEAMENTS,-WISE D U*, -SJRVEYS, REMOTE-SEN 
4-373 DUMPING# WITTE W G*, MONITORING, -OCEAN­
2-695 T# MOSQUITO-H-ABITAT, WOOOZICK T L*, MAPPING, LANDSA 
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